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Thank you!Thank you!

Visit us online at WesternRanchSupply.com

We hope this finds you well and optimistic about the 

future of agriculture. As a company, we have used 

this unprecedented time to look on the bright side 

and find the best products on the market. It has 

also given us a chance to focus on the things in life 

we may have taken for granted. With that in mind, 

we would like to thank you for putting your trust in 

us. We are full of gratitude and excitement as we 

enter another year. Integrity and customer service 

are our core values in business. Our team remains 

committed to offering our very best for you. 

Hello Friends & Family

Keith, Shayne, & Rob
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2021 SPRING BUYING GUIDE

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT

Order Online
www.westernranchsupply.com
NEW PRODUCTS ADDED DAILY!

Orders should be called in by 1:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday for United Parcel or Parcel Post shipments

E-Mail: 
sales@westernranchsupply.com



WRANGLERPortable Corrals

3 CORRAL SIZES THAT TRANSPORT 
 SAFELY AT HIGHWAY SPEEDS

WWW.LINNPOST.COM



Wes ter n  Ranch Supply

     CUSTOM  
CORRAL DESIGNS
Free

WE CAN BULID A 
SYSTEM TO FIT 
 YOUR NEEDS!

WesternRanchSupply.com



When you try our products, you’ll 
understand why.

For the past 50 years, Y-TEX® has offered livestock 
producers some of best brands in the business.  From 
our durable and dependable identification ear tags to 
our advanced insecticide tags and pour-on products, 
Y-TEX® products are designed to deliver exceptional 
performance at down-to-earth prices.

So, when it’s time tag or treat your herd, count 
on the brand that stands for excellence in animal 
health: Y-TEX®.

Always read and follow label directions.  All brands shown are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of Y-TEX® Corporation. © 2021 Y-TEX Corporation.

Generations of producers 
have grown to trust Y-TEX®.



•	 Controlled	Consistent	Consumption
•	High	Energy/Nutrient	Dense
•	 Vitamin	&	Mineral	Fortified

•	 Increased	Forage	Digestion
•	Convenient
•	 Labor	Saving

QLF Ignite Low Moisture Blocks are convenient and easy-to-Use to make 
certain your livestock are getting what they need - when they need it.

www.qlf.com
800.236.2345

Ignite Your 
Animals Nutrition

There’s Power 
in Green NATIONALLY

RECOGNIZED

VETERINARIAN
APPROVED

★

AWARD WINNING

MADE IN THE

USA

DiO’s new green packaging reflects our continued 
commitment to natural ingredients in our award 
winning liniment. Designed with your horse in mind, 
DiO Veterinary Strength Liniment utilizes natural, locally 
sourced minerals to help prevent and alleviate soreness 
without the use of carriers or chemicals.   DiO   does not 
blister, is odorless and does not discolor. DiO   is ideal 
for every horse that competes in Western and English 
disciplines and comes in a convenient concentrate and 
a gel. DiO keeps your horse competing at the highest 
level. There’s power in green!

Questions? 844 | 434 | 6462
Visit us at www.drawliniment.com

Join us!





Check out our schedule at www.
sullivansupply.com to attend a compli-
mentary Stock Show U clinic near you.

 

Your source for immediate livestock 
news and free customer advertising 

offered by Sullivan Supply. 

The distinguished Sullivan Supply/
Stock Show University $20,000 

Youth Scholarship Program. 

Sponsoring Junior Nationals 
and Team Fitting Contest 

across the country. 
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MAXI-POWER MARK 8
(30 Miles) 110 Volt
Features Parmak’s exclusive built-in performance meter that tells 
you the exact condition of the fence. Full one (1) year warranty. 
SPDPAM6 30 miles........................$137.00
MAXI-POWER SUPER ENERGIZER 5
(50 Miles) 110 Volt
Equipped with a built-in Digital performance meter which tells 
you the exact condition of the fence.  Over 8,000 volts of holding 
power with 500 OHM load.  Fuse protection with built-in lightning 
arrester. Full one (1) year warranty
SPDPASE3 50 miles........................$165.00
RANGE MASTER ENERGIZER 
(100 Miles) 110-120 volt - AC Operated
Digital performance meter shows voltage on fence, accurate 
within 100 volts.  Ultra-High visible, multi-colored LED lights 
show condition on fence.  Audible and visible SHUT DOWN 
ALARM sounds when fence charger is not functioning properly.  
Low impedance, over 12.5 joules of shock output power to control 
livestock or predators. For indoor installation.  Full two (2) year 
warranty includes damage caused by lightning.
SPDRM  100 miles....................$245.00

ELECTRIC ENERGIZERS

PATRIOT FENCE ENERGIZERS
Low impedance technology for effective, reliable results.  LED 
indicator lets you see at-a-glance that the energizer is on and 
working.  Simple operation, low maintenance and powerful 
performance. 
AC-POWERED:   
SPDPE2  PE2, 2 miles/8 acres...................$ 30.00
SPDPE5  PE5, 5 miles/20 acres.................$ 48.00
SPDPE10  PE10, 10 miles/40 acres.............$ 57.00
SPDPMX50 PMX50, 15 miles/60 acres.........$ 80.00
SPDPMX120 PMX120, 30 miles/75 acres.......$ 100.00
SPDPMX200 PMX200, 50 miles/165 acre......$130.00
SPDPMX450 PMX450, 80 miles/200 acres.....$185.00
DC-POWERED:
SPDPE5B  PE5B, 5 miles/20 acres..............$ 64.00
SPDPE10B PE10B, 10 miles/40 acres..........$ 76.50
SPDPBX50 PBX50, 15 miles/60 acres..........$ 93.00
SPDPBX120 PBX120, 30 miles/75 acres....$125.00 

S500 SOLAR ENERGIZER (5 Miles-20 acres)
Solar-powered, 12V gel cell battery. 21 days operation without 
sunlight.  Built-in battery saving technology.  Mounts on T-post 
or wood post.
SPDS500  5 miles...............................$273.00

MAGNUM 12 U.O. (30 Miles) 12 Volt - Battery Operated
Has exclusive built-in performance meter. Tells you the exact 
condition of your fence.      Shocks thru wet weeds and brush.    
Weatherproof.   Full one (1) year warranty.
SPDPAMAG 30 miles.....................................$99.00

SOLAR PAK 12 (30 Miles)
12 volt - Solar/Battery Operated
Features Parmak’s exclusive built-in performance meter. Tells you 
the exact condition of your fence.  The totally new and improved 
solar panel uses free energy from the sun to provide maximum 
shock...longer life.  No operating costs!  Charges over 30 miles 
of fence.  Shocks thru wet weeds and brush.  Full two (2) year 
warranty.  Battery is warranted for one (1) year.
SPDPAMAGS 30 miles.............................$290.00

6 VOLT GEL CELL BATTERY
6 volt gel cell battery for the Solar Pak 6 Energizer. 
SPDBAT6  6 volt...................................$35.00

12 VOLT GEL CELL BATTERY
12 volt gel cell battery for the Solar Pak 12 Energizer. 
SPDBAT12 12 volt..................................$62.00

SOLAR PAK 6 (25 Miles)
6 Volt - Solar/Battery Operated 
America’s first solar powered electric fencer is now low im-
pedance and features exclusive built-in performance meter.  
Shocks thru wet weeds and brush.  Features state-of-the-art solar 
panel with over 42% more battery charging power.  Will charge 
battery even on cloudy days with maximum power in direct 
sunlight.  Will operate for 21 days in total darkness.  Complete 
with energizer, 6 volt battery and solar panel.  Charges up to 
25 miles of fence and has full two (2) year warranty.  Battery is 
warranted for one (1) year.  
SPDPADFSP 25 miles.............................$187.00

ENERGIZERS COMPLETE
W/BATTERY & SOLAR PANEL

BATTERY ENERGIZERS

SOLAR PANELS
SOLAR PANELS
Premium, high efficient polycrystalline panels.  Rugged aluminum framing.  Di-
odes and regulators are used to prevent overcharging of batteries.  Fast charging 
batteries through superior conversion efficiency of sunlight to electrical current.
SPDSP10W 10 watt............................$140.00
SPDSP20W 20 watt............................$247.00
SPDSP30W 30 watt............................$346.00

UNIGIZERS
UNIGIZERS (Speedrite)
Suitable for 110 volt, 12 volt battery or solar installations.  Indicator 
lights show output voltage and battery condition for quick identifi-
cation of any problems.  Adjustable pulse speed for improved battery 
conservation.  Day/Night sensor allows you to set fast or slow night 
functions for flexible stock control and energy saving.  Battery lead 
set and power adapter included.  Weatherproof case.
ELECTRICITY, BATTERY OR SOLAR: 
SPD1000  1J, 10 mi/40 acres.......$162.50
SPD2000  2J, 20 mi/80 acres.......$235.00
SPD3000  3J, 30 mi/120 acres.....$265.00
SPD6000I  60mi/240 acres...........$635.00
SOLAR (12V Battery):
SPD2000S  2J, 20 mi/80 acres.......$655.00
SPD3000S  3J, 30 mi/120 acres.....$800.00 

4V GEL CELL BATTERY
SOLAR-POWERED ENERGIZER (Patriot)
Low impedance technology for effective, reliable results.  Ideal 
for keeping out small, nuisance animals or safely containing 
small animals such as pets.
SPDPS5  2 miles/8 acres..................$100.00
SPD818953 4V Replacement Battery...$20.00

SOLARGUARD 155 (Patriot)
Solar-powered, 12V gel cell battery.  Low impedance tech-
nology for effective, reliable results.  Handy T-Post mounting 
feature.  Built-in battery saving technology.  21 days operation 
without sunlight. 
SPDSG155 10 miles/40 acres...............$170.00
SPD01020  12V Replacement Battery..$40.00

DUAL PURPOSE ENERGIZERS
DUAL-PURPOSE ENERGIZERS (Patriot)
All-in-One unit can be powdered 3 ways: ELECTRICI-
TY, BATTERY, or SOLAR.  LED indicator lets you see 
at-a-glance that the energizer is on and working.  Single 
operation, low maintenance and powerful performance. 
Weatherproof case. 
SPDP5  15 miles/60 acres............$105.00
SPDP10  30 miles/100 acres..........$132.00
SPDP20  50 miles/165 acres..........$162.00

12 V SOLAR REGULATOR
Designed to protect solar system batteries from power spikes.  Stops the solar 
system’s battery from being overcharged.  Sits between the solar panel and the 
battery and is very simple to install. Simply have two wires going from the solar 
panel to the solar regulator, and another two from the regulator to the battery.
SPD811040 1 yr warranty....................$36.50

SOLARGUARD 80 (Patriot)
Easily portable, simple and intuitive, plus it’s more powerful 
than comparable energizers. Powers up to 3 miles / 12 acres  
of fence. Solar panel and battery integrated in one convenient 
robust case. Housing for convenient stowing of fence leads 
when not in use. Single flashing LED indicates fence pulse. 
3 year warranty. 
SPDSG80..................................................................$130.00

S1000 SOLAR ENERGIZER (6 Miles-140 acres)
Solar-powered, 12V, 7AH SLA battery and fence leads. Typical 
output voltage is 9,600V on open circuits, 7,100 V on a standard 
load and 5,600V on heavy loads
SPD1000SE           6 miles 3 yr warranty.................$375.00
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EQUINE CORRAL KIT
“Fence in a bag” has a basic assortment of items to 
construct simple temporary electric fence.  Includes: 
Speedrite AN20 energizer, posts, gate handle, reel, 
politape, carrying bag, T-handle ground rod and 
instructions.  Great for rodeos, horse shows or trail 
rides.  Works with most types of animals.
SPDECK ..............................................$346.00

POULTRY & SHEEP NETTING 
Green. Fast and easy set up/teardown.  Includes 
warning sign, corner stakes, basic repair kit and 
installation instructions.  
POULTRY NETTING:  Great for organic chicken 
operations.  Double spike posts.
SPD821955 165’x43”...............$246.50
SHEEP NETTING: Great for sheep or goats.  Single 
spike posts.
SPD821953 165’x35”...............$195.00

PET & GARDEN KIT (Patriot)
All you need to build a quick, basic and effective 
electric fence.  Ideal for keeping pets in the yard and 
nuisance animals out of the garden.  Includes Patriot 
PE2 energizer, 10 green tread-in syle posts, 100 ft. 
green poliwire, easy to use fence/ground connectors, 
1 warning sign, simple instructions.  
SPDGK....................................................$87.00

FENCING KITS

BEKHTW 4000’ roll.......................................................
BEKHTW12 1/2 mile roll......................................................... 

12 1/2 gauge, class III, galvanized, Hi-tensile, smooth, electric 
fence wire is layer-wrapped to provide tangle-free unspooling.  
Features a guaranteed class III heavy galvanized zinc coating 
which exceeds .8 ounces of zinc per square foot for maximum 
corrosion resistance.  170,000 PSI max. tensile strength.  1308 
lbs. max. breaking load.  
    

HIGH TENSILE WIRE

call for 
prices

POLIWIRE 
(Speedrite)
White Poliwire with 6 strands of stainless steel wire.  Suitable 
for strip grazing.
SPDSP013 660 ft. white..............................$21.00
SPDSP011 1650 ft. white............................$43.00
White Poliwire with 9 strands of stainless steel wire.  Superior 
conductivity compared to poliwire.  Ideal for strip grazing and 
semi-permanent fencing.
SPDSP211 1320 ft. white..............................$59.00

l/2” POLITAPE 
(Speedrite)
White 1/2” politape with 6 strands of stainless steel wire.  Suitable 
for strip grazing. (Tru-Test)
SPDSP016 660 ft. white................................$38.00
   

EXTREME WIRE 
Great for quick, temporary fences or rotational grazing applications.  
105 times more conductive than standard poliwire.  Made of long 
life, UV stabilized yarn.  White/red weave for greater visibility.  
6 tinned copper conductors. 
SPDSP040 660 ft. white/red..........................$52.00
SPDSP041 1320 ft. white/red........................$87.00
SPDSP042 2640 ft. white/red......................$138.00

WIRE

(Patriot)
Great for quick, temporary fences or rotational grazing applications.  
Works well with Patriot Sentinel posts.  Made of long life, UV 
stabilized yarn.  White color for greater visibility.  6 stainless steel 
conductors, tightly woven for superior strength.  1 year warranty.
SPD821449 660 ft. roll..................................$20.00
SPD822757 1,320 ft. roll...............................$33.00

1/2” EXTREME TAPE 
Great for quick, temporary fences or rotational grazing appli-
cations.  106 times more conductive than standard politape.  
Made of long life, UV stabilized yarn.  White/red weave for 
greater visibility.  6 tinned copper conductors.
SPDSP050 660 ft. roll.......................$59.00
SPDSP052 1,320 ft. roll..................$107.00

(Patriot)
Great for quick, temporary fences or rotational grazing applications.  
Works well with Patriot Sentinel posts.  Made of long life, UV 
stabilized yarn.  White color for greater visibility.  6 stainless steel 
conductors, tightly woven for superior strength.
SPD821451 660 ft. roll....................................$31.00

POLIROPE (Patriot) 
Ideal choice for semi-permanent or temporary equine fences.  
Made of long life, UV stabilized yarn.  White color for greater 
visibility.  6 stainless steel conductors, tightly woven for superior 
strength.  1/4” / 6mm diameter.
SPD821450 660 ft. roll..................................$59.00

EXTREME BRAID
Ideal choice for semi-permanent or temporary equine fences.  
Made of long life, UV stabilized yarn.  White/red weave for 
greater visibility.  8 total strands (4 tinned copper, 4 stainless steel).
SPDUB660 660 ft.........................................$105.00

PORTABLE ELECTRIC FENCE CABLE
Ideal for constructing temporary livestock enclosures in the back 
country or to pen off an area of your ranch.   
HCPC1320 1,320 ft..............................$100.00

ELECTRIC FENCE WIRE (bekaert)
14 gauge, 1/2 mile in length, commercial galvanized coating. Low 
carbon wire can be used for electric fence systems such as tying.
BEK118306....................................................................$60.00

T-POST PINLOCK INSULATOR (Wrap Around)
Designed to wrap around steel post.  One clip on insulator snaps 
to front of post, the other clip curls around and snaps to back of 
post.  Retaining pin holds wire in place.  Fits 1.25 and 1.33 steel 
posts.  Suitable for high tensile wire.
SPD310  25/bag........................................$8.00

PATRIOT WRAP AROUND T-POST EXTENDER
Extends fence wire 5” off the T-Post to protect existing fence.  
Holds most wire sizes including poliwire, 1/2” tape & rope.
SPD820021 25/bag.......................................$9.00

SCREW ON T-POST INSULATOR
Works great on all t-posts with poliwire, polirope, politape, 
steel/aluminum wires.
SPD819047 25/bag.......................................$10.00

WHITE T-POST TOPPERS
Fits over T-post.  Prevents cuts from sharp edges on top of 
T-posts.  Works with all types of poli-wire, tape, rope, plus 
1 1/2” and 2” wide tape.  Clips keep wire and tape from falling 
out.  UV stabilized for long life.  10 year warranty.
SPDTPT   10/bag.....................................$8.00

T POST INSULATORS

WRAP-AROUND T-POST PINLOCK
Pinlock design allows easy removal of wires.  Fence wire: Poli-
wire, polirope, steel/aluminum wire.  Special wrap design secures 
insulator to post.
SPD820017 25/bag......................................$8.25

WRAP AROUND T-POST CLAW
Fence wire:  Poliwire, polirope, steel/aluminum wire.  Special 
wrap design secures insulator to post.
SPD820015 25/bag........................................$5.00

WRAP AROUND BACKSIDE T-POST EXTENDERS
Protects existing fence by extending electric fence wire off the 
back side of the T-post.  Fence wire: Poliwire, polirope, steel/
aluminum wire.  Special wrap design secures insulator to post.
SPD820028 2” (5cm), 25/bag........................$5.75
SPD820035 5” (13cm), 25/bag......................$10.00

INVERSE T-POST INSULATOR
Easily mounts to the front or back side of a standard size T-Post.  
Holds any type of wire and made in USA.  32 insulators per bag.  
Available in blue or black, 3” or 6” extended.
SPD323  3” 32/bag..................................$13.50
SPD326  6” 32/bag..................................$15.00 

T-POST GATE ANCHOR INSULATOR
Economical option for building a gate between T-posts.
SPD814210 2/bag..........................................$3.50
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WOOD INSULATORS

SIDE FIXING STANDOFF
Galvanized spring steel construction, UV stabilized for long life, 
white color.
SPD807873 6”..............................................$3.10

3” or 6” EXTENDED WOOD POST INSULATOR
Designed to mount to round wood posts or plank
boards.  Curved base allows for a wider surface mount 
for added strength.  50 -  1 1/2” non-corrosive wood
screws pre-packaged inside packaging.  UV protected for weather 
durability.  25 insulators per bag available in blue or black and 3” or 6” 
lengths. 
SPD3262  3” 25/bag.........................................$13.50 
SPD3264  6” 25/bag.........................................$15.00 

JUMBO RING INSULATOR 
For use on wood posts.  Wire: Polirope/braid, poliwire, high 
tensile steel/aluminum wire
SPD814590 25/bag.......................................$10.25

WOOD POST CLAW INSULATORS
Large shield to prevent arcing.  Easily attached with nails or 
staples.  Heavy duty claw fittings for maximum strength.  Can 
also be used with metal pipes.  Fence wire: Poliwire, polirope/
braid, steel/aluminum wire. 10 year warranty.
SPD814718 White, 25/bag..............................$7.00
SPD820023 Black, 25/bag..............................$7.00

WOOD POST PINLOCK INSULATOR
Pinlock design allows easy removal of wires.  Can also be used with 
metal pipe.  Fence wire: Poliwire, polirope, steel/aluminum wire.
SPD820033 25/bag.......................................$8.25

WOOD POST SQUARE INSULATOR
Fence wire: Poliwire, thin gauge steel/aluminum.  Economical 
single nail installation.
SPD820032 25/bag.......................................$5.25

WOOD POST SLANT NAILS
Protects existing fence by extending electric fence wire, off the 
wood post.  Fence wire: Poliwire, polirope, steel/aluminum wire.
SPD820030 2”  (5cm), 25/bag.....................$ 5.50
SPD820026 5” (13cm), 25/bag...................$10.50

RING
Fence wire: Poliwire, steel/aluminum wire.  Use with Patriot 
ring insulator tool.
SPD810840 25/bag.......................................$9.50
SPD815042 tool............................................$5.25

ELECTRIC FENCING SUPPLIES F
E
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ROD POST INSULATOR
Adjustable to fit rod posts 1/4”-5/8”.  UV stabilized for long life.  
Heavy duty screw nut with non-slip grips.  Strong claw with rein-
forcing rib.  Innovative back end slot with anti-slip-out hooks for 
up to 1/2” politape.  10 year warranty.
SPD316  25/bag...........................................$6.00

ROD INSULATORS

SCREW ON ROD POST INSULATOR
Fence wire: Poliwire, politape (1/2”) polirope, steel/aluminum 
wire.  Fits posts 1/4” (6mm) to 9/16” (14mm) in diameter. 
SPD820019 25/bag.......................................$6.00

DUAL INSULATORS

Solid, robust design with strong tapered pin.  Twin spark guards 
and unique staple guides.  10 year warranty.
SPD312  25/bag.......................................$13.00

WOOD POST INSULATOR

Works with wooden posts and T-posts.  Sturdy pin for longer life 
and reinforced jaws.  Pinlock allows for easy wire removal.  10 
year warranty
SPD311  25/bag black (Speedrite)....................$11.75
SPD814587 25/bag white (Patriot)........................$9.50

DUAL-PURPOSE WOOD/T-POST INSULATOR

White Corner Insulator. Molded from glass fiber reinforced UV 
stabilized plastic for ultra strength and long life.  Ideal for tough, 
high tension applications.  Deep grooves to hold wire in place.  
Long leakage paths to prevent arcing.  10 year warranty.
SPD3141  5/bag...........................................$10.50

For use with wood posts, metal pipes and T-posts.  Fence wire: 
Poliwire, steel/aluminum wire.  Economical solution to create 
corners in electric fences.
SPD814715 10/bag........................................$4.50

WOOD POST GATE ANCHOR INSULATOR
Economical option for building a gate between wood posts.
SPD814212 2/bag..........................................$2.75

WRAP AROUND INSULATOR
Economical solution to create corners in electric fences. For use 
with wood posts, metal pipes and T-posts. Fence wire: steel/
aluminum wire.
SPD811413...........................................................................$1.30

PORCELAIN DONUT INSULATOR
For use with wood posts, metal pipes and T-posts.  Fence wire: 
steel/aluminum wire.  Creates corners and termination in electric 
fences.  Use on fence ends, curves and corners.  Fire resistant.
SPD812511 10/box.......................................$6.00

BULLNOSE PORCELAIN INSULATOR
For use with wood posts, metal pipes and T-posts.  Fence wire:  
steel/aluminum wire.  Effective end strain for termination 
of electric fences.  Fire resistant.
SPD814206 10/box.............................$14.00

HEAVY DUTY U PORCELAIN INSULATOR
For use with wood posts, metal pipes and T-posts.  Fence wire: 
steel/aluminum wire.  Effective end strain for termination of 
electric fence wires.  Fire resistant.
SPD814211 10/box.......................................$8.50

PINLOCK WIRE OFFSET
Recommended for wood post,T-post, metal pipe, rod post.  For 
use with poliwire, politape (1/2”), politape (1 1/2”) polirope, steel/
aluminum wire. (Bundle of 5)
SPDSI060SP...............................................................$18.75

PATRIOT PORCELAIN SCREW-IN
Recommended for wood posts, T-posts, metal pipe, and rod posts.  
Use with poliwire, politape (1/2”), politape (1 1/2”) polirope, 
steel/aluminum wire.
SPD814208 small........................................$1.75
SPD814207 large.........................................$2.75

END STRAIN INSULATOR
For use with wood posts, metal pipes and T-posts.  Fence wire: 
steel/aluminum wire.  Effective end strain for termination 
of electric fence wire.
SPD809981 10/bag................................$8.00

QUESTIONS ON 
ELECTRIC FENCING?

1-800-548-7270 Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855 Great Falls, MT
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PIG TAIL TREAD-IN POST
Recommended for portable temporary fences.  
Use with Poliwire, Polirope and Politape.  41” height, 34” above ground.  Steel 
frame with steel step plate.  Insulated top.
SPDPT134...........................................................................................$5.00

STEP-IN POLY POST
Large step for easy insertion.  Nine insulators conveniently spaced for various 
applications.  Insulators wide enough to handle any wire or tape up to 1 1/2” 
(40mm) wide.  Strong, sharp 10” metal spike.  Weather resistant and non-con-
ductive.  Structurally reinforced. 8% Discount on 50 or more
SPDSTEP  48” black, ea....................................................$2.50 
 

PIG TAIL CLIPS
Made from high strength spring steel wire.  High tension squeeze clip can be hand 
fitted.  Fence wire can freely run through the clip legs.  Available in 1/2” and 3/8”.
SPD5522  1/2”, 20/bag......................................................$10.00
SPD5562  3/8”, 20/bag........................................................$8.75

FIBERGLASS POSTS
These posts won’t rust, rot, or short out and are difficult to break.  Drives easily 
with a standard post driver.
HGAMRBP60 13/16”x60” w/3 pre-drilled holes,
  fence height 42”................................................$6.50
HGAMRBP66 13/16”x66” w/5 pre-drilled holes,
  fence height 48”................................................$7.00
HGAMG704 G704 clips for use with above posts (100/bag).$18.00
HGAM3848 3/8”x48” orange fiberglass posts.......................$2.00
HGAM3860 3/8”x60” orange fiberglass posts.......................$2.25
HGAM3825 3/8” pig tail clips (25/bag).................................$8.50
SPD513  5’x11/16” w/21 pre-drilled holes.......................$6.00
SPD511  6’x7/8” w/24-pre-drilled holes...........................$9.25
SPD514450 50 cotter pins for use w/7/8” posts.....................$8.00
SPD512   1/2”, 4’................................................................$1.99
SPD514  1/2”, 5’................................................................$2.99
SPD518  3/8”, 4’................................................................$1.75

SENTINEL PLASTIC TREAD-IN POST 
Recommended for temporary fences.  For use with poliwire, politape (1/2”), 
politape (1 1/2”), polirope and steel/aluminum wire. (Not for use with high 
tensile wire). 1 year warranty. 8% Discount on 50 or more.
SPD820014 49” (black)......................................................$2.50

POSTS & CLIPS

STEP-IN FIBERGLASS POST w/ SMART CLIP
Accepts all fencing materials with ease, bigger stronger clip design. Molded top 
doubles as drive clip 10 year warranty. 10% discount on 100 or more
SPDSIP  3/8” X 4’.............................................................$2.75 

GATES, HANDLES & LATCHES

BLACK PLASTIC GATE HANDLE 
SPD817217.................................................................$2.25

16’ SPRING GATE, COMPLETE
Includes gate handle, anchor, activator & 16’ spring.
SPD809983..............................................................$15.00

WIRE GATE CLOSER
Made of high quality steel, this latch offers an easy way to open and 
close barbed wire and any other type of gates without strain, stress or 
torn clothing.  1 year warranty.
SPDCLOSE......................................................................$20.00

HD GATE BREAK HANDLE
SPD432  red............................................$5.00

STEEL GATE LATCH 
SPD437....................................................................$5.00

QUICK-LATCH
Fastest, easiest chain latch.  Just push and
twist.  Hog, cattle and horse proof.   
SPDQLGL..................................$12.50

NO KICK HANDLE
Self insulating.  Made from durable plastic.
SPDSA013..................................................................$1.25
SPD810838.................................................................$1.25

GATE HOOK PLATE + INSULATOR
For use with gates.  Three position slots for flexibility.
SPD4338  2/pk.......................................$11.50

COMPRESSION GATE BREAK
Heavy duty spring compression under load.  Non-slip insulated 
grip.  High density UV stabilized polyethylene.  
SPDCGHB blue...........................................$6.50

26’ SPRING GATE
Electrifies gateways up to 26’ (8m) wide. Includes HD insu-
lated handle, wood post pinlock, insulator, gate activator & 
galvanized spring.
SPDSA0448M...................................................$30.00

ADJUSTABLE CHAIN WIRE GATE LATCH
Fully adjustable, will work with various gate 
tensions.   
SPDGL...................................................................$20.00

BUNGY GATE
Electrifies gateways from 11’ (3.5m) to 23’ (7m) wide.  Includes 
insulated handle, wood post, pinlock insulator, gate activator, 
high visibility flag & bungy cord.
SPD813719......................................................$30.00

ZAMMR HANDLE
Use as a live hook or for a gate break
SPD824115 black.........................................$3.00

DRIVE-THRU ELECTRIC GATE
Adjustable 13’ - 19’.  No more opening and 
closing gates.  Flexible fiberglass polyeth-
ylene arms support electrical streams (30” 
in length and 6” apart) and bend in any 
direction.  Won’t harm the finish of any 
vehicle as the metal never touches it. Gate 
swings closed automatically.  
SPD436.................................$149.00 

RUBBER HANDLE
This rubber gate handle is fully insulated and features a non-slip 
grip. It is used to electrify gateways on permanent or temporary 
fencing. Can be used with steel wire, aluminum wire, and most 
poly-products. Made of durable, UV-stabilized rubber. Yellow.
SPD828230..................................................................$2.50

MORE GATE LATCHES AND 
HANDLES ON PAGE 9
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T-HANDLE GROUND ROD
Ideal for energizers and temporary fences that will be 
moved frequently. 30” long galvanized steel with 6” 
handle and tapered end.
SPDSA111...............................................................$14.00

ELECTRIC FENCING SUPPLIES F
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MISCELLANEOUS

INSULTUBE
An economical insulator that’s fastened with staples.
4 mm x 12 m coil.
SPD807936 39 ft..............................$12.50

WARNING SIGN
Warning sign to alert persons to electric fence. Clips 
onto electric fence wire to create clear warning for 
safety.  Installs on most electric fence wires.
SPD809700.........................................$1.25

6’ GROUND ROD WITH CLAMP
6’ x 1/2” galvanized steel prevents electrolysis corrosion and loss of 
conductivity.  Heavy duty clamp.  Inadequate grounding is the most 
common cause of poor electric fence performance. 
SPDGR6   ground rod w/ clamp...................................$15.00
SPDGRC  ground rod clamp only.................................$4.25

LIGHTNING ARRESTOR
Helps to protect fence energizer in the event of lightning strike to 
the fence line.  Strong porcelain frame with steel connection points.
SPD814630....................................................$12.75

UNDERGROUND CABLES
12.5 GAUGE UNDERGROUND CABLE
Recommended for connection to fence wires, ground rods and underneath gates.  
For use with all energizers, ground rods, and steel fence wire.  Double-insulated 
galvanized wire.  UV stable for long life. 
1 year warranty.
SPD809731 50 ft. roll................................$16.00
SPD3511  82 ft. roll................................$36.50
SPD806045 165 ft. roll..............................$63.00
SPD3512  330 ft. roll.............................$120.00

EXTREME UNDERGROUND CABLE
Ideal for large properties with high powered energizers, es-
pecially all Speedrite energizers with 12 joules of output or 
greater.  Aluminum coated steel for extreme conductivity.  UV 
stabilized for long life.
SPD806052 330 ft...................................$157.00

LIGHTNING DIVERTER
Redirects lightning to ground minimizing energizer and 
fence damage.
SPD822024....................................................$28.50

JUMPER LEADS 
JUMPER LEADS
Needed to ensure quality connections in temporary fencing. 
SPDJLS..................................................................$16.75

Features stainless steel fittings for positive non-corrosive contact 
and easily identifiable on/off positions.
SPD414....................................................................$13.50
Can be used with wood posts and metal pipes.  Use to isolate 
sections of fence. Stainless steel fittings for positive non-cor-
rosive contact.
SPD817216..............................................................$7.00

CUT OUT SWITCHES

FENCE LEAD SET
Use to connect energizer to fence wire and 
ground system
SPD821229.............................................................$19.25

FENCE TESTERS

DIGITAL FAULT FINDER
Check fence voltages and find faults fast.  This directional fault 
finder/current meter follows current flow both visually and audibly.  
Has low battery indicator and replaceable 9 volt battery.  Can be 
used on all electric wire fences. 
SPD2029  Digital fault finder.................$111.00

FENCE ALERT
Lets you know from a distance when a fence is not performing.  
Starts flashing when voltage becomes insufficient to hold stock.  
Highly visible flashing light up to 1 mile.  Clips onto wire, tape, 
braid, or netting.  Replaceable internal battery (lasts up to 5 years 
on standby or 2 weeks flashing).
SPD301  Fence Alert..............................$26.00

DIGITAL VOLTMETER
Provides voltage readings from 200V to 9,900V.  Automatic on/
off and large fence clip for improved safety.  Large earth probe 
for more accurate voltage readings.  Replaceable 9 volt battery.
SPDDVM               Voltmeter..................................$42.00

5 LIGHT FENCE TESTER (Patriot)
Measures and displays approximate fence voltage.  Bright voltage 
lights, easy to read voltage indicator.
SPD814217..............................................................$15.00

ECONO REEL
Keeps poliwire/tape organized.  For use with poliwire & politape.  
Holds 1,650 ft. of poliwire or 660 ft. of 1/2” politape.  Frame 
insulated from spool, galvanized steel frame, rugged locking 
system, UV stable for long life. Jumbo holds 3,280 ft poliwire 
or 1,312 ft politape.
SPD221  .............................................$37.00
SPDSR001 jumbo...................................$68.00
GEARED REEL
Keeps poliwire/tape organized.  For use with poliwire & poli-
tape.  Holds 1,650 ft of poliwire or 660 ft of 1/2” politape.  3:1 
gear ratio for easier use, galvanized steel frame, rugged locking 
system, UV stable for long life. Mega holds 3,280 ft poliwire or 
1,312 ft politape.
SPDSR020 ...............................................$78.00
SPD021  mega......................................$90.00

ENERGIZER TO ROPE/BRAID CONNECTOR
Use to connect polirope or braid strands to energizer
Suitable for use with polirope or braid.
SPD814709................ ...............................................$4.75

TAPE TO TAPE CONNECTOR
Allows the electricity from one politape strand to be 
transmitted vertically to the politape strand below.
Suitable for use with politape up to 1½ in wide.
SPD814822................ ...............................................$5.00

ROPE TO ROPE CONNECTOR
Allows the electricity from one polirope or braid strand to be 
transmitted vertically to the polirope or braid strand below
Suitable for use with polirope or braid
SPD814822................ ...............................................$5.00
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SPLICES

SPLICE IT WIRE SPLICES
LBW5 wire splice for 12 1/2 to 14 gauge barbed wire and 9 gauge 
smooth & bottom woven wire. 
SPDBSP  50/box..........................................$12.50
SS5 wire splice for 12 1/2 to 15 1/2 gauge Hi-Tensile smooth & 
Hi-Tensile woven wire.
SPDHSP   50/box..........................................$16.50

4-SLOT CRIMP TOOL (Patriot)
Secure crimp sleeves to high tensile fence wire.  Strong 
steel frame.  Use with Patriot crimp sleeves and wire taps.
SPD814220..................................................................$65.00

SPLICE IT TOOL
22” dual purpose tool.  Has adjustable case 
hardened jaws.  For use only with Splice It 
Wire Splices.  Splices wire too rusty to twist.  Splices Hi-Tensile, barbed and 
woven wire.  Cuts up to 5/16 grade 5 bolt.  Lifetime warranty.
SPDTOOL Tool................................................................$60.00

SPLICE-IT
Offers a quick and simple way to
splice any type of wire - barbed, 
woven, smooth, hi-tensile, etc.
SPDST5  
40/box, 12.5-15 ga................$27.50
SPDGB5   
50/box, 15.5 ga.....................$12.50
SPDWW5 
50/box, 11-16 ga...................$12.50

CRIMPS (Hayes)
Easiest way to join wire.  Creates joint that exceeds wire breaking 
strength.
SPD872051 HCB for barbed wire (50).......$18.75
SPD872052 HCE for electric fences (50)...$18.75
SPD807979 HC2 for 16-12.5 gauge (100).$25.00
SPD808209 HC3 for 12.5-10 gauge (50)...$19.00
SPD808210 HC4 for 9-8 gauge (50)..........$19.00

CRIMPING SLEEVES (Nicopress)
Joins high tensile wire strands together.  Use Patriot 4-slot crimp 
tool to crimp.
  1-2 crimp sleeve, joins 14 or 16 ga. high  
  tensile wire 
SPD814231 (25 pack)........................................$5.00
  2-3 crimp sleeve, joins 12.5 ga. high  
  tensile wire
SPD814232 (25 pack)........................................$5.75
SPD814233 (100 pack)......................................$15.75
  3-4 crimp sleeve, joins 10 or 11 ga. wire,  
  also 14 or 15 ga. barbed wire 
SPD814234 (10 pack).........................................$5.25
  3-4 crimp line tap, joins 9 to 12.5 ga.  
  wire, also 12.5 ga. barbed wire
SPD814236 (10 pack).........................................$5.00 
  4-5 crimp line tap, joins 9 to 12.5 ga.  
  wire, also 12.5 ga. barbed wire
SPD814235 (10 pack)..........................................$6.00

UNINSULATED SPRING CLIP WIRE STRAINER 
(Allflex Donalds)
Solid steel and aluminum construction.  Unique smooth spring 
clip design is extremely strong and easy to use.  Has two winding 
holes for joining broken wires and slip reduction. 
SPD4040................................................................$3.25
IN-LINE WIRE STRAINER (Round)
Able to add to fence without cutting wire.  Useful for joining wire.   
Corrosion resistant.  Tightening handle required, sold separately.
SPD4044  Round Wire Strainer............$ 3.25
SPD4045  Handle.................................$20.00

WIRE STRAINERS

SPRING CLIP STRAINER
Use with high tensile wire in permanent fences to 
maintain tension along fence line or on brace wires.  
Solid steel and aluminum construction with unique 
smooth spring clip design.
SPD809813 strainer.................$3.25
SPD814209 handle..................$6.50

BULL NOSE WIRE STRAINER
Tough durable design for superior wire tensioning and align-
ment.  Sturdy galvanized steel frame with cast aluminum spool.  
Specially  designed heavy duty insulator.  Ideal for all styles of 
fencing including high tensile applications. 
SPD4042...................................................................$6.50

COMPRESSION SPRING
Recommended for permanent fences.  For use with tension 
fence wire.  9” spring, high quality galvanized 
steel.  Use with white end strain insulator.
SPD805543..................................................................$11.00
STRAINER TENSIONER HANDLE (Patriot)
Recommended to tighten/loosen wire attached to spring clip 
wire strainer.  For use with spring clip wire strainer.  Strong 
steel frame. Made to fit spring clip wire strainer.  Quick and 
easy operation.
SPD814209..................................................................$6.50

HEAVY DUTY JOINT CLAMP
Recommended for connections to all standard sizes of steel electric 
fence wire.  Galvanized construction for superior rust resistance.  
Claw design to allow multiple wires.
SPD809984 5/pkg...................................$6.00 
SPD407  20/pkg.................................$26.00
3 PACK ROPE/BRAID CLAMPS
Ideal for joining polirope or braid together. 1 yr warranty.
SPDRBC  3/pack..................................$5.25

POLIWIRE TENSIONER
For tensioning poli electric fences. Fence wire: Poliwire, politape (½ in) Non 
conductive and easy to use. 
SPD820150  5/pk...........................................$7.25

IN-LINE STRAINER CRANK
In-line strainers, or wire tighteners, are installed onto fence wire 
and are used to re-tension the wire when the fence becomes slack
Can be used to tighten barbed wire, field fence, high-tensile wire 
and brace wires. Requires Strainer Crank Handle for tightening
Heavy duty aluminum alloy cog/spool. Steel frame/strap with heavy 
galvanized zinc coating. Zinc alloy flapper/catch. Stainless steel 
compression spring. Square drive; easy tightening
KEY79150 .............................................$ 4.00
KEY79155 crank handle........................$ 5.00

1/2” RATCHET STRAINER FENCING TOOL
Heavy galvanized steel ribbed frame/strap. Aluminum alloy cog/spool for ease of 
wire alignment. Protrusion design on cog allows attachment to a pre-strained wire, 
instead of threading the end of the wire through the cog. Can be operated with 
wrench or Strainer Crank Handle. Heavily galvanized zinc coating steel wire clip
Ideal for all styles of fencing
KEY79151 .............................................$ 4.00

WIRE LINKS
Quickly splices two lines of fence together. Use 12.5 ga high 
tensile wire. Internal spring loaded clamps securely hold wire.
SPD805542 5/pkg.................................$21.00 

CRIMP TOOL (Red Brand)
Allows a wide range of wire or cable to be spliced with one tool.
Drop forged blade Includes tool gauge and adjustment tool. 18″ long
Red with black handles. Stamped head marks slot sizes to easily 
match crimp sleeve size.
KEY79152..................................................................$63.00

CRIMPING SLEEVES (Red Brand)
Use with Red Brand Crimp Tool.
KEY79164 100, 2-3 sleeves.............................$15.50
KEY79165 100, 2-3 long sleeves.....................$20.00
KEY79167 50, 3-4 sleeves...............................$20.00
KEY79169 50, 4-5 sleeves...............................$25.00

SPLICE TOOLS
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10” DIAMOND MULTI-PURPOSE FENCE TOOL
Heavy-duty lock-joint construction with oval faced jaws.  Start and pull 
point on one jaw with corrugated hammer head on the other.  Solid drop 
forged carbon steel blades.  Heat treated, milled face design.  Non-slip 
coated green handles.
DITFT1  10”.........................................$16.50

HEAVY-DUTY FENCE TOOL
2 staple grips in nose.  Corrugated hammer head, 
heavy prong, easy reach, pulls rusty staples.  
Special opening in head allows both wire and 
staple to be gripped.  2 electronically induction-hardened-durable wire cutters. 
Made of forged alloy tool steel.  Polished head.  Red non-slip cushion handle grips.
DITFT3  10 7/16”........................................................$27.00

FENCE TOOLS

SPIKE SADDLE PLIERS
Lightly chrome plated, heavy steel construction
hammer head and wire cutter on both sides.  Has a 
staple puller in the head. Specifically designed for 
cutting heavy barbed wire.  You will not find a better 
set of fencing pliers. Call for availability
MMMPSS 8” Small spike saddle plier.....................$68.00
MMMPSL 10 1/2” Large spike saddle plier.............$78.00
MOORE MAKER PLAMMER
This tool is a combination hammer and fencing pliers.  It is heavily 
made and will last a long, long time.  Heavy steel construction 
hammer head for driving staples or nails, large claw for pulling 
nails and wire cutters on both sides. Call for availability
MMMPLAMER Plammer..................................$75.00
MMMLPLAM Little Plammer........................$70.00

FENCE WIRE STRETCHER
Ideal tool for gripping, stretching and 
tightening any type of wire.
DUTFTOOL 400 SP Wire Stretcher............$46.50
DUT56568 Spring Repair Kit...................$5.00

BULLNOSE FENCING PLIERS
Designed to cut barbed wire and smooth wire with ease.  
Lightly chrome plated heavy steel construction.  Hammer head and 
wire cutter on both sides.  Staple puller in the head.  Designed to 
last a lifetime. Call for availability
MMMBNP8 8”..............................................$68.00
MMMBNP 10 1/4”......................................$72.00

FENCE PLIER
Heavy-duty lockjoint construction with oval faced 
jaws.  Pulls staples, lifts lugs, and splices wires using 
wire stretcher behind joint.  Wire cutter on each side of 
head cuts double strand barbed wire.

BARBWIRE GRIP
Heavy steel construction.  Easily grips Barbed wire, smooth wire, 
and small cable.  Attaches to most common 
stretching devices.  Small enough to carry anywhere.  
5 inches long, 14 oz.
MMMBG..................................................................$27.00

LEATHER PLIER HOLDER
Fencing pliers holder.  Holes for tie down to saddle.
RLC529.....................................................................$17.00

DITFT 10” w/vinyl handle...................................$24.00

HIGH TENSILE WIRE CUTTER
Fence wire: Steel/Aluminum wire
SPD814237...............................................................$19.00

WIRE GRIP
Safely grips barbed, smooth and small cable wire in place for 
fence maintenance. Fits into tight areas where a larger ratchet 
tool would not be accessible. Instructions: Slip wire into collar, 
attach come-along to ring, and stretch. Length: 5″ Weight: 6 lb.
KEY79174..................................................................$27.00

FENCE WIRE STRETCHER
Used to mend and stretch barbed wire fences and high 
tensile wire Easily grip, stretch and tighten wire. Heavy duty 
steel. Painted black
KEY79153.................................................................$45.00

FENCE WIRE CUTTER
Economical wire cutter for all fence types, including high tensile. 
Drop-forged jaws for cutting fence wire. Cuts up to 12.5 gauge wire. 
Insulated handles for better grip. Spring loaded handles with locking 
mechanism for ease of use. Overall length 8″ Black with red grips.
KEY79156.................................................................$17.00

HEAVY DUTY WIRE CUTTER
Durable, easy to use wire cutter for all types of fence wire, including high tensile
Heavy duty drop-forged jaws easily cuts wire up to 12.5 gauge thick. Spring 
loaded handles for ease of use. Metal clip latches handles tight when not in use 
8″ in length
KEY79157.................................................................$35.00

FENCE PLIERS 10”
Made in the USA. 6 tools in 1: Hammer (on jaw), Staple starter/
puller, Wire stretcher, Wire splicer, 2 cutters.
KEY79159 ..............................................$35.00

STEEL T-POST POUNDERS
Larger handles for easier grip offset for easier driving.  Powder 
coated gunmetal grey.
SPDPOUND 20# T-Post Pounder (S/O)...........$50.00
SPDPOUNDH 30# T-Post Pounder.....................$60.00

SUPER DUTY T POST POUNDER
At 30 lbs., this super-duty T-post driver will get the job done 
quickly and efficiently.
PFPPP30..............................................$54.00

T-POST PULLER
Offers extra leverage for the tough jobs.  Chain hook included for assistance 
pulling wood posts.  Rubber grip handle.  Powder Coated.
PFTTPOSTP.............................................................$65.00
SPEED BRACE 
Splice It T-Post Connectors.  Speed Brace 
is faster, easier and less expensive than other 
T-post bracing systems.  Build a STRONG, 
RELIABLE fence brace in 5 minutes.  One 
reusable part, no tools required.  For permanent 
or temporary bracing.  Use anywhere you can 
drive a T-Post.   Made of heavy gauge Class-3 
galvanized steel.  
SPDSBTPC bag of 4........................................................$18.50

BRACE PINS
Secures horizontal brace post to upright brace posts in corner and 
brace post assemblies.  Galvanized for rust resistance and long life.
SPD814218 5” (13cm), 5/box.......................$3.25
SPD814219 10” (26cm), 5/box.....................$5.25
FENCE CLIP TIE BARS
Tool for attaching fencing to a post with a tie-wire clip. 
Two in one tool with flathead screwdriver on one end.
RMTB4 4”...........................................................$4.50
RMTB6 6”...........................................................$5.00

H BRACE KIT
Fence Bullet is a no weld adjustable pipe connector.  
It joins a post (of selected size) with a 2 3/8 inch 
outside diameter brace pipe.  Fence Bullet was designed 
for compression fence braces or rail fence. The straight 
version is best suited for near level rail application such 
as H brace construction.  It has a range of motion of 60 degrees of horizontal and 
can be used for an angle or diagonal braces also. The one-piece band is normally 
used on braces or terminal ends of rail fence brace. 
SPDBC  2 3/8”..........................................$17.00
SPDBC278 2 7/8”..........................................$17.00

TITAN COMMERCIAL POST DRIVER
Powered by a 1.3 horsepower, Honda 4-stroke engine. 
Has a 2” barrel and weighs 35 pounds. 
It drives posts from 1” to 17/8” in diameter with 1,750 beats-per-
minute. Includes 1” adapter sleeve.
PFPGD2000  2” BARREL...............................$1,350.00
PFPGD3200 3 1/4” BARREL.........................$1,625.00

9-GAUGE CORDLESS FENCING STAPLER
Designed for rural applications is 100% battery operated, 
eliminating the need for fuel cells and the hassle of a hose 
and compressor. Variable power settings, tool-free depth of 
drive and jam clearing give the user confidence to get the 
job done quickly and efficiently.
DWDCFS950B bare tool only.....................$549.00
DWDCFS950PS kit.......................................$729.00
DWDFS950BIG 9 ga 1 1/2" staples...............$69.00
DWDFS9175BIG 9 ga 1 3/4" staples...............$79.00
DWDFS9200BIG 9 ga 2" staples.....................$89.00
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RED BRAND/SQUARE DEAL 
FIELD FENCE
Rigid performance calls for woven field fence with the square deal 
knot.  Keeps its shape over hilly ground.  Tough, sturdy construction 
stands up to impact from large animals without buckling or sagging.
9 gauge top & bottom (12.6 filler).
KEYFF39  39” x 330’............................................
KEYFF47  47” x 330’..............................................

call for 
price

NON-CLIMB HORSE FENCE
Offers rigid, yet flexible construction that makes it ideal for installation over 
rolling meadows or hilly terrain.  It’s superior strength and narrow non-climb 
mesh pattern is designed to withstand 
the most vigorous of equine antics 
with ease.  The bright galvanized finish 
presents a handsome appearance with 
virtually no maintenance. 12 1/2 ga., 
2” x 4” mesh spacing.  
BEKNC48   48” x 100’......................
KEY70314   60” x 100’.....................

FIELD FENCE (Bekaert)
6” x 8” squares.  14g top 
and bottom wire diameter. 
12.6g  filler wire diameter.  
Class 1 Finish.
BEKFF39 
39” x 330’.............
BEKFF47C                                   
47” x 330’.............       

FENCE

call for 
price

call for 
prices

                            DEER AND ORCHARD FENCE
                                          KEY70253   72” x 165’..call for price

                YARD, GARDEN AND KENNEL FENCE
                      KEY70344    48” x 100’.............call for price

BARBED & BARBLESS WIRE

BARBED & BARBLESS WIRE
(Red Brand)
Red Brand Barbed & Barbless wire are 
made of galvanized steel to endure the tests 
of time and weather.  
KEYRBB  
Red Brand Barbless Wire..........................
KEYRBBW 
Red Brand Barbed Wire..........................

call for 
prices

FENCING STAPLES
1.75” double barbed.
BEKBS8  8 lb.  Bucket...............................................
BEKBS50  50 lb. Bucket....................................................

call for 
prices

Cattleman barbed wire is perfect for your most demanding fence jobs.  It’s 30% 
stronger than 12.5 gauge low carbon and 15.5 gauge high tensile.  Class 3 (heavy 
coat) galvanized-means it will last two to three times longer than 12.5 gauge low 
carbon fence.  The green finish can last four to six times longer than Class 1.
BEKBARB14 14 gauge x 1/4 mile, Green
  (2 pt 5” spacing).............................................
BEKBARB15 14 gauge x 1/4 mile, Silver
  (2 pt 5” spacing)........................................

CATTLEMAN GREEN LABEL BARB WIRE (Bekaert)

STANDARD BARBED & BARBLESS WIRE 
BEKBARBL12 12 1/2 ga. 1/4 mile barbless......................

call for 
price

call for 
prices

$2.00 DELIVERY CHARGE PER WIRE ROLL

PALLET DISCOUNTS
Ask about our discounts on pallets of wire 

FENCE STAYS
Galvanized spiral fence stays keep barbed wire lines trim and 
evenly spaced.
SPDFSTAY 42”, 9 1/2 ga., 100/bundle...........call for 

price

WOOD POSTS

SLCPST458 4” - 5”x8’............$ 12.00
SLCPST568 5” - 6”x8’............$16.50
SLCPST565 5” - 6 1/2’............$10.50
SLCPST788 7” - 8”x8’............$24.00
SLCPOL16 3” - 4”x16’..........$16.00
SLCPST6710 6” - 7”x10’..........$29.50
SLCPOL312 3”x12’.................$12.00

SLCPP3565 3.5” x 6.5’ Pointed Drive Post.....................$6.25
SLCPP347 3” - 4” x 7’ Pointed Drive Post....................$7.50
SLCPP458 4” - 5” x 8’ Pointed Drive Post..................$14.50
SLCPP568 5” - 6” x 8’ Pointed Drive Post..................$16.50

SLCGS  2.5” x 4.5” non treated, gate stick...............$3.50
SLCRAIL 17 4”x17’ non treated, split rail......................$11.00

($1.00 Delivery Fee per Post)

5 1/2’ & 6’ STEEL T-POSTS
Heavy duty 1.33 steel T-Post.  Each post comes with 5 clips at no charge. 
(200 per pallet) ($.50 Delivery charge per post) ask about pallet discount 
SPDTP512 5 1/2’, ea.......................................................
SPDTP6  6’, ea...........................................................$
SPDCLIP25 25 clips.................................$2.50 

call for 
prices

STEEL POSTS
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WIRE GATE CLOSER
Made of high quality steel, this latch offers an easy way to open and 
close barbed wire and any other type of gates without strain, stress or 
torn clothing.  1 year warranty.
SPDCLOSE......................................................................$20.00
QUICK-LATCH
Fastest, easiest chain latch.  Just push and
twist.  Hog, cattle and horse proof.   
SPDQLGL..................................$12.50
ADJUSTABLE CHAIN WIRE GATE LATCH
Fully adjustable, will work with various gate 
tensions.   
SPDGL...................................................................$20.00

ADJUSTABLE GATE CLOSER
Makes opening and closing barbed wire 
and other types of fence gates quick, easy 
and safe.  Adjustable cable will fit up to 
5’ posts and can hold a padlock.  Powder 
coated corrosion resistant finish to protect 
against the elements. 
SPDAGC  black.......$20.00

FENCING SUPPLIES F
E
N
C
I
N
G

WIRE WINDERS 

3.5” x 3.5” BALE BED WIRE WINDER
Mount your hydraulic wire winder to any hydraulic 
bale bed on the market today. This unit performs 
exactly like any of our other hydraulic wire winders. 
3”x3”, 3”x4”, 4”x4” are special order.
HOTBBW................................................$835.00
HOTWGA  wire guide arm accessory.....$135.00 

HYDRAULIC 3 PT WIRE WINDER
Designed for smooth or barbed wire or light cable.  
Removable yellow reel splits to unload wire.  Hand 
spun steel cone splitting reel designed with safety in 
mind.  Holds ½ mile of barbed or 1 mile of smooth.  
HOTH3PT................................................$995.00
HOTWGA  wire guide arm accessory......$135.00 

HONDA GAS WIRE WINDER
Designed for smooth or barbed wire or light cable.  
Removable yellow reel splits to unload wire.  Hand 
spun steel cone splitting reel designed with safety in 
mind.  Holds ½ mile of barbed or 1 mile of smooth.  
HOTHGW................................................$1,600.00
HOTWGA  wire guide arm accessory......$135.00 

HIGH TENSILE WIRE WINDER
Designed for high tensile wire, can be adapted to 
any of our 3 pt wire winders. Wire guide is not 
necessary to make work.  
HOTWWHTS.............................................$410.00
HOTHTCON Hi Tensile Conversion Kit...$575.00
HOTHTWG123  Hi Tensile Guide Arm.....$160.00 

SPINNING JENNY (Patriot) 
Standard spinning jenny. Non-wheel, pivots on a pin.  Steel 
spike with tapered point.  4 adjustable steel arms.  Works with all 
common sizes of wires and coils. 1 year warranty.
SPD823827.............................................................$62.00

SPINNING JENNY (Wire Dispenser)
Ideal way for one man to handle high tensile wire.  Coil 
is placed over support rack and holders are adjusted to inside of 
coil.  Wire can then be uncoiled along length of fence without 
twisting.  Spring loaded bracket to provide tension on reel for 
controlled unwinding.

WIRE UNROLLERS

SPINNING JENNY (Red Brand) 
Dispense High Tensile Smooth Wire safely and efficiently.
Spring clutch stops spinning and prevents tangling. Adjustable 
arms fit different coil diameters. Made in the USA.
KEY79175.............................................................$70.00

SPD4060................................................................$135.00

  

KING KUTTER BARBED WIRE UNROLLER
ATV mount standard. Fits 2” receiver hitch while 
converts to 3PT hitch model.
KKBBWU................................................$90.00

EZ WIRE UNROLLER
Unroll barbed wire the easy way with New Farm’s Easy 
Fence barbed wire unroller. Great for repair jobs and right 
spots.  Easily unroll high tensile barbed by yourself. Saves 
time. 1/2″ pipe thru the handle makes a two man or tractor 
unroller. Spin-free, self braking design. No more tangles.
SPDEZWU................................................$11.50

GATE LATCHES AND CLOSERS

WRS GATE LATCH
   
SPDNWLATCH.........................................$23.50

WRS GATE CLOSER
SPDGPL  gate post loop.................$8.00 
SPDWGDSLATCH wire gate latch...............$23.50

Generations
Your trusted partner  Your trusted partner  

for all your ranching and  for all your ranching and  
farming needs since 1954.farming needs since 1954.
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Protects against Rotavirus and 
Coronavirus, E- Coli K99. 
Perfringens Type B, C, & D.  The 
only vaccine containing Coronavirus 
serotype 3.  Inject 2ml SQ 12 
weeks prior to calving.  Repeat in 
3-6 weeks.  For subsequent calving 
revaccinate with a single 2ml dose 
5-7 weeks before calving.  60 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
CTLSV3KC1 10 ds....................
CTLSV3KC5 50 ds....................

For the vaccination of healthy, 
pregnant  cows and heifers as an aid 
in preventing diarrhea in their calves 
caused by bovine rotavirus 
(serotypes G6 and G10), bovine
coronavirus and  E-Coli having 
the K99 pili adherence factor. Administer in the 
muscular region of the neck. Administer 2 IM doses 
approximately 3 weeks apart to pregnant cows, 
with the 2nd dose given 3-6 weeks before calving. 
Revaccination with a single dose 3-6 weeks before 
each subsequent calving is recommended.
SMKSGK41 10 ds (S/O)................
SMKSGK45 50 ds (S/O)................

For use in healthy pregnant cattle 
as an aid in the prevention and 
control of disease in calves caused 
by bovine rotavirus, bovine 
coronavirus, E-Coli and Type C 
overeating.  Give 2ml  IM 8 - 10 
weeks prior to each subsequent 
calving.  60 day slaughter withdrawal. 
GLABOS91 10 ds.........................$42.00
GLABOS95 50 ds.........................$199.00

CATTLE BIOLOGICALS
Scour Vaccines 

SCOUR BOS 4 (Elanco)
For use in healthy pregnant cattle as as aid in the 
prevention & control of disease in calves caused by 
bovine rotavirus & bovine coronavirus.  Give 2ml 
IM 8-10 weeks.  Revaccinate with 1 ds 8-10 weeks 
prior to each subsequent calving.  60-day slaughter 
withdrawal.    
GLABOS41 10 ds.......................$28.00
GLABOS45 50 ds.......................$140.00

SCOURGUARD 4 (K) (Zoetis)
Bovine rota-Coronavirus, Escherichia 
Coli Bacterin-Toxoid

For the vaccination of healthy, pregnant  cows and 
heifers as an aid in preventing diarrhea in their calves 
caused by bovine rotavirus (serotypes G6 and G10), 
bovine coronavirus, E- Coli having the K99 pili adher-
ence factor, and C1. perfringens type C. Administer 
in the muscular region of the neck. Administer 2 IM 
doses approximately 3 weeks apart to pregnant cows, 
with the 2nd dose given 3-6 weeks before calving. 
Revaccination with a single dose 3-6 weeks before 
each subsequent calving is recommended. 21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
SMKSGKC41 10 ds..............
SMKSGKC45 50 ds.............

SCOURGUARD 4 (K)/C (Zoetis)
Bovine rota-Coronavirus, Clostridium 
Perfringens Type C-Escherichia Coli 
Bacterin-Toxoid

SCOUR BOS 9 (Elanco)

CALF-GUARD (Zoetis)
Bovine rotavirus & coronavirus
For the vaccination of healthy newborn calves  against 
diarrhea (scours) caused by rotavirus and coronavirus.  
Rehydrate the vaccine with the sterile diluent  and ad-
minister 3ml into the back of the calf’s mouth as soon 
after birth as possible.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.    
SMKCG01 1 ds...............Call for Price

GUARDIAN (Merck)
Bovine Rotavirus-Coronavirus vaccine, 
Clostridium perfringens types C & D 
Escherichia Coli Bacterin-toxoid

SALMONELLA DT 
(Colorado Serum)
Salmonella dublin, typhimurinum 
bacterin
For use in healthy cattle as an aid in the prevention 
of salmonella. Where salmonella is a problem, cattle 
should be vaccinated twice with 2ml SQ at an interval 
of 14-21 days. Revaccinate annually. 21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
CLSSDT1  10 ds........................$6.00
CLSSDT5  50 ds......................$27.00

For use in healthy pregnant heifers and cows to aid in 
the control of neonatal calf diarrhea caused by E-Coli.  
Inject 1ml IM 8  to 16 weeks prior to calving.  60 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
GLAEC20 20 ds......................$27.00
GLAEC100 100 ds....................$107.00

BOVINE PILISHIELD (Elanco)
Escherichia coli bacterin, toxoid

BOVINE ECOLIZER + C (Elanco)
Clostridium Perfringens Type C Antitox-
in-Escherichia Coli Antibody.  
For use in newborn calves as an aid in the prevention 
of disease caused by overeating Type C & K99 E-Coli.  
Administer 20ml orally to calves less than 12 hours 
old.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
GLAEC1  1 ds.........................$12.00
GLAEC10 5 ds.........................$49.00

FUSOGARD (Elanco)
Fusobacterium necrophorum bacterin
For the vaccination of healthy cattle six months of 
age or older as an aid in the reduction of clinical signs 
of footrot and the number and size of liver abscesses 
caused by fusobacterium necrophorum.  For footrot: 
inject 2ml SQ with a second dose 21 days later.  For 
liver abscesses: inject 2ml SQ with a second dose 60 
days later.  60 day slaughter withdrawal.
IMMFT1  10 ds.......................$15.00
IMMFT5  50 ds.......................$71.00

Footrot

Intra-Nasal Vaccines

ENDOVAC-BOVI  (Immvac Inc.)
Salmonella Typhimurium bacterin-toxoid
For use in healthy cattle as an aid in the prevention 
of clinical mastitis caused by E-Coli and the effects 
of endotoxemia in cattle due to Escherichia Coli, 
Salmonella typhimurium, Pasteurella multocida and 
Mannhemia haemolytica.  Administer 2ml IM.  Re-
vaccinate in 2-3 weeks.  Revaccinate annually with 
a 2ml dose.  60 day slaughter withdrawal.
IMMEVB2 20 ds...........................$39.00
IMMEVB5 50 ds...........................$78.00

POLY SERUM (Colorado Serum) 
Actinomyces pyogenes, Escherichia coli, 
Pasteurella haemolytica, Pasteurella mul-
tocida, Salmonella typhimurium 
For use as an aid in the prevention and treatment of 
enteric (bacteria in the gut) and respiratory conditions 
in calves, cattle and sheep.  Administer SQ or IM as 
soon after birth as possible.  Prevention dosage:  calves 
20-40 ml; cattle 50-75 ml; sheep 10-15 ml.  Treatment 
dosage:  calves 40-100 ml; cattle 75-150 ml; sheep 
20-40 ml.  Do not inject more than 15ml per injection 
site.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
CLSSERUM 250 ml ....................$46.00
DVVDSERUM 250 ml.....................$53.75

INFORCE 3 (Zoetis)
Bovine Rhinotracheitis-Parainfluenza3, 
Respiratory Syncytical Virus
For the vaccination of healthy cattle, including preg-
nant cows, for the prevention of respiratory disease 
caused by BRSV and as an aid in preventing respira-
tory disease caused by IBR and PI3.
SMKINF3 1 ds..............Call for Price
SMKINF310 10 ds............Call for Price
SMKINF350 50 ds............Call for Price

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price

NASALGEN IP IBR PI3 (Merck)
For the vaccination of healthy cattle against infectious 
IBR and PI3. Aseptically rehydrate vaccine with 
diluent supplied. Administer 2ml using a cannula 
or a syringe with the needle removed. 2ml dose can 
be placed in one nostril. Calves vaccinated before 
the age of 6 months should be revaccinated after 6 
months. Annual revaccination is recommended. 21 
day slaughter withdrawal.
BUWNAS1 10 ds.........................$7.00
BUWNAS5 50 ds........................$26.00

call for 
price
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BOVILIS CORONAVIRUS
(Merck)
Recommended for use in healthy calves as an aid 
in the reduction of enteric disease caused by bovine 
coronavirus, Efficiacy was demonstrated in calves 3 
days of age and older, and safety has been demon-
strated in calves 1 day of age and older. Transfer 
entire contents of the diluent vial into the vaccine 
vial, using aseptic technique and sterile syringes 
and  needles. Administer 2ml intranasally. 21 day 
slaughter withdrawl.
MRKBC01 1 ds........................
MRKBC10 10 ds........................
MRKBC50 50  ds........................

call for 
price

Wart Vaccines
WART VACCINE
(Colorado serum)
A killed virus of bovine origin for use as an aid in 
the prevention of viral warts in cattle only.  Vaccinate 
calves with 10ml SQ and administer 5 ml in 2 seperate 
sites along the side of the neck.  Repeat at 3-5 weeks.  
Vaccinate cows with 15ml SQ and administer 7.5ml 
in 2 seperate sites along the side of the neck.  Repeat 
at 3-5 weeks.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
CLSWART  50 ml...........................$27.00

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday
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CLSDANT 250 ml.....................$52.00 

ANCA71  10 ds.........................$10.50
ANCA75  50 ds.........................$45.75

SMKC71  10 ds............Call for Price
SMKC75  50 ds............Call for Price

CATTLE BIOLOGICALS
Clostridial Vaccines 

ANCCD5  50 ds......................$19.75

BAR-VAC-CD 
(Boehringer Ingelheim) Clostridium 
perfringens Types C & D

ALPHA-CD (Boehringer Ingelheim) 
Clostridium perfringens Types C & D
For use in healthy cattle, including bred and lactat-
ing beef and dairy cattle as an aid in the prevention 
of enterotoxemia (overeating disease).  Administer 
2ml SQ.  Calves vaccinated under 3 months of age 
should be revaccinated at weaning or 4 to 6 months 
of age.  A 2ml booster dose is recommended annually.  
60 day slaughter withdrawal.
ANCACD1 10 ds........................$8.75
ANCACD5 50 ds........................$38.75
ANCACD25 250 ds......................$178.00

COVEXIN 8 (Merck)
Clostridium shauvoei, Cl. septicum, Cl. 
haemolyticum, Cl. novyi, Cl. tetani, Cl. 
perfringens Types C and D bacterin toxoid

BUWC7T025 50 ml.......................
BUWC7T125 250 ml.....................

Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, novyi, 
sordellii, perfringen Types C and D bac-
terin toxoid with a special adjuvant Spur

VISION 7  (Merck)

ULTRABAC 7 (Zoetis)
Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, novyi, 
sordellii, perfringens Types C and D bac-
terin toxoid

C & D TOXOID ESSENTIAL 3 
(Colorado Serum)
Clostridium perfringens Types C & D
For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid in the 
prevention of overeating.  Inject 2ml IM or SQ and 
repeat full dose in 3-4 weeks.  Revaccinate annually.  
21 day slaughter withdrawal.
CLSCD1  10 ds........................$5.50
CLSCD5  50 ds......................$20.00

ALPHA-7 (Boehringer Ingeheim)
Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, novyi, 
sordellii, perfringen Types C and D bac-
terin toxoid with an oil adjuvant

ESSENTIAL 3+ T
(Colorado Serum)

CLOSTRIDIUM PERFRINGENS 
TYPES C AND D ANTITOXIN 
(Colorado Serum)

CLSCDT1 10 ds.......................$7.25
CLSCDT5 50 ds......................$30.00

ANCCDT25 50 ml.......................$9.75
ANCCDT125 250 ml...................$40.75

BAR-VAC/T 
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Clostridium perfringens Types C & D 
Tetanus Toxoid

MLSC71  10 ds........................
MLSC75  50 ds......................
MLSC725  250 ds..................

Recommended for the vaccination of 
healthy, susceptible sheep and cattle 
against enterotoxemia (overeating 
disease).  Inject 2ml SQ to sheep 
repeated in 21-28 days and annually.  
Cattle inject 5ml SQ repeated in 21-28 
days and annually. 21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.

For use in healthy cattle, sheep and 
goats as an aid in the prevention of 
overeating by types B, C and D teta-
nus.  Inject 2ml SQ or IM.  Repeat full 
dose in 3-4 weeks.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.

Recommended for the vaccination of 
healthy, susceptible cattle, sheep and 
goats against enterotoxemia (overeat-
ing disease) and tetanus toxoid.  Inject 
2ml SQ or IM to sheep, repeat in 21-28 
days and annually.  Cattle inject 5ml 
SQ or IM repeated in 21-28 days and 
annually.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.

Recommended for the vaccina-
tion of healthy, susceptible cattle 
and sheep against enterotoxemia 
(overeating disease), blackleg and 
tetanus toxoid.  Inject 5ml SQ to 
sheep repeated with a 2ml dose in 
6 weeks and annually.  Cattle inject 
5ml SQ or IM repeated in 6 weeks 
and annually.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.

For use in healthy cattle and sheep 
as an aid in preventing blackleg and 
overeating.  Administer 2ml IM or 
SQ to both cattle and sheep.           
Repeat in 3-4 weeks.  Calves and 
lambs vaccinated under 3 months 
of age should be revaccinated at 
weaning or 4-6 months of age.  21 
day slaughter withdrawal.

For use in healthy cattle and sheep for 
the prevention of blackleg and overeating.  
Administer 5ml for cattle and 2 1/2 ml 
for sheep SQ and revaccinate 4-6 weeks 
later. Revaccinate annually to maintain a 
high level of immunity.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.

For use as an aid in the temporary preven-
tion of overeating caused by Types B, C 
and D Toxin.  Administer SQ.  Prevention 
dosage: suckling lambs, goats and pigs-
6ml; suckling calves - 10ml: feeder 
calves and cattle - 25ml; feeder lambs 
and pigs - 10ml.  For treatment, double 
the preventative dose.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.

For use in healthy cattle, including bred and/or lac-
tating cattle and dairy cattle  as an aid in preventing 
blackleg and overeating.  Contains an oil adjuvant to 
maximize the immune response.  Administer a single 
2ml dose SQ.  A 2ml booster dose is recommended 
annually.  Calves vaccinated under 3 months of age 
should be revaccinated at weaning or 4-6 months of 
age.  60 day slaughter withdrawal.  

call for 
price

call for 
price
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CLOSTRIDIUM PERFRINGENS 
TYPE A TOXOID (Elanco)
For use in healthy cattle as an aid in the control 
of disease syndromes caused by the alpha toxin 
Clostridium perfringens Type A. Administer 2 mL 
SQ.  Revaccinate in 2-4 weeks. Calves vaccinated 
prior to 5 months of age should be revaccinated at 
5-6 months of age.  Revaccinate annually. Do not 
vaccinate within 21 days prior to slaughter.
GLACLOSA1 10ds............................$17.50
GLACLOSA 50ds............................$79.00

ULTRA CHOICE 8 (Zoetis)
Clostridium Chauvoei-Septicum-Hae-
molyticum-Novyi-Sordellii-Perfringens 
Types C and D Bacterin-Toxoid
For use in healthy cattle and sheep as 
an aid in preventing blackleg caused 
by Clostridium chauvoei; 
malignant edema caused by Cl. 
septicum; bacillary hemoglobinuria 
caused by CI. haemolyticum; black
 disease caused by Cl. novyi; gas-gangrene caused by 
Cl. sordellii; and enterotoxemia and enteritis caused 
by Cl. perfringens Types B, C and D. Subcutaneous 
(SC) dose is 2mL followed by a second dose given 
four to six weeks later. Annual revaccination with a 
single dose is recommended.  For CI. haemolyticum, 
repeat the dose every six months in animals subject 
to re-exposure.
SMKCU81 10 ds.........................$8.95
SMKCU85 50 ds.........................$42.50

For use in healthy cattle and sheep for the prevention 
of blackleg, overeating and redwater.  Inject 5ml for 
cattle and 2 1/2 ml for sheep SQ or IM and revacci-
nate 4-6 weeks later.  For redwater, repeat the dose 
every 5-6 months in animals subject to re-exposure.  
Revaccinate annually to maintain a high level 
of immunity.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
SMKC81 
10 ds..................................
SMKC85 
50 ds.................................

ULTRABAC 8 (Zoetis)
Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, hae-
molyticum, novyi, sordellii, perfringens 
types B, C & D bacterin toxoid

Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, haemolyti-
cum, novyi, sordellii, perfringen types C & D 
bacterin toxoid with a special adjuvant Spur

VISION 8  (Merck)

For use in healthy cattle & sheep as an aid in prevent-
ing blackleg, redwater and overeating.  Administer 
2ml IM or SQ to both cattle and sheep.  Repeat in 
3-4 weeks.  In animals subject to re-exposure to 
redwater, revaccinate every 5-6 months.  Calves and 
lambs vaccinated under 3 months of age should be 
revaccinated at weaning or 4-6 months of age.  
21 day slaughter withdrawal.
MLSC81  10 ds.................
MLSC85  50 ds........................

call for 
price

call for 
price

ULTRA CHOICE 7 (Zoetis)
Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, novyi, 
sordellii, perfringens, Types C & D bac-
terin-toxoid.
For use in healthy cattle as an aid in preventing 
blackleg and C&D overeating. Administer 2ml SQ. 
Give 2 doses 4-6 weeks apart. Revaccinate annually. 
21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKCU71 10 ds.........Call for Price
SMKCU75 50 ds.........Call for Price
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For use in healthy cattle as an aid in 
preventing blackleg, overeating and
Haemophilus somnus (brain fever).  
Administer 2ml SQ.  Repeat in 
3-4 weeks.  Calves vaccinated 
under 3 months of age should be 
revaccinated at weaning or 4-6 
months of age.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
MLSC7H1 10 ds....................
MLSC7H5 50 ds....................
MLSC7H25 250 ds................

VISION 7/SOMNUS  
(Merck)

Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, hae-
molyticum, novyi, sordellii, perfringen 
types C & D, Haemophilus somnus 
bacterin toxoid

VISION 8/SOMNUS 
(Merck)

For use in healthy cattle & sheep as 
an aid in preventing blackleg, 
overeating, Haemophilus somnus 
(brain fever) and redwater. Give 2ml 
dose SQ, repeated in 3-4 weeks. 
Revaccinate annually prior to period 
of extreme risk or parturition. For 
redwater, revaccinate every 5-6 months. 21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
MLSC8H1 10 ds.....................
MLSC8H5 50 ds.....................

ONE SHOT ULTRA 7 (Zoetis)

CATTLE BIOLOGICALS

Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, hae-
molyticum, novyi, sordellii, perfringens 
types C & D, mannheimia haemolytica   

ONE SHOT ULTRA 8 (Zoetis)

For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid in 
preventing disease caused by blackleg, redwater, 
overeating and pasteurella pneumonia.  Admin-
ister 2ml SQ.  Revaccinate with Ultrachoice 8, 
4-6 weeks later.  Annual revaccination with a 
single dose of Ultrachoice 8 is recommended.  
21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKC8P1 10 ds............Call for Price
SMKC8P5 50 ds............Call for Price

Clostridium chauvoei, septicum   novyi, 
sordellii, perfringen types C & D, mann-
heimia haemolytica bacterin toxoid

Clostridial Vaccines 
& Combinations

ULTRABAC 7 + SOMNUS (Zoetis)
Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, novyi, 
sordellii, perfringens Types C & D, Hae-
mophilus somnus Bacterin-toxoid. 
For use in healthy cattle and calves 
3 months of age or older as an aid 
in preventing blackleg and C&D 
overeating. Administer 5ml 
subcutaneously, followed by a 
second dose 4-6 weeks later. Annual 
revaccination with a single dose is 
recommended. 21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKULSOM1 10 ds..........Call for Price
SMKULSOM5 50 ds..........Call for Price
SMKULSOM25 200 ds........Call for Price

1-800-548-7270 Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855 Great Falls, MT 

CALL TOLL FREE

Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, novyi, 
sordellii, perfringen types C & D bacte-
rin toxoid Haemophilus somnus with a 
special adjuvant Spur

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW 
ABOUT YOUR VACCINES

Realize that all vaccines have to be 
shipped at some time.  They can be safely 
shipped to you both in the winter and 
summer.  Vaccines are shipped at the first 
of the week to prevent them from being in 
transit over a weekend.  In the winter we 
may at times ship parcel post rather than 
UPS so they will be protected indoors 
during shipping.  When you receive your 
order in the summer the ice packs will 
be melted but will have done their job 
protecting your biologicals.  You should 
keep your biologicals refrigerated until 
you use them.  Before you order, make 
sure the shipping methods and quantities 
of vaccines you choose are correct and 
afford the level of protection you believe 
you need.  To shorten your "in transit" 
time, your biologicals can be shipped 
next day or 2nd day air for an additional 
charge.  If you should have any questions, 
give us a call. 

For vaccination of 
healthy cattle as an 
aid in preventing 
blackleg, overeating 
& pasteurella pneumonia.  
Inject  2ml SQ.  Administer  a  single dose (2ml) 
to healthy cattle followed by a second 2ml dose 
of "ULTRA CHOICE 7" 4-6 week later. Annual 
revaccination with a single dose is recommended.  
21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKC7P1 10 ds............Call for Price
SMKC7P5 50 ds............Call for Price

BUSINESS HOURS:  
Billings Westend

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Billings Downtown
8:00am-5:00pm Mon.-Fri.

Closed Saturday & Sunday
Great Falls

 8:00am-5:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

For use in healthy cattle and calves for 
the prevention of blackleg, 
overeating and Haemophilus somnus
(brain fever).  Inject 5ml SQ or IM 
and revaccinate 21-28 days later.  
Revaccinate annually to maintain 
a high level of immunity.  21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
ANCCSOM71 10 ds.......................$11.00
ANCCSOM75 50 ds......................$51.50

Clostridium chauvoei, septicum, novyi, 
sordellii, perfringen types C & D bacterin 
toxoid and Haemophilus somnus

 

BAR VAC 7 SOMNUS  
(Boehringer Ingelheim)

call for 
price

call for 
price
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Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
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PYRAMID 5 + PRESPONSE 
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine viral diar-
rhea Types I & II, parainfluenza-3, bovine 
respiratory syncytial virus, mannheimia 
haemolytica.
For vaccination of healthy cattle 6 months of age 
or older as an aid in the 
prevention of diseases 
caused by IBR, BVD 
Types 1 & 2, P13, 
BRSV & mannheimia 
haemolytica (pneumonia). 
Calves vaccinated under 6 months of age should 
be asceptically rehydrated with the accompanying 
diluent. Inject one 2ml dose SQ. Annual revacci-
nation is recommended. Do not use in pregnant 
cows or calves nursing pregnant cows. 
21 day slaughter withdrawal.
FTDB5P1 10 ds............Call for Price
FTDB5P5 50 ds............Call for Price

BOVISHIELD GOLD ONE SHOT 
(Zoetis)
Bovi-Shield Gold One Shot offers protections 
against IBR, BVD Types 1 and 2, BRSV, PI3, 
and Mannheimia 
haemolytica (pasteurella). 
Give 2 ml SQ. Has 
demonstrated duration 
of immunity of at least 
9 months against IBR 
and BVD Types 1 and 2. 
Do not use in pregnant 
cows or in calves nursing pregnant cows.  21 
day slaughter withdrawal.  
SMKBP1 10 ds............Call for Price
SMKBP5 50 ds............Call for Price

For vaccination of 
healthy cattle 6 months 
of age or older as an aid 
in the prevention of 
diseases caused by IBR, 
BVD, PI3 and BRSV (modified live virus).  
Aseptically rehydrate with the accompanying 
diluent.  Inject one 2ml dose SQ or IM.  Annual 
revaccination is recommended.  Do not use in 
pregnant cows or in calves nursing pregnant 
cows.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.  
FTDB51  10 ds........................$14.50
FTDB55  50 ds........................$61.50

For the vaccination of healthy, 
non-pregnant cattle as an aid 
in the prevention of infections 
by IBR, BVD (Type 1 & 
Type 2), PI3 and BRSV 
(modified live virus).  
Aseptically rehydrate with the accompanying 
diluent.  Inject a single 2ml dose IM or SQ.  
Annual revaccination is recommended.    21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
SMKB251 10 ds............Call for Price
SMKB255 50 ds............Call for Price

For the vaccination of healthy cattle, 3 months 
of age or older, as an aid in 
the control of disease 
caused by IBR, BVD 
(Types I & II), PI3, BRSV, 
and as an aid in the control 
of respiratory disease 
caused by Mannheimia 
haemolytica and pasteurella multocida.  
Duration of immunity has been demonstrated 
to be at least 182 days for IBR and at least 
183 days for BVD (types I & II).  Inject 2ml 
SQ.  Annual revaccination is recommended.  
Do not use in pregnant cows or in calves 
nursing pregnant cows.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.   
INTBR4PH1 10 ds..........Call for Price
INTBR4PH5 50 ds.........Call for Price

CATTLE BIOLOGICALS
BOVISHIELD GOLD 5 (Zoetis)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine viral diar-
rhea, parainfluenza-3, bovine 
respiratory syncytial virus 

PYRAMID MLV 5 - TYPES I & II
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Bovine rhinotracheitis,  parainfluenza-3, 
bovine respiratory syncytial virus, bovine 
viral diarrhea Types I & II.

VISTA 5 SQ (Merck)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine 
virus diarrhea, parainfluenza 3, 
bovine respiratory syncytial virus,
For the vaccination of
healthy cattle, 3 months 
of age or older, as an 
aid in the control of 
disease caused by IBR, 
BVD Types I & II,
PI3 and BRSV.  Duration of immunity has 
been demonstrated to be at least 182 days for 
IBR and at least 183 days for BVD (types I 
& II).  Inject 2ml SQ.  Annual revaccination 
is recommended.  Do not use in pregnant 
cows or in calves nursing pregnant cows.  
21 day slaughter withdrawal. 
INTB241  10 ds.............
INTB245  50 ds............

EXPRESS 5 + TYPE II BVD 
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea, parainfluenza 3, bovine re-
spiratory syncytial virus,
Recommended for the vaccination of healthy 
cattle against IBR, BVD (Types I & II), PI3 
& BRSV.  Rehydrate vaccine & inject 2 ml 
SQ.  Repeat in 14-28 days and once annu-
ally.  Calves vaccinated under 6 months of 
age should be revaccinated at weaning or at 
6 months of age.  Do not use in pregnant 
cows or calves nursing pregnant cows.  21 
day slaughter withdrawal.
DVVBE241 10 ds..................$14.50
DVVBE245 50 ds....................$61.50

VISTA ONCE SQ (Merck)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea Types I & II, parainfluen-
za 3, respiratory syncytial virus, 
mannheimia haemolytica, pasteurella 
multocida vaccine 

Respiratory Vaccines
 & Combinations
(MODIFIED LIVE)

call for 
price

TITANIUM 5 + PH-M (Elanco)
IBR, BVD, PI3, BRSV, Mannheimia 
haemolytica, and Pasteurella multocida
Delivers proven broad immune response against 
both bacteria and viruses most associated with 
BRD in a single vaccine for calves as young 
as two months of age. Give 2 mL SQ. May be 
administered to pregnant cattle provided they 
were vaccinated, according to label directions. 
May also be administered to calves nursing 
pregnant cows provided their dams were vac-
cinated as described above. Calves vaccinated 
before weaning should be revaccinated 30 days 
after weaning. Annual booster is recommended. 
Modified live, requires mixing.
ELABR4PH1 10 ds......................
ELABR4PH5 50 ds....................

call for 
price
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TITANIUM 5 (Elanco)
bovine rhinotracheitis (IBR), parain-
fluenza-3 (PI3) and bovine respiratory 
syncytial virus (BRSV).
Multiantigenic modified live vaccine to be used 
as an aid in the prevention of disease caused by 
IBR, BVD types 1 & 2, PI3, BRSV. Do not use 
in pregnant cows or calves nursing pregnant 
cows. Inject 2mL subQ.  Annual revaccina-
tion recommended. Calves vaccinated before 
weaning should be revaccinated 30 days after 
weaning when the possible influence of maternal 
antibodies is decreased. Do not vaccinate within 
21 days before slaughter.
ELAB241        10ds...............................$12.50
ELAB245        50ds...............................$58.00

RESPIVax™ 5 + PH-M 
(Huvepharma)
Bovine Rhinotracheitis-Virus Diar-
hea-Para influenza 3 -Respiratory 
Syncytial Virus, Modified live Virus, 
Mannheimia Haemolytica, Pasteurella 
Multocida bacterin-toxoid
This product has been shown to be effective for 
the vaccination of healthy cattle five months of 
age or older against Infectious Bovine Virus Rhi-
notracheitis, BVD Type 1a, BVD Type 2, PE3, 
BRSV, mannheimia haemolytica and Pateurella 
multocida.Duration of immunity for this product 
has not been determined..
2 ml subcut followed by a dose of PUL-
MO-GUARD PH-M in 14-28 days. Do not use 
in calves nursing pregnant cows. Abortions 
may result. 21 day slaughter withdrawal.
HUVBR4PH1 10 ds.....................$38.00
HUVBR4PH5 50 ds.....................$172.00

RESPIVax™ 5 
(Huvepharma)
Bovine Rhinotracheitis-Virus Diar-
rhea-Parainf luenza 3 - Respiratory 
Syncytial Virus, Modified Live Virus 
This product has been shown to be effective for 
the vaccination of healthy cattle five months of 
age or older against Infectious Bovine Virus Rhi-
notracheitis, BVD Type 1a, BVD Type 2, PE3, 
BRSV, mannheimia haemolytica and Pateurella 
multocida.Duration of immunity for this product 
has not been determined..
2 ml subcut Do not use in calves nursing 
pregnant cows. Abortions may result. 21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
HUVB241     10 ds.....................$13.50
HUVB245   50 ds.....................$52.00
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The Chutemaster is made to hang on a corral 
fence near the working area or can sit on a 
table near by.  It has four holes to hold pistol 
grip syringes.  The large compartment will 
accomodate any implant gun and disinfectant.  
It hosts a clipboard space for herd records  and 
can be filled with ice & vaccine.
EWCCM........................................$60.00 

Respiratory Vaccines 
& Combinations 

(KILLED)

CATTLE BIOLOGICALS

For the vaccination of healthy cattle to protect 
against IBR, BVD, PI3 and BRSV.  Inject 2ml 
SQ or IM, repeated in 14-28 days.  A 2ml booster 
dose is recommended annually or prior to time 
of stress or exposure.  Calves vaccinated under 
6 months of age should be revaccinated at 6 
months or weaning.  Safe for pregnant cows 
and calves nursing pregnant cows.  21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
FTDBR41 10 ds....................$20.00
FTDBR45 50 ds.....................$85.00

TRIANGLE 5
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea Type I & II, parainfluenza-3, 
bovine respiratory syncytial virus

For use in healthy cattle as an aid in the pre-
vention of disease caused by IBR, cytopathic 
& noncytopathic BVD type 1, noncytopathic 
BVD type 2, PI3, and BRSV.  Administer 5ml 
SQ in the neck.  Revaccinate in 4-5 weeks.  May 
be administered to pregnant animals at any 
stage of gestation.  Revaccinate annually.  60 
day slaughter withdrawal.  
GLABR61 10 ds......................$19.50
GLABR65 50 ds......................$85.00

VIRA SHIELD 6 (Elanco)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea non cytopathic types 1 & 2 
& cytopathis type 1, parainfluenza-3, 
bovine respiratory syncytial virus

CATTLEMASTER GOLD FP 5 
(Zoetis)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine viral 
diarrhea Type I & II parainfluenza 
3-respiratory syncytial virus vaccine 
(Modified-live and Killed virus) 
For the vaccination of 
healthy cattle as an aid in 
preventing IBR, BVD types 
1 & 2, PI3 and BRSV.  
Administer 2ml SQ. 
Revaccinate with a second 
2ml dose 3 weeks later.  
Calves vaccinated before the age of 6 months 
should be revaccinated after 6 months of age.  
Annual revaccination with a single dose is 
recommended.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKBR41G 10 ds......................$28.95
SMKBR425G 25 ds......................$68.95

For the vaccination of healthy cattle against 
IBR, BVD, PI3, BRSV and pasteurella haemo-
lytica.  Inject 5 ml SQ or IM, repeat in 14-28 
days.  A 5ml booster dose is recommended 
annually or prior to a time of stress or expo-
sure.  Calves vaccinated under 6 months of 
age should be revaccinated at 6 months of 
age or at weaning.  Safe for pregnant cows 
and calves nursing pregnant cows.  21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
FTDBR4P1 10 ds.....................$46.75
FTDBR4P5 50 ds....................$225.75

TRIANGLE 4 + PH-K
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea, parainfluenza-3, bovine re-
spiratory syncytial virus, mannheimia 
haemolytica bacterin
 

VIRA SHIELD 6 + SOMNUS 
(Elanco)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea noncytopathic types 1 & 2 and 
cytopatic type 1, parainfluenza-3, bovine 
respiratory syncytical 
virus, haemophilus somnus 
bacterin.
For use in healthy cattle 3 
months of age or older, as an 
aid in the prevention of disease 
caused by IBR, cytopathic and 
noncytopathic BVD type 1, 
noncytopathic BVD type 2, 
PI 3, BRSV, and Haemophilus 
somnus.  Administer 5 ml IM 
in the neck.  Revaccinate in 4-5 weeks.  May 
be administered to pregnant animals at any 
stage of gestation.  Revaccinate annually.  60 
day slaughter withdrawal. 
GLABR6H1 10 ds......................$23.00 
GLABR6H5 50 ds.....................$105.00

CHUTEMASTER
Keep your vaccine cool and handy 

at the same time!

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS ARE AVAILABLE:  Federal (USA) Law re-
stricts these drugs to be used by or on the order of a licensed veterinarian.  
All Prescription Drugs MUST BE PURCHASED THROUGH YOUR VETERI-
NARIAN.  We will bill your veterinarian who in turn bills you for the product.  
Veterinarians MUST call in order to add any Prescription Drugs to your order.
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Reproductive Vaccines 
(KILLED)

REPROSTAR VL5 HB (Elanco)
L. hardjo bovis, L. canicola, L. grippoty-
phosa, L. icterohaemorrhagiae,
L. pomona.
For the vaccination of healthy cattle 
against 5 strains of Lepto including the U.S. 
isolate L. Hardjo-Bovis. Administer 2ml IM 
2-4 weeks prior to breeding.  Revaccinate in 4-6 
weeks  Annual revaccination is recommended. 
60 day slaughter withdrawal. 
GLAREPVL1 10 ds......................$22.00
GLAREPVL5 50 ds......................$94.00

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT

LEPTOFERM-5 (Zoetis)
5 strains of Lepto
For the vaccination of healthy cattle 
and swine against the 5 strains of
Lepto.  Inject 2ml IM.  For swine: 
2 doses are recommended 3-6 
weeks apart.  Annual revaccination 
is recommended.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
SMKL51  10 ds...........Call for Price
SMKL55  50 ds...........Call for Price
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CATTLE BIOLOGICALS

Original vibrio fetus bacterin protects 
against delayed conception, abortion 
and infertility caused by 
Campylobacter (Vibrio) fetus.  
Administer one 2ml dose 
subcutaneously in the upper part of
the neck to all breeding cows and 
heifers between 30 days and 7 months prior 
to breeding.  Annual revaccination is recom-
mended.
SMKV5  50 ds...........Call for Price

VIBRIN (Zoetis) 
Campylobacter fetus

For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid 
in the prevention of vibrio and 5 strains of 
lepto.  Administer 2ml IM 30-60 days prior to 
exposure or prior to being added to a breeding 
herd.  Annual revaccination is recommended.  
21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKVL51 10 ds...........Call for Price
SMKVL55 50 ds...........Call for Price

STAYBRED VL5 (Zoetis)
Campylobacter fetus, 5 strains of Lepto

VIRASHIELD 4 + VL5 (KV) 
(Elanco)
Bovine  rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea, campylobacter fetus, 5 
strains of lepto and 11 antigens

A killed vaccine for  vaccinating cattle against 
IBR, BVD, Vibrio & 5 strains of lepto.  Ad-
minster 5ml SQ 2-4 weeks prior to breeding.  
Revaccinate with Vira Shield 3 in 4-5 weeks.  
Revaccinate annually.  Safe for pregnant  cows 
and calves nursing pregnant cows.  60 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
GLARBVL5 50 ds.....................$99.00

For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid in 
the prevention of IBR, PI3, BRSV, BVD, Vibrio 
and 5 strains of Lepto.  Aseptically rehydrate 
the freeze-dried component with the liquid 
component and administer 5ml IM, repeat in 
2-4 weeks.  Calves vaccinated before the age of 
6 months should be revaccinated after 6 months 
of age.  A 5ml booster dose is recommended 
annually.  Safe for pregnant cows and calves 
nursing pregnant cows.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
SMKBR101 10 ds...........Call for Price
SMKBR1025 25 ds...........Call for Price

CATTLEMASTER 4 + VL5 (Zoetis)
Bovine rhinotracheitis & parainfluenza-3 
(Chemically Altered), bovine respiratory syn-
cytial virus (MLV), bovine virus diarrhea (KV), 
Campylobacter fetus, 5 strains of Lepto

For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid 
in the prevention of disease caused by Trich.  
Inject 2 ml SQ, followed by a second dose in 
2-4 weeks.  The last injection should precede 
the breeding season by 4 weeks.  Revaccinate 
annually.  60 day slaughter withdrawal. 
"Call for availability"
FTDTRICH1 10 ds.......................$43.50
FTDTRICH5 50 ds......................$196.75

For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid 
in the prevention of diseases caused by trich, 
vibrio and the 5 strains of lepto.  Inject 5ml 
SQ, followed by a second dose 2-4 weeks later.  
The last injection should precede the breeding 
season by 4 weeks.  Annual revaccination is 
recommended.  60 day slaughter withdrawal. 
"Call for availability" 
FTDVLT51 10 ds........................$48.00
FTDVLT55 50 ds......................$244.50

TRICHGUARD V5L HB
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Trichomonas foetus campylobacter 
fetus, 5 strains of lepto 

TRICHGUARD 
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Trichomonas foetus

VIRASHIELD 6 + VL5 (Elanco)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea non cytopathic types 1 & 2 
and cytopathic type 1, parainfluenza-3, 
bovine respiratory syncytial virus, cam-
pylobacter fetus, 5 strains of lepto

For use in healthy cattle as an aid in the preven-
tion of disease caused by IBR, cytopathic and 
non-cytopathic BVD type 1, non-cytopathic 
BVD type 2, PI3, BRSV, vibrio and 5 strains 
of lepto.  Administer 5ml SQ 2-4 weeks prior 
to breeding.  Revaccinate with Virashield 6 in 
4-5 weeks.  May be administered to pregnant 
animals at any stage of gestation.  Revaccinate 
annually.  60 day slaughter withdrawal.
GLAPG61 10 ds........................$27.00
GLAPG65 50 ds......................$125.00

VIRASHIELD 6 + VL5 HB 
(Elanco)
Bovine rhino tracheitis, virus diarrhea, 
parainfluenza 3, respiratory syncytial 
virus vaccine (killed virus). Camp[y-
lobactin fetus, leptospira, camicola, 
grippotyphosa, hardjo, icterohaemor-
rhagiae, pomona bacterin.
For use in healthy breeding cattle as an aid 
in the prevention of disease caused by IBR, 
BVD Types 1 & 2, P13, BRSV, Lepto 5 & 
Hardjo bovis. Administer 5ml SQ 2-4 weeks 
prior to breeding. Revaccinate annually. 60 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
GLAPGHB61 10 ds.....................$34.00 
GLAPGHB65 50 ds....................$154.00

Reproductive Vaccines 
(KILLED)

For the vaccination of healthy cattle to protect 
against vibrio and 5 strains of lepto.  Inject 
2ml IM, with a second dose administered 2-4 
weeks later.  The last injection should precede 
the breeding season by 4-8 weeks.  Revaccinate 
annually.  60 day slaughter withdrawal. 
GLAVL51 10 ds.......................$11.50
GLAVL55 50 ds.......................$47.50

VIB SHIELD  L5 (Elanco)
Campylobacter fetus, 5 strains of Lepto
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BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

VACCINE COOLER

CROSS FIVE CATTLE COOLER 
Organization system has either 3 or 4 vaccine 
gun holster tubes on the right lid.  The tubes 
have an enclosed bottom to ensure optimal 
safety.  The “gun” side of the cooler has room 
for the custom utility tray and ice or heat packs.  
The holsters promote viability of your vaccine 
by keeping in cool or warm and out of the sun 
and elements while not in use. The left side of 
the cooler has 3 or 4 compartments divided by 
removable heavy-duty plastic dividers.  The 
compartments are color-coded to match the hol-
sters/tubes.  Keeping the vaccine and/or med-
ication in their respective compartments will 
aid in the elimination of cross-contamination.
CFCRH2 2 holster................$235.00
CFCRH3 3 holster................$270.00
CFCRH4 4 holster.................$295.00
CFCLID  lid.........................$45.00
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CATTLE BIOLOGICALS
Reproductive Vaccines

(MODIFIED LIVE)
BOVI-SHIELD GOLD FP5 (Zoetis)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, virus diarrhea, 
parainfluenza 3, respiratory syncytial 
virus vaccine. 
For vaccination of healthy cows and heifers prior to 
breeding as an aid in preventing abortion caused by 
IBR, BVD Types 1 & 2, P13 & BRSV. Administer 2ml 
IM or SQ approximately 1 month prior to breeding. 
21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKB2551 10 ds............Call for Price
SMKB2555 50 ds............Call for Price

For the vaccination of healthy cattle against diseases 
caused by IBR, BVD (Type 1 & Type 2), PI3, Vibrio 
and 5 strains of Lepto (modified live virus).  Asepti-
cally rehydrate with the accompanying diluent.  Inject 
2ml IM 30-60 days prior to breeding, followed by a 
second dose 2 weeks later.  Annual revaccination is 
recommended.    21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKPG291G  10 ds.............Call for Price
SMKPG295G 50 ds.............Call for Price

PREGGUARD GOLD FP 10 + TYPE 
II BVD (Zoetis) 
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine viral diar-
rhea,parainfluenza3,Campylobacter fetus, 
5 strains of Lepto 

BOVISHIELD FP 5 + VL5 + TYPE 
II BVD (Zoetis)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus 
diarrhea, types 1 & 2, parainfluenza 3, 
bovine respiratory syncytial virus, cam-
pylobacter fetus, 5 strains lepto 
For vaccination of healthy cows and heifers prior to 
breeding as an aid in preventing IBR, BVD Types 1 & 
2, PI3, BRSV, Vibrio and 5 strains of Lepto.  Rehydrate 
and inject 2ml IM or SQ 1 month prior to breeding 
followed by single doses of vibrio, lepto.  Booster 
annually. 21 day slaughter withdrawal. 
SMKBV51 10 ds............Call for Price
SMKBV55 50 ds............Call for Price

PINKEYE SHIELD XT4 (Elanco)
Moraxella bovis bacterin
For use in healthy cattle as an aid in the prevention 
and control of pinkeye.  Approved for one-dose ad-
ministration, no booster dose necessary the first year.  
Administer 2ml IM.  Revaccinate annually.  60 day 
slaughter withdrawal. 
GLAPEYE1 10 ds..............................$12.00
GLAPEYE5 50 ds............................$48.00

Pinkeye

BOVI-SHIELD GOLD FP5 VL5 
HB (Zoetis)
Bovine rhinotracheitis, bovine virus diar-
rhea, Types 1 & 2, parainfluenza 3, bovine 
respiratory syncytial virus, campylo-
bacter fetus, 5 strains lepto, hardjo bovis 
For the vaccination of healthy cows and heifers prior 
to breeding to help prevent PI3 calves caused by BVD 
Types 1 & 2 offers fetal protection.  Also protects 
against IBR, PI3, BRSV vibrio, 5 strains lepto & hardjo 
bovis.  Administer a single 5ml dose to cows 30 days & 
heifers at least 60 days prior to breeding.  Annual revac-
cination is recommended.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
SMKBVHB51 10 ds.............Call for Price
SMKBVHB55 50 ds.............Call for Price

ALPHA 7/MB (Boehringer Ingelheim)
C l o s t r i d i u m  c h a u v o e i - s e p t i -
cum-novyi-sordellii-perfringens Types 
C & D-Moraxella bovis bacterin-toxoid
For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid in 
the control of pinkeye and 7 way blackleg. Inject 
2ml SQ. Revaccinate after 21 days with Moraxella 
bovis bacterin.  Vaccinate calves at 3 months of age 
or older. Revaccinate annually.   60 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
ANCAMB71 10 ds....................$20.00
ANCAMB75 50 ds....................$90.50

I-SITE XP PINKEYE (Huvepharma) 
Single dose protection against pinkeye caused by 
Moraxella bovis in cattle 2 months of age or older.  
Give 2 ml SQ prior to the onset of pinkeye season.  
Annual booster is recommended.
ISITE5  50 ds.....................$45.00

PILIGUARD PINKEYE-1 
TRIVALENT (Merck) 
Moraxella bovis  bacterin
For use in healthy cattle to aid in the control of 
pinkeye.  Inject 2ml SQ or IM 3 to 4 weeks prior to 
onset of pinkeye season.  Annual revaccination is 
recommended.  60 day slaughter withdrawal.
CTLPEYE1 10 ds.......................
CTLPEYE5 50 ds.......................

call for 
price

PILIGUARD PINKEYE+ 7 (Merck)
Clostridium chauvoei,C.septi-
cum-novyi-sordelli-perfringens types C 
& D - moraxella bovis bacterin-toxoid
For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid in the 
control of pinkeye and 7 way blackleg. Inject 5ml SQ. 
Repeat in 3-4 weeks and annually prior to periods of 
extreme risk or parturition. Animals vaccinated under 
3 months of age should be revaccinated at weaning 
or at 4-6 months of age. 21 day slaughter withdrawal.
CTLC7P1     10 ds............................
CTLC7P5  50 ds............................call for 

price

Bovine Rhinotracheitis-Virus Diarrhea-
Parainfluenza3-Respiratory Syncytial 
Virus Vaccine, Modified Live Virus-
Campylobacter Fetus-Leptospira 
Canicola-Grippotyphosa-Hardjo-
Icterohaemorrhagiae-Pomona Bacterin
For the vaccination of healthy cows and heifers, 
6 months of age or older, prior to breeding, as an 
aid in the control of diseases caused by IBR; BVD 
Types 1 and 2; PI3 and BRSV; an aid in reducing 
infertility caused by Campylobacter fetus (Vibrio); 
an aid in preventing the 5 most common strains 
of Lepto. Dosage: 2ml SQ. Revaccinate annually. 
Do not use in pregnant cows or calves nursing 
pregnant cows. 21 day slaughter withdrawal.  

INTPG295 50 ds....................
INTPG291 10 ds.................... 

VISTA 5 VL5 SQ (Merck)

call for 
price

For use in healthy cattle as an aid in preventing 
disease caused by overeating, blackleg and pinkeye.  
Inject 2ml SQ and repeat in 3 to 4 weeks.  21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
MLSC7P1 10 ds....................
MLSC7P5 50 ds....................

20/20 VISION 7 (Merck) 
C l o s t r i d i u m  c h a u v o e i - s e p t i -
cum-novyi-sordellii-perfringens Types 
C & D-Moraxella bovis bacterin-toxoid

call for 
price
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ALPHA 7/MB-1 (Boehringer Ingelheim)
Clostridium chauvoei-septi-
cum-novyi-sordellii-perfringens Types C 
& D – Moraxella bovis bacterin-toxoid
For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid in the 
control of pinkeye and 7 way blackleg. Inject 2ml 
SQ.  Revaccinate after 21 days with Moraxella bovis 
bacterin.  Vaccinate calves at 3 months of age or older.  
Revaccinate annually.  60 day slaughter withdrawal.
ANCAMB71   10 ds............................
ANCAMB75 50 ds............................call for 

price

Wes ter n  Ranch SupplyWes ter n  Ranch Supply

     CUSTOM  CUSTOM  
CORRAL DESIGNSCORRAL DESIGNS
FFreeree

WesternRanchSupply.WesternRanchSupply.comcom
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I-SITE XP PINKEYE (Huvepharma) 

For use in healthy cattle, 3 months 
of age and older, as an aid in the 
prevention of respiratory disease 
caused by M. haemolytica.  
Administer 2ml SQ.  A single dose 
demonstrated protective immunity as 
early as 10 days after administration.  
A booster dose can be administered 
prior to periods of stress or elevated risk of 
exposure.  60 day slaughter withdrawal.
GLANUP1 10 ds......................$27.00
GLANUP5 50 ds....................$120.00

For use in healthy cattle, sheep and 
goats as an aid in the prevention of 
Pasteurellosis caused by micro-
organisms.  Product is chemically 
killed, aluminum hydroxide 
absorbed, cultures of Mannheimia 
Haemolytica and Pasteurella
 Multocida, Bovine isolates.  Contains thimerosal 
as a preservative.  Inject 2ml subcutaneously. 
Administer two doses, 2 to 4 weeks apart.  An-
imals vaccinated when less than 3 months old 
should be revaccinated at weaning or at 4 to 6 
months of age.  Do not vaccinate within 21 days 
before slaughter.
DVVDURHM1 10 ds......................$23.50
DVVDURHM5 50 ds......................$67.50

For the vaccination of 
healthy cattle as an aid in 
the prevention of infection 
caused by mannheimia  
haemolytica. Aseptically 
rehydrate vaccine with 
accompanying diluent and administer 2ml SQ.  
Healthy cattle should be vaccinated a minimum 
of 14 days prior to weaning, shipping, or ex-
posure to stress.  Although only a single dose 
is necessary, a booster dose is recommended 
whenever stress is likely.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.  
SMKP1  10 ds..........Call for Price
SMKP5  50 ds..........Call for Price

CATTLE BIOLOGICALS

PULMO-GUARD PHM-1 
(Huvepharma)
Mannheimia, pasteurella 
multo-cida bacterin-toxoid

PRESPONSE HM 
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Mannheimia haemolytica pasteurella 
multocida
For the vaccination of healthy 
cattle 7 months of age or older 
against mannheimia pneumonia.  
Inject 2ml IM.  Although only a 
single dose is necessary, a booster 
dose is recommended whenever 
stress is likely.  Healthy cattle 
should be vaccinated at a minimum 
of 21 days prior to weaning, shipping or exposure 
to stress.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
FTDPHM1 10 ds......................$30.50
FTDPHM5 50 ds....................$144.50
ONCE PMH Intranasal (Merck)
Mannheimia haemolytica pasteurella 
multocida vaccine
For use in the vaccination of healthy cattle 
one week of age or older, against respiratory 
disease caused by mannheimia haemolytica 
and pasteurella multocida. Administer 1mL into 
each nostril or 2mL into one nostril.  
Annual revaccination is recommended.  21 day 
slaughter withdrawal. 
INTPMHIN01 1 ds......................
INTPMHIN1 10 ds......................
INTPMHIN5 50 ds.....................

SOMUBAC (Zoetis)
Haemophilus somnus
For use in healthy cattle, pregnant
cows and calves for the 
prevention of disease caused by  
Haemophilus somnus (brain fever).  
Animals should be vaccinated at 
3 months of age or older.  Inject 
2ml SQ or IM, with revaccination 2-4 weeks 
later.  Revaccinate annually.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
SMKSOM1 10 ds...........Call for Price
SMKSOM5 50 ds...........Call for Price

ONE SHOT (Zoetis)
Mannheimia haemolytica Type A-1

SOMNU SHIELD (Elanco)
Haemophilus somnus
For use in healthy cattle (including 
pregnant and lactating)  as an aid 
in the prevention and control of-
haemophilus somnus (brain fever).  
Administer 2ml Im/SQ at 3 months 
of age or older.  Repeat in 2-3 
weeks.  Revaccinate annually.  21 
day slaughter withdrawal.

Pasteurella & 
Haemophilus 

Somnus Vaccines
For the vaccination of healthy cattle as an aid in 
the prevention of disease caused by haemoph-
ilus somnus, mannheimia haemolytica and 
pasteurella multocida.  Inject 2ml IM.  Repeat in 
21 days and once annually.  Calves vaccinated 
before 6 months of age should be revaccinated 
after 6 months.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
ANCSOMP1 10 ds..........Call for price
ANCSOMP5 50 ds......... Call for price

Haemophilus somnus-mannheimia 
haemolytica-pasteurella multocida 
bacterin

BAR SOMNUS 2P
(Boehringer Ingelheim)

Recommended for vaccination of 
healthy cattle as an aid in the pre-
vention of mannheimia haemolytica 
& pasteurella multocida.  Inject 2ml 
SQ. 60 day slaughter withdrawal. 
ANCPG1 10 ds...........Call for Price
ANCPG5 50 ds...........Call for Price

DURVAC PAST HM  (Durvet)
Mannheimia haemolytica, 
Pasteurella multocida.

PRESPONSE SQ 
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Mannheimia haemolytica 
For the vaccination of healthy cattle 3 months 
of age or older as an aid in the prevention of 
pasteurella pneumonia.  Inject 2ml SQ.  Healthy 
cattle should be vaccinated a minimum of 21 
days prior to weaning, shipping or exposure to 
stress.  Although only a single dose is necessary, 
a booster dose is recommended whenever stress 
is likely.  21 day slaughter withdrawal. 
“Call for availability”
FTDP1  10 ds......................$29.75
FTDP5  50  ds.....................$135.00

NUPLURA PH (Elanco)
Mannheimia haemolytica bacterial 
extract-toxoid 

GLASOM5  50 ds .....................$26.00

Mycoplasma Vaccines 

call for 
price

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
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ORDER ONLINE!
www.WesternRanchSupply.com

MYCO-B ONE DOSE 
(Huvepharma)
Mycoplasma Bovis Bacterin
Recommended for the vaccination of healthy 
cattle 60 days of age or older as an aid in the 
reduction of respiratory disease and arthritis 
caused by Mycoplasma bovis. Contains antigens 
from the three field isolates of Mycoplasma 
bovis and their soluble antigens. Dosage: 2 ml 
subcut in front of the shoulder and midway of 
the neck, away from suprascapular lymph node. 
Revaccinate as recommended by your veteri-
narian. 60 day slaughter withdrawal.
AHIMB5 50 ds......................$200.00
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REVALOR-IS (Merck)

Contains 80 mg of trenbolone 
acetate and 8 mg estradiol.  
For use in feedlot heifers.  
HOEREVIH

Contains 140  mg of trenbolone acetate and 14 
mg of estradiol in each implant.  
For use in heifers fed in 
confinement for slaughter. 
HOEREV

IMCGUN       Ralgro gun................$
IMCRALC    24 ds.........................$

Contains 80 mg of trenbolone and 16 mg 
estradiol.  For steers in confinement fed for 
slaughter.  No slaughter withdrawal.
HOEREVIS

STXSYNC10 
10 ds...................$

SYNOVEX C (CALF)

RALGRO 
Each implant contains 36 mg zeranol (3 pellets, 
each containing 12 mg zeranol).  Used to in-
crease the rate of weight gain and improve feed 
conversion in suckling beef calves, including 
replacement heifers between one month of age 
and weaning, weaned beef calves, growing beef 
cattle, feedlot steers and feedlot heifers.   Do 
not use in bulls intended for reproduction or 
dairy animals.  Do not use before one month 
of age or after weaning in heifers intended for 
reproduction.  Administer SQ in the ear.  No 
slaughter withdrawal.  
Effective Days 90-120.

SYNOVEX REVOLVER 

Each dosage consists of 4 pellets containing 
100 mg progesterone and 10 mg estradiol 
benzoate per implantation.  Synovex C is rec-
ommended for calf implants for increased rate 
of weight gain.  Synovex C is recommended 
for use in suckling beef calves weighing up 
to approximately 400 lbs.   Approved for both 
steer and heifer calves.  Administer SQ in 
the ear.  No slaughter withdrawal.  Effective 
Days 90-120.

SYNOVEX S (STEER)

STXSYNS10 
10 ds..................$

SYNOVEX H (HEIFER)
Each dosage consists of 8 pellets containing 
200 mg testosterone propionate and 20 mg 
estradiol benzoate per implantation.  Synovex 
H is recommended for use in heifers weighing 
400 lbs. or more.  When properly administered, 
Synovex H implants can help increase rate of 
weight gain, and improve feed efficiency.   Not 
for use in dairy or beef replacement heifers.  
Administer SQ in the ear.  No slaughter with-
drawal.  Effective Days 90-120.
STXSYNH10.... 

Used to administer all Synovex implants.  Du-
rable and lightweight.   Replacement needles 
also available.  Call for 
prices and availability

STXSYREV   
metal revolver................

CATTLE IMPLANTS
Revalor 

Revalor implants combine both a synthetic 
male hormone, (trenbolone acetate) and a 
female hormone, (estradiol), making them 
more effective for increasing Average Daily 
Gain than any other implants on the market.  
They are not to be used in animals intended 
for breeding or in dairy animals. 
                     "Call for Prices"
REVALOR-G (Merck)
Contains 40 mg of trenbolone acetate and 8 mg 
of estradiol in each implant.  A growth implant 
for pasture steers and heifers 
(slaughter, stocker and feeder 
cattle).
HOEREVG
REVALOR-S (Merck) 

REVALOR-H (Merck)

Each dosage consists of 8 pellets containing 200 
mg progesterone and 20 mg estradiol benzoate 
per implantation.  Synovex S is recommended 
for use in steers weighing 400 lbs. or more.  
When properly administered, Synovex S im-
plants can help increase rate of weight gain, 
and improve feed efficiency. Administer SQ in 
the ear.  No slaughter withdrawal.  Effective 
Days 90-120.  

STXSX10       
implanter........................

REVALOR-IH (Merck)

REVALOR 200 Merck)
Contains 200 mg of trenbolone acetate and 
20 mg estradiol.  For steers and heifers fed in 
confinement for slaughter.
HOEREV2
HOERIMP Revalor implanter..........N/C
HOERN  Revalor needle..............N/C
INTRTRAY Revalor implant tray.....N/C

TM 50 FEED GRADE

50 gm/lb. Terramycin.  Prevention: 500 lb calf 
- 1 lb/25hd for 3 days.  Treatment: 500 lb calf - 
1 lb/10 hd for 3 days. 5 day 
withdrawal.
DVTTM50 50 lb...................

Each pound has 40,000 mg.  Cattle need 10 
mg/head/day.  Do not overfeed.  In salt: 1 lb 
/260 lb salt - 1 oz/hd/day.  In feed: 
1/2 lb/200 hd/day.
DVTOID425 25 lb.....................

FEED ADDITIVES
ORGANIC IODINE 40 GR.

Contains 120  mg of trenbolone acetate and 
24 mg of estradiol in each implant.  
For use in feedlot steers.
HOEREVS

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
prices

call for 
prices

call for 
price

call for 
price

AUREO S 700® 2G Crumbles

Should be fed in the starter ration of cattle for a 
period of 28 days to aid in weight gains in the 
presence of respiratory disease such as shipping 
fever.  Withdrawal 7 days prior to slaughter. 
Do not use in calves to be processed for veal.  
Treatment is 2gm/hd/day (100 hd/bag/day for 
3 days) calculation for 500 lb calf
HUBAS700 50 lb.....................

call for 
price
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PENNCHLOR 50

Chlortetracycline as Chlortetracycline calcium 
complex equivalent to 50 grams Chlortetracy-
cline Hydrochloride/lb. Feed 1 pound per 18 
head for 5 days.
DVTP50G 50 lb.............. call for 

price

REQUIRES A VFD FROM YOUR VETERINARIAN

REQUIRES A VFD FROM YOUR VETERINARIAN

REQUIRES A VFD FROM YOUR VETERINARIAN

U.S. Food and Drug Administration requires 
veterinary oversight whenever such antibiotics are 
administered to any food animal species via feed 
or water, even if the animals are not intended for 

food production. Effective January 1, 2017

COMPONENT E-C WITH TYLAN
For increased rate of weight gain in suckling 
beef calves up to 400 lbs body weight. Each 
dose contains 1 pellet Tylan as a local anti-
bacterial. Do not use in bull calves intended 
for reproduction, in calves less than 45 days 
old or veal calves. Each dose contains 100 mg 
progesterone USP, 10 mg estradiol benzoate 
and 29 mg tylosin tartrate.
ELOCOMPEC 20 ds.........................
ELOAPP applicator.................

call for 
prices

COMPONENT TE-G WITH TYLAN
For increased rate of weight gain in pasture 
cattle (slaughter, stocker, and feeder steers 
and heifers). Do not use in animals intended 
for subsquent breeding, dairy animals or veal 
calves. Each dose contains 8 mg estradiol, 40 
mg trenbolone acetate, PLUS 29 mg Tylan® 
(tylosin tartrate) added as localized antibac-
terial.
ELOCOMPTEG 20 ds.........................
ELOAPP applicator.................

call for 
prices
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INJECTABLE ANTIBIOTICS
DURAMYCIN 100
OXYTETRACYCLINE HCL 
(Durvet)

PEN AQUEOUS PENICILLIN G. 
PROCAINE SOLUTION (Durvet)

SULFA BOLUSES & INJECTABLES
SUSTAIN III (Bimeda)

DURAMYCIN 72-200
OXYTETRACYCLINE HCL (Durvet)

TYLAN 200 INJ. (Tylosin) 
(Durvet)

BP-48 PROCAINE PENICILLIN G 
WITH BENZATHINE  
PENICILLIN (Durvet)

Broad-spectrum antibiotic, containing 200 mg  
of oxytetracycline per ml. For the treatment of 
diseases caused by susceptible gram-positive 
and negative bacteria, including pinkeye.  For 
use in beef cattle, non-lactating dairy cattle 
and swine.  3-4 day blood and tissue levels.  
Dosage 4-1/2 ml per 100 lb. of body wt., 28 
day slaughter withdrawal in cattle and swine.  
Do not use in lactating dairy animals.
DVTT2010 100 ml.................$18.00
DVTT2025 250 ml.................$27.00
DVTT2050 500 ml.................$35.00

   

For treatment of pneumonia, metritis, and 
foot rot in cattle and erysipelas, pneumonia, 
dysentery and arthritis in swine.  Administer 
IM.  Not for use in lactating dairy cattle.  
21 day slaughter withdrawal in cattle.  14 day 
slaughter withdrawal in swine.
ELOTY25 250 ml..................$44.50
ELOTY50 500 ml...................$72.00

A sterile solution  of Penicillin G. Procaine in 
a ready-to-use aqueous suspension for effec-
tive protection against infectious organisms 
susceptible to penicillin.  Pen Aqueous may be 
used for pneumonia,  shipping fever, erysipelas, 
strangles and other general infection causing 
organisms.  Contains 300,000 units of Procaine 
G Penicillin per ml.  Pen Aqueous has a 48 hour 
milk out.  For use on: Cattle, Swine, Horses and 
Sheep.  Administer 1ml per 100 lbs. body wt. 
once daily IM.  10 day slaughter withdrawal 
in cattle, 9 day slaughter withdrawal in sheep, 
7 day slaughter withdrawal in swine.
DVTPEN10 100 ml...................$9.75
DVTPEN25 250 ml..................$13.75
DVTPEN50 500 ml..................$27.00
  

Durvet's 48 hour antibacterial preparation 
contains fast acting procaine penicillin G and 
long lasting benzathine penicillin.  This combi-
nation provides fast and high therapeutic blood 
levels of antibiotic activity and maintains these 
levels for 40-48 hours from a single injection.  
Indicated for use for pneumonia, shipping fever, 
upper respiratory infections, and blackleg.  
Each ml contains 150,000 units of procaine 
penicillin G and 150,000 units of benzathine 
penicillin.  For use on Cattle.  Administer 
2ml per 150 lbs. body wt.  SQ only.  30 day 
slaughter withdrawal in cattle
DVTPB10 100 ml..................$14.50
DVTPB25 250 ml..................$29.00
DVTPB50 500 ml..................$53.00

DVTT1050 500 ml..................$22.00

GALLIMYCIN 100 (Durvet)
Indicated as an aid in the prevention of lamb 
dysentery and in the treatment of upper respi-
ratory infections in sheep.  For the prevention 
of lamb dysentery in newborn lambs.  Inject IM 
56 mg/lb of body weight as soon after birth as 
is practical.  In older animals, the usual dose is 
1 mg/lb once a day as indicated.  Do not treat 
within 3 days of slaughter. 
"Call for availability"  
CVAGAL 100 ml...................$13.50
  

Cleaning:
Immediately after use, flush the entire 
system with hot, clean water to remove all 
residue.  Do this by first adjusting dosage 
setting to the maximum of the instrument, 
inserting the draw-off into the hot water, 
then pumping briskly until all residue is 
removed...about 1 minute.Rinse by briskly 
pumping clean, hot water through the sys-
tem.  Pump dry and remove tubing.  Then 
pump a few drops of Syringe Lubricant 
to properly lubricate valves and O Rings.  
This will improve operation and greatly 
extend the life of internal parts.  Not 
Recommended:  Mineral Oil, Glycerine, 
or Alchohol.

Sterilizing:
Boiling the Clean Instrument for twenty 
minutes is the generally accepted method 
of sterilizing these instruments.

CLEAN AND 
STERILIZE YOUR 
INSTRUMENTS

 PROPERLY

"Cleared for Subcutaneous Use"

LA-200 (Zoetis)

Broad-spectrum antibiotic, containing 200 mg  
of oxytetracycline per ml. For the treatment of 
diseases caused by susceptible gram-positive 
and negative bacteria, including pinkeye.  For 
use in beef cattle, non-lactating dairy cattle 
and swine.  3-4 day blood and tissue levels.  
Dosage 4-1/2 ml per 100 lb. of body wt., 28 
day slaughter withdrawal in cattle and swine.  
Do not use in lactating dairy animals.
PZRLA10 100 ml.......Call for Price
PZRLA25 250 ml.......Call for Price 
PZRLA50 500 ml.......Call for Price

   

"Cleared for Subcutaneous Use"
NORMYCIN 300 LA-300 
(Durvet)
A sterile ready-to-use solution of the 
broad-spectrum antibiotic oxytetracycline 
dihydrate effective in the treatment of a 
wide range of diseases caused by susceptible 
gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria.  For 
use in beef cattle, non-lactating  dairy cattle, 
calves, including pre-ruminating (veal) calves 
and swine.SQ or IM in cattle; IM in swine.
NORLA3001 100 ml..................$21.00
NORLA3002 250 ml..................$46.50
NORLA3005 500 ml...................$86.00

SMKAG55   
5 gm x 50's............................Call for Price
SMKAG155   
15 gm x 50's..........................Call for Price

Sustained release bolus that provides a high 
sulfamethazine blood level for 3 days.  Use in 
beef cattle & non-lactating dairy cattle to treat 
shipping fever, bacterial scours, footrot, calf 
diphtheria, acute mastitis & metritis when the 
causative agent is sensitive to sulfamethazine.  
12 day withdrawal.  
Cattle: 1 bolus per 200 lb.
DVTSC10 10's, Cow..............$24.00
DVTSC50 50's, Cow..............$81.50
DVTSC100 100's, Cow .........$157.00
Calf:  1 bolus per 50 lb. 
DVTSCAF 50's......................$79.00 
 

ALBON BOLUSES 
FOR CATTLE SULFADIME-
THOXINE (Zoetis)
For use in cattle to treat bacterial pneumonia, 
shipping fever, footrot & calf diphtheria.  
Effective against some strains of strep, 
staph, klebsiella, shigella, proteus, E-coli & 
salmonella.  Give 1 gm per 40 lb. 
1st day, then reduce dosage by 
1/2. 7 day withdrawal. 
"Call for availability" 

Effective against gram-negative 
and gram-positive organisms.  Used 
for bacterial pneumonia, shipping 
fever complex, bacterial enteritis 
and many other diseases in beef 
cattle and dairy calves.   Requires 
no refrigeration.  For IV use. 19 
day slaughter withdrawal in cattle.  
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SULFAMED INJ 40%
For the treatment of bovine respiratory disease 
complex (shipping fever complex) and bac-
terial pneumonia associated with Pasteurella 
spp. sensitive to sulfadimethoxine; necrotic 
pododermatitis (foot rot) and calf diphtheria 
caused by Fusobacterium necrophorum sen-
sitive to sulfadimethoxine. For Intravenous 
Use in Cattle Only.
DVTAGINJ 250ml....................$31.50

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270
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Clear, sterile, non-aqueous 
supplemental source of vitamins 
A, D & E for dairy and beef cattle.  
Administer either IM or SQ with no 
meat withdrawal.  Dosage: cows and 
heifers 8-10 ml, calves 4-6 ml and 
yearlings 5-6 ml. 
DVTVADE 250ml....................$45.00 
 

Injectable vitamin B complex 100 mg 
per ml that provides a supplemental 
nutritional supply to cattle, sheep 
and swine.  Administer IM or SQ.  
Calves 3-5 ml, yearlings 5-10 ml, 
adult cattle 10-20 ml, lambs and 
weanling pigs 1-2 ml, growing lambs 
and pigs 2-3 ml and adult sheep and swine 3-5 
ml.  Water base. 
DVTVBHL25 250ml....................$12.00
DVTVBHL50 500ml....................$21.00
  

COCCIDIOSIS
CORID/AMPROLIUM 9.6% (Merial)
For treatment of coccidiosis in calves, mix at the rate of 16 fl. oz. per 
100 gallons of drinking water for 5 days.  For prevention, mix at the 
rate of 8 fl. oz. per 100 gallons of drinking for water for 21 days. Do 
not administer within 24 hours of slaughter.
MRKCORD16  16 oz (Huvepharma)............................$18.00
MRKCORSOL  gallon liquid (Huvepharma) ...............$100.00
DVTCOR4 gallon, generic......................................$80.00

CORID POWDER 20%
An aid in the treatment and prevention of coccidiosis caused by Eimeria 
bovis and Ezurni in calves.  Treatment: 10 oz/125 gal. water for 5 days.  
Prevention: 10 oz/250 gal. water for 21 days
MRKCORPWD 10 oz. pkt  (Huvepharma).....$19.00

VITAMINS & MINERALS

For use as a supplemental source of Vitamins 
A & D in cattle, sheep and swine.  500,000 IU 
Vit A, 75,000 IU Vit D in an emulsifiable base 
with Vitamin E (5 IU per ml) as a preservative.  
Calves 1/2 to 1ml /IM or SQ,  yearling  cattle 1 
to 2ml or SQ/IM, cattle 2 to 4 ml / IM.
DVTVAD10 100ml....................$19.00
DVTVAD25 250ml....................$39.00
DVTVAD50 500ml....................$78.00

VITAMINS & ELECTROLYTES 
(Durvet)
A concentrated water soluble powder.  Mixture 
of vitamins and electrolytes formulated for wa-
ter or feed additive.  For use in poultry, swine, 
ruminants and horses.  Use 1 pkt. in 110 gallons 
water or 1 pkt. per ton of feed. 
DVTVITELE 8 oz...........................$4.75
  

HIGH LEVEL VITAMIN B 
COMPLEX (Durvet)

VITAMIN E & AD INJECTABLE 
TOCOPHEROL + AD 
(Durvet)

VITAMIN AD (Durvet)

ANTIBIOTIC POWDERS & SULFAS
DURAMYCIN 324

 

(Swine/Calves/Poultry)  For the control and treatment of scours (bac-
terial enteritis) caused by E- Coli and bacterial pneumonia or shipping 
fever complex associated with  Pasteurella, Haemophilus, Klebsiella 
and Mycoplasma Gallisepticum, Synoviae and Blue Comb in poultry 
that are sensitive to tetracycline.  Designed for individual dosing or for 
use in automatic water medicators.  Each pound contains 324 gm of 
tetracycline hydrochloride. 10mg/lb. body weight, 3-5 days.  
Do not administer within 5 days of slaughter.
DVTTM5D 5 lb..............................................

Prices in this mailer 
subject to change without notice.  

Not responsible for 
errors in printing or copy.
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CATTLE WORMERS INJECTABLES 
CYDECTIN INJECTABLE
Control of roundworms, lungworms, grubs, lice and 
mites.  Administer 1ml per 110 lbs body wt. Use in 
beef cattle 8 weeks or age or older.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawl.    
FTDINJ500 500 ml...............call for price

Ivermectin 1% and Clorsulon 10%.  Offers the same 
coverage as Ivomec F.  An SQ injectable parasiticide 
for the treatment and control of adult liver flukes 
and more than 30 stages of parasites, including 
lungworms.  Contains 10 mg Ivermectin per ml.  
Administer 1 ml/110 lb SQ only.    Not cleared for 
female dairy cattle of breeding age.  Do not treat 
cattle within 49 days of slaughter.
MRKIVF050 50cc.....................
MRKIVF200 200cc.................
MRKIVF500 500cc.................

IVOMEC PLUS INJECTABLE 
(Merial)  50 ml, 200 ml & 500 

NOROMECTIN PLUS INJ.
IVERMECTIN 1%, CLORSULON 10%
(Norbrook)
Noromectin Plus (ivermectin and clorsulon) is indi-
cated for the treatment and control of gastrointestinal 
roundworms (including inhibited Ostertagia ostertagi 
larvae), lungworms, adult liver flukes, grubs, sucking 
lice, and mange mites. Administer 1ml per 110 lb body 
weight SQ. 49 day slaughter withdrawal.
NORIVF050 50 ml......................
NORIVF250 250 ml......................
NORIVF500 500 ml....................
NORIVF10 1000 ml...................

With a single injection, Dectomax protects your herd 
from 36 stages of internal and external parasites for 
the broadest spectrum control available. In particular, 
it eliminates the brown stomach worm for up to 21 
days following a single treatment.Dosage: 1ml/110 lbs. 
SMKDMAX50 500 ml..................

DECTOMAX INJ. (Zoetis)

NOROMECTIN INJECTABLE
IVERMECTIN 1% (Norbrook)
For the treatment and control of gastrointestinal 
roundworms (including inhibited Ostertagia ostertagi), 
lungworms, grubs, sucking lice, and mange mites. 
Administer 1ml per 110 lb body weight SQ. 35 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
NORIVR050 50 ml......................
NORIVR250 250 ml..................
NORIVR500 500 ml.................
NORIVR10 1000 ml..................

Call For 
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IVOMEC INJ. (Merial)
Ivermectin 1%.    An SQ injectable parasiticide for 
the treatment and control of more than 30 stages of 
parasites, including lungworms.  Contains 10 mg 
Ivermectin per ml.  Administer 1 ml/110 lb SQ only.    
Not cleared for female dairy cattle of breeding age.  
Do not treat cattle within 49 days of slaughter.
MRKIVR050 50 ml...................
MRKIVR500 500 ml....................
MRKIVR10 1000 ml.................

call for 
price
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REQUIRES A VFD FROM YOUR VETERINARIAN
Effective January 1, 2017, stricter federal rules regulate how medically 

important antibiotics—medications that are important for treating human 
disease—can be administered to animals in feed and drinking water. Among 
the provisions, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration requires veterinary 

oversight whenever such antibiotics are administered to any food animal spe-
cies via feed or water, even if the animals are not intended for food produc-

tion. From pet rabbits and pigs, to backyard poultry, to large livestock farms, 
the same restrictions apply. All medically important antibiotics to be used 

in feed or water for food animal species require a Veterinary Feed Directive 
(VFD) or a prescription.
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DECTOMAX POUR-ON 
(Zoetis)
Dectomax is a pour-on cattle parasite 
control product. Kills both internal 
and external parasites.  Contains the 
scientifically advanced molecule, 
doramectin. Approved for duration 
(21 days) against brown stomach worm.  Dosage: 
1ml/22 lbs. Do not treat cattle 
within 45 days of slaughter.
SMKDMP250 2.5 liter................
SMKDMP500 5 liter.......................

Ivermectin  0.5%  enters bloodstream through the 
skin. Effective against mature 
and immature stages of internal and 
external parasites, including 
gastrointestinal roundworms, 
lungworms, cattle grubs, sucking 
and biting lice and mange mites.  
Controls horn flies up to 28 days.  
Contains 5 mg Ivermectin per ml.  
Apply evenly along back of animal. Dosage:  1ml /22 
lbs.  Measuring cap makes dosing easy and quick.  
Not cleared for female dairy cattle of breeding age.  
Do not treat cattle within 48 days of slaughter.
MRKIVP250 2.5 liter...................
        (special order on 2.5 liter)
MRKIVP500 5 liter....................

                          2.5 Liter     1 Gallon 1 Liter
 Weight      Dosage              Treats      Treats Treats
 1200#       55 ml                  45 hd       68 hd 18 hd 
 1100#       50 ml                 50 hd   75 hd 20 hd
 1000#       45 ml                  55 hd   84 hd 22 hd
   800#       36 ml                  69 hd 105 hd 27 hd
   650#       30 ml                  83 hd 126 hd 33 hd
   550#       25 ml               100 hd 151 hd 40 hd
   500#       23 ml               108 hd 164 hd 43 hd  

“GENERIC” Ivermectin Pour-On 
for cattle is indicated for the treatment 
and control of gastrointestinal round 
worms (including inhibited Ostertagia 
ostertagi), lung-worms, grubs, horn 
flies, sucking and biting lice, and 
sarcoptic mange mites in cattle. FDA 
approved. Offers proven efficiency and provides a 
wide margin of safety with minimal animal stress. 
Dosage:  1ml/22 lbs.  5 mg Ivermectin per ml. Do 
not treat cattle within 48 days 
of slaughter.
DVTIVP500 5 liter......................
DVTAPP  applicator...............

IVERMECTIN POUR-ON (Durvet)

IVOMEC POUR-ON (Merial)

Pour-On & 
Injectable Wormers 

CATTLE WORMERS 

             500 ml           
Weight      Dosage            Treats          
1200#       11 ml              45 hd         
1100#       10 ml              50 hd 
1000#        9 ml              55 hd 
  800#        7 ml              71 hd 
  650#        6 ml              83 hd 
  550#        5 ml            100 hd 
  500#      4.5 ml            111 hd  
  

This chart is used for  
Ivomec, Dectomax, Ivomec Plus, 

& Ivermectin Injectables
200 ml
Treats
18 hd
20 hd
22 hd
28 hd
33 hd
40 hd
44 hd

50 ml
Treats
  4 hd
  5 hd
  5 hd
  7 hd
  8 hd
10 hd
11 hd

This chart is used for 
 Ivermectin, Ivomec, Eprinex,

Cydectin, & Dectomax Pour-On’s
5 Liter
Treats
  90 hd
100 hd
111 hd
138 hd
166 hd
200 hd
217 hd

Average Average

10% Fenbendazole.  Effective against brown stomach, 
small stomach, barberpole, bankrupt, coopers, thread-
necked intestinal, hook, nodular and lung worms.  
Dosage:  2.3 ml orally per 100 lbs  of body wt.  Do not 
use in dairy cattle of breeding age. 8-day slaughter 
withdrawal.
HOESG10 1000 ml..................
HOESGUARD gallon.....................
HOEPS1 rx req  liter panacur..................
HOEPS4 rx req gallon panacur..............

SAFE-GUARD & PANACUR 
DRENCH (Merck)

The Cydectin active ingredient, moxidectin, is a 
new-generation milbemycin drug with unique and 
significant advantages over common ivermectins.  
This new chemistry improves your internal and exter-
nal parasite control program, providing long-lasting 
protection and end user safety.  28 day guarantee 
against roundworms and 42 day against lungworms.  
The Cydectin oil-based formula goes on and stays 
on, remaining fully effective whether cattle are wet 
or dry. You can work animals anytime, anywhere, 
in virtually any weather.  Can be safely used around 
open flames and branding irons. Dosage: 1ml/22 lbs.  
Zero slaughter withdrawal.  
Not hazardous to ship UPS.  
FTDCYD250   2.5 liter.............................
FTDCYD500   5 liter..............................
FTDCYD10    10 liter........(S/O)..................

CYDECTIN POUR-ON
 (Boehringer Ingelheim)

DURAFEND (Fenbendazole) .5%
Dewormer for beef & dairy cattle, horses & swine. 
For removal & control of lungworms, stomach, 
brown stomach, small stomach, intestinal, hook, 
thread-necked intestinal, small intestinal, bankrupt & 
nodular worms in cattle. Pellet may be top dressed or 
blended with feed. 1# per 1000 lbs. 13 day slaughter 
withdrawal in cattle.
DVTDFEND 1 lb........................$9.25
DVTDFEND5 5 lb........................$30.00
DVTDFEND1 10 lb......................$57.00
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SAFE-GUARD 20% PROTEIN 
BLOCK (Merck)
For the removal and control 
of: Lungworms, Stomach 
Worms, Barberpole worms, 
Brown stomach worms, Small 
stomach worms, Intenstinal 
Worms, Hookworms, Thread-
necked intestinal worms, Small intestinal worms, 
Bankrupt worms, and Nodular worms.  Administer 
1.67 mg fenbendazole per kg body weight per day 
for three (3) days.  The total dose for 3 day period of 
5 mg fenbendazole per kg of body weight (2.27 mg 
fendazole per pound).  Under conditions of continued 
exposure to parasites, retreatment may be needed after 
6 to 8 weeks.  Cattle must not be slaughtered within 
16 days following last treatment.
HOESGBLK 25 lb.......................
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Contains 10% fenbendazole for the control of 
lungworms, stomach, and intestinal worms. Safe 
for breeding stock, pregnant cows, stressed cattle, 
lactating dairy cattle, and horses weighing more than 
1,250 pounds.  92gm oral syringe that deworms 4000 
lbs of body weight. 290gm deworms 12,608 lbs. 
HOESG1  92gm..........................
HOESGP290 290gm........................
HOECGUN gun for 290gm.............

SAFE GUARD PASTE 
DEWORMER

call for 
price

SAFE GUARD PELLETED
Contains 0.5% fenbendazole. For Use in Dairy & 
Beef Cattle for Removal & Control Of:Lungworms, 
Stomach Worms: Barberpole Worms, Brown 
Stomach Worms, Small Stomach Worms. Intestinal 
Worms: Hookworms, Thread-Necked Intestinal 
Worms, Small Intestinal Worms, Bankrupt Worms, 
Nodular Worms.  
HOEPEL10 10 lb......................$57.00

VALBAZEN ORAL DRENCH
(Zoetis)
An oral cattle and sheep dewormer.  For the removal 
and control of liver flukes, tapeworms, stomach worms, 
intestinal worms, and lungworms.  Active ingredient is 
Albendazole 11.36%.  Dosage: 4 ml/100 lbs. of body 
weight.  27 day slaughter withdrawal in cattle.
SMKVAL  500 ml....................
SMKVAL10 1 liter......................
SMKVAL50 5 liter.....................

call for 
prices

EPRINEX (Boehringer Ingelheim)
For treatment and control of 
roundworms, lungworms, grubs, 
sucking and biting lice, mange mites 
and horn flies in beef and dairy 
cattle, including lactating dairy 
cattle. No meat withdrawal or 
milk withholding period. For use on 
cattle 8 weeks of age and older. 
Dosage is 1 ml for each 22 lbs. 
body weight. Apply to the backline from the withers 
to tailhead. Weather conditions, including rainfall do 
not affect efficacy of eprinex. 
MRKEP5  5 liter........................$320.00
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SUPER RANGER 8.2 XTRA KAYDETS
For cattle on pasture or in confinement. Specifically formulated for 
calving, lactating, and rebreeding of cows, and heifers. Use during high 
stress periods. Feed to cows and heifers from
30-60 days before calving until after rebreeding. 
CONTAINS HIGH LEVELS OF COPPER. DO NOT FEED TO SHEEP-
KD576  50#................................................................$31.50

SUPER RANGER CLR KAYDETS
Feed to beef cows 30 days before calving until after rebreeding. Overall 
performance, reproductive efficiency, fetal development, immunity, 
and fertility. Contains chelated mineral package for optimal utilization. 
Provides optimal Vitamin A, D, and E for high stress periods before 
calving through rebreeding  
THIS PRODUCT, WHICH CONTAINS ADDED COPPER, SHOULD 
NOT BE FED TO SHEEP OR RELATED SPECIES THAT HAVE A LOW 
TOLERANCE TO COPPER
KDSRCLRKH 50#................................................................$35.00

SUPER RANGER 6.0 IGR KAYDETS
Feed to beef cattle on pasture, horn fly prevention. Will provide suffi cient 
(S)-methoprene insect growth regulator to prevent the emergence of adult 
horn flies from manure of treated cattle. Existing adult horn flies will not 
be affected. Start feeding before horn flies appear and continue use until
cold weather marks the end of the horn fly season.
KDSRIK  50#................................................................$33.00

SUPER RANGER 13.5 MAG KAYDETS
A mineral supplement for cattle on pasture or in confinement. 
Beef or dairy cattle which require high magnesium supplementation. 
Reducing the risk of grass tetany or other conditions which require 
higher magnesium supplementation. Provides 19 g of magnesium per 
head, per day when fed at 5 oz. ofRanger Kaydets per head, per day 
(beef) Provides 27 g of magnesium per head, per day when fed at 5 oz. 
of Ranger Kaydets per head, per day (dairy). Contains Ultra-Phos, one 
of the industry’s most bioavailable feed phosphate sources, Contains a 
chelated mineral package for optimal utilization. CONTAINS ADDED 
COPPER, SHOULD NOT BE FED TO SHEEP OR RELATED SPECIES 
THAT HAVE A LOW TOLERANCE TO COPPER
KDSR135MAG  50#................................................$30.00

CALVING LACTATING REBREEDING LOS
Designed to be fed to beef cows 30 days before calving until after re-
breedng. A mineral supplement for cattle on pasture or in confinement.
KDSRCLRKL 50#................................................................$36.00

CALVING LACTATING REBREEDING SPECIAL M, LOS
Designed to be fed to beef cows 30 days before calving until after 
rebreedng. 
KDCLRMOSL 50#................................................................$43.50

KAYDEE MINERAL

CATTLEMEN’S 8.2 W/ IGR KAYDETS
Use for cattle on pasture or in confinement fed moderate quality rations. 
Contains Ultra-Phos, one of the industry’s most bioavailable feed phos-
phate sources. Ca:P ratio of 3:1 - Contains a chelated mineral package 
for optimal utilization.
THIS PRODUCT, WHICH CONTAINS ADDED COPPER, SHOULD 
NOT BE FED TO SHEEP OR RELATED SPECIES THAT HAVE A LOW 
TOLERANCE TO COPPER
KDIGR1406  50#..............................................$30.50

SUPER RANGER CLR MINERAL BLOCK
Supply cattle with 1 block per 20 to 25 head. Specially formulated for 
calving, lactating, and rebreeding of cows and heifers. Use during high 
stress periods. Feed to cows and heifers from 30-60 days before calv-
ing until after rebreeding. Improves overall performance, reproductive 
efficiency, fetal development, immunity, and fertility. Ca:P ratio of 1:1
Contains a chelated mineral package for optimal utilization. Provides 
optimal Vitamin A, D3, and E for high stress periods before calving
through rebreeding.
KDCLRMNBLK  40#................................................$26.00

STOCK BLOCK 37
Supply one block per 15 head of cattle. 25 head of sheep. Feed to cattle 
and sheep on pasture or in confinement. Satisfies the increased energy 
demands of winter stress. Promotes optimum condition before calving. 
37% protein, 24% NPN. Balances poor-quality roughage and forage 
to promote healthier livestock. Ca:P ratio of 10:1 Promotes maximum 
health and productivity
KD325  33.3#...............................................................$9.00

RANGE GRAZER 37 BLOCK
Supply one block per 10-20 head of cattle. 20-30 head of sheep. Feed 
to cattle and sheep on pasture or in confinement. Satisfies the increased 
energy demands of winter stress. Promotes optimum condition before 
calving. 37% protein, 19% NPN. Balances poor-quality roughage and 
forage to promote healthier livestock. Ca:P ratio of 10:1 Promotes max-
imum health and productivity
KD288  33.3#...............................................................$9.00

ADM ANIMAL NUTRITION
MINTRATE BEEF
Ideally suited for any cattle on pasture or range.  Mintrate is the nutri-
tionalarchitect that enables cattle to get more nutrients from forages 
consumed and supplies nutrients forages lack. 1tub or block per 20 cows.
ADM537AT  33.3#............................................$21.00
ADM54540  200# tub.....................................$104.00
MOORMAN’S 646 RANGE MINERAL
Offers 2 oz per head daily intakes of weatherized range mineral that 
enable cattle to take full nutritional advantage of available forage and 
enhances the rumen microbes’ ability to digest roughage. Targeting pre-
cise levels of trace minerals and vitamins enables cattle to achieve better 
growth rates, maintain body condition, ensure proper immune function, 
achieve greater milk production and better reproductive status all while 
maintaining a low input cost per head. 
ADM54646  50#...............................................$39.00

ROUGHAGE BUSTER
Uniquely designed supplement designed to provide crude protein, 
scientifcally formulated major and trace minerals. Plus, vitamins A, 
D, E to cattle on pasture or high roughage rations. The crude protein is 
supplied primarily by ADM’s exclusive product biuret, a non-protein 
nitrogen souce, which is released gradually into the rumen. Available 
in meal or block.
ADM54705  50# meal.......................................$46.50
ADM5470565  33# block.......................................$32.50
OPTIMIZER TUBS
Formulated to complement forages and take into account the nutritional 
gaps between what cattle need and what forage provides. Optimizer tubs 
supply needed types and amounts of protein along with mineral sources 
that help drive efficient forage utilization and supply vital nutrients. The 
bottom line is more efficient productions and performance and a lower 
investment.
ADM54731  200# tub.......................................$94.00

MOOREGUARD MINERAL
Hassle free and effective method deworming cattle plus it delivers 
Moorman’s minerals. The active ingredient in Moorguard Mineral is 
fenbendazole, which is consumed with the minerals. Feed free choice 
over 3-6 days.
ADM8619  20# pail.......................................$220.00

SPRING HI-MAG BEEF MINERAL
Economical, highly palatable, free-choice supplement that provides basic 
mineral and vitamin fortification for grazing cattle.
ADM55113  50#.............................................$22.50

24-5 CATTLE TUB
Economical, highly palatable, free-choice supplement that provides 
basic mineral and vitamin fortification, as well as economical protein 
sources and a minimum of 5% fat for grazing cattle. This product is a 
good supplement for grazing cattle on pasture in the fall and winter.
ADM55175  200# tub........................................$72.50

quantity discounts available on ADM products
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QLF MINERAL TUBS

IGNITE 20-7BEST FOR LOW QUALITY FORAGE
20% Protein, 7% NPN, 5% Fat, Added Trace Minerals, Vitamin A,D & E. 
QLF82222 200lbs...........................................................$93.00
IGNITE VP 20 ALL NATURAL BEST FOR LOW QUALITY FOR-
AGE 20% All Natural Protein, 5% Fat, 2% Phosphorus, Added Trace 
Minerals,  Vitamin A,D & E. QLF82281 200lbs..............................$99.00
IGNITE 28 BEST FOR VERY LOW QUALITY FORAGE
28% Protein, 16% NPN, 4% Fat, Added Trace Minerals, Vitamin A,D 
& E. QLF82223 200lbs...........................................................$95.00

IGNITE 30 BEST FOR VERY LOW QUALITY FORAGE
30% Protein, 17% NPN, 5% Fat, Added Trace Minerals, Vitamin A,D 
& E. QLF82230 200lbs............................................................$99.00

ROUGHAGE BOOSTER 35BEST FOR VERY LOW QUALITY 
FORAGE 35% Protein, 0% NPN, 4% Fat, Added Trace Minerals, Vitamin 
A,D & E. QLF82255 200lbs.........................................$112.00

IGNITE 20-7 MAG BEST FOR GRASS TETANY
20% Protein, 7% NPN, 5% Fat, Added Trace Minerals, Vitamin A,D & 
E. High in Magnesium. QLF82219 200lbs............................$99.00
IGNITE 20-7 IGR BEST FOR FLY CONTROL
20% Protein, 7% NPN, 4% Fat, Added Trace Minerals, Vitamin A,D & E.
QLF82266 200lbs..........................................................$106.00
IGNITE OMEGA 14 ALL NATURAL BEST FOR AID IN REPRO-
DUCTION PERFORMANCE 14% Protein, 0% NPN, 10% Fat, Added 
Trace Minerals, Vitamin A,D & E. QLF82314     200lbs.................$121.00
IGNITE VP 20 ALL NATURAL AV4 MAX BEST FOR IMMUNE 
BOOST/REDUCE SCOURS/WEANING/PRE CALVING
20% Protein, 0% NPN, 4% Fat, Added Trace Minerals, Vitamin A,D & E.
QLF82310 200lbs..........................................................$107.00
IGNITE 20-7 MAX BEST FOR IMMUNE BOOST/REDUCE 
SCOURS/WEANING/PRE CALVING
20% Protein, 7% NPN, 4% Fat, Added Trace Minerals, Vitamin A,D & E.
QLF82221 200lbs..........................................................$105.00
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BIOZYME MINERAL
VITAFERM® CONCEPT AID® 5/S
A free-choice vitamin and mineral supplement for beef cattle specifically 
designed for reproductive success when fed 60 days pre-calving through 
60 days post-breeding. Especially beneficial in A.I. and E.T. breeding 
programs. 5% phosphorus
BI85030  50#................................................................$38.50

VITAFERM® CONCEPT AID® HI MAG
A free-choice vitamin and mineral supplement for beef cattle specifically 
designed for reproductive success when fed 60 days pre-calving through 
60 days post-breeding. Especially beneficial in A.I. and E.T. breeding 
programs. Formulated to balance the nutrients not present in lush, rapidly 
growing grasses to help prevent grass tetany.
BI85050  50#................................................................$42.00
VITAFERM® CONCEPT AID® 5/S W/ IGR MINERAL
A vitamin and mineral supplement for beef cattle specifically designed 
for reproductive success when fed 60 days pre-calving through 60 days 
post-breeding. Especially beneficial in A.I. and E.T. breeding programs. 
Includes IGR (S-Methoprene) to prevent the breeding of horn flies in the 
manure of treated cattle.
BI85316  50#................................................................$45.00
VITAFERM® CONCEPT AID® 5/S MOS
A free-choice vitamin and mineral supplement for beef cattle specifically 
designed for reproductive success when fed 60 days pre-calving through 
60 days post-breeding. Especially beneficial in A.I. and E.T. breeding pro-
grams. Contains MOS which supports health of newborn calves.
BI85334  50#................................................................$45.50

VITAFERM® CONCEPT AID® 5/S HEAT
A free-choice vitamin and mineral supplement for beef cattle specifically 
designed for reproductive success when fed 60 days pre-calving through 
60 days post-breeding. Also contains heat to help prevent heat stress during 
tempatures 70 degrees and above or anytime cattle are grazing fescue. 
BI85002   50#................................................................$40.00

VITAFERM® CONSERVE® GARLIC
A free-choice vitamin and mineral supplement for beef cattle specifically 
designed for digeston and absortion while the vitamins and minerals per-
serves cattle preformance. Contains garlic to defer inscets. 
BI33020   50#................................................................$27.00

COMPLETE 
BALANCED

RATION
GET UP TO 25% MORE digestible energy, protein, and 
other nutrients from your forage with SweetPro.

Vitamins
ProBiotein
     a powerful digestive aide

Breeding       High Mag       Flax

IT’S IN THE 
Weaning       MOS       Stress

YOUR
FORAGE

Protein
Energy
Minerals
     chelated & crystalloid

PROGRAM

FLAX

 & MOS

STANDARD
MOLASSES
NO UREA

NO 

Distributed by
AVAILABLE WITH NATURAL EXTRACTS

Clove, Cinnamon, 
& Chili Pepper Extracts

Stress? Insects?
Garlic Extract
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INSECTICIDE VET GUN
No need to handle cattle to 
apply, can be applied as far 
as 30 feet away.  Controls
horn flies and lice on cattle.  
Just aim, shoot and treat!
AiM-A VetCaps are gelatin 
capsules containing 10 mL of abamectin. AiM-L 
VetCaps contain 10 mL of lambda-cyhalothrin.
AGLVGUN  Gun......................................$250.00
AGLCAP    30 L caps...............................$69.00
AGLCAP1  150 L caps................................$300.00
AGLCAPA   30 A caps..............................$88.00
AGLCAPA1  150 A caps...............................$400.00
AGLC25     25 gm co2 10-15 shots 6pk.....$16.00 
AGLC90    90gm co2 30-50 shots 2pk.......$17.00

DUST BAGS
This unique easy loading 
dust bag fills from the front.  
The unique flicker chamber 
recharges with dust as the 
bag drops off the animal to 
facilitate spreading dust 
evenly over the neck, back 
and sides.  
DVTDBAGA A-line...................$33.00
DVTDBAGZ Zip & Fill.............$32.00

For the control of flies, gnats, mites, ticks, 
mosquitos and sheep keds on cattle, 
horses, sheep and goats.  Mix 1 pint 
to 25 gallons water and spray 1-2 
quarts per animal.  Mix 1 pt. in 10 
gallon diesel for backrubber.   Do 
not contaminate water or feed.  No 
withdrawal for cattle.  5 day 
withdrawal for swine. 
PTMATL  pint.......................
PTMATL1 quart.....................

Contains 7.4% Permethrin and 7.4% Piperonyl 
Butoxide, in an oil-based, ready-to-use formula, 
to control lice, horn and face flies on lactating and 
non-lactating dairy cattle, beef cattle and calves.  
Also aids in the control of mosquitoes, stable, horse, 
house and black flies.  Can be used on horses and 
foals as a wipe-on or as a ready-to-use spray, by 
applying 8-16 ml by following the label.  Apply as 
a pour-on, mist spray or back rubber.  
DVTPERM16 16 oz......................$23.50
DVTPERM 1/2 gallon..............$50.00
DVTPERM25 2.5 gallon..............$200.00

Topical lice and fly control for cattle; 
lice and ked control for sheep. Ready 
to use. For cattle: apply 1/2 oz/100# 
along back line up to a maximum of 
5 fluid  ounces.  1 gallon treats 25 x 
1000# cows.  For sheep: apply 1/2 oz/
100# up to a 3 oz. maximum.  No withdrawal.
DVTPERM1 gallon...................$20.00

Long-lasting livestock and premise spray that pro-
vides knockdown, broad spectrum kill and excellent 
residual activity for up to 28 days.  For use on dairy 
and beef cattle, horses, sheep, goats, swine, poultry 
and livestock premises.  Mix 8 ounces per 5 gal diesel.
DVTPERM4 gallon...................$60.00

For control of horn flies, lice and face flies on chickens, 
cattle and lactating dairy cattle.  Can also be used  as 
a premise spray.  Follow mixture dilution on label.  
No slaughter withdrawal.  Can also be used in back 
rubber. Mix 1 gallon to 25 gallons of diesel fuel. 
SDSRAV04 gallon...................$125.00
***can not ship

For fly, lice and tick control on beef, 
sheep and lactating dairy cattle.  Pour 
3 ml/100 lbs up to 30ml maximum. 
14 day re-treatment is recommended.  
One quart treats 32 head/1000#.  No 
withdrawal.
PTMBOSS quart...................
PTMBOSS4 gallon.................

For lactating and non-lactating dairy cattle, beef 
cattle, calves, sheep, lactating and non-lactating 
dairy goats and horses not intended for human con-
sumption.  Broad spectrum and fast acting insecticide 
against lice, horn flies, face flies, horse flies, stable 
flies, mosquitoes, black flies and ticks. Fast-acting 
5% Permethrin formulation with 5% Piperonyl Bu-
toxide optimizes control.  Effective horn fly control 
for 8 weeks.  Also controls face flies.  Season-long 
fly control with one application (January-April).  
No pre-slaughter withdrawal and no milk discard.
PTMULBOS quart.....................
PTMULBOS4 gallon.................

The same as Delice with Piperonyl 
Butoxide added for faster, more 
effective action.  Same dosage as 
Delice.  1 gallon treats 25 x1000#.  
No withdrawal.
DVTSPERM1 gallon...................$25.00

For fly and lice control on beef and 
non-lactating dairy cattle. Apply 
5cc/200# up to 15cc maximum.  
14 day re-treatment is recommended. 
900ml bottle treats 60 hd 600 lb. + 
cattle.Gallon treats 256 head 600 lb. + cattle.
PTMSAB9 900 ml..................
PTMSAB4           gallon.................

1% SYNERGIZED 
PERMETHRIN (Durvet)

SABER POUR ON (Merck)

CATTLE LICE CONTROL AND INSECTICIDES

SPRAYS & BACKRUBBER
INSECTICIDES

LICE & FLY POUR-ONS
1% PERMETHRIN (Durvet)

ATROBAN 11% EC (Merck)

RAVAP

PERMETHRIN 10% EC (Durvet)BAIT

ULTRA SABER (Merck)

PERMECTRIN CDS POUR-
ON (Boehringer Ingelheim)

ULTRA BOSS POUR-ON (Merck)

BOSS (Merck)

Synergized formula with lambdachyalothrin and 
piperonyl butoxide for long lasting control of horn 
flies and lice in beef cattle and calves. 10ml per 
head for 600 lbs. or less; 15ml per head over 600 
lbs. 900ml treats 90 calves or 
60 cows.
PTMULSAB quart...................
PTMULSAB4 gallon.................

DUST BAG REFILLS (Y-TEX) 
These refills may be used with either the A-Line or 
Zip 'N Fill Dust Bags.  With the choice of 1% Co-Ral 
or .15% Python Dust, you are assured of maximum 
versatility.  All three control flies and lice on cattle 
with no withdrawal time.  These insecticides all 
have a unique carrier that makes them free flowing 
and helps prevent caking or clumping in extreme 
weather condition.
DVTPDUST  Synergized Python Dust, 
 2x12 1/2 lb. bags per box...........$66.00
DVTPDUST5  Synergized Python Dust, 
 4x12 1/2 lb. bags per box...........$132.00
DVTCDUST 12 1/2 lb Corral Dust....$23.75

 DUST BAGS 

Provides effective, economical fly and lice control.  
Made of polyester stocking filled with acrylic fiber 
material with a nylon rope loop at each end.  Hang 
so cattle go under it.  Pour a mixture of 4 gallons 
of diesel fuel and insecticide along the 10' rubs 
length.  Pour a mixture of 2 gallons of diesel fuel 
and insecticide along the 5' rubs length.  Recharge 
rubs as needed.
PHWCRUB 10' rub (11 lbs.).......$27.50
PHWCRUB5 5' rub (6 lbs.)...........$20.00

5' & 10' CATTLE RUBS

FLY BULLETS

Face flyps give effective face fly control and pink-
eye protection.  These special polyester flyps wick 
insecticide directly from the rub and insure that the 
insecticide is where it is needed...on the animal's 
face.  Producers buy an average of 1 pkg. face flyps 
for every 2 rubs.  Weight 2 lbs.

PHWFLYB fly bullets.................$8.00

Simply hang the DuPont orlon and acrylic bullets in 
creep openings (on mineral feeders, too).  Pour on a 
pint of insecticide solution (diesel fuel is an excellent 
carrier) and let the bullets do the rest.  Tough, very 
durable and virtually rot proof.  Weight 2 lbs.

CATTLE RUBS

Ready to use pour-on for fly and lice control in all 
cattle.  Apply 7.5cc/500# body weight from neck 
down over shoulders.  15cc maximum for animals 
over 1000#.  14 day re-treatment is recommended.   
1 pint bottle treats 32/1000# animals.  No milk or 
slaughter withdrawal.
YTBRUTE 16 oz....................$22.00
YTBRUTE4 gallon.................$139.00

BRUTE POUR-ON (Y-Tex)

FACE FLYPS

PHWCFLYP (22) face flyps.........$17.00

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price
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Control of biting and sucking lice.  Kills louse eggs 
(nits) before they hatch. One application kills lice. 
No pre-slaughter withholding period.Apply 3ml per 
100 lbs max 30 ml per animal. Half gal treats min 63 
animals, 2.5 gal treats min 316 animals.
BOICU2  1/2 gallon...................$72.00
BOICU25  2.5 gallon..................$295.00
BOICUAPP applicator...................$25.00

CLEAN-UP II POUR ON (Bayer)

Ready to use solution. Can be used any time of the 
year. No withdrawl period. When biting lice are evi-
dent pour on 24 ml for cattle greater than 800 lb; 16ml 
for cattle 400-800 lb; 8ml for calves under 400 lb.
DVTCYLENCE pint...................... .......$22.00
DVTCYLENCE6P 3 liters........................$90.00

CYLENCE POUR ON (Bayer)

10% permethrin emulsifiable insecticide spray. 
Provides 30 days of residual effect. Can be used on 
animals and premise. Use as a spray, mist blower, 
power fogger, or backrubbers.
DVTPERMII quart.................... .......$23.50

PERMECTRIN II (Bayer)

PEST DOOM & OILERS
(B&W Trailer Hitches)
Tough polyethylene 
tank, won't rust, leak 
or corrode. Tank 
measures 45" long & 
7" diameter. 4 gallon 
capacity. Oil is dispensed
only when tanks are rotated, eliminating waste. 
POLPDOOM............................................$125.00

STANDGUARD POUR-ON
Control of horn flies and season long control of lice 
on beef cattle and calves. 900 ml treats 90 calves 
or 60 cows. 
ELASTAND9 900 ml........................$38.00
ELASTAND45           4.5 liter......................$118.00
ELASTANDA           Applicator...................$20.00
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Y-TEX INSECTICIDE TAGS

 INSECTICIDE TAGS

YTAWAR 
20’s & 100’s

Green

Y-TEX 
ULTRA TAGGER 
TOOL

YTAGGER
$19.50

MERCK

A synergized pyrethroid 
fly tag.  Recommended
2 tags per animal. (S/O)

DOMINATOR
A powerful organophosphate tag.  

Recommended 
two tags per animal. (S/O)

PTMDOM 
20’s - Yellow

DOUBLE BARREL VP
Use Double Barrel VP for up to 5 

months control of horn flies and face 
flies.  Use two tags per head on beef 

and non-lactating dairy cattle and 
calves. (S/O) 

PTMDB - 20’s - Deep Red

TRADE
NAME

TAGS PER
BOX

MARKET 
SOURCE

ACTIVE
INGREDIENTS

MG’S INSECTICIDE
PER TAG COLOR PRODUCT # TOOL

ALL-FLEX 
TAGGER 

TOOL
The total 

tagger tool
ALLTOOL

$27.00

20 
&

100         

Y-Tex         

YTAMAG
20’s & 100’s

Red, White & Blue

PTMSABER 
20’s - Blue

YTAGARD 
25’s
Red

 YTAOPT - 20’s
YTAOPT10 - 100’s

Orange

“PLEASE CALL FOR CURRENT 
PRICES ON 

INSECTICIDE TAGS”

INSECTICIDE TAGS

YTAXP8202 - 20’s
YTAXP820 - 100’s

Yellow

SABER EXTRA

Organophosphate
DiazinonWarrior

TriZap

Python
Magnum

Optimizer

GardStar

XP820

20 
&

100         
20 
&

100         

20 
&

100         

25         

Y-Tex         

Y-Tex         

Y-Tex         

Y-Tex         

Y-Tex         

Organophosphate
Diazinon

Pyrethoid
Synergized

Macrocyclic Lactone
Zetacypermethrin

s-enantiomer
Piperonyl Butoxide

Abamectin
Piperonyl Butoxide

Techincal

Pyrethoid
Permethin

6,000

2,700

1,540

3,000

950

2,520

Green

Torquoise

Red, White 
and Blue

Orange

Red

Yellow YTAXP8202
YTAXP820

YTAGARD

YTAOPT
YTAOPT10

YTAMAG
YTAMAG10

YTATRIZ
YTATRIZ10

YTAWAR
YTAWAR10 Y-TEX

Y-TEX

Y-TEX

Y-TEX

Y-TEX

Y-TEX

20 
&

100         
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YEAR 4YEAR 2

RECOMMENDED 
ROTATION

YEAR 2 YEAR 3

YTATRIZ - 20’s
YTATRIZ10 - 100’s

Torquoise

YEAR 1 YEAR 3

YTAPYT 
20’s & 100’s

Mauve

Python
20 
&

100         
Y-Tex         

Pyrethoid
Synergized

950 Mauve
YTAPYT
YTAPYT10 Y-TEX

YTAMAX40 - 20’S 
YTAMAX4010 - 100’s

Lime Green

YEAR 2

Max 40 Y-Tex         Diazinon 6,000 Chartreuse
(Bright
Green)

YTAMAX40 
YTAMAX4010 Y-TEX

20 
&

100         
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IDENTIFICATION TAGS

Male Buttons only...........................5900 series 1"...............................$9.25
Button w/Button..............................6100 series 1".............................. $15.75
Button w/Button (numbered)........Special order only........................ 
Sheep Star.......................................5300 series 5/8" x 2".................... $21 
.00
Sheep Star (numbered)..................Special order only........................ 
Multi Star.......Special order only....5700 series 2" x 1 3/4"................. 
Multi Star (numbered)...................Special order only........................
1 Star................................................6300 series 1 1/8" x 1 5/8"........... $17.50
1 Star (numbered)..........................Special order only......................... 
1 Star Laser (numbered)...............Special order only......................... 
2 Star................................................6500 series 1 3/4" x 2"................. $18.25
2 Star (numbered)..........................Special order only......................... 
2 Star Laser (numbered.................Special order only........................ 
3 Star................................................6700 series 2 1/4" x 2 1/2"........... $22.00
3 Star (numbered)...........................6700 series 2 1/4" x 2 1/2"...........$25.00
3 Star Laser (numbered)................Special order only........................ 
4 Star................................................6900 series 3" x 3 1/4"................. $27.00
4 Star (numbered)...........................6900 series 3" x 3 1/4"................ $30.00

ULTRA TAGGER TOOL
YTAGGER................................$19.50

Comes in packages of 25 consecutively num-
bered or blank tags.  Numbers 1-100 in 3*, 
4*.      Available in white, orange, blue, green, 
red, yellow, black, purple, and pink ( pink only 
available in 3* & 4* ).  All tags are priced per 
package of 25 with male buttons. 

The one-piece design that has 99.4% retention.  It's quick and easy to apply.  The tags have deep penetrated numbers 
that are easy to read.  Designed with a self-contained cutting tip for easier application.  The special tip makes a small 
incision in the ear that heals quickly and tightly around the tag.  Made of polyurethane.  Comes in packages of 25 
consecutively numbered or blank tags.  Numbered 1-100, in medium (calf) and large (cow), in stock.  Available in 
white, orange, blue, green, red, yellow, purple and pink.  All tags are priced per package of 25.
 

Z Ear Tags 
with No-Snag System 

Large, Cow..............3" x 4".................................................. $28.00
Large, Cow (numbered)...................................................... $33.00
Large Laser (numbered)........Special order only.................
Medium, Calf..........2 3/8" x 3 7/8" (long neck)....................$23.50
Medium, Calf (numbered) (long neck)............................... $28.00
Medium Laser (numbered)....Special order only.................
Small, Sheep..1 3/4" x 2 1/4", 50/bag.. Special order only....
Small, Sheep (numbered).......Special Order Only.............. 

FNMZTOOL  
Z tagger 
tool.......$24.50

2-PIECE 
ALL AMERICAN 

EAR TAG 
SYSTEM 

Z Tags Feedlot
Feedlot tags are available in bags of 
50.  Available in blue, chartreuse, 
green, gray, orange, pink, purple, red, 
white & yellow 
      $18.00

NEW Y TAGS - 1 PIECE TAGGING SYSTEM

TAG REMOVAL KNIFE  
YTKNIFE................................$ 5.00

*IN STOCK -  Calf Tags, blank, 25's......$21.00
  Cow Tags, blank, 25's......$27.00
YTAGAPP YTAG APPLICATOR.....$21.00

Available Colors: 
Blue, Chartreuse, green, orange, pink, 
purple, red, torquoise, white, yellow

The most advanced 1-piece livestock identification system available

"NEW" ULTRA TAGGER TOOL
Compact. Incorporates a quick release pin 
helping to prevent torn ears coupled with 
fast and easy application of all 
Y-Tex two piece tags.
YTCOMPACT.........................$19.50

- a unique four-sided, super sharp design for a precise incision, faster healing and improved retention.
- molded from advanced thermo polyurethane (TPU) and acetyl nylon to withstand extremes in heat and cold, as well 
as ultra-violet light, moisture and mold.
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PLEASE ALLOW SPECIAL ORDER TAGS 2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
FREIGHT CHARGES ARE MINIMUM $22.00 ON SPECIAL ORDER TAGS

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

call for 
price

Call for Price on all Special Order Tags

call for 
price
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IDENTIFICATION TAGS

Y-TEX TAG INK

MARKING PENS & INK

YTMPEN black ink pen........$7.00
YTINKBLA  black ink bottle, 
  roller tip................$5.75
ALLFLEX WHITE PEN
ALLPENW   white pen..............$7.00
Z TAG PEN
FNMZPEND   black ink pen,
  double tip.............$8.00

Available in white, yellow, red, purple, 
blue, green, bright green, pink & orange.  

“Special order only”

BOKPUNCH...$60.00 #D Tag.......         Blank..........
2 1/2”x3”

HASCO CATTLE 
& SHEEP TAGS

2-PIECE UNIVERSAL 
EAR TAG SYSTEM 

Jumbo w/buttons................. 3” x 4 3/4”.......................$36.50
Medium w/ button............. 2 1/4” x 4 1/2”...................$34.00
Small w/o button.................. 2” x 2 3/4” (SO/only)......$ .85/ea. 

1-PIECE ARROWHEAD 
EAR TAG SYSTEM 
(Special Order Only) 

DREMEL ENGRAVING TOOL
Spins at 35,000 rpm to engrave on the Ritchey Dual-Colored Tags.  
The Dremel 120 Volt is the perfect option.  Lightweight design for 
comfort.  Includes 1/4″ HS Cutter Bit. 
RTYDTOOL..................................................................$60.00
RTYBIT   Replacement bit.....................$12.00
FLEXSHAFT FOR DREMEL ENGRAVING TOOL 
makes engraving easy and fast, it’s like holding a pencil, making 
engraving feel more natural.  Flexible cable.
RTYFLEXS........................................................................$35.00

Available in steel or aluminum. 
Special order only.  Call for prices.

Minimum order 200, in lots of 100 each.
HASFILL

Please designate if you want white or black numbers.

TEMPLE TAGS
DMBS/OBLANK blank sheep (S/O)...........................$   .35
DMBS/OTAG# numbered sheep(S/O).....................$   .45
DMBCBLANK blank cattle (S/O)............................$   .35
DMBCTAG# numbered cattle (S/O).....................$   .45

WEATHERPROOF HIP TAGS furnished in packets of 
100 or 1000 numbers in rotation.  Each packet is glued 
along one edge to accomodate one at a time removal.  
Large easy to read numbers.  Ideal use for sale barns, 
veterinarians, auctioneers, meat processing plants or even 
on the ranch.

2 7/16” tall by 2 7/16” wide

1 11/16” tall by 1 11/16” wide

BIGHW100 100........$  8.00
BIGHW1000 1000......$65.00

HIP 
TAGS

BIG591000 1000......$60.00
BIGBLNK 1000......$55.00

Ritchey Engraveable Ear Tags, are a layer constructed tag that sandwiches a contrast-
ing color in the middle. By grinding through the top layer, numbers or letters can be 
permanently etched into the ear tag. This unique method permanently embeds the 
number or letter into the tag so that it will not fade. Price is per pack of 25.

Ritchey Mfg. Co.

Tags are available in bags of 50.  
Available in blue, chartreuse, green, grey, orange, pink, 
purple, red, turquoise, yellow, and white
IN STOCK.................................................$18.00

BOCK BRISKET TAGS

Z TAG FEEDLOT

HIP TAG 
CEMENT

RCOCEMENT
$6.00
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colors #07, #10, #11, #12, #14 
are special order only

DREMEL

FLEXSHAFT

CORDLESS DREMEL

RICHEY PIN TOOL
The Ritchey Tool Pin is designed to install Ritchey buttons into 
Ritchey two-piece tags. The tool pin will screw into most install-
ing tools with a “screw-in” tool pin system. Sold in packs of two. 
RTYTPIN     2 pack...............................................$8.50

12V LITHIUM CORDLESS DREMEL ENGRAVING TOOL
Spins at 35,000 rpm to engrave on the Ritchey Dual-Colored Tags.  
The Dremel 120 Volt is the perfect option.  Lightweight design for 
comfort.  Includes 1/4″ HS Cutter Bit. 
RTYDTOOLC..................................................................$129.00
RTYDTOOLRB  battery.... ............................$66.00

call for 
price

call for 
price

BIGBLNK100  100......$6.00
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These irons will heat to branding 
temperature in ninety seconds 
and maintain constant, even heat 
for producing a good brand.  Plugs 
into any 110 volt outlet.  Very 
durable.  Submit drawing of 
brand desired showing actual size 
and design, when ordering.  
Special order only.
2”, 2 1/2”, 3”, 3 1/2” & 4” IRONS
LHB1CELE 1 character brand........$128.00
LHB2CELE 2 character brand........$138.00
LHB3CELE 3 character brand........$148.00
  

ELECTRIC 
BRANDERS 

 

STAINLESS STEEL
BRANDING IRONS 
(Made By Western Ranch Supply 

BRANDING IRON
FURNACES 
(Made By Western Ranch 
Supply Shop)

ELECTRIC BRANDING IRONS

The most complete line of Freeze Branders 
available.  Made of highest quality metal and 
superior workmanship.  2 methods of branding 
are available: liquid nitrogen or dry ice and 99% 
alcohol. Special Order.
CALL FOR IRON PRICES.  

Freeze Branding Video available giving 
details on the process, theory and practice.  
LHBVIDEO horse................$15.95

Standard letters and numbers in stock.  Call for prices 
on special character irons.  Submit a drawing of brand 
design showing actual size and design when ordering. 
2” IRON (S/O) 1/8” face.................$40.00
3" IRON  3/16" face...............$45.00
4" IRON  1/4" face.................$50.00
5" IRON (S/O)  3/8" face.................$55.00
6" IRON (S/O) 3/8" face.................$60.00

Furnace measures 30" length 
for more irons and 15" for a 
few irons.  The burner pipe 
goes completely through 
the pot giving constant heat to 
all irons. "Made in Montana" 
Can be sent UPS.
HMRFURN 30" (85 lbs.).......$300.00
HMRFURN15 15" (44 lbs.).......$275.00

Made in
Montana

ORDER YOUR BRANDING 
IRONS FROM US. 

MADE LOCALLY IN 
OUR OWN SHOP

FREEZE BRANDING

Mail or Fax your brand 
drawing to show actual 

size and design.

fax: 406-252-7282
email: sales@westernranchsupply.com

BRANDING IRONS

Make Branding A Little Easier.....
Get Yourself a 

“Branding Buddy”
Helps reduce 

labor and 
assists in 

branding & 
giving shots 

to your calves.
GRNNORD...............$90.00

(Add $10.00 to price for 5" or 6" irons)

ALCOHOL 99%
Used by veterinarians and artificial insemina-
tors as a bactericide and antiseptic.  May also 
be used for freeze branding and temporary 
relief of minor muscular aches or pain due to 
over-exertion or fatigue.  
DONALC99 gallon..........$31.00

BULK PROPANE
PROPANE......................$3.00/gallon

PRIEFERT 
CALF TABLE

CALF TABLES (more on page 143)

Rolls left or right 
for easy access to both 

sides of the animal.

FILCT  
(550 lbs.)......$2,000.00

PFTCT       
(380 lbs)....$1,325.00

FOR-MOST 
CALF TABLE

              FMLCT  
(400 lbs.).....$2,150.00

 55” W x
 60” H x 61” L

HYDRAULIC 
CALF TABLE

RUPHCT....................$4,950.00

Operates off tractor or   
remote hydraulic unit.

FILSON 
CALF TABLE

Features a rugged 
self-catching headgate RUPPU optional 110 volt       

              power unit.....$1,200.00
RUPTRAIL  trailer....$1,000.00
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CALF 
CATCHER

CORNERSTONE 
RANCH 

SAFETY ZONE 
CALF CATCHER

SZATV     ATV....$2,500.00
SZUTV1   UTV....$3,150.00

One Person can now SAFELY 
and EASILY process calves 
without concern of the 
protective mother cow! 
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Designed for bulls weighing from 250 
to 750 lbs.  This applicator 
requires no tightening of any 
kind: simply open, put in 
place and release.  Bands 
open to 4”x3”x3”.
WADXLBANDR tool only................$95.00
WADXLBAND bands/25’s.............$25.00
 

CASTRATING SUPPLIES

SCALPEL HANDLES & BLADES
#4 SCALPEL HANDLE & BLADES

Stainless steel handle holds blades securely.  This 
handle holds a #22 blade.  Blades are carbon steel.
DUMB4  #4 handle.................$3.00
DUMB224 #22 blade..................$ .75

#3 SCALPEL HANDLE & BLADES
Stainless steel handle holds blades securely.  This han-
dle holds a #10 or #12 blade.  Blades are carbon steel.
DUMB3  #3 handle.................$3.00
DUMB103 #10 blade..................$ .75
DUMB123 #12 blade..................$ .75

DISPOSABLE SCALPEL & BLADE
Individually packed, sterile, disposable, surgical 
scalpels.  
DUMS22            handle+#22 blade.....$2.00
DUMS12            handle+#12blade......$2.00 

SCALPEL KIT
This kit contains one #4 handle and five #22 blades.  
The handle is red plastic, lightweight, and larger 
than the metal handles.  It will float upside down in 
bucket so you won’t stab yourself when reaching 
in to grab it. JGL54K kit.......................$7.50

The non-surgical method 
works well on any size 
animal.  Weather and pen or pasture conditions are not 
a factor.  Feed consumption and gains are not affected.  
The loop and clip unit makes the job fast, easy and 
convenient.  The winding mechanism tightens the heavy 
rubber cord with little effort.  The new clip design holds 
the band securely in place, reducing scrotal drop time. A 
tetanus toxoid vaccine should be given at banding time 
or at initial processing.
NBESBAND bander, 5 loops,
  cutter, tackle box..........$295.00
NBELEA  loops, latex rubber ea........$2.75
YTKNIFE tag removal knife..............$5.00
NBEROPE replacement rope..............$2.50

ALL-IN-ONE CASTRATOR #2

BAT1B  #1 B blade.............$13.00
BAT1A  #1 A blade.............$13.00
BAT2  all-in-one...............$85.00

ELASTRATOR TOOL & RINGS
Aluminum pliers for applying rubber bands to dock 
and castrate newborn calves and lambs.
IDNETOOL tool with plastic coated  
  handle..................$10.00
IDNPTOOL premium tool.......$23.00
WLDERING 100 rings..............$ 1.50 

Made of aluminum alloy and weighs less than a 
pound.  Fits your hand like a pair of pliers and is 
10 inches long.  Steel blades are removable for 
sharpening or replacing.  Reduces loss of blood to 
a minimum and it’s humane, quick, easy, positive, 
sanitary, and economical.  It will castrate and dock.  
Two instruments in one.

CALLICRATE SMART BANDER
Prevents primary and secondary hemorrhage because 
of the multiple crushing of the spermatic cord and 
artery.  Stainless steel construction.
WLD36DC 9”.........................$31.00
WLD36E  12”.......................$47.50
 

EMASCULATORS

NEWBERRY CASTRATING 
KNIFE
Safe and easy way to incise the scrotum.  Operator 
forces testicles up, placing knife below testicles.  
Knife is closed and pulled downward, incising bag 
from side to side, then be removed using emasculator.
WLD37N  knife.........................$22.00
WLD37NB replacement blade.......$4.50

XL BANDER

TRI-BANDER
Designed for bulls weighing 
from newborn to 350 lbs.  
Band opens 2 1/2”x21/2”x2 1/2”.  
Also works on standard pliers 
and are twice as strong as the green bands.  Applicator 
requires no tightening of any kind; simply open, put 
in place and release.
WADTBAND tool........................$35.00
WADTRI  bands/25’s.............$10.00

Dual dehorner maintains hot 
temperature for a quick, 
clean job every time.  
Durable design features 
large end for calves 2-12 weeks old (some breeds 
up to 6 months), and small end for calves 3-10 days 
old.  Searing action reduces loss of blood and helps 
prevent infection. Solid brass heating element for 
long lasting performance.
STNDHORN dual dehorner......$135.00

Made of extra hard metal for 
dehorning small calves and 
goats.  5/8” I.D. hole. 
Operates on 100 volts, 
AC or DC 
LHB55CD.....................$106.00

Cutting blades of high grade 
steel. Tools do a clean job of 
dehorning calves from 2-12 
months of age.
WIM43 
13” wood handle...$52.00

DEHORNERS
MOORE MAKER DEHORNERS L&H ELECTRIC DEHORNERS COPPER DEHORN IRONS

Tubular, rod-type element 
heats red hot in 90 seconds.  
Easy to use. No blood loss.  
Insulated handle keeps 
operators hands cool.  
115/120 volts AC or DC.  
10’ three-wire grounded cord.  
Model 55 has added bar for 
marking or cauterizing.

Handmade in Texas.  Barnes type.  Unbreakable steel 
handles and heavy steel rivets throughout.  Grade 
A4130 steel blades are convexly curved cutting edges 
to reduce slippage and facilitate penetration.  Outer 
blade is bent inward to improve angle of attack and 
provide clean cut.  Tempered blades for extended 
life of instrument.
MMM1 8”, baby calf.........................$86.00
MMM2 9 1/2”, up to 200 lbs.............$90.00
MMM3 11 1/4”, 200-350 lbs.............$95.00
MMM4 14”, 350-500 lbs...................$97.00

A cattleman’s favorite!  Bell-type dehorner is 
designed for reliable performance every time.  Por-
table, lightweight dehorner features solid red brass 
construction to retain heat and 20” steel handle for 
easy handling.  All sizes vented.
STNDHORN1     5/8”dia x 3/8” depth......$18.00
STNDHORN2     3/4”dia x 3/8” depth......$18.50
STNDHORN3     7/8” dia x 1/2” depth.....$19.00
STNDHORN4     1” dia x 3/4” depth........$23.50
STNDHORN5     1 1/8” dia x 3/4” depth..$25.00

BARNES DEHORNER

TUBE DEHORNER
Rotate around horn to incise the skin, then scoop out 
horn bud.  Works best for calves under 60 days of age.
WIM45A  3/4”........................$10.00
WIM45B  7/8”........................$12.00
WIM45C  1”...........................$10.00

WIRE SAW & HANDLES
Wire saw is 32’ of 27-strand stainless steel wire in 
a handy dispenser.  Handles for wire saw are sold 
seperately.  
WIM912  32’ wire saw............$28.50
WIM912H pair handles.............$21.50

LHB55      2 1/2” bar,  1” diameter hole......$74.00
LHB55A   1” diameter hole......$68.00
LHB55S  3/4” diameter hole....$68.00
LHB55TH 3/4” & 1” dia. hole...$85.00 DR NAYLOR DEHORN PASTE

NAYDEHORN 4 oz. red.................$8.50

TRIODINE 7 IODINE
DVTTRI7  pint.......................$13.00
DVTTRI732 quart.....................$23.00
DVTTR174 gallon...................$80.00 

DVTIDSPRA  16 oz. w/sprayer.....$6.00
DVTIDREF gallon...................$15.00

CONTROLLED IODINE (Durvet)

SCREW WORM & EAR TICK 
SPRAY 

L&H CAST BRONZE DEHORNER

DEHORNING SUPPLIES

STAINLESS STEEL 
DEHORN IRONS
HMRH0  7/16” dia.................$25.00
HMRH1  5/8” dia...................$30.00
HMRH2  3/4” dia...................$32.00
HMRH3  1” dia......................$34.00

A pressurized screwworm killer and ear tick treat-
ment providing a convenient means of killing these 
pests on beef cattle, horses, swine, sheep and goats.  
Dursban 2.9%.
DVTSWORMB 12 oz.......................$7.50 

STONE ELECTRIC (DUAL)
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CALLICRATE PRO BANDER
Durable pull strap, no crimping, 
large loop opening makes 
placement easy. easy to see 
bright green loops. 360 degree 
tension indicator. No wrong 
way to load a loop.
NBEPBAND bander, 5 loops,
  cutter, tackle box..........$375.00
NBEPE  probander loops ea........$2.80

DR LARSON’S DEHORN PASTE
MAH34200...............................................$6.00

BLOOD STOP (Durvet)
DVTBLD16...............................................$7.25
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Double-sided, adds versatility and 
trims hours off large jobs.  
Revolving head holds two 
tattoos with up to four digits 
each: your own registration 
number on one side, animal 
number on opposite side.  
Made from tough aluminum alloy.  Positive ear 
release lifts ear off needles to prevent scratched 
tattoos.  Comes with set of 3/8” digits (0-9) and 3 
oz. jar of black ink.
STNTREV..............................................$79.00

Standard rotary 4-chain 
tattoo outfit makes fast 
work of marking large 
herds.  Produces thousands 
of four-digit combinations 
and advances quickly from 
one number to the next.  Double-action handle bites 
deep with short, easy pull to prevent forearm fatigue. 
Tough, heat-treated steel handles, nylon rollers and 
pawls stand up to the job.  Brass digit plates with 
nickel-plated steel needles punch out clean, clear 
tattoos.  This model features digits 0-9 with two 
blanks.  Comes with 3 oz. jar of black ink.
STNTPRO4........................................$235.00

Designed especially for the 
veterinarian and herdsman 
who must work hundreds 
of animals a day.  Helps 
eliminate forearm strain 
and fatigue with its new compound action.  Built to last 
with the unbeatable combination of Quality, Design 
and Performance.  Does not come with digits or ink.
STNTPRO..............................................$127.00

PRO ROTARY 4-CHAIN TATTOO 
OUTFIT 

REVOLVING HEAD TATTOO 
OUTFIT w/POSITIVE EAR 
RELEASE 

PROVET-500 TATTOO PLIER

PRO ROTARY 5-CHAIN TATTOO 
OUTFIT

3/8” TATTOO DIGITS 
Precision crafted with fiberglass reinforced nylon base 
and nickel plated steel needles in 3/8” standard size.  
Available in individual numbers or letters, or sets of 
numbers or letters.  For use in Stone Tattoo Outfits.
STNTEACH    individual #’s/letters.........$2.99
STNT9         set numbers 0-9..............$19.50
STNTAZ         set letters A-Z.................$50.00

BLACK TATTOO INK
Indelible black ink produces crisp, long-lasting tattoo 
marks.  Preferred by leading breeders throughout 
the country.
STNTINK      3 oz......................................$6.50
STNTINK32   QT.......................................$26.50

GREEN ROLL-ON TATTOO INK
Time saving easy-to-use roll-on applicator.  Available 
in green for marking dark colored ears.
KETGRINK       2 oz.......................$7.50
STNGRINK 2 oz.......................$6.50

GREEN TATTOO PASTE
Recommended for marking dark colored ears.  
Long-lasting green ink in tube for easy application.  
KETGINKT 1 oz........................$6.50
KETGINKT5     5 oz........................$16.00
STNTGINK 3 oz........................$9.50

Positive ear release lifts ear 
off needles to prevent 
scratched tattoos.  Rugged 
aluminum alloy construction 
for long-lasting accuracy.  
Lightweight design makes it easy to use for long, 
tough jobs.  Comes with set of 3/8” digits (0-9) and 
3 oz. jar of black ink.
STNTSTAN...........................................$61.00

EAR NOTCHERS (Stone)
Lightweight, die cast aluminum notchers with 
convenient depth gauge for adjustable depth of cut.  
All cutting plates are heat-treated for long-lasting 
performance.  Large notcher cuts a notch 13/16" wide 
at base.  Medium notcher cuts a notch 1/2" wide at 
base.  Small notcher cuts a notch 5/16" wide at base.
STNNOSMV     small v notcher...............$26.00
STNNOMDV     med. v notcher...............$45.00
STNNOLGV      lg.  v notcher..................$54.00
STNNOMDU     med. u notcher...............$45.00
STNNOLGU      lg. u notcher...................$54.00
STNNOMDSQ   med. sq. notcher............$45.00

STANDARD TATTOO OUTFIT
w/POSITIVE EAR RELEASE

Pro Rotary 5-chain tattoo 
outfit provides better herd 
management with 
thousands of possible 
combinations up to five 
digits across.  Features 
same sturdy construction as the Pro Rotary 4-digit 
Tattoo Outfit.  Double action handle bites deep with 
short, easy pull to prevent forearm fatigue through a 
long day of marking.  Built to last in tough, lightweight 
cast aluminum alloy.  This model features digits 0-9 
with two blanks.  Comes with 3 oz. jar of black ink.  
STNTPROT........................................$320.00

TATTOO OUTFITS & ACCESSORIES

Cattle breeding is more
successful with the Eazi-breed 
CIDR (progesterone) cattle insert.  
It improves the timing and 
efficiency of beef cow and 
heifer breeding programs when 
using Lutalyse (dinoprost tromethamine) sterile 
solution.  The Eazi-breed CIDR insert provides 
precise control of the estrous cycle, allowing more 
cattle to be bred in less time.
PZRCIDR          10's...........CALL FOR PRICE
PZRCIDRAP      Applicator....................$20.00

KAMAR PADS
Kamar Heat Detector Pads. Glue onto the tailhead 
of a cow.  When cow is mounted by a herd mate, 
constant pressure from the mounting  animal turns 
the detector red.  This leaves a visible indication that 
the cow mounted may be in heat and ready to breed.  
Comes with detectors, adhesive, adhesive spreader, 
gauge, applicator and instructions.  25 pads per box.
KMRPAD          box (25's)..................$32.00

ESTROTECT
An excellent aid to the herdsman's visual observation 
program for detecting cows in standing heat.  Apply 
to your cows prior to standing heat or when your 
cows are given injections to synchronize their estrus 
cycles.  When cows are mounted during standing 
heat, the scratch-off surface of Estrus Alert is rubbed 
off exposing a brilliant  red, fuchsia, blue or green 
signal layer underneath.  Additional mountings result 
in increasing color exposure.  Your cows are bred at 
the ideal time resulting in more pregnancies greatly 
improving your bottom line.
DVTEAFU fuchsia 50's...........$62.00
DVTEAGR green 50's..............$62.00
DVTEARED red 50's..................$62.00
DVTEABLU blue 50's................$62.00

EAZI-BREED CIDR

EAZI-BREED CIDR IMPLANTS
(Progesterone)

CALL TOLL FREE
800-548-7270 Billings MT

800-548-5855 Great Falls MT

A.I. SUPPLIES
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SYRINGES

IMV ORIGINAL KOMBICOLOR 
SYRINGES
A durable stainless steel artificial insemination gun 
with added ridge for a tight connection with unsplit 
sheaths. Universal for mini straws and medium 
straws. Five colors easy differentiation.
IMV018396 white.......................$40.00
IMV018397 yellow......................$40.00
IMV018398 green.......................$40.00
IMV018399 blue.........................$40.00
IMV018400 red...........................$40.00
IMV018318 plunger......................$9.00

STRAW THAWER
CITO Thawing Kit, Straw thawer
12V/220V with thermometer and 
basket
IMV018390..........................$150.00

SHEATHS
ALPHA SHEATHS

SPLIT UNIVERSAL SHEATHS

UNSPLIT UNIVERSAL SHEATHS

Domed head design to improve placement and 
minimize trauma during insemination. Dual lateral 
side delivery ports for semen explusion. Universal, 
unplit shealth for medium straws and mini straws.
IMV024485 50.......................$13.00

IMV007495 50.......................$3.75

IMV007500 50.......................$3.85
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.68 caliber.  Marks 
livestock from 100 feet 
away.  Shoots straight 
consistently. Each hit 
produces a large, 
expansive splotch of color 
that cannot be easily washed 
off.  This pistol has a 1 year limited warranty and 
weighs only a pound.  Shoots 10 shots per CO2 
cartridge.  Paint pellet colors available are: green, 
orange, red, yellow, blue, fluorescent orange, and 
fluorescent green.  Pellets are oil based.  

Branding fluid is a lanolin based sheep branding 
compound. Remains identifiable for 
up to one year and is completely 
removed during the normal scouring 
process.  Easy, economical to use and 
can be applied to wet or dry sheep.  
 

PAINT BRANDS & 
SHEEP PAINT 

Real paint for long-lasting marks. Resists weather 
& fading.  Non-toxic, safe for all animals.  Marks 
on wet or dry animals, ideal for sorting, grading & 
identification.  Available in black, blue, light blue, 
green, copper, orange, purple, red, silver, white, flu-
orescent orange, hot green, hot pink and hot yellow.
LKCBLA  black.....................$1.75
LKCBLU  blue.......................$1.75
LKCGR  green.....................$1.75
LKCORA  orange...................$1.75
LKCRED  red.........................$1.75
LKCYE  yellow....................$1.75
LKCFLORA fl orange.................$1.75
LKCHGR  hot green................$1.75
LKCHP  hot pink..................$1.75
LKCHYE  hot yellow...............$1.75
  

LIVESTOCK HEAT IDENTIFICATION
PAINT STICKS

ALL-WEATHER PAINT STICKS 
(LACO) 

ALL-WEATHER TWIST-STIK 
(LACO)
Same as the All-Weather paint stick that LACO 
offers only with a twist-up holder to keep hands 
and clothing clean.  Available in blue, orange, red, 
yellow, hot green and hot pink.
LKCTBLU blue.......................$2.50
LKCTORA orange...................$2.50
LKCTRED red.........................$2.50
LKCTYE  yellow....................$2.50
LKCTHGR hot green...............$2.50
LKCTHP  hot pink.................$2.50
  

AEROSOL MARKERS

(16% Discount on cases of 12-same color)

(16% Discount on cases of 12-same color) 

RAM HARNESSES 
& CRAYONS

SURE-SIRED (Leather & Nylon) 
RAM HARNESS & CRAYONS 
Quality constructed adjustable leather harness fits 
all rams.  Use only Sure-Sired crayons.  Crayons 
available in hot (85 degree F), mild (60-85 degree 
F) and cold (below 60 degree F).  Colors available:  
black, blue, green, red, orange and yellow.
MSWAHARNW nylon harness............$27.50
MSWAHARN leather harness..........$41.50
MSWABLAC cold black crayon........$5.00
MSWABLAM mild black crayon.......$5.00
MSWABLAH hot black crayon..........$5.00
MSWABLUC cold blue crayon.........$5.00
MSWABLUM mild blue crayon........$5.00
MSWABLUH hot blue crayon...........$5.00
MSWAGRC cold green crayon.......$5.00
MSWAGRM mild green crayon.......$5.00
MSWAGRH hot green crayon.........$5.00
MSWAREDC cold red crayon...........$5.00
MSWAREDM mild red crayon...........$5.00
MSWAREDH hot red crayon............$5.00
MSWAYEC cold yellow crayon.....$5.00
MSWAYEM mild yellow crayon.....$5.00
MSWAYEH hot yellow crayon.......$5.00
MSWAORH hot orange crayon......$5.00
MSWAORM mild orange crayon.....$5.00

NLPTPX  TPX paint pistol......$295.00
PAINT PELLETS 10 pellets/pkg..........$4.00
 (fluorescent colors)-10 pellets/pkg.............$5.00
NLPCO2   CO2 cartridge.........$1.00

SIRO-MARK SHEEP PAINT

WLDMBLU4 blue, gallon...............$41.00
WLDMGR4 green, gallon.............$41.00
WLDMPR4 purple, gallon...........$41.00
WLDMRED4 red, gallon.................$41.00
WLDMOR4 orange, gallon............$41.00

Spray line aerosol stock markers, fully scourable. 
Comes in three brilliant colors, dries instantly. Suit-
able for any animal and resists climatically-induced 
fading.  Available in blue, green, and red.
DUMSBLU blue, 400ml..........$12.00
DUMSGR  green, 400ml........$12.00
DUMSRED red, 400ml............$12.00

PAINT PISTOL & PELLETS

STNPBS  
2 1/2" Paint Brand Set, 0 to 9..................$56.00
    STNPBL 
4" Paint Brand Set, 0 to 9........................$58.00
   

SIRO-MARK PAINT BRANDS

(4% discount on case of 4-same color) 
  

FLUID FILM

Can be applied to just about any indoor or outdoor surface.  Since 
it is a non-drying product, it will leave a thin wet film.  Unlike 
many oil-based products on the market, there are no solvents 
in the product.  When there are no solvents, there are almost no 
VOCs to evaporate.  With very low VOCs, everything that you 
apply stays on the surface to protect it from rust.  Not only is 
this method environmentally friendly, but it allows the product 
to go further per ounce than solvent-based products.  
ECCACFF      11 3/4 oz.............................$11.50

UNIQUE PRODUCT FOR 
RUST PROTECTION! 

WD-40
Known as “the can with a thousand uses”.  
Protects metal from rust and corrosion, 

penetrates stuck parts, displaces moisture, 
and lubricates just about anything.

110054  
8 oz. Smart Straw............$ 3.49
WDWD010032 
12 oz. Smart Straw..........$ 5.99
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QUICK SHOT SPRAY PAINT
Fast and economical way to 
mark.  High visibility colors
are long lasting and easily 
seen on all colors of 
animals. Quick drying, long 
lasting. Come in two styles, 
upright and inverted.
LKCSPIBLK black, inverted.............$8.00
LKCSPIBLU blue, inverted...............$8.00
LKCSPIFGR bright green, inverted....$8.00
LKCSPIFPK pink, inverted...............$8.00
LKCSPIORG orange, inverted............$8.00
LKCSPIRED red, inverted................$8.00
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HOTFX22  13 1/2".............$17.00
HOTFX32 3 1/2"...............$18.50
HOTFX42 3 1/2"...............$22.50

actual length
6 1/4" long, 10 1/2 oz. light.  
Transistorized circuitry for 
trouble free operation.
HOTPM....................$48.00

HOT SHOTS

HOTHUHS handle...............$79.00HOTRH36 27 3/4"...............$17.00
HOTRH48 39 3/4"...............$18.00
HOTRH60 51 3/4"...............$19.00
HOTRH72 63 3/4"...............$21.00

HOTHUS 
handle...............$45.00

WHIPS, PADDLES & SORTING POLES

GREEN HANDLE

RED HANDLE

POWER - MITE

USWPOPPER 12" popper..............$ 2.00
USWPOP18 18" popper..............$ 2.50
USW4808P 48" whip with plastic   
  handle, asst. colors.$10.50
USW5008  50" whip with golf club
  handle, asst. colors..$14.00
USW5008P 50" whip with plastic
  handle, asst. colors..$12.50
USW50  50" whip, golf club handle  
  w/flag......................$17.50
USW72FLG 72" flag whip. golf club  
  handle w/flag..........$20.00
USW6672R 66" lunge whip 
  w/72" lash..............$17.50
USW7278P 72" lunge whip with
  78" lash..................$17.50
USW252P  25" riding bat with rubber  
  grip........................$12.00
USW252RL 25" bat w/wrist 
  loop.......................$12.50

WHIPS & POPPERS

LIVESTOCK PRODS

SHAFTS

HANDLE

MGR9  9".......................$19.50
MGR22  22".....................$21.00
MGR34  34".....................$23.50
MGR44  44".....................$26.00

FLEX SHAFTS

REDHORN SHAFTS

DURAPROD HANDLE UNIT
HOTDPROD  handle unit only....$91.00

MGRHANDLE handle, only.......$60.00

HS2000 RECHARGEABLE 
HANDLE
HOTHUHSR 
handle.............$120.00
HOTR110  110 volt battery charger.........$13.00

HOTRH24 15 3/4"...............$15.00

SORTING POLES
HOT54 54" x 1/2" diameter, 
 plastic coated......................$12.50
USW30 30" x 7/16" diameter, 
 assorted colors.....................$5.50
USW48 48" x 3/8" diameter, 
  assorted colors....................$10.50
USW48G  3/8" x 48" w/golf grip.........$12.00
USW54  54" x 5/8" diameter, grey....$16.50
USW60  60" x 7/16", 
   assorted colors....................$12.50

WWC100152 5' wonder whip,
  assorted colors.......$18.00
WWC100183 6' wonder whip,
  assorted colors.......$20.00

             WONDER WHIPS
USWCANEL long shepherd cane......$21.50
USWCANES cane 1 1/16" x 3'  short....$16.50

CANES

KHNPADT 
48" Sorting Paddle
w/poker tip...............$15.00

PADDLES 

HOTPAD48B-Blue 

48"sorting paddle w/vinyl cover..........$15.00 

HOTPAD48G-Green

HOTPAD48R-Red

SPRINGER MAGRATH 
STOCK PRODS

SYRVET LIVESTOCK PRODS

LIVESTOCK PROD SHAFT W/HANDLE
APELPC22 22".............$68.50
APELPC34 34".............$72.00

LIVESTOCK PROD HANDLE  
WITH OUT BATTERY
APELPH .....................................$41.00
LIVESTOCK PROD 
REPLACEMENT MOTOR
APELPRM...................................$40.00

BATTERY CHARGERS
APEL110V       110V.........$11.00
APEL12V          12V...........$11.00
LIVESTOCK PROD 
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
APELPRB...................................$60.00

        The SyrVet Livestock Prod helps with  the safe and effective movement and  
   handling of livestock and serves as a powerful tool at a great value for ranchers  
             and herd managers.  Features include a durable solid state electronic motor, a trigger    
      button safety clip, retail-ready packaging and a one year limited warranty on electronics 
(certain conditions apply).  The prod's tip does NOT retain a charge after release of the  trigger 
button, meaning no asccidental shocks.  Superbly balanced, the prod's rugged tough design is 
water resistant and comes in three high impact polymer shaft lengths. Size C batteries.       

WE 
KEEP'EM
MOVIN'
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HS2000 PROD W/36" SHAFT
6 C cell batteries included
HOTHU36...............................$89.00

DURAPROD RECHARGEABLE 
HANDLE
Shaft sold separately.  
HOTDPRODR   handle...........................$150.00
HOTDXRBP       rechargeable battery ......$75.00
HOTDXRC1       rechargeable kit..............$58.00

COT30161    Handle w/ battery...........$50.00
COT30163    Rechargeable Handle.....$90.00
COT30139    Car Charger....................$14.50
COT30141    Wall Charger..................$14.50

SHARP SHOCK
Battery-Operated Electric Prod is an 
economical alternative to more expensive 
prods. It has a separate on/off switch 
and power button, a completely sealed 
and waterproof motor and a no-tool 
battery compartment. Battery handle OR 
rechargeable handle.

COT30144     5”  flex shaft..............$11.00
COT30145    13” flex shaft..............$12.00
COT30146    23” flex shaft..............$15.00
COT30147    28” flex shaft..............$15.50
COT30148    33” flex shaft..............$16.00
COT30149    43” flex shaft..............$20.00
COT30150    48” flex shaft..............$23.50
COT30197    28” rigid shaft.............$14.50
COT30198    33” rigid shaft.............$16.00
COT30199    43” rigid shaft.............$19.50
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COT30144     5”  flex shaft..............$11.00
COT30145    13” flex shaft..............$12.00
COT30146    23” flex shaft..............$15.00
COT30147    28” flex shaft..............$15.50
COT30148    33” flex shaft..............$16.00
COT30149    43” flex shaft..............$20.00
COT30150    48” flex shaft..............$23.50
COT30197    28” rigid shaft.............$14.50
COT30198    33” rigid shaft.............$16.00
COT30199    43” rigid shaft.............$19.50

Excellent for capsuling sheep or horses.  
Stainless steel 
construction with 
smooth jaws.  
Overall length is 12".

FSS1146  
5 1/2"........................$2.50
FSS1158  
8" w/ one lg. ring......$6.00

DUMB4  
#4 handle.............$3.00
DUMB224 
#22 blade.............$  .75

Heavy chrome-plated brass construction 
resists corrosion.  Smooth flanged 
ends help prevent injury.  
Reinforced ends for extra 
strength.  Stomach tube may 
be passed through for 
administering fluids.  
May also be used for administering boluses.

This is the self-retaining bloat 
trocar used in chronic bloats.  
Make a small 3/4" incision in 
hide.  Screw the trocar into 
position.  After insertion, the 
rumen should be pulled up close 
to the peritoneum by placing a 
few wraps of gauze between the 
trocar plate and hide.

This kit contains one #4 handle and five #22 
blades.  The handle is red plastic, lightweight, 
and larger than the 
metal handles.  It 
will float upside down in 
bucket so you won't stab 
yourself when reaching 
in to grab it.

Crile forceps are heavier than 
the Kelly forceps plus the 
serrated teeth extend farther 
down the jaws.

DUMS22  handle + #22 blade......$2.00
DUMS12  handle + #12 blade......$2.00

SCALPEL HANDLES 
& BLADES

#4 SCALPEL HANDLE & BLADES
(Cotran)

#3 SCALPEL HANDLE & BLADES
(Cotran)
Stainless steel handle holds blades 
securely.  This handle holds a #10 or #12
blade.  Blades are carbon steel.
DUMB3  
#3 handle.............$3.00
DUMB123 
#12 blade.............$  .75
DUMB103
#10 blade.............$.  75

DISPOSABLE SCALPEL (Cotran)
Individually packed, sterile, disposable, 
surgical scalpels.  Comes with a #12 or #22 blade.

SCALPEL KIT (Jorgensen)

JGL54K  Kit...........................$7.50

SCISSORS
OPERATING SCISSORS 
(Fine Surgical Instruments) 

STOMACH PUMP 
& TUBING

(Cotran)
FSS1116FSS1110FSS1109FSS1107

We have straight 
and curved 
operating scissors.  
They have 
blunt/blunt 
tips and 
sharp/blunt tips.  
Sizes range from 5 1/2" to 6 1/2".
FSS1107  5 1/2" straight s/b......$2.00
FSS1109  6 1/2" straight b/b.....$3.00
FSS1110  6 1/2" curved b/b......$3.00
FSS1116  5 1/2" curved mayo..$2.00
LISTER BANDAGE SCISSORS
(Fine Surgical Instruments)
Ideal for cutting off bandages. 
Blunt edge can be run along 
leg and sharp edge cuts the 
wrap.  Available in 5 1/2" 
and 8". FSS1146

FSS1158

SUTURE SCISSORS
(Fine Surgical Instruments)
This scissor is designed specifically 
for cutting out stitches.  Special tip 
allows you to snip stitches without 
much effort.  5 1/2".
FSS1164  
5 1/2" littauer.........................$2.00

UTILITY SCISSOR
(Fine Surgical Instruments)

Continuous flow, pumping on both the 
up and down stroke.  It can be used 
with a stomach tube for drawing fluid 
from the stomach by attaching the 
stomach tube to the bottom nipple.  
Made of seamless, chrome plated, heavy
brass tubing with leather packing.  
Tubing is clear plastic and 10' long.  
WIM845M      stomach pump..............$65.00
JGL348R        5/16" x 1/2"..................$25.00
WIM1009       3/4" o.d. x 1/2" i.d........$19.00
WIM1011       7/8" o.d. x 5/8" i.d........$21.00

FRICK SPECULUM 
(Western Instrument)

WIM1036.............................................$24.50

TROCARS

JGL40F      Red plastic trocar..............$  8.00

PIG TOOTH NIPPER
(Cotran)

Made of hardened 
stainless steel.  Can 
also be used to 
dock tails.  5 1/2" long.
WLDNIPPER 5 1/2" ....................$10.00

CAPSULE FORCEPS
(Agri-Pro)

IDN265 (S/O)............................................$12.50

GELATIN CAPSULE

(Torpac) 
Manufactured with the finest grade of Knox 
gelatin, every capsule is soft and flexible.  Im-
proved fit slide together smoothly and easily.  
Designed to fit all standard size balling guns.
 JGL104A 1/8 oz.....................$  .25 
 JGL104C 1/2 oz.....................$  .40 
 JGL104D 1 oz........................$  .45 
 JGL104E 1 1/2 oz..................$  .45

INSTRUMENTS

FORCEPS

KELLY FORCEPS
(Fine Surgical Instruments)
These forceps are stouter than 
the mosquito forcep.  Many 
people prefer them for pulling
veins during dehorning.  
Available in 5 1/2" straight or
curved.
FSS2188  
5 1/2" straight........$3.00
FSS2189  
5 1/2" curved.........$3.00

CRILE FORCEPS
(Fine Surgical 
Instruments)

FSS2192  
5 1/2" straight........$3.00

Stainless steel handle holds blades 
securely.  This handle holds a #22 blade.  
Blades are carbon steel.

FSSUS  
7 1/2"........................$5.00

DART GUN & DARTS
SAVE TIME!  Use to doctor in the pasture or 
feedyard without bringing your cattle to the 
chute.
PCCBDG blued Dart Gun   
   ..............$495.00
PCCSDG      stainless steel Dart  Gun  
   ....... ......$555.00
PNEBC        bore cleaner...........$  5.00
PNEBS        bore snake..............$20.00
PNE22B         22 blanks, 2's, box 100         
  ...............................$13.75
PCCPL  50 Green Power 22blanks
  ...............................$18.50
PCCPLB 50 Green Power 22blanks
  ...............................$18.50

DUMB4

The famous "penny cutter".  
This is the scissor that will cut 
most anything, autoclavable, 
coated handles.  
7 1/2" long.

 DISPOSABLE DARTS
        (5 per package)
PNED334 3ml x 3/4"..............$25.00
PNED534 5ml x 3/4"..............$27.00
PNED734      7ml x 3/4"...............$28.50
PNED1034    10ml x 3/4".............$29.00
PCCHC  hardcase.................$80.00
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PTUPD125 12.5ml Vaccinator/             
               Drencher........$50.00
HOESGUN 30ml Safeguard
       Drencher...$50.00
NJP30ML  30ml Drencher............$78.00

INSTRUMENTS
METAL BALLING GUNS 

MULTI DOSE 

SINGLE DOSE (Brown)
Small balling gun used for administering the 
Terramycin calf scour boluses.  Pfizer.
PZRBGUN.............................................$3.50
SINGLE DOSE (Green)
Use with Albon 5gm boluses, 5gm Sulmet 
boluses, Bioprotien calf boluses.
APEBGUNG..........................................$2.25

WIM923MD

SINGLE DOSE 
(Western Instrument)

SINGLE DOSE
(Red)
Full-size,  medium-density plastic gun for use 
on feedlot or dairy animals.  1" diameter head, 
without ribs, will administer 15 gram boluses 
or 1 oz. gelatin capsules.  17" long.  Neogen.
IDN4015................................................$2.00

PLASTIC BALLING GUNS 

Prevents primary and secondary hemorrhage 
because of the multiple crushing of the spermatic 
cord and artery.  Stainless steel construction.
WLD36DC 9"..........................$31.00
WLD36E 12"........................$47.50
 

EMASCULATORS

For control of hardware disease.
DVTMAGNET magnet....................$4.00

RUMEN MAGNETS
(Durvet)

Safe and easy way to incise the scrotum.  Op-
erator forces testicles up, placing knife below 
testicles.  Knife is closed and pulled downward, 
incising bag from side to side.  Testicles may 
then be removed using emasculator.
WLD37N knife.....................$22.00

NEWBERRY 
CASTRATING KNIFE

We sell two different styles of multi-dose 
balling guns.  The Wimco gun delivers up to 
four boluses at one time.  This gun has a spring 
and has the 3 rings at the top for your fingers. 

IDN4013The Ideal gun delivers 6
boluses at one time. However, the trigger
action on this gun dispenses one bolus per 
pull. Shaped like a pistol grip gun.
IDN4013.............................................$55.00

WIM923MD 
Wimco gun...........................................$85.00

Metal balling gun with plastic 1" clear head. 
Overall length is 18".
WIM24008.........................................$58.00

Latex rubber funnel fits over bottle neck after 
removing the cork and seal.  
Includes 4' of latex rubber 
tubing, flow adjustment, slip 
adaptor and 1 1/2" needle 
(14 ga.).

HAND TALLY COUNTER
4 digit counter with giant finger ring.  Easy turn 
off knob.  Made of all metal construction.
APETC  tally counter.............$12.00 

IV SET (NEOGEN)

IDN1905................................................$12.25
IDNTA8145.............................................$8.50

CALF WEANERS
Calf Weaner, plastic spike, Adj. (pictured)
APEWEANP.............$3.25
Plastic Calf Weaner
APETA916................$2.50
Cow size plastic
APEWEANC.............$3.25
Cow size weaner
STN1057...................$14.00

SINGLE DOSE (White)
Use with Sustain III calf boluses.
APEBGUNW........................................$2.25

PRIMA INJECTORS
PRIMA 

VACCINATOR SYRINGE
These Prima Vaccinators have an adjustable 
dose and include tubing and both draw-offs.  
They have a needle nut that will fit all 
luer-lock style needles.  There 
is also a convenient hook so 
that the vaccinators can be hung 
out of the way.  Replacement 
parts are available.
PTUPV2      2ml syringe........................$35.00
PTUPV5     5ml syringe........................$35.00

PRIMA BOTTLE MOUNT
 SYRINGE

PRIMA BOTTLE DRENCHER
The Prima Vaccinator 
Drencher is the same as the 
injector, but comes with the 
drencher attachment for 
drenching cattle or sheep.  Can also be 
used as an injector.  Just take off drencher and 
insert needle.  12.5 ml capacity.

A fast and simple way to change vaccine bottles. 
Only works with 2cc dose vaccines.  No more 
down time while changing from bottle to bottle. 
Steel needle nib gives great 
strength where it is needed most.
PTUPVB2     
2ml syringe...................$35.00
PTUPVB5   
5ml syringe...................$35.00
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MISC. ITEMS

SCROTAL TAPE
Metric scrotal tape that measures testicle size 
from 1 to 80cm.
IDN69...................................................$45.00

KICK STOP
Immobilizes any size cow by 
means of push button adjustment. 
Hook just in front of back leg up over the top 
of the cows back.  Made of smooth metal.
DUM210KS.........................................$18.50

VACART INJECTORS
VACART BOTTLE MOUNT

Materials are medically classified 
and produced according to ISO 
standards. Vaccinator is built 
with a unique "squeeze before 
you dial" adjustment system. 
Smart design allows for easy 
dose adjustment and avoids adjustment during 
use. Can be used with small or large bottles. 
Switch from bottle mount to tube feed for larger 
bottles for more comfort and better ergonomics.
STNVV8302      2ml syringe.............$37.50
STNVV8306      6ml syringe............$37.50

VACART TUBE FEED BACK
Accurate continues dosage. Are 
very easy to clean can be 
disassembled for cleaning, 
springs and valves are replaceable. 
Easy to change from the 
Luer-Lock syringe for the 
injection needle or nasal sprayer to drencher. 
Optional convertible to Middle Bottle Mount 
Back for use with smaller bottles. Upon request 
available with fixed dosage.
STNVV8702      2ml syringe.............$37.50
STNVV8706     6ml syringe............$37.50
STNVV8710 10ml syringe..........$40.00
STNVV8715 15 ml syringe.........$40.00

Single distance medicating (up to 10'  away, 
no springs, air or complicated mechanics).  4 
1/2' retracted, 8' fully extended.  Easily injects 
medication with the forced forward movement 
of the pole.  Durable 30cc syringe and 14 ga. 
stainless steel needle standard with unit.
KHNLSHOT long shot..............$112.00

FIBERGLASS LONG SHOT

ADULT BALLING GUN
Holds up to 6 full size boluses. 7/8 dia.
JGLMDCBG........................................$2.00

CALF BALLING GUN
Holds up to 5 calf size boluses. 5/8 dia.
JGLMCBG........................................$2.00
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Automatic rear tube fill 
syringe with 10ml capacity. 
Complete with 3/16" tubing. 
Fully adjustable dosage between
.5 ml and 10 ml.  Rear feed tube can 
use small or large draw-off cap to fit bottles 
up to 500 ml.  Tube-fed design for efficient 
dosing. Chrome, metal and Lexan construction 
for durability.  Syringe repair parts available.  
Drawoffs sold separately.
NJPV10  10ml rear tube........$92.00

Flexible tubing allows you 
to vaccinate an animal 
when they move and 
flinch upon injection.  
Reduces injuries to the 
handler and eliminates 
needle breakage in animals.  
Eliminates expensive vaccine 
waste, broken needles, 
and syringes.  Lightweight, 
durable and re-usable.

Automatic rear tube fill syringe 
with 5ml capacity.  
Fully adjustable dosage 
between .5ml and 5.0ml.  Chrome 
and Lexan construction for 
durability.  Tube-fed design for efficient dos-
ing using 50ml to 500ml bottle, depending on 
draw-off cap used.  Comes complete with 
3/16" tubing.  Draw-offs sold separately.  Sy-
ringe repair parts available.

Virtually unbreakable, 
centered tip on all sizes, 
etched black markings on 
barrel for lifetime visibility, luer lock adaptor.  
Available in 10, 20, 30, and 50 ml sizes.  Re-
placement O-rings sold separately.

SYRDR10 
100ml.........$10.00
SYRDR50 
500ml.........$10.00

INSTRUMENTS 
PISTOL GRIP SYRINGES

JOR-VET (Jorgensen)
Virtually unbreakable, centered tip on all sizes, 
etched black markings on barrel for lifetime 
visibility, luer lock adaptor.  Available in 10, 
20, 30, and 50 ml sizes.  Replacement O-rings 
sold separately.
JGLA111A 10ml......................$  9.50
JGLA111B 20ml......................$10.50
JGLA111C 30ml......................$11.00
JGLA111D 50ml......................$12.50

DUM10  10ml......................$ 9.50
DUM20  20ml......................$10.50
DUM30  30ml......................$11.00
DUM50  50ml......................$12.50

SHARPVET WITH DOSE NUT 
(Cotran)
Allows you to give exact dosage by screwing 
the dose nut up and down the shaft.  Virtually 
unbreakable, centered tip on all sizes, etched 
black markings on barrel for lifetime visibility, 
luer lock adaptor.  Available in 10, 20 and 30 
ml sizes.
DUM10N 10ml......................$12.50
DUM20N 20ml......................$15.00
DUM30N 30ml......................$16.50
DUM50N 50ml......................$17.50

4' hose, One fits 100ml bottles, the other fits 
500ml bottles. Both types are vented.  Works 
great with the 5 and 10ml automatic syringes.  
Designed so you can suck the vaccine directly 
from the bottle instead of re-filling syringes.  
Bottle must be held upside down. 

 DRAW-OFFS 

5ml VAXIMATIC (N J Phillips)

NJPV5  5ml Vaximatic........$65.00

NYLON SYRINGES

Excellent lubricant for use on syringes after 
cleaning.  Apply to washers.  Will not gum 
up syringes.
JGL111S  lubricant.................$7.50

BULB DOSE SYRINGE

WIM170     2 oz.....................$15.00

BULB DOSE SYRINGES

DISPOSABLE SYRINGES

IDN903    luer lock, 3cc (100/cs)......$  .25/ea.
IDN9503    luer slip, 3cc (100/cs).......$   .25/ea. 
IDN906    luer lock, 6cc (100/cs)......$  .30/ea.
IDN9506    luer slip, 6cc (100/cs).......$  .30/ea.
IDN912    luer lock, 12cc (100/cs)....$  .35/ea.
IDN9512    luer slip, 12cc (100/cs).....$  .35/ea.
IDN920    luer lock, 20cc (50/cs)......$  .60/ea.
IDN9520    luer slip, 20cc (50/cs).......$  .60/ea.
IDN935    luer lock, 35cc (50/cs)......$1.00/ea.
IDN9535    luer slip, 35cc (50/cs).......$1.00/ea.
IDN960     luer lock, 60cc (25/cs)......$1.25/ea.
IDN9560     luer slip, 60cc (25/cs).......$1.25/ea.

NEEDLE EXTENDER

JGLNSLAP     30" slap-shot.........$12.00

JGLC31E 25ml hauptner.........$98.50

25ml & 50ml HAUPTNER 
(Jorgensen)

JGLC31  50ml hauptner.........$94.00

By far the most 
accurate, correct dosing, 
smoothest syringe we sell. 25 ml
adjusts to1/2, 1, 1 1/2, 2 and
2 1/2 ml dosages.  50 ml adjusts
to 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5ml dosages.  Comes
with glass barrel.  Plastic barrels 
available only in 50 ml syringe. Syringe repair 
parts available.

SHARPVET WITHOUT DOSE NUT 
(Cotran)

10ml REAR TUBE (N J Phillips)

SILICONE LUBRICANT

AUTOMATIC SYRINGES

Used for drenching.  Constructed of metal, 
chrome plated.

(Ideal Instruments)

(Monoject)

MON9503  luer slip, 3cc (100's).........$   .30/ea. 
MON9506  luer slip, 6cc (50's).........$  .35/ea.
MON9512   luer slip, 12cc (80's)........$  .40/ea.
MON9520   luer slip, 20cc (50's).......$  .80/ea.
MON9535   luer slip, 35cc (30's)........$1.25/ea.
MON9560   luer slip, 60cc (20's).......$1.75/ea.

Built in needle magazine.  
Easy choice of 5 fixed 
dose settings.  25 or 50ml 
capacity.  Ergonomic
fingertip action.  Reliable and durable.  Service 
kits available.
NJP25 25ml repeater..........................$55.00
NJP50 50ml repeater..........................$60.00
NJP501 50ml repeater.........................$25.00

25ml or 50ml PHILLIPS REPEATER
(N J Phillips)

JGLR53H 50ml roux...............$67.50

"20% off price when ordering in case lots"
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"20% off price when ordering in case lots"

PRIMA-SHOT 50cc REPEATER 
SYRINGE
Neogen’s Prima-Shot is 
engineered to be the most 
accurate repeater syringe in the 
animal health industry. The 
patented design presents a 
unique rotating pull knob to conveniently fill 
and engage the syringe. 10 fixed dose settings 
ranging from 0.5-5mL. Durable rugged con-
struction for repetitive use. Ergonomic design 
is easy on hands. Triton barrel for superior 
chemical compatibility. Large numbers on bar-
rel that are easy to read. Amber-colored barrel 
for UV Protection. Interchangeable colored pull 
knob inserts can quickly be exchanged to easily 
distinguish between medications.
IDNPSR50 50ml.....................$49.00

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday
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DUMTHERM 
5" without case..............$4.00
IDNTHERMC 
5" with case...................$5.00

INSTRUMENTS

5", heavy duty glass thermometer with ring on top, 
and gold backing for quick and accurate reading.  
Normal animal temperatures are listed on back of 
thermometer.

MERCURY (Jorgensen)

THERMOMETERS

Accurate to within 1/10th of a
degree.  Temperature range 
is 0 degrees to 150 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 8-15 second 
temperature reading with solid
state electronic construction
and rechargeable NiCad
battery.  Machined aluminum, 
stainless steel construction and backed by a two 
year warranty.  Two different probes available.  One 
is a standard 4" right angle probe and the other is 
a standard 4" straight probe.  Please specify when 
ordering which probe you prefer. (Special Order). 

DIGITAL M700 
(GLA Agricultural Electronics)

AGETHERM   digital M700............$450.00

Disposable needles. SS Hub.
14x1,14x1/2, 
16x1,16x1/2,16x3/4,
18x1/2 and18x3/4.
  per 12....................$5.00

(Cotran)

NEEDLES

Disposable Needles 
(Ideal Aluminum Hub)
14x1, 14x1 1/2, 16x1, 16x1 1/2, 
16x3/4,16x5/8, 18x1, 18x1 1/2, 18x3/4, 
18x5/8, 20x1, 20x1 1/2, 20x 1/2, 20x3/4, 25x5/8  
  each......................$    .35
  cs/100...................$28.00
(Monoject Aluminum Hub)
16x1,16x1 1/2, 16x3/4, 16x5/8, 18x1, 18x1 1/2,   
18x3/4, 18x5/8, 19x1 1/2  
  each......................$   .35 
  box/100...............$28.00

  

SUTURE & 
SUTURE NEEDLES

ROUND BODIED AND REVERSE 
CUTTING NEEDLES

MSFSN  suture needle...........$2.75

BRAUNAMID
Sterilized.  Excellent for use on exterior stitching.  
Knot-pull tensile strength substantially exceeds 
USP requirements.  These three packages include 
only the three most commonly used needles with 
the corresponding suture sizes for easy ordering.
JGL91KA   60" #0 with #2 suture  needle 
(cutting edge), calves or pigs.....................$8.00
JGL91KB  60" #3 with extra large suture needle 
(cutting edge), cattle.................................$8.00
JGL91KD  60" #3 with #2 suture needle (cut-
tingedge), horses......................................$8.00
    

BAUMGARTNER 
& MAYO-HEGAR
These needle holders have a 
smaller jaw than the 
Olsen-Hegar and no 
scissor.  Available in 
5 1/4" to 7", straight.
FSS2279  5 1/4" straight (baum)...$3.50
FSS2282  7" straight (mayo).........$5.00

OLSEN-HEGAR
These are the needle holders with the 
scissors behind the jaws.  Allows the 
user to cut the suture after stitching 
is completed.  Available in 6 1/2" 
and 7 1/2", straight.
FSS2288      6 1/2" straight...$5.50
FSS2289      7 1/2" straight...$6.50

PROLAPSE NEEDLES

GERLACH NEEDLE
6" long needle with large eye.  For use with umbilical 
tape and on sheep.

JGL26  6" needle..............$18.50

DR. BUHNER'S NEEDLE
Stainless steel prolapse needle with large eye.  12" 
long.  For use with umbilical tape and on cattle.

JGL26S  12" needle............$25.00

UMBILICAL TAPE
Braided, non-sterile, carbolized tape in plastic 
bottles.  20 yards.
JGL25UA 1/8" x 20 yd..........$10.00
JGL25UB 3/8" x 20 yd.........$13.00
JGL25UC 1/4" x 20 yd.........$12.50

NEEDLE HOLDERS

CLEAN AND STERILIZE YOUR INSTRUMENTS PROPERLY 

Cleaning:
Immediately after use, flush the entire system with hot, clean water to remove all residue.  Do this by first adjusting dosage 
setting to the maximum of the instrument, inserting the draw-off into the hot water, then pumping briskly until all residue 
is removed...about 1 minute. Rinse by briskly pumping clean, hot water through the system.  Pump dry and remove tubing.  
Then pump a few drops of  Syringe Lubricant to properly lubricate valves and O'Rings.  This will improve operation and 
greatly extend the life of internal parts.  Not Recommended:  Mineral Oil, Glycerine, or Alchohol.
Sterilizing:
Boiling the Clean Instrument for twenty minutes is the generally accepted method of sterilizing these instruments.

TRANSFER NEEDLE
(Jorgensen)

Great tool for transferring diluent to vaccine on 
modified live vaccines.  Stick transfer needle in 
sterile diluent first then stick in vaccine.  Vacuum 
on vaccine will transfer over the diluent.

MGRMTN...........................................$2.00

FSS2282FSS2279

DIGITAL THERMOMETER
W/CASE (Neogen)
Digital thermometer is quick  
reading, beeps when ready and 
displays digital temperatures in Fahrenheit.
IDNTHERMD digital.....................$7.50

The body of the round bodied 
needle tapers down to a fine 
point, permitting  minimum 
tissue damage.  The needle 
is flattened in the middle, 
thus ensuring a firm grip for 
the needle holder.  This needle is especially suitable 
for soft tissue.  The triangular, reverse cutting needle 
is intended for suturing tough tissue. The three edges 
run over the entire length of the needle and give the 
needle holder a firm grip. Assorted sizes and shapes.

CATGUT
#3 Catgut Cassette, 50 meters.
JGL91C3 50 m.....................$140.00

#3 Braunamid Cassette. 50 meters
JGL913  50 m......................$42.00

MILK TUBES - 3 1/2" ADJUSTABLE
Self-retaining tubes designed to insert into  the teat 
canal. Can be adjusted to different lengths. The 
self-retaining slider ensures the tube will remain in 
teat until removed by hand.  2 side openings, 
3 1/2" long, adjustable, stainless steel.
IDN424............................................................$3.00
SHURFLOW TEAT TUBE 
For cows with injured teats. Each self-retaining tube 
is packaged  individually in a small vial. When tube 
has been  inserted, it fits nearly flush  with end of 
teat. No irritating thornlike protrusions (as found in 
other teat tubes on the market) are necessary to keep 
in place.  Disposable.
JGL13..............................................................$1.00
DR. LARSON TEAT TUBE 

JGL14......................................................$3.25

Designed to maintain milk flow in inured 
teats.  Retaining fingers hold tube gently in 
place.  Screw-off cap.  Packaged individually 
to maintain sterility. 
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CALF SCOUR BOLUSES 
(Durvet)
Indicated for oral use in calves 
for the treatment of bacterial
pneumonia caused by organisms 
susceptible to tetracycline and
bacterial enteritis caused by
E-Coli and salmonella organisms 
susceptible to tetracycline.  500 mg 
of tetracycline hydrochloride per bolus.  Administer 
orally 1 bolus per 100 lbs. twice daily.  Do not slaugh-
ter animals for food within 12 days of treatment. 
DVTSCOU25 25 x 500 mg..........$30.00
DVTSCOUR 100 x 500 mg........$99.00

SULMET OBLETS 
(Boehringer-Ingelheim)
For the prevention and treatment 
of bacterial pneumonia and bovine 
respiratory disease complex 
(shipping fever complex) 
(Pasteurella spp); Colibacilloses 
(bacterial scours) (Escherichia
 Coli); calf diphtheria 
(Fusobacterium necrophorum). 
Available in 2.5 gms and 5 gms sulfamethazine.  
Dosage: 2.5 gms - 2 oblets per 50 lbs. body weight 
the first day and 1 oblet per 50 lbs. thereafter; 5 gms 
- 1 1/2 oblets per 75 lbs. body weight the first day 
and 3/4 oblet per 75 lbs. thereafter.  10 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
CYAS25100 100 x 2.5 gm..........
CYAS50  50 x 5 gm................
  

Contains 250 mg  oxytetracycline HCL, a broad-
spectrum antibiotic for use in beef & dairy calves. 
Recommended for the treatment & control of bacterial 
enteritis (scours) caused by salmonella typhimurium 
& E.Coli, & bacterial pneumonia (shipping fever, 
pasteurellosis) caused by Pasteurella Multocida.

TERRAMYCIN SCOUR TABLETS
(Zoetis)
 

PZRTB24 24 count..........
PZRTB100 100 count...........

Sustained release bolus that 
provides a high sulfamethazine 
blood level for 3 days.  Use in beef 
cattle and non-lactating dairy cattle 
to treat shipping fever, bacterial 
scours, footrot, calf diphtheria, acute mastitis and 
metritis when the causative agent is sensitive to 
sulfamethazine.  12 day withdrawal.  Calf: 1 bolus 
per 50 lb.  Do not use on veal calves.   
DVTSCAF 50’s......................$79.00 

SUSTAIN III (Bimeda)

PNEBC      Bore cleaner...........................................................$5.00
PNEBS      Bore snake.............................................................$20.00
PNE22B      22 blanks, 2’s, box 100..........................................$13.75 
JGLN18X2  18 X 2 needle to fill darts......................................$1.00
MAM19X112 19X11/2 alum needle to fill dart.........................$0.35

DART GUN 

C & E CALF BOLUS, PASTE,  
ENERGY PACK & COLOSTRUM 
(C & E Agri Products)
Bio-protein calf boluses, paste 
and energy packs are designed 
for use in all newborn beef and 
dairy calves and cattle to 
supplement the cows colostrum.  
They contain a special formulation  
of lactic acid-producing bacteria, dried milk protein, 
lactase enzymes and dried egg solids to aid in fighting 
disease, minimize intestinal infections and enhance 
appetite and digestion.  Increases energy levels.  
Calves become more active and vigorous resulting in 
increased nursing action and higher colostrum intake.  
(Calf boluses: newborn calves 1 bolus every 6-12 
hours as needed.) (Paste: newborn calves  administer 
6-8 grams;  repeat in 6-12 hours as needed.  Sick pen 
cattle  administer 10-15 grams.) (Energy Pack: mix 
packet with 1 pint of warm water.  Feed or drench 
calf immediately. Repeat dosage as often as needed)
DVTDEP             50 gm energy pack....$  7.00
DVTDCB            50’s calf boluses.......$45.00
DVTDP              60 gm paste..............$10.00
DVTDCOL         colostrum..................$12.00

SMKAG55 
5 gm x 50’s.............Call for Price

ALBON BOLUS
SULFADIMETHOXINE (Zoetis)
For use in cattle to treat bacterial pneumonia, shipping 
fever, footrot & calf diphtheria.  Effective against some 
strains of Strep, Staph, Klebsiella, Shigella, Proteus, 
E-coli & Salmonella.  Give 1 gm per 
40 lb. 1st day, then reduce dosage 
by 1/2. 7 day withdrawal.
“Call for availability” 

DISPOSABLE DARTS 
(5 per package)
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PNED334 3ml x 3/4"..............$25.00
PNED534 5ml x 3/4"..............$27.00
PNED734      7ml x 3/4"...............$28.50
PNED1034    10ml x 3/4".............$29.00

call for 
avail

call for 
avail

RCC BLEND PREBIOTIC CALF 
BOLUS WITH PROCRYPT
(KeyAg)
To help aid with problems in calves 0-14 days of 
age with specific intestinal challenges manifesting 
in diarrhea characteristics. Give one bolus at birth 
or two thereafter during sickness. 
KAGRCCB 30 boluses.............$43.50

FIRST DEFENSE CALF
A single dose of First Defense 
provides a guaranteed level of 
protection proven to reduce
 mortality and morbidity from 
two major causes of calf scours. 
Directions: Administer 1 bolus within the first 12 
hours after birth. No slaughter withdrawal. OMRI 
listed and approved for organic operations, check 
with your certification agency.
FDEFENSE2         5 ds.......................$37.50
FDEFENSE1 1 ds gel...................$9.50

CAP-CHUR SS CARTRIDGE-FIRED RIFLE
Uses Cap Chur approved .22 blank power loads to propel medicated syringes, 
allowing you to treat or immobilize animals safely in the field or feedlot. Power 
loads maintain consistent propellant force from one use to the next. Rifle is 
effective from approximately 5 -25 yards, depending on power load strength 
and size of syringe used. After injecting, the syringe stays in place for a short 
time before falling out. Cartridge Fired Rifle has a stainless steel barrel to 
resist the corrosive properties of some antibiotics. Comes with practice darts. 
Case sold separately.
PCCSDG stainless steel........................................$650.00
PCCBDG blued.....................................................$580.00
PCCHC  gun case................................................$80.00

CAP-CHUR .22 BLANK POWER LOADS
Used to fire the syringe from a Cap Chur cartridge  fired gun.
A new Power Load is required each time you fire a syringe. 
PCCPL   50 count, power load 10-25 yards.............$18.50
PCCPLB  50 count, power load 5-20 yards.............$18.50

CALF SCOUR BOLUSES  

PNEU DART RIFLE AIR GUN – MODEL 178B 
DART GUN
The Model 178B is an air driven projector designed for the person who has limit-
ed or occasional use for an immobilizing projector. Its design is simple yet effec-
tive. PNE178B  10pumps, power load 2 feet to 40 yards.............$18.50
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60 ML JUMP-START PLUS
(Manna Pro) 
Jump-Start Plus is a unique paste in a high quality 
colostrum base with niacin, vitamins A, D & E and 
zinc.  The zinc is in the form of zinc sulfate and zinc 
proteinate (zinc chelate).  Will help to restore appe-
tite and bacterial balance following gastrointestinal 
upsets and fatigue situations.  Especially good for 
newborns.  Administer orally on back of tongue:  
Calves to long yearlings 10ml;  Adult cattle 20 ml.
CARJ60  60 ml, 8 calves........$10.00

Anti-diarrhea liquid in a very palatable base for 
oral administration.  Dosage may be repeated until 
condition improves.  Dosage:  Horses and cattle:  
6-10 oz. every 2 to 3 hours.  Colts and calves: 3 
to 4 oz. every 2 to 3 hours.  Dogs and cats: 1 to 3 
tablespoons every 1 to 3 hours.  No withdrawal.
DVTKP1  quart......................$7.25
DVTKP4  gallon....................$11.00 

Procrypt has selective binding properties that have 
been proven effective against major known patho-
gens and can be used in all livestock species and is 
safe for the environment. Pathogen-load reduction 
with multiple modes of action impacting pathogen 
Promotes liver health –reduces toxin load, improves 
liver function, reduces liver abscesses. Protects the 
gut and aids in prevention of leaky gut and prevents 
toxin absorption in small intestin. Higher IgG’s in 
colostrum, improved milk production and lower SCC
KAGPMS  .............................$35.00

ORAL CALF SCOUR
PREVENTION & TREATMENTS

KAOLIN PECTIN (Durvet) PROCRYPT MINERAL 
SUPPLEMENT – 4.5#

CALF GUARD (Zoetis)
A modified live virus for use in controlling rotavirus 
and coronavirus diarrhea in newborn calves. Give 
one 3 ml dose into back of calf's mouth.
SMKCG01 1 ds..........Call for Price

PROBIOTICS

Blend with starter or grower rations 
of beef cattle/calves according to 
directions.  10 gms per day to 
stocker-cattle. Feed dairy cows 
1 tsp. a day, adult horses 5 gms a
day and swine 2 lb per ton of feed.
PIN180R    5 lbs.......................$32.00

PROBIOS 18OR FEED 
GRANULES (CHR Hansen Inc.)

PROBIOS BOLUS 
(CHR Hansen Inc.)
Pre-shipment cattle and weaned calves under 400 
lbs 1/4 oz bolus; over 400 lbs 1/2 oz bolus.  New-
born calves, incoming feeder lambs, sheep showing 
persistent appetite loss, newborn lambs and kids, 
breeding ewes, and veal calves - 1/4 oz bolus as 
soon as possible.
PIN504  1/4 oz bolus, 50's...$27.00
PIN50  1/2 oz bolus, 50's...$46.00

A lactobacillus specially formulated for newborn 
dairy replacement and veal calves, incoming 
stocker-feeders & cows at calving & other critical 
periods.  Veal calves should receive 10 ml. orally 
on arrival or at evidence of a persistent loss of 
appetite, or after therapeutic antibiotic treatment to 
restore microbial balance in the digestive system.  
Available in a 60ml. syringe (will treat 6 calves) 
& in a 300ml. tube (will treat 30 calves).  Does 
not contain iron.
PIN60E  60 ml, 6 calves........$10.00
PIN300E        300 ml, 30 calves...$30.00

PROBIOS GEL w/ VITAMIN E 
(CHR Hansen Inc.)

PROBIOS 180 DISPERSIBLE 
POWDER (CHR Hansen Inc.)
Dairy and veal calves, foals - feed at the rate of 4 
gm per head per day (l lb per 100 head) for 28-30 
days.  Add to milk replacer just before feeding or 
use as a feed additive.
PINPWD  240 gm.................$12.00

For use with 300 gm Probios Oral Gel.
PINGUN  gun.......................$32.00 

PROBIOS APPLICATOR GUN

BISMUSAL SUSPENSION
(Durvet)
Bismusal is a palatable oral suspension for use and 
aid in the control of simple diarrhea. Administer 
orally after the first sign of diarrhea and after each 
loose bowel movement or as needed.
Calves & foal-3 to 4 oz., cattle & horses-6 to 10 oz.
DVTBIS4   gallon.................................$17.00

PROBIOTIC PLUS PASTE
A stabilized source of Lactic Acid Bacteria and cer-
tain vitamins to maintain normal health and growth.  
Use on any animal at times of stress, which can occur 
during ration changes, at birth, at weaning, during 
shipping or at weather changes.
Dosage: Newborn 5cc, Calves 10cc.
WEBPP80 80cc........................$11.25
WEBPP300 300cc......................$30.00

EZ+ CALF AID
Supports & aids the natural immune system and 
reduces the risk of infectious (scours) problems that 
calves are subjected to in the early stages of their 
life. Administer 30cc in individual doses or drench. 
APTEZCA16 16 oz (16 ds)...........$45.00
APTEZCA32 1 liter (33 ds)..........$75.00
APTEZCA4 Gallon (128 ds).......$250.00
APEDRENCH 30 ml drencher........$39.50

EZ+ CALF START
Supports the absorption of oxygen to carry vitamins, 
minerals and valued properties  of herbs to aid & 
support the newborn calves' natural body functions. 
Administer immediately after birth. 
APTEZCS1 1 oz paste................$5.50
APTEZCS16 16 oz  (16 ds)..........$45.00
APTEZCS32 32 ds.......................$75.00
APTEZCS4 Gal (128 ds)............$249.00
APEDRENCH 30ml drencher.........$39.50

BOVINE ECOLIZER + C (Novartis)
Clostridium Perfringens Type C Antitox-
in-Escherichia Coli Antibody.  
For use in newborn calves as an 
aid in the prevention of disease 
caused by overeating Type C & 
K99 E-Coli.  Administer 20ml 
orally to calves less than 12 hours 
old.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
GLAEC1  1 ds.........................$12.00
GLAEC10 5 ds.........................$49.00
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EZ + CALF TRANSITION 
SUPPORT (APT, LLC.)
Directly counteracts the negative consequences of 
physiological stress reaction. Helps transitions ani-
mals through periods of required handling. Increases 
appetite and water consumption after stressful events. 
Provides vital nutrients. Aids weight gain. Supports 
immune system and fights sickness. Increases vaccine 
efficacy. Administer 30cc
APTEZT32    liter............................$65.00
APTEZT4 gallon......................$169.00

TRI-PECTATE
Stimulate enzymes and improve appetite. Assist in 
the digestive process. Provides energy and improves 
absorption of electrolytes. DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 
Orally feed 30 ml syringe to calf.  May be repeated 
as necessary.
VBNTPP 30ml syringe..................................$6.95

FIRST DEFENSE TRI-SHIELD
Only USDA approved product proven to aid in the 
prevention of calf scours caused by K99 piliated 
Escherichia coli, coronavirus and rotavirus. Provides 
immediate and lasting immunity for newborn calves.  
Ingredients meet NOP/USDA standards for use on 
organic farms. No slaughter withhold.
FDEFENSE 1 dose tube................$13.75

SX CALF ORAL ELECTROLYTE
A novel electrolyte solution fed to calves suffering 
from dehydration. Rehydrates calves in as little as 6 
hours. contains at least four compounds not found in 
other products on the market. These compounds act 
synergistically with each other to normalize the flora 
of the gut and promote rapid rehydration of the animal.
ECOSX5  5 ds...........................$42.50
ECOSX10  10 ds.........................$75.00

EXCEL PRO STOCKER ALL NAT-
URAL BOLUS (Key Ag)
Excell Pro Custom Stocker Bolus contains egg 
protein technology, Procrypt and Excell prebiotic 
fermentation product to promote healthy gut bacteria. 
Helps Aid In Acidosis. Can Be Given In Conjunction 
With Antibotics To Help Keep Cattle On Feed
KAGEPSB 35 boluses..................$32.50

EXCEL PRO BIND
(Key Ag)
Contains Procrypt which has selective binding prop-
erties that have been proven effective against major 
known pathogens. For Optimum results administer 
to cows during stress periods and calves at birth and 
following stress periods . 
KAGEPB60 60 gm 4 dose...............$9.25
KAGEPB300 300 gm 20 dose............$11.75

EXCELL ALL NATURAL PASTE
(Key Ag)
Excell All-Natural Paste a Prebiotic Supplement to 
use as needed during times of intestinal challenges 
including acidosis, bloating & antibiotic treatments.  
KAGEANP60 60 gm 4 dose...............$3.50
KAGEANP300 300 gm 20 dose............$16.75
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 SPOT LIGHTS

REMOTE CONTROL 
SPOT LIGHT 
Programmable wireless 
remote, suction cup & 
magnetic mount shoe.  15’ 
cord with cigarette plug for 
12V DC. WATERPROOF
GLTLITE..........................................$350.00

STREAMLIGHT WAYPOINT 
Features a pistol-grip handle and 
an integrated stand for precise 
scene lighting.  Powered by 4 
“C” batteries (not included) 
or 12V DC power cord 
(included). WATERPROOF

SWPTYEL...........................................$75.00

COW HIP LIFT
Completely adjustable to fit any 
size of cattle.  Large rings are 
placed over pelvic bones and 
tightened by turning crank.  Chain 
is placed into ring at top of lift.  Animal can 
then be raised w/loader.  A must for downed 
cows, calving, paralysis or prolapsed uterus. 
“Made in Montana”  
HMRHIPLOC hip lock................$190.00

CALVING SUPPLIES

CALVING  SUPPLIES

SURGICAL SOAP
A multiple use concentrated antibacterial soap 
for use as a surgical cleanser, OB preparation, 
skin cleanser, or shampoo.  Will eliminate ma-
nure and urine odor from clothing.  Excellent 
lubricant for pregnancy checking or A.I. use. 
Moisturizes and conditions dry skin.
STNSOAP4 gallon....................$69.00

SUTURE
Braunamid.  Braunamid thread is consider-
ably more flexible than the monofil sutures.  
Knot-pull tensile strength substantially 
exceeds USP requirements.  Knot-holding 
ability is excellent because of its inner poly 
filament structure.  Non-capillary, sterilized.  
Available in 2 thicknesses, #0 and #3.  Both 
come w/needles.
60” #0 w/ smaller 1/2” circle suture  needle 
(cutting edge), calves or pigs
JGL91KA.............................................$  8.00
60” #3 w/ extra large 1/2” circle suture  needle 
(cutting edge), cattle. 
JGL91KB.............................................$  8.00
 60” #3 w/ 2 1/2” circle suture needle (cutting 
edge), horses
JGL91KD.............................................$  8.00
JGL913       #3 Braunamid Cassette. 
      50 meters........................$42.00

7 1/2 % POVIDONE-IODINE 
SURGICAL SCRUB
A cleanser for pre-operative and post-operative 
skin washing. Used routinely, it also aids in the 
prevention of infection in cuts, scratches, abra-
sions, and burns.  Non-staining to skin, hair and 
natural fabrics.  Add water to approximately 
one tablespoon of scrub.  Work mixture into a 
rich lather.  Cleanse specific area thoroughly.  
Rinse with clean water.
FNMPOVS1 quart.....................$13.50
FNMPOVS4 gallon....................$28.00

Dr. BUHNER’S PROLAPSE 
NEEDLE
12” long, stainless steel prolapse needle with 
large eye, for use with umbilical tape.
JGL26S.................................................$25.00 

SUTURE NEEDLES
Round Bodied Needle.  The body of this 
needle tapers down to a fine point, permitting 
minimum tissue damage.  The needle is flat-
tened in the middle, thus ensuring a firm grip 
for the needle holder.  This needle is especially 
suitable for soft tissue.  Available in 1/2 circle 
and 3/8 circle.
MSFSN..................................................$2.75
Reverse Cutting Needle.  The triangular, 
reverse cutting needle is intended for suturing 
tough tissue.  The three edges run over the 
entire length of the needle and give the needle 
holder a firm grip.  Available in 1/2 circle, 3/8 
circle, straight and  S shaped.
MSFSN..................................................$2.75 

CALF WARMERS
Now you can choose between 110 volt and 220 
volt calf warmers. Place cold calf or calves into 
box and close the lid. Allow calf to dry entirely.  
One of the best features is that the heat blown 
into these warmers is allowed to flow around 
the entire calf and dry it completely underneath.  
The 220 volt heaters will dry a calf in 45 min.-1 
hour, while the 110 volt heater will dry a calf in 
approximately 3 hours. Depending on outside 
temperatures.

We are offering our 220 volt heaters for sale 
separately.  We like a 220 volt heater vs. a 110 
heater as the 220 is more efficient and dries a 
calf considerably faster than 110.   

CALVING SUPPLIES

CALF WARMERS

COW HIP LIFT

Blue/Yellow 220 volt calf warmer w/ heater. 
Now bigger with side door and removable lid 
which doubles as a sled 
EWCWAR220......................$875.00

PROPANE HEATER
If the 220 volt heater won’t work for you, a 
propane heater is available for the yellow calf 
warmer only.
ZTEPB propane heater only, 
(for yellow warmer only)....................$750.00

GERLACH NEEDLE
6” long needle with large eye.  For use with 
umbilical tape and on sheep.
JGL26....................................................$18.50

Red/Yellow 110 
volt calf warmer 
complete w/heater.  
Requires 3 times 
more drying time 
than the 220 volt
EWCWAR110
................$600.00
  

(Holds 1-2 calves)
  (size 48” L x 24” W)

(size 36” x 24”. 80 lbs.)
(Holds 1-2 calves)

CATGUT 
#3 Gut Chromic.  50 meters
JGL91C3 50 m.....................$140.00 
 

UMBILICAL TAPE  
A suture braided from extra soft polyester.  
Soft, strong and silky.  Used where strength 
and durability of suture are necessary.  Comes 
in 20 yard lengths.
JGL25UA 1/8” x 20 yds.........$10 .00
JGL25UB 3/8” x 20 yds..........$13.00
JGL25UC 1/4” x 20 yds..........$12.50

220V HEATER

EZ BOVINE FLUSH
Formulated to reduce the risk of bateria and 
fungal infections in uteruses to aid in healing. 
This product has been shown not to create 
scaring of the uterine lining. This flush can be 
infused or flushed and aids in low grade infec-
tion reduction. No with hold of milk required. 
Has been shown to reduce the time of re-breeds. 
Aids in increasing conception rates.
APTEZBF2 2 oz..........................$5.00
APTEZBF16 16 oz......................$21.50
APTEZBF32 32 oz......................$36.00

ZTEHEAT  
(for  yellow & blue/yellow warmers)..$275.00
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For red warmer only 
EWC110H..........................................$100.00

110V HEATER

HEATERS

LED SPOTLIGHT with REMOTE 
trongest and hardest working 
spotlight yet, made of magnesium alloy 
and includes metal parts (not plastic)  
PAPX60L..........................$380.00

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday
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BAG BALM
Antiseptic ointment to reduce 
congestion in the udder and 
for chapped teats, superficial 
scratches abrasions, windburn, 
and sunburn. 
BSSBALM 1 oz.........................$6.00
BSSBALM08 8 oz, tube................$7.50
BSSBALM45 4 1/2 lb, tub............$42.00

CALF PULLERS

CALVING  SUPPLIES
UDDER SALVES

DR. NAYLOR UDDER BALM

DR. FRANK’S 
The most dependable and best liked calf pull-
er has stood the test of time.  Provides even, 
constant tension when delivering calves.  No 
gears or cables to rust and tension is released 
with the press of a lever. Comes in two section, 
screw-together shaft.   Can be disassembled for 
easy storage.  23” breechen is wide enough for 
even large cows.  Complete w/nylon back strap 
and 45” chain. Made in U.S.A.
IDN3003  screw rods............$205.00
  

RATCHET STYLE 
For difficult calving. New design, easy to op-
erate, sturdy. Special 2 piece shaft for storing. 
Extra long: 77 inches. Precision made grooves 
to guarantee against slippage.  With the one 
handle you can move the two separate hooks al-
ternately and in this manner, pull first one limb 
and then with the next movement of the handle, 
the other.  The most difficult presentation can be 
zig-zagged out in this manner.   Heavy gauge 
100% zinc plated components for long rust-free 
operation. OB chains sold separately. 20.9 lbs.
STNCPULL.......................................$239.00

STONE (STANDARD)
Sturdy Power Pull calf puller features heavy 
duty cable come-a-long with 9’ galvanized steel 
aircraft cable.  Specially designed grab-hook 
bites chain at any point.  Easily detachable 
power pull with chain allows alternate uses or 
convenience in stall calving.  Features strong 
aluminum alloy breech spanner plus thick 
walled nickel plated tubular steel rod with two 
sections.  Slip joint for easy assembly.  Includes 
heavy, washable web-strap.  OB chains sold 
separately.  24 lbs.
STNXPULR calf puller.............$325.00
STNXPPUL power pull only...$220.00

CALVING CHAINS

CORONA OINTMENT
For minor wounds, burns, 
chapping, and sores.  Apply 
thick protective coating on 
affected area at least once daily, 
cleaning before each application.  
CORC02  2 oz. tube.................$3.50
CORC07  7 oz. tube.................$11.00
CORC14  14 oz. tub................$14.75
CORC36  36 oz. jar................$27.00

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

The modern antiseptic wound 
dressing ointment, combining 
the bacteriostatic action of 
Oxyquinolin with the softening 
properties of Lanolin, Menthol 
and essential oils.  Aids in 
maintaining natural skin moisture, relieves 
soreness, keeps udder and teats soft.
NAYUBALM 9 oz.........................$8.00

DURACREAM+ALOE+VIT ADE
Recommended for use on teats, 
udders, hands and other skin
areas that are exposed to frequent 
washing and temperature 
changes.  Ethyl dihydroxypropyl 
PABA acts as a sunscreen for 
udders and teats during hot weather exposure.  
DVTDC16 16 oz.......................$6.00
DVTDC4LB 4 lb........................$18.00 
 
 

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

We Deliver!

Call to find out when a sales rep 
will be in your area!
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CHAINS
Nickel plated.  Available in 30”, 45” 
and 60” lengths.
IDN3100   .   30”....................$7.00
IDN3102       45”....................$9.00
IDN3101       60”....................$9.00 
 

HEAVY DUTY CALF SLED
Constructed of tough, rugged polyethylene.  
Designed to pull with ease over snow, mud, 
hay etc.  Ideal for hauling lambs, calves, wood, 
hay or kids. Assorted colors available.  

CALF SLEDS

EWCSLED.........$75.00
(2’ x 4’ x 12” deep)

EWCSLHD.........$90.00
Chore & Calf Sled, Heavy duty
             (56”x28”x14” deep)

Cannot UPS this size

SUN-TAG CALF SLED
Designed so the cow can see and smell her calf 
while it is safely in the sled. Unique design 
is both safe and user friendly. It allows you 
to move a newborn calf to a desired location 
with a minimal amount of effort and a high 
emphasis on safety. SUN-TAG SLED is 
manufactured in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
Canada and is made with new – not regrind 
– medium density polyethylene. This is very 
durable for harsh winters right from the mud 
to the extreme cold.
STSLED.............................................$180.00
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MILK REPLACER W/ CITRISTIM
22% protein, 15% fat
PVSCMILK           50 lb....................$69.00
Non Medicated 
22% protein, 20% fat. 
PUR1459900 50lb.................$78.50

CALF SNARE
Useful in difficult births for pulling
a retracted head forward or for 
preventing the head from turning
back during delivery.  The steel cable 
is slipped behind calf’s ears and snugged around head 
by sliding yoke under the chin.  26” cable length.
IDN274  calf snare...............$35.00

ORAL CALF FEEDERS 
(Durvet)  
A collapsible 2 1/2 liter bag 
with special lexan probe.  Has 
an on/off flow clamp, special 
cold temperature, resistant 
plastic that will not crack and 
graduated markings both in liters 
and quarts
DVTFEEDER      2 1/2 liters........$13.50
(Jorgensen)  
A practical, easy-to-use tool to help save baby calves 
suffering from dehydration or scours.  Plastic, 2 
quart bottle.
MGR50PL     plastic probe..........$10.00
MGR50SS     SS probe................$25.00
MGRCALFN  nipple for Magrath
         fluid feeder..........$3.00

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

CALFTERIA PAIL
Galvanized 8 quart bucket 
in heavy gauge metal.  Valve 
designed to remove all the 
milk from the bottom of the 
pail. Attached hanger bracket 
suspends bucket on the fence.
RHN4500..............$16.50

CALVING  SUPPLIES

TRIODINE-7 IODINE
Antiseptic.  Apply to navels of newborn animals, 
insect bites, bruises or abrasions.
DVTTRI7  pint.........................$13.00
DVTTRI732 quart.......................$23.00
DVTTRI74 gallon.....................$80.00
GENTLE IODINE
Use as topical antiseptic prior to surgical procedures 
such as castrating and docking.  Also used for ring-
worm, footrot, teat sores, minor cuts, bruises and 
abrasions.  May be applied to the navels of newborn 
animals.  16 oz. comes complete with spray pumper. 
DVTIDSPRA 16 oz. spray...........$ 6.00
DVTIDREF gallon....................$15.00
  

HEAT LAMPS & HOLDERS
Clip-on lamp has 6’ electrical cord and bulb protector.  
Bulbs have an average life of 5,000 hours.  Red bulbs 
are water resistant.
RHN5301  clear(250 watt)..........$2.95
RHN5302  red (250 watt)............$4.95
RHNHOLDER holder.......................$10.00

PRIMA HEAT LAMP
Common heat lamps are often 
blamed for barn fires and 
overheating this lamp is better in 
every way, strength, safety, protective guard, and 
hanging system.
PRMHOLDER.........................................$53.00

CALF BOTTLES & HOLDER
Two quart capacity.  The sanitary way to feed calves.  
Bottle holder is coated and rustproof.  Bottles are 
heavy quality.
DVTCALFB   bottle + snap-on nipple...........$4.95
DVTCALFN   snap-on nipple only................$1.95
DVTCALFH   bottle holder...........................$5.95
MLRCALFB   bottle + screw-on nipple........$4.95
MLRCALFN   screw-on nipple only.............$1.95
MLRCAP        cap only for 
  screw-on nipple............$0.95
WADEZENIP  green snap-on nipple..............$2.50

DISINFECTANTS

RHN4500  8 quart...................$16.50
RHN45002 nipple only.............$ 4.75
RHN45003 valve only..............$ 4.25
RHN45007 rubber washer only...$  .50
Polyethylene bucket.  Attached hanger bracket 
suspends bucket on fence.
FTXCPAIL complete...............$16.50

CHLORHEXIDINE SOLUTION 2%
Virucidal, bactericidal, fungicidal concentrate for use 
in the disinfection of equipment and premises.  1 oz. 
makes 1 gallon final solution.
DVTCHLOR 16 oz.....................$ 8.00
DVTCHLOR4 gallon....................$12.00

SULCEM..........$21.50

CALF EAR MUFFS
Very easy to slip on, stays in 
place with velcro.

ORPHAN NO MORE
A granular powder used to graft orphan calves.  Rub 
on calf and on mother’s nose.  12 ounce container 
does approximately 6 calves.
MGRONOMO 12 oz.......................$13.00

CUT AID
Apply light mist to wounds, fungus 
wounds, fungal infections, castrating, 
ear infections, ringworm, incisions, cut 
teats or burns.  Promotes natural healing.  
Minimizes proud flesh.  Fast healing and 
highly effective.

HERD BOOKS
Very helpful in keeping records
on calving and breeding.  Will fit 
in shirt pocket so you will always 
know where it is.  Handy when the
calves start hitting the ground.
NSWRB  red herd book
                      w/calendar.................$7.50
NSWBOOK spiral bound..............$7.50

10% POVIDONE-IODINE 
SOLUTION
A topical antiseptic, equivalent to beta-
dine, to aid in the prevention of infection.  
Film-forming, virtually non-irritating and 
non-staining to skin, hair and natural 
fabrics.  Apply full-strength as often as 
needed.  Wet area thoroughly to insure 
complete coverage and penetration but 
avoid “pooling”.

NOLVASAN
Virucidal, bactericidal, fungicidal 
concentrate for use in the disinfection of 
equipment and premises.  
1 oz. makes 1 gallon final solution.
FTDNOSANS 
pint, scented..........................$35.00
FTDNOSAN 
gallon, non-scented...............$89.75 
 

FNMPOV1 quart......................$13.50
FNMPOV4 gallon....................$26.50

APTEZCUT2 2 oz......$12.50
APTEZCUT8 8 oz......$22.50

NAVEL-GUARD (Key Ag)
Fast acting, broad spectrum and long lasting.  Uses 
isopropyl alcohol to rapidly dry out naval and uses 
food grade dye for identification.  Non-hazardous, 
eliminating the cost of transporting, storing and 
documenting a hazardous material associated with 
products with over 2% tinctured iodine.  Pour 15ml of 
navel-guard into non-return type dipper and immerse 
entire cord in solution (dip navel, do not spray).  
Discard remaining dip after each naval.
KAGNG2  quart......................$12.00
KAGNG  gallon....................$45.00
SUPER 7 ULTRA NAVEL CARE
An umbilical or dry-out and protective 
solution for newborn animals.  This 
effective and completely safe 
formula has been developed strictly 
for the purpose of animal umbilical 
cord dry-out. Non-Toxic.
VETS716  16 oz...........................$12.00
VETS732  32 oz...........................$18.00
VETS74  gallon..........................$45.00
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PEACH TEAT HAND HELD 
BOTTLE
2 qt with handle built in. Comes with
a Peach Teat Threaded Nipple
JBVPTHHN................$16.25

STANDARD NURSE 
BOTTLE
JBVPTNS   2qt.............$13.50

PINK THREADED NIPPLE
Can be pulled through Peach Teat
feeders. Designed to be 
pulled through a 7/8” hole.
JBVPTTP..................$5.00

SINGLE PEACH TEAT 
BUCKET
JBVPT1   6qt...........$18.00

SAN GUARD - 61
Innovative concentrated antimicrobial “one stop acid 
wash” and final rinse of feed/food contact equipment 
and barn/pen wash using DK-II technology. When 
used properly is eliminates hazardous causetic from 
wash step, hazardous acids and numerous rinses 
saving the producer time, water, energy & labor. 
Non toxiz, Non hazardous. Lab testing: e coli, 
Salmonella, Mycroplasma bovis, Cryptosporidium, 
Strep. Uberus, Listeria, Staph. Areus.
KAGSG61 gallon......................$30.00

NURSING BOTTLE
Ergonomically designed for ease of handling. 
Round shape allows for easier faster and more 
effective cleaning compared to square bottles. 
Available with Snap-on or Screw-on nipples. 
Made from high-density polyethylene.
COT15227       snap on w/ bottle..........$5.00
COT15265       snap on nipple only......$2.75
COT15247       screw on w/ bottle........$5.00
COT15275       screw on nipple only....$2.75
COT15301       bottle holder.................$10.00
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High energy formula is formulated to achieve max-
imum fluid absorption plus
provide more energy than any 
other commercial rehydration 
formulas.  For calves, mix 1 packet 
in 2 quarts of warm water and 
administer orally 2 to 3 times daily.
SMKLGHE       178 gm (1 ds)...Call for price
  

BioProtein calf boluses, paste and
energy packs are designed for use
in all newborn beef and dairy 
calves and cattle to supplement the 
cows colostrum.  They contain a  special formulation 
of lactic acid-producing bacteria, dried milk protein, 
lactase enzymes and dried egg solids to aid in fighting 
disease, minimize intestinal infections and enhance 
appetite and digestion.  Increases energy levels.
DVTDEP  50gm energy pack..$ 7.00
DVTDCB  50’s calf boluses....$45.00
DVTDP  60 gm paste...........$10.00
DVTDCOL colostrum..............$12.00

CALVING  SUPPLIES
COLOSTRUM 

SUPPLEMENTS
ELECTROLYTE

SOLUTIONS

COLOSTRUM BOLUSES
& POWDER
Contains freeze dried colostrum plus lactobacillus 
and Vitamins A, D & E.  Administer 1 teaspoon after 
birth in milk or milk replacer.  Continue administra-
tion of product as long as calves are on milk replacer.
KAECPWD 18 oz......................$15.00
Administer one bolus at birth.  One bolus twice 
daily as needed.
KAEC25  25’s.......................$12.00

COLOSTRUM SUPPLEMENT
(Manna Pro)

ENTROLYTE H.E. (Zoetis)

C & E CALF BOLUS, PASTE,  
ENERGY PACK, COLOSTRUM 
(C & E Agri Products)

An appetite stimulator/first 
milk supplement containing 
special proteins, vitamins and lactic acid-producing 
bacteria to help get newborn calves up and nursing 
as soon as possible.  Calves then receive the benefits 
they need from mother’s colostrum. Administer as 
soon after birth as possible.
STECALF 30ml tube (1 dose)..$  8.75

COLOSTRUM 
SUPPLEMENTS

ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS

BCP FIRST COLOSTRUM
BCP First Colostrum is indicated 
for use in neonatal calves as an aid 
in the transfer of passive immunity, 
and as an aid in the prevention of 
severe diarrhea and death associated 
with K99 E-Coli in neonatal calves. Benefits include, 
higher protein source from BCP First Colostrum 
because IGG’s are higher, resulting in calf having 
a better chance of achieving optimum health. High 
vitamin levels result in stronger bones, better immune 
system and a healthier calf. Lactic acid helps the 
digestive system take in food stuffs from the mother 
and to better assimilate this feed intake resulting in 
a better growing calf and higher weights at weaning.
DVVCOL  1 ds.........................$13.50

COLOSTRX PLUS 
(Agri Labortatories) 

CALF MANNA
Excellent source of protein and energy.  
Easily digestible, improves gain, feed 
efficiency, stress reduction, and bloom.  
Includes everything from amino acids for 
growth and production to yeast to aid in 
digestion.  Real tasty!  
CARMANA50   50 lb............$35.00

EZ+ LYTES

APTEZL16 16 oz......................$32.50
APTEZL32 1 liter.....................$46.50

Formula 911 is a unique product 
which provides benefits exceeding 
most other nutritional supplements. 
Designed to supplement the 
nutrient intake of the young animal.  High energy is 
released in a timely manner; gentle fiber vitamins, 
trace mineral and enzymes; natutally occurring mi-
croorganisms and other helpful ingredients to provide 
nutrients to immature animals.  Can be fed by bottle 
feeding, pail feeding, and drenching. 
DVTF911  1 ds.........................$4.00
     20/more...................$3.25/ea.

ELECTROLYTE FORMULA 

CARCS  1 ds..........................$15.00

For animals when stressed or  weakened.   
Supports appetite and water consumption. 
Oxygen activated electrolytic vitamin, trace 
mineral formulation. For all livestock. Aids 
in balancing bodily fluids.

EXCELL PRO FIRST FEEDING 
COLOSTRUM SUPPLEMENT 
(Key Ag) 
First Feeding Plus with Six Specific IgY Immuno-
globulins Excell Pro First Feeding provides newborn 
calves with the correct ingredients as supplied by 
mother nature.  This formula contains a source of 
species specific microencapsulated direct fed live 
microorganisms that aid in reducing undesirable 
bacteria in the intestinal tract.
KAGEPFFCS 1 dose.....................$13.00

NOURISH BEEF (Lifeline) 

Colostrum supplement provides a 
supplemental source of colostrum 
with other essential nutrients for 
newborn calves, foals, lambs, and 
piglets that are unable to nurse or 
do not receive an adequate quantity or quality of 
maternal colostrum.

NURSEMATE (Sterling)

APC60085 1.1lb......................$27.00

Immediate energy support.  Delivers 
Viamins A, D, E, trace minerals, 
amino acids & glucose in minutes.  
Increase weight gain, vital energy 
before, during & after shipping. 
Energy boost for newborn calves, 
improves antibiotic/vaccine response and enables 
the scouring calf to retain critical nutrients.  No 
withdrawal. Give orally. 1 oz (30cc) per 100 lbs.  
Maximum of 1 treatment every 8 hours, as needed.
BOVCD  pint.......................$21.75
BOVCD1  quart.....................$33.50
BOVCD4  gallon...................$85.00
DUM30D  30cc syringe 
          w/drencher............$15.00

BEEF NUTRI-DRENCH 
(BoviDr Labs)

The only colostrum replacer made 
especially for beef calves.  Replaces 
colostrum when beef calves are 
orphaned, abandoned twins, or just 
didn’t get up to suckle.  A single 
feeding provides 100 grams of 
globulin protein plus added fat and 
carbohydrates for an optional start.  For best results, 
must be fed within the first 24 hours following birth.  
Mix 1 package into 1.5 quarts of warm water.  Stir 
well to ensure complete dispersal.  Feed to calf in 
one feeding via nipple feeder or esophageal feeder 
as soon as possibe following birth.

Provides 55 grams of globulin protein 
and other essential nutrients to 
supplement maternal colostrum.  Add 
one package (454g) to 1.5 quarts of lukewarm water 
or colostrum and stir until mixed. Administer as a first 
feeding within 6 hours of birth, then follow normal 
feeding program.
AGLCLPLUS 1 lb........................$14.50

RE-SORB (Zoetis)
Oral rehydration treatment with 
potassium citrate to replace lost 
fluids in scouring calves.  Provides 
other electrolytes, glucose and glycine.  Give orally 
in solution at the first signs of scours.  For 2 days feed 
in place of milk; then reduce quantity and mix with 
milk for 2 more days.  Also used as a preventitive 
for newly purchased calves. Mix 1 pkt with 2 quarts 
water for 1 feeding.
SMKRESORB 2 quart........Call for Price

PROTECT BEEF (Lifeline) 
The only colostrum supplement made 
especially for beef calves.  Formulated 
with added fat and carbohydrates that 
provide the burst of energy beef calves 
born in harsh conditions need to stand 
and suckle on their own.  Fed in 
addition to maternal colostrum.  Also 
provides 50 grams of globulin protein, plus essential 
nutrients for an optimal start.  For best results, should 
be fed within the first 24 hours following birth.  Mix 
1 package into 1.5 quarts of warm water.  Stir well to 
ensure complete dispersal.  Feed the entire mixture in 
a single feeding via nipple feeder or esophageal feeder 
within 2 hours following birth.  A second feeding 
should be given 98 to 12 hours after the first feeding.

APC60095 1lb.........................$12.00
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STAMINA CALF ELECTROLYTE
Contains essential levels of energy, electrolytes, min-
erals, buffers, glycine, vitamin E and probiotics. It has 
been developed for rapid recovery from dehydration. 
The use of this product is also effective in preventing 
dehydration during periods of stress or transportation.
STPCEP04 4 oz...........................$ 6.00

EXCEL PRO OSMO 400 ELEC-
TROLYTE – 1125GM 15 DS
Formulated to provide the ideal balance
and levels of mineral electrolytes,
glycine, dextrose and alkalizing agents
for optimum rehydration and replacement therapy!
KAGOSMO400 15 doses....................$ 59.00
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CHAINS
Nickel plated.  Available in 30”, 45” 
and 60” lengths.
IDN3100   .   30”....................$7.00
IDN3102       45”....................$9.00
IDN3101       60”....................$9.00

HOOF CALF WEIGH TAPE
A revolutionary way to figure 
the birth weight of a newborn 
calf.  No more hauling around 
a scale or other related devices. 
Saves a person’s back since there is no more 
lifting calves on scales.  Measure around area 
just above the front hoof and tape will reveal 
the weight of calf.  The calf tape has been 
field tested for years and has been found to be 
accurate.  A must for every cow-calf producer.
CBNCTH............................................$10.50

CALVING  SUPPLIES
CALVING SUPPLIES CALVING SUPPLIES

CALF SLING
The Fastweigh calf sling is used primarily for 
weighing newborn calves and can be used with 
our hanging scales.  It is designed for hauling 
calves without getting manure and “calf slime” 
on your clothes.  The sling is made of steel 
and heavy rot-proof vinyl coated tarp.  The 
Fastweigh calf sling will last many seasons.
GIBSLING      sling..........................$  70.00
GIBBAR           adjustable weigh bar.$120.00
  

Spring Scale
(Not included)

Adjusta-bar

Hitch Attachment

T-handle

T-handle

KOEHN KALF KATCH
The Koehn Kalf Katch is quicker and easier 
than a rope.  Catches them the first try and 
can be used on up to a 200 lb. calf.  The shaft 
adjusts from 5 to 10 feet.  It’s lightweight and 
fits behind the pickup seat.
KHNHOOK Kalf Katch.............$61.50
KHNHCR        replacement hook.$11.50
  

GLOVES
Our OB gloves are all shoulder length and 
one size fits all.
JGL100  100’s clear..............$20.00
IDNG10  10’s clear................$  3.00
IDNGL100 100’s......................$11.50
IDNGLOVE 100’s clear..............$15.00
IDNBS100 100 red..................$12.00
SMIGLGR 100’s green............$20.00
Super shoulder protection
JGL300  50’s yellow............$25.00
Disposable 5-finger wrist length glove.  
Made of 1 1/4 mil polyethylene (pkg. 100 
per box)
APEGLOVES sm. (5 1/2-6 1/2).....$16.00
APEGLOVEM med. (6 1/2-7 1/2)...$16.50
APEGLOVEL lg. (7 1/2-9)............$16.50
APEGLOVEXL x-large (10+)..........$16.50
 

LUBE
For use as a lubricant of operator’s hands and 
arms in obstetrical work and vaginal and rectal 
examinations.  May also be used as a lubricant 
for catheters and stomach tubes.  Non-sper-
micidal.
DVTLUB4 gallon.....................$12.00
  

J-LUBE POWDER
J-Lube is a concentrated powder that 
dissolves easily in water and is a very 
effective obstetrical lubricant.  J-Lube
is completely inert and non-irritating. 
10 oz. plastic bottle makes 6 to 
8 gallons of lubricant.
JGL109       10 oz. powder....$16.00

ELASTRATOR TOOL AND 
RINGS
Aluminum pliers for applying rubber bands to 
dock and castrate newborn calves and lambs.
IDNETOOL tool w/plastic coated  
  handle...................$10.00
IDNPTOOL premium tool.........$23.00

STRAPS
Nylon OB straps spread tension over wider area 
on calf’s leg to prevent fractures.
MGR100      45” nylon web, 4 rings,
  5/8” wide................$8.00
MGR430S         30” nylon web, 2 rings,
  1” wide...................$5.00
MGR436CS 52” nylon web w/12”
  chain, 2 rings,
  1” wide...................$10.00
MGR460S 60” nylon web, 2 rings,
  1” wide...................$7.00

CHLORHEXIDINE SCRUB 2%
A mild scrub containing Chlorhexidine Gluco-
nate 2% that exhibits bacterial activity against 
a wide range of micro-organisms.  Generic of 
Nolvasan Scub.
DVTCSCRUB gallon....................$35.00

HOOK DOCTOR
The Hook Doctor is the first and only product 
of its kind!  It was designed with the progres-
sive cattleman in 
mind to safely and 
humanely control an 
animal’s head by 
hooking the animal’s 
cheek.  Use the 
Hook Doctor for 
routine procedures 
like tagging, mouth- 
ing, administering 
boluses and catching 
or sorting calves.
RTYHOOKCC ....................................$42.50

HANDLES
Hook is designed to grasp chain  firmly at any 
length.  Available in stainless steel and nickel 
finish.
WIM1032     stainless steel.......$15.00

WIM1032 IDN3104

IDN3104    OB handle............$11.00

NOLVASAN SURGICAL SCRUB
Antimicrobial skin and wound cleanser contain-
ing 2% (w/v) chlorhexidine acetate in a stable 
detergent base.  Rinse area to be cleansed with 
clean water.  Apply 1-5 ml of 
Nolvasan Surgical Scrub to the area 
and wash with a sponge or brush 
for 2-4 minutes.  It may be necessary 
to apply additional water to obtain 
adequate sudsing.  Wipe away excess 
foam  with sterile sponge. 
Call For Availability
FTDNSCRUBS pint.......................$40.00
FTDNSCRUB  gallon..................$139.00

TRUE BLUE NITRILE 
GLOVES 
Powder-free nitrile gloves 
provide superior protection, 
durability and sensitivity. 100 per box.
IDNNWGS small.......................$21.50 
IDNNWGM medium..................$21.50 
IDNNWGL large........................$21.50 
IDNNWGXL X-large...................$26.50 
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EZ+ GEL LUBE
Non greasy, water based, non-spermicidal lube.  
APTEZLUB16 16 oz....................$15.00
APTEZLUB4 Gallon..................$52.50

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT

ORDER ONLINE!
www.WesternRanchSupply.com

E-Z HANG SCALE
Multi-use farm scale you can hang 
anywhere. The round face of 
the scale is marked clearly. Use it 
to weigh feed, animals, grain, etc. 
The scales come with two nickel-
plated hooks and is very easy to adjust. These 
scales are not legal for commercial trade uses.
SUN8910 110 lbs..............$55.00
SUN8920       220 lbs.............$65.00 
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For the control and treatment
of bacterial enteritis (scours) 
and bacterial pneumonia in 
swine.  Animals should 
receive 10 mg/lb. of body 
weight daily for 3-5 days.  
5 oz. of Duramycin-324 
dissolved in 1,000 ml 
(approximately 34 fl. oz.) of warm water will 
provide a stock solution of 100 mg of Duramycin 
activity per ml.  The stock solution, when metered 
at approximately one ounce per gallon, will produce 
drinking water containing 2,957 mg of Duramycin 
per gallon.  Do not administer within 4 days of 
slaughter for swine.
DVTTM5D 5 lb........................$145.00 
 

Indicated for use in the 
treatment of swine arthritis, 
swine pneumonia, swine 
erysipelas and acute swine 
dysentery.  Inject IM twice a day 
not to exceed 3 days.  Do not 
administer within 14 days of
slaughter for swine.    
ELOTY25 250 ml.................$44.50
ELOTY50 500 ml.................$72.00

Indicated for the treatment of 
arthritis and mycoplasma 
pneumonia in swine.  Inject IM 
once daily for 3-7 days as needed.  
Do not administer within 48 hours 
of slaughter for swine. 
"Call for availability"
UPJL300  300 mg/ml............$40.00
               (1 ml/60 lbs. body weight)

For use in baby pigs under 4 weeks 
of age for the treatment and control 
of scours.  Pigs under 10 lbs. 1 pump 
(1 ml) twice a day.  Pigs over 10 lbs. 
2 pumps (2 ml) twice a day.  
Treatment may be continued twice 
a day for 3-5 days.  Do not administer 
within 21 days of slaughter for swine. 
DVTSPECT24    240cc Scour Check........$20.00
DVTSPECT10    1000ml  Scour Check......$49.50

SWINE ANIBIOTICS 

DURAMYCIN 72-200 (Durvet) 

TYLOSIN INJECTABLE/
TYLAN 200 

LINCOMIX INJ. (Upjohn)PROCAINE PENICILLIN G
(Durvet)

SWINE SCOUR TREATMENTS
DURAMYCIN-324 POWDER 
(Durvet)

NEOMYCIN ORAL SOLUTION
(Durvet)

For the treatment and control of 
bacterial enteritis (scours) in swine.  
Administer at a dose of 10 mg 
Neomycin Sulfate per pound of 
body weight in divided doses for a 
maximum of 14 days.  To 
provide 10 mg Neomycin Sulfate, 
mix 5 ml in water or milk for each 
100 lbs. body weight.  Administer 
daily either as a drench in divided dosages or in 
the drinking water to be consumed in 12-24 hours.  
Do not administer within 20 days of slaughter 
for swine.
DVTNEM  pint......................$15.00
DVTNEM4 gallon..................$85.00SPECTO GARD (Durvet) 

GALLIMYCIN 100 (100mg/ml) 
(Durvet)

"Cleared for Subcutaneous Use"

For the treatment of swine for 
erysipelas caused by Erysipelothrix
rhusiopathiae (insidiosa).  Dosage 
for swine is 1ml per 100 lbs. of 
body weight once a day.  Continue 
the treatment for at least one day 
after symptoms disappear (usually 
2-3 days).  Treatment should 
not exceed 4 consecutive days.  Do not administer 
within 7 days of slaughter for swine.
DVTPEN10 100 ml...................$ 9.75
DVTPEN25 250 ml..................$13.75
DVTPEN50 500 ml..................$27.00
  

Indicated for the treatment of 
respiratory syndrome (pneumonia, 
influenza, rhinitis & bronchitis) and
as an aid in the management of 
mastitis, metritis & leptospirosis 
in sows at farrowing time & scours 
in young pigs (one week of age or 
older).  Inject IM 1-3 mg/lb. of 
body weight once a day as indicated.  
Do not treat within 7 days of slaughter. 
"Call for Availabilty"
CVAGAL  100 ml..................$13.50
  

Recommended in the 
treatment of bacterial 
pneumonia caused by 
Pasteurella multocida in 
swine.  Inject a single dose 
(4.5 ml/100 lbs.) IM.  
Do not administer within 
28 days of slaughter.
DO NOT GIVE TO HORSES
DVTT2010 100 ml..................$18.00
DVTT2025 250 ml..................$27.00

Prices in this mailer
 subject to change without notice.  

Not responsible for errors 
in printing or copy.
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LA-200 (Zoetis)
Broad-spectrum antibiotic, containing 200 mg  
of oxytetracycline per ml. For the treatment of 
diseases caused by susceptible gram-positive 
and negative bacteria, including pinkeye.  For 
use in beef cattle, non-lactating dairy cattle 
and swine.  3-4 day blood and tissue levels.  
Dosage 4-1/2 ml per 100 lb. of body wt., 28 
day slaughter withdrawal in cattle and swine.  
Do not use in lactating dairy animals.
PZRLA10 100 ml.......Call for Price
PZRLA25 250 ml.......Call for Price 
PZRLA50 500 ml.......Call for Price

NORMYCIN 300 LA-300 
(Durvet)
A sterile ready-to-use solution of the 
broad-spectrum antibiotic oxytetracycline 
dihydrate effective in the treatment of a 
wide range of diseases caused by susceptible 
gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria.  For 
use in beef cattle, non-lactating  dairy cattle, 
calves, including pre-ruminating (veal) calves 
and swine.SQ or IM in cattle; IM in swine.
NORLA3001 100 ml..................$21.00
NORLA3002 250 ml..................$46.50
NORLA3005 500 ml...................$86.00

REQUIRES A VFD FROM YOUR VETERINARIANREQUIRES A VFD FROM YOUR VETERINARIAN

Effective January 1, 2017, stricter federal rules 
regulate how medically important antibiotics—

medications that are important for treating human 
disease—can be administered to animals in feed 
and drinking water. Among the provisions, the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration requires 

veterinary oversight whenever such antibiotics are 
administered to any food animal species via feed or 
water, even if the animals are not intended for food 
production. From pet rabbits and pigs, to backyard 
poultry, to large livestock farms, the same restric-
tions apply. All medically important antibiotics to 
be used in feed or water for food animal species 
require a Veterinary Feed Directive (VFD) or a 

prescription.
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SWINE SUPPLIES

18"  HOG HOLDER (Stone) 
The quick, easy way to control pigs in tight spaces!  
Features heavy gauge construction of chrome-plated 
steel.  Design has 1/4" galvanized aircraft cable.  
Short for convenience and economy.  Comes with 
golf club grip handle. 
STNHH................................................$30.00

HOG CATCHER  (Decker) 
Strong hog catcher with heavy aviation cable snare.  
Safety lock.  Longer than the 18" hog holder.
DKRD212................................................$34.00

EAR NOTCHERS (Stone)

Lightweight, die-cast aluminum notchers with 
convenient depth gauge for adjustable depth of cut.  
All cutting plates are heat-treated for long-lasting 
performance.  Large notcher cuts a notch 13/16" wide 
at base.  Medium notcher cuts a notch 1/2" wide at 
base.    Small notcher cuts a notch 
5/16" wide at base. 
STNNOSMV     small v notcher............$26.00
STNNOMDV    med. v notcher.............$45.00
STNNOLGV     lg.  v notcher................$54.00
STNNOMDU    med. u notcher.............$45.00
STNNOLGU     lg. u notcher.................$54.00

Made of hardened 
stainless steel.  Can 
also be used to 
dock tails.  5 1/2" long. 
WLDNIPPER 5 1/2" ....................$10.00

PIG TOOTH NIPPER 
(Cotran)

HEAT LAMPS & HOLDER
Clip-on lamp has 6' electrical cord and bulb protector.  
Bulbs have an average life of 5,000 hrs.  Red bulbs 
are water resistant.
RHN5301  clear (250 watt).........$ 2.95
RHN5302  red (250 watt)............$ 4.95
RHNHOLDER holder.......................$ 10.00

HILL'S HUMP RINGS & 
RINGER
Hill's rings - pig, shoat and hog sizes are made with a 
slight bend or hump in the center so they close easily.  
Packaged 100 rings per box.  Use Hill's ringer to 
close rings.  Hill's ringer is made of cast malleable 
iron and furnished with a spring.
DKRPR1            pig rings, size #1...........$4.00
DKRPR2            shoat rings, size #2........$4.00
DKRPR3            hog rings, size #3..........$4.00
DKRR2           Hill's ringer.....................$10.00

HOLD'EM PIG & SHOAT RINGS 
& HUMANE HOG RINGER
(Decker) 

Nostril type rings available in pig and shoat size 
only.  25 rings per box.  Use humane hog ringer with 
spring to close rings (nickel plated). 
DKRPR10        pig & shoat rings............$1.50
DKRR5          humane hog ringer........$15.00

#4 SCALPEL HANDLE & BLADES
(Cotran) 
Stainless steel handle holds blades 
securely.  This handle holds a #22 blade.  
Blades are carbon steel. 
DUMB4  
#4 handle...............$3.00
DUMB224 
#22 blade................$ .75

#3 SCALPEL HANDLE & BLADES
(Cotran)
Stainless steel handle holds blades 
securely.  This handle holds a #10 or #12
blade.  Blades are carbon steel. 
DUMB3  
#3 handle...............$3.00
DUMB123 
#10 blade...............$ .75
DUMB103
#12 blade...............$. 75

DISPOSABLE SCALPEL
(Cotran)
Individually packed, sterile, disposable
surgical scalpels.  
Comes with a 
#22 blade. 
DUMS22                handle + #22 blade...$2.00

SCALPEL KIT
(Jorgensen)

JGL54K  
kit.....................................$7.50

SCALPEL BLADES & HANDLES

SYNERGIZE CLEANER
DISINFECTANT
Synergize is a multi-purpose, dual active disinfectant 
specifically formulated for use in livestock housing 
facilities, transportation, and equipment. Squeeze 
and pour bottle allows for accurate dilution amount
32 oz concentrate generates 64 gallons of ready-to-
use product. Non-corrosive to soft metals. Effective 
against viruses, bacteria and fungi.The most trusted 
disinfectant by pork and poultry production specialist.
DVTSD1                   32 oz........................$12.00
DVTSD4                   gallon.......................$25.00

3' 2-WAY HOG SORTING PANEL
(Kane Mfg.)
Molded in high-density polyethylene for rugged 
use.  Strategically placed support is built in which 
minimizes panel bending and bowing.  Saves your 
knees from unnecessary abuse, plus plastic is safer 
than plywood. Handles are rounded for comfort and 
big enough for use with gloves.  Handles are also 
designed into the side of the panel to offer more 
choice and flexibility in handling.  Lightweight 
and easy to clean. 
KMFSORT 36" wide x 30" tall....$40.00
  

This kit contains one #4 handle and five #22 blades.  
The handle is red plastic, lightweight, and larger than 
the metal handles. 
It will float upside 
down in the bucket so you 
won't stab yourself when reaching 
in to grab it.

Earl says he's never cared for men wearing earrings, 
but these fly tags sure take a lot of the aggravation 
out of working around the corrals.
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SWINE IRON

100 MG INJECTABLE IRON

For the prevention and treatment of iron deficiency 
anemia in baby pigs.  Dosage: 1ml per baby pig at 
1 to 3 days of age. 
"Call for availability"
DVTIRON 100 ml..................$10.00

MATRIX (Merck)
For synchronization of estrus in sexually mature gilts 
that have had at least one estrous cycle. Treatment 
with altrenogest solution 0.22% results in estrus 
(standing heat) 4 to 9 days after completion of the 
14 day treatment period.  Administer 6.8 ml per 
gilt per day. 
MRKMATRIX 1000 ml.........call for price 

PRIMA HEAT LAMP
Rugged and reliable heat lamp used 
to warm lambs, goat kids, chickens, 
ducks, puppies or for any animal 
that is sick or cold. Common heat 
lamps are often blamed for barn fires, 
scorched wool and overheating. The “Prima” is 
better in every way—strength, safety, protective 
guard, and hanging system. (Bulbs sold separately)
PRMHOLDER............................................$53.00
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For the control of lice and mange 
on swine.  Dilute 1 quart to 50 
gallons of water 
(6 tbsp/5 gallons).  Thoroughly 
wet animals, including ears.  
For mange, repeat at 14 days.     
Do not contaminate water or feed.  
5 day withdrawal for swine. 
PTMATL            pint.....Call For Price
PTMATL1          quart...Call For Price 
 

Long lasting 400 stainless steel body 
and trigger. Adjustable
to three water flow
rates. Screen filter 
keeps foreign matter out of valve. Built in 
playguard protects trigger action. For use 
in farrowing stalls, creeps and nurseries. 
Rounded trigger. Easy for baby pigs to activate 
trigger. Outstanding for baby pigs. 5/8 inch 
bite on water supply trigger. 

SWINE VACCINES
REPRODUCTIVE

FARROWSURE PLUS (Zoetis)

For the vaccination of healthy breeding 
swine against infection with parvovirus, 
erysipelas and 5 strains of lepto.  Give sows 
and boars a single 5 ml dose IM 14-60 days 
before breeding.  Give gilts a single 5 ml 
dose as near as possible to 14 days prior 
to breeding.  A follow-up dose of a lepto 
bacterin is recommended 3-6 weeks after 
initial dose.  Re-vaccinate sows semi-an-
nually with a single dose before breeding.  
Re-vaccinate boars at any time.  Do not 
vaccinate within 21 days of slaughter.
SPECIAL ORDER
SMKPL5E5 50 ds...Call for Price

Porcine parvovirus, Erysipelothrix 
rhusiopathiae, five leptospira se-
rovars 

RHINI SHIELD TX4 (Durvet)

For use in healthy swine as an aid in the prevention 
of atrophic rhinitis caused by Bordetella bron-
chiseptica or the toxin of Pasteurella multocida 
types A & D, erysipelas and pneumonia caused 
by Pasteurella Type A.  Administer a 5ml dose to 
sows and gilts at 5 and 2 weeks prior to farrowing.  
Piglets receive a 1ml dose at 7-10 days followed 
by a 2ml dose 2 weeks later.
GLARHTX4         100ml ......................$37.00

Bordetella bronchiseptica-Erysipelo-
thrix Rhusiopathiae-Pasteurella Multo-
cida Bacterin-Toxoid

RESPIRATORY

SWINE 
INSECTICIDES

ATROBAN 11% EC
(Schering/Intervet)

SERUM

Antitoxin used in the prevention and treatment of 
enterotoxemia (overeating) caused by Clostrid-
ium perfringens types B, C, and D.  Administer 
SQ.  Prevention dosage:  piglets & suckling 
lambs 3 ml; feeder lambs 5-10 ml; suckling 
calves 10-15 ml; cattle 5 ml per 100 lbs.  Treat-
ment dosage:  piglets & suckling lambs 7 ml; 
feeder lambs 20 ml; suckling calves 25 ml; cattle 
10 ml per 100 lbs.  21 day slaughter withdrawal.
GLACDANT 250 ml....................$53.00

CLOSTRATOX BCD 
(Grand Labs) 
Clostridium perfringens Type C & 
D antitoxin

Cast aluminum cup with baked
on powder coat finish. Big 
enough for sows, yet  small 
enough for baby pigs. All
models use the same tried 
and proven non-siphoning 393 valve. Same 
bolt hole pattern on all models. Stainless steel 
trip plate and housing on all models. Same size 
cup on all models. Measures 7"x 5 1/2" x 2".  
TRJM33...........................................$48.00

Long lasting 400 stainless steel 
body and trigger. 360 
degree wrench access. 
"Exclusive Patented Trojan Featured." Wrench 
curve means more material at wrench pressure. 
Points for a strong, superior structure. Rounded 
trigger. Screen filter keeps foreign matter out 
of valve. Adjustable to three water flow rates. 
Built in plauguard protects trigger action. 
Outstanding finisher nipple. 

SWINE WATERERS

Cast aluminum cup. Features 
our 290 gravity valve. Uses
the trip plate assembly. Great
for the use on tank or barrel installations.          
Measures 7"x5 1/2" x 2".
TRJM13.............................................$87.50

TROJAN CUP WATERERS
GRAVITY WATERER

SMALL BOWL

GRAVITY WATERER
LARGE BOWL

PRESSURE WATERER
 SMALL BOWL

PRESSURE WATERER
LARGE BOWL

Cast iron cup. Built for use with 
large hogs. Features our 
trouble-free non-siphoning 
393 valve. Stainless steel trip 
plate and housing on all models. 
Measures 9" x 6 1/2" x 2 1/2". 
TRJM93...............................................$59.00

TROJAN NIPPLE
 WATERERS

TRJM75..............................................$6.00

MODEL 97 1/2" NIPPLE 
WATERER

MODEL 75 1/2" NIPPLE
 WATERER

TRJ3824...........................................$5.25

TRJM13235....................................$18.50

GRAVITY FLOW NIPPLE 
CONNECTION KIT FOR USE IN 

BARREL FOR 4-H PIGS

Cast iron cup. Features our 
290 gravity valve. Uses the 
trip plate assembly. Great for 
use in tank or barrel installation. 
Measures 9" x 6 1/2" x 2 1/2"  
TRJM63.............................................$96.50

Sealing ring resists buckling or lipping during 
installation. Sealing ring is designed to provide 
a complete 360 degree seal, even when it is 
not perpendicular with your barrel. Lock nut 
enables easy application of torque with wrench. 
Sharper and deeper teeth to penetrate bite 
improve bonding. Precision machined tapered 
threads designed to create water tight union. 

PG 600 (Merck)
Vaccine  offers fast return (within 3-10 
days) to heat after weaning for sows and 
brings prepubertal gilts (5 1/2 months of age 
and weighing at least 185 lb.) into heat and 
helps group your gilts. Improves breeding 
performance in hot weather months.  Give 
5ml of reconstituted solution into neck be-
hind the ear. Should be given immediately 
after reconstituting. 
IVSPG605                  5 ds........Call for Price

 
Westend Billings

8am-6pm Mon-Sat closed Sun
Downtown Billings

8am-5pm Mon-Fri closed Sat & Sun
Great Falls

8am-5pm Mon-Sat closed Sun

BUSINESS HOURS:  
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Indicated for the effective 
treatment and control of the 
following harmful species of 
gastro-intestinal roundworms, 
lungworms, lice and mange mites
 in swine.  Inject 1ml per 75 lbs. 
SQ.  Do not treat swine within 
18 days of slaughter.
MRKIVR050 50 ml......................
MRKIVR200 200  ml (S/O)....................$
MRKIVR500 500 ml....................$

SWINE WORMERS
IVOMEC 1% INJECTION 
FOR CATTLE & SWINE 
(Merial)

SWINE FEED 
ADDITIVES

To increase rate of gain and improve feed efficiency 
in adult pigs and piglets.  Adults:  Mix .5-1 lb. of TM 
50/ton of feed.  Piglets:  Mix .15-.20 lb. of TM 50/ton 
of feed.  As an aid in the prevention and treatment 
of scours.  Prevention:  Mix 1 lb. of TM 50/ton of 
feed.  Treatment:  Mix 2 lbs. of TM 50/ton of feed.  
As an aid in the maintenance of weight gains and 
feed consumption in presence of atrophic rhinitis.  
Mix 1-3 lbs. of TM 50/ton of feed.  In presence of 
porcine leptospirosis, reduces instances of abortion, 
gives higher survival rate, heavier and healthier new-
born baby pigs.  Aids in the maintenance of normal 
weight gains and feed consumption.  Feed 7-14 days, 
approximately one month before farrowing.  Mix 
10 lbs of TM 50/ton of feed. When mixed at under 
10 lbs. of TM 50/ton of feed, there is no slaughter 
withdrawal for swine.  Over 10 lbs. TM 50/ton of 
feed slaughter withdrawal for swine is 5 days.  
DVTTM50 50 lb......................$100.00

PEN-OX (Penfield)

HOSKINS HOG 
WATERERS

H 9 - 14 D
Stainless steel tank serves up to 100 head of 
hogs.  Removable mud trays for easy cleaning.  
28" long x 14" wide x 9" high.  Takes Model A 
(250 watt) heat unit.  Weight: 60 lbs.
HOSH914D.........................................$455.00

H 9 - 22 D
Stainless steel tank for up to 150 head of hogs.  
Removable mud trays for easy cleaning.  28" 
long x 22" wide x 9" high.  Model A (250 watt) 
heat unit.  Weight: 85 lbs.
HOSH922D..........................................$535.00

For the treatment and control of 
gastrointestinal roundworms 
(including inhibited Ostertagia 
ostertagi), lungworms, grubs, 
sucking lice, and mange mites  
Inject 1ml per 75 lbs SQ.  Do 
not treat swine within 18 days 
of slaughter. 
NORIVR050 50 ml...................
NORIVR250 250 ml.................$
NORIVR500 500 ml.................$

NOROMECTIN INJECTABLE
IVERMECTIN 1% (Norbrook)

DURAFEND 
(Fenbendazole) .5%
Dewormer for beef & dairy 
cattle, horses and swine. For 
the removal and control of 
lungworms, gastrointestinal 
worms, large roundworms, 
nodular worms, small stomach 
worms, whipworms and kidney worms. Pellets may 
be top dressed  or  blended  with  feed. Feed .96 
ounces per day of Durafend per 100 lbs. of body  
weight for 3 days. No slaughter withdrawal for swine.
DVTDFEND  1 lb........................$ 9.25
DVTDFEND5 5 lb........................$30.00
DVTDFEND1 10 lb......................$57.00

call for 
prices

call for 
prices

SWINE EQUIPMENT

MILLER MFG. 
HOG FEEDERS

Heavy-duty hog feeders that will stand up to the 
toughest use.  Heavy gauge steel is extra thick in 
the trough and feed doors.  The deep trough has a 
feed-saver lip to conserve feed.  The feed doors are 
specially designed to keep out moisture and pests, 
but can easily be wired open for starting pigs.  The 
top doors flip open from the back for easy loading 
from the rear or ouside the pen. Slots in back side 
for mounting on wall or rail.

MLRHGDA     
2 door

$150.00

19" long 
x 12.75" wide 
x 29.5" high.

50 lb. capacity

MLRHGFSA     
1 door
$90.00

24.25" long 
x 19.75" wide 
x 35.75" high

100 lb. capacity
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REQUIRES A VFD FROM YOUR 
VETERINARIAN
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Controls lice and keds on  sheep.  
Pour along back.  Apply 1.5 ml 
per 50 lbs. of body weight up to a 
maximum of 18 ml for any one 
animal.  Repeat treatment as needed 
but not more than once every two 
weeks.  For optimum lice control, two treatments 
at 14 day intervals are recommended.  No slaughter 
withdrawal for sheep.
PTMBOSS quart..............Call for Price
PTMBOSS4 gallon............Call for Price

For use as a supplemental source of Vitamins A & 
D in sheep. 500,000 IU Vit A, 75,000 IU Vit D in 
an emulsifiable base with Vitamin E (5 IU per ml) 
as a preservative.  
Lambs 1/4 to 1/2 ml/IM, sheep 1 to 2 ml/IM.  
DVTVAD10 100 ml....................$19.00
DVTVAD25 250 ml....................$39.00
DVTVAD50 500 ml....................$78.00

GALLIMYCIN 100 (Durvet)

Administer IM or  SQ.   Lambs 1-2 ml, growing lambs 
2-3 ml and adult sheep 3-5 ml.  Water base. 
DVTVBHL25 250ml......................$12.00
DVTVBHL50 500ml......................$21.00
  

A sterile solution of Penicillin  G. Procaine in a ready-
to-use aqueous suspension for effective protection 
against infectious organisms susceptible to penicillin.  
Pen-Aqueous may be used for pneumonia, shipping 
fever, erysipelas, strangles and other general infec-
tion-causing organisms.  Contains 300,000 units of 
Procaine G. Penicillin per ml.  Pen-Aqueous has a 
48 hour milk out.  For use on:  Cattle, Swine, Horses, 
and Sheep.  Administer 1ml per 100 lbs. body weight 
once daily IM.  9 day slaughter withdrawal in sheep.
DVTPEN10 100 ml........................$ 9.75
DVTPEN25 250 ml.......................$13.75
DVTPEN50 500 ml.......................$27.00

HI LEVEL VITAMIN B COMPLEX 
(Durvet)

PEN AQUEOUS 
PENICILLIN G. PROCAINE 
(Durvet)

Topical lice and ked control for sheep. Ready to 
use.  Apply 1/2 oz/100# up to a 3 oz. maximum.  
No slaughter withdrawal.
DVTPERM1   gallon...................................$20.00
  
  

1% PERMETHRIN (Durvet)

Indicated as an aid in the prevention of lamb dysentery 
and in the treatment of upper respiratory infections 
in sheep.  For the prevention of lamb dysentery in 
newborn lambs.  Inject IM 56 mg/lb of body weight 
as soon after birth as is practical.  In older animals, 
the usual dose is 1 mg/lb once a day as indicated.  
Do not treat within 3 days of slaughter. 
"Call for Availability" 
CVAGAL 100mg........................................$13.50
  

For the control of lice and sheep 
keds on sheep and goats.  Dilute 
1 pint in 25 gallons of water 
(3 tbsp/2.5 gallons).  Apply 
1-2 quarts of finished spray per 
animal over the whole body 
surface.  For ticks and lice, thoroughly wet the animal.  
Can also be used as a premise spray.  No slaughter 
withdrawal for sheep and goats. 
PTMATL  pint............Call For Price
PTMATL1 quart..........Call For Price
  

ATROBAN 11% EC
(Intervet/Schering)

VITAMIN AD (Durvet)

PYthon Insecticide Cattle Ear Tags are 
now approved in Wyoming and Mon-
tana for use on sheep - to control Biting 
Midges as an aid to reduce transmission 
of Bluetongue virus.

BOSS (Merck)
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ULTRA BOSS (Merck)
Controls lice and keds on sheep. Fast acting 5% 
permethrin w/ 5% piperonyl butoxide optimizes 
control. Apply 1.5ml per 50 lbs of body weight up 
to max of 18ml for any one animal. Repeat treatment 
as needed but not more than once every two weeks.  
No pre-slaughter withdrawal and no milk discard. 
PTMULBOS quart..........................$35.00
PTMULBOS4 gallon......................$125.00

PERMECTRIN (Bayer)
Controls lice and keds on sheep. Pour along back 
1ml per 50 lbs of body weight up to max of 12ml 
per animal. Repeat treatment as needed but not more 
than once every two weeks. For optimal lice control, 
two treatments at a 14 day interval are recommended. 
DVTPERM16 16 oz..........................$23.50
DVTPERM25 2.5 gallon..................$200.00

SYNERGIZED PERMETHRIN 1% 
(Bayer)
Synergized formula ready to use oil based for ap-
plication anytime of year. For control of sheep keds 
and lice. Apply 1/4 oz (7.5cc) per 50 lbs body weight 
up to max of 3 oz (22.5cc) per animal. 
DVTSPERM1 gallon........................$25.00

Constructed of 1” round, 14 ga. vertical bars
1” square, 14 ga. tube horizontal bars
Two panels - 45” x 96”

WKLSF8    (190 lbs.)..................$420.00

WKLSP12 
6 Bar, 40” Tall, 12’ Long...................$160.00

WINKEL 12’ SHEEP 
CORRAL PANEL

WKLSP124    
12’ w/4’ Swing...................................$260.00

Two panels - 38” x 96”
Dimensions - 45” H x 96” x 96”

SHEEP SUPPLIES
ANTIBIOTICS INSECTICIDES

VITAMINS

EQUIPMENT
BIG BALE SHEEP FEEDER
Two sides slide in so entire bale can be eaten

5′ SHEEP & GOAT BUNK 
FEEDER WITH HAY RACK
This feeder utilizes the FBFWL05 as its base and 
includes a powder-coated hay rack mounted above 
the feed tub making it easy to feed hay and grain
PFTGFWHR2..................................$390.00
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WKLSP12 
6 Bar, 40” Tall, 12’ Long...................$160.00
WKLSP124    
12’ w/4’ Swing...................................$260.00

Indicated for the effective treatment of gastro-intesti-
nal roundworms, lungworms and nasal bots in sheep.  
Administer orally 3ml per 26 lbs. of body weight.  
Do not administer within 11 days of slaughter. ll for 
MRKSD5  5 liter........................$320.00
DVTSD96  960ml GENERIC....$69.00

SHEEP WORMERS

SHEEP VACCINES

COVEXIN 8 (Merck)

IVOMEC SHEEP DRENCH 

CAMPYLOBACTER FETUS 
BACTERIN (Colorado Serum)

Drench gun and hook.
SMKVALG each....................$50.00

VALBAZEN DRENCH GUN & 
HOOK

VALBAZEN DRENCH  (Zoetis)

For use in vaccinating healthy ewes to aid in the 
control of Vibrio caused by the subspecies jejuni and 
intestinalis.  Inject 5ml SQ shortly before breeding.  
Repeat in 60-90 days.  A booster of 5 ml should be 
administered each year just prior to breeding or 
shortly thereafter.  Do not vaccinate within 21 days 
of slaughter. 
CLSV1  10 ds.......................$9.00
CLSV5  50 ds.....................$35.00

For the vaccination of healthy 
sheep against diseases caused 
by blackleg, overeating and 
tetanus.  Inject 5ml SQ 
followed by a 2ml dose in 
6 weeks.  Re-vaccinate annually 
with 2ml 2-4 weeks before 
lambing.  Lambs should be 
given their primary shot at 10-12 weeks of age.  Do 
not vaccinate within 21 days of slaughter.
BUWC7T025 50 ml..........Call For Price
BUWC7T125 250 ml........Call For Price

Clostridium shauvoei, Cl. septi-
cum, Cl. haemolyticum, Cl. novyi, 
Cl. tetani, Cl. perfringens types C 
& D 

C & D TOXOID 
(Boehringer Ingelheim) Clostridi-
um perfringens types C & D
Recommended for the immunization of healthy 
susceptible sheep against overeating.  Inject sheep 
with 2ml SQ or IM.  Repeat in 21-28 days and 
annually thereafter.  Do not vaccinate within 21 
days of slaughter.  
ANCCD5  250ml...................$19.75

CHLAMYDIA PSITTACI 
BACTERIN (Colorado Serum)

For use in vaccinating ewes to aid in the control of 
ovine enzootic abortion.  Administer the first dose 
at least 60 days before ewes are exposed to rams.  
The second dose should be administered 30 days 
later.  Re-vaccinate annually.  Administer 2ml SQ.  
Do not vaccinate within 60 days before slaughter.  
"Call for availability"
CLSCHLA1 10 ds.....................$14.00
CLSCHLA5 50 ds.....................$56.00

Campylobacter fetus subsp. jejuni, 
intestinalis 

OVINE ECTHYMA 
(Colorado Serum)
Recommended for vaccinating 
both sheep and goats against 
Sore Mouth infection.  A live, 
dried virus that is rehydrated 
immediately before use with a 
diluent provided in the package.  
Place one drop on a scarified 
area.  Do not vaccinate within 24 hours of dipping 
or spraying or within 21 days of slaughter.  
CLSSM1  100 ds..................$37.50

Chlamydia Psittaci

BAR-VAC CD/T 
(Boehringer-Ingelheim)

Recommended for the immunization of healthy 
sheep, goats and cattle against overeating and tetanus.  
Inject SQ or IM 2ml for sheep and goats.  Repeat 
in 21-28 days and once annually.  Do not vaccinate 
within 21 days of slaughter.
ANCCDT25 50 ml......................$9.75
ANCCDT125 250 ml..................$40.75

Clostridium perfringens types C&D, 
Cl. tetani 

Antitoxin used in the prevention and treatment of 
enterotoxemia (overeating) caused by Clostridium 
perfringens Types B, C, and D.  Administer SQ.  
Prevention dosage:  piglets & suckling lambs 3ml; 
feeder lambs 5-10 ml; suckling calves 10-15 ml; 
cattle 5ml per 100 lbs.  Treatment dosage:  piglets 
& suckling lambs 7 ml; feeder lambs 20ml; suck-
ling calves 25ml; cattle 10ml per 100 lbs.  21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
GLACDANT 250 ml..................$53.00
  

CLOSTRATOX BCD
(Novartis)
Clostridium perfringens Type C & 
D antitoxin

C & D TETANUS TOXOID
(Colorado Serum)
Clostridium perfringens types C & 
D, Cl. tetani
For use in cattle, sheep, goats and swine.  Recom-
mended for the vaccination of cattle, sheep and goats 
to aid in prevention of enterotoxemia caused by 
Clostridium perfringens Type C and D and in swine 
for Type C. Also provides long-term protection 
against tetanus. 2ml ds.
CLSCDT1 10 ds......................$7.25
CLSCDT5 50 ds....................$30.00

C & D TOXOID (Colorado Serum) 
Clostridium perfringens types C 
& D
For vaccination of cattle, sheep, goats and swine as 
an aid in the prevention of enterotoxemia (overeating 
disease). Inject 2ml SQ or IM. Repeat full dose in 
3-4 weeks and annually thereafter. 21 day slaughter 
withdrawal. 
CLSCD1  10 ds.......................$5.50
CLSCD5  50 ds.....................$20.00

CLOSTRISHIELD BCD (Novartis)  
Clostridium perfringens Types C 
and D bacterin-toxoid
For use in healthy cattle as an aid in the prevention 
and control of disease caused by Clostridium perfrin-
gens types C and D.  Administer 1ml IM to sheep.  
Repeat in 21 days.  Revaccinate annually.  21 day 
slaughter withdrawal.
GLACD5  50 ds.....................$23.50

For use as an aid in the prevention and treatment 
of enteric (bacteria in the gut) and respiratory con-
ditions in calves, cattle and sheep.  Administer SQ 
or IM as soon after birth as possible.  Prevention 
dosage:  calves 20-40 ml; cattle 50-75 ml; sheep 
10-15 ml.  Treatment dosage:  calves 40-100 ml; 
cattle 75-150 ml; sheep 20-40 ml.  Do not inject 
more than 15ml per injection site.  21 day slaughter 
withdrawal.
CLSSERUM 250 ml..................$46.00

POLY SERUM (Colorado Serum)
Actinomyces pyogenes, Esche-
richia coli, Pasteurella
haemolytica, Pasteurella multoci-
da, Salmonella typhimurium 

For the removal and control of stomach worms, 
intestinal worms, lungworms, tapeworms and liver 
flukes in sheep.  Administer to sheep orally 3ml per 
100 lbs. of body weight.  Do not administer within 
7 days of slaughter.  
SMKVAL  500 ml........Call for Price
SMKVAL10 1 liter..........Call for Price
SMKVAL50 5 liter..........Call for Price
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“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

ORDER ONLINE!
www.WesternRanchSupply.com
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Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT

SHEEP SUPPLIES

UTERINE BOLUSES
Urea 13.4 g.  Intrauterine use only.  
Dosage: 1/2 - 1 bolus.
DVTUBOL 50's.......................$9.00

Veterinary topical antibacterial for 
hoof and footrot in sheep and goats. 
Penetrates deep into hoof to attack 
infection.  Does not cause hoof to 
become discolored, hard, brittle or 
shrink.  16 oz. bottle will treat 
approx. 8-12 hooves.
NAYHNH 16 oz......................$10.00

HOOF N' HEEL (Dr. Naylor)

PROBIOS 180R

A microbial product to be used as dietary 
supplement in sheep and goats.  Incoming 
feeder lambs:  5 grams at processing.  Breed-
ing ewes or goats:10 grams prior to breeding.  
Post-clinical therapy: 5 grams.  Newborns:  2 
grams at birth.
PIN60E       60 gm w/vitamin E........$10.00
PIN300E       300 gm w/vitamin E......$30.00

PROBIOS PLUS E BOVINE ONE 
ORAL GEL

PROBIOS 180D

Fortified with Vitamins & Minerals. 
Easy Mixing. Medicated. Acidified.  
All-Milk Protein including Skim 
Milk. Formulated by experienced 
shepherds and veterinarians for 
their own sheep and goat flocks. 
Mixes well in bottles, buckets and 
automatic milking machines.
PVS4348   8 lb......................$23.00
PVS4342    25 lb.....................$47.00
PVS4349    45 lb.....................$86.00

LAMB & KID INSTANT MILK 
REPLACER

WOOL BAGS
ROUND BURLAP BAG
WLKBAG....................................$12.50/ea.
NYLON SQUARE BAG
WLKNYL
comes with 7 hooks, 40 fleeces.....$15.00/ea
SQUARE BAG HOOKS
WLKSQHOOK
each......$0.10

Feed grade product made to 
be blended with rations for 
sheep and goats.  Can also be 
top-dressed. For feeder 
lambs: 2-4 grams per/hd/day  
for 7-14 days. Breeding ewes: 
1-2 grams per/hd/day for 15-30 days in dry lot.  
PIN180R  5 lb......................$32.00

Dispersible powder for use in 
milk replacer or with dry feed.  
For lambs: use at the rate of 2 
grams per head per day.  
PINPWD 
240 gm........................$12.00
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LAMB AND KID QUICK START
a blend of fat, milk and plasma proteins and 
electrolytes intended for the energy deficient 
newborn lamb or kid. Mix 2.5 ounces (two 
scoops) into milk replacer or animal milk and 
administer using the lamb saver.
PVS1134  2#...................$21.50

BABY LAMB STRENGTH ORAL
Improve the thrift of cold and weak 
newborn lambs or goat kids. 
All-natural nutritional supplement 
contains vitamins A, D3 and E. 
Easily digested. Oral use only.
PVS5481  480ml..............$20.00

SHEEP AND GOAT BLUELITE
Electrolyte- Vitamin 
Energy Rehydration 
product.Administer in 
water or feed when sheep 
and goats are dehydrated as
 a result of weaning, 
sorting, handling and 
lambing or kidding or hot environments. 1 
scoop per 5 gallons of water.  Can also top 
dress feed.
PVS1133  6#........................$35.00

Immediate energy support.
Delivers Vitamins A, D, E, trace 
minerals, amino acids & glucose 
in minutes.  Energizes weak 
newborn lambs, stimulates 
appetite, enables the scouring lamb 
to retain critical nutrients, energy support for 
white muscle disease, prevents deficiencies in 
multiple lamb pregnancy, improves antibiotic/
vaccine response.  Give orally.  Newborns: 4cc 
at birth. Adults: 1 oz (30cc) per 100 lbs.  Max-
imum of 1 treatment every 8 hours, as needed.   

SHEEP NUTRI DRENCH

NURSEMATE COLOSTRUM 
SUPPLEMENT
Contains colostrum, dextrose, electrolytes, 
lactic acid and amino acids.  
STELAMB 30ml paste (2 ds)....$  10.00

EWE COLOSTRUM POWDER
Designed for lambs whose mothers have not 
furnished adequate colostrum.  Comes from 
bovine origin.  PH adjusted for natural intestinal 
compatability.  To supplement ewe's colostrum, 
mix 50 grams with 100 ml of water and feed 
one time.  For orphan lambs, mix 250 grams 
with one liter or quart of water and feed 4 oz 
or 120 ml of mixture 3 times a day, for one 
or two days.  
KAESEWE 250 grams.........$17.50 

BOVSD08 8 oz. w/pump........$16.95
BOVSD  pint.......................$21.50
BOVSD1  quart.....................$35.00
BOVSD4  gallon....................$85.00
DUM30D 30cc syringe
   w drencher...........$15.00

VIT E & SEL W/IODINE
Mix 1lb. with 50lbs. of salt. Feed at a rate 
of 1/4 ounce per head per day. Use before 
breeding and before lambing to help prevent 
white muscle disease. No added Copper**
PVS6249  5#........................$70.00

PIPESTONE VETERINARY 
GUIDE TO SHEEP AND GOATS
Harnessing health information 
and production know-how 
from over 50 years of 
experience, the Pipestone 
Veterinary Guide to Sheep 
and Goats is a compilation of 
historical blogs by Dr. GF 
Kennedy conveniently at 
your finger tips. Whether its 
leisure learning or searching for a specific 
health question, the Pipestone Veterinary 
Guide to Sheep and Goats should be a staple 
in any shepherds toolbox 
PVS7816  ............................$30.00

SELENIUM - IODINE PREMIX
CAUTION: Follow label directions. The 
addition to feeds of higher levels of this 
premix containing selenium is not permitted. 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Mix 1 pound of 
PVC Se Premix with 50 pounds of salt. (This 
mixture will contain 2.4 mg. of selenium per 
ounce.) Feed to sheep at the rate of 1/4 ounce 
per head per day.
PVS8770  5#........................$20.00
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All new design lamb nipple of  soft, 
pliable latex that closely resembles 
the shape and feel of the real thing.  
Threaded cap will fit most glass pop 
bottles and will not slip off until you take it off.  
Special flutter valve allows air to enter bottle.
MSWPOPN nipple.....................$3.00

Designed to be placed directly 
into the esophagus to force- 
feed lambs too weak to nurse on 
their own.  Rubber feeding tube 
is 16" long and  3/16" in diameter.

FOSTER LAMB AEROSOL
A scientifically chosen blend of 
aromatic oils designed to mask the 
natural scent of the lamb to be 
adopted which overwhelms the ewe's 
sense of smell.  To reduce the ewe's 
natural instinct to reject the lamb.
MSWLAMB aerosol.................$9.00

PRENIPPLE
Replacement nipple only.........$2.50
PREVALVE 
Replacement valve only..........$3.50

IDNETOOL 
        tool w/plastic coated
        handle.............$10.00
IDNPTOOL
        premium tool...$23.00

SHEEP SUPPLIES
LAMB NIPPLE 
(POP BOTTLE)
Pure gum rubber;  slips over pop 
bottle and has pull tab for easy 
removal.
DVTNIPPLE black......................$0.95

PRITCHARD LAMB NIPPLE

Plastic, easily sterilized instrument to aid in 
difficult births during lambing.

LAMB PULLER

An improved version of the 
well-known product, but 
with no rough edges, and 
an extra tying position for 
stability.  Can be used over and over.  The cure to 
vaginal prolapse.  Comes packaged 4 per sack.

PROLAPSE SAVER

MSWSAVER 4's........................$9.00

MSWSLING sling.....................$17.50

LAMB SLING
Sling used for carrying young lambs.  Can also 
be used to weigh lambs on 50 lb. scale.  Made 
of nylon with nylon mesh under belly.

Designed 
to fit 
around the 
front or 
rear fetlocks of lambs to assist delivery.  
Rubber construction will not damage legs.  
Has adapting notches to prevent slipping.  
Disinfects easily.

HEAT LAMPS & HOLDER
Clip on lamp has 6' electrical cord and bulb 
protector.  Bulbs have an average life of 5,000 
hrs.  Red bulbs are water resistant.
RHN5301 clear (250 watt).... $2.95
RHN5302 red (250 watt).........$4.95
RHNHOLDER holder.....................$10.00

WLDERING 
100's rings.........$1.50

IDNETOOL

ELASTRATOR TOOL & RINGS

MSWLFEED   
60 cc syringe + tube..............$6.50

Lamb bucket that will feed 
6 lambs at one time. 
Nipples are across bottom 
of bucket, 3 holes on each 
side.  Just hangs on fence 
or from handle on bucket.  

6 NIPPLE BUCKET

OB LEG SNARE

MSWSNARE leg snare.................$9.50

The most economical way to castrate and dock 
baby lambs.  Rings come packaged by the 100's.

2 & 4 OZ. FLUID FEEDERS

WLDFEEDER.......................$35.00

ALL-IN-ONE CASTRATOR #2
Made of aluminum 
alloy and weighs 
less than a pound.  
Fits your hand like 
a pair of pliers and is 10 inches 
long.  Steel blades are removable for 
sharpening or replacing.  Reduces loss of blood 
to a minimum and it is humane, quick, easy, 
positive, sanitary, and economical.  It will 
castrate and dock.  Two instruments in one.
BAT2                 all-in-one.............$85.00
BAT1A  #1 A blade.............$13.50
BAT1B  #1 B blade..............$13.50

SNAP ON LAMB NIPPLE
Snaps on plastic 2 quart calf bottle.
MLRLAMBN red..........$2.39

NIPPLE FOR LAM-BAR 
FEEDERS
MSWNIPPLE......................$4.00

MSWPULLER plastic...................$17.50
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Jorgensen Shear  
Has heavy handles with strong spring, serrated 
blades.
JGL131          shear....................$25.00
Shear Magic 
7 1/2 " hoof trimmer.
IDNTRIM       B&B Trimmer.....$22.00

FOOTROT SHEARS

SHEEP PAINT BRANDING IRONS
Durable, 
lightweight, 
aluminum 
numbers with 
threaded 9" long 
wire formed 
handle.  Standard brands 
available in 2 1/2" and 4" sets 0-9.
STNPBS  2 1/2" 0-9............$56.00
STNPBL  4" 0-9..................$58.00

SHEEP MARKER BOMB 
Provides excellent results on wet or dry fleece.  
Penetrates for long-lasting identification, yet 
is fully scourable.  Available in blue, green, or  
red.  Comes in  400 ml size.
DUMSBLU    blue aerosol.................$12.00
DUMSGR      green aerosol...............$12.00
DUMSRED    red aerosol...................$12.00 

SHEEP PAINT

WLDMBLU4 blue, gallon.............$41.00
WLDMGR4 green, gallon...........$41.00
WLDMPR4 purple, gallon..........$41.00  
WLDMRED4 red, gallon...............$41.00
WLDMOR4 orange, gallon..........$41.00
                (4 % discount on case of 4)
 

SIRO- MARK branding fluid is a lanolin based 
sheep branding compound.  Remains identifiable 
for up to one year and is completely removed 
during the normal scouring process.  Easy, 
economical to use and can be applied to wet or 
dry sheep.  Available in gallons.  Siro-Mark is 
available in blue, green, purple, red, and orange.

RAM HARNESSES & CRAYONS
Quality constructed adjustable harnesses 
available in leather and nylon, fits all rams. Use 
only Sure-Sired crayons. Crayons available in 
Black, Blue, Green, Red, Yellow and Orange.

  
COLD  Below 60 deg. ....$  5.00
MILD      60-85 deg............$  5.00
HOT        above 85 deg.......$  5.00
MSWAHARN       Leather harn........$41.50
MSWAHARNW  Nylon harn..........$27.50

PRIMA HEAT LAMP
Rugged and reliable heat lamp 
used to warm lambs, goat kids, 
chickens, ducks, puppies or for 
any animal that is sick or cold. 
Common heat lamps are often 
blamed for barn fires, scorched wool and 
overheating. The “Prima” is better in every 
way—strength, safety, protective guard, and 
hanging system. (Bulbs sold separately)
PRMHOLDER............................................$53.00

PROLAPSE HARNESS
A well-designed harness for the secure reten-
tion of prolapses without the need for stitching.
Simple, secure and hygienic, it can be used in 
conjunction with prolapse ewe spoon.
MSWPH...................................................$28.00
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Thinliner (5 3/4” x 6 3/8” x 1/16”)
CSPHP4T 
black, each......................$1.75
#4 Regular (5 3/4” x 6 3/8” x 1/8”)
CSPHP4R 
black, each......................$2.25

STD PLATES #0................$4.20/pr
  #00..............$4.20/pr
  #1................$4.20/pr

STD LITE RIM PLATES
  #0, #00, #1..$3.80/pr

STD RIM 
  #0, 1............$4.40/pr
  #2................$4.40/pr

SX7 FRONT & HIND
             #0,#00,#000,
  #1,#2...........$3.90/pr
SX8 FRONT & HIND 
                 #0,#1,#2......$4.30/pr

 HORSESHOES & NAILS

KERCKHAERT 

CPW5CX          City 5 (100 ea.)..............$ 7.50
CPW5CZ          City 5 (500 ea.)..............$34.00
CPW5CZ10     City 5 (1,000 ea).............$68.00

CAPEWELL

SNO BALL PADS
Regular Sno Ball Pads
(6” x 6 1/2” x 1/8”)
CSPHPS  
black, each......................$2.50

 HORSESHOE NAILS

MUSTAD FROST NAILS
CPW5F250
250 X #5 ...............................................$16.50
MHCP11  
Drive-in Stud (50/Box)..........................$50.00

DRAFT HORSESHOES

 
 

ST. CROIX FORGE

HORSESHOES

EVENTER FRONT 
 SCFEVF000 #000....... $4.10/pr
 SCFEVF00 #00......... $4.10/pr
 SCFEVF0 #0........... $4.10/pr
 SCFEVF1 #1........... $4.10/pr
 SCFEVF2 #2............$4.40/pr
EVENTER HIND
 SCFEVH000 #000....... $4.10/pr
 SCFEVH00 #00......... $4.10/pr 
 SCFEVH0 #0........... $4.10/pr
 SCFEVH1 #1........... $4.10/pr
 SCFEVH2 #2........... $4.40/pr  
PLAIN 
 SCFPL000 #000....... $3.60/pr   
 SCFPL00 #00......... $3.60/pr   
 SCFPL0  #0........... $3.60/pr   
 SCFPL1  #1........... $3.80/pr   
 SCFPL2  #2........... $4.05/pr
 SCFPL3  #3............$4.30/pr  
LITE RIM 
 SCFLR00 #00......... $3.45/pr   
 SCFLR0  #0........... $3.45/pr   
 SCFLR1  #1........... $3.65/pr   
 SCFLR2  #2........... $3.90/pr   
RIM 
 SCFRM000 #000....... $3.70/pr   
 SCFRM00 #00..........$3.70/pr   
 SCFRM0 #0........... $3.70/pr   
 SCFRM1 #1........... $3.95/pr   
 SCFRM2 #2........... $4.20/pr
 SCFRM3 #3............$4.45/pr  
EZ FRONT 
 SCFEZF00 #00......... $4.10/pr   
 SCFEZF0 #0........... $4.10/pr   
 SCFEZF1 #1........... $4.10/pr   
 SCFEZF2 #2........... $4.40/pr 
EZ HIND
 SCFEZH00 #00......... $4.10/pr
 SCFEZH0 #0........... $4.10/pr
 SCFEZH1 #1........... $4.10/pr
 SCFEZH2 #2 (S/O).. $4.40/pr
HEELED 
 SCFH000 #000........$4.05/pr   
 SCFH00  #00......... $4.05/pr   
 SCFH0  #0........... $4.05/pr  
 SCFH1  #1........... $4.35/pr   
 SCFH2  #2........... $4.70/pr  
TOE & HEEL 
 SCFTH000 #000....... $4.20/pr   
 SCFTH00 #00......... $4.20/pr   
 SCFTH0  #0........... $4.30/pr   
 SCFTH1  #1........... $4.55/pr  
 SCFTH2  #2........... $4.70/pr  
 SCFTH3  #3........... $5.00/pr
 SCFTH4  #4........... $5.35/pr  
SUREFIT FRONT 
 SCFSF00   #00..........$3.40/pr
 SCFSF0  #0............$3.40/pr
 SCFSF1  #1............$3.65/pr
  

MUSTAD NO SNOW RIM PAD
CSPSRF  
front, each...............$5.00
CSPSRH  
hind, each................$5.00

THINLINER HOOF PADS

LEVEL GRIP FRONTS   
#3-8 (in stock)................................$8.75
PLAIN HIND  
#3-8 (in stock)................................$8.75
REGULAR FRONT 
#4-7 (in stock)................................$8.75
LOW TOE  
#3-7 (in stock)................................$8.75
QUEEN FRONT XT
#4-7 ...............................................$8.75
QUEEN HIND XT
#4-7 ...............................................$8.75
LEGACY QUEEN FRONT XT
#4-7 ...............................................$8.75
WIDE WEB QUEEN HIND XT
#4-7 ...............................................$8.75

RACE PLATES

#4 Front & Hind............................$12.25
#5 Front & Hind............................$15.50
#6 Front & Hind............................$15.50 
#8 Front & Hind............................$15.50

MULE PLATES
SCFMH0 #0.......................$3.95
SCFMH00 #00.....................$3.70
SCFMH000 #000...................$3.60

PONY SHOES
SCFPN0  #0 Pony Shoes....$3.30
SCFPN1      #1 Pony Shoes....$3.50

Two Degree Oval 
(5 7/8” x 6 3/4” x 7/32”) 
CSPHP2 black, ea........$2.25
Three Degree Oval 
(5 7/8” x 6 3/4” x 7/16”)
CSPHP3 black, ea........$2.25

DEGREE PADS
HOOF PADS

SUREFIT FRONT RIM
 SCFSFR00    #00....$3.55/pr 
 SCFSFR0      #0......$3.55/pr
 SCFSFR1      #1......$3.80/pr
 
SUREFIT HIND 
 SCFSH00       #00....$3.40/pr
 SCFSH0        #0......$3.40/pr
 SCFSH1        #1......$3.65/pr
 
SUREFIT HIND RIM
 SCFSHR00   #00....$3.55/pr 
 SCFSHR0     #0......$3.55/pr
 SCFSHR1     #1......$3.80/pr
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RAZER HORSESHOES
RW FRONT        
 RAZRWF000 #000...$15.00/pr
 RAZRWF00 #00....$15.00/pr
 RAZRWF0 #0......$15.00/pr
 RAZRWF1 #1......$15.00/pr
SP HIND
 RAZSPH000 #000...$15.00/pr
 RAZSPH00 #00....$15.00/pr
 RAZSPH0 #00....$15.00/pr
 RAZSPH1 #1......$15.00/pr
 RAZSPH2 #2......$15.00/pr

RAZER HOOF PADS
Propad Support Soft
Small, fits 000-0....................$17.00
Medium, fits 0-2....................$17.00
Propad Support Xtra Soft
Small, fits 000-0....................$19.00
Medium, fits 0-2....................$19.00
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Bellota has produced 
another effective and
durable tool with this horseshoe
nail cutter.  Economical but made in Europe to quality 
standards.
DITAN9  9" Nipper..................$35.00

Our best seller.  
High quality  and 
precision made for lasting service.  Made from special 
analysis alloy steel.  Recessed rivet for easy vision 
and smooth cutting.
DITAFN12 12" Nipper...............$81.50
DITAFN15  l5" Nipper...............$84.00
 

High quality Swedish 
steel blades.  Available in
Narrow & Wide blade widths.
DITA171R     Right Hand, Narrow..........$18.50
DITA171L     Left Hand, Narrow.............$18.50
DITA180R     Right Hand, Wide..............$18.50
DITA180L     Left Hand, Wide.................$18.50 
The knife (Anvil Brand) comes with wood handle and 
drop blade which makes paring out the hoof easier.
SCFTKL  Left........................$40.00
SCFTKR  Right......................$40.00

G.E. Pull Offs are drop forged from
chrome vanadium steel with knobs on 
the handles for easy identification.  
They  are used in the removal of shoes 
and can also cut nails without damage to 
the blades.
GEFPULOFF 12"...........$170.00

CLINCH CUTTERS

HOOF KNIVES

CLINCHERSNIPPERS

FARRIER TOOLS 

DIAMOND NARROW & WIDE 
WIDTH HOOF KNIVES

High quality steel forging. 
Beveled on outside edge only.  
Flush inside edge allows close 
cutting.  An all purpose tool with one end designed 
for cutting and the other for pritchel.
DITAC7          Diamond Clinch Cutter...$21.50

CLINCH CUTTERS

RASPS

SAVE EDGE RASP
The professional's choice horse rasp.  Special sharpen-
ing makes the work easier and the rasp last longer.  14".
DITAHRS  Save Edge Rasp......$24.50DIAMOND FARRIER NIPPERS

 

G.E. FORGE HOOF NIPPER

Designed for 
use on smaller nails 
when shoeing ponies and race horses.   Forged from 
high quality steel.  Button rivet construction.
DITAPC12 12" Clincher.............$65.00

DIAMOND GOOSENECK 
CLINCHER

BELOTTA RASP TOP SHARP
Our best seller.  A 14" all purpose rasp.
DITABR  Belotta Rasp.............$23.00

DIAMOND RASP HANDLE

14" tanged rasp with rasp cut on one side, double cut 
file on the reverse side.
DITAHR77 Simonds Rasp..........$26.00

HELLER RASP

The farrier's most
important tool. Drop forged 
from chrome vanadium steel.  
This nipper is the best choice for the professional farrier. 
GEFNIP12E 12" Nipper...........$218.00
GEFNIP14E 14" Nipper...........$225.00
GEFNIP15E 15" Nipper...........$225.00
GEFNN12 12" Nail Cutter....$160.00
 

CLINCH BLOCK

DITACFB 
Clinch Block........$41.00

Solid steel shaft coated 
with Diamond particles.
DITAKS              knife sharpener............$41.50

HAMMERS

BELLOTA 9" NAIL NIPPER

DIAMOND COMBINATION SHOE 
PULLER/SPREADER
Has exclusive pattern with sharp teeth 
on outside edges for ease in spreading 
most shoe sizes and styles.  Can also be 
used for cutting nails.  Round knobs on 
handle ends make selection easy.  Button
rivet construction.
DITASP12 12".............$62.00

New tool is reduced in size and
weight.  This new design will
benefit nail sizes from #3 to 
#5, ideal for the Racehorse
Farrier using the smaller size 
nails.  This new clincher is also excellent for the Farrier 
using #5 nails and wishing to have a smaller clincher. 
GEFCLINCJ Clincher...............$175.00

LOW NAIL CURVED JAW 
CLINCHER

PULL OFFS

BELLOTA 6" FILE
The Bellotta 6" file features a bastard cut with 2 
rounded edges on each side for the length of the file 
and is commonly used to sharpen hoof knives.  The 
rounded edges fit inside the "hook" of most knives to 
make the job easier.  Imported from Spain or Mexico.
DITAF6  6" file.......................$7.25

KNIFE SHARPENER

The 12" Saddle 
Horse Clincher is 
our best seller.   Forged from high quality steel.  Button 
rivet construction.  Designed for use on larger nails.
DITAHC12 12" Clincher.............$54.00

DIAMOND SADDLE HORSE 
CLINCHER

HOOF JACK

HOOF JACK STANDARD
For use with hooves up to size 6.  
Excellent for picking, bandaging, 
applying studs, clipping, trimming, 
rasping and more! Comes with 
standard cradle, straight post with 
rubber cap and two 90 lb. pull 
magnets.
EQIHOOFJ...............$200.00

Handle for tanged rasps and
files.  Ferrule and threaded 
construction prevents slipping.
DITATG4  Rasp Handle...............$6.50

Rounding hammer perfectly 
balanced. One round, 
crowned face, one flat.  Faces beveled to reduce pos-
sibility of chipping.  Hardwood handles
DITA60  24 oz. hammer...........$60.00
 

DIAMOND HAMMERS

Driving hammer forged from
high quality steel.   
Hardwood handles.
DITAFH10 10 oz. hammer.........$31.00
DITAFH14 14 oz. hammer.........$37.00
ANB10414 10 oz. hammer.........$65.00Comfort for your horse....ease for your body
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BLOOM CLINCH 
BLOCK WITH HANDLE

BRASS HORSE HOOF GAUGE
This hoof gauge is used for 
measuring the angle of the 
hoof bottom to the front wall.
ANB10010 
12"..............................$16.00

HOOF GAUGE

HOOF PICK & KNIFE
Blade: 3-1/4”. Mirror polished stainless steel 
bolster.  Second blade is Farrier’s hoof pick 
blade. 3CR13 satin finished 
stainless steel blades.
CC0067YD.............$17.00

HELLER EXCEL LEGEND
The 14" Heller Legend Excel Rasp has been developed 
after the succesful launch of the original Excel. The 
Excel Legend is 10% wider yet light and balanced 
with a larger working surface for improved leveling, 
efficiency and control.
DITAHR78 ..................................$30.00
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BASIC 70 LB. ANVIL
Size 0/A: 20.5”,  Height: 9”, 
Face: 12.25” x 3.75”, 
Horn: 8”, Hardie Hole: 1”, 
Pritchel Hole: .50”, Base: 
8.5” x 9”.  
24001            70 lb..........................$575.00

 

These anvils are made of ductile iron, machined, and 
heat treated in the USA.  Anvil has a 3” tapered heel 
and turning cams for bending steel.  These anvils 
last a lifetime!  

CERTIFIER 
100 LB. ANVIL
Size O/A: 26.75”, Height: 
9.5”, Face: 4” x 16.5”, 
Base: 11 x 9”, Horn: 10.25”. Hardie Hole: 1.0”, 
Pritchel Hole: .50”.
ANB24002          100 lb.......................$690.00

 
JOURNEYMAN #1 
125 LB. ANVIL
Two clip horns, square 
back. Face: 17” x 4”, Base: 
11” x 9”, Pritchel Hole: 1/2”, Height: 11”, Horn: 11”, 
Hardie Hole: 1”.
ANB24006         125 lb.......................$870.00

N.C. SHORT SUGAR 
70 LB. ANVIL
Flat Horn Anvil w/cams.  
Face: 3-1/4 x 11-1/2”, 
Horn: 4” x 8”, Height: 9”, 
Base: 11” x 8-1/2”, Square 
Cliphorn: 1-1/4” chamfered, round turning hole in 
heel, Hardie Hole in horn: 1”, Pritchel hole in heel.
ANBANVIL       70 lb..........................$340.00

FARRIER SUPPLIES
ANVILS

AB SHORT LEATHER APRON
High quality, heavy 
leather farrier apron
has 2 knife pockets, 
2 nail pockets or can 
hold a small magnet.  
Sporting a large 2” 
wide belt with Velcro 
release for safety and ease of dress.  This farrier apron 
also doubles as a blacksmith apron because they have 
doubled the leather from the upper thigh, through the 
knee for wear and safety.  Nicely fitted, not too bulky 
farrier chaps, big enough for the “hefty man”!  The 
short leather farrier apron is 26 1/2”, and typically 
rides from the waist to just at the knee.
ANB16047.............................................$90.00

SHOEING APRONS FARRIER TOOL BOXES

YODER CRICKET 
TOOL BOX
Light, compact and portable 
toolboxes offering two vinyl 
covered shelves designed to 
hold tools with handles 
facing you.  Vinyl & edged 
top tray with divider to 
seperate nails from block 
and cinch cutter.  Hanger 
on back to hold a hoof 
gauge and extra tools.  
Aluminum rasp holder is 
mounted on either side.  
Three casters, 27” H, weight 16 lbs.
ANB12011...........................................$275.00

YODER CLASSIC 
TOOL BOX
Includes three aluminum vinyl 
covered tool shelves along 
with a top nail tray and tool 
hanger.  Aluminum rasp holder 
on both sides.  Convenient 
handles for easy access, 
extended rear wheel mount 
system, the flared side design 
and three casters offer a wide 
footprint to stability.  32” H, 
weight 18 lbs.
ANB12015..........................................$285.00

YODER SHORTY
TOOL BOX
A small and compact toolbox 
that weighs only 14 pounds!  
The shorty box also offers 
2 rasp holders and three 
casters.  A great add on or 
starter tool box.  
27” H, weight 14 lbs.
ANB12014.............$225.00
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SHOEING APRONS

Made of full grain leather rough-out. 27” from waist  
to bottom, 16” reinforced front on both legs. Two tool 
pocket, two leg straps, 1” attached waist belt with 
buckle. Suede leather.
RLC513D  Economy...............$55.00

SHOEING APRON

C & M CORDURA 
APRON
Nylon Apron with knife 
pockets and nail magnet.
ANB16001 
grey...................$155.00

MAGNETS
Round magnets for holding tools, shoes, or other 
metal items.
ANB10180 small 2”..............$3.75
ANB10181 med 2 5/8”..........$4.00
ANB10182 lg 3 1/8”..............$4.25

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
ORDER ONLINE!

www.WesternRanchSupply.com

LEGACY
WesternRanchSupply.WesternRanchSupply.comcom
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EASY BOOT EPIC 
This horse riding boot is ideal for 
muddy conditions or for a 
horse who is difficult to keep booted. 
The attached Gaiter provides extra  
protection to the hoof as well as keeps excess dirt 
and debris from getting into Easyboots. 

Attracts, absorbs and retains moisture 
deep within the hoof.  Restores and 
conditions damaged hooves and 
promotes new growth.  Enhances 
hoof color, texture, and sheen. 
Leaves hooves strong, pliable and 
improves elasticity.  Contains aloe 
vera oil, lanolin and pine tar.  Easy to apply with the 
brush-cap applicator.
FNMHOOF quart......................$25.00

Rich in lanolin and seven other natural 
oils to moisturize and lubricate the hoof.
USCHOOF4 4 oz...........$17.50
USCHOOF16 16 oz.........$42.50

Gives protection, cushioning and 
great traction on rocky terrain.  
Great for trail riding when your 
horse throws a shoe.  Measure your 
horse’s hoof across the bottom at the widest point.  
LSK0   size #0 4 1/4”-4 5/8”..............$67.00
LSK1   size #1 4 3/8”-4 7/8”..............$67.00
LSK2   size #2 4 3/4”-5 1/4”..............$67.00
LSK3   size #3 5 1/4”-5 3/4”..............$78.00

Ideal for continuous soaking 
when conditions such as abscesses, 
thrush, puncture wounds and other 
aggravated foot conditions exist.  
The boot also relieves pressure when signs of bruises, 
corns, or cankers appear.  The durable triple-layered 
bottom is made of a tough poly vinyl compound 
making it re-usable many times over.  
DVMHB0  #0..........................$30.00
DVMHB1  #1..........................$30.00
DVMHB2  #2..........................$30.00
DVMHB3  #3..........................$33.00

Helps maintain the pliability of hoof
wall, heel, sole, frog and coronet.  
Used daily, it will help maintain 
proper moisture balance in the foot.
YNGHFLEXL 15 oz w/brush..........$20.00
YNGHFLEX2 25 oz........................$23.50

RAIN MAKER (Farnam)

HOOF ALIVE 

ABSORBINE HOOFLEX 

HOOF DRESSING (Corona Lexol)
Stays soft and creamy, even when cold, to protect the 
hoof from drying out, cracking or splitting.  Loaded 
with lanolin to preserve vital moisture balance, it helps 
maintain strength in coronet, wall, frog, sole and heels.
CORHOOF quart......................$18.00

HORSE MEDICAL BOOT

EASY BOOTS

LSKSBEBB0 #0 length 4 3/8” - 4 9/16”.....$85.00
LSKSBEBB1 #1 length 4 9/16” - 4 7/8”.....$85.00
LSKSBEBB2 #2 length 4 7/8” - 5 1/8”.......$85.00
 

SU-PER SOLE FORMULA
The sole solution!  For bruised feet, normally used 
every third day, but may be used up to four times 
daily if desired.
SSPSOLE  4 oz...........................$10.00

VITA-BIOTIN CRUMBLES
Supplies adequate maintenance levels of biotin for 
horses with healthy hooves and good coats.  May be 
fed to all horses including pregnant mares.  Contains 
6 mg of biotin per oz.   Feed 1/2 to 1 oz daily.  
HHPBIOTIN         3 lb........................$17.95

H. B. BIOTIN PELLETS
Pelleted natural food base.  Delivers 15 mg of biotin 
per ounce to enhance protein absorption. Provides the 
amino acids lysine & methionine to increase protein 
utilization &Vitamin B6 to aid in the metabolism 
of amino acids.  The result is healthier hooves with 
thicker hoof walls.  Feed 1 oz a day. 
FNMHB15 3 lb.........................$38.50

SU-PER FARRIER’S 
SUPPLEMENT CRUMBLES
A nutritional supplement providing building blocks 
essential for healthy hoof growth and structure.  Op-
timum dietary support for healthy hooves.  Serving 
size is 3 oz. daily.
GAPSFS5  5 lb..........................$33.50

SU-PER HOOF DRESSING 
WITH BRUSH

KOPERTOX (Durvet/Fort Dodge)
Recommended for use in the treatment of thrush on 
horses and ponies.  Not for use on horses intended 
for food. Clean hoof thoroughly, prior to application.  
Apply daily to affected hooves with 1” paint brush 
until fully healed.  Do not get on hair as contact with 
Kopertox may cause some hair loss. Pints.
FTDKTOX Ft Dodge.................$32.50

THRUSH-XX (Farnam)
Copper naphthenate formula helps clear out thrush 
quickly.  Water resistant,  no bandaging is required.  
Permits air to penetrate for quick recovery and pre-
ventative action. 16 oz. squeeze top bottle.   
FNMTHRUSH 16 oz......................$25.00

HORSE HOOF CARE
FORSHNERS HOOF PACK
Thick, rich formula.  Keeps working until removed.  
Contains vital oils and other essential ingredients.  
Helps prevent and treat hardened frogs, contracted 
heels and hoof dryness. 
FNMFOR4 4 lb........................$39.50

HOOF’ N HEEL LIQUID
Hoof ‘n Heel. Penetrates deep into the hoof to attack 
hoof rot, footrot, fouls & foot scald in sheep, goats, 
cattle & dairy cows. Quick response, rapid loss of 
lameness. No discoloration, hardening, shrinkage or 
brittling of the hoof. Non-toxic. Won’t stain wool or 
hair. No residues, no withholding.
NAYHNH  16 oz........................$10.00

MUSTAD THRUSH BUSTER
It stomps out thrush on contact, protects scuffed toes, 
guards against fungus, caustics and bacteria. Main-
tains the hoof walls natural moisture level.
CPWTHRUSH 2 oz........................$16.50

EZ+ SCRATCHES & THRUSH
An oxygen activated, broad spectrum, antimicrobial, 
anti-fungal  formulation. This hoof treatment is used 
to combat scratches, white line & thrush. A  natural 
pain reliever. Safe & effective. No stain or bad odor. 
Easy to apply. Strengthens hoof as well as eliminates 
fungal & infectious organisms.   
APTTHRUSH 16 oz......................$26.00

MANE’N TAIL HOOFMAKER
(Straight Arrow)
Will help maintain strong, yet flexible hooves on your 
horse.  It moisturizes to help reduce the incidence of 
dry, brittle and inflexible surfaces.
DVTHOOF32 32 oz pump jar........$10.00

Formulated with pine tar and other natural deep 
penetrating oils and vitamins for the treatment of 
hard, dry, brittle hooves.  Helps condition, maintain 
pliability, and enhance hoof texture for a stronger, 
more flexible hoof.
GAPSHD1 quart.......................$17.50
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EASYBOOT CLOUD
Therapeutic hoof boot system 
designed to give comfort and support 
to horses with thin soles, absesses, 
founder, laminitic stages, stresses of 
shipping, recovery after workouts or 
stalling on hard surfaces.  Provides instant and 
constant relief for horses suffering from chronic 
lameness.
LSKSBEBC0 size #0 3 7/8”-4 1/4” ............$95.00
LSKSBEBC1 size #1 4 1/4”-4 7/8” ............$95.00
LSKSBEBC2 size #2 4 7/8”-5 1/4” ............$95.00
LSKSBEBC3 size #3 5 1/4”-5 7/8” ............$95.00
LSKSBEBC4 size #4 5 7/8”-6 1/4” S/O......$95.00
LSKSBEBC5 size #5 6 1/4”-6 11/16” S/O..$102.00
Replacement Pad Inserts 
#0, #1, #2, #3, #4..........................................$20.00

SUPER FAST ADHESIVE
Great for quick cosmetic hoof repairs
VET47140 210cc..........................$27.50
VET46903 210cc gun...................$60.00

EQUI-MESH
Support Mesh for packing material
VET46030 6”x8’.........................$8.00

LARGE MIX TIPS
VET46900 pk of 10 210cc..........$12.00
VET46901 pk of 12 160cc..........$16.00

FOAM BOARDS - ADHESIVE
Seals and supports until set.  Recesses material from 
ground level for traction. Reduces time for holding 
the hoof up.  Easy to remove. 5/75” x 5.75”
VET46015.......................................................$1.00

SOLE PACK MEDICATED HOOF 
PACKING
Relieves dry, hard, sore hooves, while combating 
bacterial and fungal infections.Pack a few days prior 
to trimming will bring the hoof to a pliable state what 
will ease the trimming process.
HTNSP4  4 lb.............................$40.00

EQUINE BOOTS

EQUI-PAK 
Use as pad/packing material. Bonds directly onto the 
sole and frog, sets in 30 seconds. Can be used with 
or without a pad. 
VET47121 210cc............................$27.50

MAGIC CUSHION
Veterinary formulated to work like magic on sore 
feet, Magic Cushion® hoof packing starts working 
to reduce hoof heat within one hour, and then for up 
to 24 hours. Magic Cushion® Xtreme uses a higher 
concentration of ingredients than original Magic 
Cushion® hoof packing to provide faster, stronger 
relief for performance horses.
MCPACK2LB 2 lb..............................$29.50
MCPACKXT2LB 2 lb, extreme..................$34.50

VETERICYN HOOF CARE
Vetericyn· Mobility Hoof Care· helps alleviate the 
buildup of harmful microorganisms on hooves that 
can cause odor and lameness. This unique formula 
effectively repairs hooves by penetrating deep into 
hoof layers and crevices to purge and remove patho-
gens that cause hoof deterioration and breakdown. 
VETHC08 8oz..........................$17.00

The new Easyboot Fury Heart is the first hoof boot 
that fully adjusts in both length and height. Maintain 
a secure, comfortable fit for hoof changes that occur 
throughout the trim cycle. The unique insole design 
of the rugged shell adjusts up to 25mm in length and 
up to 16mm in heel height. No bulky hardware, shock 
absorbing, easy to wash and quick to dry.
LSKFH10  size #1..................................$95.00

EASYBOOT FURY HEART
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One application can take the 
place of tubbing, icing or hosing.  
Will not blister or irritate the skin. 
Contains natural clays, glycerine, 
aloe vera and minerals.  Washes 
off easily with hosing, no rubbing 
or handwashing necessary.  
HHPICE7  7.5 lb........................$12.75
HHPICE25 25 lb.........................$35.75
.

Nature’s alternative to “bute” without the 
debilitating side effects.  Contains a 
natural anti-inflammatory & Yucca.  
Suggested use is for horses with 
conditions associated with arthritis & 
rheumatism.  Contains test free 
ingredients.  Feed 1 oz daily for 
1100 lb horse.
NOWBUTP 3 dose paste...........$12.95
NOWBUTE1 quart......................$27.50
NOWBUTEPL 2 lb. pellet..............$24.50

Aids  in the relief of temporary 
muscle soreness and stiffness 
caused by overwork, exposure
and exertion.
YNGABS1 16 oz.....................$14.00
YNGABSG 12 oz. gel..............$15.50

HORSE PRODUCTS
DMSO GEL (F W I)
Recommended as a topical application to
reduce acute swelling due to trauma.  
For dogs and horses.  
KRSDGEL 4 oz...............$5.00
KRSDMSO       pint (liquid)...$6.50
KRSDR3           3 oz (roll-on).$5.00
KRS1LBGEL 1#..................$11.00

BIGELOIL (W. F. Young)
Used by leading horsemen for 
superficial irritations, cuts, bruises, 
bucked shins, soreness and inflammation, 
strains and minor skin injuries.  Also an 
excellent brace and body wash.
BLCBIG  pint...........$11.00
BLCBGEL 14 oz........$13.50
BLCBIG2  quart.........$18.50

ABSORBINE VETERINARY
LINIMENT (W. F. Young)

BUTE-LESS 

MAX FLEX XR 24 HR JOINT CARE
(Farnam)
Revolutionary new joint formula with extended release 
glucosamine for 24-hr endurance.  Also contains 
chondroitin sulfate, hyaluronic acid and msm.  XR 
keeps glucoasmine in horses system all day long.
FNMFLEXXR 1 lb..........................$37.25

JOINT SUPPORT

LINIMENT

For sprains, strains, and bruises. An 
osmotic agent for external application.  
Apply to painful muscles and joints.  
Repeat as needed for relief of soreness 
and to relax muscles.
DVTEPSOM          20 oz.......................$10.00

EPSON SALT POULTICE 60% 
(Priority Care)

ICE TIGHT POULTICE (Farnam)

VETROLIN LINIMENT  (Farnam)
Invigorating, aromatic liniment helps 
relieve minor stiffness, soreness and 
inflammation.  Contains 5 essential 
oils plus green soap to soothe and 
revitalize.  Best used as a brace for sore 
backs and muscles. Gel has hyaluronic acid.
FNMLINGEL pint gel...................$12.50
FNMLIN32 quart.......................$14.75

For temporary relief of muscular 
soreness, stiffness or swelling, caused 
by exposure, overwork, or exertion.  
Massage liniment into application area.  
Do not wrap.  Stimulates circulation. 
Contains MSM and is acetone free.
FNMLIN  16 oz.........................$9.75

THERMAFLEX LINIMENT
(Farnam) 

 #23 LAMINAE SUPPORT
 (Silver Lining)  
To remove inflammation from the feet and improve the 
blood flow to them.  This mix is designed for the soft 
tissue of the feet.  Excellent for laminitis and founder.
SLHLR  1 lb. (60 scoops).....$70.00
 #12 FEET & BONE   
 SUPPORT (Silver Lining)
Nourishes the bones, muscles, tendons, nerves and 
stimulates circulation in the feet to help make them 
feel firm and sound.  Navicular and ringbone horses 
can benefit from this mix.
SLHFR  l lb. (60 scoops)......$70.00

SU-PER EPSOM SALTS 
For wet dressing, poultices and turbulators.  Helps 
draw out soreness and reduce swelling of tendons, 
knees and ankles.
GAPSES8  8 lbs......................$13.00

VETERINARY LINIMENT
(Horseman’s Dream)
Aids in reducing temporary muscular 
soreness and swelling from exposure, 
overwork or exertion.  Stimulates 
circulation in the area where applied.  
Skin conditioning and soothing, 
contains aloe vera.  For use on horses 
and dogs.  
HSDLIN  16 oz ......................$10.00

 #18 JOINT SUPPORT
 (Silver Lining)  
Would it surprise you to know that arthritis is the result 
of poor kidney function?  This mix is to strengthen 
the kidneys and promote the building of synovial 
fluid in the joints.
SLHJS....................................................$70.00

COOL PACK GREEN JELLY 
LINIMENT (Farnam)
Original green cooling jelly. For temporary relief of 
minor  soreness & stiffness caused by overexertion. 
Cools, soothes & tightens. Draws out soreness. Apply 
to shoulders, ankles, knees, suspensory ligaments, 
tendon & bucked shins. Good for sweats - will not 
blister. Thick jelly is easy to apply.
FNMGRNJLY 64 oz......................$27.50  
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NEXT LEVEL JOINT FLUID 
(Farnam)
Exclusive fluid supplement helps the body keep 
joints lubricated.  Powerful flex combination of 
every source of GAGs available.  Contains glu-
cosamine, shark cartilage, perna mussel, Ester C 
and MSM, a natural anti-inflammatory.  Special 
bromelain enzyme solution absorbs quickly and 
digests easily.
FNMNXTLVL 32 oz......................$49.75

Hyaluronic acid (HA) occurs 
naturally in joint fluid.  LubriSyn 
is an oral form of HA given daily 
to maintain consistent levels in 
the body.  LubriSyn keeps joints 
healthy and improves mobility.  
CATLUBQT 
quart (2 month supply)..................$100.00
CATLUB4 
gallon (8 month supply).................$280.00

LUBRISYN JOINT SUPPORT

FORMULA 707 JOINT 5 IN 1
All in one formula for 
complete joint care is better 
than ever. Collagen is the main
protein of connective tissue 
in animals. Care for your 
horse’s cartilage, tendons, 
ligaments and joints. 
EWGJE10 10#.............................$85.00

ANIMED PURE MSM
Made of 100% dietary sulfur to 
help ease pain and inflammation. 
This natural antioxidant helps 
remove free radicals and is easily 
absorbed by your horse. This 
veterinarian recommended 
supplement can aid in the building of collagen to 
support joint, catilage and skin health. use on a daily 
basis as directed for optimal results.
DVTMSM1 1 lb..............................$11.00
DVTMSM5 5 lb...............................$35.00

DRAW IT OUT
combines all natural 
minerals to draw out 
heat while quickly 
alleviating pain and 
swelling in your horses 
legs. Safe, effective and easy to apply concentrate 
without all the mess of a traditional poultice.
DIO4  4 oz concentrate.............$5.00
DIO16  16 oz gel.......................$24.00
DIO32  32 oz concentrate............$37.00
DIO64  64 oz gel.......................$80.00
DIO128  128 oz concentrate.......$120.00
DIOBBAG boogie bag sample......$10.00
DIOSPRAY 16 oz spray bottle............$4.00

DRAW IT OUT PLUS
DiO PLUS utilizes natural, local 
sourced minerals and our new 
proprietary botanical blend to 
help prevent and alleviate swelling 
and soreness without the use of 
carriers or chemicals.
DIOP16S  16 oz spray..................$60.00
DIOPG16  16 oz gel.......................$60.00
DIOPG32  32 oz concentrate..........$100.00
VETERICYN LINIMENT
Vetericyn• Liniment is formulated with fast-acting in-
gredients to refresh tired and worked muscles, It melts 
on contact and penetrates quickly to reduce swelling 
and pain of sore muscles and joints, helping to relieve 
stiffness and soreness caused by strenuous activity.  
VETLIN16 16oz..........................$15.00
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A safe, fast, effective way to treat 
hoof problems as well as hide 
injuries, irritations and abrasions.  
Its protective antiseptic coating helps 
the coat heal fast as it fights infection.  
Soothing and lanolin-rich,  it helps your horse's legs 
and feet stay healthy by keeping the frogs supple 
and hooves from drying out.
CORC07  7 oz. tube...................$11.00
CORC14  14 oz.........................$14.75
CORC36  36 oz.........................$27.00

Vetericyn's FDA cleared technology  works nat-
urally with your animal's body to mimic its own 
immune system response to wound and infection.  
Also increases the oxygen supply to the wound 
promoting rapid healing, killing bacteria which 
eliminates the odor.
VETWOUND 16 oz....................$29.00

HORSE PRODUCTS

FURACIN NITROFURAZONE 
DRESSING 0.2% (Durvet)

For horses and show stock as a dressing powder and 
blood coagulant for cuts, abrasions, wounds and 
capillary bleeding.  A caustic and drying agent for 
slow-healing sores and infected lesions.  Activated 
charcoal aids in prevention of proud flesh.  For live-
stock, use after castrating, docking and dehorning.  
Stops bleeding fast, dries wounds quickly, controls 
tissue granulations and removes odors.
FNMWDUST 4 oz............................$7.50

WONDER DUST (Farnam)

A non-drying dressing for treatment of cuts, abra-
sions, wounds, or burns.
DVTSOIL16 16 oz. w/sprayer...........$10.00
DONSOIL4 gallon.........................$46.00

SCARLET OIL (Durvet) 

(Gallons subject to Hazardous charge) 

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 3% 
(Priority Care)
For use as a  topical antiseptic and cleansing agent 
for minor cuts, abrasions and wounds.
PKDPEROX   pint............................$3.00
PKDPEROX4   gallon........................$5.00

 

ALUSHIELD (Neogen)

SCHREINERS HERBAL SOLUTION
Use directly on open wounds, cuts, proud flesh, 
saddle sores, fungus or other skin disorders.  Apply 
to affected area liberally twice a day until restored.  
Contains aloe vera, myrrh, golden seal, comfrey, 
cayenne and elder in a light isopropyl alcohol base.
SCHHERB4  4 oz liquid.................$12.00
SCHHERB85 8.5 oz spray...............$20.00

TERRAMYCIN EYE OINTMENT 
(Zoetis)

WOUND CARE

Acts as a protective bandage for wounds in small and 
large animals. Allows wound to breathe, yet will not 
allow dirt or insects to infect wounds.
IDNAAB  2.6 oz........................$17.00

UNDERWOOD HORSE MEDICINE
Topical wound spray for minor and major cuts, 
punctures, rips and tears of flesh.  Extraordinarily 
fast healing, and easy to use.  Spray on and lightly 
dust with baking powder which acts as a bandaid.    
UHMHRSMED 16 oz.........................$27.50

SCARLEX
Soothing, slow-drying, antiseptic wound dressing 
helps relieve itching and aids in rapid healing.  
Contains scarlet oil and P-Chloro-M-Xylenol, a 
powerful germicide.
FNMSCARX      5 oz. aerosol................$7.50

A quick-drying, deep penetrating wound dressing 
and gall lotion to aid in the treatment of surface 
wounds, minor cuts and abrasions, harness galls 
and saddle sores.
DVTBLOTS 16 oz.........................$10.00

BLUE LOTION (Durvet)

ALOE VERA CREAM 
(Horsemans Dream)
The “original” and revolutionary first aid cream 
compounded from stabilized aloe vera.  This unique 
skin protectant formula may be used for minor cuts, 
abrasions, minor burns, rope burns, skin irritation, 
cracked heels, and dry or chapped skin.  This cream 
contains Allantoin, Vitamins E, A,  and D, wheat 
germ oil, and purified lanolin.  
HSDAL16  16 oz.........................$22.50

TOPICAL FUNGICIDE  
(Priority Care)
An all purpose topical fungicide for use as an aid in 
the treatment of summer itch, girth itch, ringworm 
and other fungus problems.  Designed for use on 
horses, dogs, and cats.
DVTFUN1       quart......................$11.00                                                                                            

100% pure organic essential oils have been added 
to accelerate an effective recovery, freeing your 
horse from pain and the unpleasant appearance of 
rain rot, mud fever, dew poisoning, scratches and 
fungus related skin irritations.
TTPMUCK1 32 oz....................$26.00

MUCK-ITCH

IODINE SHAMPOO w/ALOE
An aid in the treatment and prevention of fungal and 
bacterial skin infections in animals. 
DVTIPOO    32 oz ....................$11.00

ANTIBACTERIAL

VETERICYN

Topical application for prevention or treatment of 
surface bacterial infections of wounds, burns and 
cutaneous ulcers in cats, dogs, and horses.
DVTFURCIN   1 lb.....................................$12.00

A broad spectrum antibiotic for topical use in the 
treatment of ocular infections.  Should be adminis-
tered topically to the eye 2-4 times a day. 
PZRTOINT 1/8 oz............Call for Price

FUNG-A-WAY TOPICAL SPRAY
Fast-acting  solution for treating  summer & girth 
itches as well as ringworm & other fungal prob-
lems. Topical application should result in apparent 
improvement in days. Aids in treatment of horses, 
dogs & cats. Contains .15% benzalkonium chloride, 
carbamide & allantois.
HSDFUNG 16 oz. w/sprayer.....$7.25

EZ + CUT AID
Reduces risk against bacteria and fungal infections 
and promotes the natural healing process.  Reduces 
cell mutation.  Aids in new healthy cell growth.
APTEZCUT2 2 oz............................$12.50
APTEZCUT8 8 oz...........................$22.50
APTEZCF50 50 ml foam...................$13.50
APTEZCF100 100 ml foam...............$24.00

CORONA ANTISEPTIC OINTMENT 
(Durvet)
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GALL SALVE
Preferred treatment for any 
wound cut, sore, or scrape a horse 
can get. Will eliminate the 
itching and irritation of eczema, 
fungus, and ringworm. 
Will not rub or sweat off .
BICGALL05    5 oz..........................$14.99
BICGALL18    14 oz........................$25.99

ICHTHAMMOL 20%
Aids in healing of house wounds, 
chaps, chronic skin infections, 
eczema, boils, abscesses and as a 
drawing salve. Mix with epson salt 
when treating a hoof to aid in drawing 
effect. Allows for the wound to 
heal from the inside out.
HTNIO16    16 oz..........................$15.00

VETERICYN PLUS 
OPHTHALMIC GEL
Great solution for troubled eyes. Will 
not burn or sting. Contains no 
antibiotics, yet highly effective.
Also helpful for symptoms of pinkness 
of the eye, eye abrasions, and eye 
irritation.
VETAOG3    3 oz....................$18.00

EZ + FUNGAID
Anti-fungal treatment that uses all natural ingredi-
ents to protect against and fight fungal infections on 
all types of livestock.  Apply liberally to the affected 
area and clear up fugal infections quickly and easily.
APTFUN16    16 oz....................$25.00

THAT BLUE STUFF
Works quickly on rain rot, scratches, sweet 
itch and many other fungal or bacterial 
skin infections. Gets rid of pesky 
fungus on the horses legs. Clears up 
hopple burns, chafing, saddle sores, 
coronary band fungus and can be used on 
the horse's face for skin problems.
HWT110     16 oz lotion..............$24.00
IT'S A FUNGUS AMUNGUS
Leg and body wash is gentle enough to use daily.  
It will help prevent and kill broad spectrum skin 
infections. Will relieve the pain and itching that is 
associated with skin irritations.
HWT111     16 oz wash..............$18.00

PF WONDER SALVE
Smooth paste that is applied directly to equine 
proud flesh, and all types of cuts, and sores with 
or without proud flesh. The paste is applied with 
an enclosed brush. A thin veil of paste on the area 
is all that’s needed. PF Wonder Salve is safe for all 
types of livestock.
PFWS02    2 oz...........................$24.00
PFWS06    6 oz...........................$59.00

BLU-KOTE
Germ-killing, fungicidal wound dressing and 
healing aid that works to protect animals against 
common infections and pus-producing bacteria. 
It penetrates the skin and dries quickly, reducing 
pus formation and drying up secretions of pox-like 
lesions.
NAYBLUE   4 oz...........................$8.00
RED-KOTE
Non-drying, soothing, and softening, and stimulates 
new, healthy skin growth while discouraging scar 
tissue formation.
NAYRED   4 oz...........................$8.50

ORDER ONLINE!
www.WesternRanchSupply.com
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Zeolites absorb moisture and gases. This means 
that ammonia, as well as other bad smelling gases, 
are trapped inside the Sweet PDZ to be harmlessly 
removed and placed on the compost pile.  A great 
alternative to lime.  This product is all natural, 
non-hazardous and non-toxic.  
ASFPDZG 40 lb granular................$20.00

BANDAGING

BANDAGING COTTON 
Non-sterile roll of bandaging cotton.
PTM6030  1 1/2" roll.................$7.00
PTM9043  3" x 4 yd...................$2.50
PTM9044  4" x 4 yd...................$3.99
   

TELFA NON-ADHERENT 
DRESSINGS
Absorbent cotton pad.  Superior  ouchless TELFA 
dressing won't disrupt healing tissue by sticking to the 
wound.  Sterile, individually wrapped. Ideal  primary 
dressing for lightly draining wounds.
NWS2132  3" x 4".........................$ .40
NWS1238  3" x 8".........................$ .50

SURGIPAD COMBINE DRESSING

HYDRASORB FOAM WOUND 
DRESSING (Kreisers)

Multi-layer pad for major surgical wounds,  maximum  
absorbency, wicking and dispersal of wound exudates.  
Sealed and sterile. (16 per box) 
NWS2145  5" x 9".......................$ .60

KLING GAUZE 
Non-sterile, cotton gauze.  3” wide x 5 yds long roll 
of gauze.
PTM6903  gauze (white)............$1.00
JGLCLNG3 gauze (brown)...........$1.00
Non-sterile, cotton gauze.  6” wide x 5 yds long roll 
of gauze.
PTM6906  gauze (white)............$2.50
JGLCLNG6 gauze (brown)..........$2.00

FIBERGLASS CASTING 
JGLFGLS3 3”...........................$11.00 
JGLFGLS4 4”...........................$13.00

PLASTER BANDAGE 
PTM7374  4” x 5 yd..................$8.50 
PTM7376  6” x 5 yd..................$9.00

Highly absorbent hydrophilic foam wound dressing.  
Soft, non-adherent pad.  Highly conformable in 
difficult-to-dress areas.
NWS1694  4"x 4".......................$3.50

4" VETRAP (3M)
Stretches and sticks only to itself, not to hair or skin.  
Eliminates pins, clips and tape.  Stays in place and 
gives firm support.  Cool, lightweight, comfortable 
and will not absorb moisture.  Use to hold dressings 
or as a running bandage, leg wrap, tail wrap or run 
down patch.  Choose from red, teal, green, gold,  
hunter green, hot pink, bright orange, white, blue, 
black, purple, yellow or hunter green.
4" x 5 yd.............$2.25

ZONAS ADHESIVE TAPE 
Porous adhesive tape provides maximum tackiness 
and ease in unwinding.  Each roll is 10 yards long.  
Ask about case pricing.
PTM5104  1" x 10 yd...............$2.50
PTM5106  2" x 10 yd...............$6.00
PTM5107  3" x 10 yd...............$6.25

HORSE PRODUCTS

ELASTIKON ADHESIVE TAPE 
A porous elastic-adhesive tape that allows the skin 
to breathe.  Stretches around uneven surfaces.  Flesh 
colored.  Each roll is 5 yards long. Ask about case 
pricing.
PTM5174  2" x 2 1/2 yd...........$ 7.00  
PTM5175  3" x 2 1/2 yd...........$ 9.00
PTM5176  4" x 2 1/2 yd..........$12.50 

DRESSING SPONGES (Kreisers)

BANDAGE SCISSORS
Angled for easy access, while keeping hand away 
from wound.  Blunt, flat-edged bottom blade protects 
skin under bandage.
FSS1146  5 1/2"......................$2.50

More economical than cotton sponges. Less chance 
of disturbing healing wounds.  Made of 4-ply rayon/
polyester formed fabric.  More absorbent than gauze 
providing a drier wound site. Non-sterile.         
PTM7634X10       .10/bag.....................$ 1.00

SWEET PDZ

For use as a solvent, humectant, emollient or lubricant.
HTNGLY4 gallon.....................$31.00
 

GLYCERINE (Hawthorne)

MISC.

TELFA PADS ADHESIVE BACK 
NWS5111  4" x 8".......................$4.00

COUGH CALM PASTE
Used as an aid for the temporary relief of bronchial 
congestion and minor throat irritation. 
ORLXCOFCM 34 gm.......................$5.00

A cold remedy for the temporary relief of minor 
respiratory inflammation or congestion.  Apply 
directly to nostrils.  May be used prior to events to 
clear congestion.
SSPNASAL 14 oz......................$22.50
      

SU-PER NASAL OINTMENT

RESPIRATORY

WIND AID 
Relieves and treats damage caused by pollutants and 
contaminants.  Helps open restricted or swollen air 
passages, and eases throat irritation
HTNWIND1 1 oz........................$ 5.00
HTNWIND32 32 oz......................$24.00

SU-PER WIND (Gateway Products)
Used as an aid in “opening up” breathing passages 
in race horses.  Also as an aid in the relief of equine 
bronchial congestion and minor throat irritation.
SSPSW  pint.......................$20.00
SSPSW1  quart.....................$35.00

B-KALM PASTE
Helps maintain calmness. An amino acid paste con-
taining L-tryptophan. Has not been shown to hinder 
performance or alertness. Has been used effectively 
for many years. 1.2 oz. tube.
HHPBKALM 42 gm........................$8.50

ELECTRO-PLEX ELECTROLYTE 
SUPPLEMENT BY ORAL-X 
Electro-Plex helps replace the minerals that  are lost 
from the equine athlete's system during exertion. It 
also contains important B vitamins to enhance appetite 
and nineteen different amino acids, including all eight 
essential amino acids. 34 gm per 1000 lbs. Administer 
contents of syringe directly onto back of horse's tongue. 
Ensure your horse always has access to fresh water.
HHPDEXSYR 34 gm.......................$5.25

        #22 RESPIRATORY SUPPORT 
              This mix is made for the horse that 
needs help in the lung and respiratory areas.  If 
your horse is a “bleeder” see #32. (Silver Lining) 
SLHBRE  1 lb. (60 scoops)....$70.00
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FLAIR NASAL STRIPS
Self adhesive strips that promote 
optimum respiratory health of 
equine athletes at all levels by 
reducing airway resistance and 
providing improved airpflow.
3080TQ  turquoise single..........$10.00
3080PK  pink single..................$10.00
3080BK  black single strip...........$10.00
3080WH  white single strip...........$10.00
3081BK  black 6 pack................$50.00
3081WH  white 6 pack...............$50.00
3081TQ  turquoise  6 pk.............$50.00
3081PK  pink 6pk......................$50.00

WINKY WASH N UDDER STUFF
A gentle conditioning sheath and udder wash.  Effec-
tively removes smegma and irritating crud.
HWT112   16 oz............................$16.00

EQUIPULMIN
Removes mucus & stops 
coughing. Helps stop lung 
bleeding. Helps support a 
healthy stomach. Controls 
and relieves allergies. 
strengthens the immune system. 
EP19882    32 oz.........................$60.00
EP19899    gallon.......................$165.00

ANIHIST H FOR HORSES
All natural support for seasonal 
allergies. Aids your horse in 
combating environmental irritants 
and pollutants. Powder.
DVTAN20    20 oz.........................$26.00

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
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For vaccination of healthy horses 
6 months of age or older as an 
aid in reduction of disease, 
encephalitis, and viremia 
caused by West Nile Virus.  Foals 
nursing immunedams should be vaccinated when ma-
ternal antibody levels will allow active immunization.  
Inject 1ml intramuscularly and repeat the dose in 3 
to 4 weeks.  Annual revaccination is recommended.  

Safe-Guard (fenbendazole) Paste 10% is administered 
orally for the control of large strongyles, small stron-
gyles, and pinworms.  Has a unique apple-cinnamon 
flavor horses love.  The 1 dose syringe comes in a 
paste form and does up to 1100 lbs of body weight.  
The 92 gram syringe comes in a paste form and does 
up to  4000 lbs of body weight.  The 290 gram syringe 
also is a paste form and requires an applicator.  Does 
12,760 lbs of body weight. 
HOESG25 1 dose....................
HOESGP  92 gram..................$31.00
HOESGP290 290 gram................$48.00

HORSE VACCINES

TETANUS TOXOID (Zoetis)
For  vaccination of healthy horses against tetanus.  
1ml IM.  Repeat in 4-8 weeks and annually thereafter.
FTDT1  1 ds syringe...Call for Price

PRESTIGE V w/HAVLOGEN
(Merek)
Encephalomyelitis, influenza Rhi-
nopneumonitis, tetanus toxoid 
For vaccination of healthy horses against Eastern 
and Western sleeping sickness, influenza, tetanus & 
rhino.  Inject 1 ml IM and repeat in 3 to 4 weeks and 
annually thereafter. 
DVVP41  1 ds syringe...........$24.00
DVVP410  10 ds bottle..........$234.00

PNEUMABORT K + 1B (Zoetis) 
Rhinopneumonitis 
Rhinopneumonitis + Equine Herpes Virus 1P + 1B.  
For use in pregnant mares, 2ml IM during the 5th, 
7th & 9th months of pregnancy.
FTDRHB1 1 ds syringe..Call for Price

FLUVAC INNOVATOR 4 (Zoetis)
Encephalomyelitis, influenza, teta-
nus toxoid 
For vaccination of healthy horses, 9 months of age 
or older for influenza, sleeping sickness and tetanus.  
1ml  IM. Repeat in 2-4 weeks and annually thereafter.
FTDFST1  1ds syringe...Call for Price

FLUVAC INNOVATOR 5 (Zoetis)
Encephalomyelitis, influenza
Rhinopneumonitis, tetanus toxoid 
For the vaccination of healthy horses as an aid in the 
prevention of Eastern and Western sleeping sickness, 
rhino, influenza, and tetanus.  1ml  IM. Repeat in 3-4 
weeks and annually thereafter.
FTDD1  1 ds syringe...Call for Price

ENCEVAC TC-4 EWT EAST, 
WEST (Merek)
Eastern & Western Encephalomy-
elitis (Sleeping Sickness) Tetanus 
Toxoid & Influenza Types A1 & A2 
including KY 93
For vaccination of healthy horses against Eastern 
& Western Encephalomyelitis (sleeping sickness) 
Tetanus Toxoid & Influenza Types A1 & A2 including 
KY 93. Inject 1ml IM & repeat in 3 weeks.  Give a 
booster annually.
DVVFST1 1 dose...............Call for Price

WEST NILE VIRUS VACCINE 
(Merek)

DVVWN1  1 dose....................
DVVWN10 10 dose.................

ZIMECTERIN (Merial)
Zimecterin paste provides control of the following 
parasites in horses:  Large strongyles, small stron-
gyles, pinworms, ascarids, hairworms, largemouth 
stomach worms, neck threadworms, bots, lungworms 
and intestinal threadworms.  One syringe contains 
sufficient paste to treat one 1,250 lb. horse.  Safe for 
mares at any stage of pregnancy. 
FNMZIM                  1 dose.....................$7.99

SAFE-GUARD (Intervet/Schering)

HORSE WORMERS
IVERMECTIN (Durvet)

ZIMECTERIN GOLD (Merial)

EQUIMAX 

Contains 1.87% Ivermectin. Controls large Strongyles, 
Small Strongyles, Pinworms, Ascarids, Largemouth 
Stomach Worms, and Summer Sores.  Treats one 1250 
lb. horse.  Safe for mares at any stage of pregnancy. 
Paste form.
DVTIVP      1 dose...........$3.50

Zimecterin Gold is the first deworming product 
licensed in the U.S. specifically for the treatment of 
tapeworms in horses.  Gold paste also  provides the 
same effective control of all the same parasites as 
the original Zimecterin.  It  contains Ivermectin as 
well as praziquantel.  One syringe contains sufficient 
paste to treat one 1,250 lb. horse. 
FNMZIMG 1 dose...................$13.99
  

For the removal and control of large and small 
strongyles, pinworms and large roundworms.  Each 
horse should be treated individually.  Safe for foals 
and pregnant mares.  
DVTHWORMP 1 dose paste..............$9.75

PYRANTEL PAMOATE 

For vaccination of healthy horses as an aid in the 
prevention of equine Eastern and Western Encepha-
lomyelitis (sleeping sickness) and tetanus.  Inject 1ml 
intramuscularly.  Administer a second dose required 
3-4 weeks after the first dose.  Revaccinate annually.  
Do not vaccinate within 21 days of slaughter.
DVVEWT1 1 dose....................$10.00

Provides safe, broad-
range control of 
parasites, including tapeworms and bots.  Contains 
1.87% Ivermectin and 14.03% Praziquantel.  Is the 
only Ivermectin/praziquantel horse wormer approved 
as safe for all horses.
DVTEQIMAX 6.42GM.................$16.00

ENCEVAC T W/HAVOLGEN 
EAST, WEST, TETANUS (Merek)

DURAFEND
(Fenbendazole) .5%. For beef & dairy cattle, horses 
& swine. For removal & control of large & small 
strongyles, pinworms & ascarids in horses. Pellets 
may be top dressed or blended with feed. Feed 1# 
per 1000#. Feed 2# per 1000# to control ascarids. 
Do not use in horses that are intended for human 
consumption.
DVTDFEND 1lb...........................$9.25
DVTDFEND5 5 lb.........................$30.00
DVTDFEND1 10 lb.......................$57.00

QUEST PLUS (Fort Dodge)
Combines 2% moxidectin and 12.5% praziquantel for 
the treatment and control of large and small strongyles, 
encysted cyathostomes, ascarids, pinworms, hair-
worms, large mouth stomach worms, stomach bots and 
tapeworms. One dose also suppresses strongyle egg 
production through 84 days.  May  be used in horses 
and ponies 6 months of age and older. Testing has not 
been done in breeding mares or stallions. Treats up to 
a 1,250 lb. horse. 
FTDQPLUS          
paste........................ 
   

call for 
price

PANACUR (Merck) (Rx)
10% Fenbendazole paste. Safe and effective control 
of large and small strongyles, encysted early third 
stage, late third stage and fourth stage cyathostome 
larvae, pinworms and ascarids. Safe for pregnant 
mares, stallions, and foals.
HOEPP25  25 gm paste...................

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price

EQUI-JEC 6
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
Encephalomyelitis, influenza Rhi-
nopneumonitis, tetanus toxoid, 
west nile virus 
For vaccination of healthy horses against Eastern 
and Western sleeping sickness, influenza, tetanus & 
rhino, and west nile virus.  Inject 1 ml IM and repeat 
in 3 to 4 weeks and annually thereafter. 
BIEJ6  1 ds syringe...........$45.00

STREPVAX II 
(Boehringer Ingelheim)
For use in healthy horses of all ages as an aid in the 
reduction of disease (strangles) due to Streptococcus 
equi infection. sing aseptic technique inject 1 mL IM 
preferably in the hind quarters. For primary vaccination 
give 3 doses at intervals of 3 weeks. Foals vaccinated 
when less than 3 months of age should receive an 
additional dose at 6 months. Revaccinate annually 
and prior to anticipated exposure.
BISTREP1 1 ds ............................$17.00

ENCEVAC T + WNV (Merek)
Intended for the vaccination of healthy horses as an 
aid in the prevention of disease caused by West Nile 
Virus, Eastern and Western Encephalomyetitis, and 
tetnus. Give 1 ml IM, repeat in 3-4 weeks.  Revaccinate 
annually with a single 1ml dose.
DVVWNEWT1 1 ds ...................Call for Price

SAFE-GUARD EQUI-BITS
Feed and deworm in a single step 
with palatable alfalfa-based pellets. 
Controls large strongyles, small 
strongyles, pinworms and ascarids. 
Safe for foals and pregnant mares. 
Perfect for weanlings or yearlings on 
feed. 5.0 grams per kilogram 
fenbendazole (2.27 grams per pound) 
The antiparasitic action of Safe-Guard Equi-bits is due 
to the inhibition of energy metabolism in the parasite.
HOESGEB            1.25 lb............................$12.99 

WORMERS

Prestige  5 + WNV
(Merck)
This product has been shown effective for the 
vaccina ron of healthy horses 6 months of age or 
older against Eastern and Western encephalomyelitis  
(EEE and WEE) viruses, equine influenza virus 
(EIV), equine herpesvirus type 1 (EHV-1), equine 
herpesvirus type 4 (EHV-4), tetanus and West Nile 
Virus. Duration of immunity has been shown at 6 
months for EIV. Duration of immunity for Eastern and 
Western encephalomyelitis viruses, EHV-1, EHV- 4, 
tetanus and West Nile Virus has not been established
.
DVVPW41 1 ds ............................$17.00
DVVPW410 10 ds ............................$17.00

call for 
price
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Pyranha Wipe N’ Spray is a 
pyrethrum-based formula that 
is applied directly on the
animal. This ready-to-use 
product provides fly 
protection and imparts a high 
sheen to the hair when brushed 
out. Effective protection results from only 1 to 2 oz. 
per head. Citronella scented & contains lanolin as a 
conditioner. Proven effective on biting flies, mosqui-
toes, gnats, fleas and ticks.
PYRAFS  aerosol...................$21.25
PYRWS1  quart......................$21.50
PYRWS4  gallon....................$70.00

Pyrethrins; .20% Piperonyl Butoxide; .50% 
Butoxypolypropylene 
Glycol; 5.0%
Protects horses against house, stable, and 
face flies as well as gnats, mosquitoes, lice 
and ticks for up to 5-10 days.  Contains an 
advanced sun-screen that will protect the 
coat from harmful  UV rays and aloe and 
lanolin to help condition the coat.

Pyrethrins; .20% Piperonyl Butoxide; .50% 
Pralletrin; .13%
Kills and repels mosquitoes, 
gnats, face flies, stable flies, and 
house flies.  Provides both quick 
knockdown and residual control.  
Can be used on horses, ponies, 
and foals.  Contains aloe, lanolin, 
and paba sunscreen.
FNMMH1 quart w/sprayer......$19.75

For use on HORSES and dogs.  Kills 
and repels stable flies, horse flies, face 
flies, deer flies, house flies, horn flies, 
mosquitoes, gnats, ticks, fleas, chiggers 
and lice.  Also contains fleas and ticks 
on dogs.  Non-oily, insecticide repellent.  
Contains Pyrethrins, Piperonyl Technical 
and Permethrin.
FNMAMBUSH quart........................$10.00

.20% Pyrethrins; .50% Piperonyl Butoxide; 1.0% 
Di-N-Propyl isocinchromeromate; 
20% Butoxypolypropylene Glycol
Wipe’s powerful formula repels horse 
flies, house flies, stable flies, deer flies, 
gnats and mosquitoes for a full 24 hours.  
Kills them on contact.  Wipe is easy to 
apply.  Use Wipe Applicator Mitt to wipe 
on long-lasting fly control.  Wipe 
actually helps in the removal of dirt and 
dandruff and adds shine to the coat too!  
Water-base formula.
FNMWIPE pint........................$17.50
FNMWIPES1 quart w/sprayer......$19.75

Sweat and water resistant fly 
repellent that lasts up to 14 days. 
Protects against biting and nuisance 
flies, gnats, mosquitoes, deer ticks
and lice.
FNMEND  quart......................$22.50
FNMEND4 gallon....................$75.00

.50% Permethrin; .10% Pyrethrins; 1.0% 
Piperonyl Butoxide
This water-based formulation 
repels flies, mosquitoes and 
gnats for 3-5 days.  Repels 
and controls house flies, 
stable flies, horn flies, face 
flies, horse flies and deer 
flies.  Use as a spray or wipe.  
Do not wet animal to the point of dripping or use more 
than 2 ounces per application.  Sprayer not included.
YNGUSLD2 quart......................$26.50
YNGUSLD4 gallon....................$75.00

BRUTE SPOT-ON 
Ready-to-use as a Wipe-On or a Pour-On treatment.  
Controls horn flies for up to 2 weeks and mosquitoes 
for up to 5 days.  Rain-Resistant Formula for 
long-lasting effectiveness.  16 fl. oz. bottle treats up 
to 32 horses.
0

READY-TO-USE FLY 
SPRAYS

.150% Cypermethrin; .20% Pyrethrins; 
1.60% Piperonyl Butoxide; 
5.0% Butoxypolypropylene Glycol
Protects horses against horse, house, 
stable, face, horn and deer flies as well 
as gnats, mosquitoes, lice and ticks for 
up to 10-14 days.  Contains an advanced
sun-screen, shielding horse’s skin and coat from 
bleaching and sunburn.  Water-base formula.  32 oz. 
comes with sprayer.   
FNMTTECH 32 oz......................$24.75

WIPE (Farnam)

ULTRA SHIELD (Absorbine)

TRI-TEC 14 (Farnam)FLYSECT SUPER 7 (Farnam)

MOSQUITO HALT (Farnam)

PYRANHA

HORSE INSECTICIDES

AMBUSH INSECTICIDE 

BRONCO EQUINE FLY SPRAY 
PLUS CITRONELLA SCENT 
(Farnam)
Water-based ready-to-use pyrethrin and permethrin 
formula is economical, yet effective.  Repels and kills 
house flies, horn flies, stable flies, deer flies and horse 
flies, also mosquitoes, lice and gnats.  Also kills fleas 
and ticks on dogs.  Pleasant citronella scent.
FNMBRONC quart........................$8.50

ENDURE FLY SPRAY 
(Farnam)

Especially developed for use on horses.  Provides a 
protective hair coating against flies while imparting 
a high sheen to the hair when brushed out.  Repels 
and kills stable flies, horn flies, house flies, face 
flies, horse flies, deer flies, mosquitoes and gnats.  
Also acts as a grooming aid and coat conditioner.  
Contains Pyrethrins, Piperonyl Butoxide Technical 
and Butoxypolyproplene Glycol.
FNMBRONCG quart......................$13.75

BRONCO GOLD EQUINE FLY 
SPRAY (Farnam)

REPEL-X RTU (Farnam)
Contains 0.05% Pyrethrins, 0.5% 
Piperonyl Butoxide & 0.1% Permethrin 
to kill and repel stable, horse, face, deer, 
house and horn flies, mosquitoes, gnats
and deer ticks (that may carry Lyme 
disease).  May be used as a premise 
spray.  Apply as a spray or wipe-on.
FNMREPRTU quart......................$14.00YTBRUTE         pint.........................$22.00

FNMFS71     quart w/sprayer.......$20.50
FNMFS714    gallon......................$70.00

PRO-FORCE FLY SPRAY
(MANNA PRO) *NEW*
Rapid knock down, kill and repellency 
for up to 14 days.  For use on ponies, 
horses, dogs and use as a premise spray.
Kills fleas and ticks on dogs.  Covers  
more insect species, including culex 
mosquitoes (west nile), carpenter bees, 
and no-see-ums,  Permethin .2%, 
Pyrethin .1%, N-Octyl bicychloheptene 
dicarboximide .48%. Water based
CARPRO32 Quart...........$15.00

Use on horses, ponies and dogs.
Natural fly repellant. 24 hr control.
Organic knockdown and kill. Safe 
around children and pets.
CARNAT32   quart...........$16.50

NATURE’S FORCE

use on horses and ponies. Sweat resistant.
Provides repellency and quick 
knockdown from biting and nuisance 
flies, gnats and mosquitoes. 14 day 
weather resistant protection.
CAROPT32   quart...........$19.00

OPTI-FORCE 

Multi purpose, multi species insect
control spray that provides powerful 
yet safe protection against harmful pests. 
Concentrated permethrin product is for 
use directly on animals. 
DVTRID1   quart......................$7.00
DVTRID4   gallon....................$19.00

FLYRID PLUS SPRAY

SILVER LINING FLY SPRAY
Uses pure essential oils, shown to 
be effective as pest repellents. 
SLH43  24 oz.......$13.50
ECOVET 
A truly new alternative to traditional 
fly products containing pyrethrins of 
essential oils. Ecovet is a proprietary 
mixture of natural food-grade fatty acids 
and silicone oil. Ecovet creates a “zone of 
repellency” that prevents pests (flies, gnats, 
mosquitoes, ticks, lice and more) from 
landing on your equine friend.
DVTEFR04 4 oz...............................$6.75
DVTEFR18 18 oz.............................$20.00
DVTEFR4 gallon..........................$105.00

TURNOUT
Ready to use insecticide and repellent spray 
that stays active for 14 days.  Kills and repels 
stable flies, horn flies, house flies, horse flies,
deer flies, face flies, gnats, ticks, lice and 
mosquitoes, including those that may 
transmit West Nile Virus.
DVTTOUT32 32 oz.............................$14.00
DVTTOUT4 1 gal.............................$41.00

POWER
non-oily insect control spray that 
provides powerful yet safe protection
 against harmful pests. Made with 
Pyranha® technology, this 
economical and quality formula can 
be used directly on horses and dogs 
as well as premises (barns, stables, 
fences, etc.) featuring both indoor and outdoor 
applications. Made in the U.S.A. Made with Pyranha® 
Technology. Kills flies, mosquitoes, and deer flies. 
Kills fleas on dogs for 14 days. Citronella-scented. 
Won’t attract dust and grime. Can be sprayed or 
wiped on
DVTPOWER32 qt..................................$6.75
DVTPOWER4 gallon...........................$21.00
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RESCUE DISPOSABLE 
YELLOWJACKET TRAP
Features a powerful attractant as well 
as a handy disposable bag for 
additional ease and convenience. 
Simply add water to activate the 
powdered attractant - the insects 
simply won’t be able to resist its 
lure.
SINJTRAP...................................................$4.50

TEMPO SC ULTRA 
INSECTICIDE
Fastest-acting insect control on 
the market. This suspension 
concentrate delivers the power 
of a powder formulation in a 
liquid. It’s easier to use, less 
messy to handle, needs less 
agitation and is more evenly 
dispersed during application. 
Quick broad-spectrum control of more than 100 
nuisance pests
DVTTEMPOSC...............................$50.00

QUICKBAYT SPOT SPRAY
Can be applied on virtually any 
surface in and around hobby and 
recreational farms and rural 
environments where house flies 
congregate — cattle, sheep and 
goat facilities, dog kennels and 
horse stables. Easy to apply. 
Spray on a variety of surfaces 
such as walls, posts, beams, 
ceilings and other areas where 
flies tend to rest. In animal facilities and protected 
areas residual efficacy can last up to 6 weeks unless 
the bait is completely consumed. Treats places con-
ventional granular baits can’t reach. Quick-acting 
and long-lasting control
DVTFLYSS3 3 oz.........................$14.00
DVTFLYSS 1 lb..........................$51.00

QUICKBAYT FLY BAIT
Controls nuisance flies 
in or around livestock 
production facilities, 
poultry houses and 
horse stables. Starts 
killing nuisance flies in 
as little as 60 seconds. 
Its red pellets contain two fly attractants to lure flies. 
Fast acting, effective, convenient and versatile. 
Contains Bitrex®, a bitter substance to help prevent 
accidental ingestion by children and animals. Kills 
flies resistant to organophosphates and carbamates. 
Use indoors or outdoors.
DVTFLY1 1 lb..........................$12.50
DVTFLY5 5 lb...........................$41.00

ANNIHILATOR POLYZONE
Insecticide is a premise spray for 
broad-spectrum control of 
crawling, flying and 
wood-infesting pests for indoor 
and outdoor use around cattle 
facilities, horse stables and 
other areas listed on the label. 
Exclusive formulation 
technology protects. Active 
ingredient from weather, 
wash-off. Mechanical abrasion. Provides outdoor 
residual control for up to 90 days
DVTAP16  16 oz.........s/o............$58.00

HORSE INSECTICIDES

PREMISE FLY SPRAYS
& TRAPS

Handy disposable fly trap attracts 
and traps more flies without 
insecticides.  Holds over 10,000 
flies.  Special patented attractant 
contains multiple feeding stimulants 
plus a powerful sex pheromone flies 
can’t resist.  Can be hung up or set on the ground, 
wherever flies are most active.  Easy to use, just 
squeeze in attractant and add water.  
FNMTRAP Trap ‘N Toss................$6.25

The Rescue fly control trap uses no 
pesticides and can capture between 
15,000 - 20,000 flies per trap.  Traps 
house flies, false table flies, blu and 
green bottle flies, blow flies, flesh flies, 
face flies, and many other species.  
Just add water and hang.  The attractant is enclosed 
so there is no handling or mess. 

RESCUE FLY TRAP

TRAP’N TOSS

SINTRAP  Rescue fly trap..............$5.00
SINBTRAP Fly Trap Big Bag 
 w/attractant (disposable).................$7.00

11.0% Permethrin
Dilute Atroban 11% EC, 3 tbsp. per 2.5 gallons of 
water.  This mixture will control horn flies, face 
flies, stable flies, house flies, horse flies, black flies, 
mosquitoes, eye gnats, mange mites, scabies mites, 
ticks and lice.  Apply 1-2 quarts of mixture per an-
imal over whole body surface.  Can also be used as 
a premise spray.  
PTMATL  pint........................$25.00
PTMATL1 quart......................$33.00

REPEL-X (Farnam)
.40% Pyrethins; 1.0% Piperonyl Butoxide
Repel-X has been the horseman’s choice for more 
than 30 years.  Diluted 1.7 with water, Repel-X 
provides protection from house flies, horn flies, face 
flies, gnats and mosquitoes.  Mixed at 1.4 dilution, 
Repel-X kills ticks, horse flies, deer flies and stable 
flies.  Each pint of concentrate makes a gallon of 
finished spray.  Repeat application every 3-4 days, 
or as often as needed.
FNMREPX pint........................$18.25
FNMREPX1 quart......................$34.75
FNMREPX4 gallon...................$129.75

ATROBAN 11% EC 

Pyrethrins; .20% Piperonyl Butoxide; 1.00%
Kills and repels horn, face, stable, and house 
flies from sensitive areas of the face and 
head of horses and ponies.  Apply around 
animal’s nose, eyes, ears, mouth and any 
wounds or surface lesions.  Botanically-
derived pyrethrin formula keeps flies off 
and kills them on contact.  Comes in an 
easy to grip plastic 2 ounce roll-on bottle.
FNMRFLY 
2 oz......................................................$7.25

Protects wounds, open sores, scratches and 
abrasions from dirt, filth and 
disease-carrying flies.  Ideal for 
use on the ears and other facial 
areas.  Apply daily for continued 
protection.  For use on  horses, 
ponies, and dogs.  Available in 
original pink or clear formulas.  6 ounce jars.
FNMSWAT Pink.....................$11.75
FNMSWATC Clear....................$11.75

SWAT FLY REPELLENT 
OINTMENT (Farnam)

ROLL-ON (Farnam)

HORSE LICE DUSTER III 
(Farnam)
Dusting powder that contains permethrin 
to aid in the prevention of lice, horn and face 
flies.  Dust directly onto the horse.  Ideal for 
treating animal quarters and bedding, also 
is safe for cats and dogs.
FNMHDUSTR 6 oz...........$10.00

SHOOFLY LEGGINS
Made from flexible, plastic mesh 
to allow air circulation. Prevents 
painful bites from flies and 
other biting insects. Reduces 
stress and stomping. Revents botflies from laying 
eggs. Does not restrict blood flow or range of motion. 
Set of four. Colors orange, blue and pink 
STN78130, STN78230, STN78430............$49.00

INSTANT KNOCKDOWN 
WASP & HORNET KILLER
Kills Wasps, Hornets and Yellow Jackets. 
Kills the entire Nest. Jet Blast 22 Feet.
For Outdoor Use Only
DVTWHK...........................$5.25

FLY MASKS

OPTI-FORCE W/REPELLENT
Provides built in, invisible, odorless 
protection. Repels mosquitoes, 
ticks, and fleas. Fits 900-1200 lbs.
CAROFM..........................$24.50
PRO-FORCE 
Provides protection from flies 
and harmful UV rays. 
Fits 900-1200 lbs.
CARPFM ...........................$15.25

ECONO FLY MASK 
Excellent protection on a budget. 
Lightweight mesh material helps reduce 
sun exposure while keeping insects at 
bay.
CCOFMSH w/out ears.....................$22.00

FOR A FULL SELECTION OF FLY MASK 
AND PLEASE VISIT THE WEBSITE.

WESTERNRANCHSUPPLY.COM

REST  
ASSURED
A good night’s 
sleep even with  
the lights on.

Standard
S,M, L, XL
REM..$69.99
Left Eye Patch
S,M, L, XL
REMLP..$69.99
Right Eye Patch
S,M, L, XL
REMRP..$69.99
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TAIL TAMER CURVED HANDLE RAINBOW 
BRUSH
super comfort handle helps 
you to remove snarls with 
ease! This fantastic brush is 
sure to please!
TTP909R.......................................................$11.00

TAIL TAMER DELUXE RAKE COMB
Has wide-spaced teeth for 
horses and a super-sturdy 
design so the teeth won’t 
break. This is a tough comb 
that is gentle on your horse.
TTPDCOMB...................................................$5.00

ZEBRA BRUSH BY TAIL TAMER
Synthetic medium soft brush bristle 
brush is great for grooming.
TTPFB100.......................................................$10.00

TAIL TAMER FLOWER POWER BRUSH
Easy to use with a comfortable 
grip and eye popping colored 
bristles. Wavy bristles to promote 
easy tangle free brushing.
TTPFPB1.........................$10.00

TAIL TAMER PETITE JELLY 
SCRUBBER
Sized for small hands so it wont 
fly off in the bath. Highly 
Flexible. It bends and molds 
around any body part making 
bathing and shedding easier.
TTPJS003.....................................................$5.00

TAIL TAMER TRAIL BAG
A unique tail lengthener that really stays put. 
In a matter of minutes, hair is braided in three 
tubes - no special tools or bands required. 
Strong nylon fabric.
TTPHOTPINK pink......................$14.00
TTPLIME lime......................$14.00
TTPPURPLE purple...................$14.00
TTPRED  red........................$14.00
TTPROYAL royal.....................$14.00

TAIL TAMER TIE DYE SPONGE
New and fun sponge with swirly  
tie dye prints. No two sponges are  
alike. Assorted colors.
TTPSPNGETD................$7.00

TAIL TAMER GREAT GROOVES 
LARGE RIDE BRUSH
Funky and fun rubber-backed 
brushes that are designed for a 
ladys or kids hand with fun 
wording in the bristles. The 
synthetic medium firmness bristle brush is hardy and 
durable and a perfect choice for a long-lasting brush 
for general grooming without a big bulky brush.
TTPST131....................................................$11.00

SMALL MEDIUM STIFF POLY BRUSH
Rubber-backed brushes designed 
for a lady’s or kid’s hand.  
No big clunky brush that is 
uncomfortable to handle here -- 
these brushes fit perfectly in your hand. Synthetic 
bristles are hardy and durable and a choice for a 
long-lasting brush.  Great colors, patterns and every 
texture possible.   
TTPST160.......................................................$9.00

TAIL TAMER GREAT GROOVES SMALL 
POLY DENSE MEDIUM BRISTLE BRUSH
Funky and fun rubber-backed 
brushes that are designed for a 
ladys or kids hand. The small 
dandy brush with medium poly 
bristles in fun patterns are Tail Tamer Great for general 
grooming without a big bulky brush.  
TTPST190.......................................................$9.00

TAIL TAMER HORSE HAIR/POLY BLEND 
HORSE GROOMING BRUSH
will be your absolute favorite go to brush 
for grooming anywhere on your horse. 
You can’t beat natural bristles for that 
clean and shiny finish! All of our brushes 
are bristled densely with the highest quality 
of natural fiber. The updated rubber-backed brushes 
have grooves for a fantastic grip and a raised logo 
adds distinctive touch. 
TTPST225....................................................$12.00

HORSE GROOMING SUPPLIES

MED SOFT BRUSH
Short  horse hair bristles blended 
with poly bristles in a dense filing 
gives a deep sheen to the coat.
TTPST220...................$20.00

CRAZY BRUSH MED BRISTLES
Medium poly brush with 
crazy bristles sized for kids.
TTPST100......................$9.00

PADDLE BRUSH
Popular paddle brush is 
updated with a new logo 
and a super-soft secure grip 
handle.  New colors too!
TTP10002............................................$10.00

CURVED HANDLE BRUSH
Comfortable sure grip 
handle, soft tripped 
bristles, bright colors 
and the one and only Tail 
Tamer logo that guarantees 
top quality.  Manufactured with heavy duty ABS 
plastic for durability and long life, this is a super 
finishing brush.  Available in assorted colors.
TTP909.......................................................$8.00

TAIL TAMER

COMFORT CIRCLE CURRY
Made of a soft flexible plastic.  
Handle lets you get a good hold on 
the curry. 4" dia.,  Comes complete 
with glitter.
TTPCCRY.......................$7.00

SOFT TOUCH 
CURRY, METAL 
COLORED 
HANDLE
TTPSTCURRY............$8.00

SMALL FLICK BRUSH
These brushes have long, 
synthetic bristles designed to 
flick away dirt & hair.  Soft 
plastic synthetic bristles make 
for a long lasting brush.  This 
one is for small hands.
TTPST170...............$9.00

LARGE HORSE HAIR/POLY BRISTLE 
BRUSH
Same horse/hair bristle 
blended brush as the ST200 brush, 
but in a bigger size for body work.
TTPST210.......................$12.00

SWEAT SCRAPER
Designed to sweep away excess water and sweat 
with its convenient shape.
OSTSSB  blue..............$5.50

ORIGINAL JELLY SCRUBBER

PONY PAINT
Available in black, blue, lavender, lime, orange, pink, 
red, turquoise, white.
TTPPONYPT.............................................$13.00

So versatile, it is soft, making it a super 
curry for sensitive horses.  
Highly flexible, it bends and molds 
around any body part, making 
shedding and bathing easy.  The 
BEST item for shedding out legs.
TTPJLYSCB.....................$5.00

HORSE SHAVE
Win by a nose!  Removes unwanted whiskers and 
hair, eyelashes and bot fly eggs. Great for young 
horses, quick touch-ups, or for those horses who 
hate clippers!.
TTPSHAVE...............................................$3.00

TAIL TAMER SMALL BOAR BRISTLE 
BRUSH
Soft yet firm. Dragging the dirt 
out from undercoats and slicks 
it away with a shine as only 
natural bristles can. 
TTPST300..................................................$11.00

TAIL TAMER SMALL ROUND GOAT HAIR 
FACE BRUSH
Super soft for faces and delicate 
spots, pure goat hair with a heart 
center. The softest brush you can buy! 
TTPST400..................................................$11.00
SOFT TOUCH BUCKET BRUSH
Plastic brush with stiff bristles to clean 
dirty buckets. Features rubber tip to 
scrape off dried debris.  
TTPSTBKTBRSH......................$7.00

TAIL TAMER SOFT TOUCH FLAT CURRY
Flat curry brush with a soft handle comes 
in assorted colors.
TTPSTFCURRY........................$8.00

SOFT TOUCH SHEDDING BLADE
Steel shedding blade with plastic 
coated handle for comfort.
TTPSTSHED.....................$8.00

BEST EVER 10 OZ TOUGH SOILD
TAIL BAG
10 oz tough spandex, no velcro, no strings. Won’t 
pull hair out, its also great for over night use and 
the knot wont weld on you. Great for keeping tails 
clean and prevents breakage. Machine wash warm 
and hang to dry. 
BETB variety of.....................................$10.00
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Twin blades...smooth 
rounded curry comb
teeth on one side for 
shedding and heavy cleaning - other side smooth for 
sweat scraping and water removal.  24" long when 
open or use in a loop.
DKR22.................................................$10.00

Dark brown web strap.  Natural 
palmyra fiber. 1 3/8" trim. 
7 5/8" x 3 5/8" block.
MAG14..............$9.00

Soft natural bleached white 
tampico bristles. Small block 
for the small hand.  2" trim. 
6 3/4" x 2 1/2" block.
MAG42...................................................$8.00

Soft horse hair blend.  For 
the extra soft touch and 
show ring shine. 2" trim. 
8 1/2" x 2 3/8" block.
MAG50..................................................$10.50

Firm natural grey English fiber. 
Just a little stiffer for the tough
finishing job.  2" trim. 
8 1/2" x 2 3/8" block.
DKR60...................................................$9.00

Extra soft red and blue mix.  
Crimped synthetic bristles. 
2" trim. 6 3/4" x 2 1/2" block.
DKR100.................................................$6.00

SPIRAL CURRY COMB

SS SHREDDER-SCRAPER 

THE PONY BRUSH
RED AND BLUE

CLASSIC GROOMING BRUSH

MANE & TAIL COMB
Available in red, blue, 
green, purple.
PAR24410..........$1.50

POLY 9" COMB
Available in black, 
blue, green, red.
PAR24403..........$1.50

DELUXE SWEAT 
SCRAPER
Plastic sweat scraper with 
rubber.  Available in blue, 
green, red, purple.
PAR244581........$3.00

SHOWMAN GREY BRUSH

ULTIMATE GROOMING BRUSH

BUDDY GROOMING BRUSH

DECKER PARTRADE

HORSE GROOMING SUPPLIES

6" RAINBOW 
DANDY BRUSH
Assorted Rainbow colors
PAR246180................$5.00

MICROFIBER 
SPONGE WITH MESH
Assorted colors.
PAR246300................$6.00

Reversible means it's like getting two combs for 
the price of one.  The jumbo covers 40% more area 
reducing time and effort!
DKR15 15-S.................$6.00
DKR14 31-J Jumbo......$7.00

SS SPIRAL CURRY COMB
Constructed of one continuous 
strip of quality non-rusting 
stainless steel.
DKR15SS........................$9.00

STAINLESS SHEDDING BLADE
PAR24459............................................$6.00
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SLEEKEZ

Handle is constructed of poplar wood treated to 
protect it in the outdoor environment. Unique 
tooth pattern is created to 
be used on a variety 
of coats from fine to 
course and long to short. 
It extremely gentle, yet highly effective.
SLEEKEZSM.............................Small $13.00 
SLEEKEZMD..............................Med $16.00 
SLEEKEZLG.............................Large $20.00

FARNAM
SLICK ‘N EASY 
SHED BAR 
Fiberglass grooming block 
that is the easy, low-cost way 
to remove horses’ loose hair, 
dust and dirt.
FNMSHED.............................................$4.00

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

GROOMING GLOVES
Dogs, cats, and show animals all love the HandsOn® 
treatment! Gentle grooming provides an excellent 
massages and sheds loose hair effectively, even thick 
undercoats. Rubber nodules on the fingers and palms 
are perfect for grooming or bathing.
HOEGGGS green, small..................$25.00
HOEGGGM green, med...................$25.00
HOEGGGL green, large..................$25.00
HOEGGPS purple, small................$25.00
HOEGGPM purple, med..................$25.00
HOEGGPL purple, large..................$25.00

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
ORDER ONLINE!

www.WesternRanchSupply.com

WASH GLOVES
Waterproof wash gloves keep your hands dry while 
bathing your horse or dog. They are 100% silicone 
and great for gentle scrubbing and foaming up soap. 
Come in a pair and availbe in a variety of colors.
EQBWGB blue............................$15.00
EQBWGG grey............................$15.00
EQBWGPK pink............................$15.00
EQBWGPR purple..........................$15.00
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HI GLOSS 

MANE AND TAIL GROWTH

Hi Gloss Finishing Spray is a light, 
oil based spray.  Perfect for adding 
superior shine in seconds.  Cond-
tions and glosses coat, manes and 
tails for that show ring look.
SHPGLOSS 12 oz....$15.00

Original M-T-G is a safe relief from a 
variety of bacterial and fungal skin  
problems, such as rain rot, scratches, 
girth itch, and dry skin.  Conditions 
the skin and hair around damaged 
area, promoting both healthy skin and 
maximum hair growth.
SHPORGMTG 32 oz........$26.25

MAGIC SHEEN 
Special silicone blend hair polish 
with exceptional shine and healthy 
mane, tail and coat.  Repels dirt, and 
reduces grooming time.  Detangles 
mane and tail for a sleek look.  
SHPSHEEN2 32 oz....$16.25
SHPSHEEN4 gal.......$42.00

Superior Equine Grooming Products...
Since 1938!

SUPERIOR EQUINE

MANE ‘N TAIL 
CONDITIONER
Protein-based conditioner helps to 
achieve longer, healthier mane and 
tail.  Use after shampooing or any time 
conditioning is needed.
DVTMT12  12 oz.......$ 4.00
DVTMT1 32 oz...... $ 7.00
DVTMT4 gallon......$25.00

VETROLIN BATH (Farnam)
Protein enriched, conditioning sham-
poo produces a rich lather to gently 
wash away dirt and dandruff.  Built-in 
conditioners, Vitamin E and PABA 
sunscreen to help protect coat also 
leaves a cooling effect.
FNMBATH32 32 oz........$ 9.50
FNMBATH64 64 oz.......$16.50

PROVIDONE IODINE SHAMPOO
An aid in the treatment and prevention of fungal 
and bacterial skin infections in animals.
DVTIPOO 32 oz ................$11.00

MANE ‘N TAIL & BODY 
SHAMPOO
Cleans and conditions both coat and 
skin.  Revitalizes damaged hair.  Con-
centrated, so only one oz. of shampoo 
is added to each gallon of water.
DVTP12  12 oz......$ 4.00
DVTPOO1 32 oz......$ 7.00
DVTPOO4 gallon.....$25.00

ORVUS W.A. PASTE
7 1/2 lbs of concentrated soap deter-
gent in paste form.  Neutral synthetic 
detergent.
GWCORVUS 7.5 lbs....$30.00

BRIGHT LIGHTS WHITENING 
SHAMPOO (Sullivan’s Supply)
For enhancing and whitening hair.  Intensifies 
colors of all hair coats and shampoos away 
yellow tint, sun faded and stained hair.
SULBLW1 32 oz.................... $13.00

VETROLIN BODY WASH 
(Farnam)
Gentle, moisturizing body wash 
cleans without scrubbing. Produces 
a rich lather to gently lift away dirt 
& dandruff in minutes! Easy-to-use 
applicator eliminates buckets & 
sponges. Protein-enriched 
conditioners repair split ends, giving your horse 
a lustrous shine. Contain PABA sunscreen to 
protect the coat.
FNMWASH 32 oz......................$14.25

SHAPLEY’S HI-SHINE SHAMPOO
Clarifing shampoo that gently deep cleans hair. Pro-
duces a rich, foamy lather that rinses out easily leaving 
no residue even with cold water. Can be used daily.
SHPPOO32 32 oz......................$12.50
SHPPOO4 gallon.....................$35.00

ORIGINAL M-T-G PLUS
Shapley’s Original M-T-G plus is the 
same great formula as Original M-T-G 
but with a light herbal scent!  It is an easy 
to use, veterinarian recommended product 
providing quick and effective relief from a 
variety of bacterial and fungal skin 
problems such as rain rot, scratches, 
girth itch, sweet itch, dry skin and 
tail/mane rubbing.
SHPMTGPLUS....................................$26.25

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

TIPS FOR BATHING YOUR HORSE:
Bath time is a great opportunity not only 
to bond with your horse, but also to give 
her a good “look over” for any health 
conditions that may escape your attention 
during regular grooming. A frequently 
asked question is, “How often should I 
bathe my horse?” And the answer varies 
greatly depending on owner preference, 
use of your horse, if you show or not, 
what the weather is and where you keep 
your horse. Most horses don’t necessarily 
need bathing — a thorough rinsing to 
remove sweat and loose hair is usual-
ly enough to keep their coat and skin 
healthy, and over-shampooing may cause 
dry skin and coat conditions. Of course, 
if you are headed for a show and she has 
just rolled in her favorite mud hole, a 
good bath may be your only option for a 
clean and shiny coat.

CONSIDER THIS:
Using a premium made-for equine condi-
tioner on your horse’s mane and tail will 
enhance those locks and keep them look-
ing beautiful. If you want your horse’s 
tail to grow, keep it loosely braided or in 
a tail bag.
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Detangler has been specifically 
formulated for manes and tails to 
eliminate tangles & knots with a 
friction free slip that lasts for days. 
Contains no silicone, so will leave 
no build-up or feel tacky. Use as a 
grooming aid as often as needed.

SHOW SHEEN
(W.F. Young)
A labor-saving "hair polish" that 
dries to a bright, natural sheen.  
Resists dust and stains.  Maintains 
the shine up to a week.  Aids in 
detangling manes and tails.
YNGSHEEN2   
spray quart..................$18.25   
YNGSHEEN4
gallon..........................$45.00

VETROLIN DETANGLER 
(Farnam)

SUPER SHINE HOOF POLISH 
(W.F. Young)
Great for show day for polishing up 
dull colored hooves.  Comes in 
Black and Clear color.  8 ounce 
bottle with dauber applicator.
YNGHOOFB 8 oz, black....$15.25
YNGHOOFC 8 oz, clear.....$15.25

Ready-to-use spray, with con-
ditioners, puts a brilliant shine 
on coats, manes & tails.  Repels 
dust and dirt.  
FNMSHINE 
32 oz..........................$12.00
FNMSHINE4 
64 oz..........................$21.25

MANE ‘N TAIL 
DETANGLER 

VETROLIN GREEN SPOT-OUT 
(Farnam)
Stain remover with teal tree oil. 
Removes urine and manure stains. 
No rinsing required. 
FNMSPOTOT 
16 oz........................................$8.25

HOOF POLISH 
(Edward Martin)
Great for show day for polishing 
up dull colored hooves. Comes 
with dauber.  
SCFEMCP      Clear.........$17.50

HORSEMAN’S DREAM 
FUNG-A-WAY
This product aids in the treatment 
of horses, dogs and cats with 
fungal problems. Aids in Summer 
Itch, Girth Itch, Ringworm, and 
other fungal problems.
HSDFUNG      16 oz........$7.25

100% pure organic essential oils have 
been added to accelerate an effective 
recovery, freeing your horse from 
pain and the unpleasant appearance 
of rain rot, mud fever, dew poisoning, 
scratches and fungus related skin 
irritations.
TTPMUCK1 32 oz.......$26.00

MUCK-ITCH

VETROLIN SHINE (Farnam)

Instantly detangles and conditions.  
Contains silicones to eliminate 
tangles, leaving hair healthy while 
increasing volume & detangling.
FNMDETANG 
12 oz....................................$18.75

EZ + FUNGAID
This product aids in the treatment of HORSES, 
dogs and cats with fungal problems. Aids in 
Summer Itch, Girth Itch, Ringworm, and other 
fungal problems.
APTFUN16      16 oz..........................$25.00

DVTDET16 16 oz....................$10.00
DVTDET32 32 oz....................$11.00
DVTDET4 gallon...................$32.00

TOTAL BODY WASH
Spray on this concentrated natural 
shampoo.  In minutes, dirt loosens 
and is ready to be rinsed away 
without scrubbing.
WVRZ694002 
quart....................................$17.00
WVRZ694003 
gallon..................................$32.00

HORSE GROOMING PRODUCTS

Gives your horse that show ring shine. 
Keeps coat glossy, and mane and tail 
free of tangles for up to a full week.  
Available in concentrate and ready to 
use formula.  The concentrated formula 
mixes with water.  Just 3 ounces makes 
a full quart of finished product.
FNMSHEEN  32 oz.....................$13.95
FNMSHEENC 12 oz concentrate..$17.75

LASER SHEEN (Farnam)
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COWBOY MAGIC
DETANGLER & SHINE
Detangles all types of hair knots and
leaves a high reflecting shine after 
brushing.
DVTCBDS16............................$26.00

COWBOY MAGIC
ROSEWATER SHAMPOO
Gently dissolve dirt and clear hair. Easy 
to rinse. Can be used full strength or 
diluted up to 20 to 1.
DVTCBRS16 16 oz..........$8.00

COWBOY MAGIC
GREENSPOT REMOVER
Shower in bottle is easy to use and 
formulated to remove manure and urine 
spots, remove wet or dry sweat, give 
those newly cleaned spots a high 
shine after brushing.
DVTGSR16 16 oz.......$8.00

IT’S A FUNGUS AMUNGUS WASH
his leg and body wash is gentle
enough to use daily.  It will 
help prevent and kill broad spectrum 
skin infections.  Will relieve the pain 
and itching that is associated with skin 
irritations.
HWT111  16 oz.......$18.00

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

FOR THE FULL FOR THE FULL 
LINE OF HORSE LINE OF HORSE 
PRODUCTS SEE PRODUCTS SEE 
THE WEBSITE.THE WEBSITE.

WesternRanchSupply.WesternRanchSupply.comcom
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LEATHER PRESERVATIVES

For cleaning & preserving
fine saddlery, riding boots 
& other leather articles.
JBBSADSOP    
7 oz........................................................$8.00

Provides vital lubrication to keep 
leather soft while  maintaining  
strength, durability & beauty. 
Renews the rich luster of leather, 
assuring a smooth, satin finish  & 
restoring a supple feel.
 

The first self-polishing saddle soap.  
Just spray it on and rub it in.  Leather New 
cleans, softens and  renews leather-then 
dries to a long lasting shine.  It is all 
you need to condition  and soften.  Will 
not rub off on riding pants.  Removes 
embedded dirt and grime while replacing 
natural oils.  

      

Pure Neatsfoot Oil is used to 
preserve and soften leather items 
exposed to hard work and weather. 
Restores leather to its natural con-
dition.  Use Pure Neatsfoot Oil to 
repel water.  

LEATHER NEW (Farnam)

LEXOL LEATHER 
CONDITIONER 

OBENAUF’S LEATHER OIL 

PURE NEATSFOOT OIL 
(Farnam)

Replaces natural oils in leather. Softens dry leather, 
creates & maintains the mellow feeling desired in 
old or new leather.
RHLSB16       16 oz...............................$13.00

SADDLE BUTTER

Formulated to give fine rawhide products nourishment 
so badly needed to remain in fine using condition.
RHLRC16       16 oz...............................$14.50

VAQUERO RAWHIDE CREAM

Provides that extra, needed protection 
from rain, snow, mud & other barnyard 
elements. Provides a moisture shield but 
does not soften leather. Can be applied 
over Saddle Butter for added protection.

CHAP WAX 

Essentially the same formula as Chap Wax, but 
labeled for use in boot & shoe stores. Best water-
proofing for boots and shoes.
RHLDB08       8 oz...............................$10.00

DRI-BOOT

GLYCERINE SADDLE SOAP

FNMLNEW pint........................$ 8.75
FNMLNEW1 quart......................$14.00      

FNMNOILP1         quart....................$ 10.00
FNMNOILP4         gallon..................$ 27.75

CORL500     500 ml............................$10.00

A blend of natural oils, waxes and 
propolis to extend the life of leather. For 
regular maintenance and preservation. 
Works especially well when warm, 
dusty or dry conditions are dehydrating 
your valuable leathers.

RHLCW08       8 oz...............................$10.00

OBEOIL16           16 oz liquid....$15.00
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LIQUID GLYCERINE SADDLE SOAP
Cleans and preserves smooth leather.Buffs to a rich, 
satin finish. Just spray on and wipe off this ready to use 
mixture. Great for use on all smooth leather articles 
including saddles, tack, shoes, boots, jackets, leather 
upholstery and more.
LGSS00P032Z 32 oz............................$6.75

HORSE 
SUPPLEMENTS 

KAYDEE STABLEMATES KAYDETS GRAN-
ULAR HORSE  MINERAL 
 Mature, growing & working horses, Gestating or 
lactating breed mares, Foals and ponies. Contains a 
chelated trace mineral package for optimal utiliza-
tion. Balanced formulation of minerals & vitamins. 
Highly palatable, ensures consistent consumption 
Ca:P ratio of 1:1
KD352  25 lbs..................Call for price

HUBBARD LIFE HORSE MINERAL
Formulated with a calcium to 
phosphorus ratio of 1.2:1 making it 
ideal to be fed to horses fed an alfalfa 
or alfalfa/grass forage feeding 
programs. Hubbard Life Horse 
Mineral provides the extra vitamins 
and minerals that are needed during 
times of stress or when additional 
nutrients are needed for growth, 
exercise or pregnancy/lactation.
HUB34731 50 lbs...............Call for price

AMAFERM ADVANTAGE
A highly fortified, free choice vitamin and mineral 
supplement  for horses of all ages and stages while 
on pasture. A natural prebiotic designed to maximize 
the nutritional value of feed. It is research proven to 
increase nutrient absorption resulting in maximum 
digestive health for improved performance. Feed to 
a horse at the rate of 4 oz per head per day. Feed as 
a top dress on grains or as a free choice in pasture. If 
fed free choice use salt to control over consumption.
BI77601  50 lbs...............Call for price

KAYDEE FEEDS STABLEMATE HORSE 
BLOCK 8
Supply 1 block per 6 head of horses. Feed to horses 
on pasture or in confinement. Contains ultra-phos, one 
of the industry’s most bioavailable feed phosphate 
sources. Contains a chelated mineral package for 
optimal utilization.
KDSTBLBLK 25 lbs...........................$16.00

SADDLE OIL 
A blend of natural oils, lanolin & silicone that 
prserves and lubricates leather items subjected 
to rugged outdoor use. Lanilin beets leather hiant  
and silicone repels water.
SOIL00P032Z           32 oz liquid..............$7.50

BLACKROCK LEATHER ‘N’ RICH
Cleans, softens, and preserves finished leather. 
The unique formulation is colorless to enhance 
all leather tones, easy to use, and economical. The 
Genuine Carnauba wax removes scuffs, buffs easily 
to a shine, and will not change color or shade of 
leather. Best on finished leathers, exotic leathers, 
and any colors.

JMI2644           4 oz liquid........$8.00

Obenauf’s® Beeswax Leather 
Conditioner, Heavy Duty LP 
Using a beeswax leather conditioner has many 
benefits, especially when it’s kept free of chemi-
cals. Obenaufs leather conditioner does just that! 
Providing just the right amount of natural oil to 
soften and condition, and beeswax to protect the 
surface. The beeswax protects by preventing leather 
from drying, keepin the oils in while kee ing the 
dirt and water out.
OBELP08          8 oz liquid.......................$13.00

IGNITE 30% HI FAT SUPPLEMENT -RUN-
NING HORSE
An Extruded Equine Supplement for Performance, 
Weight Gain, Shine and Bloom. Feed Running Horse 
Ignite 30% High Fat Supplement at a rate of 1-2 pounds 
per day to achieve desired results. Feed 60 days prior 
to competition, show or breeding season. This 
supplement is designed to be fed with adequate forage.
RHIGNITE 30 lbs...........................$38.00

LIFELINE®+ EQUINE
LIFELINE®+ Equine supports multiple physiological 
systems within the body through mucosa associated 
lymphoid tiss•Je (MALT) which communicates with 
various organs (i.e. the gut. lungs, immune system. 
and reproductive tract). Researchers have also found 
thnt the active ingredient in LIFELINE®+ Equine can 
hcip maintain joint mobility and ease joint stiffness 
due to normal daily exercise and activity.
SAH177577 12.5 lbs.........................$90.00
SAH177578 44 lbs.........................$295.00

VITA-MIN E & SELENIUM 
Horses that exert severe physical effort need  
additional muscle support. As they use 
their muscles, free radicals are released 
that can lead to fatigue and changes 
throughout the body. Give your horse 
added muscle support with Vita-Min E and Selenium. 
This powerful antioxidant supplement helps keep your  
horse in peak condition.
HHPVES                    2.5 lbs.........................$24.00

SU-PER E-8000
Give 1/2 to I ounce daily. High levels of Vitamin E can 
be important for active horses, or those experiencing 
illness or injury, Vitamin E is a powerful antioxidant 
that supports a healthy immune system, supports nor-
mal body functions, and helps neutralize free radicals.
GAPE84    4 lbs.............................$47.50

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
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FOAL-LACfoal-lacECTICIDE TAGSFEED ADDITIVES & SUPPLEMENTS

FOAL-LAC POWDER  (Pet Ag) -FOAL-LAC
A 100% milk protein, mare’s milk replacer for foals that supplies critical 
supplemental nutrition.  Easy to use, less mixing and stirring.  Mix 1 cup with 
3 cups of warm water. 8 oz. cup included. BDN25FPWD     25 lb....$105.00

A milk replacer supplement for the older foal as the mare’s milk declines in 
quantity.  Feed 1 to 2 lb. daily. BDN25FPEL      25 lb......................$95.00

FOAL-LAC PELLETS (Pet-Ag) -FOAL-LAC
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PERFORMANCE - HORSLIC
For light to moderate work out pleasure or performance horses. 
12% Protein • 8% Fat • 3% Fiber Provide free choice as a supplement to hors-
es of all sizes at the rate of one tub for each 1 to 10 head. When group feeding, 
place blocks in pen or pasture to minimize competition and assure easy accessi-
bility. Mature horses normally consume approximately 1 to 3 pounds per head 
daily. Provide access to fresh water at all times.
CHSHP40  40 lb bucket........................$36.00
CHSHP60  60 lb tub..............................$53.00

OMEGA ELITE - HORSLIC
For additional nutritional support for breeding stallions, 
lactating mares and athlete horses. 13% Protein • 
15% Fat • 3% Fiber Provide free choice as a 
supplement to horses of all sizes at the rate of one block 
for each 1 to 10 head. When group feeding, place blocks in pen or pasture to 
minimize competition and assure easy accessibility. Mature horses normally 
consume approximately 1 to 3 pounds per head daily. Provide access to fresh 
water at all times.
CHSOE40 40 lb bucket........................$42.00
CHSOE60 60 lb tub..............................$63.00
CHSOE125 125 lb tub............................$117.00

CLOVITE
Conditioner vitamin supplement with a soybean meal 
base for all species of animals.  High in Vitamins A, D & B12.  
Use 1 to 2 Tbsp daily; give broodmares 2 Tbsp twice a day.
FTDCLOV05 5 lb.........................$59.50
FTDCLOV25 25 lb.......................$120.00

High quality electrolyte and trace mineral supplement which 
can aid in the prevention of dehydration.  Highly palatable, 
apple flavored formula in an easy-to-feed granular base.
FNMAPE5 5 lb.........................$13.75

APPLE ELITE ELECTROLYTE

OTC Jug in a paste form of a veterinarian’s 1000ml electrolyte vitamin jug.  
Contains full chain of amino acids, plus vitamins and minerals needed to 
replenish vital nutrients.  Use before or after workout.
FNMOTCJUG 60cc tube...............$13.50

OTC Jug

CLARIFLY  - HORSLIC
HorsLic incorporates Clarify in some products to provide horse owners a new 
tool in the battle against flies. Parasitic flies attack horses in areas where they 
are not able to defend themselves inflicting painful bites as they draw blood 
meals. 
CHSOEC40 40 lb bucket........................$47.00
CHSOEC60 60 lb tub..............................$68.00
CHSOEC125 125 lb tub............................$123.00

EQUI SURE - ZESTERRA
Zesterra is an all-natural supplement designed to support horses 
during times of stress, such as hauling, heavy training, foaling 
and during times of extreme heat or cold. Zesterra is safe for all 
classes of horses including lactating mares and foals. Zesterra 
stimulates appetite and water consumption safely and naturally by 
balancing the pH of the stomach. It can be used as a flavor enhancer for horses that 
reject water from new sources when being hauled to new destinations.
PEZEST250  250 ml........................................................$75.00
PEZEST500  500 ml......................................................$130.00
PEZEST12G  half gallon................................................$350.00
PEZEST4   gallon........................................................$700.00

EQUINE SPECIAL TUB - ZESTERRA
Specifically designed for self-feeding to equine. Provide plenty of drinking water 
and free choice salt. Due to copper levels do not feed to sheep. Feeding direc-
tions: 1/2 to 1 lb per head daily.
VAZEQS50  50 lb...................$50.00

VITALIZE EQUINE PROTEIN PELLET -BIOZYME
A pelleted, natural protein supplement fully fortified with vitamins, 
minerals, organic trace minerals for horses who are not receiving 
additional grain or are receiving very low quality forage.
BI77501  40 lb........................$42.00

VITALIZE HORSE MINERAL-BIOZYME
A highly fortified, free-choice vitamin and mineral supplement for horses of 
all ages and stages while on pasture.
BI77601  50 lb.....................................$55.00
BI77605  50 lb pelleted........................$77.00

VITALIZE EQUINE DIGEST MORE PLUS -BIOZYME
A pelleted top-dress for horses that contains Amaferm® for increased digestibility, 
MOS for sequestering pathogens, and biotin and zinc for coat and hoof health.
BI77620  10 lb........................$48.00
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Helps combat a lack of 
energy. Powder with a 
rice hull base and a molasses 
and apple flavor. A Vitamin 
B-12 and folic acid feed 
supplement for use in the daily feed ration for 
all classes of horses. Feed 1 ounce daily.
GAPB12  2.5 lb.......................$10.00

HORSE VITAMINS & NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS

Support healthy hoof structure 
and growth! The premium hoof 
supplement! Crumbles with an 
alfalfa/wheat base and licorice 
flavor. Contains building blocks 
which are essential for healthy hoof growth 
and structure. A feed supplement for use in 
the daily feed ration of horses. This product 
contains the PRObiotic nutrient MAXXimizer 
SU-PER PRO-MAXX! Feed 3 oz daily.
GAPSFS5 5 lb........................$33.50

SU-PER FARRIER’S 
SUPPLEMENT CRUMBLES

SU-PER E-SE POWDER
Vitamin E is an antioxidant that 
supports proper immune system 
and muscle function! Selenium is
 a trace mineral which also 
supports muscle function! Powder  with a rice 
hull base and a molasses and apple flavor. 
Vitamin E is given increasing importance in 
the horses diet each year. For use in all classes 
of horses.
GAPSESE4 4 lb.........................$17.00

SU-PER B-12 POWDER

SU-PER LYTE POWDER

NEXT LEVEL JOINT FLUID
Exclusive fluid supplement helps the body keep 
joints lubricated.  Powerful flex combination 
of every source of GAGs available.  Contains 
glucosamine, shark cartilage, perna mussel, 
Ester C and MSM, a natural anti-inflammatory.  
Special bromelain enzyme solution absorbs 
quickly and digests easily.
FNMNXTLVL 32 oz......................$49.75

Helps maintain normal body
fluid levels! Powder with a 
salt base & apple flavor. DUST 
FREE FORMULA! Buffered 
electrolytes and trace minerals. 
Oral electrolyte and trace mineral supplement for 
horses during periods of high heat, hard work, 
training, or physical activity. A supplement 
for use in the daily feed ration of all classes of 
horses. Feed 2 oz. daily in place of regular salt.
GAPSL5  5 lb..........................$  12.00
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SUPER MAG PRO POWDER
Indicated as a supplemental 
source of magnesium when 
levels may be deficient in the 
total daily feed ration. Powder 
with nother added. Magnesium
is an essntial constituent of 
bones and teeth. One of the signs 
of magnesium defiency is 
hyperirritability.
GAPMAG4 4#................................$37.75

SU-PER CALM 
PROMOTES A SENSE OF 
RELAXATION AND 
MENTAL ALERTNESS 
WITHOUT DROWSINESS!
Powder with a rice hull base and a molasses and 
apple flavor.  Contains natural herbal extracts.  
Give one ounce daily.  Then give 1 ounce 3 to 
4 hours prior to event to achieve desired effect.  
Amount and frequency may be varied as nec-
essary. GAPSC4 4 lb powder...............$35.00

SU-PER UVA URSI
MAINTAINS NORMAL 
FUNCTION OF THE 
URINARY TRACT AND 
KIDNEY!
Powder with a rice hull base and 
molasses and apple flavor.  Not for use in preg-
nant or lactating mares.  Give 1 ounce twice daily.
GAPSUU4    4 lb powder...................$12.75

SU-PER PSYLLIUM POWDER
Helps maintain a healthy digestive tract. May 
reduce the possibility of digestive 
colic in horses grazing in sandy 
areas. 100% psyllium with
nothing added. For horses 
grazing in sandy areas: Give 4 
ounces daily for 7 consecutive 
days. Repeat this 7 day cycle once 
per month, if necessary. As a daily 
supplement, give 2 ounces daily.
GAPSPY5 5#................................$60.00

DAILY GOLD (Redmond)
A Montmorillonite clay, the clay is great for 
buffering acid, binding toxins, and helping 
your horse’s digestive system work as nature 
intended. By bringing your horse’s stomach 
pH levels to a healthy balance, Daily Gold 
can help pacify your horse and reduce condi-
tions that lead to gastric ulcers. Most horses 
are deficient in minerals. Daily Gold plays 
an important role in providing more than 60 
natural trace minerals that are essential for 
health. After more than 40 years of provid-
ing natural bentonite and mineral sea salt 
to ranchers for their animals, we have seen 
many common health benefits, including im-
proved digestion, increased energy, healthier 
hooves, better hydration, greater endurance, 
and improved overall vitality. Horses thrive 
on the minerals Daily Gold provides.
ABFDG45 4.5 lb pouch..............$24.00
ABFDG25 25 lb .........................$60.00

EQUILIX TUB
EquiLix is an “all-in-one” 
vitamin and mineral 
supplement for horses that include strong 
prebiotic and digestive aids to support 
better horse health and performance. It is a 
non-molasses horse lick supplement which 
combines a complete vitamin, mineral and 
digestive aid package with buffers to help 
support the settling of gastric distress.
ABFEL50G 50 lb w/ garlic...........$75.00
ABFEL125G 125 lb w/ garlic.......$130.00

EQUIPRIDE TOP DRESS
An all-in-one vitamin and 
mineral supplement for horses 
that includes strong prebiotic 
and enzymetic digestive aids 
for better horse health and 
superior performance.
ABFEP25  25 lb..........................$57.00
ABFEP50  50 lb..........................$85.00

PRESSED SALT BLOCK 
(Redmond)
Made from premium natural sea salt with 
multiple trace minerals. We don’t add any 
extra minerals to this block—Redmond’s sea 
salt already naturally provides trace amounts 
of selenium, manganese, copper, iodine, 
zinc and more. This block works well for 
all classes of beef/dairy cattle, sheep, goats, 
pigs and horses.
ABFRSB44 44 lb............................$9.50

ROCK SALT (Redmond)
100% natural mineral salt with over 50 trace 
minerals and a taste your horse is sure to 
love!
ABFRR  ................................$15.00SYNOVATE HA

delivers high molecular weight 
sodium hyaluronate for horses 
in an easy-to-administer liquid. 
Maintaining proper joint health 
is an important factor in the 
longevity of a horse’s career. 
The nutrient-rich synovial 
fluid is a vital component that fills the joint 
capsule to aid in smooth passage of one 
bone over another and to absorb shock from 
high-impact work.
KER007  gallon......................$255.00

SIMPLY HEMP ORGANIC COLD 
PRESSED HEMP SEED OIL
Cold Pressed Organic Hemp Seed Oil is 
naturally the richest and most balanced oil in 
Omegas 3, 6, and 9. Used as a highly palatable 
top dressing for animals it provides a pure, 
effective & beneficial dietary source of energy.
SHOHSO8 8oz......................$10.00
SHOHSO32 32oz....................$35.00
SHOHSO4L 4liter....................$70.00
SHOHSO20L 20liter..............$280.00
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 #15 STALLION FERTILITY 

 #12 FEET & BONE SUPPORT  
  Nourishes the bones, muscles, tendons, nerves 
and stimulates circulation in the feet to help make them feet firm and 
sound.  Navicular and ringbone horses can benefit from this mix.   
SLHFR  1 lb. (60 scoops).........................................$70.00 
 #13 HERBAL WORMER   
 Leaves few places for parasites and worms to hide, causing 
them to evacuate the system.  Helps to condition the digestive tract 
and regulate peristaltic action.  Can be used as your horse’s primary 
wormer.  
SLHHW  1 lb. (60 scoops).........................................$70.00

 #16 POWER DUST    
 Designed to pull out infection, promote healthy tissue 
growth, circulation, repel insects and reduce pain.  For any open 
wound, there is no better formula.  For external use on open wounds. 
SLHPD  1 lb. (S/O Only)...........................................$70.00 

 #11 BRAIN & NERVE SUPPORT   
 Strengthens the immune and nervous system, cleanses the   
blood, and opens up the kidneys.  Excellent mix for horses thought to 
have EPM.  Designed to concentrate on building the central nervous 
system.  Also one of the combinations needed for West Nile Virus.   
SLHBC  1 lb. (S/O Only)............................................$70.00

 #20 KEEP COOL    
 Designed to strengthen the nervous system to calm the 
over-anxious horse without losing the competitive edge. 
SLHKC  1 lb. (60 scoops)...........................................$70.00

 #21 BRIGHT EYES    
 Many times the eyesight is weakened because of malnutri-
tion or lack of vitamins and minerals.  This mix is designed to nourish 
the eyes and improve eyesight.  Has even restored eyesight to horses 
blind from Uvesitis.       
SLHBE  1 lb. (60 scoops)...........................................$70.00

 #22 RESPIRATORY SUPPORT  
 This mix is made for the horse that needs help in the lung 
and respiratory areas.  If your horse is a “bleeder” see #32. 
SLHBRE 1 lb. (60 scoops)...........................................$70.00

 #23 LAMINAE SUPPORT    
 To remove inflammation from the feet and improve the 
blood flow to them.  This mix is designed for the soft tissue of the feet.  
Excellent for laminitis and founder.   
SLHLR  1 lb. (60 scoops)...........................................$70.00

 #25 INF-X   
 Unlike other antibiotics, this herbal infection fighter builds 
the pro bacteria to help the system fight the anti-bacteria.  The battle 
is won through the strengthening of allies to the point they are able to 
move out the antibacteria.   
SLHIF  1 lb. (60 scoops)...........................................$80.00

HORSE VITAMINS & NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS

 #19 BLD KLNZ     
 Clean the blood and the healing process will begin.  This 
mix is comprised of the most powerful blood cleaners and builders, 
and then complimented with digestive and urinary tract cleansers.  
Also helps build red blood cells. Beneficial for anemia.   
SLHBLC       1 lb. (S/O Only)...........................................$75.00

 #18 JOINT SUPPORT   
 Would it surprise you to know that arthritis is the result 
of poor kidney function?  This mix is to strengthen the kidneys and 
promote the building of synovial fluid in the joints. 
SLHJS  1 lb. (60 scoops)............................................$70.00

 #10 MAINTENANCE
 This is the combination to use for maintenance in your day to 
day feeding program.  This is the only combination for use as a general, 
“whole horse” combination.  It will keep a healthy horse healthy!
SLHTM  1 lb (60 scoops).............................................$70.00

 #14 MARE FERTILITY
 The herbs in this herbal combination are designed to work        
  together to support the female system in preparation to the 
breeding season.  May be beneficial in the supporting of the mare’s natural 
ability to deal with hormonal changes, as well as the mare that has those 
mare moments.
SLHMF   1 lb. (S/O Only)..............................................$70.00  #24 IMMUNE SUPPORT

 Whether you are traveling or just wanting to protect your horse 
from his everyday environment, his system needs to be safeguarded.  The 
immune system has everything to do with the welfare and performance 
of your horse.
SLHIB  1 lb. (60 scoops)...............................................$70.00

Use 1 Tbsp. (scoop) daily as directed by your health care 
provider. (Approx. 60 day supply)  For horse weight of 
1,000-1,200 lbs.  For use in horses only.  

 Designed to make the stallion feel better and be more fertile 
by strengthening the blood and glandular system.  Start him on the mix 
one month prior to breeding season.  Helps the young stallion keep his 
mind on his training.  
SLHSF  1 lb. (60 scoops) (S/O only)..........................$70.00
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#17 KOLIK EAZ
The herbs in #17 Kolik Eaz may be beneficial to maintaining a 
naturally comfortable and relaxed gastrointestinal tract (GI). 
Excess gas is a natural occurrence, but it can be simply maintained 
with through the use of this herbal product. May reduce the 
possibility of digestive colic
SLHKOLIC.........................................................CALL FOR PRICE
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FORMULA 1 NONI - GOLD LABEL
Pure Organic Noni to support a strong immune system, a healthy gut, 
faster recovery, and a balanced mind. Formula 1 Noni is an Organic 
all natural whole health supplement that supports many vital functions 
within the body. The Noni fruit is the best-known supplement to 
build Xeronine levels within the body. Xeronine is required by many 
vital systems within the body in order to carry out their functions. 
A Xeronine deficiency occurs in the body with age, stress, illness, 
exercise, and poor nutrition.
F10001  gallon....................................................$50.00

 #39 ENDURANCE
 This mix was designed to help the endurance horse or 
those needing stamina to complete a task.  Also helps slow metabo-
lism after work.  Not for extended use or mares in 3rd trimester. 
SLHEND  1 lb. (S/O Only).............................................$70.00

 #35 LYMPHATIC SUPPORT 

 #30 DIGESTIVE SUPPORT  
 The intestines are greatly responsible for the welfare of the 
entire system.  They must work well for the body to perform it’s func-
tions to it’s fullest potential.  Horses prone to colic will benefit from 
daily use of this combination. 
SLHDIG  1 lb. (60 scoops)...........................................$70.00

 #31 MARE MOODS    
 For the mare that is not dealing with her heat cycles like 
you would like to see her deal with them.  Help her through these 
times of great discomfort and get back to winning or enjoying your 
ride.  Increases progesterone/testosterone.   
SLHMM  1 lb. (60 scoops)..........................................$70.00

 #33 HRP     
 The horse that has been diagnosed with herpes will do very 
well when fed this mix, then follow up with the #24 Immune Builder. 
SLHHRP 1 lb. (60 scoops)............................................$70.00

 #37 KIDNEY SUPPORT
 This combination is designed to help the kidneys function 
properly in order to move toxins out of the body.  Horses who have quit 
stopping and turning are probably  needing this combination.
SLHKIDNE 1 lb. (60 scoops)............................................$70.00

HORSE VITAMINS & NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS

 #40 EQUISALVE
 A wonderful salve for the use on galls, 
open wounds, scratches, rashes and thrush.  Will 
also regrow hair.  (S/O Only)
SLHSALVE   2 oz..........................$25.00

 Helps clear the congested lymphatic system. You should notice 
the lymphatic glands shrinking back to normal size and the vigor of your 
horse should increase.
SLHLMP 1 lb. (S/O Only).............................................$70.00

 #27 LIVER SUPPORT   
 Many horses that don’t like to work as well to the right as 
they do to the left, or that are tender in the liver points or directly over 
the liver may have a liver difficulty and could greatly benefit from 
the use of this combination.  Generally horses which are inclined to 
develop bumps, resembling fly bites will benefit by cleansing the liver.   
SLHLVR 1 lb. (60 scoops)...........................................$70.00

 #26 THYROID SUPPORT    
 This combination is designed to nutritionally support the 
horse with a thyroid condition.      
SLHTHY  1 lb. (S/O Only)............................................$70.00

 #28 PITUITARY SUPPORT   
 This combination was designed for the nutritional benefit of 
the horse that has been professionally diagnosed with Cushings.  It is 
designed to strengthen the pituitary gland, which is greatly responsi-
ble for this condition. 
SLHPIT  1 lb. (S/O Only)............................................$70.00

 #29 LCR ULCER    
 This combination is for the horse that has been professionally 
diagnosed with an intestinal ulcer.  The herbs in this mix are formulated 
to nutritionally support the digestive tract and aid in the healing process. 
SLHLCR 1 lb. (60 scoops)..........................................$70.00

 #41 EQUINE OIL
 A great oil comprised of pure essential 
oils in a hydrogenated coconut oil.  Use to massage 
spinal columns, on tired horses and use to help 
calm overzealous horses by applying to nostrils.  
(S/O Only)
SLHOIL          8 oz..........................$30.00

 #32 NOLASIX VASCULAR SUPPORT  
 For the performance horse that is bleeding after a hard work out, 
this combination has been very effective.  It is designed to open air pas-
sages as well as regulate the blood flow, and strengthen veins and arteries.  
The #24 Immune Builder is also highly recommended with this product.   
SLHBLDR 1 lb. (60 scoops)...........................................$75.00

Silver Lining Herbs
NO FILLER  100% Herbal
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FORMULA 1 PAPAYA
an all natural source of the Papain Enzyme and Fibrin.  Papain is 
a powerful digestive enzyme which plays a key role in digestive 
processes involving breaking down tough protein fibers.  Papain 
also plays a significant role in the breakdown of toxins.  Fibrin is 
a powerful healing reagent that helps to heal from the inside out 
and the outside in. Formula 1 Papaya is anti-inflammatory, antioxi-
dant-rich, a natural source of many essential vitamins and minerals, 
and contains no added sugar.
F10025  32 oz...................................................$20.00

FORMULA 1 NONI - BLUE LABEL
combines Organic Noni, hyaluronic acid to support a strong immune 
system, a healthy gut, faster recovery, healthy joints, and a balanced 
mind. Formula 1 Noni is an Organic all natural whole health supplement 
that supports many vital functions within the body. 
F10002  gallon....................................................$64.00

FEED ADDITIVES & SUPPLEMENTS

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”
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Concentrated supplement 
formulated of vitamins, chelated 
minerals, amino acids, kelp & 
electrolytes needed for  maximum 
growth  rate of foals, for mares during gestation/
lactation & for breeding stallions.  Improves 
feed efficiency.  Give 1-2 oz daily mixed with 
the horse’s grain, or can be mixed into complete 
feed at a rate of 12 1/2 lb per ton of feed.
HHPMAX25 25 lb.......................$62.50

RED CELL
Blood building liquid supplement increases energy 
and stamina.  Rich source of iron, vitamins, and 
trace minerals  Yucca flavored. Homogenized for 
maximum consistency.  Give 1-2 oz daily with 
feed or orally.
HHPREDC1 quart ........................$8.75
HHPREDC4 gallon.......................$24.50
GAPPUMP liquid pump..............$7.00
 

MAXUM CRUMBLES
Mix one part Supersal-A 
concentrate with one part salt.  
Feed 1 oz daily with grain to 
young growing animals for better 
skeletal development and earlier 
closing of the knees.  Feed the 
same to barren brood mares to get them to cycle 
earlier, stay on time and settle easier.  Feed to 
pregnant mares to assist in foal development.  
Supersal-A is for horses that feed primarily 
on alfalfa.
EWGSSAL5   5 lb .....................$16.50

SUPERSAL-A

Contains a full compliment of vitamins, minerals 
and amino acids, balanced to meet the extra 
nutritional demands of the performance horse.  
It is absolutely guaranteed to help your horse 
perform at its full potential.  Enriched with iron. 
Feed 2 fluid oz. to horses in heavy training, 1 
fluid oz. to other horses.
EWG707  gallon....................$20.50

FORMULA 707
The world’s best conditioner.  Helps with bloom, 
alertness, clear eyes, clean noses, and overall 
general condition and appearance.  Also contains 
chlortetracycline which is necessary for optimal 
growth and feed efficiency. Feed two ounces 
daily to horses of all ages.
EWG70706   6 lb .......................$18.00
EWG70725 25 lb.......................$55.75
EWG70750 50 lb.....................$105.00

LIQUID 707

JOHN EWING COMPANY

America’s original electrolyte supplement.  Electro 
Dex supplies the electrolytes active horses may 
lose in training or competition.  Electro Dex may 
be administered in the horse’s feed or drinking 
water at the rate of 2 oz per 10 gallons of water 
or 2 oz in the horse’s daily feed ration.  Available 
in 5 lb. and 30 lb. sizes.
HHPEDEX5   5 lb........................$14.00
HHPEDEX30 30 lb........................$59.75

ELECTRO DEX (Farnam)

BIOTIN CRUMBLES
Supplies an adequate maintenance level of biotin 
for horses with healthy hooves and good coats.  
May be fed to all horses including  pregnant mares.  
Contains 6 mg of biotin per oz.   
HHPBIOTIN 3 lb...........................$17.95

FORMULA 707 HOOF HEALTH 

SUPER 14 (Farnam)
Contains protein, methionine, omega  fatty acids, 
selenium, vitamins A, E and B6.  Give daily to 
put a show coat on horses or dogs in just 30 days.  
FNMSUP143 3 lb.........................$25.00

Pelleted natural food base.  Provides the amino 
acids lysine & methionine to increase protein 
utilization & Vitamin B6 to aid in the metabolism 
of amino acids.  The result is healthier hooves with 
thicker hoof walls.   
FNMHB15         3 lb...........................$38.50

H. B. BIOTIN PELLETS

In addition to 15 mgs of biotin, each ounce of 
Biostride with methionine contains 150 mgs of 
the amino acid, DL-methionine.  
Methionine has been used by 
veterinarians, farriers, and trainers 
for years as a source of sulphur.  
This makes sense, since hooves 
and hair are 2-3% sulphur.  These 
two nutrients, biotin and methionine, are 
mixed in a base of yeast culture, a feed addi-
tive renowned for it’s digestion-enchancing 
abilities.  Feed one ounce per day (measuring 
scoop inside).
EWGHH5 5 lb .......................$36.75

GLO - N - GO
Use to put on weight on thin horses, 
enhance performance in athletic horses,
 and to improve luster in the coat of all 
horses. Containing three times the 
calories found in an equal weight of 
grain, Glo-N-Go is an ideal solution for horses that 
have trouble maintaining a consistent weight. Fortified 
with vitamins E and B1 and rich in essential fatty acids, 
Glo-N-Go is formulated entirely from vegetable oil 
and contains no animal fat. The apple flavor makes 
it highly palatable to most horses, and lecithin helps 
aid in digestion.
EWGGLO gallon..............................$30.00

JOINT 6 IN 1
Use to improve and maintain joint health 
in performance horses or to keep older 
horses sound longer. Now with 
Green-Lipped Mussel! The all-in-one 
formula for complete joint care is beter than ever. Green 
Lipped Mussel is known to reduce inflammation which 
will help mitigate the pain associated with joint pain. 
Taken together, collagen, glucosamine, chondroitin, 
MSM, Bromelian and Green Lipped Mussel offer 
unsurpassed care for your horse’s cartilage, tendons, 
ligaments and joints.
EWGJE10 10 lbs...........................$85.00

LMF DIGEST 911
A nutritional top dress to aid digestive 
health in equines, ruminants and pets. 
Promotes Overall Gut Health. Enhances 
Nutrient Absorption. Supports Healthy 
Immune Function.  Gastrointestinal (GI) 
Integrity and Stability. Stimulates Appetite. 
Increases Digestion Efficiency. Reduced 
Potential of Scouring (Diarrhea). Efficient Nutrient 
Transfer from Mother to Young.  Stabilize cecal/colon pH
04454010  1 lb..................................$10.00

SAND-RID
An apple and molasses flavored 100% 
psyllium pellet with high swell volume 
to help encapsulate and remove sand 
and dirt from the intestinal tract. It 
supports healthy gut function to help reduce the possibility 
of sand colic. Best fed one week per month as a purge to 
remove direct and sand from the gut in volume.
DVTSR5   5 lb...............$28.00

FORCO FEED SUPPLEMENT 
DIGESTIVE FORTIFIER
The digestive system is at the heart of most major problems 
in a horse such as colic, diarrhea, compaction, founder, 
poor doers, poor appetite and weight loss.  FORCO® 
Feed Supplement Digestive Fortifier is a source of nu-
trients that feed and nurture the entire scope of bacterial 
and microbial populations in the full spectrum of the 
digestive system. The FORCO formula helps to bring a 
horse’s digestive system to full performance.  Hay, grain, 
vitamins, and mineral supplements can now be broken 
down into a form that can be absorbed into the blood 
stream of the horse, thus, providing maximum nutrition 
to every microscopic cell in the horse.  FORCO assists in 
producing maximum digestion for maximum nutrition!
FORC5   5 lb...............$30.00
FORC10   10 lb.............$50.00
FORC25   25 lb.............$120.00
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HORSE VITAMINS & NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
HORSE HEALTH PRODUCTS

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday
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OE NUTRACEUTICALS SUPPLEMENTS

ALIGN 
Complete daily supplement that is 
formulated to help achieve a healthy 
weight and complete balance of 
minerals, vitamins, and gut health 
for your performance horse. 
From Prebiotic and probiotic 
ingredients chelated trace minerals, 
purified MSM, and biotin, to joint inflammation 
defense.
OE001  25#.............................$130.00
OE001B  50#.............................$223.00

BO’S SECRET
Daily liquid product that provides 
vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and 
along with joint support. Fomulated 
to help improve or promote muscle 
tone, joint fuction, healthy structural 
development, antioxidant support and 
enhance performance. Contains 
150mg hyaluronic acid, 2500mg 
of glucosamine, and 1250mg of 
MSM per daily maintenance dose (2 fluid ounces).
OE010  gallon..........................$100.00

COMPOSED
Composed specifically formulated oral supplement 
containing a blend of select minerals and vitamins 
with probiotic bacteria Lactobacillus acidophilus to 
help support balanaced behavior and healthy diges-
tive fuction in performance horses during traveling, 
shows, competition or other situations that may cause 
anxiousness. Tube contains 4 doses.
OE004  80 cc tube....................$50.00

FLEX
Uses one of the highest levels of hyaluronic acid per 
dosage of any paste product on the market with MSM 
and methionine. Recommended to support the fuc-
tions of the joint and connective tissues; and maintain 
strong bones. Improves and prevents lameness issues.
OE003  80cc tube, 4 doses..........$50.00

GAME CHANGER PLUS
Comprehensive joint health formula that supports 
healthly joints and flexibility. Contains a novel, pat-
ented joint support matric containing phycocyanin. 
This is a great product for helping with a horse’s 
natural pain management and inflammation response 
that will not test.
OE019  6#...............................$150.00

GASTRO SHIELD
Formulated with probiotics, digestive fibers and 
inulin, and select minerals to help maintain normal 
digestive tract and functions in performance horses. 
Helps maintain normal gastic pH, contains a source 
of live, naturally occuring microorganisms. 4 doses.
OE007  80 cc tube....................$50.00

HOOF EVOLUTION
High concentration of biotin and 
other specializied ingredients. 
Helps promote blood flow and 
circulation to the hoof.
OE002 3.125#...............$70.00

NITRO
Specifically formulated prerace electrolyte supple-
ment with probiotics for performance horses to help 
maintain normal gastric pH and support digestive 
functions, contains a sourse of live, naturally occuring 
microorganisms. Designed to give your performance 
horse the prerace boost needed to perform at its op-
timum level and recover quickly after performance.
OE005  80cc tube, 4 doses..........$20.00

REVIVE
Electrolyte paste with proven electrolyte matrix plus 
new vitamins and minerals. Designed to hydrate the 
muscles with an ingredient call betaine and allow 
oxygen utilization with octacosanol. Can be given in 
place of a jug immediately after competition or as a 
prerace booster.
OE008  80cc tube, 4 doses..........$20.00

WIND
Oral supplement containing select minerals, vitamins 
and beneficial bacteria to help support normal breath-
ing and respiratory functions in performance horses.  
Will help loosen mucus, sooth and open airways, it 
contains octacosanol to help improve endurane and 
speed reaction time, to strengthen muscles and to 
reduce oxygen debt. 4 doses.
OE006  80cc tube......................$50.00

MAINTAIN
Alfalfa pellet based formulation of 
natural ingredients that has been 
demonstrated to be beneficial in 
promoting a healthy stomach 
and intestinal environment to 
avoid recurring gastro-intestinal 
disturbances. Top dress 
concentrate that is palatableand can be mixed into 
food concentrate that the horse will eat willingly. 
Maintain help neutralize excess gastric acids.
OE011  11.6#..........................$115.00

THE SOLUTION
A powdered combination of natural 
ingredients that has been 
demonstrated to be beneficial in 
addressing the primary causes of 
equine gastro-intestinal 
disturbances. A 21 day regimen 
that will aid in the re-establishment 
of a healthy stomach thru coating the stomach and 
intestinal mucosa, promote intestinal absorbtion of 
feed nutrients and intestinal function. Top dress. 
OE012  10.4#..........................$150.00

OE Nutraceuticals is a line of 
Products developed by DVM, 
competitors, and professional 

feed nutritionists with improved 
performance being the gold 

standard for all of our products. 
We provide premium products 

that are safe, drug free and 
effective for the equine market 

at a fair price for all levels of 
competitors.

No other supplement 
company can compete with a full 

scale therapy center as a 
clinical proving ground, real 

world performance testing by 
leading competitors, DVM 
backed theory in product 

development, leading 
nutritionists for formulations, 

industry leading ingredient 
company partnership on 

trademarked and clinical studied 
ingredients, and food safe 

manufacturing facilities. These 
Facilities are ISO-9001, NASC, 

FDA inspected, AAFCO 
regulated and SQF certified so 

you know our products, 
procedures and manufacturing 

methods exceed the highest 
standards available.

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

OE CLEAN
A proprietary muscle building, performance enhancer 
and joint formula. Specifically designed to aid in the 
horse’s ability to build muscle and recover post perfor-
mance, contains a high end oxygen utilization blend of 
ingredients to help delay lactic acid and increase red 
blood cells in the body and high levels of HA, MSM , 
and Glucosamine for total joint protection. OE Clean 
is a super, premium formula for the “ELITE” equine 
athlete where ultimate performance is demanded!
OE014  3.75#..........................$150.00
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PURINA HORSE FEED

OMOLENE 200
14% Protein, 6% Fat, 7.5% Fiber.
Performance, breeding, mares in foal, 
lactating mares and yearlings
PUROM200 ........................call for prices

OMOLENE 300
16% Protein, 6% Fat, 6.5% Fiber. Lactating mares, 
suckling foals and weanlings
PUR32985 ........................call for prices

EQUINE SENIOR
14% Protein, 5.5% Fat, 17% Fiber. Older Horses, 
especially those that may be losing weight due to 
poor nutrient absorption, dental problems or no 
teeth at all 
PURSENIOR .........................call for price

EQUINE SENIOR
ACTIVE HEALTHY EDGE
14% Protein, 8% Fat, 18% Fiber. Active senior 
horses that are easy to average keepers, have good 
dentition and have no major issues chewing or 
digesting hay or pasture forage 
PURSENIORA .........................call for price

FREE BALANCE 12:12
Provides the added vitamins and minerals needed to 
balance a pasture or hay-only diet
PURFREBAL 25 lb bag..........call for price
PURFREEBLOCK block................call for price

STRATEGY GX
14% Protein, 6% Fat. For any horse, at any life 
stage. Maintenance, growing, breeding and perfor-
mance horses. Now with “OUTLAST”
PURSTRAT .........................call for price
STRATEGY HEALTHY EDGE
12.5% Protein, 8% Fat Adult horses, 2 years and 
older 
PURSTRATHE .........................call for price

ENRICH PLUS
32% Protein. For horses that are able to maintain 
proper body condition on moderate/good-quali-
ty hay or pasture alone and cannot consume the 
recommended amounts of fortified feeds without 
gaining weight 
3002564206 .........................call for price
AMPLIFY NUGGET
14% Protein, 30% crude fat, hard-working com-
petitive horses, showing and sales preparation, and 
stallions, gestating and lactating mares 
PURAMPNUG 30 lb bucket......call for price
PUR25297 50 lb bag..........call for price

ULTIUM COMPETITION
11.7% Protein, 12.4% Fat. Competitive equine 
athletes and other hard-working horses
PUR58528 .........................call for price

ULTIUM GROWTH
15.5% Protein, 9.5% Fat. Mares in foal, lactating 
mares, suckling foals, weanlings, yearlings and 
two-year-olds up to skeletal maturity 
PUR41885..........................................call for price

WET COB
PUR2671023 .........................call for price

MISC. HORSE FEED

MAXI-GLO RICE BRAN PELLETS 
Performance horse supplement, high fat and 
fiber content maintains energy without high-
starch hyperactivity. High in natural plant-
based fat, highly palatable. Mixes well with 
other feeds. 
CARMAXI 40# pellet....call for price
CARMAXIM 40# meal.....call for price

PROTEIN HAY CUBE 
Contains 4% fat, 35% fiber, 14% protein all 
roughage. 60% alfalfa, 30% grass, 10% oats. 
NUTCUBE15 50#..............call for price

TOTAL EQUINE
The base of  Total Equine© is alfalfa hay, 
which gives it the odor and flavor equines 
love.  The palatability is excellent.  The fiber 
level supplies 70 – 80% of the equines needs 
for a safe ration.  When fed at 4.00 lb. per 
1,000 lb. bodyweight, Total Equine©  pro-
vides the nutrients required by mature equines 
when fed with adequate quality roughage.    
MHPTE40       40#....................call for price
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RENEW GOLD
Non-GMO, unique formula of energy dense, 
low starch, premium quality designed to be fed 
a rate of 1/2 pound to 1 1/2 pounds daily. 
CARRG30 30#...............call for price 
CARRGS30 30# senior.......call for price

EQUINE JUNIOR HORSE FEED
A complete fed with controlled nutrition to give 
young, growing horses a strong head start. Formulated 
for weanings 5 month to years.
PUR0032979 50#....................call for price

EQUINE SENIOR IMPACT
Formulated to address the nutritional demands asso-
ciated with the equine aging process.  This complete 
feed has adequate roughage built in to help address 
someof the issues older horses have with chewing or 
digesting forage.
PUR3002685206 50#....................call for price

OMOLENE 100
ACTIVE PLEASURE HORSE
A premium palatable sweet feed designed to keep ma-
ture, active pleasure horses looking great. Formuatled 
for mature horses that enjoy an average amount of 
pleasure riding or light work. 
10% protein, 4.5% fat, 10% fiber.
PUR32982 50#....................call for price

PURINA COMPLETE PACKER 
CUBE
A complete horse feed containing all the nutrients 
including roughage that a horse needs, in a large 
pellet. Ideal for pack trips, as it is certified weed-free. 
The large pellet size makes it so that you can feed 
on the ground.
13% protein, 2% fat, 24% fiber
PUR34005 50#....................call for price

OMOLENE 500
COMPETITION HORSE FEED
The energy and nutrition horses need to perform at 
their best throughout an entire event or to maintain 
their hardworking lifestyle.  Formulated for equine 
endurance athletes and other hardworking horses.
12% protein, 8% fat, 9% fiber.
PUR32987 50#....................call for price

WELLSOLVE L/S HORSE FEED
A low starch and low sugar diet for horses with special 
needs.  Formulated for horses that need a low starch 
low sugar diet.
12% protein, 5.5% fat, 23% fiber
PUR66924 50#....................call for price

WHOLE OATS TRIPLE CLEAN
SGCW0  50#................call for price

1/4” ALFALFA PELLETS
12.5% protein
LFSAP  50#.........................$14.50

3/8” ALFALFA PELLETS 
w/ CORN AND BARLEY
15% protein
MUGPEL38 50#.........................$12.00

SUPER SPORT AMINO ACID
Proprietary blend of amino acids, vitamins, and min-
erals proven to support muscle performance.
PURSS25  25#....................call for price

NEW ULTIUM GASTRIC CARE
Helps equine athletes during the stress of competition 
by providing optimal gastric and immune support.
PUR3004519506 25#....................call for price

COUNTRY ACRES 14%
A pelleted all-purpose livestock sweet feed.
PUR49098 50#....................call for price

IMPACT MARE & FOAL
Formulated at high quality protein, added fat, vitamins 
and mineral partification, contrilled strach and sugar.
PURIMF    50#....................call for price

IMPACT All Stages
plify your feeding program for all your horses with 
IMPACT® ALL STAGES Horse Feed. 
Formulated with premium nutrition and a versatile 
formula performs for horses of all ages and activity 
with levels. 12% pelleted horse feed. 
PURIAS     50#....................call for price

OUTLAST GASTRIC SUPPORT
Purina® Outlast® Gastric Support Supplement is 
formulated to support gastric health and proper pH. 
It is estimated that up to 90 percent of active horses 
experience gastric discomfort, affecting health, atti-
tude and performance.
PUR35XA   50#....................call for price

HEALTHY GLO NUGGETS (ADM) 
13% Protein, 20% Fat and no more than 
8% crude fiber. .5-2lbs daily feeding rate. 
ADM81064 40#.......................$35.00

PATRIOT SENIOR COMPLETE 
HORSE FEED (ADM) 
Complete forage-feed product formulated for 
senior horses. 20 lb daily feeding rate
ADM80029 40#.......................$23.50

PATRIOT PERFORMANCE 
HORSE FEED (ADM) 
Provide varying amounts of protein, energy 
and fiber to optimize your horse’s perfor-
mance and health. Formulated for use when 
forage supplies are limited or of poor quality 
and have higher feeding rates due to the inclu-
sion of forage in the formulas. 
ADM80021 40#.......................$21.00
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HORSE FEED

LMF GOLD
Nutritionally advanced 
textured feed fr athletic 
horses.  Contains 12% fat 
that originates from ground 
flax, sunflower seed, 
soybean oil, rice bran and 
prilled vegetable fat. These 
fatty acids are essential for 
energy production, immune 
fuction and healthy skin and 
hair.  Also contains 
fermentable fiber from shredded beet pulp and 
soybean seed coats. 
01404040  50#....................call for price

LMF LOW STAGE 1
Low non structural carbohydrate 
stage one is a pelleted, low 
non-structural carbohydrate feed 
that is formulated to reduce starch 
and sugar intake for horses that 
may be sensitive to carbohydrate 
related diseases.
01404032 50#...........call for price

LMF SENIOR
Pelleted complete feed for older 
horses that contains glucosamine 
for joint health along with the fiber, 
energy, vitamins, minerals and 
live yeast culture to aid in 
digestion. Critical nutrients are 
presented in a highly palatable 
form that horses readily 
consume.
01404030  50#...........call for price

LMF SUPER SUPPLEMENT G
Palatable pellets that are a 
complete horse supplement 
containing essential trace 
minerals and vitamins. Contains 
balanced levels of calcium and 
phosphorus to insure adequate 
intake and proper ratio of 
calcium to phosphorus. Should 
be used when diet is 
conposed of 50% or more grass 
forages.
01404012  50#....................call for price

TRAIL MIX (Running Horse)
Even lightly worked horses require a balanced 
diet. Trail mix is a highly concentrated, high fiber, 
low starch feed ideal for adult low impact equines. 
Won’t require any additional supplements other 
than hay or pasture. 
12% protein, 4% fat, 15% fiber
RHTRAIL 40#....................call for price

MARE AND FOAL (Running 
Horse)
Ideal equine feed to insure that development with a 
formula rich in protein, vegetable fat, soluble amino 
acids, vitamins and minerals.
16% protein, 9% fat, 13% fiber
RHMARE 40#....................call for price

PRIME (Running Horse)
For serious equine athletes with high quality nu-
trition. Quality vegetable fat, highly digestable in-
gredients and soluble fibers rather than fermentable 
carbohydrates such as molasses.
15% protein, 9% fat, 14% fiber
RHCUT  40#....................call for price

SENIOR (Running Horse)
Formulated with an eye toward consumption and 
digestibility while maintaining your mature horses 
conditioning. Full of high quality protein, rich 
vegetable fat and easily absorbed micro-nutrients.
14% protein, 7% fat, 18% fiber
RHSENIOR 40#....................call for price

HORSE TREATS
GERMAN HORSE MUFFINS
Each muffin is a decadent blend of sweet feed 
and molasses plus corn, oats, bran, wheat flour, 
cornstarch, soybean meal, dehydrated alfalfa mea, 
vitamins and more. Ziploc closure.
EMGHM1P 1#..............................$8.00
EMGHM6P 6#...............................$35.00

BERRY GOOD SENIOR HORSE 
TREATS (PURINA)
Perfect nutritional complement to any horse feed, 
so you can feel good about rewarding all your 
equine children. Designed to address the needs of 
senior horses but are appropriate for all of your 
adult horses.
PUR26075 3#................................$5.00

APPLE & OAT FLAVORED 
HORSE TREATS (PURINA)
Perfect nutritional complement to any horse feed, 
so you can feel good about rewarding all your 
equine children. 
PUR26183 3#..............................$5.00
PUR026076 15#............................$15.00

CARROT & OAT FLAVORED 
HORSE TREATS (PURINA)
Perfect nutritional complement to any horse feed, 
so you can feel good about rewarding all your 
equine children
PUR26185 2.5#.............................$5.00

APPLE AND CINNAMON 
(RUNNING HORSE)
The moment you open the bag the natural aroma of 
fresh apples and cinnamon hits you and you under-
stand why your horse will love them.
RHTREAT 4#................................$8.00

HAYSTACK HORSE TREATS
Made with sun cured alfalfa hay, cranberries, and 
wildberry juice they have a wonderful smell and 
taste.
91337906  10#............................$13.00
91337905  20#.............................$17.50

LMF SENIOR LOW CARB
for older horses with carbohydrate sensitivities. LMF 
Senior Low Carb contains fiber, energy, vitamins, 
minerals (including chelated trace minerals and 
organic selenium) and yeast culture to aid in diges-
tion.  LMF Senior Low Carb is formulated to reduce 
starch and sugar intake for older horses that may be 
sensitive to carbohydrate related diseases.  Critical 
nutrients are presented in highly palatable form that 
horses readily consume.  LMF Senior Low Carb also 
contains glucosamine for joint health.  LMF Senior 
Low Carb is designed as a total diet for all categories 
of horses, except young growing horses under 12 
month of age, but is especially appropriate for older 
horses with chewing difficulties and carbohydrate 
sensitivities.
01404028  50#...........call for price

STEAMED ROLLED OATS
10.0% crude protein, 3.5% crude fat, 
11.0% crude fiber.
HUBSRO  50 lb...................... call for 

price

COB
9% sweet feed multi specie for horses, sheep, goats 
and calves.  Contains steamed rolled corn, steam 
rolled barley, oats and 
molasses products.
HUBCOB5 50 lb...........................
      

call for 
price

LMF HORSE FEED RUNNING HORSE

HUBBARD

ALFA PRIME (Running Horse)
Running Horse Alfa-Prime is  processed 
to look like oats with as much of the same  
mouth feel as possible while providing a vastly su-
perior nutritional boost. Running Horse Alfa-Prime 
is purposefully formulated with fewer simple 
sugars & starches. Running Horse philosophy 
stresses veget2.ble fats, soluble fiber and complex  
carbohydrates. Running Horse Alfa-Pri.me is forage 
based and can be fed as a complete feed when hay 
is not available.
RHALFP   40#....................call for price

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
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TACK DEPARTMENTT
A
C
K

BioFit Correction
Strategic buildup placement fill in the void 
area. Contoured design. Premium grade felt 
bottom with shock absorbing wool felt center.
EQBPADBIO  30” x 30” - 7/8” .....$200.00

XPF insert provides highest 
level of protection

Blended Felt
Quality wool felt that stays soft for the life 
of the pad and provides protection against 
shock. Cut out over withers and contoured 
to fit the horse’s back.
EQCBFP340C 31” x 32” - 3/4” ....$110.00  
EQCBFP100C 31” x 32” - 1” .......$130.00  

SENSORFLEX Wool Top
100% wool blanket top with oil tan wear 
leathers. Heavy wool felt center absorbs 
shock and molds to the back for a solid 
secure fit. Cutouts under the saddle fenders.
EQBPADS  32” x 34” .........$100.00
EQBPADS  34” x 38” .........$100.00

CHESTNUT / TAN
NAVY / SEAFOAM

32” x 34”

CHOCOLATE / MALIBU
CHESTNUT / RED

34” x 38”

Classic Wool Top
100% wool blanket top, perfect for all 
disciplines. Orthopedic grade felt bottom 
soaks up moisture allowing heat to disapate 
away. Convenient one pad system.
EQBPADWT  32” x 34”- 1”  .....$130.00 
EQBPADWT  34” x 38”- 1” ..... $130.00

AUBERGINE 
/ CHARCOAL

CHOCOLATE / TEAL

Shock Guard
XPF™ center is open celled, breathable, 
lightweight and durable with a self-adjusting 
profile. Provides impact protection  
throughout entire pad surface. 
EQBPAD19  30” x 32”- 3/4” ....$290.00
EQBPAD19A 31” x 32”- 3/4”.....$290.00
EQBPAD19B 31” x 32”- 1”........$300.00

ESP Felt top
Wool blend top, XPF center and a  
orthopedic grade felt bottom. Topline  
has a smooth and clean fit with added  
room for wither relief. Cut out over withers 
and contoured to fit the horse’s back. 
EQBPADPF  31” x 32” - 1” .....$250.00

BURGANDY / TAN

32” x 34”

34” x 38”

XPF insert provides highest 
level of protection

CHESTNUT / CORAL
IVORY / SEAFOAM

NAVY / SEAFOAM

ESP Contoured Wool Top
XPF center provides the highest level of 
protection. Topline is a smooth and clean 
fit extra wither relief. 100% wool blanket 
top. Contoured felt body and orthopedic 
grade felt bottom.
EQBPADE  32” x 34” - 3/4” .....$250.00
EQBPADE  34” x 38” - 3/4”......$250.00
EQBPADE  34” x 38” - 1”.........$260.00

NEW

32” x 34”

34” x 38”

SENSORFLEX

XPF insert provides highest 
level of protection

Powered with a vented  
Zoombang™ insert

ZONE Wool Top
Powered with a vented Zoombang™ insert 
that reduces injury . Hand woven blanket top 
folds back for shim placement. Orthopedic  
felt bottom. Moisture wicking. Excellent 
shock absorption.

EQBPADZ  32” x 34” - 3/4” .......$290.00
EQBPADZ  34” x 38” - 3/4” .......$290.00

32” x 34”

34” x 38”

CHARCOAL / SAGE
BLACK / RED
CHARCOAL / OCEAN
COFFEE / BURGANDY
COFFEE / MALIBU

BLACK / MALIBU
COFFEE / PURPLE

SHEEPSKIN / RASPBERRY

CHARCOAL / SEAFOAM
COFFEE / TURQUOISE

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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BEST EVER PADS
OG COLLECTION has been the core of the 
company since 2002. Our 
top-quality 100% needle 
punched wool is 112 ounces 
per square yard, making this 
pad firm, durable and 
extremely breathable. It is 
dark gray in color and is 
available in 1″ or 3/4″ 
thickness.
KUSH COLLECTION is 100% 
high-quality washed and pressed wool. 
At 136 ounces per square yard of pressed wool, is 
is by far our most durable and resistant pad to date. 
It’s properties allow it to be soft and flexible while 
allowing it to maintain it’s high compression resis-
tance. It is light gray in color and available in 1.25″, 
1″ and 3/4″ thickness options.
THE CEO COLLECTION 
offers three levels of support and different custom-
ization options, from fleece or neoprene lining, to 
special pad inserts that come stock in the BHS and 
Cadillac series. If your horse is in need of superior 
support and protection, 
the CEO Collection is 
sure to have what you need.
Best Ever Pads also have 
hand painted and hand 
tooled options.
CALL FOR PRICING

TACK DEPARTMENT

Stop in either of our store locations 
to see our large assortment of 

blankets and pads!  Available in 
various sizes and colors! 

T
A
C
K

SADDLE PADS BREAST COLLARS

Heavy duty roper breast collar 
with a tie down dee ring.  The 
leather is doubled and stitched 
with the strongest thread and 
nickel plated hardware.
WVR0920...............$130.00

Constructed of russet harness  
leather with latigo leather liner. 
Center ring has a leather backer 
that prevents chafing and pinch-
ing.  Has convenient tie down 
dee with nickel plated hardware.  
Horse size. 
WVR0901...............$83.00

2 3/4” Breast collar, Wyoming 
flower tooled. Natural 
skirting leather.
EQBBCSR......$165.00

FIVE STAR SADDLE PADS
5 Star recommends 1” – 2”
of pad showing around 
the perimeter of your 
saddle. Measure your 
saddle before ordering 
for proper fit.

FSE1WBFS
1” 32X32 BLACK......................................$335.00
FSE2WBB
7/8” BARREL BLACK..............................$265.00
FSE2WBFS
7/8” BLACK 32X32...................................$285.00
FSE2WNB
7/8” BARREL NAT....................................$230.00
FSE2WNB
7/8” BARREL NAT....................................$230.00
FSEPAD1
1″ X 32″ X 32″NAT....................................$280.00 
FSEPAD118
1 1/8″ X 32″ X 32″NAT..............................$290.00
FSEPAD34
30″X30″ NAT.............................................$225.00
FSEPAD78
32″X32″NAT.............................................$245.00

A memory foam top 
allows the pad to thin 
out and disperse 
pressure evenly, while 
the bottom foam layer is a full rebound mate-
rial to accept shock at every stride.
30″ long, 32″ wide, 1″ thick
TFSRPAD......................................$225.00

34”x36”  100%  New Zealand wool 
saddle blanket.  5+ lbs. Available in  
black, hunter, cream, sand, 
blue, red, cream, purple, 
turquoise, navy, yellow, 
& fuchia.
Weaver.................$50.00

MANY MORE STYLES AVAILABLE

SADDLE BLANKETS

THREE FORKS MERRILL 
BARREL PAD
A memory foam top 
allowsthe pad to thin out 
and disperse pressure evenly, while the 
bottom foam layer is a full rebound material 
to accept shock at every stride. 
28 ” long, 29″ wide, 5/8″ thick
TFSBPAD......................................$205.00

THREE FORKS ROPER PAD 

COOLBACK PADS

32” x 30” square front Cool-
back pad rancher is triple 
thick, with kodel on top and 
bottom. 
TOK17009.............$120.00

Made with Navajo top and 
kodel bottom with 1” felt filler 
and rounded corners.  Includes 
stirrups.  Available in assorted 
colors and patterns.
RLC4115.......................$105.00

BAREBACK PADS 

HEADSTALLS

TURQUOISE STUDDED
(BUFFALO LEATHER) 
The brow band and cheeks are decked 
out with turquoise flowers and turquoise 
dots, and lined with silver studs. The 
keepers at the cheek buckles are 
decorated with turquoise flowers 
adding a special touch. Flowers, stars, 
and scallops can be found stamped 
in-between the turquoise accents and on 
the crown. Chestnut color. Leather tie bit ends. Stain-
less steel hardware. 
BUL2859 ....................$55.00

SAN SABA HEAVY
Heavy Hermann Oak harness 
browband headstall.
Chrome over brass hardware.
SSEHSBB11320 ....................$48.00Order by Phone:

1-800-548-7270
Billings, MT

1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
ORDER ONLINE!

www.WesternRanchSupply.com

2″ barbwire breastcollar.  Chestnut skirt-
ing leather is barwire stamped.
CCOBC152CSBW......$75.00

SPLIT EAR 3/4″ HEAD-
STALL WITH BIT TIES – 
MARTIN SADDLERY
Split ear 3/4″ headstall with stainless 
steel buckles and bit ties.
EQBHSSE181...................$28.00

DARK OIL OLD TIMER HEAD-
STALL – BERLIN LEATHER
Dark Oiled Old Timer Headstall.  Made with English 
Bridle Leather. Edges painted black. 
BLD1270 ....................$100.00

SAN SABA HEAVY
Heavy Hermann Oak harness 
browband headstall.
Chrome over brass hardware.
SSEHSBB11320 ....................$48.00
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PRO ROPER BIT – STAGE C. 7” Cheeks • 5 1/2” 
Mouth • 1 3/8” Low Ported Chain. 
The German silver cheeks have a no-
pinch ball hinge for good control. This
 helps encourage good to lift the head and 
shoulders, pull the horse a little more in the turns, 
and take more hold in the box.   
RSM863 ........................$ 92.00

The Clover Hackamore is 
designed by Gary Gist, and 
is made of browned iron 
and trimmed in hand en-
graved German Silver. The 
noseband is steel with a 
leather cover, and it comes 
with an adjustable stainless 
steel curb chain.  The 7” shank is shorter, making it 
quicker and less severe.
EQBHACKSS.....................................$132.00

The Rickey Green Bits 
Designed for training, practice or
competition and feature a loose-
cheek shank to encourage lateral 
flexion, allowing rider to control 
the horses nose.  The unique mouth
piece of this setter rolls back when 
engaged, slowing contact, allowing more time for 
the horse to collect and respond to added pressure.  
Helps develop a proper head set.  Rickey recommends 
using a firm leather curb strap or flat chain with all 
bits in this series, allowing the horse to feel and work 
off the bit rather than react to the feel and pressure 
of a biting curb.
EQBITRG41 Setter w/ roller.........$70.00

The 7 1/2” Performance: Floating Spade
7 1/2” straight cheek.  Stainless 
steel cheek with inlaid copper 
floating spade mouthpiece.  The 
mouthpiece wraps over the 
tongue with applied pressure.  
EQBPS724 .........................$50.00

BITS

Nickel plated pony bit with 4 1/2” 
medium port curb mouthpiece and 5 
3/4” cheeks.
PAR25203-(Partrade)...........$22.00

PONY

CORRECTION MOUTH
Black steel with 5” correction mouth- 
piece, copper inlay and 8” cheeks.
PAR25278-(Partrade)........$32.00

Black steel with 5” copper wire 
wrapped correction mouthpiece and 
6”cheek.
PAR252930-(Partrade)......$36.00

Nickel plated pony bit with 4 
1/2” pony snaffle mouthpiece and 
13/4” rings.
PAR25224 - (Partrade) . .$10.00

Chrome plated hackamore pony bit 
with 7 1/2” cheeks, gum rubber 
covered noseband.
PAR25108-(Partrade)............$43.00

Hinged port futurity bit.  Brushed metal 
with short shanks.  This is a great all 
around bit, each shank moves inde-
pendently from the port.
PAR257618-(Partrade).......$70.00

COPPER ROLLERS

Stainless steel with 4 3/4” medium port 
mouthpiece, copper roller and 6 1/2” 
engraved cheeks.
PAR25528-(Partrade)..........$38.00

Copper plated with 5” medium port 
mouthpiece, copper roller and 
6 1/2” cheeks.
PAR25341-(Partrade)..........$27.00

Francis Gunther collection. Aluminum 
medium port, 5” mouth, 7 1/4” aluminum 
engraved cheeks.  Light and comfortable 
bit.  Good for any rider.
PAR257319-(Partrade).......$45.00

DEE RING SNAFFLE

RING SNAFFLES
Stainless steel 5” sweet iron snaffle 
mouthpiece with 3” rings. 
PAR255519-(Partrade)......$18.00

SS brushed dee ring snaffle bit.  5” 
curved mouth with copper inlay.
PAR270107-(Partrade)......$41.00

Stainless steel lightweight racing dee 
bit.  5” jointed mouth, copper rollers.
PAR25555-(Partrade)........$36.00

Mile High rawhide bosals.  These 
premium quality bosals are clean, hand 
braided.  Made of natural rawhide with 
a rawhide core. (Colorado Saddlery)    
COL647  5/8”.................$48.00

MECATES

DDH4012  22’......$80.00

Poly Mecates feature a horsehair tassel 
with a two-color pineapple knot on one end 
and a leather popper on the opposite end. 
Durable and washable, these solid braid 
poly mecates are good for all-around use. 
Assorted colors.

Little S Hackamore works well 
on horses that have a lot of natural rate.  
Has a good deal of lift and a lot of flex.  
Used by a lot of barrel racers.  It is a 
good bit for slow work and training. 
RSM964 (Reinsman).........$70.00

Kodel noseband cover with velcro closures.  11”x2”.  
(Richland Yellowstone) 
RLC418...................................................$ 5.00

HACKAMORES & BOSALS

NOSEBANDS

WVR300220 .....$140.00

COMPLETE MECATE SET with 
BOSALThis convenient set features a 
rawhide bosal, a 5/8″ durable russet harness 
leather bosal hanger with alum tanned tie 
laces and a tan nylon mecate. The braided 
nylon mecate has a rawhide button and a 
horsehair tassel on one end and a bleeding 
heart knot on the other end. The hanger 
has a durable nickel plated buckle. The 
mecate is 1/2″ x 23′.

REINSMAN 102 MEDIUM RINGS 
– 3/8″ SMOOTH SWEET IRON 
SNAFFLE
RSM102-...........................$52.00

HERMANN OAK FLAT NOSE CAVESON – BER-
LIN LEATHER
BLH950...................................................$ 26.00

ROUND LEATHER NOSEBAND CAVESSON
EQBCAVH...................................................$ 50.00

PRO ROPER BIT – STAGE C. 7” Cheeks • 5 1/2” 
Mouth • 1 3/8” Low Ported Chain. 
The German silver cheeks have a no-
pinch ball hinge for good control. This
 helps encourage good to lift the head and 
shoulders, pull the horse a little more in the turns, 
and take more hold in the box.   
RSM863 ........................$ 92.00

SQUARE SNAFFLE D RING BIT
5″ stainless steel twisted wire 
mouthpiece creates greater sensitivity 
in the mouth.  Great for training 
and softening older horses’ mouths..  
EQBBIT181.........................$80.00

Reinsman Martha Josey Million 
Dollar 5in Bit    
RSM0110          .................$58.00

SHANKED SNAFFLE

NO PINCH BIT SNAFFLE BROWN 
The Montana Rose Snaffle
COL259...................................................$ 48.00

TOM THUMB SNAFFLE BIT – WEAVER
WVR253120...................................................$ 25.00

BIT LOGIC SNAFFLE – 6″ SHANK
Softest of all shank bit styles.  Transition 
bit for colts moving up from the O Ring.  
Soft pressure is applied through the curb.) 
EQBBIT162.................................$ 80.00
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Spur strap with nickel over brass buckles and rawhide 
ends.  Latigo 
leather.
EQBS1.................................................$40.00

Black steel spur with German 
Silver engraved trim.  Has 
1 3/8" shank, 1/2" band and 
9 point rowel.
PAR257971........................................$28.00

LADIES

YOUTH

Shaped boot protector pattern.  Tannery finish 
leather.  Men’s size. 
COL2612...................$15.00 

Single ply spur straps 
available in 1/2" latigo 
leather. Youth size.
SBT613..................................................$5.00

Ladies quick-on Bumper Barrel Spur. 
PAR258780..........................................$21.00

SPUR STRAPS

SPURS

MEN'S

Men's Antique spur with 
Silver Aztec trim. 2" shank, 
1" band, 8 point rowel.
WVR257655..........$45.00

Plastic Overshoe Stirrups designed 
for use with overshoes.  Great for 
the cold months when you need 
bigger stirrups to accomodate 
insulated boots, these are molded 
from extremely strong plastic. Comes in Brown and 
Hunter Orange.
RAL2116   (brown).................$27.00
RAL21161  (orange)................$27.00 

Conveniently slip over the saddle horn of most 
full sized western saddles to increase young riders 
confidence and comfort.  Patented design features a 
large front panel that keeps the child more securely 
centered in the saddle.  Child sized Ralide Stirrups 
are covered with leather tapaderos to prevent little 
feet from slipping through stirrups.  Stirrup lengths 
adjust easily.
WVR0789ST        Dark Little Dude............$85.00
WVR0789             Light Little Dude...........$85.00
 
Rawhide Covered Stirrups.  
Available in many different styles 
from oxbow, oxbow flat bottom, 
roper, extra wide roper, and bell 
bottoms.   
Call on styles and pricing.
 
Leather Covered Stirrups.  
Available in many different styles from 
roper, extra wide roper, and bell bottoms. 
Call on styles and pricing.
 

STIRRUPS

MONEL
5" Stainless steel 
SRSDRS105............................................$100.00

5" Brass 
SRSDRS106............................................$100.00

4" Stainless steel
SRSDRS107............................................$98.00

4" Brass
SRSDRS108............................................$98.00

3" Stainless steel
SRSDRS112............................................$96.00

3" Brass
SRSDRS113............................................$96.00 Neoprene Cinches

Roper and Straight Available
Straight Neo  30”, 32”,34”,36”
Roper Neo  32”,34”,36”
Straight Neo Peel Away 34”
Roper Neo Peel Away 32”,34”,36”

String Cinches
Roper and Straight Available

28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”
17 Strand Rayon Blend
27 Strand Rayon Blend
27 Strand 100% Mohair
27 Strand Mohair Blend

31 Strand Mohair/Alpaca Blend

Felt Cinches
Roper and Straight Available

30”, 32”, 34”, 36”

15 Strand        22”,24”
Pony Cinches

“Call for prices”

100% Alpaca String Cinch

 
                28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”

SPLIT
Made from 5/8” poly rope, these 
7’ split reins come with water 
straps & leather poppers and are 
one of our most popular reins.  
DDH4900     (flat wax)....$52.00

ROPING

Flat Waxed Roping Reins
5/8” x 8’ flat waxed, nylon 
braided.
GASWXRNR.............$15.00

REINS

German style martingale.  Fully adjustable 
at bit ends and at tie down strap.  Includes 
neck strap. 
RLC223A...............................$65.00

1” Western style running martingale 
with 5/8” latigo neck strap.  1/2” straps.  
Nickle plated hardware.
RLC222...................................$58.00

Latigo training tie down, with conway 
and snap adjustment. Nickel plated hard-
ware. Measures 1” wide x 27 1/2” long.
RLC134......................................$17.00

TRAINING FORKS

MARTINGALES

CINCHES

Made of russet harness leather.  Features 
a nickel plated conway buckle, adjustment 
and a sewn-on rust resistant solid brass snap.  
Measures 1” by 40” long.
WVR0640............................................$29.00

Heavy 1” biothane tiedown, hand riveted with 
brass conway buckle and snap. 
COL729  Brown..................$27.00

Nylon 1x40 Deluxe Tiedown
Black, Brown, and Blue
WVR40051.........................................$15.00

TIE DOWNS

Stop in either of our 
store locations 
to see our large 
assortment of 

Cinches!  Available in 
various sizes and styles! 

It’s A Cinch 
NEW TO WRS

Roper Blend, Straight Mohair, Roper 
Mohair, Straight Blend, and many more.

Made of extra quality leather these kid’s spur straps 
are designed for smaller boots but are the same style 
and strength as our full size spur straps.
COL5010..................................................$10.00

5/8” brown genuine harness leather with stainless 
steel buckles
PARSS1..................................................$17.00

Browned iron, sized to fit 
children’s boots.  Great for 
any discipline.  1/2″ bank, 
1 1/4″ shank..
EQBSPUR18........................................$28.00

A beautiful stainless steel spur 
with black overlays that have 
bright cuts to give them a 
special and unique look. 
1″ band, 1″ ten point rowels and 2 1/4″ shank. Black 
buttons.
WVR257655..........................................$75.00

5/8″ Heavy doubled and stitched latigo leather 
split rein.  Specially treated for a broke-in feel. 
EQBSR182     ................................$72.00

‘STAY SOFT’ ROPING REINS – 
BRAIDED
 soft spun, 1/2″ poly rope with nickel plated 
rein snaps and braided back on both ends. 
Sold as 8′ length.
COL1435.........................................$17.00

Ecoluxe Bamboo
Multi-colored
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EMERALD DIAMOND MERLOT MEDALLIONCHEETAH

CRIMSON

BLACK WHITE

PLUMEMERALD

PINWHEEL

BLUSH CHARCOAL EMERALD

CHARCOAL

TURQUOISE SLAB BLOSSOM MARINE CAMO

CHOCOLATE CARIBOU

TURQUOISEBLUE

ABRASIVE 
RESISTANT CELLS

Dy•No Turn™ Bell
Water repellent and stain resistant 
DynoHyde covering. Dense shock 
absorbing center with soft jersey lining. 
Contoured fit and reinforced double  
hook-and-loop closures. 
Sizes: Medium, Large  
(Small Special Order Only)

EQBNT    Solids..................$30.00 
(black and white also available in x-large)

EQBNT Designer Line.....$33.00

Working with the horse’s own natural 
support structures, the Legacy2 cradles  
the fetlock and provides suspensory 
support without inhibiting movement.  
Colors: Black, Blue, Blush, Caribou, Charcoal, 
Chocolate, Crimson, Emerald, Merlot, Olive, 
Pinwheel, Plum, Turquoise Slab, White, Wildflower
Sizes: Medium, Large

EQBLF Front Solid.........$87.00
EQBLH Hind Solid..........$87.00
EQBLF Front Pattern.....$89.00
EQBLH Hind Pattern......$89.00

BLACK

BLACK

CHARCOAL

CHARCOAL

WHITE

WHITECRIMSON

BLUE

BLUE

BLACK WHITE BLUEOLIVE MERLOT

CRIMSONPINWHEELTURQUOISE SLAB WILDFLOWER PLUM

CARIBOUCHOCOLATE

The Flexion Technology provides individual 
abrasive resistant cells on the Fetlock Cradle 
System with impact and wear protection 
never before seen in the equine leg protection 
space. Each Flexion cell can move and 
stretch individually.  
Colors: Black, Blue, Charcoal, Crimson, White
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large 
Black and White also available in X-Large

EQBFLF Front.....$90.00
EQBFLH Hind......$90.00

Flexion No Turn™ Bell Boot
Water repellent and stain resistant DynoHyde 
covering. Flexion technology on back panel 
is UV, impact and wear resistant. Dense 
shock absorbing center with soft jersey 
lining. Contoured fit and reinforced double 
hook-and-loop closures keep boots in place. 
Colors: Black, Blue, Charcoal, Crimson, White
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large 
Black also available in X-Large

EQBNTF......$38.00

PURPLETEAL

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEWNEW

Leather Splint Boot
Guards against crossfire  
or overreach injuries. 
Splint and sesamoid 
protection.  Sizes: Medium
EQBSBB.....$140.00

Leather Skid Boot
Maximum protection.  
Foam lined chap and latigo 
leather. Neolite skid cup. 
Standard size.
EQBSKID.....$100.00

Pro Reiner Skid Boot
Protects from injuries caused 
by sliding stop maneuvers. 
Two easy on-off double 
closures prevent shifting.
EQBSKID18.....$100.00

Polo Wraps
380 gram fleece. 4 Pack.  
Size: 4-1/2”  x 108”

POLOW.....$29.00   

EMERALD DIAMOND MERLOT MEDALLIONCHEETAH
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BLACK WHITE
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TURQUOISEBLUE

ABRASIVE 
RESISTANT CELLS

Dy•No Turn™ Bell
Water repellent and stain resistant 
DynoHyde covering. Dense shock 
absorbing center with soft jersey lining. 
Contoured fit and reinforced double  
hook-and-loop closures. 
Sizes: Medium, Large  
(Small Special Order Only)
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EQBNT Designer Line.....$33.00
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The Flexion Technology provides individual 
abrasive resistant cells on the Fetlock Cradle 
System with impact and wear protection 
never before seen in the equine leg protection 
space. Each Flexion cell can move and 
stretch individually.  
Colors: Black, Blue, Charcoal, Crimson, White
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large 
Black and White also available in X-Large

EQBFLF Front.....$90.00
EQBFLH Hind......$90.00

Flexion No Turn™ Bell Boot
Water repellent and stain resistant DynoHyde 
covering. Flexion technology on back panel 
is UV, impact and wear resistant. Dense 
shock absorbing center with soft jersey 
lining. Contoured fit and reinforced double 
hook-and-loop closures keep boots in place. 
Colors: Black, Blue, Charcoal, Crimson, White
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large 
Black also available in X-Large

EQBNTF......$38.00
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NEW
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NEW

NEW

NEWNEW

Leather Splint Boot
Guards against crossfire  
or overreach injuries. 
Splint and sesamoid 
protection.  Sizes: Medium
EQBSBB.....$140.00

Leather Skid Boot
Maximum protection.  
Foam lined chap and latigo 
leather. Neolite skid cup. 
Standard size.
EQBSKID.....$100.00

Pro Reiner Skid Boot
Protects from injuries caused 
by sliding stop maneuvers. 
Two easy on-off double 
closures prevent shifting.
EQBSKID18.....$100.00

Polo Wraps
380 gram fleece. 4 Pack.  
Size: 4-1/2”  x 108”

POLOW.....$29.00   
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No Turn XT made with durable 
non-rip vinyl cover for long 
life. Shock absorbing nitrate
center guards against the 
toughest blows.  Double velcro 
strap closures.   Med and Lg. Equibrand.
Assorted Colors & Patterns........................$30.00

Double Diamond rope halters 
are made from 5/16" poly rope 
consisting of a stranded core 
with a 16 strand diamond braid 
covering.  These are a stiffer 
halter and a favorite with 
trainers and ranchers.
MTCHLT       w/o lead...$24.00
MTCHLT12   w/lead.....$42.00
A stout 8mm 5/16" halter made from nylon kernman-
tle climbing rope.  It is very strong, soft and pliable.  
Available in assorted colors.
DDH125................................................$26.00
DDH100W
Weanling hand tied halter.......................$21.00
DDH100Y
Yearling hand tied halter.........................$22.00

Nylon support straps. Stainless 
steel buckles. Skid cup holds 
up even under the most harsh 
ground conditions. Shock ab-
sorbing, nitrate lined skid cup 
for protection of the fetlock 
area. Medium.
EQBSKID      
Buckle................$95.00
EQBSKID18  
.........................$100.00

SKID BOOTS PROTECTIVE BOOTS

Classic Legacy System.  Made of 100% virgin 
perforated neoprene, allowing the leg to breathe 
and heat to escape.  A layer of tough, bulletproof 
material fitted on the cup ensures durability and a 
bound edge keeps dirt and debris out.  Fitting darts 
provide for a close, clean fit, allowing for your horse 
to be comfortable and well protected.
FRONT  
Med,Lg.........................................................$90.00 
HIND  
Med, Lg (S/O)................................................$90.00

PROTECTIVE BOOTS

HORSE HALTERS

DOUBLE DIAMOND HALTERS

Offer dependable construction at a 
great value. Featuring  brass plated 
hardware, box stitching at stress points and 
heat sealed oblong buckle holes.  
Available in a variety of colors.
Suckling Adj................................................$19.00
Weanling Adj.....................................$19.00-$22.00
Yearling ....................................................$18.50
Small...................................................$18.00-$22.00
Med Average................................................$18.50
Large............................................................$18.50
XL.................................................................$36.00

WEAVER NYLON HALTERS 

PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE 
ROPE HALTER 
W/10' LEAD

CLASSIC LEATHER 
SPLINT BOOTS
Heavy ounce leather pads with nitrate 
lining.  Lightweight, soft, durable 
chap leather.  
EQBSBB  Med w/Buckle..$110.00

SPLINT BOOTS

Made of nylon for durability 
and ease of care.  Comes 
with a ten foot matching lead  
Available in assorted colors.
PFCHR...............$20.00

Professional's Choice dura-
ble Ballistic nylon outer cov-
er and binding makes these 
boots especially tough and 
able to take the daily abuse 
of riding in any discipline.  
UltraShock lining absorbs 
energy from overreaching 
and protects the vital areas 
of the hoof, cornet band and 
bulbs of the heel, while the 
soft no-turn knob keeps the 
boot from spinning.  
Available in assorted 
colors.....................$32.00 

BALLISTIC OVERREACH SKID BOOTS

The SMB-3  is a hybrid between the 
two best selling protective boots, the 
original SMB II and the new SMB 
Elite.  The SMB 3  is cut back at the 
lower front to allow for proper fit.  It 
also has binding with a slight stretch 
for a more snug  fit.   Blk or Wht. 
Medium or Large. 
Front...................................$75.00
Value 4-Pack......................$136.00

VENTECH ELITE SUPPORT
The Elite Sports Medicine Boots are 
lightweight and multi-layered with 
VenTech ventilated limestone-based 
neoprene exterior and UltraShock 
lining.Medium or Large. Call for 
colors.
Front...........................$85.00-$90.00
Value 4-Pack..........$145.00-$163.00

Available in Black/Fuschia, Black/Brown, Brown/
Tan and Brown/Turquoise.
(Classic Equine)...........................................$20.00

TWO-TONE NYLON ROPE 
HALTER W/YACHT LINE LEAD 
& LEATHER POPPER

SMB 3

LEGACY

ICONOCLAST
Orthopedic support horse boots offer 
a double sling strap, supplying 
unparalleled lateral support to the 
suspensory branches. Can be used 
every day while riding to aid in the 
prevention of soft tissue damage of the 
lower legs. Pair.
Front Splint $80-$85
Hind Splint $85
Tall $90 Bell Boots $25

STEELE HALTERS
Preferred by horseman from 
the mountains to the arenas. 
Low stretch rope, hand tied, 
mildew resistant, washable, no 
hardware. Come in weaning, 
average, mule, draft, large, 
yearling size w/ 10' lead. 
$18.00-$35.00

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

4 1/2” wide x 108” long Made of 500 gram fleece. 
Sold in package of four.  Laundry bag included.  
Available in black or white. 
EQBPOLO.....................................$28.00

POLO WRAPS8

ROPE HALTER
ROPE HALTER
Available in Multiple Sizes:
Yearling
Weanling
Small
Large      ....................................................$18.00

LEAD ROPE
LEAD ROPE
Available in 10ft or 12ft      
....................................................$20.00-25.00
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Doubled and stitched burgundy latigo leather.  Can 
be adjusted to fit snug or loose and 
are durably constructed to stand 
up to practical use.  Available 
with solid brass/brass plated hardware and are 
1" wide.  Figure eight style configuration.
WVR2105..............................................$38.00
 

Made of heavy-duty web and fea-
tures sturdy nickel-plated hardware. 
It is 2" web in a figure eight 
style.  Two legged hobble.
FBT3003..........................$10.00

Two leg neoprene hobble.  Will not 
sore animals like leather does.
RALPH122......................$29.00
 

1 1/2" heavy webbing lined with 
leather.  10" swivel chain.  Hand 
rivets.
COL943.........................$36.00

Extra heavy leather 2" strap.  10" 
swivel chain.  Hand rivets.
COL923........................$45.00
 

CRIBBING PRODUCTS

Made of heavy-duty web and 
nickel-plated hardware.  It has 
brown web, is felt lined and has a 
2" swivel chain.
FBT3000.......................$20.00

Handcrafted from weather-resistant harness leather, the collar 
applies pressure only when your horse attempts to crib so it can 
be worn while eating., drinking, grazing or being ridden.  Small, 
Medium and Large.
WVR1260...............................$65.00   

2" nylon picket hobble with 
kodel lining.  Nickel plated 
hardware.
RLC913..........................$18.00
 

MIRACLE 
CRIB 

COLLAR

 HOBBLES

Flank Cinch Hobble Strap
EQBCINHOB............................................$16.00 Nylon Lined 1 3/4" Figure 8 Hobble

RLC912..................................................$30.00
1 1/2"Leather Figure 8 Hobble
RLC226A................................................$48.00

TWO-W LIVESTOCK RODEO SYSTEM

“CUSTOM RODEO SYSTEMS”

SEND US YOUR DRAWING OR SKETCH AND WE WILL CREATE A COMPUTER DRAWING FOR YOU. WE 
WILL BID COMPLETE OR PARTIAL SYSTEMS.  THIS IS A “FREE SERVICE” WE OFFER OUR 

CUSTOMERS.
These are some of the places with our Rodeo Equipment: Helena MT (pictured), Billings MT, Plains 

MT, Missoula MT, Hardin MT, Red Lodge MT, Culbertson MT, Whitehall MT and Cody WY  

We can build a system to fit your needs! 

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270
Order Online:

www.westernranchsupply.com

CRIB COLLAR 
ALUMINUM NYLON

Weaver Cribbing Strap - Nylon, Lightweight aluminum 
cribbing bar style with a 1" brown nylon strap, and Nickel 
plated hardware.
WVR354078........................................................$17.00 
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ROPING DUMMY

“THE STREAK” 
Made of  PVC pipe painted 
black with different color 
splashes. Assembly required.
SSETSR200 Small.....................$ 55.00
SSETSR250 Medium ...............$110.00

THE SMARTY ROPING DUMMY
The Smarty is the only training machine of its kind, 
developed by 4x World 
Champion Allen Bach. 
He was determined to 
build a machine with a 
realistic corner, to 
make you ride in 
perfect position every 
time. Dallying is just like 
live cattle in the sense that the legs come together 
when you dally and stretch up to six feet between 
the tow bar and legs. The legs are also shaped and 
modeled to feel the same as a live steer. It’s not just 
a heeling machine, with the realistic head design 
and size this is also a headers go to machine. The 
turn loose horns make it easy to rope with just two 
people.
BRSMARTY...........................................$2,800.00

THE SHORTY ROPING DUMMY
Shorty is constructed of durable low 
density polyethylene. Therefore, 
it will handle tons of abuse in 
hot and cold weather.The horn 
base is close to the average steer 
for a realistic feeling head loop. 
The spring loaded legs pull back 
and together as you dally for that pullback feel
BRSHORTYB black..........................$549.00
BRSHORTYBL blue............................$549.00
BRSHORTYG green..........................$549.00
BRSHORTYPK pink............................$549.00
BRSHORTYRD red..............................$549.00

HOX
With the HOX heeling dummy, you 
can take the confidence you’ve built 
on your Heel-O-Matic Training 
System at home, on the road with 
you. This quality heeling dummy can 
easily be installed on trailers, fences, 
and stalls, and we guarantee you that it’s 
the most realistic heeling dummy on the 
market. The hide-like wide legs have the ability 
to swing or lock into place for multiple positions, 
and its adjustable height and variable leg settings 
provide endless heeling scenarios. The collapsible, 
light-weight frame makes the Hox easy to store, 
transport and use anywhere you go.
HOMHOX...........................................$400.00

NEX
Best For: Calf ropers, breakaway 
ropers and dally ribbon ropers. 
Made of a hide-like material that 
won’t let your rope slide. Long 
neck ensures you’ll practice roping the neck and 
make your curl kick back up. Angle of the head 
ensures you’ll keep your tip down. Sturdy, wide 
base ensures the Nex won’t tip, slip or slide.
HOMNEXBK...........................................$400.00

BONES 2.0
the most advanced portable 
heading dummy on the market, 
combining a look and feel 
rivaled only by roping live cattle. 
The BONES 2.0 features an anatomically correct 
head, a lower headset, and gives headers the most 
common look they see roping live cattle. This helps 
ropers practice the proper swing angles, loop place-
ment, and muscle memory to rope the horns.
HOMBONES20........................................$480.00

BONES
Bones Heading Dummy is 
an incredibly realistic and 
portable roping dummy 
that will help you hone 
your heading technique.
This heading dummy is made 
from durable, molded plastic. 
With a sturdy and wide base, 
you don’t have to worry about this roping dummy 
tipping, slipping, or sliding. Each Bones Heading 
Dummy comes with a horn wrap and three sets 
of horns (19” - small, 28” - medium, 33” - large) 
for variable practice scenarios. The perfect roping 
dummy for headers, the Bones Heading Dummy 
is a realistic dummy that you can bring anywhere 
you go. With three sets of horns and a sturdy, 
wide base, this roping dummy will make you feel 
like you’re in a real live rodeo roping cattle. Use 
this roping tool to practice swing angles, loop 
placement, and muscle memory. Available in black, 
brown, purple, white, blue, grey, and red
HOMBONESBK black.......................$450.00
HOMBONESBL blue.........................$450.00
HOMBONESBR brown......................$450.00
HOMBONESGY grey.........................$450.00
HOMBONESPR purple......................$450.00
HOMBONESRD red...........................$450.00

SHORT GO DUMMY ON 
WHEELS
This mini dummy on LED 
wheels is perfect for night time 
roping, as the wheels light up 
as they shoot! The Best of 
Roping Dummies.  Heading 
Dummy, Heeling Dummy. 
With Fold Up Legs and LED 
Wheels. Based off science of real loops, real 
ropers, and real scenarios. Heavy duty metal wheel 
channel, 110MM LED wheels,Our first Dummy 
on LED Wheels with smart grip and durable 
plastic legs design.
RSSHORTGO............................................$490.00

PIPES 
Allen originally built the Pipes 
to help himself demonstrate 
techniques while teaching at 
roping clinics. Since then he has 
perfected the perfect ground 
heeling dummy now known as 
the Pipes by Smarty. Still to this 
day Allen implements using the Pipes in his daily 
practice routine and when teaching his training 
methods at roping clinics. The Pipes is made out of 
a durable black powder coated metal with realistic 
legs just like the Smarty and Smarty Xtreme. It is 
very easy to load in your truck or trailer when your 
on the fly and is easy to assemble or disassemble. It 
can quickly be adjusted to different heights for your 
personal preference when practicing.
BRPIPES......................................................$420.00

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

THE TRAINER
The brand-new TRAINER will be 
replacing all older versions of the 
Ground-Driven models. It features 
a completely new hop sequence
that is the EXACT replica of a 
live cattle in tow and 
has even been matched 
correctly to real 
cattle movements by a mechanical engineer profes-
sor from Baylor University. This is THE machine to 
own if you want PERFECT PRACTICE.
HOMTRAINER.......................................$4,750.00

THE DRIFTER
he Drifter features:Three Stage Washout:
Improves drver’s ability to
produce a range of 
Realistic corners.Allows 
ropers to practice for 
every cattle type, from a 
fresh steer to an older 
steer, by setting the 
amount of washout.
Allows ropers to train a heel horse to respond to both 
them and the steer, keeping the horse framed up and 
their laneCollapsible Deluxe Legs
 HOMDRIFTER.......................................$3,150.00

THE SMARTY ROPING DUMMY
The Smarty Xtreme is our most dynamic machine 
yet! This machine is a 
key tool when it comes 
to perfecting your 
timing and puts even 
the best of ropers to a 
test each time. It’s not 
just a heeling machine, 
with the realistic head 
design and size this is also a headers go to ma-
chine. The turn loose horns make it easy to rope 
with just two people. The durable tires are solid 
and guaranteed to never go flat. The tires were 
designed to create a pivoting action that gives you 
a realistic corner. The Smarty Xtreme comes with 
a battery and a charger included for the LED light 
system.

TACK DEPARTMENT
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This ultra tough trailer feeder is 1000 denier mesh 
bottom and comes complete 
with three double ended 
heavy duty snaps.  
PFCFEEDER...................$34.00
CCOTACF .......................$28.00
CCOTACFL.....................$28.00

Hanging groom case.  Tough
420 denier nylon shell.  PVC 
mesh pockets allow dirt to escape. 
Three nylon straps with buckles
and three rings allows the case to
be hung just about anywhere.  
Ideal for grooming tools, sprays, 
and boots.  
Assorted colors & patterns
EQBGC.................................................$40.00

New top loaded extra large 
hay bag.  Easy to fill with top 
flaps that velcro shut so hay 
can’t be pulled from the top.  
EQBHAY  black..............$46.00
  Assorted .......$46.00

LEAD ROPES HAY BAGS

BASIC NYLON HAY BAG

DELUXE NYLON HAY BAG

GROOM CASES

BUNGEE TRAILER TIE
A 31” trailer tie of incredibly
strong bungee cord.  Heavy
snaps on both ends.  One panic 
snap and a bull snap. Asst colors.
COL810 trailer tie.............$14.00

CALF

ROPING HEADS

TRAILER TIES

THE ORIGINAL COWBOY TOY

Life size, tough molded plastic calf 
head.  Ideal for training or practice.  
Complete with prongs to insert into
a bale of hay.  (Black)
EQBRCALF............................................$40.00

NYLON LEADS
Premium polypropylene leads have a soft feel.
Available in a great selection of colors, patterns and 
hardware choices.  Measures 5/8” x 10’ long.
Weaver......................................$12.00

WINDOW SCREEN

The Professional’s Choice trailer window screen keeps 
debris, insects and dirt out and allows air to circulate.  
Heavy duty 
hook and loop closure 
makes it easy to feed.  
Mounting fasteners and 
screws are included. 
PFCHA600 
35”x26”..............$22.00

TRAILER CORNER FEEDER

This Professional’s Choice trailer 
door caddy is durable, with both 
open and zipper mesh pockets 
to keep things organized. It also
includes insulated cup holders to 
keep beverages cold.  Installs 
securely  to trailer door or stall wall with mounting 
fasteners and adjustable hook & loop closures.
PFCHA501 24”X 40”.................$44.00

Made of tough molded 
plastic.  Ideal for novice or 
professional practice.  Complete 
with prongs to insert into a bale of hay.   
SWP744     22” black.........$30.00
WVR302480 ........................$32.00 
JBBSTEER ........................$30.00 

STEER

COTTON LEAD
Triple strand cotton lead w/BP 1 1/8” heavy duty bolt 
snap without clamp.
Partrade  3/4” x 10’.............$11.00

RED EYE STEER HEADS

AHEREJSH 
JR HEAD...................$25.00
AHERESH 
LG HEAD..................$35.00

AHESS JR STAND..............................$35.00
AHELS LG STAND.............................$65.00

Stands Sold Separately

Red Eye steer heads come in both large and small 
sizes.  Available in a variety 
of colors, including neon 
orange and pink. 

COWBOY LEAD
PP cowboy lead w/BP 7/8” bolt snap without clamp.  
Leather popper on end.
Partrade  5/8” x 9’..................$12.00

Basic hay bag.  Easy to fill. Made of tough 
420 denier nylon.  
EQBHAY2.........................$22.00

COWBOY TOY

HORN WRAPS

Weaver Super 8 horn wrap. 
Unique figure-eight nylon wrap
with 100% felt lining.  Weaver 
exclusive roller buckle. 
WVR8012....................$24.00

EQBHW......................$24.00

Clear wrap horn wrap.  
Uniqueconstruction offers 
durability,protection, comfort 
and airflow.  Perforated felt 
body, tough 1000 denier mesh 
outer layer, extra heavy web-
bing with grommeted holes.  
Large protective ear flaps.       

WVR652370.............................................$30.00
WEAVER BALE BAG

EQBHBBFBLA.......................................$50.00
EQUIBRAND HAY BALE BAG 

COLORADO SADDLERY 
FEED BAG

Our Boot/Accessory tote 
is constructed with 
convenience in mind.   
It has mesh on all sides 
and on the bottom of the 
bag to allow dirt and odors 
to escape, and lets your 
boots air out.  In addition 
there are six various pockets for cell phone, water 
bottle, etc. Various design colors
EQBTOTE. black.......................$40.00

BOOT BAG
COL205  canvas bottom........$22.00

HAY CHIX
Attaches easily to trailer, eye hook, fence or tree. 
Equine-quality, UV-treated DuPont fiber netting
Made in USA.  
M114H Mini 1 1/4”.........$45.00
M134H Mini 1 3/4”.........$30.00
S114H Small Bale 1 1/4” $67.00
S134 Small Bale 1 3/4”....$57.00
L114X6H Large Bale 1 1/4” 6x6..............$250.00
L134X6H Large Bale 1 3/4” 6x6..............$180.00
L134X6HD Lg Bale HD 6’......................$275.00
L212X6H Large Stock 2 1/2”...................$185.00

*REPAIR KITS AVAILABLE, 
CALL FOR DETAILS AND PRICES

Comes complete with two ropes and a rubber band 
for back legs. 6” tall, 14” 
long and made from 
durable plastic, it can go 
where you go for practice 
any time!  Fun for 
everyone from the 
serious roper to the beginner. 
SMRTOY................................................$40.00

VENTECH HORN WRAPS
Lined with VenTECH™ felt that protects the head, 
ears and horn base. The exterior is durable webbing 
with a nylon strap. The strap easily adjusts to fit any 
steer and securely stays in place.
PFCPCHWROY............................................$26.00

BUNGEE TRAILER TIE
Trailer tie made from elasticized bungee rope
Bull snap on one end, panic snap on the other.
PFCTRTBNAV ................................$12.00
PFCTRTPAC ................................$12.00
PFCTRTPUR ................................$12.00
PFCTRTWIN ................................$12.00
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Racer Piggin’ strings are 100% nylon. Racer eyes 
are the right size, hand sewn with rawhide burners.
Each string is treated with 
a specially formulated wax 
that penetrates the string 
fiber. Creating the right balances and body.
LRTPSB  SM  1/4”................$18.00
LRTPSBBKI SM Full 1/4”..........$18.00

This speed burner makes your old 
ropes feel like new.  Assorted colors.
SMR12930........................$5.00
 

This quick release metal honda is zinc 
plated.  Works great for getting you 
out of a bind. 
PAR12550..........................$10.00
 

TACK DEPARTMENT
PIGGIN’ STRING

GOAT STRING
Rattler goat strings are constructed with the same 
technology and care as the Racer piggin’ strings.  Both 
are now offered in 3 ply and 2 ply styles.  
LRTGXS  Boys w/eye.............$15.00
LRTKGS  Girls w/eye.............$12.00

 

ACCESSORIES

This patented breakaway honda was 
developed by Betty Gayle Cooper and 
Jake Merrick.  It is designed to have the 
same size and feel as a tied rope honda 
and to simulate its action. Magic Loop.
EQBLOOP..........................$12.00
 
This durable plastic break-a-way honda can be used 
on any lariat.
FLP7002...................................................$2.00

Kids Lariat rope. 5/16” x 20’.
LRTGASKID.................$15.00

Known to many as the Chicken 
Rope, the Fire Cracker is the perfect 
rope toy.  Easy to handle 
and durable, it is the smallest kids 
rope made. 18’.
LRTKFC.......................$20.00

KIDS ROPES 

CALF ROPES

QUICK RELEASE 
7/16” x 30’ lariat with quick release.
LRTQR...............................$34.00

MISC ROPES

STRIKER
The first four-strand rope with 
a core.  The Striker is the most 
consistent calf rope available.  
It is made of special synthetic, 
industrial polyester that will not 
stretch, giving longer life and more 
consistency.  The four strands give the Striker a 
smoother, faster feel than a polygrass. 
Available in 9.5, 10, 10.25, and 10.5 sizes.  
28’........................$40.00

Red nylon horn knot.  Used for 
tying hard and fast.
EQBHKNOT.......................$4.00

A junior version of the Classic 
Money Maker.  It may be smaller, 
but it has the same fast, smooth feel 
that is easy to handle.  Length: 28’. 
Lay: XS
LRTJRM........................$30.00

The new Zoom is specially 
designed for young ropers. Also 
preferred by adults that need a 
smaller, lighter rope.  Made 
with the same four strand, 
Cortec technology  as the other 
four strand ropes.  Size: 5/16 Length: 30’. Lay: XS
LRTKZOOM................$34.00

Easy Action Quick Release.  
Nylon strap wraps around 
saddle horn to secure device.  
Easy to operate metal quick 
release is low profile.  Includes 
replacement rubber bands.
FBRQKREL...............$72.00

Four strand calf rope, is the first of 
its kind to combine the feel of a 
grass rope with the durability and 
low maintenance of a poly.  
Available sizes, 9.5, 10, 10.25, 10.5. 
And XSoft and Soft lays.   
28’........................$38.00

VIPER
The first 5 strand calf rope with a 
core. This rope has the speed and 
snap your looking for, with the 
consistency and less stretch than 
any calf rope on the market today.  With the feel of 
your favorite poly-grass.  Available in 9, 9.5, 10, 
10.25, and 10.5 sizes. 
28’........................$40.00

DESTINY

ROPING GLOVES
This roping glove provides 
superior rope feel.  Made from 
synthetic blend of hi-tech fibers, 
it is thin yet highly protective.  
Size small, med, large, and kid.

Heritage Progrip roping gloves special blend of ma-
terials, making this glove last up to ten times longer 
than standard gloves.  Sizes 8 to 11.
HRG  Each.........................................$1.00

Cactus green roping glove. Durable 
and tight-fitting.  Available in medium 
& large.
PEQ  Each...................$1.25

EQB Classic white..............................$1.75

Rope Smart Pro Dally Wraps
Assorted styles, colors & prices available.
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HOOEY
First of its kind; tie-down ropers 
can now experience the feel 
of a grass rope in a straight 
poly.  Lays XS, available in 
9.0, 9.5, 10.0, 10.25, 10.5, 10.75.  
28’........................$40.00

“Equibrand” 
  EQBDRAP12 12/pk..............$16.00

RSBV Blue Viper.........................$45.00
RSRH Red Hornet.......................$45.00

DALLY WRAPS

SWAMP WRAP
Made out of a great rubber 
that will last and won’t 
destroy your rope.
45GDALLY
green 12/pk......$19.00

PARACORD
Hand braided, made in Joliet Montana. 
AELGSHPL Heavy leather...........$18.00
AELGSHPP Heavy.......................$18.00
AELGSLPL Lite leather...............$18.00
AELGSLPP Lite...........................$18.00

SPITFIRE
Made specifically for the sport of 
breakaway roping! The go-to 
reaching rope that snaps fast around 
the neck. Can’t be compared to sizing 
of poly or nylon ropes. It is available in the sizes 50/S 
Pro and 60/S Pro, both at 28′ long. 
28’........................$40.00

CALF ROPES

ATHENA
The Athena is a four-strand 
breakaway rope with a purple 
dyed poly core. Poly core provides 
enhanced tip weight and durability. 
This tough and durable rope stands 
up in all conditions and gives a 
snappy finish and close. 29’........................$40.00

SWITCH
The Switch Calf Rope by Lone 
Star Ropes features our new 
evolutionary core, to allow the 
center core to counterbalance 
the rope as a whole................$40.00

WIN
The Win Breakaway Rope by 
Lone Star Ropes is a new 
breakaway rope, featuring our 
new evolutionary core, to allow 
the center core to................$40.00

TSUNAMI
A brand new breakaway rope 
designed by Hall of Fame Cowgirl,
 Lari Dee Guy. The Tsunami is a 4
strand with a Cactus CoreTx. The 
rope is pre-cut to 25’, ready to go 
straight to the arena. The consistent 
balance allows intentional placement of 
your first swing.................$40.00
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ROPES DELIVERED DAILY AND SHIPPED OUT

Spydr
5-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTSPDR 30’ XXS, XS, S, MS $42.00
LRTSPDR 35’ MS, M $44.00

Heat
4-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTHEAT 30’ XXS, XS, S, MS $40.00
LRTHEAT 35’ S, MS, M, HM, MH $43.00

Powerline Lite
4-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTLPL 30’ XS, S $40.00
LRTLPL 30’ M, MS, HM, MH  $43.00

NXT4
4-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTNXT4  30’  MS, M, HM  $43.00

NXT5
5-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTNXT5 30’ XXS, XS, S, MS $42.00

XR4
4-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTXR4 30’ XXS, XS, S, MS $40.00
LRTXR4 35’ MS, M, HM, MH $43.00
LRTXR4 Lite 30’ XXS, XS, S, MS $40.00
LRTXR4 Lite 35’ MS, M, HM, MH $43.00

NV4
3-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTNV4 30’ XXS, XS, S, MS $40.00
LRTNV4 35’ M, MS, HM, MH $43.00

Ranch Rope
4-strand with CoreTech™ core 
LRTTARR 35’ 3/8” XS $40.00

Spitfire Breakaway Rope
Breakaway rope with CoreTech™ core
LRTSF4  28’ 40/S  $40.00
LRTSF5  28’ 50/S Pro $40.00
LRTSF6 28’ 60/S Pro Plus $40.00

Viper Calf Rope
5-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTVPR 28’ 9.0 $40.00
LRTVPR 28’ 10.0 $40.00

Striker Calf Rope
4-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTP 28’ 8.5, 9.0, 9.5, 10.0,   
 10.25, 10.5 $40.00
Triton
4-strand with CoreTech™ core
LRTTRI  30’   XXS, XS, S, MS  $40.00
LRTTRI  35’   MS, M, HM  $43.00

GT4
4-strand with CoreTech™ core  
LRTGT4 30’ XS, S, MS $40.00
LRTGT4 35’ MS, M, MH, HM $43.00
LRTGT4 Lite 35’ MS, M, MH, HM $43.00

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

RK4™ Poly Kid Rope
4-strand poly. 5/16”
LRTRK4 26’ 7.5   $25.00

KID ROPES

 

Xtreme Kid Rope
4-strand with CoreTech™ core. 1/4”
LRTX 25’    XS   $25.00

Fire Cracker Kid Rope
4-strand poly. 3/16”
LRTKFC 18’ XS $20.00

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

CORETECH™ 
CENTER

PAUL EAVES & COLBY LOVELL
2020 World Champion Team Ropers

CORETECH™ 
CENTER
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ROPES

MACH 4

INSTINCT

The newest weapon yet in the Fast Back arsenal. A four 
strand rope. If you like the Mach III,  give the Mach 4 a 
try.  Head ropes available in XXSoft, XSoft, and Soft.  Heel 
ropes available in Med Soft, Med, and Med Hard.
HEAD ROPE 3/8” x 31’......................$40.00 
HEEL ROPE 3/8” x 35’......................$43.00   
    
 
The Instinct is a nylon/poly blended four-strand rope with 
a super smooth feel.  This rope is the smallest rope Fast 
Back makes with extra poly added to have enough weight 
for excellent feel and performance. 3/8” Lite:  Head  ropes 
available in XSoft, and XXSSoft.  Heel ropes available in 
Soft, Med Soft, Med Hard and Med. 
HEAD ROPE 3/8” x 31’.......................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 3/8” x 35’.......................$43.00
    

NATURAL
The Natural is a nylon-poly blended, four-strand, with a 
feel unlike anything Fast Back currently manufactures. 
Head ropes available in XXSoft, XSoft, and Soft. Heel 
ropes available in Soft, Med Soft, Med and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 3/8” x 31’...................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 3/8” x 35’...................$43.00

The Mach III has a smaller, lighter feel with a lot of tip, 
and it’s super fast.  It is the perfect rope for today’s smaller 
horned cattle, however it has enough body to stay open for 
wide horns.  It is fast becoming the choice from beginner to 
pro.  Head ropes available in XXSoft, XSoft, and Soft.  Heel 
ropes available in Med Soft, Med, XX Soft and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 3/8” x 31’..........................$38.00
HEEL ROPE 3/8” x 35’..........................$40.00 

MACH III

ULTIMATE 4
New poly blend four strand made for Clay Tryan, 2005 
World Champion.  This rope is smooth, durable and true 
“It is the ultimate four-strand”.  Head ropes available in 
XXSoft, XSoft, and Soft.  Heel ropes available in Med Soft, 
Med, and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 3/8” x 31’....................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 3/8” x 35’....................$43.00
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COBRA
Four Strand. Highly Durable. Nylon-Poly Blend. No 
Bounce. Great Tip Feel. The Only Black Rope on the 
Market
HEAD ROPE 31’......................$40.00 
HEEL ROPE 35’......................$43.00

FALCON 
Perfectly balanced weight teams up with ultra-fast feel 
and great body to make this rope a top seller.  4-strand. 
Head rope available in XX Soft, X Soft and Soft. Heel 
rope available in Med, Med Soft and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 31’...................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 35’...................$43.00 

RAPTOR
A lightweight rope with a very tight and responsive 
feel. Head rope in XX Soft, X Soft and Soft. Heel rope 
is available in Med, Med Soft and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 31’. .................$40.00
HEEL ROP 35’ ..................$43.00 

INFERNO
The traditional nylon feel many ropers have come to 
love, with full body and longevity typically  only found 
in blends.  Head rope in XX Soft, X Soft and Soft. Heel 
rope is available in Med, Med Soft and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 31’...................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 35’...................$43.00

HELIX
multi-directional, double-twisted core, to allow the 
center/core to counterbalance the rope as a whole. Head 
rope in XX Soft, X Soft and Soft. Heel rope is available 
in Med, Med Soft and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 31’..................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 35’..................$43.00 

SHARK
Developed with Pro Team member Patrick Smith, 
this rope packs a lot of body in a medium diameter 
and has a tip weight and feel like no other. 4-Strand, 
Nylon/Poly Blend, Medium Diameter, Excellent Tip, 
Weight, Full Body. 3/8”
HEAD ROPE 31’...................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 35’...................$43.00 

SHARK EXTREME
Developed with Pro Team member Patrick Smith, 
this rope packs a ton of body in a full diameter and 
has a tip weight and feel like no other. 4-Strand, 
Nylon/Poly Blend, Full Diameter, Excellent Tip 
Weight, Extreme Body. 
HEEL ROPE 35’...................$43.00 

BOMB
This 100% Nylon rope delivers tons of body and tip 
in a small diameter rope. The Bomb is great for hot 
weather and extrememly durable. 4-Strand 100% 
Nylon, Smaller Diameter, Excellent Tip Weight, 
Full Body.
HEAD ROPE 31’...................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 35’...................$43.00

EXCALIBUR
The Excalibur is a poly-blend four-strand with a core 
interior that is natural in color for high visibility. Appeals 
to team ropers who prefer a rope medium in size.
HEAD ROPE  ms, s, xs, xxs        31’....................$40.00
HEEL ROPE  s, ms, m, hm         35’.....................$43.00

VENOM
4-Strand, 3/8″ diameter. Core Construction, 100% Nylon, 
Full Body, Small Diameter.
HEAD ROPE  s, xs, xxs        31’....................$40.00
HEEL ROPE  ms, m, hm         35’.....................$43.00

COBALT
The Cobalt is similar in diameter to the popular Excalibur. 
The Cobalt will likely appeal to ropers who prefer more tip 
weight and less body or bounce..  Head ropes available in 
XXSoft, XSoft, and Soft.  Heel ropes available in Med Soft, 
Med, and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 3/8” x 31’....................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 3/8” x 35’....................$43.00

CENTERFIRE 2
4 strand. Larger than Centerfire with a slightly “dead” 
feel resulting in great tip weigt. 
HEAD ROPE 31’......................$40.00 
HEEL ROPE 35’......................$43.00     

HELIX LITE
Head rope, Soft, XS, XXS
HEAD ROPE 31’..................$40.00
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MOJO 
The Mojo head rope is the biggest 4 strand rope we 
make- slightly bigger than the Amigo.  It has perfect 
balance and is very smooth.  The Mojo heel rope is 
the smoothest heel rope we make.  It fits between the 
Hypnotic and the Amigo.  Head ropes available in 
XSoft, and Soft.  Heel ropes available in Med Soft, 
Med, and Hard Med. 
HEAD ROPE True 31’...........$40.00
HEEL ROPE True 36’...........$43.00 

HYPNOTIC
Ropers are raving about the Hypnotic.  In addition to the 
smooth swing characteristic of four-strands, the Hypnotic is 
uniquely pliable.  Just the right amount of body, bend, and 
weight without being too heavy.  Head ropes available in, 
Super Soft, XSoft, and Soft.  Heel ropes available in Med 
Soft, Med, and Hard Med. 
HEAD ROPE Med 31’...........................$40.00 
HEEL ROPE Med 36’...........................$43.00

MOJO LITE (Head Rope Only)
The Mojo Lite is perfect for ropers who like a small 
rope with lots of body and balance.  This is soon to be 
our top selling head rope.  Head rope only available in 
XSoft, and Soft.
HEAD ROPE ONLY   S/O Lite........$40.00
    

C4 (Team Rope)
Constructed of four strands of 100% pure nylon, the C4 was 
built to compliment the poly/nylon blended Xplosion and 
provide ropers with an ultra-consistent, snappy, full-bodied 
rope with tons of snap-back in hot weather.  32’ available 
in Soft & XSoft and 36’ available in Med, Med Soft & 
Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 32’..................................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 36’..................................$43.00WHISTLER

This rope is small, yet incredibly durable for its 
size. It provides top performance in all weath-
er conditions and is a favorite of our endorsees 
because of its consistency, whether they’re roping 
inside buildings or in windy, outdoor arenas.
Head SS, XS, S. Heel MS, HM, MED
HEAD ROPE 32’...........................$40.00 
HEEL ROPE 36’...........................$43.00

WHISTLER CORETX 
4-strand nylon/poly blend rope. This rope is small, 
yet durable for its size. Feel more tip weight even in a 
small diameter rope with the added core strand weight.
Head SS, XS, S. Heel MS, HM, MED
HEAD ROPE 32’.................................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 36’.................................$43.00

THRILLA CORETX
Little smaller and quicker yet still has the added tip weight 
and durability of the CoreTX. This rope is perfect for those 
that like the feel of less rope in their hand but still want to 
maintain constant tip control..
Head SS, XS, S. Heel MS, HM, MED
HEAD ROPE 31’.................................$40.00
HEEL ROPE 36’.................................$43.00

BILLY COOK
For over 40 years, the Billy Cook  name has been 
associated with the finest quality saddle and tack 
which horsemen, ranchers, and showmen world-
wide have come to depend upon.  Billy Cook 
saddles are built to last.  Saddles are handmade,  
maintaining the highest standards of quality.  
Constructed of the finest materials available, 
with an emphasis on quality, dependability, and 
comfort to both horse and rider.

Martin saddles are used and endorsed by  some 
of the nation’s top cowboys.  The saddles have 
full leather ground seats.  They are skived by 
hand,  creating a very comfortable fit.  Only the 
highest  quality materials are used to make Martin 
saddles.  Finished by hand, they are hand-edged, 
hand-rubbed & hand-dyed for a 
smooth, long lasting finish.

MARTIN

SCOTT THOMAS
All of Scott Thomas Custom saddles are 
built using the finest of materials. Her-
mann Oak Leather tanned in the USA, 

stainless steel hardware, and saddle trees 
that have modified over the years, which 

offers the best fit and function. 
Scott Thomas saddle trees come with a 

10-year warranty. 

SADDLES

We have a large selection of used saddles we take on trade or consignment
CURRENT INVENTORY OF USED SADDLESARE LISTED ON OUR WEBSITE

www.westernranchsupply.com

XPLOSION CORETX
Four strand. Feel more tip weight even in a small diam-
eter rope due to added core strand weight and a longer 
longevity thanks to a decrease in stretch from run to run.
Head ropes available in Super Soft, XSoft, and Soft.  
Heel ropes available in Med Soft, Med, and Hard Med.
HEAD ROPE 32’...................................$40.00 
HEEL ROPE 35’...................................$43.00 

Reinsman Equestrian stands as the elite brand 
in Performance saddles – all saddles are hand 
made and fully customizable with top of the line 
features to create the highest quality product.

 REINSMAN/CIRCLE Y
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Stingray

All-Around

Team Roper

Aura™ Cinch
Tough mesh exterior holds up to wear. 
Perforated foam center allows air to flow 
freely. Perforated neoprene with an internal 
jersey lining remains soft and supple. 
Stainless steel hardware.
AUCINCHR Roper $90.00
Sizes: 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” 
AUCINCHS Straight $80.00 (Not Shown)
Sizes: 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36

SensorFlex® Fleece Cinch
Improved with a higher quality fleece 
interior and padded nylon exterior that is 
soft and flexible. Thicker inner felt adds  
a plush feel. Contoured design improves fit. 
EQBCNCFR Roper $90.00
Sizes: 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” 

EQBCNSFS Straight $80.00 (Not Shown)
Sizes: 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” 

Alpaca/Mohair Mix Cinch
100% pure blend of mohair and alpaca fibers 
are naturally strong yet give to encourage 
flexion. Made with stainless steel hardware 
and features a custom roller buckle that 
makes cinching up easy. 
EQBR  Roper $80.00 
Sizes: 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”

EQBS Straight $70.00 (Not Shown)
Sizes: 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” 

Alpaca Cinch 
100% alpaca fiber is softer than cashmere, 
yet resilient. Stainless steel hardware  
with a custom roller buckle that makes 
cinching easy.
EQBCNAR Roper $80.00 
Sizes: 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” 

EQBCNAS Straight $70.00 (Not Shown)
Sizes: 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”

100% Mohair Cinch
100% premium mohair fiber is naturally soft, 
strong and durable. Stainless steel hardware. 
EQBCINCH Roper $80.00
Sizes: 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” 

EQBCMS30 Straight  $70.00 (Not Shown) 
Sizes: 30”

Doubled & Stitched Latigo Split Reins
Specially treated for a broke-in feel.
EQBSR182 Heavy $70.00 

Natural

Heavy

Only real fibers are used in our mohair and 
alpaca cinches, which naturally vary in color 

and appearance.

A Truly CUSTOM Experience

Western Ranch is your #1 Authorized 
Martin Saddlery Dealer in Montana

More available Martin Saddles
at www.westernranchsupply.com
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BULL 
GLOVES

Gloves made of the finest deerskin available.  
Comes with a Velcro fastener.  Adult glove 
available in sizes 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, & 9.  Youth 
glove available in sizes S, M, L.
SBTR1011L  youth med left hand........$32.00
SBTR1011R  youth med right hand.....$32.00

ROSIN

PROTECTIVE 
VESTS

Protective bull riding 
vest made of a high 
density 1/2” foam and 
1/8” shatterproof 
segmented plastic inside 
a black shell.  Velcro 
adjustable.
SBTR1040 youth..................$145.00
A vest made for the calf-rider or mutton-buster.  
SBTR1050 junior...................$105.00

BULL PADS
Junior foam-filled leather pad 
with two leather ties.    
SBTR1049   10” long, 4’ wide.............$21.00

Black steel spur with rowel. 
2 1/2”
SBTR1047 youth....................$28.50

BULL 
RIDING SPURS

RODEO EQUIPMENT

Single-ply latigo or harness 
leather spur strap.  Made tough 
enough for the serious rough 
stock cowboy as well as the beginner.
SBTR0611 bull spur strap
  1” harness..............$18.00

SPUR STRAPS

Comes in a sift- through bag with a 1000 Denier 
Cordura pouch with velcro top. 1 Pound.
JBBWHTRSN White....................$14.00
JBBBLKRSN Black.....................$14.00

These copper bull bells are made to 
pull bull rope off of bulls back after 
ride is complete.
SBTR1007 5”..........................$12.00
SBTR1019 6 3/4”....................$20.00
JBBBELLCRL           ....................$28.00
JBBBELLCRS           ....................$28.00

BULL BELLS

FACE MASKS
Bullistic helmet with a two 
piece adjustable shell
SBT1079S       Small......$150.00
SBT1079M     Medium..$150.00
SBT1079          XS (S/O)$120.00
SBT1079L       LG (S/O)$150.00
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SADDLE BRONC SPURS
5 degree offset shank.  
1 1/2” or 1 3/4” shank.  
Solid buttons only.
BTS600SB5...........$95.00

BAREBACK 5 PT ROWELS 1”
BTS6201305...................$12.00

SADDLE BRONC ROWELS 
BTS6201306...................$12.00

SUPERIOR BULL ROWELS
BTS6201309...................$16.00

BENZOIN
Used by bareback riders to toughen glove. 
Includes dauber so you can apply directly to 
portion of your glove that you want to treat.
BTS8005008 4oz..................$20.00

SHOCK DOCTOR GEL MAX 
MOUTH GUARD
High impact shock absorption.
Ultimate custom gel fit.  
BTS800GMY youth...$20.00

DELUXE BLACK DEER SKIN 
BULL RIDING GLOVE
Made of soft deer skin with the
seams sewn to the inside. 
Extremely comfortable to wear
Comes in Left and Right, 
CALL FOR PRICES

BRAIDED NYLON BELL 
STRAP
Sliding keeper adjustment makes 
this long wearing, hand-braided 
bell strap an ease to use.

JR NICKEL 5”BELL 
BTS31004...................$12.50

JR COPPER 5”BELL 
BTS31005...................$12.00

BULL PAD JUNIOR PRO BULL
A smaller version of our adult pro bull rope 
pad, measures 12” x 3 1/2” x 1”.  Securely 
attaches to rope with three leather ties plus 
padded hook and loop flap.
BTS31002...................$25.00

STEER RIDING ROPE JUNIOR
They are braided very tight and laced by 
our top quality craftsman. The handles and 
tail are about 5/8” wide for small hands.
BTS310YSL    left........$85.00
BTS310YSR   right......$85.00

CINCH
Designed specifically for rodeo. Special “D” 
ring is made of high strength 3/8” round 
steel. 8” wide at center. Made to PRCA and 
IPRA rule requirements.
BTS800C28 28”.............$48.00
BTS800C30 30”.............$48.00
BTS800C32 32”.............$48.00

SADDLE RACKS

FOLDING SADDLE RACK
Made of sturdy galvanized steel.  Storage rack 
found underneath.  No assembly is required.
ACT11714....................................$42.00

3 TIER SADDLE RACK
30”L x3 0”W x6 8”H. 
HCP3TSR (47 lbs)...............$100.00

5 ARM BLANKET RACK
Holds 5 pads/blankets for drying or display.
Each arm swing individually for hassle free 
access.
Mounts easily to the wall or trailer.
BR5A........................$80.00

TACK ORGANIZER
SPACE SAVER

All your tack in one space! This rack holds 4 
*saddles, 10 pads/blankets and 4 headstalls/
halters. 54” Wide 64” Tall 32” Deep 115lbs
CMWSSR1001.................................$650.00

ROTARY 8 
HEADSTALL RACK
DHSR16A.............. $135.00

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

Can’t find what you are 
looking for?  We have a large 

selection in store and can special 
order for you!  Give us a call!  We 
are happy to find what you need!
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Cantle bag is easily removed to pack and 
load.  Attaches to saddle at six  
points.  Foam insuliners  
protect cargo.  Highly water  
resistant, 1000 denier cordura. 
Protects saddle horses from  
gear slapping against them  
while riding.  Includes  
saddlebags with removable  
insuliners and detachable cantle
bag.
RALTM125         Junior......................$78.00

Leather Cantle Bag.  
Soft oiled leather, 
brown w/zipper closure.
ABC4609.............................................$45.00

Durable nylon saddle bags 
feature zip closures.  Nickel 
plated hardware.  9-3/4” 
W x 11-1/2” L x 4-1/2” D.  
Available in black, hunter 
green or brown.
WVR0171.............$20.00

SADDLE BAGS

TACK DEPARTMENT T
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Pack-A-Saddle

PANNIERS
The High Country Plastic 
Pannier set is durable and 
functional.  Panniers come 
with screw inserts for use as
a table.  Pannier has curved sides to fit your horse,  
molded in tabs to secure lid in table position.  
Straps pass through slots in box sides and are 
attached to a PVC tube within for extra strength 
and easy adjustment.  Size is 29”long x 14”wide 
x 18”high.
HCPPKB2B Brown................$210.00

The TrailMax Guardian Rifle Scabbard 
completely encloses 
a scoped sporting 
rifle, locking out the 
weather, and protecting it 
from rugged use while riding and 
hunting.  Encased in a high density foam 
liner and shielded by a cordura nylon shell, the 
Guardian maintains excellent access with a zip open 
scabbard flap which can also be secured with a fast-
tex buckle.  Handy outside pocket carries extra ammo 
and other necessities.
RALSC137 54”.............................$100.00
RALSC135 right side......................$60.00

RIFLE SCABBARDS

PACK EQUIPMENT

30” x 44” canvas pad with 
1” felt bottom.

PACK PADS

RLC469................$60.00

Harness Scabbard with flap, unlined.  One piece 
constructed scabbard is formed to fit lever and bolt 
action rifles with standard sized scopes up to 50 mm 
with standard rings and base.  Measures 40 1/2”long 
x 8” at the widest point.  Will fit barrels up to 26”.
ABC4614..................................................$110.00

Cordura Rifle Scabbard is designed to attach easily 
to the saddle.  Made with 100% denier nylon.  Filler 
is a stiff closed cell foam to give the scabbard body.  
Similar to a leather scabbard.  Available in right hand 
only, left hand can be ordered upon request.
SRP948...................................................$65.00

PACK-A-SADDLE
The versatile packing system can be used on a 
sawbuck or Decker Pack Saddle or a western riding 
saddle. The panniers are detachable so they can be 
packed, loaded and weighed one at a time. Three roller 
buckles let you adjust pannier ride height. The top 
pack secures to saddle with compression straps and 
has two full length zippers for easy access to gear. 
RALPAS............................................$430.00

PACK SADDLES

30” x 40” canvas pad with 
kodel bottom, 2” kodel 
overlap, and 1” felt filler.
RLC473...............$80.00

LEATHERMAN TOOLS

COLLAPSIBLE 
WATER BUCKETS
These collapsible troughs serve as  
wash basins, camp reservoirs,  
stock troughs, or kitchen sinks.   
Collapse down for easy storage  
and takes up little space.  Made of  
rugged vinyl coated nylon with a heavy-duty 
bottom.  The semi rigid top ring  
keeps the top open but is soft enough  
to even be folded. 
RALCB161         3 gal...........$22.00 

LEATHERMAN WAVE
The Leatherman Wave is the most pop-
ular leatherman ever!  Made famous by 
its outside accessible blades than can be 
deployed with just one hand.

LTGWAVE
with leather............................................$89.00
LTGWVLT
with flashlight........................................$90.00

LEATHERMAN WINGMAN
The Leatherman Wingman is just that...
your go-to tool for projects around the 
house, on the job or at the campsite. A 
great lightweight, pocket-sized stainless 
steel tool.
LTGWING.............................................$49.00

Can’t find what you are 
looking for?  We have a large 

selection in store and can 
special order for you!  Give us 
a call!  We are happy to find 

what you need!

Darcie Baum, packing into the 
Bob Marshall
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THERAPEUTIC

QUICK WRAP
Exclusive quick wraps, perfect after 
exercising to prevent swelling. The 
wrap is divided into two parts. The lining 
closest to the horse’s legs are made of a
 soft, infused ceramic/magnetic polyester. 
The ceramic and magnetic materials are 
fused into every fibre, unlike similar 
products on the market, which means that 
function is not adversely affected after 
washing. The lower edge of the lining is 
reinforced with 420 g of Oxford nylon, 
for longer shelf life. The outer material 
is strong neoprene with four practical Velcro fasten-
ers. This creates an optimum fit and comfort to keep 
the ceramic/magnetic lining in place. The lining is 
joined to the outer material with two Velcro fasten-
ers, this makes washing the lining easier. On the top 
Velcro fastener there is an HS logo in rubber. 
Sold in a 2-pack.
HSQWP00012 12” Pair.......................$99.00
HSQWP00014 14” Pair.......................$99.00
HSQWP00016 16” Pair.......................$99.00

SWEAT TRAVEL RUG
Sweat & travel rug made of infused 
ceramic/magnetic material that reflects body 
heat and thus increases blood circulation, which 
is felt to have a healing effect on sore muscles. 
The ceramic and magnetic material is fused 
into every fibre, unlike similar products, which 
means that function is not adversely affected 
after washing. Nylon lining at the shoulders and 
fleece lining at the withers, to prevent chafing. 
Double front buckles in zinc-nickel coating 
with quick releases. High shoulder gussets for 
best fit. Belly straps with hidden elasticity and 
rubber ring.
HSSTR10075 75” .............................$2
45.00
HSSTR10078 78”..............................$2
45.00
HSSTR10081 81”..............................$2
45.00
HSSTR10084 84”..............................$2
45.00

SWEAT TRAVEL NECK
Sweat and travel neck made 
of infused ceramic/magnetic 
material that reflects body heat 
and thus increases blood 
circulation, which is felt to have a 
healing effect on sore muscles. 
The ceramic and magnetic material is fused into 
every fibre, unlike similar products, which means 
that function is not adversely affected after washing. 
HSSTN10075 75” ..............................$86.00
HSSTN10078 78”...............................$86.00
HSSTN10081 81”...............................$86.00
HSSTN10084 84”...............................$86.00

HANSBO SPORT ICM TECHNOLOGY;
INCLUDING INFUSED CERAMIC AND 

INFUSED MAGNETIC.

RECOMMENDED BY VETERINARIANS, 
PROFESSIONALS AND EVERYDAY 

HORSE BLANKETS

We carry a wide variety of styles and 
sizes in Classic Equine Brand of winter 

horse blankets.  

Horseware started with a small team, in 
Dundalk, Ireland in 1985. After months of 
research and hand-stitching the prototype of 
the now iconic Rambo Original was born, 
setting the standard for modern rug design. 
Since then we have grown to become the 
world’s most trusted producer of horse rugs.

Visit our website for all styles and 
sizes and prices!

TROXEL SIERRA RIDING 

TRO4065M Medium................$120.00
TRO4065L Large....................$120.00

You’ll be ready to hit the trails in the 
Troxel Sierra Helmet.  Weighing 
only 14 ounces, this lightweight 
helmet is ideal for long rides.  
Mesh-covered air vents 
allow cooling airflow 
while a rugged nylon and leather 
finish stands up to regular use.  
Liner is removable for washing.

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday
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Automatic mousetrap catches 
15 to 20 mice in one setting 
without bait or poisonous 
chemicals.
KNSTRAP...........$18.50
                                

SAFEGUARD YOUR FAMILY AND BUSINESS 
WITH KAPUT CONTROL!

KETCH-ALL MOUSE TRAP

MICE, RATS, GOPHERS, VOLES & MOLES

KAPUT RAT, MOUSE, MOLE & 
VOLE KILLER
SLCKRMV30 30-20 oz. pkts........$22.50
  
KAPUT D GOPHER BAIT
SLCAGK5 5 lb.........................$25.00
SLCKGB10 10 lb.......................$39.00
SLCKGB30 30 lb.......................$76.00

KAPUT MOUSE BLOCKS

GOPHER BAIT HOLE PROBE 
SLCKMB4 4 lb. pail......................$23.00

SURECATCH MOUSE TRAP
Traps and holds up to 30 mice. Self-setting, 
always ready.  Uses no bait or chemicals.  
Designed to be placed along walls or under 
most anything.  Once inside they can't get out.  
MLRTRAP.........................................$15.00

NO complicated mechanical parts. 
Just press to set and squeeze to 
release. No-touch design makes 
these traps a snap to use. For mice, 
moles, shrews and other very small animals.  
MLRMOUSE    2 pk............................$4.99 
 

PLASTIC MOUSE 
TRAP (Twin Pack)

SLCAGP....$71.50

No winding or
re-setting, trap is 
always properly set. 
Low profile, will fit 
under pallets and in 
confined areas. Clear view lid makes  it easier 
to monitor and reduces inspection time. 
KNSCLEAR.........................................$12.25

The SNAP-E is easy to 
bait, easy to set and easy 
to release. Escape proof 
and you never touch 
another mouse. 
KNSSNAP.............................................$5.50

TWIN SNAP-E MOUSE TRAP

PRO-KETCH CLEAR  
LID MOUSE TRAP

BAIT STATION BAIT
Allows for both rodent and insect monitoring and 
control in a single unit. Durable, tamper-proof 
poly-plastic and double reinforced walls make 
this one of the toughest available. 
IDNMBS each.......................$20.00
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KAPUT GREEN GRAIN BAIT
SLCKGGB32 32 packs.............$22.50

ROZAL PRARIE DOG BAIT
25 lb. pail: 200 one-quarter cup burrow treat-
ments or 7-10 acres of typical infestation. 
CPSROZOL25 25 lb....................$100.00

ASSAULT REFILLABLE RAT 
STATION
House mice usually consume a 
lethal dose in a single feeding, 
but it may take two or more 
days for them to die.  Due to Stop Feed Action, 
house mice cease feeding after consuming a 
toxic dose.  This product is effective against 
anti-coagulant resistant house mice. Effective 
indoor & outdoor house mouse control, Mois-
ture Resistant.
ECR11052 trap.......................$18.00
ECRD0260 128 wax/pail.........$60.00

FRESH CAB BOTANICAL 
RODENT REPELLENT
Patented pouch design 
delivers a long-lasting, slow 
release of proven essential oils, 
quickly repelling pests from 
treated areas, and reliably preventing re-in-
festation for up to three months. Place Fresh 
Cab® pouches in any indoor/enclosed areas 
for household pest infestations.
EKMFC12P..........................................$12.00

STAY AWAY MICE
Use basements, pantries, closets, 
attics, crawl spaces, or places you 
would like to prevent them from 
entering. Made with a blend of plant fiber and 
botanical extracts that, while pleasant for you, 
will offend rodents. Simply place pouches in 
enclosed spaces to immediately start controlling 
your mouse problem. For preventative use in 
non-infested areas, simply place one pouch for 
every 125 sq. feet, scent lasts up to 90 days. For 
use in currently infested areas, increase use to 1 
pouch per 8 sq. feet of floor space and replace 
every 30 days.
EKSAMICSF8.....................................$6.00
EKSAMICSF2PK...............................$9.00

STICK ALL GLUE TRAP
Sticky solution to an unpleasant problem. The 
Stick-All® Glue Trap is pre-scented to attract 
multiple mice and insects. Once caught, they 
stay caught. It’s so easy, safe, and sanitary. 
Convenient to use and safe for the environment.
KNSSAGT..............................................$3.75

KAPUT-D PRAIRIE DOG BAIT
LICENSE REQUIRED
These are Restricted-Use Pesticides. A 
state-issued Applicators License is required to 
purchase these baits. Before use, please read 
the EPA Bulletin at www.epa.gov/espp or call 
1.844.447.3813 for specific guidelines for your 
area, the entire product label, and follow all use 
directions and precautions. You must use the 
EPA Bulletin valid for the month in which you 
will apply the product.  Kaput®-D Prairie Dog 
Bait and Kaput Combo Prairie Dog Bait: Place 
¼ cup of bait at least 6 inches down prairie dog 
burrows either by hand or with a mechanical 
bait placement machine.  Make sure no bait 
is left on the soil surface.  Applicator must 
retrieve and dispose of any bait that is spilled 
above ground or placed less than 6 inches down 
the burrow entrance.  You MUST use the EPA 
Bulletin valid for the month in which you will 
apply the product.
SLC220030 30 lb bucket..............$76.00

VICTOR FAST KILL DISPOSABLE 
BAIT STATION
Ideal for quick, knock down of 
rodent populations. Easy-to-use – 
simply place near sign of 
rodent activity. High-quality bait 
made with bakery grade ingredients. 
Decreased risk of secondary poisoning. 
Made in the U.S.A.
WDSM911D...........................................$1.00

VICTOR MOUSE HOLD FAST 
GLUE TRAY
Victor® proprietary glue formula.
Tray design and glue surface 
catches rats and holds them securely
No setting or baiting required. Disposable
WDSM774D 2 pack......................$1.00

PRAIRIE DOGS
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FENCE FEEDER
A fence feeder keeps containers off 
the ground to eliminate spills and 
waste. Its a great way to feed grain, 
pellets, or other feeds outdoors. 
Comes with attached metal brackets
for mounting on a wall or rail with six 
lag screws (not included). High impact polyethylene 
plastic strands up to tough farm use. Great for horses, 
sheep, goats, alpacas, llamas, and cattle.
FTXFEED4 blue................................$16.50
FTXFEED5 green..............................$16.50
FTXFEED6 red..................................$16.50
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BUCKETS, TUBS & FEEDERS

FEED BIN WITH STAND
(High Country Plastics)
Conveniently holds 270 lbs. 
of feed.  Roto-molded high 
impact plastic for strength and 
durability.Translucent case 
constantly shows product level.  
Top-fill botton-dispense 
automatically rotates product 
to assure freshness.  Plastic 
slide mechanism allows for 
simple, one-step dispensing 
with thumb screw to lock 
so rodents can't get in.  
Hinged lid opens easily, 
closes securely.  
Powder-coated steel stand 
keeps product elevated away 
from dirt, moisture, rodents and insects.    
HCPBIN270..........................................$275.00

38.25" L
x 19.5" W
x 31.5" H

SMART FEED PANS W/ 
HANDLES
Large 22 qt capacity feedpan
 holds one gallon more feed 
than previous feed pan designs.
 Large diameter at bottom of pan 
prevents tipping and spills. 
Constructed of tough, impact 
resistant polyethylene. Easy to 
clean. 7” deep x 17” diameter.
SULFPHB blue.........................$16.00
SULFPHBK black.........................$16.00
SULFPHG green........................$16.00
SULFPHLG lime green................$16.00
SULFPHM maroon...............$16.00 
SULFPHO orange......................$16.00 
SULFPHP pink......................$16.00 
SULFPHPU purple......................$16.00
SULFPHR red...........................$16.00

TRAILER CORNER FEEDER
Air permeable mesh bottom allows 
dust and debris to fall through 
and resists mildew. Can be used 
in slant load trailers or as a 
corner feeder in a stall. 
PFCFEEDER.................................................$34.00

PLASTIC MINI FEEDER
Built in bracket hooks over any 
2 by wide board. Eyelets 
provided for permanent 
mounting with screws 
(not included) if desired. 
Holds 6 qts (1.5 gallons).
MLRUFEED4 blue............................$9.00
MLRUFEED5 green..........................$9.00
MLRUFEED6 red..............................$9.00
MLRUFEEDB berry blue....................$9.00
MLRUFEEDL lime green....................$9.00
MLRUFEEDP pink............................$9.00

CORNER FEEDER
Saves space and benefits from 
added stability of the corner. 
Mounts on top of two 
perpendicular rails with four 
lag screws (not included). 26 qt
MLRPCF61 black........................$17.50
MLRPCF64 blue.........................$17.50
MLRPCF65 green........................$17.50
MLRPCF66 red............................$17.50

FLATBACK PLASTIC BUCKET
Polyethylene resin is impact resistant, 
protects against warpage, and 
helps prevent stress cracks. Heavy 
duty wire bail with notch for hanging.
 Holds 8 qts (2 gallons).
MLRP81  black................................$5.00
MLRP810  hot pink............................$5.00
MLRP811  teal...................................$5.00
MLRP814  orange...............................$5.00
MLRP818  lime green...........................$5.00
MLRP84  blue...................................$5.00
MLRP85  green..................................$5.00
MLRP86  red.....................................$5.00
MLRP87  navy..................................$5.00
MLRP88  burgandy............................$5.00
MLRP89  purple.................................$5.00
MLRP8BB berry blue..........................$5.00
FLATBACK PLASTIC BUCKET
Polyethylene resin is impact resistant, 
protects against warpage, and helps 
prevent stress cracks. Heavy duty wire 
bail with notch for hanging. 
Holds 20 qts (5 gallons).
MLRP201  black.................................$6.00
MLRP2010 hot pink............................$6.00
MLRP2011 teal....................................$6.00
MLRP2014 orange..............................$6.00
MLRP2018 lime green..........................$6.00
MLRP204  blue...................................$6.00
MLRP205  green.................................$6.00
MLRP206  red....................................$6.00
MLRP207  navy..................................$6.00
MLRP208  burgandy...........................$6.00
MLRP209  purple................................$6.00
MLRP20BB berry blue..........................$6.00

PLASTIC SALT AND MINERAL 
BLOCK PAN
Designed to hold a 50 lb salt or 
mineral block. Inner ribs lift and 
hold the salt black. Outer 
bottom rim holds pan up off the 
ground so moisture can escape through drain holes. 
Impact resistant duraflex plastic for long wear.  
MLRMP10.................................................$9.95

HOOK OVER FEED PAIL
Durable, impact resistant 
portable feeder with molded in 
bracket that hooks over any 2 by 
wide board. 
Holds 12 qts (3 gallons).  
MLRHF121 black........................$12.95
MLRHF124 blue..........................$12.95
MLRHF125 green........................$12.95
MLRHF126 red............................$12.95
HOOK OVER FEED PAIL
Made of impact resistant duraflex 
plastic. Fits over any 2 by wide 
board, no tools or installation 
required. 
Holds 8 qts (2 gallons). 
MLRHF84 blue...........................$7.50
MLRHF85 green...........................$7.50
MLRHF86 red..............................$7.50

PLASTIC FEED PAN
Holds 10 qts. Great for pet or 
livestock feeding. Tough, impact 
resistant duraflex plastic.
MLRFP101..................................................$8.50

PLASTIC DURATOTE
Plastic tote box/organizer. 
Extra thick sidewalls and 
compartments in varied sizes. 
Easy grip handle with holes 
to store long handled items. 
18 inch long by 13.75 inch wide by 10 inch high
FTXTOTE1 black..........................$11.25
FTXTOTE12 hunter green................$11.25
FTXTOTE4 blue...........................$11.25
FTXTOTE6 red............................$11.25
FTXTOTE7 navy...........................$11.25
FTXTOTE8 burgandy....................$11.25
FTXTOTEBB berry blue....................$11.25
FTXTOTEHP hot pink.....................$11.25
FTXTOTELG lime green...................$11.25
FTXTOTET teal............................$11.25
FTXTOTE9 purple........................$11.25

PLASTIC ENCLOSED FEED SCOOP
The best all around scoop you’ll ever 
use. Enclosed reduces spillage, and 
measuring is easy with built in 
graduation marks which are perfect 
for feed, supplements, and seed. 
The flat bottom allows you to set the 
scoop down without tipping over, 
and mades the scoops stackable for 
storage. 3 qt size. 6.25 inch by 6 inch wide by 9.25 
inch high.
MLREFS1 black................................$3.99
MLREFS10 pink..................................$3.99
MLREFS18 lime green........................$3.99
MLREFS4 blue...................................$3.99
MLREFS5 green.................................$3.99
MLREFS6 red.....................................$3.99

HANGING WALL FEEDER
Rounded edges for animal 
safety, a sloped bottom to 
promote feed mixing, and 
drain holes in the very 
bottom allow for easy cleaning 
or moisture removal. Durable 
impact resistant poly 
construction with UV 
protection ensures this feeder will hold up to years 
of use in harsh elements. Black powder coated steel 
hay rack and hanging hooks to withstand corrosion. 
Comes with the HG-KIT for attaching the feeder 
to 2” lumber. Mounts easily to wood stall walls by 
simply using lag screws or it can be attached to 
pipe panels with our MB-20, mounting bracket kit. 
HCPHWF..................................................$100.00

BUCKET STRAP
Made of nylon webbing with aluminum snap and holds 
up to 150 lbs, 1” x 26”
EQBHS.............................................................$4.00
WVR357065 asst colors......................$4.00

RBP4X6  4’x6’x3/4”..................$42.50

WRSMAT40   40”x3/8”.....$14.50/ft.
WRSMAT480 4’x6’8”x3/4” for use
  6’8” wide trailers..........$60.00

TRAILER MATTING

WOOD SHAVINGS
45 lb. /3.25 cu ft

Devils Tower Shavings
($.50 Delivery Charge per bag)
HPGWS45......................$6.00

Big Sky Shavings
($.50 Delivery Charge per bag)

BSS45........................$6.00
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Holds 5 gallons of water.  
Thermostatically controlled.  
Has a unique  "hide away" 
compartment that conceals 
cord for year round use.  
120 watts. 1 year warranty. 
FARFB120   120 watts.........................$39.00

BUCKETS, TUBS & FEEDERS

HEATED FLAT BACK 
BUCKET

Handles the hard work on soft terrain.  Sturdy, 
structural foam construction won't rust, dent, chip 
or peel.  All-plastic, seamless pan design resists 
leaking and cracking.

RUBBERMAID FARM CART

RBM5642     7.5 cu. ft. ............................$175.00
      (carries up to 350 lbs - Bike Wheel)
 

 FARM PRODUCTS

HEATED FLAT BACK BUCKET 9 QUART FOAL FEEDER

HEATED
Great for horses and large dogs.  
5 gallon (20 quarts) capacity with 
built-in thermostat.  Will keep 
water ice-free during below zero 
conditions. 120 volts.
API20BF      115 watts........$39.95

MILLER MUCK CART 
W/PNEUMATIC WHEELS
Helps perform common chores 
around the farm or home.  Durable 
construction can hold up to 350 
lbs.  It even folds flat for storage.

Adjustable Carbon steel bars.
MLRPF25 .........................$37.50

MLRMUCK.............$55.00
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32 OUNCE PROFESSIONAL 
SPRAY BOTTLE
No O-ring to wear out. Translucent 
plastic allows viewing of content 
level. Can be used for insecticides, 
herbicides, disinfectants, cleaning 
products, and most veterinary products.
MLRSPRAY1 black.............................$2.95
MLRSPRAY4 blue...............................$2.95
MLRSPRAY5 green.............................$2.95
MLRSPRAY6 red.................................$2.95
MLRSPRAY9 purple.............................$2.95
MLRSPRAYP hot pink.........................$2.95
MLRSPRAYT teal.................................$2.95

PLASTIC DURAFORK
Extra strong polycarbonate to 
provide super strength and 
flexibility. Nylon locknut secures 
the 52” long hardwood handle. 
Forkhead is 13.125” x 15.125” wide.  
MLRPDF1 black............................$15.00
MLRPDF14 orange............................$15.00
MLRPDF3 hunter green...................$15.00
MLRPDF6 red................................$15.00
MLRPDF9 purple............................$15.00
MLRPDFBB berry blue.....................$15.00
MLRPDFHP hot pink........................$15.00
MLRPDFLG lime green......................$15.00
MLRPDF4 blue..............................$15.00

METAL DURAFORK
18 gauge corrosion resistant yellow plated steel. 
52” long hardwood handle. 
Forkhead is 11.375” x 15” wide.  
MLRFM.........................................................$27.50

TRAILER CART
1500 lb capacity, 17 CU ft. 16 gauge steel, welding 
and powder coated for durability. 16” treaded tires. 
Clevis hitch pin. Easy dump release handle.  
PPLC1700GY 58”x34”x14.75”....$300.00
PPLCB700B 7 cu ft...................$115.00

350 lb STEEL TRAILER CART
Quick release lever for easy dumping. Strong steel 
bed holds up to 350 lbs. Pneumatic tires let you 
go anywhere.  
AFI450303 60”x33”x28”.........$145.00

RUBBER FEED TUBS
CARAX2  2 qt.........................$4.95
CARAX3  3 gallon..................$8.95
DF3D               3 gallon w/handles..$12.00
CARAX4  4 qt........................$5.95
CARAX8F 8 qt.........................$7.50
DF650D  6.5 gal /handles....$14.25
CARAX15 15 gallon...............$26.50

RUBBER PAILS
CARAX10 10 qt.....................$9.95
CARAX12 12 qt......................$12.95
CARAX18 18 qt......................$16.95

MUCK TUB
70 qt. 
For moving soiled 
bedding, manure and other 
materials. 
Poly rope handles for easier 
lifting. 
High density polyethylene.
FTXMB701 black.............................$16.95
FTXMB7012 green.............................$16.95
FTXMB7014 orange...........................$16.95
FTXMB704 blue...............................$16.95
FTXMB706 red.................................$16.95
FTXMBBB berry blue.....................$16.95
FTXMBHP hot pink........................$16.95
FTXMBLG  lime green......................$16.95

GARDEN CART
600lb, 4-cubic foot capacity. Designed to easily 
transport and dump heavy loads, this heavy duty, 
plastic garden dump cart has a spring-loaded, easy 
dump lever and comfort grip handle. This poly 
hopper is rust resistant and easy to clean. Making 
hauling large loads an essentially effortless task, the 
10" pneumatic wheels enhance maneuverability.  
PPLC2000....................................................$100.00

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

GORILLA CARTS
Patented quick-release dumping system allows 
u:iloading with ease. Easy to maneuver with 
tight-turning steering. Huge heavy-duty rust-re-
sistant poly bed. Patented 2-in-1 handle allows 
cart to be towed behind a lawn tractor or ATV or 
pulled easily by hand. 15” pneumatic turf tires to 
haul heavy loads

TIGOR4PS 600# .......................$119.99
TIGOR6PS 1200#...................$199.00
TIGOR10COM 1500#...................$330.00

LARGE ROUND FEED PAN
WEAVER FEED PAN, Black, blue, gray, or-
ange, purple, red, teal 22 qt.....................$17.00

SMART BUCKET - 20 QT
Sullivan water bucket, Black, blue, green, lime 
green,pink, orange, purple, red 20 qt.....................$16.00
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SHOW FEEDS & SUPPLEMENTS
COMPLETE FEEDS

PIG

ACCELERATOR (Showrite)
For use in cattle. A moderate 
energy, complete developing 
feed formulated to optimize 
animal growth and development. 
Intermediate to Cruiser and 
Throttled Up making it ideal for 
developing show bulls, fleshing 
up show heifers.
HUBSRA  50#.......................$15.75

SHOW LAMB GROWER DX (Purina)
18% textured complete feed that is 
a completely balanced, high energy 
feed for growing show lambs and 
breeding sheep. Helps support 
excellent muscle growth and body 
condition. 
PUR16970  50#........................$22.00

SHOWLAMB CREEP PELLET 
(Purina)
Designed as a creep feed for show 
lamns through weaning. Pelleted 
and medicated with Deccox to 
help revent coccidiosis.
20% protein, 5% fat, 10.5% fiber
PUR48912 50#........................$19.50

COMMOTION GOAT DX (Purina)
Helps support rapid growth and 
expressive muscle development.
16% protein, 3% fat, 20% fiber
PUR3002945   50#.........$23.00

THROTTLED UP (Showrite)
High-energy, high-fat complete finishing 
feed formulated to maximize animal perfor-
mance. Feed to finishing steers and market 
heifers weighing from approximately 750 
pounds to finish along with access to good 
quality forage. Make free-choice plain white 
salt available along with a clean, fresh source 
of drinking water.
HUBTU   50#......................$15.00

PRECON COMPLETE (Purina)
Complete pelleted ration for 
reconditioning calves on farm or 
receiving calves in backgrounding 
operations or feedlots.
PUR0001102  50#.....$16.00

FINISHING TOUCH (Purina)
Course textured sweet feed. 
This is a complete balanced 
diet formualted for optimum 
growth and development of 
show cattle during finishing. 
It can be preceded by feeding 
Honor Show Chow Fitters 
Edge feed. Finishing Touch 
feed is supported by Purina’s knowledge, 
experience and research. 
PUR16894  50#.......................$19.50

FULL RANGE (Purina)
Fed with free choice grass hay 
is designed to help promote 
feed intake, bloom and fill in 
cattle fed for show. Can be fed 
throughout the entire feeding 
period to young calves being 
prepped for sale, as well as, 
steers and heifers being fed for exhibition.
PUR2835506  50#.......................$19.50

OAT GROATS

YAGGIE’S STEAMED ROLLED 
OATS
Crude protein 13%, Crude fat 5%, Crude 
Fiber 3%.
CVTOG  50#........................$22.00COMPLETE FEEDS

SHEEP

COMPLETE FEEDS
CATTLE

COMPLETE FEEDS
GOAT

FITTER’S EDGE (Purina)
Coarse-textured sweet feed. 
This is a complete, balanced 
diet formulated for optimum 
growth and development of 
show cattle. It can be followed 
by feeding Honor Show Chow 
Finishing Touch feed. 
PUR16916  50#.......................$19.50

STIERWALT SUPERFLEX
Joint Supplement with 
Hyaluronic Acid and Turmeric.
Veterinary approved for use to 
support normal joint function 
and flexibility. Add 1-2 scoops 
depending on severity of joint 
function and flexibility. 
SSSF6   6#........................$120.00
LUBRISYN HA HYALURONIC ACID 
JOINT SUPPLEMENT
Developed to provide 
circulating hyaluronic acid to 
aid in healthy join function in 
show livestock. Recommended
 for use at least 120 days prior 
to show in cattle and hogs; 60
 days prior to show in sheep and goats. Cattle: 
30 ml daily. Hogs: 15 ml daily. Sheep and 
goats: 10 ml daily. 
LUBLVSG gallon...................$285.00

JOINT SUPPLEMENTS

MUSCLE & COVER 819 (Purina)
16% Protein, 6% Fat. Contains
proprietary Alleviate® Digestive 
Support Supplement designed to 
support gastric health in show pigs 
for optimal performance.
PUR819   50#.....$23.00

MUSCLE & FILL 719 (Purina)
18% Protein, 6% Fat. Designed for growing/
developing show pigs weighing 40 lbs. and 
up. a moderate protein, high energy feed for-
mulated for ultra-modern show pigs needing 
muscle, cover and body.
PUR719   50#....................$24.00

SHOWTEC AMINOGAIN 
(Moorman’s)
16% protein, 5% fat. A direct fed microbial 
for positive effect on nutrient digestion.  
Complexed (organic) zinc, copper, cobalt and 
manganese for optimal growth and structural 
development; complexed zinc and copper are 
especially important for hoof integrity and 
immune function.
ADM81667   50#.....$21.50

SHOWTEC MOORGRANDS RU 
(Moorman’s)
15.5% protein, 3% fat. Maximizes muscle 
growth for more efficient, faster growth. A 
direct fed microbial for positive effect on 
nutrient digestion.  Complexed (organic) 
zinc, copper, cobalt and manganese for 
optimal growth and structural development; 
complexed zinc and copper are especially 
important for hoof integrity and immune 
function.
ADM81861   50#.....$25.00

SHOWTEC HI FAT 16 (Moorman’s)
16% Protein, 7% Fat. For show pigs with 
higher intakes that need to develop full 
body while maintaining muscle and cover. 
ADM16700   50#.....$24.50
SHOWTEC HI FAT 18 (Moorman’s)
18% Protein, 7% Fat. For show pigs needing 
a little more cover.
ADM18007   50#.....$25.00
SHOWTEC BB 18 (Moorman’s)
18% Protein, 3.75% Fat. For show pigs on 
target for muscle, cover and shape.
ADM18241   50#.....$25.00

SHOWTEC FINAL BURST
(Moorman’s)
21.5% Protein, 6.5% Fat. For a final burst of 
power. For pigs weighing 150lbs to show.
ADM24440   50#.....$33.50

MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC ELITE 
LAMB (ADM)
18%  protein, 2.7% fat, 4.5% fiber
ADM11317  50#........................$22.50
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SHOW FEEDS & SUPPLEMENTS
HIGH OCTANE SUPPLEMENTS

CHAMPION DRIVE
For show pigs, lambs, cattle, 
goats and poultry. Topdress is 
designed to be fed from start to 
finish of the show animal project
as a supplement protein source.
PUR15930  30# pail.................$50.00

POWER FUEL
For show pigs, lambs, cattle, 
goats and poultry. Advanced,
high-energy supplement for all
classes of animals being fed 
and fitted for show. 
PUR16636  30# pail.................$53.00

FITTER 35
For show cattle, show pigs, 
show lambs, and show goats. 
High protein supplement 
supports lean tissue growth, no 
added copper - can be fed to 
sheep, helps with muscle development, can 
be used as a complete feed for pigs when 
managing weight gain.
PUR41763  30# pail..................$45.00

DEPTH CHARGE
For show cattle, show pigs, 
show lambs, and show goats 
Highly palatable, promotes a 
full physical apperance, can be 
fed to all show livestock, helps 
keep animals fuller when limit 
feeding
PUR46180  25# ........................$15.00

HEAVY WEIGHT
For show cattle, show pigs, 
show lambs, and show goats. 
Extremely palatable high fat
supplement, helps soften 
muscle and promotes healthy hair and skin
PUR374112  20# pail................$58.00

POWERFILL
For show pigs. Highly palatable, 
high quality protein sources, 
helps promote body condition 
while managing weight gain, 
helps maintain gut fill.
PUR1592106  50#.......................$53.00

SHOWPIG PAYLEAN
Mix into complete swine ration containing 
at least 16% crude protein according to the 
directions.
PUR28774  15# pail................$40.00

ULTRA FULL
For show cattle, pigs, lambs 
and goats. Enhances 
palatability to help stimulate 
feed intake. Helps support fill 
through controlled progressive
expansion formulated to result 
in lower body and flank fill. 
PUR3003364  50#........................$33.50
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FITTER 52
Formulated as a very high protein supple-
ment to affect leanness. Designed to quickly 
promote muscle synthesis and definition, it’s 
proprietary ingredient blend and can be fed to 
all show livestock species. 
PURFIT52  40#.........................$53.00

EATMOOR MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For swine, cattle, goats, lambs. 
A unique, one-of-a-kind, 
top-dress that stimulates appetite, 
helps optimize gut health, and 
provides nutritional support 
needed during stress.
ADM12346S  12#........................$60.00
MOORFLEX MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For swine, cattle, goats, lambs. 
A unique, one-of-a-kind, 
top-dress containing an ingredient 
approved for livestock feed that 
provides a source of natural substances recog-
nized to influence joint health.
ADM12298S  15#........................$89.00

REHYDRADE 
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For swine, cattle, goats, lambs. 
Energy and electrolyte top-dress 
to help show animals maintain 
fluid and electrolyte balance while enhancing 
freshness.
ADM88820S  2.25#.......................$43.00

SHOW PREP FOR SWINE 
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
All-in-one, distinctive, complete 
feed product provides the necessary 
components to keep show pigs alert, 
bright and hydrated while enhancing 
fill and expression. For use on show day.
ADM12303  5#...........................$14.00

MOORBODY
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
A distinctive energy and fiber 
supplement containing highly 
saturated fat to help develop a hard 
finish and citrus and beet pulp to expand rib 
capacity, all of which help sculpt show pig fill 
and expression.
ADM12111  40#...........................$56.00

LEAN MAXIMIZER
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
A top-dress containing Paylean®* 
to enhance lean gain and extreme 
muscle expression in pigs weighing 
more than 150 lb.
ADM11102  25#...........................$45.00

PIG NAVIGATOR PAIL
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
A top-dress that enhances lean 
growth and muscle expression.
ADM10200  25#............$47.50
FAST FUEL
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For show pigs, show cattle, show 
goats, show lambs. Facilitates healthy 
appetite and yields a smooth, 
well-defined body condition along 
with glossy hair coat
ADM11850  25#............$54.00

MOORFAT MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For swine, cattle, goats, lambs. 
Provides energy from animal fat. 
Can be used to increase ration energy 
content when feed intake is 
depressed during stress or hot weather
ADM235                  50#......................$100.00
CELLARATOR TURBO PASTE
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For swine, cattle, goats, lambs. 
3-in-1 paste combines microbials, electro-
lytes, and Cell-rate, which helps accelerate 
cell growth and aids tissue repair Has been 
shown to promote muscle mass, immunity, 
digestive efficiency and stress reduction.
ADM8279005S  80cc paste............$17.50
ADM8263S  gallon.................$145.00
ALLIANCE 3-D
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For show pigs, show calves, show 
goats, show lambs. A unique, top-dress 
containing high-quality energy sources. 
Yields a smooth, well-defined body condition 
along with healthy skin and glossy hair coat.
ADM12079S  1 gallon..............$33.00
ADM120797J  5 gallon..............$116.00
RUMAFILL MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For show calves, show goats and show lambs 
being fitted for show. Formulated to provide 
roughage ingredients, such as beet pulp, to 
create a “full look” and enhance expression
ADM81080  50#........................$28.00
SHAZAM! MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For show calves and show goats being fitted 
for show. A free-choice mineral supplement 
providing dietary support with key nutrients 
known to influence hair quality and support 
hoof integrity.
ADM82000  22#........................$36.00
#1 MINERAL SUPPLEMENT
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
For show calves, show goats and show lambs 
being fitted for show. A protein fortified miner-
al-vitamin top-dress.
ADM11159  50#........................$36.00

HIGH OCTANE *ALLEVIATE
High Octane® ALLEVIATE® Supplement 
for show cattle, pigs, lambs and goats is 
formulated to support optimal pH in the 
digestive system of animals. 
PURALV 40#.........................$36.00
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SHOW FEEDS & SUPPLEMENTS

NATURAL FILL
The most effective way to 
achieve added dimension and 
substance in the show 
industry today. Unique blend 
of forages, soybean hulls, 
oats, and steam flaked barley with added 
brewers yeast, fat and molasses, creates the 
ultimate and most nutritional fill product.
GMFNF50  50#........................$22.90
WINNING FILL
Unique blend of chopped 
forages (timothy hay, alfalfa 
hay), steam flaked grains, 
molasses, and other feedstuffs 
in perfect balance to maximize 
a fuller center body dimension to cattle on 
show days. This highly palatable mix can be 
fed daily for incomparable bloom or just prior 
to showing for a fuller, bigger, body look. 
GMFWF50  50#........................$26.50

SURE CHAMP CATTLE
A pelleted, daily vitamin and 
mineral supplement for show 
cattle that can be top dressed or 
mixed in a ration to improve 
digestive health, stimulate 
appetitite and optimize health. 
Feed to beef show cattle at a 
rate of 1 lb per head, per day top dressed over 
the ration or mixed in the complete ration. 
Free choice sale should be provided. Included 
scoop holds 8 oz.
BI60741   50#........................$32.50

VITA CHARGE PASTE
Ideal when animals are under stress or off 
feed. Delivers rapid, measurable improvement 
in dry matter intake and average daily gain. 
Give calves - 10 ml, cattle - 15 ml, sheep 
goats and swine 5-10 ml.
BI79300  15 ml........................$9.00
BI79301  80 ml......................$20.00
BI79302  300 ml....................$48.00

SUPPLEMENTS

DYNE
Each ounce provides 150 calories 
for extra energy for peak 
performance. Administer to sheep, 
pigs, and goats at the rate of 3 oz 
per day and cattle at the rate of 
9 oz per day.
SULDQ  qt.........................$22.50
SULDG  gallon .................$73.00

VITA CHARGE STRESS TUB MOS
Cooked tub for beef cattle 
that supports digestive 
health and promotes feed 
and water intake during 
times of stress and recovery. 
Allows beef cattle to get their daily dose of 
Vita Charge without additional handling. 
Provide 50 lb tub for every 5-15 head.
BI20510  50 lbs...................$78.00
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HEALTHY COAT SHOW FORMULA
A rich source of essential fatty acids and 
vitamins to improve skin and coat conditions, 
performance and overall health. All-natural 
feed supplement includes Omega 3 and 6 
fatty acids, vitamin E, vitamin B12, niacin, 
biotin, and lecithin. 
HCSQ1  Quart......................$17.50
HCSG4  Gallon....................$42.00

STOCK SHOW SECRETS
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
Settle the effects of stress an animal under-
goes during every part of the Stock Show 
experience. Use one hour prior to entering the 
show ring
NBDATT60 60 cc paste.............$20.00
DED HED
A supplement for all ages and sexes of show 
animals to help reduce stress and digestive 
issues associated with high grain diet.
NBDDH10 10 lbs...................$100.00

GOLD DUST
Use it as a drench at Shows, or to supplement 
a reduction in feed to control bellies.
NBDGD8 8 oz packet.............$15.00

BIG WIG
Helps regulate body temperature AND to 
promote hair growth.
NBDBW10 10 lbs...................$160.00

GUT CANDY
Helps condition the digestive tract while 
also providing critical bacteria, enzymes and 
micro-flora for optimal digestion
NBDGC100 100 cc paste...........$20.00
3 HOURS OUT
Contains electrolytes and several innovative 
ingredients to help the animal metabolize 
energies.
NBD3OUT15 15 cc paste.............$15.00

TEXAS TEA
A liquid supplement for Show Animals which 
provides vitamin and mineral 
supplementation as well as energy. What 
makes it unique is the energy.  Most com-
petitive products contain a lot of calories; 
generally from fats which can hinder overall 
digestion. Drug free and contains no banned 
substances.
NBDTXT4 gallon.....................$40.00
BIGFOOT
Helps develop a full free range of motion on 
the feed and legs of show cattle. 4 ounces per 
head per day.
NBDBF35 35 lb.....................$180.00

BEET PULP SHREADS
A co product of the sugar beet industry, and 
offer a valuable feed resource for all types of 
livestock. 
CVETF1100  40# w/molasses.....$15.00
CVETF1103 40# no molasses....$15.00

GRAND 4-T-FYER
Concentrate is a blended 
supplement that can be mixed 
with corn, oats, barley, and beet 
pulp to provide a high quality 
ration for show cattle. This 
flexible feed allows you to adjust 
the grain level to fit your goals 
and needs for breeding cattle, steers, and 
feeder calves.
PUR16920  50#........................$22.50

VITA CHARGE LIQUID BOOST
A multi-species nutritional 
supplement to promote feed 
and water intake while 
supporting digestive health. 
Contains multiple prebiotics, 
electrolytes, vitamins, and 
Amaferm to support normal digestive flora 
during times of stress. Ideal for use during 
times of stress.Feed for 5 -7 days during tran-
sition periods or stress.
BI79604  liter........................$35.00

NATURAL FIT
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
40% protein, 3.5% fat. Designed to be used 
with complete ruminant feeds to give more 
muscle dimension and shape especially over 
the top while maintaing a smooth, uniform 
condition and appearance, without 
contributing to internal fat.
ADM81526  25#........................$30.00
CELLARATOR STRESS TUB
MOORMAN’S SHOWTEC
Supports performance, helps 
optimize gut health, helps deter 
dehydration, and provides nutritional support 
needed during stress.
ADM88888  50#........................$73.00

BODY GUARD
Designed to counter the physiologial effects of 
a hogs diet. Stays on feed, eat when pushed, 
better muscle shape. 3-4 scoops per day.
NBDBG10 10 lb.....................$100.00
NBDBG30 30 lb.....................$200.00

STIERWALT CRAVE
Remove cap and use a 20 ml syringe to ad-
minister recommended dose to animal orally. 
For best results, dose animal once daily during 
times of stress. .
SCRAVESYR  20ML......................$12.99
SCRAVE250  250ML..................$119.99

SURE CHAMP EXTREME
A pelleted, daily supplement with the Amaferm 
® advantage for show livestock that can be 
top-dressed or mixed in the ration to promote 
appetite and digestive health. Includes ingre-
dients designed to help support animals during 
extreme temperatures.
BI60710    50#..........................$86.00

FAST FAT (ADM)
A conditioning top-dress designed to put a 
smooth finish on livestock and supply energy to 
the diet of animals being hauled and shown.
ADM11156  50#.........................$27.50
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Optimal combination of power, speed and 
sweep for superior cutting performance - runs 
at 3300 SPM.  New lightweight, ergonomic 
design for increased comfort - over 
15% lighter than previous model -
and soft, tough, non-slip, 
comfortable grip. Increased 
battery run time for added 
convenience - up to 60 
minutes.  2 batteries included 
for non-stop run time. No 
memory for consistent run time.  
OSTULTRA blue.....................$200.00
OSTA5KB replacement
  battery..................$ 50.00

Powerful enough to handle the 
toughest job with ease and 
comes with the OptiBlock blade, 
ideal for sculpting and fitting.  
Maximum two speed clipper for 
precise smooth results - over 
4200 SPM. Contoured shape easy 
grip and lightweight for comfort - 
20% lighter than A5. Includes 
detachable blade system, so any 
Oster Cryogen AgION blades will fit.   
OSTPMAX2......................................$140.00

Model EW610VS motor.  Accepts model 510A, 
EW310C and EW311A heads.  110 volt AC-
DC, 15 ft. heavy-duty insulated cord.  Repair 
parts available.

ELECTRIC CLIPPERS & ACCESSORIES
 CLIPPER BLADES MOTORS & HEADS

Oster blade sets are manufactured from fine 
grain, high carbon steel.  The cutting teeth 
are machined to exact dimensions for the best 
in cutting.  Select blade size by length of cut 
desired.  

CLIPMASTER HEAD

SUNHH..............................................$145.00
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR

SUNMVS...........................................$175.00

SUNHS...............................................$205.00

Model EW310C, 3” sheep 
shearing head.  Fits EW6
10VS and 72157 motors. 
For use with 3” combs and 
4 pt. cutters, not included.  
Repair parts available. 

POWER MAX 
2-SPEED CLIPPER

OSTER CLIPPERS 

POWER PRO ULTRA CORDLESS

SINGLE SPEED MOTOR
Model 72157 motor.  Accepts model 510A, 
EW310C and  EW311A heads.  110 Volt  AC-
DC, 15 ft. heavy-duty insulated cord.  Repair 
parts available.  
SUNMS...............................................$175.00

OST91901
#40 surgical blade, 
1/100” cut, .25mm................. $26.00
OST91902
#30 close blade, 
1/100” cut, .25mm (S/O)........ $26.00

OST91903
#15 medium blade, 
3/64” cut, 1.2mm (S/O).......... $26.00

OST91916
#7 full tooth blade,
1/8” cut, 3.2mm (S/O)............ $30.00

Designed to fit Oster A-5 
Blade Sets and most 
others on the market.  
Comb fastens easily to 
blade for a secure fit.

UNIVERSAL COMB 
ATTACHMENTS

OST92616      1/4” guard................$4.50
OST92622 1/2” guard................$4.50
OST92623 3/4” guard................$4.50

CLIPPER BLADE SETS

 BLADE 
SHARPENING 

& CLIPPER 
REPAIR 

Please allow 1-2 weeks turn around on all sharpened blades.  
Clippers repaires will be sent into manufacturer to be repaired.    

 $15.00/pair or $7.50/each
Clipper Blade Sharpening       

Model 510A, cattle hair head.  
For use with hairhead combs 
and cutters.  Fits EW610VS and 
72157 motors.  Comes with top 
(83AU) and bottom (84AU) blades.  Repair 
parts available.

SHEARMASTER HEAD

 

OST91944
#10 extra-wide blade, 
3/4” wider than 
reg. #10, 1/16” cut, 1.6mm.... $30.00

OST919006
#50 surgical blade, 1/125” cut, .2mm
.............................................................$26.00

Prices in this mailer subject to 
change without notice.  

Not responsible for 
errors in printing or copy.

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday
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ALUMINUM CLIPPER BOX
The inside features 
dividers that keep blades, 
clippers, and accessories 
separate and organized as 
well as 2-1/2” thick foam padding on the 
bottom and lid to secure and cushion the 
clippers. Weighs 10 lbs. and measures 21-
5/8” W x 14-1/8” H x 5-1/4” D.
WVRZ695150................................$155.00
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SUNP1082   13 tooth Arizona Thin 
non-flared comb for 3” heads &
EB handpiece...........................$26.00

SUNP7112   20 tooth non-flared
Goat comb for 3” heads &
EB handpiece...........................$24.00

SUL20BC    20 tooth beveled
Goat Comb..............................$25.00

This lightweight and 
well-balanced clipper 
performs flawlessly at its 
peak of 3,000 cutting strokes 
per minute.  Comes with an
83AU top blade, 84AU bottom 
blade and a hair head (510A).  Repair 
parts available.  

Has a variable speed motor that 
adjusts from 700-3,000 cutting 
strokes per minute.  It is 
equipped with a 3” shearing 
head (EW310C) that is 
fitted with a 4 pt. cutter 
(P2311) and a 20 tooth 
goat comb (P7112).  Additional cutters and 
combs are available.  Repair parts available.   

Unique motor doesn’t 
slow down for anything. Plows 
through dense, thick fiber.  A delight to 
use for those in a hurry.  Delivers more torque 
to the blades than any other large clipper even 
though it’s smaller to grip, lighter in weight and 
shorter in length.  Clipper comes complete with 
case, hair head, 4 oz. oil, and fine set of blades.  
3 year warranty.
PRM4000C 4000C clipper........$325.00

PREMIER 4000C

High cutter speed under 
load, compact body size and 
a powerful (high torque) motor are 
specifically combined for high speed wool and 
fiber removal.  This machine often “wows” 
those used to other 
motor-in-the-handpiece shearing machines.  
Clipper comes complete with case, sheep head, 
4 oz oil, screwdriver, 20 tooth comb and 4 point 
cutter. 3 year warranty.
PRM4000S 4000S clipper........$350.00

PREMIER 4000S

SUNEA1SUR   bottom surgical 
blade for 510A head..........$21.50
SUN84AU   bottom blade 
for 510A head....................$18.00

SUN83AU   top blade 
for 510A head...................$15.00

SUNAAA   4 pt. cutter for
3” heads  & EB handpiece.......$12.50
SUNP2311   4 pt. cutter for
3” heads & EB handpiece........$ 12.50
SULPSCU   4 pt. Power Stroke
cutter........................................$ 12.50

LARGE ANIMAL CLIPPERS

ELECTRIC CLIPPERS & ACCESSORIES

SHOWMASTER VARIABLE SPEED 
CLIPPER W/CARRYING CASE

SUNSMVS..........................................$375.00

SHEARMASTER SINGLE SPEED 
CLIPPER W/CARRYING CASE

SUNSMS................................................$325.00

CLIPMASTER VARIABLE SPEED 
CLIPPER W/CARRYING CASE

SUNCMVS...........................................$320.00

CLIPMASTER SINGLE SPEED
CLIPPER W/CARRYING CASE

SUNCMS................................................$305.00

HAIRHEAD 
COMBS & CUTTERS

CUTTER

COMBS

COMB & 
CUTTER SET

SHEARING HEAD 
COMBS & CUTTERS

CUTTERS

COMBS

CLIPPER LUBRICANTS

Specially formulated to flush hair from blades 
and to remove congealed, factory-applied 
preservative.  Use blade wash while you clip 
to help keep your clipper running perfectly.  
Provides some lubrication.

BLADE WASH

OSTBWASH 17 oz........................$9.00

CLIPPER OIL
Premium lubricating oil for clippers and blades.
OSTCOIL 4 oz..........................$3.50

KOOL-LUBE
Cool, lubricate and clean your clipper blades 
while you clip.  Specially formulated to reduce 
heat, friction and even blade wear without 
leaving a heavy residue of oil.  Helps prolong 
the life of the clipper blade.
OSTKLUBE 14 oz aerosol...........$12.50

This machine performs flawlessly at 
its peak of 3,000 cutting strokes
per minute.  Comes with a 
3” shearing head (310C), 
4 pt. cutter (P2311) and a 
13 tooth comb (P1082).  
Other combs and cutters
available.  Repair parts available.  

SUNCOMBO    combo pk for
510A head.........................$30.00

PREMIER CLIPPERS

PREMIER BLADE SETS
FOR 4000C CLIPPER 

This versatile clipper offers an 
exclusive variable speed switch 
for an infinite number of settings.  
A strong top blade tension 
assembly makes adjusting easy 
from 700-3,000 cutting strokes 
per minute.  Comes with a hair head 
(510A), 83AU top blade and an 
84AU bottom blade.  Repair parts 
available.  

PRMSB  For slick shearing lambs 
and surgical procedures.  Surgical’s 
shave the fiber right down to the skin. 
35 teeth. 0.04 normal cutting depth.                                
surgical .................................$43.00

PRMFB For slick shearing 
sheep, clipping heads and bellies 
of cattle and for body clipping 
performance horses.  35 teeth. 
0.06 normal cutting depth.                                    
fine ......................................$43.00

PRMCB For shearing llamas/
alpacas and body clipping horses 
with dirty, dense hair. Half as many 
teeth (18) as fine/medium’s.  Leaves 
much more fiber, but less even fin-
ish. coarse ...........................$43.00

PRMMB For body clipping horses 
and slick shearing pink-skinned 
sheep breeds. 35 teeth. 0.08 cutting 
depth.             
medium ...............................$43.00
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Replacement sheep head only
PRMSH..............................$150.00

SHEAR HEAD ONLY

Replacement hair head only.
PRMHH............................$75.00

CLIPPER HEAD ONLY

Standard 4 pt cutter
PRMSF4............................$12.50

SPITFIRE SHEARING CUTTER

For clipping show pigs and goats. 
Also leaves a smooth, high fiber 
finish on cattle and sheep for 
productions sales. Has cutting 
depth of .25”
PRMEC............................$45.00

XTRACOVER CLIPPING BLADE SET

Rounded tips and long shearer’s bevel reduces 
nicks. For shaping show animals and shearing 
llamas, goats & coarse wools.
PRM20CMB 20 tooth..................$25.00

PHANTOM R SHEARING COMB

Provides instant cooling and long lasting lubri-
cation for clipper blades. It actually prolongs 
the life of clipper blades by keeping the blades 
cool during extended use.

EXTEND CLIPPING LUBE

SULCL               12 oz........................$8.50
CLIPPER OIL
Formulated to be colorless and 
odorless.  Use multiple times daily to 
maximize the performance of your 
clippers and trimmers.
ANDOIL       4 oz..................$ 3.25

BLADE CARE PLUS, DIP
Washes away hair build-up and 
preservative that accumulate on 
clipper blades.
ANDDIP      16.5 oz..............$14.00

COOL CARE PLUS
Five-in-One formula is a coolant, 
disinfectant, lubricant, cleaner, and rust pre-
ventative.  Get clean, cool, lubricated blades 
in one easy step without removing 
them from the clipper!  For use with 
clippers and trimmers.
ANDCOOL      15.5 oz...............$11.00
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PROCLIP EXCEL™ 5-SPEED 
DETACHABLE BLADE CLIPPER 
WITH SUPER BLOCKING BLADE
Use lower speeds for cooler running 
and clipping around sensitive areas and 
higher speeds for prettier coat finish. Rubber 
anti-slip housing. Detachable blades 
change and clean easily. 10% faster than 
the AGC Super 2-Speed. 

LISTER STAR CLIPPER W/CASE
Powerful 45W motor for fast, professional 
clipping. Ventilated head to prevent the blades 
and head from getting hot and causing discom-
fort. This technology will also help to keep the 
hair away from your face.  Overload switch to 
protect the motor from damage.  Removable and 
replaceable air filters for easy 
maintenance.
Comes in Green,
Purple, Red, 
Turquoise.

ELECTRIC CLIPPERS & ACCESSORIES
ANDIS CLIPPERS

ULTRAEDGE AGC SUPER 2-SPEED
CATTLE CLIPPER WITH SUPER 
BLOCKING BLADE

ULTRAEDGE AGC SUPER
2-SPEED PROFESSIONAL 
ANIMAL CLIPPER WITH SIZE 10 
DETACHABLE BLADE SET

AGC SUPER 2-SPEED 
PROFESSIONAL HORSE CLIPPER  
W/SIZE T-84 DETACHABLE BLADE 
Professional 2-speed
clipper. High speed
over 4,000 strokes per
minute!  T-84 blade is
perfect for complete horse
grooming.  Includes UltraEdge
size T-84 blade.
ANDAGCT84.......................................$185.00

Professional 2-speed
clipper. High speed is over
4,000 strokes per minute!
Super blocking blade is perfect
for blocking, trimming and carving.
Includes UltraEdge Super blocking blade.
ANDAGC...............................................$185.00

Professional 2-speed
clipper with detachable
blades. High speed is over
4,000 strokes per minute!
Equipped with the new 4x4
blade drive which increases blade
torque by 25%.  Runs so cool, fans and air vents
that can become clogged with hair are not needed. 
Locking switch button ensures that clipper will not 
accidentally shut off.  Includes size 10 Ultra Edge blade.
ANDAGC10.........................................$175.00

The innovative connection between the 
clipper head and housing reduces noise 
and vibration for the user and animal. 
Quick tension adjustment knob and 
interchangeable blades provide a vast array 
of grooming options, while the 
patented floating fork system extends 
comb and cutter life. 200 watts of power - 
more power than comparable shears, 2500 strokes 
per minute blade speed. Quiet and cool operation. 
ANDHDSS............................................$470.00

XPEDITION SHEARER

LISTER CLIPPERS & BLADES

LISTER FINE A2/AC BLADE SET
LSFINE.....................................$50.00
LISTER WIZARD CATTLE (SS) 20 
LSWC20T.................................$67.00
LISTER WIZARD SHEEP (LR) 13
LSWS13T..................................$67.00
LISTER COUNTRYMAN 5 COMB 
LSCM5.....................................$22.00
LISTER CLAW CUTTER
LSCLAW.....................................$12.50

LISTER LEGEND CLIPPER 
W/CASE
Powerful 150W motor for 
fast, professional clipping.  
Ventilated head to prevent the 
blades and head from getting 
hot and causing discomfort. This 
technology will also help to keep the hair 
away from your face.  Overload switch to 
protect the motor from damage.  Rubber motor 
mountings to keep noise and vibration to a 
minimum. Snap on washable air filters for easy 
maintenance.
LSLC.........................................$300.00
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AND63250  blue............................$252.00

LSSCG  green....................$265.00
LSSCP  purple..................$265.00
LSSCR  red.......................$265.00
LSSCT  torquoise..............$265.00

Cutting depth 1/32” Leaves a 
super smooth finish - no lines! 
Works great for clipping heads 
on cattle or slick shearing lambs. 
Can be used on all lister 
hairhead clippers.
LSW12552.........................................$53.00

WAHL/LISTER SURGICAL BLADE
PULSE ZR II 
(BLACK & PURPLE GALAXY)
Now with a removable battery 
for quick and easy replacement! 
Improved run-time of 3-hours on a 
single charge. Lithium-ion power mated 
with powerful rotary motor to cut any hair type. 5 
speeds: Adjustable from 2,500 to 4,500 strokes per 
minute. Equipped with a size #10 CeramicEdge 
blade. Runs cooler and stays sharper than steel. 
Works with all UltraEdge® CeramicEdge® and 
Show Edge blades. 
AND79015            blk w/ 10# blade.........$378.00 
AND79050       purple w/ 10# blade.........$378.00
AND79045       blk w/ superb blade.........$395.00 
AND79025      replacement battery............$90.00 
AND79073                  charger......... ..........$62.00

WAHL CLIPPERS

FUSION SHEAR
For show lamb shearing and cattle 
fitting. Two-speed rotary motor 
2500/2900 SPM. Slim design is easy to 
maneuver around tough spots. 
Lightweight at 2.4 lbs. Cool running 
during heavy duty jobs. Removable 
and replaceable filter, and fully 
serviceable motor for easy maintenance.
LSFUSIONS.........................................$400.00

WAHL X-BLOCK CLIPPER
Two high speeds: 3700 & 4500 SPMs. 
Ergonomic, no clip rubber grip. Ultra 
lightweight at 11oz. 18 ft Extra long 
rubberized cord. 2 year warranty. Includes
clipper, x-block ultimate blade, blade oil, 
cleaning brush, hard case.
WAHXBRB red/black........$200.00
WAHXBYG yellow/grey....$200.00

#10 BLADE FOR AGC 
SUPER 2-SPEED CLIPPER

SUPER BLOCKING BLADE

T84 BLADE FOR AGC 
HORSE CLIPPER

BLADES/CUTTERS/COMBS

AND10..............................$26.00

ANDBLKBLD....................$40.00

ANDT84............................$31.00

COBRA CUTTER FOR SHEEP 
SHEARER
AND70300........................$12.50

OVINA COMB FOR 
SHEEP SHEARER
AND70310........................$30.00

31-23 GENERAL 
PURPOSE BLADE, 2-4MM
AND70225........................$40.00

SIZE 3-3/4 FINISH CUT
BLADE
Leaves hair 1/2” (4-H Pigs)
AND64135........................$39.00

MEDIUM BLENDING 
ULTRAEDGE BLADE
ANDBLEND 
Andis med. blending blade.............$40.00
BLUE RIBBON BLOCKING BLADE 
1 & 11
Delivers improved hair feed 
and superior cutting results - 
even when used with adhesive 
products.
AND62130........................$60.00
AND62135........................$60.00

UNIVERSAL STAINLESS STEEL 
COMBS 8-PIECE SEt
Color coded for quick identification. Stain-
less-steel for durability. Fits Andis Ultra Edge® 
and CeramicEdge® #15, #10 & #30 blades. 
Includes comb sizes #5, #4, #2, #1, #0, #A, #C, 
#E (1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8”, 1”
AND24625.................................................$40.00

ULTIMATE X BLADE
Thin blocking or blending  blade features preci-
sion ground high carbon steel to stay sharp longer. 
Updated tooth geometry for faster cutting.
WAHXBLOCK                    ........................$47.00
WAHXBLEND           ........................$47.50
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It is PH balanced for livestock skin and 
hair unlike other shampoos that strip the 
natural oils from the hair and destroy 
hours of hair training work. 

SULLIVAN'S CLEAR 
CHOICE SHAMPOO

SULCC1   quart....................$9.75
SULCC4   gallon..................$26.50

SHOW SUPPLIES
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SULLIVAN'S BRIGHT LIGHTS 
WHITENING 
High-lightening shampoo for enhancing and whit-
ening hair.  Bright Lights brightens white hair, in-
tensifies colors of all hair coats and shampoos away 
yellow tint, sun faded and stained hair.  Leaves the 
coat with a beautiful luster.
SULBLW1 quart......................$13.00

SHAMPOOS

ORVUS
Concentrated soap detergent in paste form.  Use 
on show cattle, sheep, horses, pigs, dogs, and cats.
GWCORVUS 7 1/2 lb.................$30.00

TOTAL BODY WASH GREEN
Extra cleaning power and a fresh natural 
scent. When you bathe your horse, cattle,
 livestock or pets with our body wash, 
you’ll see amazing results fast. As you 
spray on our plant-based body wash, 
dirt loosens and rinses away in minutes 
without scrubbing. Your animal’s coat 
and skin will be soft and well-cleaned, which 
helps prevent fungus and mites. Each wash takes 
just a few ounces.
WVRZ694002 qt..............................$17.00
WVRZ694003 gallon.......................$32.00

SULLIVAN’S MINI SOAP FOAMER
deal for the small animal 
exhibitor! Simply fill with 
shampoo, attach hose, and 
spray pre-lathered shampoo. 
Dial on the foamer allows you 
to adjust the concentration of 
soap emitted. SULMFOA ..........................$13.00

WATERLESS SHAMPOO
Formulated to easily remove dirt, 
grass and manure stains with no water 
required, this shampoo is great for 
spot cleaning when a complete wash 
is not necessary. Suitable for use on all 
livestock
WVRZ693508 qt...............$13.00

BRIGHTENING SHAMPOO
Dye-free, non-staining shampoo. Optical 
enhancers give this clear shampoo maximum 
whitening power with no staining. The su-
per-concentrated formula can be used right 
out of the bottle for hand washing or with 
the Weaver Livestock Foamer to leave the 
hair and hide white.
WVRZ693510 qt.................$17.00

MEDICATED SHAMPOO
Formulated with naturally antiseptic, 
antibacterial and antiviral ingredients 
like tea tree oil and eucalyptus, use as needed 
or as a preventative measure to prevent skin 
problems.
WVRZ693506 qt.................$15.00

COCONUT SHAMPOO
Formulated especially for goats, this mild 
formula with coconut oil promotes healthy 
skin and hair as it cleanses and conditions 
for a beautiful end result. This shampoo 
also works well on cattle, sheep and swine.
WVRZ693504 qt.................$13.00

WHITENING SHAMPOO
Specially formulated to brighten and whiten 
while removing stains on white-colored live-
stock animals. It offers maximum brightening 
ability and nourishes the skin and hair for 
a healthy end result. Suitable for use on all 
livestock.
WVRZ693502 qt...................$13.00

SULLIVAN’S VITA HAIR FOAMING 
SHAMPOO
formulated with a natural plant-based 
proprietary surfactant technology which 
creates an opposite acting polar electrical 
charge within each hair strand that actually 
pushes every hair follicle apart. 
SULVQ  qt.................$14.50
SULVG  gallon............$34.50

WEAVER FOAMER
Use the Weaver Foamer 
to wash animals to a sparkling 
clean in under five minutes.  Just 
add shampoo to the container, 
spray on and rinse off.  
WVRZF.................................................$30.00  

FULL DIMENSION 
3 in I shampoo, conditioner and brightener. Full 
Dimension will give great volume, condition the 
hide and hair. The colored ones and get those white 
ones white! It conditions extremely well and keeps 
the hair and hide healthy.
TGSFD1       quart......................$13.00
TGSFD4       gallon......................$29.00

DEGREASING SHAMPOO
Degreasing Shampoo cuts through buildup for a 
deep clean. Wash your livestock with Degreasing 
Shampoo for residue-free hair and wool that yields 
better clipping and fitting results.
WVRZ693512 quart......................$9.50
WVRZ693513 gallon....................$25.00

TheWinnersBrand.com

THE PERFECT SHOW DAY 
LOOK STARTS WITH

WEAVER
LIVESTOCK
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SHOWBOXES LIVESTOCK FANS

Sullivan's TURBO 
24" LIVESTOCK FAN

(Upright Fan Stand sold separately)

The Advanced Technology of 
the Turbo - Precision 3-wing blade 
design.  More Power...More Air...
The Most Durable Guard.  The most 
air velocity of any fan on the market!  Keeping your 
livestock cool and growing hair depends on providing 
a high velocity of air flow to the animal.  The inno-
vative blade design features a 3 blade prop system to 
blow air at a higher velocity for more overall airflow.  
TURBO is equipped with a heavy duty 1/2 horsepower 
ball bearing motor that is perfectly engineered to the 
blade and guard so that it can deliver the maximum 
velocity of air possible.  Super efficient - only draws 
4 amps of electricity. Specially designed guard is built 
to last.  Shape of guard is designed to better protect 
the blade from damage.  Shape of guard opens so you 
can easily clean the blades to keep your fan running 
at it's peak performance. 
SULTFAN fan (48 lbs).............$305.00
SULUFS  stand......................$100.00

LIVESTOCK
BLOWER-DRYERS

SULLIVAN'S AIR EXPRESS III

Air Express III 
(32 lbs)..........$430.00

Made of durable diamond treadbrite aluminum to 
create a lightweight box with a scratch resistant sur-
face.  Chain and hook assembly allows you to hang 
it almost anywhere. (16" x 11" x 46")    

TREADBRITE ALUMINUM DEEP 
SHOWCASE SHOW BOX

Sullivan's new aerodynamic and efficient design 
increases air velocity and their new heat booster 
increases heat up to 10%, to speed drying time 
significantly.  Features a new cartridge filter system, 
allowing more air intake than other blowers.  The 
filter design will not overwork your motors.  It's the 
only blower with a power cord this heavy, features 
12 gauge, 20 foot power supply for safety and better 
power efficiency.  Has a new aerodynamic front end 
which increases air velocity for more air power!  Air 
flows more efficiently through the funnel design.  The 
new "W" shaped leg structure is welded at six points 
for added strength and durability.    Comes with a 15 
foot long hose and blower tip.

BLOWER ACCESSORIES

Finally, a blower fogger engineered for 
the needs of the modern showman.  The 
Express Fogger is used with a blow dryer 
for fogging or misting liquids directly 
onto livestock.
SULEF................................$30.00  

SULLIVAN EXPRESS FOGGER 

Available in assorted 
colors: Black, Orange, 
Yellow, Silver, Blue, 
Green, Red, Purple, 
Lime Green, Pink, Screaming Neon, 
Coral & Teal

HANGING 
ALUMINUM 
SHOWBOX

WVRZ695050
$375.00

SULFST  Sullivan's  fan stand cart,  
  double...................$190.00

FAN CARTS

Features an ALL Metal "Y" 
System that eliminates the need 
for short blower hoses. Steel 
construction for stability. Large 
air-less wheels roll easily across 
rough surfaces.  Equipped with 
convenient comb holders on the 
back of cart.
SULTTBC..............$250.00  

SULLIVAN DOUBLE
BLOWER CART

SULBHYBH Replacement Hose 15'......$95.00

These handy 
showboxes hang 
easily with a 
convenient chain 
and hook and hold all the grooming essentials like 
liquids, aerosols and brushes. Spring loaded end 
handles lay flat and won't catch on obstructions
Measure 51" L x 8-1/2" W x 16" H with lid closed
Weight: 45 lbs.
WVRZ695055...........................................$265.00

HANGING SHOWBOX, 
GALVANIZED

An attractive aluminum 
treadplate design paired 
with innovative features, 
including a sliding aerosol 
rack to offer the ultimate 
storage solution. Wheeled 
frame provides added 
support under door to 
take stress off of hinges. 
Compartment for clipper 
blades is lined with foam 
for waterproof protection. 
Plenty of storage for show sticks with five sets of 
brackets on both the back and inside door.
WVRZ695015...........................................$1,225.00

5' DELUXE DOLLY SHOWBOX

Replacement blower hose used for the Air Express III
SUL15H..................................................$56.00

15' HOSE W/ NOZZLE TIP

When the hot weather hits, keep 
your cool with Arctic Chill. 
This newly designed, 
durable, black steel 
misting ring will turn your 
fan into a cool 
comfortable oasis during 
the summer heat. The 
Arctic Chill uses a unique 
nozzle that creates a micro 
fine mist which flash evaporates, 
cooling the air up to 30 degrees. 
Three nozzles are placed on a 16” diameter durable, 
black powder coated steel circle that has a 6’ lead line 
that connects directly to a garden hose or the Sullivan’s 
Ice Box. The Arctic Chill will attach to any 24” fan
SULACIR..................................................$50.00

SULLIVAN'S ARTIC CHILL

FAN ACCESSORIES

Mounts a fan to walls, posts, or 
ceilings. Adjustable pivot allows 
you to aim the fan in desired 
direction. 
Dimensions: 12 5/8” x 13” x 15” 
and 2” wide
SULFH............................................$32.00

TRIANGLE FAN HANGER

A truly spectacular show box. This upright dolly box is 
made of durable material. Includes two sliding drawers 
made of Galvanized Steel. Show Box Dimensions: 
24” wide x 60” tall x 26.5” deep
SULATUDB...........................................$1,100.00

5 FT. ALUMINUM 
TREADBRITE UPRIGHT 
DOLLY BOX 

Easily hangs a fan from a 2 x 4 or rafter.
SULTFBH............................................$13.50

FAN BRACKET HANGER

This first of its kind show box was built specifically for  
Sheep, Goat and Hog showman in mind. The inside of  
the box contains a 3 row can and quart slide out, 3 
main body compartments, 2 shelves on the door with a  
lockable compartment above to store documents and  
other valuables and lastly a compartment that can hold 
up to 5 whips or can be converted into a haiter and  
collar compartment using the 4 provided spare hooks. 
The High Rise also comes equipped with 8” flat free 
tires and adjustable handle to easily move around 
any terrain. Black hammer tone powder coat finish.  
Box Dimensions: 20” x 20” x 52” 
SULHIR....................................................$555.00

HIGH RISE SHOW BOX

Easily fits onto the back of the Sullivan’s Totally Tuned 
Blower Cart (sold separately) The adjustable hanging 
brackets will also allow you to hang the Jackpot Show 
Box on the inside or outside of your trailer, on a pen 
or any other gate.Two detachable 8” flat free tires for 
easy transport. 161/2”Wx141/4”Dx30”T
SULJPSB...................................................$480.00

JACKPOT SHOW BOX

COMPLETE LIGHT HANGER KIT 
(STEEL)
The LED light hanger in this complete kit easily 
attaches to front of fan cage when you need to light 
up a stall, giving you visibility when fitting without a 
chute. Durable steel construction. LED Light Hanger 
(69530-01), measures 22” L x 10” W x 6” H Extension 
tube (69-5146), measures 90” L x 1.5” cube W
WVRZ6953201.............................................$95.00

ORDER ONLINE!
www.westernranchsupply.com

Shipping Nationwide!

WEAVER PROAIR BLOWER
Industry-first design replaces the double blower 
system with a compact, all-in-one unit that produces 
the fastest air speeds and highest exit velocity on 
the market (as tested by an external lab against the 
livestock blower market) Specialty nozzle delivers 
an accurate, concentrated, high-velocity stream of 
air for fast drying. Coolest-running blower helps 
prevent your animals from overheating (as tested by 
an external lab against the livestock blower market)  
Weighing only 20.55 lbs., this unit is easy to handle 
foot long hose and blower tip.
WVRZ6947500..........................................$1,410.00
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Designed to hold contestant number.  Can 
be held in place by your belt or  clips to 
your pants. Available in black or brown.
SULECBR          brown.......$12.00
SULECB   black.........$12.00

SULEHS        Small/Black......................$16.50
SULEHMBL   Med/Black.......................$16.50

EXHIBITOR HARNESS

NUMBER CLIP

For the professional look.  Made 
out of quality nylon for a stronger, 
longer lasting harness.  Elastic 
adjustable waist. 

SHOW CATTLE SUPPLIES

The Stimulator comb’s plastic teeth are constructed 
of the perfect synthetic 
material to stimulate the hair 
coat.  It massages and is very 
gentle to the scalp.  Not designed for grooming legs 
with adhesive.  
SULSSFW................................................$21.50

Comes with pinned-in handle 
and comb teeth are riveted, 
no more stripped screws.  Has 30% 
stronger teeth and five fewer teeth 
to glide through hair easier.
SULSCW.................................................$25.00

Holds comb for exhibitor’s who don’t have pockets.  
Clips on or straps through belt.  Available in brown 
or black.
SULCHBR brown......................$12.00
SULCHBL     black........................$12.00

STIMULATOR COMB 
W/WOOD HANDLE

The Stimulator Fluffer Comb is the new everyday 
comb.  Great for the professional 
or the beginner. The same great 
technology of the Stimulator 
Comb in a Fluffer design.
SULSSCW............................................$21.50

STIMULATOR FLUFFER COMB W/
WOOD HANDLE

SCOTCH COMB HOLDERS

9” ORIGINAL COMB 
W/WOOD HANDLE

SMART SENSATION 
The XL is a wider version with 10 rows 
containing 199 uniquely placed ball-tipped 
teeth. Promotes healthy hair 
growth. The XL amplifies the 
volume of the hair as it lifts it up 
from the hide without causing curls, kinks or 
matting that are often associated with rice root or 
massage brushes.
SULSSEN  ..................................$27.50
SULSSENXL XL.............................$27.50
SULSSENC CURVE....................$28.00

SELF-CLEANING SLICKER BRUSH
Great for fitting cattle flanks, legs and tail heads, 
this 4” wide brush reaches deep to separate and 
untangle hair while building volume and smooth-
ing out any lines.  Hair is quickly removed from 
the brush with a push of a button.  Works great on 
sheep legs too.
WVRZ696011 ............$10.00

SHEDDING COMB 
Great for pulling dead hair from the undercoat for 
a smooth overall coat, this comb features a 4” head 
with 29 evenly-spaced stainless steel teeth, making 
it ideal for both thick and thin hair. The rounded 
tips of the teeth are not sharp and will not get 
caught or pull out the good, healthy hair. Durable 
steel “Y” frame won’t bend or break.
WVRZ696012 ...........$32.00

WIDE RANGE BRUSH
Round, barrel-shaped head, ideal 
for working around various angles
and curves of the calf’s body. 
Ball-tipped bristles massage hide to 
stimulate hair growth. Wooden handle.
WVRZ696016 mini............................$22.00
WVRZ696013 regular........................$26.00

ROTO BRUSH
Designed for use with a drill for 
rotation that trains and stimulates 
leg wool and hair growth when 
used as part of your daily care routine.
WVRZ696004 purple.........................$20.00

EXHIBITORS ESSENTIALS 
SHOW COMBS
Lightweight, one piece plastic 
design.
WVRZ6068BK black regular...............$15.00
WVRZ6070BK black fluffer................$15.00

TEFLON COMBS
Get more leg hair perfection. 
NEW Texturized Grip to the 
handle giving the user a comfortable 
non-slip grip. It is definitely easier to clean adhe-
sives from this comb, and saves time while fitting.
SULTCSW regular.......................$40.00
SULTSFW fluffer........................$40.00

360 SMART BRUSH
A daily hair care brush made to create a 
complete 360˚ degrees of hair 
lift. With its 945 soft teeth, the 
360˚ will easily glide through every curvature mak-
ing sure no hair is left lifeless. With its soft plastic 
bristles, this brush also massages the hide to create 
circulation to promote better hair growth. The 360˚ 
Smart Brush is a daily care must have.
SUL360.........................................................$30.00
SUL360M. 6”...............................$26.00

Rounded corners on 
tubing do not have sharp 
edges, making it more 
gentle and safe for cattle.  
Superlight - Easily portable 
for shows, with wheels.
SULCAL7 
chute.....................$950.00
SUL7PF  
padded floor.........$170.00

TRIMMING CHUTES
SULLIVAN’S ALUMINUM 
BLOCKING CHUTE

WEAVER’S 7 1/2’ ALUMINUM 
TRIMMING CHUTE
Fully collapsible, with side 
bars, top bars and head 
piece fitting securely 
within the base for easy 
transportation and 
storage.
WVRZ695100 
chute................$990.00
WVRZ695200 
padded floor....$195.00

7-1/2’ STIERWALT HALF CHUTE
With a lightweight, portable design, this 
Half Chute is perfect for taking to 
shows. With more working space 
than a traditional chute, it’s the ideal 
choice when you want to fit many 
head of cattle in a short amount 
of time. This fitting workhorse is 
easy to haul, easy to set up and 
tear down and easy to store.
WVRZ695100....S/O......$990.00

FOLDING FITING MAT 
(Sullivan’s)
This folding mat is covered 
with vinyl for a nice 
finished appearance. Folds in 
two places and has built-in 
handles to make for an easy 
to carry mat. Measures 30” x 28” when folded. 
SULFMF.....................................................$110.00

ORDER ONLINE!
www.westernranchsupply.com

Shipping Nationwide!

SULLIVAN’S STALL DIVIDER
Stall Divider is made of square tubing with 
mesh on bottom of divider to hold 
bedding in place. Divider nails to 
the front of the stall. The divider
is 8’ in length, 42” tall at the front 
of the divider and 30” tall at 
the back of the divider (Feet sold separately)
SULSD  steel, black.................$255.00
SULSDA  aluminum..................$325.00
SULSDF  foot, steel.....................$11.50
SULSDFA  foot, aluminum............$15.00

FOLDING FITING MAT 
(Weaver)
With a gray vinyl cover to keep moisture out, these 
easy-to-clean fitting mats are designed for use along-
side cattle chutes or trimming stands for your comfort. 
The sturdy 1-1/2” thick foam padding helps relieve 
stress on the back, knees and feet when fitting cattle 
or trimming sheep. For easy carrying and storage, 
these mats come in a variety of sizes for all your 
fitting preferences.
WVRZ695201...............................................$100.00

The metal bars keep your animal from moving side to 
side they also easily lift up and lock in place to allow 
more access to your animal. Each purchase come with 
2 identical Straight Up Bars. 
SULSUB..................................................$320.00

STRAIGHT UP BARS [SET OF 
2] - BLACK

STALL CHUTE
Attach to trailer or gate for an ideal fitting and clipping 
space. Constructed with durable yet lightweight 2” 
aluminum tubing. Folds into a compact 66” x 34” 
rectangle for easy transport. Side posts conveniently 
slide into chute frame when not in use. Put side pipes 
in one of two holes - 33 ½” Lor 47 ½” L- depending 
on length of calf. 
WVRZ695088................................................$380.00
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SHOW SUPPLIES

BLACK LEAD W/BLACK CHAIN
Designed for training purposes 
and to help control stubborn or 
hard to handle animals.
WVRZPLC............................$27.00
WVRZPLCB brown...$27.00

SHOW CATTLE SUPPLIES

SULLIVAN’S LEATHER ROUND 
NOSE SHOW HALTERS

BLACK MAGIC SHOW HALTER
Glossy Black Hardware
WVRZBMMED
Med. (950-1500)......................$50.00

Available in brown or black.  
Made of quality leather.  
Available in 650-1000# size 
(calf, heifer, small steer) and 
850-1400# (steer, cow).
SULABLS   black 650-1000#.................$41.00
SULABLM  black 850-1400#.................$42.00
SULABRS   brown 650-1000#...............$41.00
SULABRM  brown 850-1400#...............$42.00

1ST CLASS SHOW HALTER
combines the class and sleekness of 
matching leather and hardware 
with our popular NEW Sullivan’s 
Showman’s Texturized Grip 
making it a one-stop shop 
when choosing a halter. This halter looks clean and 
flawless in the show ring without drawing attention 
away from the animal. 
SULFCSHS small, black.................$49.00
SULFCSHM medium, black.............$50.00
SULFCSHL large black..................$50.00

Great for using on your calves at the 
fair.  Just slip around the neck of 
your calf when tying out in the 
evening for added insurance if your 
calf slips out of his halter. Available in black, black 
w/ purple, black w/white, black w/red, blue, blue w/ 
white, maroon, maroon w/ white, lime & pink, pink 
w/ white and green.
 ASSORTED COLORS           1/2” poly......$7.50

SULLIVAN’S NECK TIE

WEAVER POLY ROPE 
COW HALTER

WEAVER POLY NECK ROPES
Made from twisted, tight weave 
polypropylene, this neck rope 
features a slide adjustment for 
fitting any neck size. A braided 
snap end offers added strength. 
Brass plated hardware.
Measures 1/2” x 10’ ......................................$8.00

Made from top quality poly rope, 
this halter comes in a great selection 
of trendy and classic colors. This 
halter offers the perfect combination of durability 
and value. Lead measures approximately 7’ long.
Available in assorted colors...........................$6.00

Prevents chafing that 
occurs on the nose or 
ear after prolonged 
halter use.  Super durable 
to keep looking good 
after prolonged use.  
Velcro makes it easy to put on and take off.
SULNNPD   pad......................................$7.50

NEOPRENE NOSE, 
NECK OR EAR PAD

ROPE HALTERS
High quality handmade rope halters
offer an extra foot of rope.  
Size:  1/2”, 13’ length.  
Available in black, black w/ purple, 
black w/ teal, black w/white, 
black w/red, red, blue, blue w/ white, maroon, 
maroon w/ white, pink w/ white, purple and green.
Assorted colors: 1/2” poly..................$6.00
HLTCOW3 3/4”, blue only..........$10.00

STIERWALT BREAKING HALTER
Nickel plated hardware 
designed by Kirk Stierwalt
that allows for quicker pull-
and-release action to help 
prevent swollen jaws often 
caused by the slower release of 
conventional breaking halters. This unique hardware 
also helps prevent the poly rope from rubbing togeth-
er for easy sliding action while still preventing the 
halter from slipping off. The pressure points and easy-
slide action of this halter simulate the performance 
of a show halter and chain so your calf gets used 
to the feel of a show halter sooner. Lead measures 
approximately 7’ long.   
WVRZ357910H10  black........$10.00
WVRZ357910H11  blue..........$10.00

DOUBLE TIE CLIPPING HALTER
Eliminates the need for two halters! 
Quality poly rope design has 
a lead on each side for tying 
animal to a chute, helping to 
minimize head movement during 
clipping. Halter is for use in chute only; not intended 
for leading animal. Do not tie on the right side only.  
WVRZ357915H10  black..........$13.00

Trimming horse and cow hooves is quick and easy 
with this heavy-duty tool.  Helps prevent 
sore, ill-shaped or cracked hooves.  
Trimmer features 32” handle and 
3” wide cast steel cutting blades.
MLCTRIM....................$96.50

HEAVY DUTY HOOF TRIMMER

NOSEBAND COVERS
Neoprene noseband covers add 
cushioning and comfort to help protect 
your animal’s nose from chafing 
and hair loss. Measures 8” long. 
Sold in packs of two. 

WVRZNB2 blue/lime.............$13.00

BULL LEADS
Chain link fits onto the hook and also fits between 
the hook and handle without sliding. 
STNLEADC with chain.................$19.00
STNLEAD without chain............$16.00

AUTOMATIC SHOW LEAD
Gives nose shorter look than most 
leads. Auto-lock deisgn for easy 
removal. Strong diecast aluminum.
STNLEADAA........................$24.50

SPRING LOCK SHOW LEAD
Spring action, holds nose piece closed 
when attached to animal. Quick 
insertion/removal. Sturdy, rust 
resistant, zinc die cast construction. 
Nose piece 2” x 3” across center diameter. Overall 
length 4 1/2”
STNLEADS..............................................$13.00

BRAHMA WEBB NOSE LEAD
Use this easy to clean lead to 
help with an animal that has 
a nose ring.
WVRZ801003BLK  
black............$10.00
WVRZ801003BWN  
brown..........$10.00

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

54” WEAVER Show Sticks
WVRZ54BLU Hurricane Blue........$20.00
WVRZ54PL Pink Leopard............$32.00
WVRZ54RZ Rainbow Zebra.........$32.00
 MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

60” WEAVER Show Sticks
WVRZ60LIM Lime Zest................$20.00
WVRZ60ZEB Zebra black/white....$36.00
 MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

SULLIVAN’S Cattle Show Sticks
Made of aluminum alloy with golf style
handle.  Sullivan’s show sticks 
available in silver, black, blue, pink, crosses,
red. purple, begal tiger, leopard and green zebra

54” Sullivan’s assorted colors.........$22.00
60” Sullivan’s assorted colors.........$22.00

SHOW STICKS

SOFT STROKE
The Soft Stroke slides on to any 
Sullivan Show Stick to provide 
a massaging, scratching tool. 
Often, cattle are sensitive to the metal hook of a 
show stick. The pliable plastic construction of the 
Soft Stroke makes even the most jumpy cattle more 
relaxed with its gentle feel. The Soft Stroke works 
exceptionally well as a calming aid to make cattle 
stand still while clipping for long periods of time. 
Show Stick sold separately.
SULSOF.....................................................$15.00

ORDER ONLINE!
www.westernranchsupply.com

Shipping Nationwide!
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SHOW SUPPLIES
STIERWALT PROFOAM GROOM-
ING MOUSSE
A must-have for training hair, clipping and 
show day prep, this mousse is a great 
addition to your showbox. Your animal’s 
hair coat will have a thick, natural look with 
just the right amount of holding power. 
For daily care, use with ProCharge. For 
show day, use with ProPolish or ProPink 
for lighter hold or with ProGloss for firmer hold. 
Formula is perfect for show cattle, but also is great 
for goats and lambs.
WVRZPFOAM 17.5 oz........$9.00

STIERWALT FIRM ADHESIVE
Offering the strongest holding power in 
our line of adhesives with little to no fall 
down, this quick-response formula is per-
fect where maximum hold is needed and 
is a must-have for the stiffest, shortest and 
most unruly of hair coats. This formula dries 
with a white cast and is perfect for use with 
ProTouch paints. 
WVRZ692003 10 oz.............$8.50

ADHESIVES

STIERWALT LIGHT ADHESIVE
User friendly and forgiving, this adhesive is 
perfect for both novice and experienced fitters.  
The lightweight and flexible formula works 
well on soft, manageable hair that requires less 
hold.  With a slightly white tint as it dries, this 
adhesive adds body, volume and definition.
WVRZLA 10 oz...............$8.50
STIERWALT MEDIUM 
The ideal choice when moderate hold is 
needed. This adhesive builds volume and body 
while adding definition and shape to average, 
typical hair coats.  With a slightly white tint as 
it dries, this is the perfect adhesive to provide 
a firm yet workable hold for a natural look.
WVRZMA 11 oz...............$8.50
STIERWALT STRONG 
With a slightly white tint as it dries, this ad-
hesive is the perfect choice for stiff, stubborn 
hair and provides a long-lasting, firm hold 
with minimal to no fall down.
WVRZSA  10 oz...............$8.50

STIERWALT NATURAL HOLD
No paint, no problem - this is the industry's 
first product specially formulated for non-paint 
shows. Unique formula promotes a natural 
hair look while providing ideal holding power 
for a variety of hair types. Quickly drying to 
a hard finish.
WVRZ692004 10 oz...............$8.50

STIERWALT PROENHANCER
With adhesives alone, gaps and holes may 
remain in the leg hair that prevent a 
balanced appearance. ProEnhancer 
increases the volume of leg hair by coating 
each shaft individually without clumping 
and filling the gaps to prevent see-through 
while creating the appearance of bigger 
leg bone. ProEnhancer’s quick drying action allows it 
to be easily clipped and covered with touch up paint 
for a ring-ready look. Recommended for show day 
use only on both black and colored cattle
WVRZ692205 10 oz.............$9.00

ADHESIVE REMOVERS

A great product used for the safe and 
effective removal of show day preparations.  
Hocus Pocus contains no harsh products that 
effect hair coat or skin.  Simply spray on, rub 
in, and shampoo with Sullivan’s Clear Choice 
Shampoo.  Hair will perform naturally upon 
completion.  For best results blow out before 
washing.
SULHP  17 oz..............$10.00

SULLIVAN’S HOCUS POCUS

STIERWALT PROREFIT
This adhesive remover effectively removes 
all the show day adhesives and touch up 
paints for maxium results with minimum 
effort.  No oily residue is left behind, mak-
ing it perfect for refitting.  Recommended 
for show cattle but suitable to use on all 
livestock.
WVRZPR  14 oz..........$9.00

With It’s Gone, safe cleanup of paints, glues, adhesives 
and other show day grooming products is fast and easy 
without the use of petroleum, toxins or carcinogens.  
This gentle, plant-based formula rinses clean with 
water and won’t dry out the coat or skin.
EQBEZIG32 32 oz......................$25.00
EQBEZ1G4 gallon.....................$65.00

EZALL IT’S GONE ADHESIVE 
REMOVER

SULLIVAN’S E Z COMB ADHESIVE

A unique adhesive designed for a natural and clear 
look that you can comb through with ease.  Strong 
enough for legs and easy to comb through for body 
hair.  Formula One does not gum up comb or pull 
out leg hair.  Hair clips off nice and clean without 
clogging clipper blades.
SULF1             14 oz clear...................$9.00

SULLIVAN’S FORMULA ONE 
ADHESIVE

An adhesive for good haired cattle.  Can be used on 
legs or body.
SULEZ              14 oz. clear...............$9.00

The strongest adhesive for hard to hold, coarse stub-
born hair.  You can depend on Tail Adhesive.  It has 
the holding power you desire.  Used to form tail bush 
and on leg hair where a fuller, stouter look is desired.
SULTA              14 oz...........................$9.00

SULLIVAN’S TAIL ADHESIVE

SULLIVAN’S PRIME TIME 
ADHESIVE
Primetime is Sullivan’s strongest leg adhesive.  
Designed for medium length, thinner type hair.  The 
natural look with a little more holding power.  
SULPT            14 oz. clear......................$9.00
SULPTB              14 oz. black....................$9.00 

SHOW CATTLE 
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SULLIVAN'S LINIMENT HAIR 
STIMULATOR
This fantastic hair stimulator chills hide and hair, 
refreshes hair and makes hair stand on end.  Use as 
a hair popper for clipping, working hair at shows 
or show day grooming.  Liniment Hair Stimulator 
contains no harsh acetones to damage hair like other 
liniments.  Mix 1/3 Hair Stimulator with other groom-
ing products such as Kleen Sheen and Zoom Bloom.
SULLH1  pint........................$18.00

STIERWALT PROPINK BY LUSTER’S
Features the original Luster's Pink Brand 
Sheen Spray formula. Lightweight condition-
ing ingredients like mink oil and wheat germ 
provide long lasting body, volume and ultimate 
shine.  Apply last in show day prep for the 
perfect show ring appearance.  Also works 
great for leg wool on lambs.
WVRZPP  14 oz...............$8.00

STIERWALT PROGLOSS 
FINISHING SPRAY
This multipurpose finishing spray features  
lightweight oils that give the hair coat a beau-
tiful shine and luster.  Provides a glossy finish 
on show day.  The replenishing and protective 
properties also make it great for everyday use.
WVRZPG 12 oz................$9.00

SHOW SHINE
Formulated with moisturizing argan oil to 
bring out your animal’s natural shine. Light-
weight, quick-drying formula revitalizes 
animals’ dull skin and hair while super-
charging it for a radiant look on show day. 
Oils deeply penetrate skin and hair to nourish 
and protect
WVRZ693624 pint............$20.00

SULLIVAN’S FLARE
Amplifies Hair Dimension & Shine without 
weighing the hair down. Works on ALL Hair 
Types in all temperatures.
SULFLARE 5.7 oz.............$7.50

SULLIVAN’S SHOCK
Shock that lifeless, flat show day hair back to life with 
Sullivan’s Shock. This mixture of all natural ingredients 
creates a show day hair pop like no other. 
Not only does it penetrate deep, forcing the 
hair to stand at attention, but it also gives a 
deeper, fuller look to the hair while also 
adding a shine without any oil residue that 
weighs the hair down. Y
SULSHOQ qt.................$26.50
SULSHOG  gallon...........$90.00

SHOW DAY PRODUCTS

The fantastic "lite oil" with a pleasant scent.  Will 
freshen up the hair.  Less greasy with all the shine.  
Spray on before entering the show ring for the final 
bloom.  Requires no washing out.
SULFB  11 oz.........................$9.00

SULLIVAN'S FINAL BLOOM

A multi-purpose grooming product for training of 
hair, show day or clipping.  It creates a stronger, 
thicker appearing hair coat.  Hair will look natural 
with the holding power you desire.  Works great with 
Zoom Bloom for show day grooming.  Available 
in black and clear.
SULBSM   14 oz. black.............$9.25
SULCSM   14 oz. clear..............$9.25

SULLIVAN'S STYLING MOUSSE 
SPRAY FOAM

STIERWALT PROREMOVER, LIQUID
Effectively removes all show day adhesives 
and touch up paints. For best results, let 
product sit 5-10 minutes before washing 
with Stierwalt ProWash Mild Shampoo. 
Recommended for show cattle but suitable 
for use on all livestock. Includes Inverted 
Sprayer. 
WVRZ693102 qt..................$24.00
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SHOW SUPPLIES

CONDITIONING TREATMENT
Weaver Conditioning Treatment provides 
essential hair nutrition while adding body, 
shine and set for the perfect pop and bloom. 
We recommend this product as a daily treat-
ment for stressed or damaged hair. Suitable 
for use on all livestock.
WVRZ693602 quart............$18.00

SULLIVAN’S RELAX HAIR 
STRAIGHTNER
Sullivan’s Relax is the perfect 
solution to help straighten curly, 
kinky and wavy hair. Use Relax in the 
final days leading up to a show, when 
clipping and on show day. The 
repeated use of Relax causes the curl 
to release so the hair extends to its fullest length, 
giving your animals hair better body and “pop.”
SULRLX  10oz...$10.00

STIERWALT PROPOLISH
A light hair polish that is non-sticky when 
dry, this product repels dust and dirt while 
protecting hair and wool from the harsh en-
vironment. Adds shine while improving hair 
and wool quality and manageability
Excellent for clipping
WVRZ693100 qt.................$14.00

STIERWALT PROCONDITIONER 
NOURISHING VITAMIN 
TREATMENT
This thick cream conditioner features a 
unique blend of coconut oil, shea butter, 
jojoba oil and vitamin E for the ultimate 
conditioning treatment that’s light enough 
to leave hair silky while substantial enough 
to promote a healthy hide. Fortified with wheat protein, 
this peppermint-scented formula helps strengthen hair 
for a healthy look and feel. Non-greasy and lightweight, 
this conditioner won’t weigh hair down and can be 
diluted for use as a daily leave-in treatment or full 
strength to spot treat dry, flaky areas. Recommended 
for show cattle but suitable for use on all livestock.
WVRZ693010 qt.................$20.00

SURE COAT
Promotes hair growth in a flake free 
formula that utilizes natural oils geared 
for feeding hair follicles. The nutrient 
molecules in this product are small 
enough to be absorbed by the hair shaft, 
promoting quick hair growth
SULSSCG gallon....$105.00

SULLIVAN'S KLEEN SHEEN
The very best daily hair care formula with ultra 
shine.  Kleen Sheen builds hair strength.  It contains 
a built-in hair and skin conditioner and helps train 
hair.  Animals stay cleaner.  Available in quarts 
and gallons.
SULKS1  quart....................$16.00
SULKS4  gallon..................$32.00

SULLIVAN'S REVIVE
Sullivan's Revive is a revolutionary product to 
promote healthy and beautiful hair coats.  Revive 
restores natural oil and nutrients to the skin and hair 
and brings life and vigor to dull dry hair.  Great for 
use at home to nourish the hair or use it at the show 
as a grooming aid.
SULREV  17 oz.......................$10.25

STIERWALT CREAM PROTOUCH
An ideal choice for color shades from yellow 
to golden, Stierwalt Cream ProTouch is the 
first of its kind to be offered for cream and 
blonde cattle. This paint has the ability to 
blend many different shades and tones of 
hair on a variety of breeds like Charolais 
crosses. The more coats added, the darker 
the color becomes, giving the ultimate 
flexibility for the perfect final look. 
WVRZ692109 10 oz.............$9.00

STIERWALT SMOKE GREY 
Gray colored cattle are hard to match with a 
single paint color, but this paint is different 
because of its adaptability and versatility. 
Smoke Gray ProTouch can change from 
light to dark as each coat is applied, making 
it perfect for blending different shades of 
gray together. Perfect for use on breeds like 
Charolais crosses.
WVRZ692108 10 oz.............$9.00

STIERWALT FAWN PROTOUCH
This touch up paint is ideal for lighter red 
cattle breeds with a yellowish cast, including 
light Herefords, Red Angus, Gelbvieh, Cha-
rolais, Limousin and more. When using this 
paint, remember that the color will darken 
with additional coats and that drying time 
will vary based on conditions.
WVRZ692105 10 oz.............$9.00
STIERWALT CINNAMON PROTOUCH
Ideal for red-colored cattle like darker 
Herefords, Red Angus, Gelbvieh and others, 
this touch up paint is great for enhancing 
the hair coat.
WVRZ692104 10 oz.............$9.00

STIERWALT RUST PROTOUCH
Use this touch up paint on any breed of 
lighter maroon-colored cattle like Short-
horns, Maine-Anjou, Simmental and others. 
WVRZ692103 10 oz.............$9.00

STIERWALT MAXX BLACK
For a deep, rich black look with a touch of 
shine, use this new paint after Stierwalt Base 
Black to complete Kirk’s special two-step 
process for finishing the perfect leg. Maxx 
Black is specially formulated to highlight 
the depth and dimension achieved by Base 
Black without breaking down adhesives like 
other shiny paints. 
WVRZ692107 10 oz.............$9.00

STIERWALT PROTOUCH PAINT
Enhances cattle hair by adding fullness 
and dimension to get animals noticed 
in the show ring.  Does not weaken 
adhesives and are perfect for matching, 
blending, or enhancing the hair coat.  
Can also be blended with other 
Stierwalt ProTouch Paints to achieve a 
perfect match.  Remember that the color will darken 
with additional coats.  Drying time will vary based 
on conditions.  Free of methylene chloride, making 
them safer for users, animals and the environment.  
WVRZPTWP 10 oz......................$9.00

STIERWALT TOUCH UP PAINT
Provides a natural black color ideal for 
enhancing the animal's black color when 
needed, especially on hooves.  Also covers 
show day adhesives without weakening 
the hold.
WVRZPTBB 10 oz..........$9.00

SULLIVAN’S POWDER’FUL
The first hair building powder spray 
specifically designed for livestock hair. 
Great for legs, bellies, flanks, top-lines, 
and tail heads.
SULPFBK black...$10.00
SULPFWK white...$10.00

Ultra White Touch-up covers stained or faded hair 
with a smooth natural powder white color.  This is 
great for giving hair a thick full appearance and does 
not break down adhesives.
SULWTU                                14 oz.............$9.75

SULLIVAN'S JET BLACK TOUCH-
The blackest, most natural colored touch-up ever!  Jet 
Black Touch-up covers completely and the hair will 
appear thicker, fuller and deeper black.  Works well 
on dull hair and will not break down your adhesives.  
SULJBTU                       14 oz................$9.75

SULLIVAN'S BLACK FINISHER
This black Touch-Up delivers the deepest black and 
most natural shine.  Gives you great coverage and 
build-up on the hair but will not break down your 
leg adhesives.  Jet Black Touch-Up will still be 
available for those customers that desire a more flat 
black appearance..  
SULJBF                      14 oz.............$9.75

SULLIVAN'S ULTRA WHITE 
TOUCH UP

SULLIVAN'S BLACK VELVET 
HAIR DYE
Turns grey, red-tinted or faded hair into 
beautiful jet-black color.  Infuses the hair 
with more softness, body and an incredible 
shine. Comes w/dye activator.
SULBV  4 oz kit......$10.00

TOUCH UPS & DYES

PRODYE LIVESTOCK HAIR DYE
Enhance the color of your calf or lamb legs by 
using ProDye 
for a deeper black 
appearance and 
uniform color from 
front to back. The end 
result will give you 
a bright, balanced and fresh looking animal. This 
unique livestock-focused formula was developed 
specifically with the show animal industry in mind.
WVRZ692900...............................$24.00

DAILY HAIR CARE

This is a conditioning formula that provides 
essential nutrition to replenish, nourish and 
restore the natural beauty of the hair coat 
for the perfect bloom.  Use daily to restore 
stressed or damaged hair.
WVRZPRO 16 oz............$9.00
WVRZPROG gallon...........$55.00

STIERWALT PROCHARGE 
RECONDITIONING SPRAY

BLAQ HAIR DIE APPLICATION KIT
Specifically formulated to be a 
long-lasting dye that, when 
used properly, won’t irritate the 
skin and hide of the animal. 
37oz bottle kits that have enough 
dye to do 8 – 1200lb animals. 
3 Activator Bottles. 3 Dye Bottles .1 Pair Latex Gloves. 
1 Instructional Sheet
SULBLAQAP kit.............................$48.50
SULBLAQ6 6 oz..........................$24.50
SULBLAQ37 37oz.......................$166.00
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SHOW SUPPLIES

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

SHOW PIG SUPPLIES

SULLIVAN’S SUDDEN IMPACT
Promotes healthy skin & hair on show pigs.  Restores 
natural oils & nutrients to animal skin.  Brings life & 
vigor to dry, scaly skin and coarse hair.  Will also help 
take the “red” out of dry skin.  Gives show pigs an 
unbelievable shine.  Recommended for use at home 
& shows that allow oil based products.
SULSI  17 oz........................$10.25

SULLIVAN’S HOG HEAVEN

Optimizes the skin health of pigs by replen-
ishing natural oils and reducing dryness and 
irritation for the perfect show ring shine.  
Optimal results are achieved when used daily 
as a restorative skin treatment.
WVRZSCS 16 oz...............$10.00
WVRZSCS4 gallon.............$45.00

WEAVER SWINE 
CONDITIONING SPRAY

The show day product for swine.  Gives 
a great sheen with no oily or greasy look.  
Spray over entire animal, brush in and cover 
with a light mist of water.  Better results 
achieved when used in conjunction with 
the daily Swine Shine treatment.  Requires 
no washing out.
SULHH1  quart..........$25.00

STIERWALT PROSHEEN 
CONCENTRATE
Fortified with vitamin E, pro-vitamin B5 and 
sun barrier, this formula repels dust and dirt 
from hair follicles while enhancing the hair 
coat with a lustrous shine. Spray on, comb 
in and finish by blowing dry. Apply daily to 
promote a soft luster, repel dust and dirt, and 
protect hair follicles from the sun. Washing out 
not required. Recommended for show cattle 
but can be used on all livestock
WVRZ693606 pint..............$15.00

PROHAIR 100
Promotes an ideal environment for healthy hair 
growth. Encourages the growth of new hair 
while revitalizing existing hair. Nourishing 
blend of rejuvenating argan oil that’s rich in 
vitamins A and E, hair-building hydrolyzed 
keratin, and moisture-boosting Pro-Vitamin 
B5 to maximize hair health
WVRZ693013 qt..................$25.00
WVRZ693014 gal................$58.00

DAILY HAIR CARE
SHOW CATTLE SUPPLIES

PRE SHOW
Ultimate dye-free liquid swine 
conditioner. Gives pig a fresh, smooth, 
well-conditioned look in the show ring 
like no other. Formulated to enhance 
show pigs’ natural color
WVRZ693620 qt................................$20.00
WVRZ693621 gal..............................$44.00
WVRZ693622 qt w/ bug guard..........$24.00
WVRZ693623 gal w/ bug guard........$49.00

CONDITIONING CREAM
This thick, clove-scented cream 
transforms hide, hair and wool on goats 
and sheep from dry and coarse to soft and 
luxurious. Coconut oil, shea butter, 
jojoba oil and vitamin E make this 
conditioning treatment perfect for 
daily care on all livestock as well as a 
pre-show treatment for sheep.Â  This 
cream is also great for enhancing the 
appearance of white hogs while combating dryness 
for a fresh, healthy look and show ring-ready shine. 
Recommended for use on all livestock.
WVRZ693608 qt.............................$20.00

SULLIVAN’S SMOLDER
In today’s competitive swine show 
ring setting, a sleek, fresh skin and 
hair coat is a must to reach the 
ultimate grand drive. The specially 
formulated natural emollients and 
conditioners contained in 
Smolder enrich and improve your 
skin and hair quality to achieve that 
unforgettable fresh, healthy look 
and feel of a champion. Use Smolder 
conditioning treatment daily during 
show season while at home to 
prevent dry, scaly skin and to reach 
that ultimate show ring shine. Spray full strength onto 
your show pig and brush in thoroughly. Repeat this 
process daily. Rinse off with water twice per week, 
but not immediately after applying. Let it absorb into 
the skin and hair. Apply more often if skin and hair 
conditions require. Does not require washing out
SULSMO  qt...............................$20.00

SULLIVAN’S FUNGUS FIGHTER
This tremendous liquid fungus 
treatment successfully kills existing 
fungi and prevents future outbreaks of 
ringworm. Fungus Fighter works great 
on all livestock. For prevention of fungus, 
lightly mist entire animal along with 
pen and bedding area. Foot rot, thrush, and other 
hoof and hide bacteria can also be treated with 
this product. Fungus Fighter improves overall 
hoof conditioning.
SULFF1  qt........$26.50

SULLIVAN’S FOCUS
Keep your animal calm and focused 
without the risk of becoming groggy. 
The blend of natural ingredients in 
Focus are completely safe for all 
animals. Provides a calming effect and 
takes the “edge” off unruly animals 
during stressful times such as shows. Administer 
into mouth or into a minimal amount of feed one 
to two hours before time of activity. Benefits will 
last approximately 12 hours. 
SULF08  8 oz.....$45.00
SULF16  16 oz...$75.00

CALF CALM
The herbs have a calming or relaxing effect.  Ad-
minister directly from the oral-dose syringe onto 
the back of the calf’s tongue two to four hours 
prior to competition. Administration will not cause 
droopiness or lack of coordination.  
ORLXCFCM 34 gm tube.............$11.00

CALMING & PASTE PRODUCTS

FUNGUS TREATMENT

FLY REPELLENT

A water-based aerosol fly spray that kills 
and repels common pests such as flies, 
mosquitoes, gnats, and other flying insects. 
This very effective, gentle formula is safe 
to spray directly onto a groomed animal. It 
will not break down your adhesives. Large 
15 ounce can.
SULSWAT   15 oz....................$15.00

SWAT PREMISE SPRAY

SINGLE GATE PIG PEN DIVIDER
Featuring a convenient lift gate design, these dividers 
make it quick and easy to move your pigs in and out 
of tight spots. Lightweight design can easily be moved 
around for portable versatility. Powder coated with 
an on-trend silver vein finish that prevents aluminum 
from rubbing the animal and leaving a black mark. 
•Measures 3 3 11 H x 7-1/211 W fully expanded
•Measures 3311 H x 4811 W collapsed
•Weighs 35-40 lbs
WVRZ695190 ................................$335.00

ORDER ONLINE!
www.westernranchsupply.com

Shipping Nationwide!
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SULLIVAN’S PIG WATERER
Extremely handy for the show road. 
Simply hang over the fence and fill 
with water. The Pig Waterer 
features a 2 gallon capacity 4” 
diameter tube with drinking nipple 
mounted at the bottom. Metal 
\housing prevents the tube from 
rotating, keeping the nipple in correct 
drinking position at all times. Hanging 
system allows it to be hung over 
fence in multiple height positions. 
Tie-down chains keep animal from 
lifting off fence. 
Measures 36” tall x 6” wide.
SULPW....................................$90.00
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SHOW SUPPLIES
SHOW PIG SUPPLIES

PIG FACE BRUSH WITH 
POCKET CLIP
All-purpose brush. This small 
brush is great for cleaning 
clipper blades and for showing 
pigs. Clips easily into jeans 
pocket, making it easy to carry. 
Handle measures 5” long X 1 5/8” wide.
blue, pink, purple,yellow ...............................$8.50

SULLIVAN’S PIG FACE BRUSH
This extra soft brush works great on pigs 
that have more sensitive hides and is 
small enough to fit in exhibitors 
back pocket.
SULPFB1.........................$8.50

COMPRESSION SPRAYER
These sprayers have an easy to use 
compression action. built in safety 
valve, inline filtration and adjustable 
spary nozzle. A must for the hog 
showman.
APEPS  
1 1/2 liter.................................$18.50

PUMP SPRAYER
Great for applying a variety of 
liquid products to cattle, sheep, pigs, 
and goats, this plastic sprayer 
features an adjustable nozzle for the 
perfect spray. Replacement nozzle 
available.
WVRZPS...............................$18.00

These heavy duty poly 
feeders are equipped 
with durable spring link 
clips that easily clip onto 
wire fences.  Can not be 
knocked off or turned over.  
Great for use at home or at the shows.
SULCF14  14”.......................$20.00

SULLIVAN’S CLIP ON FEEDER 

TAMPICO PIG BRUSH
Versatile brush with soft 
Tampico bristles is a showbox 
necessity. Use for daily care and 
on show day. Handle fits 
comfortably in your hand.  
WVRZ696017.................................................$9.00

SULLIVAN’S HEADS UP PIG WHIP
High quality pig whip designed to keep your pigs 
attention without leaving marks. The tassels leave 
the skin flawless while driving the pig in the direc-
tion needed resulting in the best show ring look. 
Comfortable texturized grip handle with chrome 
accents. The 6” frayed tassel popper comes in five 
color options: Neon Pink, Neon Green, Neon Orange, 
Purple or Black. 36” 
SULHUPW36BK black............................$29.50
SULHUPW36LG neon green....................$29.50
SULHUPW36O neon orange..................$29.50
SULHUPW36PU purple............................$29.50

DURABLE TIP FLEXIBLE 
PIG WHIP WITH CHROME TIP 
HANDLE, 39”
Heat sealed popper is covered with a clear polyeth-
ylene to resist fraying. Chrome accents above and 
below the handle look good in the show ring. Rubber 
handle provides superior comfort and grip.
WVRZ655096W1 black............................$15.00
WVRZ655096W2 dazzle blue.....................$15.00
WVRZ65509633 gray..............................$15.00
WVRZ655096W4 teal..............................$15.00

COOL BLUE SHOW BRACE
A terrific show day product for lambs.  
Spray evenly over the entire body to give 
the lamb a great shine & a fresh, firm feel 
to the hide.  It braces the body to make the 
lamb feel more firm to the touch.
SULCB1       quart........................$25.00

FRESHEN UP
An innovative product to moisturize and 
refresh a show lamb’s hide.  Great for show 
day or use at home to prevent hide from 
drying out.  Recommended for slick sheared 
lambs.  Does not need to be rinsed out.  One 
can will do 10-15 lambs.
SULFU           12 oz.........................$10.00

SULLIVAN’S WHITE OUT
A liquid whitening hair polish that delivers 
a renewed white appearance to dull white 
hair and skin on all white colored livestock.  
Does not require washing out.
SULSWO       quart..........................$25.00

SULLIVAN’S SILK
A tremendous product for show lambs. Use daily or 
as a show day preparation to add the ultimate silky 
smooth handle to the lambs skin. Spray evenly over 
the entire body and brush in. It continues to work long 
after it dries, leaving that slick, silky feel.
SULSLK  quart......................$25.00

EZ + LIVESTOCK SHIELD
Pre-mixed antimicrobal, fungal formula that reduces 
infectious organisms on and around livestock.  Spray 
or fog desired area.
APTEZLS32 32 oz......................$22.50
EZ + FUNGAID
Safe to use on all animals.  Topical, fungal aid for 
ringworm, rainrot, girth itch and other fungal infec-
tions.  Promotes healthy tissue, No odor, No stain.
APTFUN16 16 oz..........................$25.00

SHEEP & GOAT WHITENING 
POWDER
Ideal for slick shorn lambs and clipped 
goats that are show ring ready but 
where some improvements could be 
made to their underlying hide color 
(pink hide shows through or dark 
pigmented spots/patches are visible). 
A shaker ball in the can separates the 
formula to allow for a smooth, 
even spray. This product gives a more 
even, uniform white and bright 
appearance to the hide and/or hair of 
the animal while softening for a fresh feel that’s ideal 
to the touch.  
WVRZ692703  10 oz.............$8.50

SHOW LAMB & GOAT
SUPPLIES

CONDITIONING CREAM
This thick, clove-scented cream 
transforms hide, hair and wool on goats 
and sheep from dry and coarse to soft and 
luxurious. Coconut oil, shea butter, 
jojoba oil and vitamin E make this 
conditioning treatment perfect for 
daily care on all livestock as well as a 
pre-show treatment for sheep.Â  This 
cream is also great for enhancing the 
appearance of white hogs while combating dryness 
for a fresh, healthy look and show ring-ready shine. 
Recommended for use on all livestock.
WVRZ693608 qt.............................$20.00

PLASTIC SHEEP MUZZLE
New and improved higher grade plastic 
resin allows more flexibility and 
prevents breakage under normal 
animal use in all weather 
conditions. A removable inner 
shell with newly-added holes allow 
animal to drink easier while preventing dirt from 
collecting inside. 
WVRZ652339..............................................$19.00
SAFARI CORDURA LAMB 
MUZZLE
A new and exciting line of 
Lamb Muzzles made of 
heavy-duty Cordura 
material and vinyl 
coated mesh. Keep lambs 
from eating bedding, 
biting other animals, 
and wool picking while 
also providing 
breathability and access to water. The nylon crown 
strap provides the perfect fit. Cloth binding protects 
the edges and provides a finished look. 
SULCLMDC digital camo................$13.50
SULCLML leopard.........................$13.50
SULCLMZ zebra............................$13.50

MESH LAMB MUZZLE
(Weaver)
Made of heavy-duty Cordura
material and vinyl coated mesh.  
This muzzle helps keep sheep from eating bedding, 
biting other animals and wool picking while also 
providing breathability and access to water.  The nylon 
crown strap with adjustable slide and the improved 
rounded cone shape provide the perfect  fit.  Available 
in assorted colors...........................................$10.00

SHOW LAMB & GOAT
SUPPLIES
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PANELS 

PFTSHP4     4’ Sheep/Hog Panel (39 lbs.)...........$135.00
PFTSHP5     5’ Sheep/Hog Panel (48 lbs.)...........$165.00
PFTSHP6     6’ Sheep/Hog Panel  (53 lbs.............$190.00
PFTSHP8     8’ Sheep/Hog Panel (69 lbs.)............$235.00
PFTSHP10     10’ Sheep/Hog Panel (82 lbs.)........$295.00
PFTSHBG4  4’ Sheep/Hog Bow Gate (53 lbs.).....$205.00
PFTSHBG5  5’ Sheep/Hog Bow Gate (68 lbs.).....$255.00
PFTSHBG06  6’ Sheep/Hog Bow Gate (78 lbs.)..$295.00

“Powder Coated”

SHEEP AND GOAT SHOW SUPPLIES
ALUM SHEEP TRIM STAND 
ADJ HEAD
Designed to accommodate sheep and goats 
at any height, our adjustable headpiece 
trimming stand will make your next 
shearing or fitting session fully 
customizable! Unlike others 
on the market, our trimming 
stands are also lightweight and 
easy to transport.
WVRZ695124............................................$370.00

GOAT HALTER
This 3/4” nylon criss-cross halter features 
nickel plated hardware that’s in-line with 
today’s trends. In classic colors, this halter 
offers a secure fit. Durable nickel plated 
hardware.
WVRZ357100BL blue............$11.00

SHEEP AND GOAT LEG WRAPS
Keep leg wool and hair clean and protected with this 
Weaver Leather Livestock 
exclusive design! Introducing the 
latest innovation in the daily 
protection of leg wool and hair, this 
set of elastic leg wraps helps prevent animal from 
pulling, picking and biting at legs. Great for keeping 
leg wool and hair clean and free from bedding debris 
or feces as well as maintaining softness and man-
ageability for easy grooming, rinsing and applying 
conditioning products like ProPink. Includes four 4” 
x 41” wraps and complete use instructions. Wash in 
cold water and lay flat to dry. Purple.  
WVRZ358126..............................................$28.00

MINI ROTO BRUSH
An industry first, this brush trains leg 
wool and hair on sheep and goats. 
Now in a smaller version for use on the legs of goats 
and lambs, this brush is for use with a drill for rota-
tion that stimulates leg wool and hair growth when 
used as a part of your daily care routine.
WVRZ696000 purple.......................$13.00

PROCOOL MESH GOAT BLANKET 
WITH REFLECTIVE PIPING
WVRZ353559B4 med, red.....................$35.00
WVRZGB7 lg, lime green...............$35.00
WVRZGB8 lg, blue........................$35.00

SHEEP ROPE HALTER 
(SULLIVANS)
Strong enough for breaking and 
washing, stylish enough for 
showing.  Adjustable for lambs 
or adult sheep.
Available in black, blue/maroon,pink, neon green.
3/8” x 6’..................................................$6.00

SHEEP & GOAT HALTERS

HAND SHEARS
3 1/2” Sheep Shear 
Excellent for use on the head and legs.  Ideal for 
beginners. Unrigged.
MSWS312.............................................$35.00                   
5”, 6” Sheep Shear
Larger hand shears used for 
trimming the body.  Unrigged.
MSWS5   5”.....................$37.50
MSWS6   6”.....................$40.00

SOFT BRAID SHEEP HALTER
(Weaver)
This fully-adjustable basic rope 
sheep halter is a must-have in 
the barn.  Constructed from 
soft braid “Ski rope”.  May also 
be used on goats.  Features a lead 
that measures 7/16”x4’.  
Available in assorted colors..........................$4.50

EQUIPMENT
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Corral Panels for Sheep by Winkel Mfg.
WKLSP04  4’..................$100.00
WKLSP06  6’..................$115.00
WKLSP08 8'...................$150.00
WKLSP10  10’ ................$155.00
WKLSP12  12'.................$170.00
WKLSP124  12’ panel w/ 4' gate
  ......................$290.00

SELF-CLEANING SLICKER BRUSH
Great for fitting cattle flanks, legs and tail heads, 
this 4” wide brush reaches deep to separate and 
untangle hair while building volume and smooth-
ing out any lines.  Hair is quickly removed from 
the brush with a push of a button.  Works great on 
sheep legs too.
WVRZ696011 ............$10.00

The strongest adhesive for hard to hold, coarse stub-
born hair.  You can depend on Tail Adhesive.  It has 
the holding power you desire.  Used to form tail bush 
and on leg hair where a fuller, stouter look is desired.
SULTA              14 oz...........................$9.00

SULLIVAN’S TAIL ADHESIVE

SULLIVAN’S POWDER’FUL
The first hair building powder spray 
specifically designed for livestock hair. 
Great for legs, bellies, flanks, top-lines, 
and tail heads.
SULPFBK black...$10.00
SULPFWK white...$10.00

Comes with pinned-in handle 
and comb teeth are riveted, 
no more stripped screws.  Has 30% 
stronger teeth and five fewer teeth 
to glide through hair easier.
SULSCW.................................................$25.00

9” ORIGINAL COMB 
W/WOOD HANDLE

GROOMING SUPPLIES

ORDER ONLINE!
www.westernranchsupply.com

Shipping Nationwide!
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FLYSECT SUPER-7 (Farnam)
Provides immediate and residual insect 
control while moisturizing the skin.  
Apply every 5-10 days to maintain control.  
Effective against stable flies, house flies, 
face flies, gnats, mosquitoes, mites, chiggers 
and lice.  Safe for use on horses, foals and 
DOGS.
FNMFS71  quart..............$20.50

REPELLENTS

SILVER LINING HERBS

       BRIGHT EYES FOR DOGS
            Bright Eyes is the product to use to 
support healthy and vibrant eyes.
SLHK921       5 units....................$42.00

FNMBIOFLL large............................$7.50
FNMBIOFLS small...........................$5.50

5 month flea and tick protection.  Kills fleas.  Kills 
ticks, including those carrying Lyme disease.  Provides 
continuous action, even when wet.

BIO SPOT FLEA & TICK 
COLLAR FOR DOGS

FLEA & TICK CONTROL

ZOGUARD PLUS FOR CATS
Convenient spot-on treatment for fast-acting, 
long-lasting control of fleas, ticks, and lice. For use 
in cats and kittens 8 weeks of age or older. Kills 
all stages of fleas and ticks. ZoGuard Plus for Cats 
ontains 9.8% fipronil and 11.8% S-methoprene insect 
growth regulator to stop and prevent re-infestation. 
Do not reapply sooner than every 30 days.
DVTZOPC 3 pack.......................$14.99

For the treatment and control 
of roundworms, hookworms, 
whipworms and tapeworms.  
Available in 1 gram, 2 gram 
and 4 gram sizes.  See dosing 
table for dog weight and packet 
size needed to deworm your
dog.  Packet size is the daily 
dose.  The dog must be treated 
with this dose for 3 days in a row.  
FOR DOGS ONLY.
DVTSG10                1gram, 10 lbs.......$5.99
DVTSG20                2gram, 20 lbs.......$7.99
DVTSG40                 4gram, 40 lbs.......$12.99

Vetericyn's FDA cleared technology 
works naturally with your animal's 
body to mimic its own immune 
system response to wound and 
infection.  Also increases the oxygen 
supply to the wound promoting rapid 
healing and killing bacteria which 
eliminates the odor.
VETWOUND 16 oz......................$29.00

PET SUPPLIES
VACCINES

LIQUID WORMER-2X (Durvet)
For the removal of large roundworms and hookworms 
in DOGS and PUPPIES.  
Administer 5 ml for each 10 lbs.
of body weight.   
DVTLW02       2 oz ..........$12.00
DVTLW08       8 oz...........$19.50

SAFEGUARD CANINE 
DEWORMER (Merck) 

CANINE SPECTRA 9 
(Merck)
For the vaccination of healthy DOGS against pro-
tection against Canine Distemper, Adenovirus Type 
2, Hepatitis, Parainfluenza, Parvovirus, Leptospira 
Canicola, Leptospira Grippotyphosa, Leptospira 
Icterohaemorrhagiae and Leptospira Pomona.  Ad-
minister booster shots every three weeks until 18 
weeks of age.  Annual revaccination is recommended 
with a single dose.  
DVVSPECT9 1 ds.............................$8.75

TRIPLE WORMER 
Broad spectrum dewormer for 
DOGS & PUPPIES. Treats and 
controls seven species of worms 
including tapeworms.  
Convenient chewable, flavored 
tablets. Only one dose required.
DVTTRIPLG Medium & Large dogs
  2 count pack........$19.00
DVTTRIPSM Puppies and Small dogs
  2 count pack.........$11.00

WORMERS

WOUND CARE
VETERICYN

KENNEL JEC 2 (Durvet) 
(Kennel Cough, Intranasal)

EAR CARE

VETERICYN CANINE EAR 
RINSE
A one-step formula to clean wounds, kill bacteria and 
treat infections caused by viruses, fungi, bacteria and 
polutants.  Use to flush, clean and treat the outer ear 
and ear canal.  Kills bacteria including E.coli, Sal-
monella, Staph, antibiotic-resistant MRSA and Strep.  
In solution, it kills 99.99% of bacteria, single-cell 
organisms and fungi, making it ideal for prevention 
and control of infections and maintenance of sanitary 
conditions.  Safe pH neutral, non-toxic formula.
VETK9EAR 4 oz......................$15.00

For vaccination of healthy, 
susceptible DOGS and 
PUPPIES as an aid in the 
reduction of Canine upper 
respiratory infection (canine 
cough) caused by canine parainfluenza 
and bodetella bronchiseptica.  Safe to administer to 
puppies as young as 3 weeks of age. 
DVVPKC  1 ds..........................$6.00

5-way protection against CANINE distemper, 
adenovirus type 2 (and hepatitis) parainfluenza and 
parvovirus.  For dogs 6 weeks of age or older  give 
1ml IM or SQ.  Give beginning as early as 6 weeks 
of age, give every 2 to 4 weeks until 12 weeks of 
age.  A minimum of two doses is required for primary 
immunization.  Annual revaccination with a single 
dose is recommended.  Not for pregnant bitches.  
Requires mixing.  Order syringes separately. 
DVVSPECT5          1 ds...............................$7.25

CANINE NOBIVAC 5
(Merck)
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Focus Cat Vax 3 is a single-dose cat vaccine that aids 
against Feline Distemper (Panleukopenia), Calicivi-
rus, Rhinotracheitis. Includes Needle and Syringe.
DVVFOC  1 ds.............................$6.00

FOCUS CAT VAX 3 
CAT VACCINE

A liquid dog and cat wormer for use 
in food or drinking water for the 
removal of large roundworms (ascarids) 
(Toxocara canis, Toxocara cati, 
Toxascaris leonina). Administer one 
teaspoon (5ml) per 5lbs body weight.
DVTWFL04 4 oz.............................$6.25
DVTWL08 8 oz.............................$6.50
DVTWEPC 4 oz gel........................$7.50

WORMEZE DOGS & CATS

Designed to remove all four common worms, in-
cluding tapeworm, hookworms, roundworms and 
whipworms, it takes the guesswork out of treating 
him. It comes in an easy-to-administer chewable 
tablet, which can either be directly fed to willing 
dogs, or disguised in their food. It comes from the 
trusted Bayer brand, and is safe for pets over three 
weeks of age.
G62111335 2-25 lbs......................$19.50
G62111336 26-60  lbs......................$25.00
G62111342 45+ lbs......................$41.00

QUAD DEWORMER FOR 
PUPPIES AND SMALL DOGS

provides effective at-home treatment. Designed 
to end the unpleasant problem once and for all, it 
safely removes the common tapeworms of dipylid-
ium caninum and taenia pisiformis. It comes in an 
easy-to-administer tablet, which can be crumbled 
up and sprinkled into their food. It comes from the 
trusted Bayer brand, and is recommended for dogs 
over four weeks of age.
G62111344....................................................$26.00

TAPEWORM DEWORMER DOG

Provides effective at-home treatment. Designed 
to end the unpleasant problem once and for all, it 
safely removes the common tapeworms of dipylid-
ium caninum and taenia pisiformis. It comes in an 
easy-to-administer tablet, which can be crumbled 
up and sprinkled into their food. It comes from the 
trusted Bayer brand, and is recommended for cats 
over six weeks of age.
G62111343....................................................$18.50

TAPEWORM DEWORMER CAT

NATURAL REMEDIES EAR 
CLEANSING DROPS
For treatment of ear odor and inflammation. Daily use 
to keep ears clean and healthy.  Use daily to reduce 
the inflammation caused by ear mite infestation. 
Maintains healthy ears when used regularly. For 
use on cats, dogs, ferrets and rabbits. 
DVTNECD08  8oz............................$4.75   

ZOGUARD PLUS FOR DOGS
ZoGuard Plus for Dogs is the perfect solution to 
help protect your dogs against fleas and ticks. It 
uses Fipronil and S-Methoprene (insect growth 
regulator) as its active ingredients (same as leading 
competitor, FRONTLINE Plus) which effectively 
kills fleas, ticks (including those that may transmit 
Lyme disease) and chewing lice. ZoGuard features 
a sustained release formula which was developed to 
offer quick and long-lasting control, but with better 
value for the money.
DVTZOPD4221        1 pack 4-22#...................$5.99
DVTZOPD422       3 pack 4-22#.................$14.99
DVTZOPD23441        1 pack 23-44#....................$5.99
DVTZOPD2344          3 pack 23-44#.................$14.99
DVTZOPD45881        1 pack 45-88#....................$5.99
DVTZOPD4588         3 pack 45-88#.................$14.99
DVTZOPD891321 1 pack 89--132#.............$5.99
DVTZOPD89132       3 pack89-132#..................$14.99
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3 quart plastic feeder.
157766 3 quart..............$12.50

PLASTIC PET FOOD 
TOWER

DOG FEEDER

PLASTIC WATER 
TOWER

Made of heavy plastic construction, 
will not rust or deteriorate after years of service.  
Unique heating element is sealed inside unit for 
safety and durability.  “Anti-chew” spring protects 
6’ supply cord.  Economical to operate with 44 watts 
and 1 1/2 gallon capacity.  Automatic thermostat.
FARD19        40 watts..............................$19.75

HEATED DOG BOWL 

5 QUART HEATED PET BOWL
Prevents water from freezing.  Warms 
water to 60 degrees max. Shuts off 
automatically when out of water.  
Ceases heating until water cools to 
40 degrees. 6’ cord with chew 
protector.  Heating element 
detaches for bowl cleaning.  Plastic. Tip proof.
API93UL..........................................$17.95

3 quart capacity pet waterer.
157759    3 quart....................$12.50

metal dog feeder. 
MLRCH25  25 lb..............$32.95
MLRCH50  50 lb..............$55.00 

PET SUPPLIES

Now pets can enjoy 
a warm and cozy 
bed during cold 
weather.  Our 
unique design 
eliminates “hot spot” 
problems common 
with other plastic 
mats.  Designed for 
use in dog houses, garages, or any place your pet 
needs added warmth.  
ELECTRIC HEATED.
APIMATS
13” x 19”, 35 watts...................$58.00
APIMATM   
17” x  24”, 60 watts..................$70.00
APIMATL    
23” x  29”, 85 watts..................$80.00 

PET HEAT MATS
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GROOMING
NAIL CLIPPER
Pet Nail Clipper blades
sharpened and heat treated for strength 
and optimum cutting. The anti-slip, easy 
grip handle for safe and comfortable grooming. 
G63051065...............................................$10.00
G63051066...............................................$14.00

DEMATTING COMB
Removes tangles, dirt and loose hair.
Stimulates hair and skin follicles.
Soft-grip design. 
G63051304 med........................$11.00

FLEXIBLE RAKE COMB
Reduces shedding up to 90% while 
maintaining a damage-free topcoat. 
Soft-grip handle. 
AND65735................................................$13.00

DESHEDDING TOOL
Reduces shedding up to 90% while 
maintaining a damage-free topcoat. 
Soft-grip handle. 
G63000404..............................................$9.00
G63000406..............................................$10.00

FEEDERS & WATERERS

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

GROOMING GLOVES
Dogs, cats, and show animals all love the HandsOn® 
treatment! Gentle grooming provides an excellent 
massages and sheds loose hair effectively, even thick 
undercoats. Rubber nodules on the fingers and palms 
are perfect for grooming or bathing.
HOEGGGS green, small......................$25.00
HOEGGGM green, med.......................$25.00
HOEGGGL green, large......................$25.00
HOEGGPS purple, small......................$25.00
HOEGGPM purple, med......................$25.00
HOEGGPL purple, large......................$25.00

TOLL FREE
1-800-548-7270 Billings MT

1-800-548-5855 Great Falls MT

BIOLOGY IN
ACTIONTM

©2018 Hill’s Pet Nutrition, Inc. ®/™ Trademarks owned by Hill’s Pet Nutrition, Inc.

NUTRITION IN HARMONY
WITH YOUR DOG’S BIOLOGYTM

NEW!

NO CORN  |  NO WHEAT  |  NO SOY
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Professional 2-speed clipper with detachable blades. High speed is 
over 4,000 strokes per minute! Equipped with the new 4x4 blade drive 
which increases blade torque by 25%.  Runs so cool, fans and air vents 
that can become clogged with hair are not needed. Locking switch 
button ensures that clipper will not accidentally shut off.  Includes 
size 10 Ultra Edge blade.
ANDAGC10.................................................................$175.00

PET SUPPLIES
PET CLIPPERS

Optimal combination of power, speed and sweep for superior cutting 
performance - runs at 3300 SPM.  New lightweight, ergonomic 
design for increased comfort - over 15% lighter than previous model 
and soft, tough, non-slip, comfortable grip. Increased battery run 
time for added convenience up to 60 minutes.  2 batteries included 
for non-stop run time. No memory for consistent run time.  
OSTULTRA blue...........................................$200.00
OSTA5KB replacement battery...................$ 50.00

Powerful enough to handle the toughest job with ease and comes 
with the OptiBlock blade, ideal for sculpting and fitting.  Maximum 
two speed clipper for precise smooth results - over 4200 SPM. 
Contoured shape, easy grip and lightweight for comfort - 20% 
lighter than A5. Includes detachable blade system, so any Oster 
blades will fit.   
OSTPMAX2.............................................................$140.00

POWER MAX 2-SPEED CLIPPER

POWER PRO ULTRA CORDLESS

Professional 2-speed clipper.  High speed is over 4,000 strokes per 
minute! Blocking blade is perfect for blocking, trimming and carving.  
Includes UltraEdge Blocking blade.
ANDAGCT84.............................................................$185.00

AGC SUPER 2-SPEED PROFESSIONAL CLIPPER 
WITH BLOCKING BLADE IN STORAGE CASE

ULTRAEDGE AGC SUPER 2-SPEED
CLIPPER WITH SUPER BLOCKING BLADE
Professional 2-speed clipper. High speed is over 4,000 strokes per 
minute! Super blocking blade is perfect for blocking, trimming and 
carving. Includes UltraEdge Super blocking blade.
ANDAGC.....................................................................$185.00

ULTRAEDGE AGC SUPER 2-SPEED 
PROFESSIONAL ANIMAL CLIPPER WITH 
SIZE 10 DETACHABLE BLADE SET

FREEDOM CLIPPER RECHARGEABLE 
CORD/CORDLESS
Perfect for use on bridle path, fetlocks, ears and face.  Lightweight 
for comfortable, controlled grooming.  Freedom from cords, groom 
anywhere.  Quiet operation eases use around even the most nervous 
animals.  Memory-free Nimh battery with 1 full hour of cordless run 
time. Stainless-steel blade adjusts from fine to course and will not rust.
ANDFREE......................................................................$50.00

COUNTRY VET DOG & CAT FOOD
RANCHER’S CHOICE ADULT DOG 
MAINTENEANCE
Formulated to meet the needs of less active dogs and is designed 
to provide proper nutrition without encouraging weight gain. 
21% Protein, 9% Fat. 40 lb. RC219................................$16.00

RANCHER’S CHOICE ACTIVE 
DOG FORMULA
Formulated to meet the needs of hard working dogs and is designed 
to provide the nutrition your active dog needs to maintain proper 
condition.  26% Protein, 14% Fat. 
RC2614 40#.................................................................$18.00

CHOICE HI PROTEIN FORMULA
For the moderately active dog who does not require the higher 
fat diet to maintain conditioning.  Excellent for maturing, large 
breed dogs, dogs under physical stress or dogs recovering from 
injury or surgery.
27% Protein, 12% Fat. 50 lb. CVET2712.....................$25.00
SPORTSMAN’S SELECT
A brand new formula approved and recommended by both 
professional and amateur sportsmen and women.  The high 
energy formula is perfect for the high performing canine athlete.  
24% Protein, 20% Fat. 50 lb.  CVET2420.....................$28.00
RANCHER’S CHOICE CATS 
AND KITTENS
Formulated to meet the needs of cats throughout all life stages, 
and is designed to provide the proper nutrition cats need.  31.5% 
Protein, 11 % Fat. 40 lb. RCCAT40................................$20.00
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INDIGO DOG HOUSE 
Made with Microban is a top-of-the line igloo-shaped doghouse 
featuring an extended, offset doorway for rain 
resistance and wind protection. The heavy 
duty construction will help keep your 
pet protected from outdoor elements 
and roof ventilation allows for 
continual air flow. Indigo is made 
with Microban to fight the growth 
of stain and odor-causing bacteria. 
Made in the USA.
25942 Medium: (37.5L x 30.5W x 22.8H in.) 25-50 lbs.......$69.00
25946 Large: (43.8L x 34W x 25.8H in.) 50-90 lbs............$124.00
25944 Extra-Large: (51.5L x 39.3W x 30H in.) 90-125 lbs..149.00

PRIEFERT DOG KENNELS
PFTKP610   6 1/2’x10’  Kennel Panel........................................ $180.00
PFTKP65     6 1/2’x5’  Kennel Panel......................................... $115.00
PFTKF651    6 1/2’x5’ Kennel Front w/2’ Gate.......................... $210.00
PFTKF6101   6 1/2’x10’ Kennel Front w/2’ Gate.........................$290.00
PFTKT510    5’x10’’ Kennel Top............................................... $230.00
PFTK510      5’ x 10’  Kennel complete w/o top......................... $675.00
PFTK1010     10’ x10’ Kennel complete w/o top......................... $800.00

No tools required for 
   assembly   
Lockable door latch 
Optional tops & 
   sunshades available

DOG HOUSE

BILLINGS WESTEND LOCATION CARRIES A 
HUGE SELECTION OF PET FOOD 

PULSE ZR II (BLACK &PURPLE GALAXY)
Improved run-time of 3-hours on a single charge. Lithium-ion power 
mated with powerful rotary motor to cut any hair type. 5 speeds: 
Adjustable from 2,500 to 4,500 strokes per minutE. Equipped with a size #10 
CeramicEdge blade. runs cooler and stays sharper than steel. Works with all 
UltraEdge® CeramicEdge® and Show Edge blades. 

AND79015       blk w/ 10# blade...............$378.00 
AND79050       purple w/ 10# blade..........$378.00
AND79045       blk w/ superb blade..........$395.00 
AND79025       replacement battery............$90.00 
AND79073       charger................................$62.00
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SMALL ANIMAL FEED
GOAT

GOAT CHOW
16% Protein
Can be fed to dry does, growing does, bucks pygmy goats, show goats 
and as a milking ration 
PUR01403......................................... $22.00

GOAT CHOW MINERAL
Rich in nutrients essential to the proper development and well-being 
of goats of all ages and breeds  
PUR53551 25lb.....................$15.50

GOAT BLOCK
18% Protein.  Enhance a goats diet on native range or Pasture
PUR05388 33.3lb.................$16.00

CHICKEN

LAYENA PLUS OMEGA
Made with flaxseed, which not only supports a healthy flock, but 
also provides enhanced nutrients in their eggs 
PUR47462...............................................$17.00

LAYENA PREMIUM
16% protein high calcium ration formulated for top producing lay-
ing birds once they reach 18 weeks of age 
PUR56922  (pellet 50 lb)............ $17.00
PUR57282  (crumble 50 lb)........ $17.00
EARTH FIRST CHICK STARTER GROWER
Crude protein 20%, Crude fat 4%. This is a complete and balanced 
diet for growing chickens. Feed free choice from hatch until laying 
age, or if a broiler, until harvest size is reached. 
01014011   40 lbs.........$23.75
EARTH FIRST COMPLETE LAYER
Crude protein 16%, Crude fat 3%. This is a complete and balanced 
diet for laying chickens. Feed from first egg is laid throughout the 
time of egg production. 
01014041  40 lbs.........$23.00

SNP ORGANIC 3 GRAIN SCRATCH
Corn-free, Non-GMO Project Verified, and Certified Organic prod-
uct. This product is intended as a supplemental treat to a complete 
diet feed as it does not contain trace nutrients, probiotics and en-
zymes found in Layer. Scratch should be offered in smaller amounts 
than their feed due to the high carbohydrate content which can result 
in fattening your birds.
91799525  40 lbs...........$27.50
SNP NATURALLY FREE LAYER
Non-GMO Project Verified and Certified Organic product. Soy free 
and corn free. Contains a high amount of calcium and slightly lower 
protein levels than our Naturally Free Organic Grower. The calcium 
is used by hens to produce strong eggshells and should only be fed 
to birds that are laying or will lay in the near future. This feed is 
suitable for ducks, geese and all waterfowl.
91799532  40lbs.......................$34.00

HOMESTEAD LAYER (Hubbard)
Crude protein 17%, Crude fat 3%. made with only natural grains 
and proteins. These grains are balanced with vitamins and minerals 
to encourage optimum growth and performance. 
HUB34746  50lbs......................$14.50

SCRATCH GRAINS (Purina)
Can be fed to adult chickens, ducks, geese and turkeys to encour-
age natural pecking and feeding instincts. Scratch Grains is a grain 
supplement, not a complete feed and should not comprise more than 
10% of the birds’ diet.
PUR57287  25lbs.........................$8.00
PUR57288  50 lbs........................$15.00

FLOCK RAISER CRUMBLES (Purina)
A 20%-protein nutrient-rich ration that provides starting, growing 
and finishing nutrition for broiler/meat bird or a mixed flock of 
chickens, ducks and geese from hatch until laying age (18-20 weeks 
chickens, 20-24 weeks ducks; geese start laying the spring after they 
were hatched) and for turkeys from 8-10 weeks until laying age of 
30-32 weeks.
PUR57269  50lbs........................$19.50

POULTRY ANTIBIOTICS 
AND SULFAS

PROZAP INSECTRIN DUST SHAKER 
(Durvet)
For control of northern fowl mites on poultry.  Contains .25% 
permethrin.     
DVTID2        2 lb................................$9.00
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RABBIT
RABBIT CHOW COMPLETE
Pelleted, highly palatable food with all the essential nutrients for 
growth, maintenance and reproduction. It has the right balance of 
protein, fiber and critical nutrients, making it an excellent food for 
all types of rabbits of all ages.
PUR55798  25 lb..........................................$10.00
PUR55799  50 lb..........................................$19.50

FARM CLUB RABBIT 18%
Made to promote good health and optimum performance in rabbits. 
This feed is ruminant meat and bone meal free.
PUR0028974  50 lb...........................................$17.00

FISH
GAME FISH CHOW
Complete and balanced 32%- protein, extruded, multi-particle size 
product designed to be fed to a wide variety of fish species and wide 
range of sizes of fish.  Purina® Game Fish Chow® feed is rich in 
nutrients essential for optimal fish growth, reproduction and overall 
health. It works naturally with everyday food sources in your water 
to address poor nutrition, which is the most significant limiting 
factor in the size and health of forage fish. 
PUR01363  50 lb...........................................$38.00

HIGH PERFORMANCE POULTRY PAK
Water soluble vitamin and electrolytes mix for use in starting 
poultry during periods of reduced feed intake.
DVTPV04                  4 oz............................$10.00
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ELECTRIC POULTRY NETTING 
(Tru Test)
Green. Fast and easy set up/teardown.  Includes 
warning sign, corner 
stakes, basic repair kit and 
installation instructions.  
Great for organic chicken 
operations.  
Double spike posts. 
See page 2 for a list 
of chargers.
SPD821955 
165’x43”...............$246.50

CHICKEN 
HEATER BASE
(Miller)
MLRHB125 
150 watt............$45.00

Bases are made of high impact 
virgin plastic which is shock 
resistant and extremely durable.
Jugs are made of linear
polyethylene plastic and are
translucent, which makes 
seeing the water level easy.
MLR7506    gallon w/screw on base..........$3.75
MLR7806    gallon w/lock on base............$3.99

POULTRY WATERERS (Miller)

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Large plastic automatic waterer
that is rust-proof, dent-proof
and easy to fill.  The 
vacuum-sealed cap creates an
automatic water flow.  The 
rugged handle makes 
transport around the yard 
easy.  Jar snaps compactly 
into the base.
MLRPPF5                 5 gallon ..............$37.00
MLRPPF305 cap......................$1.50
MLRPPF308 lid.......................$7.00

AUTOMATIC CHICKEN 
WATERER (Miller)

Metal chicken waterer.
MLR302  
2 gallon...............$19.00
MLR303  
3 gallon...............$27.95
MLR305  
5 gallon...............$29.95
MLR308  
8 gallon...............$42.95

CHICKEN FOUNTS (Miller)

Hanging feeders save floor space, 
reduce waste by eliminating scratching, 
and cut down on debries in the 
feed.  Constructed of heavy-gauge 
galvanized steel for many years 
of service, with rolled edges for 
safety.
MLR9112           12 lb. feeder............$14.95
MLR914043 30 lb. feeder............$21.95

HANGING FEEDERS (Miller)

GALVANIZED HIGH CAPACITY 
POULTRY FEEDER
Stores and dispenses up to 
25 lb. of mash, pellet, or 
crumble feed. Chute design 
provides a steady flow of feed. 
Feed saver grid prevents 
overfilling and keeps birds 
from sweeping feed out. High Capacity 
Poultry Feeder is easily mounted on wall or 
frame. Comes completely assembled and 
ready for use.
MLR171267......................................$40.00

HEATED POULTRY FOUNTAIN
3 gallon capacity. Keeps water 
from freezing during the winter. 
Thermostatically controlled to 
operate automatically. 100W 
of power. Fills from the bottom 
without having to remove the 
reservoir. Ideal for year round 
use.
FARHPF100.......................................$41.00

POULTRY NIPPLE 4 PACK
These poultry nipples transform 
a standard bucket or PVC pipe 
into a poultry watering device. 
Nipples are easy to install and 
help keep water clean and 
prevent disease. Each nipple accomodates up 
to 4 birds. Nipples should be mounted verti-
cally. Recommended for adult birds only.
MLR172035.........................................$4.95

HEN HYDRATOR
The translucent bucket was designed to 
provide UV protection to 
prevent algae growth and 
allow for easy viewing of the 
water level. Lid fits tightly to 
prevent spills and protects contents while 
easy-to-remove fill plug allows for refilling 
without having to remove the entire lid. Each 
of the 4 nipples can accommodate up to 4 
birds.
MLRHH135.........................................$19.95
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Still air incubator.  The 9200 Still Air Incubator is 
made of thermal plastic, allowing the unit to hold 
warm and constant temperatures.  It features two 4" 
x 8" windows for easy viewing which are ideal for 
educational purposes.  The 9200 comes complete 
with thermometer, snap-action thermostat, and 
built-in moisture ring.  Holds 
70 chicken, 200 quail, 90 
pheasant, or 40 duck or turkey 
eggs.
MLR9200 
incubator.................$49.00

INCUBATOR (Miller)

Generations

800-548-7270  800-548-7270  
 WesternRanchSupply.com WesternRanchSupply.com
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Pour-On Insecticide (Replaces Delice)
Contains 1% Permethrin, in a ready-to-use formula, 
to control lice, horn, face, horse, stable and 
black flies, mosquitoes and ticks on beef, lactating 
and non-lactating dairy cattle. For cattle: pour along 
back and down face.  Apply 1/2 oz per 100 lb body 
wt. (max. of 5 oz per animal).  
DVTPERM1 gallon...................$20.00

Ready-to-use pour-on for fly and lice control in all 
cattle. Apply 7.5cc/500# body weight from neck 
down over shoulders. 15cc maximum for animals 
over 1000#. 14 day retreatment is recommended. 
1 pint bottle treats 3/1000# animals. No milk or 
slaughter withdrawal.

YTBRUTE 16 oz...................$ 22.00
YTBRUTE4 gallon.................$139.00
  

For intramammary infusion into dry cow.  Use early 
in the dry period but no later than 30 days prior to 
calving.  Contains, Cephapirin Benzathine.   Now with 
Aveco ends for partial or full insertion into teat canal.
BRMTOMOR syringe....................$4.25

DAIRY INSECTICIDES 

LACTATING

CEFA-LAK 
Each 10 ml syringe contains 200 mg of cephapirin 
activity as cephapirin sodium for lactating cow.  96 
hour milk out.  Now with Aveco ends for partial or 
full insertion into teat canal. 
BRMTODAY syringe...................$4.25

CEFA-DRI 

DRY

1% PERMETHRIN (Durvet)

BOSS
(Intervet/Schering-Plough)

A ready-to-use, free flowing dust 
formulation containing .25% permethrin 
for effective and long lasting control 
of face flies, horn flies and lice on 
dairy cattle.  Direct application up to 
2 oz./hd. on dairy cattle.  14 day retreatment recom-
mended. No withdrawal for dairy cattle.
DVTID2  2 lb.........................$9.00

PROZAP INSECTRIN DUST 
(Durvet)

Dairy bomb 55 contains a potent fast-acting com-
bination of natural pyrethrin and dual synergists in 
an aerosol form.  Extremely economical, this bomb 
can be used in milk houses, dairy barns and directly 
on dairy cattle.  Kills and repels flies, mosquitoes, 
wasps, crickets, hornets, roaches, spiders, ants and 
gnats.  No milk or slaughter withdrawal.  
DVTDBOMB 25 oz....................$27.00

DAIRY BOMB 55 (Durvet)

BRUTE POUR-ON (Y-Tex)

DAIRY UDDER 
OINTMENT

BAG BALM
The leading ointment for beef and dairy cattle.  Use 
for treating swollen udders and chapped teats.
BSSBALM 1 oz...........................$ 6.00
BSSBALM08 8 oz...........................$ 7.50
BSSBALM45 4 1/2 lb.....................$42.00

CORONA OINTMENT
For udders, teats, chaps, cracks, sun and wind burns 
on beef and dairy cattle.
CORC07             7 oz tube...........$11.00
CORC14              14 oz tub..........$14.75
CORC36              36 oz jar...........$27.00

DAIRY 
SUPPLIES

CTNMFIL 6 1/2", 100's............$10.00
MILK FILTERS

ADJUSTABLE MILK TUBES
An aid in removing milk from teats that cannot 
be milked naturally.  Metal tube is adjustable to 
fit all length teats.  May be used as self-retaining 
when needed.
IDN424  milk tube...................$3.00

Cow immobilizing device.  
Fits any size animal by 
pushing down on the 
adjustment button.  Very 
rugged tool made of chrome plated tempered steel.
DUM210KS kick stop.................$18.50
DUM210SP spring......................$ 2.00
DUM210EC rubber end cap........$  1.75

KICK STOP

8 quart galvanized steel pail 
with nipple and valve.  Valve 
designed to remove all the milk 
from bottom of the pail. 
Attached hanger bracket 
suspends bucket on fence.
RHN4500  pail, complete.........$16.50
RHN45002 nipple, only.............$ 4.75

TOLL FREE
1-800-548-7270 Billings MT

1-800-548-5855 Great Falls MT

Polyethylene bucket.  Attached hanger bracket 
suspends bucket on fence.
FTXCPAIL complete...............$16.50

CALF-TERIA PAIL (Rhinehart)

For fly, lice and tick control 
on beef and lactating dairy cattle.  
Pour 3ml / 100 lbs. up to 30ml 
maximum.  14 day re-treatment is 
recommended.  One quart treats 
32 head / 1000 #.  No withdrawal.
PTMBOSS quart.............Call for Price
PTMBOSS4 gallon...........Call for Price

MASTITIS
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 WesternRanchSupply.com WesternRanchSupply.com
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8” BENCH GRINDER
Has a powerful 3/4 HP 3,600 rpm induction motor for high-
speed material removal. Durability from rugged cast iron 
base to prolong life. Ideal for large grinding applications. 
DW758.................................................................$139.00

4 1/2” - 5” HIGH PERFORMANCE 
PADDLE SWITCH GRINDER
Shuts the grinder off when a wheel pinch or wheel stall 
occurs, extending the life of the gears and motor. Dust 
Ejection System™ technology clears dust and debris for 
extra protection. Power tool shuts off before overheating 
with Power-Off®Advanced Overload Protection. 
DWD28114..........................................................$159.00

4 1/2” SMALL ANGLE GRINDER
Powered by a 10 Amp motor for fast action without 
overheating. Features a non-disruptive transmission and 
reduced vibration on the handle to increase comfort and 
extend use. 
DWD28402...........................................................$89.00

14” CHOP SAW W/ QUICK CHANGE 
KEYLESS BLADE CHANGE SYSTEM
Powered by a 15 Amp motor for high performance 
without overheating. Features two tool-free systems: 
Quick-Change™ blade change system and Quick-Fence™ 
45-degree adjustable fence reduces downtime with fast and 
accurate cuts. 
DWD28715..........................................................$199.00

60V 16" CHAINSAW
The DEWALT 60-Volt MAX Chainsaw features a low kick 
back 16 in. Oregon (R), Bar and Chain for both construc-
tion and outdoor cutting applications. Its tool-free chain 
tensioning and bar tightening knob enable proper bar 
clamping force, and it features auto-oiling for continuous 
lubrication. 
DWDCCS670X1.....................................................$339.00

DEWALT BATTERIES
DWDC9096 18 Volt XRP (single)...............................................$89.00
DWDC90962 18 Volt XRP (2 pk)...............................................$139.00
DWDCB203 20 Volt 2.0 AH Li-Ion (single)................................$79.00
DWDCB2002 20 Volt 3.0 AH Li-Ion (2 pk)................................$139.00
DWDCB204 20 Volt 4.0 AH Li-Ion (single)..............................$109.00
DWDCB2042 20 Volt 4.0 AH Li-Ion (2 pk)................................$169.00
DWDCB205 20 Volt 5.0 AH Li-Ion (single)..............................$119.00
DWDBC2052  20 Volt 5.0 AH Li-Ion (2 pk)................................$169.00
DWDCB606 20 Volt Flexvolt 6.0 AH (single)..........................$139.00
DWDCB609 20/60V FlexvoltLiIion 9AH.................................$179.00
DWDCB612 20/60V Flexvolt 12AH.........................................$219.00

20 VOLT LITHIUM ION XR BRUSHLESS 
HANDHELD BLOWER
Provides the ability to clear debris with an air volume of 
up to 400 cubic feet per minute at 90 miles per hour. With 
an ergonomic and extremely lightweight design (7.1 lbs.), 
the blower is easy to control and minimizes stress on the 
arm. The variable speed trigger and speed lock give the 
user full power control. 
DWDCBL720P1....................................................$189.00

20V MAX XR LI-ION BRUSHLESS COM-
PACT DRILL/DRIVER KIT
Lightweight and compact for working in tight spaces for 
long periods of time. High-speed transmission delivers 
2 speed variations allowing users to choose the level of 
performance needed for various applications. Comfort 
grip adds balance and control. 
DWDCD790D2......................................................$219.00

20V MAX XR LITHIUM ION BRUSHLESS 
3-SPEED HAMMERDRILL
Delivers up to 75% more runtime vs. 18v NiCad brushed 
motors. XR Li-Ion batteries with fuel gauge provide 33% 
more capacity over standard packs. Heavy-duty 1/2” 
ratcheting nitro-carburized metal chuck with carbide 
inserts for superior bit gripping strength.. Kit includes 
charger and battery.
DWDCD995M2  kit......................$309.00
DWDCD995B  tool only............$149.00

20V MAX 1/2” IMPACT WRENCH KIT
Compact (5.70” front to back), lightweight (3.4 lbs) 
design fits into tight areas. 3 LED lights with 20-second 
delay after trigger release, provide visibility without shad-
ows. XR™ Li-Ion batteries with fuel gauge provide 33% 
more capacity over standard packs. Textured, anti-slip 
comfort grip provides maximum comfort and control. Kit 
comes with charger and battery.
DWDCF880M2.....................................................$269.00

DEWALT TOOLS

9-GAUGE CORDLESS FENCING STAPLER
Designed for rural applications is 100% battery operated, 
eliminating the need for fuel cells and the hassle of a hose 
and compressor. Variable power settings, tool-free depth of 
drive and jam clearing give the user confidence to get the 
job done quickly and efficiently.
DWDCFS950B bare tool only.....................$549.00
DWDCFS950P2 kit.......................................$729.00
DWDFS950B1G 9 ga 1 1/2" staples................$69.00
DWDFS9175B1G 9 ga 1 3/4" staples................$79.00
DWDFS9200B1G 9 ga 2" staples......................$89.00 20V MAX* XR® HIGH TORQUE 1/2 IN. IM-

PACT WRENCH WITH DETENT PIN ANVIL
High Torque 1/2 in. Impact Wrench with Detent Pin Anvil 
is powerful and versatile for various fastening applications. It is 
designed for comfort, speed control, and working in dark spaces..
DWDCF899B (bare tool) .....................................$249.00
DWDCF899HB (kit) ............................................$249.00

20V MAX* XR® 1/2 IN. MID-RANGE CORDLESS 
IMPACT WRENCH WITH HOG RING ANVIL KIT
Delivers up to 330 ft-lbs max of fastening torque and a lightweight, 
ergonomic design. This tool also features Precision Wrench™ 
Control, which helps to prevent overtightening in forward and 
fastener run-off in reverse.
DWDCF894B   (bare tool) .....................................$189.00
DWDCF894HP2  (kit) ............................................$379.00

20V MAX GREASE GUN 
The 20V MAX* Grease Gun powers through clogged 
grease fittings with a motor that delivers 10,000 max PSI. 
This tool is ideal for high-flow applications, with the pump 
pushing up to 5 oz. per minute. Control grease flow with 
the variable speed trigger and reach hard to access grease 
fittings with the 42 in. flexible hose. 
DWDCGG571B (bare tool)....................................$179.00
DWDCGG571MI (kit)...............................................$23

20V HAND HELD AREA LIGHT KIT
Illuminate dark jobsite work areas with the DCL050 20V 
MAX* LED Hand Held Area Light. 
DWDCL050L1 .........................................................$69.00

DEWALT LED HANDHELD WORK LIGHT 
— 20 VOLT MAX
This DEWALT® LED Handheld Work Light illuminates 
dark work areas with your choice of two brightness settings  
The 90° pivoting head allows you to direct the light in 
multiple directions to suit every situation.. 
DWDCL043............................................................$89.00

20V MAX* XR® 1/4″ 3-SPEED IMPACT DRIVER
The DCF887B 20V MAX* XR® Brushless 1/4″ 3-Speed Impact 
Driver is compact for fitting in tight spaces and increasing 
productivity. Three LED lights make it ideal for working in dark 
spaces.
DWDCF887B   (bare tool) .....................................$129.00
DWDCF887M2  (kit) .............................................$279.00

20V COMPACT CHAINSAW 12″
This battery-powered chainsaw is built to handle tough 
construction and outdoor work. The lightweight design 
maximizes user control. It brushless motor technology 
delivers extreme runtime and long motor life. Kit includes 
a 5.0Ah 20V MAX* battery, charger, and a hard bar cover.. 
DWDCCS620P1.....................................................$219.00
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Energy Efficient Concrete Waterers
5,000 P.S.I. Black Concrete reinforced with 3/8” welded rebar cages for solar heat 
and greater Strength.  Estruded Polystyrene insulation up to 2” for lower heating 
costs.  Brass non-siphon valves standard or nylon valves conveniently located for 
easy adjustment.  Self Flushing bowls with up to 3” drains.  Heavy Gauge galvanized 
or stainless steel parts for long life.  Submersible heaters for efficient direct heat 
or thermostatically controlled free-flo trickle valve for ice-free year-round.  Easy 
Hook-up for pipeline and electric units through non-siphon tube.

Smooth rounded edges eliminate 
   injury and simplify cleaning.

No Need to Bolt Down

Non corrosive Poly Hoods   

PETETHERM thermostat for all concrete waterers....... $95.00 
PETE175HE #175,,120 volt heating element (500w)..$55.00
PETE150HE #150, 20 volt heating element (350w)....$55.00
PETE450HE #450,120 volt heating element (1000w).$60.00
PETE3PLUG #15, 3” drain plug rubber....................... $20.00

Super PETE 44C Dairy & 
Feedlot Waterer
Heat: 1000 watts or Free-Flo
450 HE
Capacity:  250 Cattle
Water:  18 gallons

H25” - L44” - W30” PETE44C 1100 lbs....$890.00
   

Super PETE 34C Cattle 
Waterer
Heat:  1000 watts or Free-Flo
450 HE
Capacity:  175 Cattle
Water:  13 gallons
PETE34C 875 lbs......$795.00
   H25” - L34” - W30”

Thoroughbred II-02 
Concrete Horse & Calf 
Fountain 
Heat:  250 watts
Capacity:  12 Horses
Water:   3 gallons27.5” x 24” x 24”
PETETB2 500 lbs.....$680.00
   Thoroughbred I-02 
Horse or Calf Fountain 
Heat:  250 watts of Free-Flo
Capacity:  8 Horses
Water:  2 gallons
PETETB1 400 lbs......$630.0018” x 24” x 24”

CONCRETE WATERERS

Super PETE #74C Dairy &
Feedlot Waterer, Center Fill 

H25” - L74” - W30”

Heat: 1000 watts or Free-Flo
450 HE
Capacity:  300 Cattle
Water:  30 gallons
PETE74C 1750 lbs....$1,000.00
   

Super PETE #94C Dairy &
Feedlot Waterer, Center Fill 
Heat: 1000 watts or Free-Flo
450 HE
Capacity:  375 Cattle
Water:  38 gallons
PETE94C 2480 lbs....$1115.00
   

H25” - L94” - W30”

PETELIFT Lift Brackets for installation ..................$50.00
  (return for credit when done with)

H26” - L32” - W28”

PETE 150 CATTLE 
WATERER 
*Ideal for Horses*
Heat:  350 watts or Free-Flo
Capacity:  150 Cattle
Water:  6 gallons

BPC468PAD 2600 lbs........$300.00
*Delivery not available 

4”x 6’x 8’ CONCRETE PAD, 12” Hole

PETE150 830 lbs......$735.00
   

ENERGY 
SAVER
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The PERFORMER 
The ultimate hay tarp designed for the most demanding conditions.  Made from a triple coated heavy 
duty fabric built for maximum UV and abrasion resistance.  This sleeve style tarp uses the patented 
Super Cinch to tie down the tarp.  It can be fastened to the bale strings with the J-Hooks that come 
installed as part of the package. 

BULL FLEX 
The Bull Flex hay tarp is specifically designed for the customer who wants a tarp 
that is built tough as bull hide yet flexible enough to meet all of your covering needs. 
User friendly material provides ease of use with superior strength.
7.5 oz silver/white poly UV treated material Ties not included, can be purchased 
separately   1 year limited warranty  

INL1460  14’ x 60’, ties included (75 lbs)............................ $400.00
INL2554  25’ x 54’, ties included (96 lbs)............................ $615.00
INL3048  30’ x 48’, ties included (103 lbs)........................... $630.00

INL1452      14’ x 52’, ties NOT included (45 lbs).............................$325.00
INL2552      25’ x 52’, ties NOT included (80 lbs).............................$445.00
INL3052      30’ x 52’, ties NOT included (90 lbs).............................$520.00

INLRND 
Tarp Tie Kit, round bales, use with 
Bull Flex Tarps (40 ties)
       .....$  100.00
INLSQR  
Tarp Tie Kit, square bales, use with 
Bull Flex tarps (40 ties)  
       .......$125.00

Tarp Includes: 
Super Cinch  
Tie-down Rope 
Metal “J” Hook  
PVC Pipe in Pocket

HAY TARPS

BGUHT2533
Tarp Tie Kit, round bales, use with 
Bull Flex Tarps (40 ties)
       .......$315.00
INLSQR  
Tarp Tie Kit, square bales, use with 
Bull Flex tarps (40 ties)  
       .......$125.00
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The unique heating design keeps water open 
 in winter by heating the air beneath 
 the tank.  Most waterers heat the water,
 which costs more.
Hoskins Waterers are insulated, to save 
 on energy requirements.
Adjustable thermostat is standard on all 
 models, you set heat unit based on how
 cold it gets.

OTHER SIZES & STYLES OF WATERERS AVAILABLE
“SPECIAL ORDER”

           MODEL       VALVE     HEATER       # HEAD     L  H         W        WT.        PRICE

HOSH914D - double                 H 9-14 D           HOSVBR38          HOSHEATA           100           28”        9”          14”        60#         $455.00
HOSH922D - double     H 9-22 D           HOSVBR38          HOSHEATA           150           28”        9”           22”        85#         $535.00

HOS282617 - double                 HC 17-26        ROBR90038         HOSHEATAA        25              28”       26”         17”           85#         $585.00
HOS322620 - double     SC 32-26         ROBR90038         HOSHEATB           50              32”       26”          20”          100#       $750.00
HOS282626 - double                 C 28-26           ROBR90012         HOSHEATB          100             28”       26”          26”          108#       $755.00
HOS362626 - double                 C 36-26           ROBR90012         HOSHEATB          125             36”       26”          26”          117#       $795.00
HOS482626 - double                 C 48-26           ROBR90012         HOSHEATC          200             48”       26”          26”          140#       $915.00
HOS752626 - double                 C 75-26           ROBR90034         HOSHEAT2C        250             75”       26”          26”          180#       $1,080.00

HOSKINS LIVESTOCK WATERERS

Stainless steel float guards and brass drains 
 minimize corrosion and plugging problems.    
 Tanks slope to drain for easy clean-out.
Bob valves give years of trouble free service.
25 year guarantee on stainless steel bowl against   
 rust, corrosion and normal livestock damage.
2 year guarantee on electric heater.

HOS482626

Here’s the right waterer...
at the right time.....

and the right place is yours!

FEATURES:

CATTLE WATERERS
           MODEL       VALVE     HEATER       # HEAD     L  H         W        WT.          PRICE

HOSH922D

HOS362626

           MODEL       VALVE     HEATER       # HEAD     L  H         W        WT.          PRICE

HOS172614 - single                    HC 7-26           HOSVBR38         HOSHEATA          15              17”       26”         14”           60#         $465.00
HOS282614 - double      HC 14-26         HOSVBR38          HOSHEATA          20              28”       26”         14”           85#         $530.00

HOS172614

HOS282614

HOSH914D

BPC468PAD     4”x6’x8 CONCRETE PAD, 12” Hole (2600 lbs)..............$300.00

HORSE WATERERS

HOG WATERERS
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250 WATT

HOSHEATA.....$50.00

500 WATT

HOSHEATAA....$60.00

500 WATT
HEAVY DUTY

HOSHEATB.....$100.00

700 WATT

HOSHEATC.....$110.00

1000 WATT

HOSHEAT2B.....$135.00

1400 WATT

HOSHEAT2C...$140.00

HEAVY-DUTY THERMOSTAT
W/ SENSOR

HOSHTHERM.....$65.00

LIGHT-DUTY 
THERMOSTAT

HOSHLTH.....$15.00

250, 500 & 700 WATT ELEMENT ONLY
HOSHELA      250 W.....$35.00
HOSHELAA   500W......$35.00 
HOSHELB       500 W.....$35.00
HOSHELC       700 W.....$45.00

Single

Single

Single

Double

Single

Double

HOSKINS REPLACEMENT HEATERS,
 THERMOSTATS & ELEMENTS

           MODEL       VALVE     HEATER       # HEAD     L  H         W         WT.      PRICE
HOS321620 - double     SC 32-16         ROBR90038          HOSHEATB          50              32”       16”        20”           90#      $705.00
HOS281626 - double C 28-16           ROBR90012          HOSHEATB        100              28”       16”        26”           95#      $710.00
HOS361626 - double     C 36-16           ROBR90012          HOSHEATB        125              36”       16”        26”          100#     $740.00
HOS751626 - double      C 75-16           ROBR90034          HOSHEAT2C      250              75”       16”        26”          145#     $1,010.00

 Water is the producer’s cheapest Feed

Plenty of fresh, clean water is vitally important to livestock - winter and summer.  Waterers keep the water flowing...maintenance
 free in summer and ice free in winter (ice-free water with important savings in electrical costs).

“Will work very well under 
most brands of waterers”

HOSKINS LIVESTOCK WATERERS

Steel Prices are 
very volatile 

and are subject to 
change rapidly
 without Notice!

COMPARISONS DONE AT CARRINGTON RESEARCH CENTER
Carrington, North Dakota by Vernon L. Anderson - 701-652-2055

RITCHIE THERMAL COVER ADAPTER KIT.  A number 5 Ritchie waterer was fitted with a Thermal cover during the winter of  1988-89.  This kit contains 
parts to cover the surface of the water with insulated metal fitted with circular drinking well on each side.  Thermal caps are provided to float on the water surface 
preventing heat loss to wind or cold air.  Thermal Cover Kits are available for the No. 3 and No. 10 waterers also.
Ritchie No. 5 without Thermal cover had a retail price of**$322.00 and the cost for heating for 135 days was **$70.50.
Ritchie No. 5 without Thermal Cover (Thermal Cover cost an additional **$110.95) or a total of **$422.95 or **$399.95 if purchased with the waterer and the 
cost for heating for same 135 days was **$36.84.
HOSKINS MODEL SC-32-16 is designed as a traditional metal waterer but has some features for energy conservation and durability.  It has a curved stainless 
steel water tank.  Heat source is a 500 watt electric heater that is mounted in the air space under the tank never coming in contact with the tank itself.  This unit 
comes in a 16 inch or 26 inch high model.  Hoskins Mfg. guarantees the water tank for 25 years, the frame for 5 years and the heaters for 3 years.
The cost of this model was **$300.00 and the cost for heating over the same 135 days was **$35.58.
These comparisons were done at the Carrington Research Center Livestock Unit which is part of the North Dakota State University.  Information can be found 
in their Beef Production Field Day Booklet page number 24.
**The above comparison prices are done in 1989 and are not current.  For more information contact Western Ranch Supply Co, 1-800-548-7270.
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Round tanks listed below are made of 20 gauge steel.
KLNR82                       8                   2               718                         $335.00
KLNR92                       9                   2               909                         $420.00
KLNR102*                  10                  2              1122                        $490.00

DIAMETER
FT.

DEPTH
FT.

CAPACITY
GALLONS PRICE

ROUND TANKSOBLONG TANKS

Oblong tanks listed below are made of heavy duty 22 gauge steel
KLNRE214           2                   1                     4               48            $ 80.00
KLNRE216           2                   1                     6               75            $110.00
KLNRE218           2                   1                     8              103           $135.00

Oblong tanks listed below are made of heavy duty 20 gauge steel.
KLNRE224           2                   2                     4               102          $ 85.00
KLNRE226           2                   2                     6               159          $150.00
KLNRE2526         2 1/2             2                     6               195          $160.00
KLNRE2528         2 1/2             2                     8               266          $200.00
KLNRE328           3                   2                     8               314          $230.00
KLNRE3210         3                   2                    10              400          $295.00

WIDTH
FT.

DEPTH
FT.

LENGTH
FT.

CAPACITY
GALLONS PRICE

The oblong and round galvanized tanks listed are made of heavy 
duty 20 & 22 gauge steel.  **Please keep in mind when ordering 
10’ round tanks that a $50.00 delivery charge is administered to the 
price of the tank.

Non-rust, 
corrosion-free 

livestock water tanks.  
Bul-Tuf fiberglass 

tanks are strong and 
durable, lasting 
virtually forever.  

Available in round 
and rectangular sizes.  
Other sizes available.
Call for pricing and 

availability.

OBLONG FIBERGLASS TANKS

ROUND FIBERGLASS TANKS

MEDTS10   3 1  10 225      $  525.00
MEDRE8184 (S/O)   4 1’6”  8     250      $  450.00
MEDRE14184 (S/O) 4 1’6” 14 650     $1,000.00
MEDRE224 (S/O)   2 2 4 120      $  260.00
MEDRE324 (S/O)   3 2 4  150      $  325.00
MEDRE326 (S/O)   3 2 6 240      $  440.00
MEDRE328   3 2 8  330      $  485.00
MEDRE3210*   3 2 10 423      $  575.00
MEDRE724S(Super)  *7 2 14 1243    $1,425.00 
MEDRE820S(Super)  *8 2 20 2000    $2,500.00 

WIDTH
FT.

DEPTH
FT.

LENGTH
FT.

CAPACITY
GALLONS PRICE

                    MEDRS8 (S/O)           8               1            365             $  585.00
                   MEDR62    (S/O)        6                       2            423             $  595.00
                   MEDR82                     8                          2            750             $  645.00
                   MEDR102*                 10                        2            1140           $  945.00
                   MEDR162 (S/O)*       16                        2     3000    $3,500.00

DIAMETER
FT.

DEPTH
FT.

CAPACITY
GALLONS PRICE

GALVANIZED TANKS

FIBERGLASS TANKS

FIBERGLASS INSULATED 
WATERING TANKS

Resists Freezing
Foam Insulation
Insulated Covers
Drinkers w/Baffle
3/4” to 2” Fittings

Provide WATER when your Livestock need it
with fiberglass insulated watering tanks

MEDRE324T 4’ oblong...........................$695.00
MEDRE328T 8’ oblong...........................$1,360.00
MEDRE3210T* 10’ oblong.........................$1,450.00
MEDRE724T* 14’ oblong (S/O)................$3,150.00

Steel Prices are 
very volatile 

and are subject to 
change rapidly
 without notice!

**A $50.00 delivery 
charge is administered 

to the price of any 
10’ or larger round 

 and all 14’ long  
Fiberglass Tanks. 

A $50 delivery charge is 
administered to ALL 

insulated tanks
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MEDKIT  repair kit...........................$60.00
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ROUND PLASTIC STOCK TANKS
Stock tanks are designed for portable livestock watering.  Tank tops, sides and bottom are ribbed for strength.  
1 1/2” drain plug.  Low-density polethylene with U.V. inhibitors. 106” L x 29” H.
ARM50   (No Drain Plug) 50 gallon oval plastic tank, 50x31x12, 
   (15 lbs.).................................................................. $ 70.00
ARM100   (No Drain Plug) 100 gallon oval plastic tank, 55x31x25,
    (25 lbs.)...................................................................$85.00
ARM320  320 gallon round plastic tank, 72x24, (62 lbs.).......................$200.00
ARM920  920 gallon round plastic tank, 106x29, (137 lbs.)...................$360.00

GIANT TIRE WATER TANK

                                  NRTR8  
            $650.00

    8’ diameter only

HCP PLASTIC TANK
High Country Plastic 

100 GALLON PLASTIC WATER TANK
GIANT TIRE 

WATER TANK

approx. 2400 lbs
holds 450-500 gallons

52” L x 31” W x 12” H
RBMRE214

$80.00

52” L x 31” W x 25” H58” L x 39” W x 25” H 69” L x 63 1/4” W x 25” H
RBMRE526

$200.00

RUBBERMADE WATER TANKS
50 GALLON CAPACITY

 2’ x 1’ x 4’
OBLONG SHEEP WATER TANK

100 GALLON CAPACITY
  2’ x 2’ x 4’

OBLONG WATER TANK

150 GALLON CAPACITY
 3’ x 2’ x 5’

OBLONG WATER TANK

RBMRE224
$70.00

RBMRE325
$130.00

300 GALLON CAPACITY
 5’ x 2’ x 6’ 

ROUND WATER TANK

(No Drain Plug)

    100 gallon
50”Lx33.25”Wx24.25”H

weight: 35 lbs.
   HCPAQ100

$75.00

320 GALLON CAPACITY - ROUND
 6’ x 2’

This is the most rugged poly tank on the market. It 
features a closed-lip design that is incredibly strong 
and wont buckle to crowding livestock. 55 lbs.
KLNPR62................$219.00

580 GALLON CAPACITY - ROUND
 8’ x 2’

Same qualities as the 6’x2’, rugged, close lipped, 
very strong. 83 llbs.
KLNPR82................$299.00
1100 GALLON CAPACITY - ROUND

 10’ x 28”
Much like the 6’x2’ and the 8’x2’ tanks strong, 
rugged, close lipped.  135 lbs 
KLNPR102.............$419.00

750 GALLON CAPACITY - OBLONG
7’X8’X28”

As EPA regulations and SPCC requirements tighten, 
many people in agricultural, industrial and automotive 
applications have transitioned to using our standard 
stock tanks as low cost, small scale secondary con-
tainment. 
KLNPRE7828...............................................$460.00
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ARM200      200 gallon, 52” Dia.x30” Tall, 8” lid, 2” fitting......$185.00
ARM305     305 gallon, 60” Dia.x30” Tall, 8” lid, 2” fitting.......$300.00
ARM350     350 gallon, 62” Dia.x34” Tall, 8” lid, 2” fitting.......$260.00
ARM450     450 gallon, 62” Dia.x41” Tall, 8” lid, 2” fitting.......$300.00

Pickup tanks are selected as applicator tanks or when 
transportable (non-D.O.T. regulated) containment is required. 
Designed to fit most full-size pickup trucks.   Manufactured 
from medium-density polyethylene with U.V. inhibitors and 
designed for containment of liquids of up to 1.7 specific 
gravity.  Walls are translucent for level viewing and equipped 
with gallon indicators.

PICKUP TANKS

Vertical tanks are free standing with a flat bottom for indoor or outdoor 
installations.  Tanks are manufactured from polethylene with U.V. 
inhibitors.  Tank walls are translucent for level viewing and equipped 
with gallon indicators.

ARM2000     2,000 gallon.........$1,175.00
weight-375 lbs.

90”Dia.x84”High, 16” lid, 2” fitting
ARM3000     3,000 gallon ........$1,500.00

weight-550 lbs.
90”Dia.x120”High, 16” lid, 2” fitting

VERTICAL TANKS

ARM1000    1,000 gallon........... $850.00
weight-250 lbs., 64” D x 81” H

ARM1500    1,500 gallon........... $840.00
65” D x 86” H

2” full port MxM 
coupler valve

ARMVALVE.........$42.00
2” C coupling

AP49030550..........$15.75

2 “ med duty PVC 
K water suction

AP12017502.......$2.00/ft.

HORIZONTAL TANK ARMFS100548    1,005 gal leg tank...s/o........$1,350.00
   48” x 130” 

MEDTS10   3 1  10 225      $  525.00
MEDRE8184 (S/O)   4 1’6”  8     250      $  450.00
MEDRE14184 (S/O) 4 1’6” 14 650     $1,000.00
MEDRE224 (S/O)   2 2 4 120      $  260.00
MEDRE324 (S/O)   3 2 4  150      $  325.00
MEDRE326 (S/O)   3 2 6 240      $  440.00
MEDRE328   3 2 8  330      $  485.00
MEDRE3210*   3 2 10 423      $  575.00
MEDRE724S(Super)  *7 2 14 1243    $1,425.00 
MEDRE820S(Super)  *8 2 20 2000    $2,500.00 

$25 delivery charge 

$50.00 delivery charge is administered to the price of the tank.
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LEWIS 
FLOAT VALVE

WATER CONTROL VALVES
ROBERTS VALVES

HUDSON WATER CONTROL VALVE

SWCVALV1    1” heavy duty valve complete...........$89.00
SWCVALV2    1 1/2” heavy duty valve complete.....$105.00
SWCVALV4    1 1/4” heavy duty valve complete.....$82.00
SWCFLOAT    12” x 6” aluminum float w/chain.....$47.00

TROUGH-O-MATIC FLOAT VALVES

 Galvanized steel       
 Brass and urethane seals 
 Most durable valve  
      available

   No binding parts
   Heavy duty 
      aluminum float can

MLRTM825      Plastic float valve.............$9.50                                 
(Plastic Housing)
MLRTM830      Metal float valve..............$16.00               
(Metal Housing)
MLRTM830T    Toter Tank valve.............$16.00

ROBWCV Hudson Water Control Valve................$39.00
ROBWKIT Repair Kit.............................................$15.00
ROBWCD Continuous Flow Disc..........................$ 2.00
ROBW03       Mounting Kit........................................$21.50

RUST PROOF  -  ANTI-SIPHON - NO FLOAT BALL  -  HIGH VOLUME
NO LEVER ARM  -  INDESTRUCTIBLE - INSTALLS IN SECONDS

ROBR90038 3/8”   bob valve..........................$35.00 
ROBR90012      1/2”   bob valve..........................$35.00
ROBR90034     3/4”   bob valve..........................$45.00
ROBR9001         1”      bob valve..........................$60.00
ROBR610114 1 1/4” bob valve.........................$100.00
ROBP38  3/8”   plastic valve.......................$15.00
ROBP12  1/2”   plastic valve.......................$15.00
ROBP34  3/4”   plastic valve.......................$17.50
ROBP1  1”      plastic valve.......................$25.00
ROBP1T  1”      plastic valve tank mount....$30.00

Heavy Duty

JOBE VALVES ROJO FLOAT VALVE

JBVROJO     3/4”  Valve................$29.00

Top Side Bottom

MEGAFLOW TOPAZ
TROUGH VALVE

JBVTOPAZ1    1” Valve................$79.00
JBVTOPAZ 3/4” Valve.............$79.00
JBVTOPAZ114 1 1/4” Valve..........$79.00

MEGAFLOW TROUGH VALVE

JBVMEGA34    3/4” Valve.......$59.00
JBVMEGA1 1” Valve..........$59.00
JBVMEGA114 1 1/4” Valve....$59.00
CORD LOCK
Isolates valve for 
your convenience

Off

VALVE OPERATION
On Off

MOUNTING POSITIONS

Side Bottom

MOUNTING POSITIONS

VALVE
OPERATION

Merrill C-1000  Series
Frost Proof. Gives year round water service, drains 
below frost line when shut off.  Merrill’s 4’ Bury Hy-
drant is about 7’ long, 4’ is buried and 3’ above ground.
MRLC103 - 3 ft. bury (15 lbs) (S/O)........$60.00
MRLC104 - 4 ft. bury (17 lbs)..................$65.00
MRLC105 - 5 ft. bury (19 lbs)..................$70.00
MRLC106 - 6 ft. bury (21 lbs)..................$75.00
MRLKIT  - Parts Kit (1 lb).......................$15.00

Teflon Packing
Brass and Molded Rubber Plunger
1" Galvanized Pipe

SPECIFICATIONS:

MRLY24 - 4 ft. bury (15 lbs.)..........................$ 95.00
MRLY25 - 5 ft. bury (18 lbs.)..........................$100.00
MRLY26 - 6 ft. bury (20 lbs.)..........................$110.00
MRLPY2   Y-2 parts kit..................$15.00

Merrill Y-2 Self Closing

Merrill 
Y-2 

Self Closing

Merrill 
C-10000
Series

MERRILL YARD HYDRANT

The Merrill Y-2 Self Closing Hydrant from Merrill is designed 
for use under automatic waterers or ground level outlets.  This 
hydrant allows you more clearance under your waterer to turn it 
on or shut it off.  No handle to get in the way.  If you are installing 
a new automatic waterer, this hydrant is a must.

MOUNTING POSITIONS

Inlet - 3/4" NPT in Brass Casting
Outlet - 3/4" Brass Hose Thread

FLOAT SWITCH
PTESWITCH     Square D Switch...............$50.00

(WATER LEVEL TURNS PUMP ON & OFF)
PTELNUT     Stop nut for float switch.........$ 3.50

Top
Top/no extension Side Bottom

Ideal for all your stock watering require-
ments.  Side, bottom or top mounting.  
Made from corrosion resistant 
materials.  Shuts down slowly to 
minimize water hammer.  Water 
flow up to 90 gallons per minute.   
5-100 psi water pressure rating.  Adjust 
float w/wing bolt + adjustable extension 
arm.  Built on lock off switch.  Connection 
for anti-freeze device.

Designed for low flow 
applications.  Built in check 
valve.  Fully adjustable float angle.
Side, bottom or top mountable.  Non
corrosive material construction.  Flow
stops when unscrewed for servicing internal
filter.  0-150 psi water pressure range.  

Side or bottom mount capacity.
Compact robust construction.
Flow rates up to 90 gallons per 
minute.  Lock off with cord 
lock.  5-150 psi pressure
rating.  Constructed from 
corrosion resistant materials.
Positive On/Off operation without water 
hammer.  Easily disconnects with a 1/4 turn to 
remove the valve and clean the internal screen 
filter.

ROBERTS ICE BULL 

ROBRMB251 ice preventer bull kit........$55.00 
ROBRMB25    3/4” ice preventer valve...$45.00

Engineered to automaticaly open when temperatures drop below 42 degrees F. 
The design-tested valve opens to allow warm water to flow into the tank and 
prevents ice formation by creating movement on the water’s
surface and raising the water temperature.  The valve automatically
shuts off once the water in the tank has warmed sufficiently.
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TANK HEATERS
FARM INNOVATORS ALLIED PRECISION 

PAIL AND PAN DE-ICER
This submersible de-icer is perfect for buckets, as 
well as small pails, pans, or bird baths.  The unit 
comes with a stainless steel guard, 6' cord, cord 
chew protector, built-in thermostat and adjustable 
clamp which allows the user to clamp the de-icer 
to the water container.  Will de-ice a maximum of 
15 gallons.  200 watts, 120 volts.  1 year warranty.
API250D      200 watts......................$42.50

Cast aluminum, submergible de-icer specifically 
designed for use in five gallon plastic or metallic 
containers.  C.S.A. approved.  250 watts.  3 year 
warranty.  
FARH49        250 watts.........................$34.00

CAST ALUMINUM SUBMERGIBLE 
BUCKET DE-ICER

CAST ALUMINUM SUBMERGIBLE 
STOCK TANK DE-ICER

The most durable floating de-icer available.
1250 watts. (Safe in Plastic).  3 year warranty. 
FARH418      1250 watts.....................$39.00

FLOATING PLASTIC STOCK TANK 
DE-ICER

Submergible hog water de-icer.  Designed for use 
in KLNWP80/80 GALLON HOG WATERER. 
(Safe in Plastic)  1000 watts.  1 year warranty.
FARH493      1000 watts....................$37.00

SUBMERGIBLE HOG WATERER DE-ICER

The unique structure of cast aluminum guarantees 
durability and long life.  Thermostatically controlled 
which dictates efficiency.  Safe in all types of 
applications.  C.S.A. listed.  For use with POLY 
HOG WATERERS.  1 year warranty.  
FARC250    250 watt.........................$32.00
FARC500    500 watt.........................$34.00

CAST ALUMINUM UTILITY DE-ICER

Submergible  de-icer encased in cast aluminum 
for safety and durability.  C.S.A. approved. 1500 
watts. (Safe in Plastic).  3 year warranty.
FARH419      1500 watts.....................$58.00

Designed to boil water.  While immersed in water, will 
heat continuously past 150 degrees F and towards boiling, 
depending on the volume of water and the container's 
insulation.  Comes with a stainless steel guard and has an 
automatic shut-off.  May be used in plastic or metal buckets.  
1000 watts, 120 volts.  1 year warranty.
API742G     1000 watts.........................$39.95

SNAP-ON GUARD
For rubber, plastic, or structural foam tanks.  Designed 
to be used with #7521 and #7621 Floating Tank de-icers.  
Specifically designed to protect a plastic tank.  Made of 
galvanized wire and is assembled without the use of welding.  
1 year warranty.  
API88R..................................................$14.00

ALUMINUM BOTTOM TANK HEATER
Operates at the bottom of the tank, where it is less likely 
to be disturbed by livestock.  Strong, durable, stainless 
steel heating element.  Thermostat positioned above the 
element for safety.  Over temperature protection. 
APIDTS15    1500 watts.........................$45.00

DRAIN PLUG HEATERS
Thermostatically controlled.  Shuts off if water becomes 
too low.  Electric cord is not in the water thus the de-icer 
cannot be thrown from the tank.  Tested to withstand 
temperatures up to 20 below zero.  Fits in Rubber Maid 
tanks ONLY
API15DP       1500 watts.......................$48.50

Clamps to the side of any stock tank and prevents livestock from 
removing the unit from the tank.  Comes with an adjustable ther-
mostat which allows the user to set the water temperature.  The 
heating element is a large diameter for prolonged De-icer life.  
The lower portion of the heating element  will keep a tank ice-
free.  Thermostats are replaceable.  1500 watts.  1 year warranty.
API71502     1500 watts........................$129.00

HEATED FLAT BACK BUCKET

This de-icer will sink to the bottom of the tank, and is 
thermostatically controlled with an automatic shut-off.  
Since it operates at the bottom of the tank, it is less likely 
to be disturbed by livestock.  With the guard in place the 
sinking de-icer may be used in plastic tanks.  1500 watts, 
120 volts.  1 year warranty.
API15N      1500 watts.........................$36.00

SUBMERGIBLE STOCK TANK DE-ICER W/CAGE 

ELECTRIC TANKSIDE DE-ICER/HEATER 

BUCKET HEATER

Holds 5 gallons of water. Thermostatically con-
trolled.  Sturdy bail allows bracket to be hung in 
stall.  Has a spill-free pour spout with a table of 
measurements on the inside.  Also has a unique 
"hide-a-way" compartment that conceals cord 
for year round use.  120 watts.   1 year warranty.
FARFB120 120 watts............$39.00

UNIVERSAL DRAIN PLUG HEATER
Fits all water tanks.
API99DP    1500 watts...........................$39.95

ALLIED PRECISION 

HEATED FLAT BACK BUCKET

TROJAN 

Heavy duty reliability for ice free stock tank watering.  Uses LP 
gas or can be converted for natural gas.  Fits most steel, wood or 
concrete tanks.  13,000 BTU per hour.  C.S.A.  approved.  Long 
lasting heavy steel casing with a tough electrostatically applied 
and baked-on powder-coated finish.  Hinged cover opens for 
easy servicing.  50 lbs.  
IDL66B.................................................$575.00

PROPANE TANK HEATER

PROPANE TANK HEATER HOSE & 
REGULATOR
IDL5......................................................$61.50

Great for horses and large dogs.  5 gallon (20 quarts) 
capacity with built-in thermostat.  Will keep water 
ice-free during below zero conditions.  120 volts
API20BF  130 watts............$39.95

FLOATING TANK DE-ICER
Designed to float in the water tank and is thermo-
stastically controlled with an automatic shut-off.  
Styrofoam float is completely enclosed within a 
rugged plastic housing.  Cord exits from the top of 
the unit.  This gives the heater added stability and 
it is less likely to tip in the tank.  1 year warranty.
API7621        1000 watts.......................$23.00
API7521       1500 watts.......................$29.95
      

Easily converts between a sinker, floater or drain-plug 
de-icer.  Durable aluminum base. Large, finned base runs 
cooler than conventional De-icers.  Multiple thermostat 
control. Safe in plastic tanks. 3 year warranty.
APIDT15     1500 watts..........................$46.00      

3 in 1 DE-ICER 
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AMERICAN MADE GAS STOCK TANK HEATER
Designed to provide a thermostatically controlled heating solution 
using LP Gas or natural gas, when electricity is not available. Ad-
justable brackets, can be used in a wider variety of plastic, metal, 
or concrete stock tanks. 12,400 BTU per hour. MADE IN USA.
IDL18000.............................................$779.00
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Required with the 18” and 36” prods.  
Handle screws to tester and prod 
screws into handle.  
DELH3         handle.........$75.00

For testing hay in large square bales or 
round bales.  Use with H3 handle.  
DEL8303  18” prod..........................$70.00

Familiar analog readout with 
color-coded dial now offered
in the great new easy-to-use 
case.  13-40% moisture 
content range.  Size:  7 1/2” 
x 1 3/4”;  weight, 1 lb. 3 oz.  
Takes one 9v alkaline battery.  
1 year warranty.
DELF6 
F6 analog tester.............$285.00

DELMHORST MOISTURE TESTERS
F2000 MOISTURE TESTER
(Digital)

F6 MOISTURE TESTER 
(Analog)

10” PROD
For testing standard small square bales.  
DEL1235  10” prod, use with tester..$70.00

18” PROD

36” PROD
For testing hay in large square bales or 
round bales.  Use with H3 handle.  
DEL8304  36” prod..........................$81.00

H3 HANDLE

Handy carrying case that holds moisture tester, 
10” prod and handle  
DEL2498      carrying case..$35.00

A micron controller circuit is 
used in the F-2000 for greater 
reliability.  Can store up to 100 
readings and display the average 
and highest of the accumulated 
readings.  This model has an 
adjustable, audible set-point to 
alert you when a pre-selected 
percent moisture content has 
been reached.  8-40% moisture 
content range.  Size: 7 1/2” 
x 1 3/4”;  weight, 1 lb. 3 oz.  Takes one 9v 
alkaline battery.  3 year warranty.
DELF2        F2000 digital tester.....$310.00

HAY MOISTURE TESTER 
CARRYING CASE

CULBAC FORAGE HAY TREATMENT

Did you ever wonder how much hay (feed) goes to waste with your hay handling system?  You probably have, especially if 
you had to buy extra hay to get through the winter feeding period.  A recent university study reported the following losses 
under three different hay harvesting and handling systems.

  

Conventional square bale

Round bale (outside storage)

Round bale (inside storage)

TONS NECESSARY
TO HARVEST

1 TON OF FEED
% FEEDING

LOSS
% STORAGE 

LOSS
% HARVEST 

LOSSSYSTEM

20

20

20 5

30

23

5

5-25

5-25

1.4

2.0

1.9

CULFOR08  
(100 ton of hay) 2 gal.................$

You can improve the efficiency of your haying program by lowering these excessive losses and end up with more feed.  Culbac Forage Liquid 
is one management tool that offers considerable benefits for your haying program.  Culbac Forage Liquid gives you more flexibility by allowing 
hay to be baled with a wider moisture range.  This advantage alone can be a significant factor in reducing harvesting and feeding losses.  Make 
Culbac Forage Liquid a management tool in your haying program.

CULFOR20  
(250 ton of hay) 5 gal...............$

2021 CULBAC BOOKING ORDER
20% OFF  if check accompanies the order.  Must be picked up or delivered 
by June 1, 2021.  All Culbac sales are due and payable the 10th of the month 
following date of purchase.  A 20% restocking charge will be deducted on 
any Culbac that is returned for whatever reason.    Dry  Culbac  for silage 
treatment must be picked up or delivered by August 1, 2021.   

CULBAC FORAGE SILAGE TREATMENT
CULBAC/FORAGE “THE SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS”

    One 25 lb. bag of Culbac/Forage (CULSIL25), will treat 125 tons of corn silage and return 5,125 lbs.  more 
 dry matter than untreated silage.  And 5,125 lbs. more dry matter could result in 512.5 lbs. more beef.   

Success is measured in many ways when it comes to forage additives:

 Sweet smell means an absence of spoilage and increased palatability.
    Controlled fermentation temperature indicates less run-off and increased nutrient content.
    Culbac/Forage is a patented lactobacillus fermentation product - The number one fermentation product in forage treatment.    
 Culbac maximizes efficiency in haylage and silage production, saving at least one-half of the normal proteins and nutrients
  lost by run-off. 
 Culbac/Forage provides more total pounds of protein and nutrients available to your animals.  
 That means you spend less money for supplemental feeds.

CULSIL25  25#.......................................................$

call for 
price

call for 
price

call for 
price
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CULBAC APPLICATION CHART

Apply at 1 quart per ton of fresh forage.  Mix 2 gallons Culbac to 23 
gallons of water.
Calculate
 For 32 oz./ton  W x MPH x YIELD

33

= GPH

 W= Swather Width (ft.)  Yield= Tons/Acre/Cutting
 MPH= Swather Speed  GPH= Gallons Per Hour
Example 1
 14’ swather traveling at 4 MPH, cutting 2.5 tons per acre.

14 x 4 x 2.5
33

= 4.24 GPH (Find pressure in Table 1)

 From table 1 you can use 2 nozzles at 45 psi or 3 nozzles at 25 psi.
Example 2
 12’ swather traveling at 4 MPH, cutting 1.5 tons per acre.

12 x 4 x 1.5
33

= 2.18 GPH (Find pressure in Table 1)

 From table 1 you can use 2 nozzles at 12 psi

3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
7.0

23 seconds
20 seconds
17 seconds
15 seconds
14 seconds
11 seconds
9.7 seconds

 
 MPH  100 feet

In special circumstances:  Light yield hay (mix 1 gallon Culbac with 24 gallons of water)
             Using this mixture apply 2 quarts per ton of fresh forage.  Use the following
             formula to calculate sprayer pressure:

64 oz./ton W x MPH x Yield
16.5

= GPH
Find sprayer pressure in table 1

Example 1 Mixing 2 gallons of Culbac to 23 gallons of water 
= 100 quarts.
   1 quart to a ton
Bales weigh 1500 lbs. = 3/4 quart because 1500 lb. bale is 3/4 the 
weight of 2,000 lbs. (ton).
Say you roll out 10 bales per hour, that means 6 minutes to make 
a bale.  So nozzles should fill a quart bottle 3/4 full in 6 minutes.

Example 2 Mixing 1 gallon of Culbac to 24 gallons of water 
= 100 quarts
   2 quarts to a ton
Bales weigh 1500 lbs. =1 1/2 quarts because 1500 lb. bale is 3/4 
the weight of 2,000 lbs. (ton).  Need double strength because 2 
quarts to a ton, so 3/4 x 2 =1 1/2 quarts.
Say you roll out 15 bales per hour, that means 4 minutes to make a 
bale.  So nozzles should fill 2 quarts 1 1/2 full in 4 minutes.

BALER APPLICATION:

25 GALLON SWATHER SPRAYER
25 gallon polyethylene tank with 5” screw on lid.  12 volt diaphragm pump.  Flow rate controlled 
with pressure relief valve and pressure gauge.  In-line strainer (250 mesh) and suction strainer (50 
mesh).  Three stainless steel nozzle straps.  Brass spray tips (3 sets).  Tip strainer (100 mesh).  30’ 
wire harness with fuse, quick disconnects, push-pull switch, and switch bracket.  Universal mounting 
bracket for either horizontal or vertical mounting surfaces.  Liquid applicator for Culbac Liquid 
Forage.  Mounts to baler or swather.  1 year warranty. KUK25................................$400.00

Table 1 - Gallons per Hour and Pressure Table 
Gallons per Hour     Number of Nozzles (GPH)
 Pressure (PSI) 1 2 3 4
           10  1.10 2.20 3.30 4.40
           15  1.30 2.60 3.90 5.20
           20  1.50 3.00 4.50 6.00
           25  1.65 3.30 4.95 6.60
           30  1.80 3.60 5.40 7.20
           35  1.90 3.80 5.70 7.50  
 
Table 2  Calculate the swather speed in miles per hour from the following table. 
 Observe and measure the time in seconds needed to travel 100 ft. while cutting hay.

Gallons per Hour     Number of Nozzles (GPH)
 Pressure (PSI) 1 2 3 4
           40  2.00 4.00 5.00 8.00
           45  2.10 4.20 6.30 8.40
           50  2.20 4.40 6.60 8.80
           55  2.30 4.60 6.90 9.20
           60  2.40 4.80 7.20 9.60 

SWATHER APPLICATION:  (Preferred)
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NET WRAP & BALING TWINE
NET WRAP
UV StabilizedHighly visible 4” warning stripe on 
the last 450’ of the roll.Marker strip for quick glan-
ceinstallation.One of the HEAVIEST net wrapson 
the market. 
PTNNW64 64” x 7,000’............$212.50
PTNNW648 64” x 8,000’............$241.00
PTNNW649 64” x 9,000’............$283.00
PTNNW67 67” x 7,000’............$218.00
PTNNW679 67” x 9,000’............$293.00

$5.00 DELIVERY CHARGE

BALING TWINE
Plastic twine is made to not break down or rot.
PTN350  4,000’ 350 Twine Big Squares..............$31.00/roll
PTN440  4,000’ 440 Twine Big Squares...............$33.00/roll
PTN44043 4,300’ 440 Twine Big Squares...............$35.00/roll
PTN110  20,000’ 110 Twine Round Bales............$44.50/roll
PTN130  20,000’ 130 Twine Round Bales............$30.00/roll
PTN35048 4,850’ 350 Twine Round Bales..............$35.00/roll
PTN9600170 9,600’ 170 Twine Small Squares............$36.50/roll

$2.50 DELIVERY CHARGE
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SPRAYERS
15 GALLON

#1 15 GALLON SPRAYER
VISSO01015AMM...............$100.00

#3RS ATV BOOM MOUNTING
KIT
VISSFKATV1.......................$56.50

#4ND HORIZONTAL LAWN
TRAILER FRAME
VISSFK1525ND...................$135.00

#5 7’ NOZZLE BOOM 2 GPM
VISSBK7...............................$55.00

#6 10’ 3 NOZZLE FOLDING
BOOM 2 GPM
VISSBK10FB.........................$120.00

#7 NO BOOM 2 GPM
NOZZLE 16’
VISSBKNB2.........................$111.50

#8 DUEL NO BOOM 2 GPM
NOZZLE 16’
VISSBKDNB2.......................$155.00

$346.50 $390.00 $100.00

$311.50 $235.00 $290.00

$355.00 $211.50

$268.00 $276.50
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SPRAYERS
25 GALLON

#2 25 GALLON SPOT
SPRAYER 2.2 GPM
VISSO01025AMM.............$135.00

#4ND HORIZONTAL LAWN
TRAILER FRAME
VISSFK1525ND...................$135.00

#7 NO BOOM 2 GPM
NOZZLE 16’
VISSBKNB2.........................$111.50

#8 DUEL NO BOOM 2 GPM
NOZZLE 16’
VISSBKDNB2.......................$155.00

#3RS ATV BOOM MOUNTING
KIT
VISSFKATV1.......................$56.50

#5 7’ NOZZLE BOOM 2 GPM
VISSBK7...............................$55.00

#6 10’ 3 NOZZLE FOLDING
BOOM 2 GPM
VISSBK10FB.........................$120.00
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$381.50 $390.00

$135.00 $246.50

$325.00
$425.00

$270.00

$311.50

$303.00

$346.50
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SPRAYERS
40 GALLON

#A 40 GALLON 3 GPM EVERFLO
VISUP01040AMM.......................$465.00
#C RANGE XL SERIES TRAILER 
KIT
VISSFK4000SLMM....................$160.00

#E 3 PT. KIT FOR RANGE XL
SERIES
VISSFK4060S3BM.......................$120.00
#F UTV KIT BOOM MOUNT
WITH L BRACKETS
VISSFK4060UTVM.......................$48.00

#8 DUEL NO BOOM 3 GPM
NOZZLE 22’
VISSBKDNB3..........................$159.00
#9 14’ NOZZLE FOLDING
BOOM 3 GPM
VISSBK14FB...........................$160.00
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$672.00

$785.00 $744.00

$465.00

$673.00$615.00

$625.00$745.00$784.00
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SPRAYERS
60 GALLON

#B 60 GALLON 3 GPM
VISUP01060AMM.......................$500.00
#D DELUXE RANGE XL
TRAILER KIT
VISSFK6000SLMM....................$255.00

#E 3 PT. KIT FOR RANGE XL
SERIES
VISSFK4060S3BM.....................$120.00
#F UTV KIT BOOM MOUNT
WITH L BRACKETS
VISSFK4060UTVM.....................$48.00

#8 DUEL NO BOOM 3 GPM
NOZZLE 22’
VISSBKDNB3.........................$159.00
#9 14’ NOZZLE FOLDING
BOOM 3 GPM
VISSBK14FB...........................$160.00

$915.00
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$780.00

$779.00

$707.00

$914.00

$708.00

$500.00

$620.00

$755.00
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SHOP Hours:  8:00am - 5:00pm 
Monday thru Friday / Closed Saturday & Sunday

at our SHOP located at 
1615 Sixth Avenue North / Billings, Mt 59101

PHONE: 406-252-3342 - Toll Free: 1-800-548-7270 - FAX: 406-252-3358

SERVICE AND PARTS AVAILABLE

HOOKING UP YOUR TRAILER HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER!!

We stock:
Turnover ball gooseneck hitches
Electric brakes and components
Equalizers, bushings, bolts, hangers and springs
Couplers, jacks (750 lbs. - 25K), balls,  ball mounts
Wiring components

Any non-stock part we can get
Torflex axle beams or assemblies (Special order only)

We will be pleased to 
special order for you:

(Special Orders require a deposit before ordering)

RED424600  Light, clearance, red 
  w/chrome...............$6.00
RED428000  Light, ID bar, red w/white   
  poly bracket...........$6.00
RED425200  Light, clearance, amber, 
  2-bulb, Vibar...........$2.50
RED425400  Light, clearance, Red 2-bulb,
  Vibar.......................$2.50
RED422000  Light, clearance, amber   
  reflector, 2-bulb......$2.50
RED422100  Light clearance, red reflector,   
  2-Bulb....................$2.75
RED426000  Light clearance, amber, sealed  
  reflector.................$2.00

WE DO TRAILER SERVICE & STOCK PARTS!

RED451830  4” round 10-super diode
  sealed.....................$14.50
RED451700  2” round 4-diode amber.......$ 6.00
RED451705  2” round sealed 3-diode
  red..........................$ 5.00
RED451837  6” oval 10-super diode 
  sealed.....................$12.00

RED282635  Jack H-blow A-frame 1K 15”   
       lift w/caster......................$85.00
RED265869  Binkley jack drop leg 
  12K................................$174.00
RED266021  Binkley jack drop leg 12K   
  spring load L/handle......$174.00
RED265912  Binkley jack drop leg 20K non  
   spring load L/handle......$135.00

Many More Parts in stock: 
Brake shoes, Backing plates, 

Spindles, Complete Hubs & Drums, 
Hub Caps, Suspension Parts

RED130800  Bearing.............................$8.50
RED130000  Bearing..............................$ 5.00
RED129600  Bearing.............................$12.50
RED131000  Bearing.............................$12.00
RED136800  Race for 28580.................$ 8.00
RED137000  Race for 02475.................$ 8.00
RED136200  Race for 25580.................$ 7.00
RED135400  Race for LM67048...........$ 2.50

DRA5500   Brake Control, 
    Activator II, 2/8 ................$175.00

“Lifetime Limited Warrtanty”
DRA5100   Brake Control,
     Activator 2/4.....................$ 93.00

“3 Year Limited Warranty”
RED416710   Brake Control..................$ 79.00

WSSBM2516   2 5/16” ball mounted on 
2” drop ball mount w/receiver pin...........$47.00

B&W TURNOVER BALL
GOOSENECK HITCH

 

30,000# GTW, 7,500# VTW.  Solid machined 
2 5/16” ball.  Only a 4” hole in the bed.  
Solid one-piece machined receiver socket.  
Bolts to existing holes in the frame with 
no drilling or welding.  Flexible latch pin 
handle attached to a spring loaded 5/8” steel 
locking pin that goes completely through the 
ball.  Durable powder-coat finish.  Limited 
lifetime warranty.  
Made in the USA.
  

BALL MOUNTS

LIGHTS

LED LIGHTS

BRAKE CONTROLS

BEARINGS & RACES

JACKS

$525.00 CARRY OUT
$800.00 INSTALLED

EML59803
3”x25’, 18,000# breaking 
strength, 9,000# maximum 
vehicle weight............$80.00

RECOVERY TOW STRAPS
Features sewn end loop with an overlay of high-te-
nacity nylon to ensure longer life in the pull area, 
where most of the wear 
occurs.

Fits conveniently in the corner of your walk-in-tack 
room, utilizing the “dead space”.  It features a fill 
hole with a vent at the top of the tank for easy fill-
ing.  Located at the bottom of the tank is a shut off 
valve to hook your hose to for filling water buckets.  
RED376957 25 gallon.............$120.00

25 GALLON
CORNER WATER CADDY

Weight: 22 lbs.       
Color: natural

Size: 14 3/4” on threee sides 
x 56” H

Looking for something 
specific?  

Give us a call!  

We might be able to special 
order it for you!
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BLACK JACK TIRE REPAIR KITS

BJK330O   Orange Tire Repair Kit.............$52.00 BJK330G   Green Tire Repair Kit.............$52.00

BJK40   Tire Repair Kit w/       
         40 repairs..........$50.00

EM78527
2”x27’ Ratchet strap with flat      
....................................$18.00
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TRUCK BEDS
ALUMINUM LIGHT 

TRUCK BEDS

Contoured styling
Adjusts to different cab heights
Unobstructed rear view
Minimum wind resistance
Full cab protection
High mounted lights in headache rack
3” Steel channel long sills adjustable 
   to 34” or 38” outside spacing.
Fuel filter kit included
Wiring harness

For Dual and Single Wheel Trucks
$800 Installation Fee + $100  box removal

Full Vision 
Headache Rack

CALL FOR PRICING 
1-800-548-7270

STANDARD FEATURES:

G II STEEL 
TRUCK BEDS

STANDARD FEATURES:
2 year warranty
Epoxy primer.  
Black polyurethane paint
Louvered headache rack w/ lights
1/8” steel treadplate floor
Mounting plate w/26K ball 
   & flush mount lid
5” structural long sills
2-1/2” crossmembers
LED lights
6” fold-down sides w/multiple 
   tie locations
Rear tailboard w/receiver hitch
Hillsboro mudflaps
Enclosed wiring harness

For Dual and 
Single Wheel Trucks

Optional 
chamfered 

rear corners

C5 MFG, LLC. BALE BED
The Bale Bed that dumps! Haul your bales with a Chisholm Trail.

CONTROL ARMS INDIVIDUALLY
for side shifting and better bale movement.  
Unload or fill ring feeders from tough angles.  
Safely adjust an unbalanced load!  When it
comes to end-to-end bales, no problem!
REAL HANDY FOR DUMPING:
Dump bales on the go.  Dump capacity
is 6,000 lbs.

REDUCE HAY LOSS:
While enjoying the ease of a free-float arm system.  
Bales maintain contact with the ground over all 
terrains to prevent skips and thick blankets.

LIFT ANY LOAD:  Any size-round, square, wide or narrow bales or two bales together
Lift capacity is 2,850 lbs.

NO NEED TO JACK TRAILERS:
Lift your Cannonball-with the ball in the 
bed-to the bottom of the window.  Raise 
or lower the trailer’s stand and be on 
your way.  Handle heavy trailers fast.

MFG. LLC

KINGMAN, KANSAS

*

SHOP located at 
1615 Sixth Ave North 

Billings, Mt 59101
SHOP Hours:  

8:00am-5:00pm 
Monday thru Friday
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MMI FEED BOXES MMI MANURE SPREADEER

CALL FOR 
PRICING 

1-800-548-7270

400 TO 1,000 CUBIC FT 2 & 3 HORIZONTLE BEATERS
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ATTACHMENT EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC POWERED 
DIGGER (shaver)
The Model 510 gives you 700 
foot-pounds of torque and 
requires 5-10 gpm. Augers comes 
in a standard length of 42 inches 
and is semi-double flight. Offer 
easy assembly and mounting, as 
well as a variety of mounting 
options: boom/three-point mount, 
bolt-on bucket mount and skid loader fast-tach 
mount. Totally enclosed gearbox.
SVZ510  reg duty...............$ 1,230.00
SVZ510F  skid steer mount......$640.00
SVZ510S  bolt on bucket............$55.00

POST DRIVER
(shaver)
Delivers up to 100,000 
pounds of impact, drive 
anything from steel posts, 
wood posts, even railroad 
ties. Load and go, no 
digging, no pointing, 
no tamping and no setting needed. 
HD-10 (71,500 lbs impact) HD-12 (100,000 lbs impact).
SVZHD10HS   HD-10 Hydraulic............$6,776.00
SVZHD10S      HD-10 Manual................$4,708.00
SVZHD12HS   HD-12 Commercial........$8,470.00
SVZMB1201A 3 pt mounting bracket.....$550.00

EXTRACTOR
(shaver)
Take out trees and 
remove old fencing 
with ease! Pull posts 
up to 12” in diameter,
 but it can be used to 
pull trees, shrubs and 
pesky fence row 
volunteers. 30” Blade.  Universal Skid Steer 
Mount.  
*not recommended for trees over 5” in diameter.
SVZSE1000..............................$2,450.00

CHAIN HARROWS
Garden tractors or ATV’s  
can pull this flexible chain 
harrow.  Ideal for 
smoothing yards or garden 
soil and dragging 
driveways, riding tracks, 
pastures, or  arena footing. Allows dozens of 
metal teeth to set up when pulled to grab the soil 
WTBHC84    8’ wide x 4’ long Chain Harrow 
 complete w/8’ towbar & 2 ea. 
 4x4 harrows  w/1/2” tines..........$400.00
WTBHC44    4’ wide x 4’ long Chain Harrow 
 complete w/4’towbar & 1 ea. 
 4x4 harrow w/ 1/2” tines............$220.00
WTBH4          4’ Harrow Section w/1/2” tines 
         (No towbar)........................$150.00
WTBHDB4     4’ Harrow Drawbar only......$80.00
WTBHDB8     8’ Harrow Drawbar only......$120.00

PR BUCKET FORKS CHAIN ON
Made by Winkle.  Bucket Forks 
with Chain Tighteners – Fits most 
buckets, including Skid Steer 
LoadersJust pull chain around the 
back of bucket.  Attach ratchet 
type chain.  Tighten to secure it on 
your loader bucket.
WKLBFORK................................................$550.00

SUPER BALE & PALLET FORK
Just pull chain around the back of bucket. Attach 
rachet type chain. Tighten to secure it on your 
loader bucket
WKLBPF.....................................................$730.00

WALK THROUGH 
PALLET FORKS
Standard duty, 5500lb capacity. 
Center section removable.
ATIWTPF....................$920.00

MULTI HITCH
The foundation of the system 
allows quick change of all 
multi-hitch attachments.
Four attachments.
Ripping, line laying, 
cable pulling, ditching, sod 
cutting.
ATIMH........................................................$1,650.00

TRIPLE BALE SPEAR
Heavy duty bale spear designed 
for handling large bales.
ATITBS........................$990.00

SNOW AND GRAIN BUCKET
72” large capacity ideal for 
snow removal, grain, manure, 
wood chippings and more
ATISGB...................$1,500.00

BALE SPEAR WITH TWO 
SPIKES
Heavy duty bale spear for 
handling large bales
ATIBS...................$750.00

SQUARE BALE GRAPPLE
he AI square bale grapple 
features 3 bale spears and a 
hydraulic grapple on top for 
securing those really large, 
hard to handle bales. 
ATISBG ................................................$1,650.00
ATIPFK pallet fork kit...........................$950.00

HD EZ-LIFT
Safest way to load, transport and unload heavy 
items with the use of a hyrdraulic hay bale bed. 
This product was designed to eliminate the 
need for ramps, driving at incline/decline, and 
dismounting the recreation vehicle on a trailer 
or truckbed. All loading and unloading takes 
place at the ground level and the hyrdaulic 
hay bale bed arms do all of the heavy lifting 
while the user is safe on the ground. While it 
is primarily used to transport ATV’s, you can 
place anything that will safely ride on the HD 
EZ-LIFT. We have seen tools, fencing supplies, 
equipment, livestock feed, mineral tubs for 
cattle, lumber, and the list goes on and on. 
No need to lift heavy items up 4 feet to place 
on your flat bed. Simply slide it on the HD 
EZ-LIFT and let the bale bed arms pick it up to 
place on the bed. 
WWMEZLIFT................................$1,200.00

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT
ORDER ONLINE!

www.WesternRanchSupply.com
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KING KUTTER EQUIPMENT

Versatile landscape rake is ideal for the professional 
landscaper, farmer, homeowner or contractor.  Great for 
gravel road grading, lot maintenance, seed bed prepara-
tion, pasture renovation, rock, root or trash 
removal,plusmuchmore. 
KKLAND72..............................................$450.00

BOOM POLE
Lighweight yet durable and easy to mount.  Constructed 
from reinforced schedule 40 tubing and fits 3-pt hitches 
with category 1.
KKBP.......................................................$115.00

COMBINATION DISC HARROWS
ANGLE FRAME:  Features heavy angle iron 
  frame construction.  
KKC78  disc 78”, 16” SB combo 
  angle frame ...........$1,160.00

MIDDLE BUSTER
Point is great for laying off rows, digging potatoes, 
pointing a ditch and for general field prep.  Subsoil point 
rips sod and loosens compact soil.
KKMBSTR...............................................$160.00

CULTIVATOR ONE ROW
Perfect cultivation tool for the small farm or 
backyard garden.
KKCV1R.................................................$245.00

BOX BLADES
Designed for rugged use by landscapers, farmers, 
homeowners and in light construction.  Great for land-
scaping, land leveling, back filling, grading and many 
other applications.
KKBB60  60”..........................$620.00
KKBB72  72”..........................$685.00

QUICK ADJUSTABLE REAR BLADES
Designed for dependable performance on tough jobs.  
Great for dirt work, road maintenance, ditching, land-
scaping, snow removal, cleaning livestock pens and 
more!
KKQAT84 84”...........................$770.00

FLEX HITCH ROTARY 
KUTTER
The unique flex hitch design allows it to 
roll 15 degrees up or down on the right or 
left side of the machine.  This feature 
allows it to follow contours of your field 
like no other rotary kutter before.  The 
domed deck design sheds water and debris 
to prevent material from collecting on the 
deck, virtually preventing the deck from 
rusting.  Whether mowing pastures, 
roadsides,parks, or easements, the King 
Kutter Flex Hitch Kutter is perfect for you. 
5’ lift kutter 40HP flex hitch.

POLY SEEDER SPREADER
Can spread grass seed, granular fertilizer, crystaline 
herbicides, pesticides, sand and salt.  Can choose from 
3 different spreading patterns.
KKSEEDSP...............................................$610.00

TILLERS
Designed to perform with heavy-duty gear drive and square 
tube frame.  For preparing planting beds, gardens, 
incorporating fertilizer, landscaping or other jobs.
KKTIL48  48”........................$1,850.00
KKTIL60  60”........................$1,665.00
KKTIL72  72”........................$2,375.00
TRGRT7  7’..........................$2,390.00

CARRY ALL
A versatile tool with hundreds of uses.  With a lift capacity 
of 1000 lbs., it makes a great tool to carry feed, rocks, 
wood, and fencing supplies, plus much more.
KKCA.......................................................$150.00

BUCKET SPIKE PENETRATOR
A must have tractor bale mover attachment for farmers 
with hay bales to move.  Has a high quality forged 
penetrator spear and stabilizer bars that are designed to 
steady the bales of hay.
KKSB........................................................$260.00

TRAILER MOVER W/BALL
Allows your tractor to tow many types of trailers that are 
usually towed by a pickup.
KKTRMVB...............................................$165.00

3-PT SUPER SPEAR PENETRATOR
Features a high quality forged steel penetrator spear that 
is rated for round bales weighing up to 2000 lbs.  The ta-
pered spear allows easier access for quicker bale moving.  
KK3SP......................................................$230.00

3-PT BALE MOVER
Specially designed tapered forks so they will slide under 
bale with minimal damage to bale and field with safe 
transport.  
KKBM3PT................................................$375.00

STEEL SEEDER SPREADERS
Ideal for spreading seed, fertilizer, sand and salt.
KKSEEDS 3PT...............................$550.00
KKASS 400# seeder spreader(wheels)........$775.00

3-PT REAR BLADES (Square Tube)
Designed for road grading and maintenance, landscaping, 
snow removal and more.
KKRBSQ5 5’............................$320.00
KKRBSQ6 6’  ..........................$340.00
KKRBSQ7 7’............................$370.00

POST HOLE DIGGERS
KK9PHD  post hole digger 
  w/9” auger.................$765.00
KK12PHD post hole digger 
  w/12” auger..............$765.00
KK12A  12” auger..................$180.00
KK9A  9” auger....................$180.00

72” LANDSCAPE RAKE SQUARE TUBING

KKFLEX60 60”...........................................................$1,150.00
KKFLEX72 72”...........................................................$1,285.00
KKCG60F 60” front chain guards.............................$128.50
KKCG60R 60” rear chain guards...............................$ 85.00
KKCG72F 72” front chain guards.............................$152.00
KKCG72R 72” rear chain guards...............................$105.00
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HORSE STALLS

SUPER TOUGH “Puck Board” - Looks Great and Lasts a Lifetime!

 PREMIER BOX STALLS FOR HORSES

PFTSFF12
12’ Stall Front 

door slides to left 
to open........$740.00

PFTSP10
10’ Stall Wall Barred
(118 lbs.).....$430.00

WOOD NOT INCLUDED - Sold seperately

SUPER 
TOUGH
PUCK 

BOARD

Powder Coat Finish  Slam latch  Optional Window       
Optional Feeder  Wood kits available

PFTPHSFF   
Stall Front Feeder 
grey........$395.00
PFTPHSFFBN

   Stall Front Feeder 
brown........$395.00

PFTSFWIN 
Stall front Window 

(29 lbs.)........$110.00

PFTSP12
12’ Stall Wall Barred
(136 lbs.).....$475.00

PFTWOOD12 Wood for 12’ wall or front panel (84 lbs.).....$250.00
PFTWOOD10 Wood for 10’ wall or front panel (70 lbs.).....$200.00
PFTTPWOOD10 Premium wood kit 10’ top ............................$180.00
PFTSSP3 3 way starter post stall ....................................$35.00

Baked-on powder coated 
Gunmetal Brown Panels. 

Horse Safe, Easy to 
Install, Door Windows 

standard.  Available right 
or left doors.

PFTSP10SF   10’ Stall Panel solid fill w/o wood “not pictured” 
  (129 lbs.) S/O.............................................$345.00

PFTSFF10
10’ Stall Front w/o feeder 
(pictured w/windows sold 
seperately).........$690.00

     
TWW3267     12’ Horse Stall, Front w/rolling door.
   (377 lbs.)............................$935.00
TWW3269     10’ Stall Front w/hinged 
  door (185 lbs.) (S/O)...........$565.00
TWW3270     10’ Horse Stall, Front w/rolling door 
  (334 lbs.) (S/O)...................$825.00
TWW3268     12’ Horse Stall, Wall 
  (413 lbs.) ............................$695.00
TWW3271     10’ Horse Stall, Wall 
  (235 lbs.) (S/O)...................$600.00
TWW3272     Wall Mount Bracket, Female 
  (7 lbs.) (S/O).......................$  40.00
TWW3273     Wall Mount Bracket, Male 
  (10 lbs.)...............................$  40.00
TWW3276     3-way Horse Stall Post 
  (10 lbs.)...............................$  40.00

Horse Stall fronts and dividers are 7 feet high and available in 10 & 12 foot lengths.  All fronts and dividers are constructed of 1.5 inch 
high tensile strength steel tubing.  Critical joints are saddle welded for maximum strength.  Panels are specially designed with connectors to 
interlock (no posts required).  Only one adaptor post is required per group of stalls.  The solid sheeting is 1/4” “Puck Board”.  This highly 
durable plastic/nylon is the same material that is used in hockey arenas.  The “Puck Board” makes a very sanitary and aesthetic stall filler.  
Stall front is available with a rolling door. 
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ROUND PENS

TWO-W LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT

1 5/8” steel tube horizontal rails, drilled to accept one piece round pipe vertical 
stays.  Baked-on TGIC polyester coating.  Panels have no protruding ends or sharp 
edges to injure horses.  1 - 6’ Bow Gate,  12 - 12’ Utility Panels.
PFTURC....................................................................................................$1,500.00

TWO-W HEAVY DUTY 6’ TALL w/SWING
(Pictured) 

50 ft. Diameter, 2” x 13 gauge
12 - 6’ Tall - 6 Bar Arena Panels

(2” x 13 gauge uprights, 16 gauge rails, 12’ long)
1 - 500 Series 12’ Bow Swing

(9’6” Tall, 2” x 13 gauge, 6 rail)
1 - 500 Series Two-Way Post

TWWRC..........................................$3,250.00

50’ UTILITY PANEL ROUND CORRAL

ECONOMY ROUND CORRAL
1 - 6’ Bow Gate,  13 - 12’ Economy Panels
PFTERC..................................................................................................$1,325.00

TWO-W MEDIUM DUTY 5’ TALL w/SWING
(1 1/2” x 14 gauge, 50 ft. Diameter)
12 - 12’ Panels, 1 - 12’ Bow Swing

TWWRCL5................................................$2,100.00

50’ PRIEMIER ROUND CORRAL
1 -10’x9’ Bow Swing,  12 ea. - 12’ Premier Panels
PFTPRC....................................................................................................$2,700.00

Round Pens....lots of styles available to fill your training needs!
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HORSE STOCK CHUTE
Heavy duty, durable and economical chute with 
head tie bar is safe for restraint of horses during 
grooming or veterinary procedures. Single pipe 
side bars reduce the opportunities for accidents. 
Top of door adjusts to 47” , 41”, or 35” heighths 
May be attached permanently to concrete floor, 
attached to optional horse anchors embedded into 
the ground, or mounted on optional portable floor.
PFTHS  stock chute w/ head..$1,050.00
PFTHSA  set of 4 anchors.........$100.00
PFTHSF  floor...........................$660.00
PFTHSTB tie bar........................$60.00

SHEETED ANGLED ROUND PEN
Each panel is sheeted with 1/4″ white puck board and are made of 2″, 16 
gauge tube.    It is lined with puck board for a smooth surface and no place to 
get hung up in the pen. Standard size is a 50 foot round pen which would be 
made up of 14 angled panels and 1 high pole gate.
TWW3486 10’ panel................................................$430.00
TWW3487 gate........................................................$635.00
TWWRCS kit.........................................................$6650.00
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HORSE FEEDERS

A great addition to any horse operation.  
The sturdy powder coated hay and grain 
feeder easily attaches to virtually any fence 
for feeding individual horses. 
PFTHGF             
Brown, (49 lbs.)..........................$155.00
PFTHGFGN      
Green, (49 lbs.)...........................$155.00
PFTHGFGY      
Grey, (49 lbs.).............................$155.00

PRIEFERT HAY 
AND GRAIN FEEDER

PRIEFERT POLY HORSE 
PASTURE FEEDER

55” L x 64” W x 65” H
Replaceable liners
Powder coated 
        gunmetal grey frame
Legs powder coated over 
          galvanized tubing

                            PFTPHFH 
(135 lbs.).....$450.00

HIGH COUNTRY PLASTICS 
HANGING WALL FEEDER

Rotationally moulded, solid, one-piece con-
struction for unrivaled durability.  Rounded, 
smooth edges for animal safety.  Black powder 
coated steel hay rack to withstand corrosion.  
Black powder-coated steel-hanging hooks for 
hooking over a fence included.  Sloped bottom
with drain holes for containing feed, easy 
cleaning and draining.   

HCPHWF (14 lbs.).....................$100.00

WINKEL
8’6” BULL 
OR HORSE

BALE FEEDER
(also works for Buffalo)

WKLRBFB
(390 lbs.)................$725.00

1 1/4”x14 ga., 
3 piece pin together

WINKEL FEEDER 
PANELS

WKLFP10       
10’ Feeder Panel 
 (111 lbs.)............$355.00
WKLTSFP5     
5’ Tombstone Feeder Panel 
 (75 lbs.)..............$190.00
WKLTSFP6     
6’ Tombstone Feeder Panel 
 (75 lbs.)..............$225.00
WKLTSFP10   
10’ Tombstone Feeder Panel 
 (158 lbs.)............$395.00

“pictured with 2-6’ and 2-10’ 
Tombstone Feeder Panels”

SQUARE BALE FEEDER

BALE FEEDERS   
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KLN2PHH...................$849.00
By enclosing the hay it is protected 
from inclement weather and the rav-
ages of horses that, by nature, like 

to defecate on hay and use it as bed-
ding. This wastage that can amount 
to in excess of one third of a round 
bale is almost totally eliminated by 

the Hayhut. 

HAY HUT 
BALE FEEDER

ROUND BALE 
FEEDER

Free of head and 
foot traps, is ideal 
for feeding round 
bales of hay to 
your horses or to 
your horned cattle
PFTRBFH ...........$275.00

TOMBSTONE 
FEEDER

Ideal for feeding 
round bales of hay 
to your horses. The 
solid skirted design 
decreases hay loss and 
prevents leg injuries.
PFTRBFT ............$350.00

Order by Phone:
1-800-548-7270

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT

Order Online:

WesternRanchSupply.com
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FEEDERS   

BALE FEEDERS
LIENEMANN 

BEXTRA 
HAY SAVER

BALE FEEDER
PMIBEX

(285 lbs.)................$800.00
14 ga. uprights, 16 ga. rings

 3 piece bolt together

LIENEMANN 
BEXTRA SQUARE 

HAY SAVER
BALE FEEDER

PMIBEXSQ
(500 lbs.)................$1,375.00

14 ga. galvaneal tubing, 
18 ga. galvaneal sheeting

The Bextra Bale Feeder demonstrates hay savings of up to 70% over 
conventional feeders.  Cattle eat from the bottom of the feeder in their 
natural grazing position.  Indented uprights balance the bale in the 
middle for minimal waste.  Great for adult and young cattle.

WINKEL 
HOOP BALE 

FEEDER
WKLRBHP

(500 lbs.)...................$1,200.00
Diameter 8 1/2’, 68” high. Re-

stricts cattle from pulling 
hay out of feeder onto 

ground.  Keeps your high 
quality hay off the ground 

for 20% less waste. 
Heavy 3-piece bolt together.

 

Basket allows bale to set on the ground.  
Transforms conventional feeders into low-cost Haysaving feeder.
Versatility for producers to use as a Hay-saver or as a conventional  
 feeder based on animals or hay types.
Animals consume at the bottom of the balanced bale feeding area.
Economic and flexible solution to high cost problem with
 significant hay savings over conventional feeder.
Producers can use existing conventional 8’ feeders with substantial  
 reduction in hay waste and prevents lightweight calves 
 from entering feeders. 

LIENEMANN BEXTRA 
BULL TOUGH FEEDER

AND HAY BASKET
Feeder and Basket Sold Separate
PMIRBFB (FEEDER).......$640.00
PMIBASK (BASKET ONLY) 
14 ga. (135 lbs.)................$325.00

May be used as 

a Hay-saver or 

Conventional Feeder
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Two sides slide in so entire bale can be eaten
Constructed of 1” round, 14 ga. vertical bars
1” square, 14 ga. tube horizontal bars
Two panels - 45” x 96”

WKLSF8    (190 lbs.)..................$440.00

BIG BALE SHEEP FEEDER

Two panels - 38” x 96”

PRIEFERT
14GA HD 

ROUND BALE FEEDER
The heavy duty skirted feeder has 

a bottom that is sheeted 20” up 
from the ground to decrease hay 
loss and protect cattle from leg 

injuries.
PFTRBFHD..................$395.00

Generations
Your trusted partner  Your trusted partner  

for all your ranching and  for all your ranching and  
farming needs since 1954.farming needs since 1954.
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Strongest front end - Superstrong front steering pipe is built into  
 the feeder.  Slant bars form truss bracing.  Offset spindles create  
 a caster-steering angle for safer towing.
Feed savings:
 - Functional slant bars save feed.
 - Deep manger retains feed.
 - Round tubing reduces bruising to livestock.
 - Feed-saving edge saves grain and leaves.
 - Floor-saving manger is tapered in so feed will slide back 
  and avoid accumulation.
 - Wide center peak channels feed for easy reach
 - Inside bows control feed flow.
Single axles standard on all Arrow Front feeders
 - 8 ton capacity on 12’, 16’ & 20’ feeders.
 - 10 ton capacity on 24’, 30’ & 36’ feeders.
Feed manger made of 12 gauge rust resistant steel 
Rust and acid resistant green paint
Inserts can be added to any Arrow Front feeder - Inserts are  
 used most commonly for chopped hay, green chop and feed  
 that flows.  They are available in 2’ high or 4’ high to match  
 lengths of wagons.
We do stock some Arrow Front feeders - Please call for  
 availability.

FEATURES:

ARROW 
FRONT 

FEED WAGONS
“The 

S.I. FEEDER
Solution”

4’ HAY 
FEEDER 
WAGON 
INSERT

SIFLIN20   4’ x 20’ insert for FW20 wagon (S/O)....$1,250.00
SIFLIN24   4’ x 24’ insert for FW24 wagon (S/O)...$1,400.00
SIFLIN30   4’ x 30’ insert for FW30 wagon (S/O)...$1,900.00
SIFLIN36   4’ x 36’ insert for FW36 wagon, S/O.....$2,500.00

Feeder Panel

One-Sided Bunk

Also available from S.I. Feeders! 
Feeder panels, One-sided bunks, Pan bunks, Full-size bunks, Mid-size bunks, & Mini bunks.

Call for pricing!  Please allow at least one (1) month for delivery on items below. 
12’ Feeder Panel In Stock. (12 gauge steel)

Also available in
 4’, 8’, 10’,  & 16’ lengths

SPECIAL ORDER

Pan Bunk

Available in 10’, 15’ & 20’ lengths
SPECIAL ORDER

Full-Size Bunk

Available in 5’, 10’, 15’, & 20’ lengths 
3’ wide or 4’ wide, SPECIAL ORDER

Full-Size Bunk w/ Wheels

Available in 5’, 10’, 15’, & 20’ lengths
4’ wide, SPECIAL ORDER

Mid-Size bunks available in 
10’, 15’ & 20’ lengths by 3’ wide.

Mini bunks available in 
4’, 8’, 12’ & 20’ lengths 

by 2 1/2’ wide.

S.I. FEEDERS

Arrow Front Feeders will efficiently feed all types of feed including:  
Total mixed rations, Partial mixed rations, Ground feed, Silage, Haylage, Baleage, 

Round bales, Chopped hay, Green feed & Square bales - Big & Small

SPECIAL BISON ARROW 
FRONT FEEDER

 12’ lengths, IN STOCK
SIFFP12.....$425.00

The leader in feeders & the originator of the famous
low set narrow front, steel feeder!

Available in 5’, 10’, 15’, & 20’ lengths
4’ wide, SPECIAL ORDER

Steel Prices are very volatile 
and are subject to change 

rapidly without notice!

Special Order Only
“Call for Price”

SIFFW16  16’ wagon, 29 openings, 2-3 round bales...$5,000.00
SIFFW20  20’ wagon, 33 openings, 3-4 round bales...$6,000.00
SIFFW24  24’ wagon, 39 openings, 4-5 round bales...$6,800.00
SIFFW30  30’ wagon, 45 openings, 5-6 round bales...$8,500.00
SIFFW36  36’ wagon, 53 openings, 6-8 round bales
   (SPECIAL ORDER)......$9,800.00
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WINKEL 12’ POLY BOTTOM 
CATTLE FEED BUNK

FEED BUNKS

Durable yet lightweight frames for the snap-in poly liner 
that offers maximum life and superior performance. Metal 
Ends.  14 ga.skids w/7-11ga. Belly Bands, 12’ long, 22” 
high, 30” wide, 15” deep
WKLCB12 12’ feed bunk..............$450.00
WKLCBLIN   liners for 12’ bunks.....$140.00

MINERAL FEEDERS
TURNED TIRE 

MINERAL FEEDER 
W/WOOD BOTTOM

100 lb. capacity
LHETIRM........$30.00

16’ STEEL FEED BUNK

LHECBM16     (330 lbs.).......$590.00

14 gauge steel, 1 1/2” steel skids
 for easy moving 

Height 24” - Length 16’ , Feeder 
depth 12”, Measures 30” across top

THREE
 COMPARTMENT POLY 

MINERAL FEEDER

PMIMIN........$185.00

3 compartments
Weight 47 lbs.

PFTFBFWML  with metal liner 
  (97 lbs)............................$230.00

PRIEFERT
10’ FEED BUNK

Length: 120”
Width: 32”
Height: 18”

Easy to relocate
10’ tubular steel frame 
   with replaceable steel liner
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LUCCF4
400 lb capacity special order.................................$1,550.00

LUCCF8
800 lb capacity special order.................................$1,875.00
LUCCF14 
1,400 lb  capacity (6’x24”), 24” wide x 44” tall x 72” 
 long..........................................................$2,375.00
LUCCF16         
1,600 lb. capacity (6’x30”), 30” wide x 44” tall x 72” 
 long...........................................................$2,550.00

1,400 lb. & 1,600 lb. models are made to fit between the  
 truck cab and big bale loader.
Chain driven, will not slip.
3/4 horse, 12 volt electric motor. 70 amp, 650 rpm.
Material flow can be altered simply by adjusting auger  
 cover inside unit.
Large 7” auger moves slower, preventing wasteful cube  
 damage.
Control is a simple toggle switch mounted in cab of truck.
Double hinged lid allows easy filling.
Both feeders are primed and painted white.
Motor is under manufacturers warranty for 2 years.

FEATURES:

LUCCF2            
2,000 lb. capacity (6’x36”), 36” wide x 44” tall x 72”   
 long..........................................................$2,750.00
LUCCF25         
2,500 lb.capacity (6’x56”) S/O...............................$3,150.00

TASKMASTER CAKE & GRAIN FEEDERS

BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”

DOUBLE TUB POLY 
MINERAL FEEDER

Tough durable polyethylene.
Greased sealed bearings.
Large 58″ diameter base.
Constructed of 14 gauge 

steel tubing.
Weight: 72 Lbs.

LHEMINDC..........$350.00
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20 ft. CONTINUOUS FENCE
FLAT SPOKE

DRYCF548 5 RAIL (Unpainted) 14 ga. x 1 1/4 round tube 48”
  includes 5 splices with each (122 lbs) 20’............................. $105.00
DRYCF648 6 RAIL (Unpainted) 14 ga. x 1 l/4 round tube, 48”, 
  includes 6 splices with each  (142 lbs) 20’............................ $115.00
DRYCF757 7 RAIL (Unpainted) 14 ga. x 1 1/4 round tube, 57”, 
  includes 7 splices with each (167 lbs) 20’..............................$138.00

”No Weld” splicing 
Wood or steel posts
4 Vertical straps   

More standard fence options

DESIGNED FOR:
Versatility 
Appearance   

   Safety

20 FOOT SECTIONS

DRYLAG Lag Screws, 5/16”x3 1/2”.......................................................$    .20
DRYCLIPR Mounting Clips.......................................................................$  1.00 ea.
DRYEND5 Termination Ends - 5 Rail.......................................................$  35.00
DRYEND Termination Ends - 6 Rail.......................................................$  35.00
DRYEND7 Termination Ends - 7 Rail.......................................................$  35.00

SPECIAL SPACING & HEIGHT 
FOR:

Cattle Horses   Sheep
Exotic application

14
Guage

20 ft. 
Sections 

 in 4, 5, 6 & 7  
Unpainted Rails

ROUND SPOKE
BBPCF448 4 RAIL (Unpainted) 14 ga. x 1 1/4 round spoke, 
  36” (100 lbs.)......................................................................... $90.00
BBPCF548 5 RAIL (Unpainted) 14 ga. x 1 1/4 round spoke, 48” 
  (122 lbs).................................................................................$110.00
BBPCF648 6 RAIL (Unpainted) 14 ga. x 1 1/4 round spoke, 48” 
  (143 lbs.)................................................................................ $125.00

PRIEFERT
MODEL 04 SQUEEZE 

CHUTE

With NO ROPES, CABLES, PULLEYS, or head knockin’ 
LEVERS, Priefert’s Model 04 Squeeze Chute offers unmatched safety 
for both operator and animal.  Designed for high volumes of commer-
cial cattle, this chute is extremely durable and specifically designed to 
meet the needs of today’s ranchers. 
PFTCHUTER (1210 lbs.) ................$4,895.00

Right Exit, Left Controls

PRIEFERT 
AI/PREG CAGE

For convenient access with maximum safety.  
Attaches to any Priefert squeeze chute with no 
tools required.
 PFTPCAGE  (175 lbs.)....................$575.00

HEADGATES
Simply the easiest operating, most productive 

headgate on the market.
FEATURES:
-Works manually
-Works automatically: Switch to self catch with the flick of a lever!
-Lock any size neck with NO adjustment necessary.
-Reversible
-Low Maintenance (WD-40 prior to use).
-5 year warranty
-Portable

SPECIFICATIONS:
Headgate (Auto or Manual)

Overall Height 69”
Opening Height 60”
Overall Width 49”
Opening Widith 28”

PFTHG91   (215 lbs.) ..........$950.00
PFTHGS (headgate stand) ...$430.00

MODEL 91 
AUTO/MANUAL

HEADGATE

ALLEY FRAME
PFTAF     (68 lbs.) ..............$130.00 
 

The biggest and best Priefert 
Squeeze Chute ever built!  

PRIEFERT RANCH EQUIPMENT
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24’ FREE STANDING PANEL - 7 RAIL

$395.00

CATTLE PANEL
4 gauge
50” Tall
16’ Long
6” x 8” Squares
Weight - 36 lbs
 KEYCP16..........call for price

If delivered, a $2.00 charge will be added to the price of each panel.

16’ WIRE PANELS 
HOG PANEL
4 gauge
34” Tall
16’ Long
horizontal 5 gauge
vertical 4 gauge
narrower spacing at bottom
 KEYCPS16..........call for price

Designed to be self stand-
ing, no need for posts.

TNFSP
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FOR-MOST 
CALF TABLE

Self-catching headgate allows the 
operator to work the alley, 
   pushing calves forward as they catch 
themselves in the headgate.
Heavy-duty design prevents calves 
from tearing up your 
   investment.
Adjustable floor width so you can 
squeeze and hold small calves 
   as well as larger calves up to 450#.
Three drop down doors operate 
independently to give plenty of        
access to calf yet providing a firm hold.
Vertical tailgate locks down and 
remains stationary as the table is tipped, eliminating the need for a 
separate gate to block off alley.
FMLCT   (400 lbs.)...........................................$2,150.00

“Absolutely The Easiest Tilting Table on the Market!”

PFTCT (380 lbs.)................$1,350.00

-Easy-tilt two-stage pivot system.
-Handles calves up to 450 lbs.
-Adjustable floor widths.
-Leg Hobble and Head, Chain  included.
-Reversible for right or left side branding.
-Portability with optional carriage.
-Lifetime replacement warranty on locks.

 PRIEFERT CALF TABLE

CALF TABLES
HYDRAULIC CALF TABLE

Handles calves up to 300 lbs.
Operates off tractor, bale bed or remote  
 hydraulic unit.
Works up to 100 calves per hour.
Takes the work out of branding.
Speed and clamp pressure is adjustable.

RUPHCT        hydraulic calf table 
          (550 lbs)....................$4,950.00
RUPPU         optional 110 volt power
          unit............................$1,200.00

Operating pressure is adjustable to avoid  
 injuring small calves.
Easily reversible for left or right side brand-

Calf Table rolls left or right for easy access 
to both sides of animal.  The circle concept  
keeps the alley blocked at all times.  Equipped 
with stanchion type headgate with friction 
lock, adjustable leg bar, vertical drop panels 
on both sides and half or full drop door on 
bottom side.  Calf Table is also portable.
FILCT  (550 lbs.)...............$2,000.00
FILCTWK  trailer..............$650.00special order

 Specifications:
Height 60 inches
Length 61 inches

Weight 550 lbs.
Width 55 inches

FILSON CALF TABLE

“No Overheads,
Easy to 

Reach Over”

WKLCLFP8       8’ Sheeted Calf Panel, 40” tall...............$220.00
WKLCLFAF      Calf Alley Frame, 14” x 40”..................$150.00
WKLCLFG        Calf Alley Slide Gate, 14” x 40” ...........$270.00

WINKEL
CALF 

ALLEY

WINKEL CALF ALLEY
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CALF CROWDING TUB
The unit will hold three, 200 pound calves at one time and consists of :
-120” diameter half circle... that,
-connects to an 8’ long by 14” wide alley...
-equipped with entry and exit sliding gates. ..
-set up for left or right side entry of the half circle.   

WKLCLFTUBR  6’ Calf Crowding Tub Right Hand........$1,150.00
WKLCLFTUB  6’ Calf Crowding Tub Cntr Clckws......$1,150.00

**panels and alley not included

 COW COUNTRY
CALF TABLE

 MSF CALF TABLE (THORSON)

-Reversible for right or left side branding.
-No back keeps calf secure
CCECT  manuak.........$2,450.00
CCECTHYD  hydraulic......$4,950.00

-For calves, sheep and goats
-Best manual calf tilt table 
on the market for low-stress 
livestock handling
-300 lb. continuous working 
capacity
-Easy squeeze
-Quick adjustable body 
clamps
-Reversible head catch
MSFCT...............$2,180.00
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truck & trailer models

Faster, more even feedout with 
NEW 4-auger discharge

Stronger auger to driveshaft 
connections provide more power 
transfer and longer life

Low horsepower requirement 
from raised lower auger and 
offset upper auger

INVEST IN QUALITY®

rethinking 4-auger mixers
Btc 100 series Botec® commercial New sizes: 550, 630, 720 and 900 cu. ft. mixing capacities

WE SERVICE AND STOCK A GREAT SELECTION OF MIXER PARTS.
WE ALSO INSTALL SCALE SYSTEMS!

Fast, thorough mixing
Vtc series Vertical maxx®  Twin-auger mixers  (800 – 1,320 cu. ft. mixing capacities)

Straighter sides and steeper baffles 
for faster, more efficient mixing

Fast, consistent discharge with 
multiple unloading options

Heaviest and strongest planetary 
gearbox in its class

KuhnNorthAmerica.com

truck, trailer &
stationary models
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truck & trailer models

Optional scale system allows 
monitoring of nutrient application

INVEST IN QUALITY® PSC ProSPread® CommerCial Box spreaders  (610, 710 and 810 heaped cu. ft. capacities)

low height for eaSy loading

Rugged, dependable construction
for long life

Friction-resistant poly floor

KuhnNorthAmerica.com

high CaPaCity, uniform SPreading

VertiSpread®

Vertical Beaters
truck & trailer models

Multiple discharge options for consistent, 
even spreading (Horizontal Beaters,
Vertical Beaters and Spinner Discharge)

Heavy-duty undercarriage and frame 
provide durability for heavy loads

1200 SerieS eaSySPread® apron Box spreader (117-295 heaped cu. ft. capacities)

Economical machine with low 
horsepower requirement

QUALITY THAT PROVIDES RESULTS

TRAILER AID

WSS15TA6YW 
Trailer Aid Jack, Yellow
 w/1” add on.......$50.00

Jacking-up and 
Fixing Flat 

Tires...Made Easy!

HI-LIFT JACK

HLCJ485 Hi-Lift Casting Jack, 48”........$95.00
HLFK1  Fix It Kit 1..............................$17.50
HLHKBK Handle Keeper, black..............$12.00
HLLR200 Loc Rac 200............................$25.00
HLORB  Off Road Base.........................$35.00 

EPD2X20  2 ga.x 20’....$95.00

EPD4X16  4 ga.x 16’....$55.00

JUMPER CABLES
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CUSTOM 
ARENAS 

CAN BE MADE 
TO YOUR 

SPECIFICATIONS

COMPLETE ARENAS
COMPLETE 

ARENA
BUILT WITH 

PANELS

COMPLETE 
ARENA

BUILT WITH 
CONTINUOUS 

FENCE150’ X 256’
Complete with 
roping chute, 

stripping chute 
and return alley.

Built out of 
Diamond Ranch 

panels and
 Lemsco panels, 
1” x 16 gauge 
square tubing.

5 bar 5’ tall.  
“CALL FOR PRICE”

150’ x 256’
Complete with 
roping chute,

stripping chute
 and return alley.

Complete with 
continuous fence 

constructed by 1 1/4”, 
14 gauge steel.

5 bar 5’ tall, 
when installed

‘CALL FOR PRICE”

Drawing #8337

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-548-7270 / Billings, MT

1-800-548-5855 / Great Falls, MT

ARENA EQUIPMENT

PFTSP08      
8’ Steer Alley Panel only .......................$260.00
PFTSP90AK      
90 Turn Alley Kit....................................$375.00
PFTSPAF             
Steer Alley Frame...................................$140.00
PFTSPAFS             
Steer Alley End Frame w/sheild ............$190.00
PFTANB             
Alley No Back Stop (40 lbs)...................$175.00

“For alley to 
roping chutes.  

Reduces 
opportunity 

for steers to turn 
around. 

Architectural grade 
powder 

coat finish.”

STEER ALLEY KIT
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Three point hitch w/pin connectors
24 “S” tines
Adjustable leveling bar
Push/Drag feature
Clump buster breaks clods & pulverizes soil
Fits through roping boxes, alleys & gates
Suggested HP: 40+

PFTAG08.............$3,500.00

“Priefert’s Arena Master is the 
solution for arena conditioning”

Length: 96”
Height: 96”
Weight: 915 lbs
Powder Coated Blue

ONE TOOL
ONE PASS

ONE RESULT
FLAWLESSLY 
CONDITIONED 

GROUND

Horses Love it, Riders 
Trust it.  The All In One 
Arena Tool of Choice!

LMWGH8 8’ arena tool 50-60HP 2000lbs..$4,795.00
LMWGH10 10’ arena tool 80HP 2400lbs.....$6,050.00
LMWK8  8’ water kit.................................$2,695.00

GROUND HOG ARENA TOOLS

Available Special Order

PFTBG10X9      10’x9’ Rough Stock Bow Swing 
  (328 lbs)..................................$930.00
PFTRSBG12      12’ Bow swing, 9’ tall grey rough stock
  (365 lbs.).................................$975.00

PFTAP10      
10’ Rough Stock Arena Panel, grey (127 lbs)...........$275.00
PFTAP12      
12’ Rough Stock Arena Panel, grey (147 lbs)...........$300.00
PFTAP16      
16’ Rough Stock Arena Panel, grey (201 lbs) S/O.....$385.00

ROUGH STOCK PANELS AND GATES BUCKING 
CHUTES

TWW3753 #1 bucking chute w/ cat walk
TWW3754 #2 bucking chute w/ cat walk
TWW3750 rodeo corner
TWW3770 block door cover for pads
TWW3771 block door pads

Available Special Order

PFTRC

Call 
for pricing
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Available Special Order

 ROPING CHUTES

Pictured: 
Roping chute, Remote control

The most rugged, dependable, easy to use chute on the market.
Can be operated from the ground or from optional seat.
Opens easily from either side.
Maximize practice time and reduce the need for additional help.
PFTRC            Roping Chute, Manual (498 lbs.)........................................... $ 2,560.00
PFTRC98Q         Roping Chute, Solar Front Gate ............................................$ 2,895.00
PFTRC98AI     Electric Eye Roping Chute (536 lbs.) (requires 110V outlet/90 PSI.  
   Recommended compressor not included.  4-gallon storage: 
   1 1/2 HP to produce 3 cfm at 100 PSI.)................. $ 4,375.00
PFTRCQ36A Solar Front Gate Release....................................................... $ 675.00
PFTRCCOMP Competition Roping Chute (PRCA Rodeo Approved).......... $ 3,100.00  
PFTRCCALF  Calf Roping Chute, Manual (196 lbs.)................................... $ 1,095.00

“Simply the Best Roping 
Chutes in the Country”

PFTABC       
Adjustable Barrier Cage (113 lbs)....$630.00

PFTRCSTRIP     
Roping Stripping Chute (450 lbs).............$1,450.00
Adjustable, bolt-on rear plate discourages steer from 
 backing out of the chute once they enter.
Dip Painted:  Priefert Blue
Easy open split gate includes rope release handle.
Side openings for easy access to steer feet.
Length 73”, Width 35”, Height 62”

CHUTE HELP AUTOMATIC ROPING CHUTE
FEATURES:
No high voltage electricity or compressed air required.
Easy one button remote. Remote will reach over 100 ft.
Animal creates the energy to open and close the front and rear gates.
The power platform allows animal to leave at ground level.
Includes two 12V batteries, Manual release & 2.0 watt, 12V solar panel.
6” vertical clearance beneath power platform for easy clean out.
Requires no securement to lead-in-alley way or anchor bolts on the bottom.
Front and back gates are easily locked open to spill cattle.
CHPRC     Chute Help Roping Chute Automatic.........................$4,700.00
CHPRCM     Chute Help Roping Chute Manual..............................$2,500.00
CHPAL90 90 Degree Alley No Stop Corner.................................$1,700.00
CHPSTRIPR Stripping Chute Right Exit.........................................$2,500.00
CHPSTRIPL Stripping Chute Left Exit............................................$2,500.00
CHPAL08 8’ Alley Lead Up.........................................................$1,400.00
CHPAL10 10’ Alley Lead Up.......................................................$1,600.00
CHPOS      Chute Help Open Sweep.............................................$1,700.00
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Stripping Chute with lead up ramp Alley Lead Up 90 Degree Alley No Stop Corner Adjustable Roping Boxes

ADJUSTABLE ROPING BOXES 
4” pipe boxes, adjustable and pivoting. Powdered coated. Can set at 
18’, 16’, 14’, and 12’ lengths.
CHPRBOX Pair Adjustable Roping Boxes....$2,850.00

PFTRC

PFTRCSC    
Elevated Roping Stripping Chute (552 lbs)........$1,950.00
Priefert’s Stripping Chute is designed to create a safe area for 
removing ropes and/or head wraps from steers. This 8’ long 
elevated stripping chute is typically placed in a return alley. 
V-shape walls that narrow at the bottom discourage animals 
from turning around in the chute. Front gate can easily be 
operated at ground level or from horseback. 
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ACCESSORIES:
PFTAF  Alley Frame (41 lbs.) .....................................$175.00
PFTAF45 Alley Frame with 45 degree turn (110 lbs).....$400.00
PFTANB  Alley No-Back (40 lbs.)..................................$175.00
PFTAGGY Premier Ally Sliding Gate...............................$575.00

  

PRIEFERT RANCH EQUIPMENT

PRIEFERT OPEN SWEEP SYSTEM
Durability - Proven design for over 15 years. Powder Coated 
Adaptable - Attaches to any other portable or permanent facility
Versatile - Set up as a 90  , 135  , or 180  sweep.
Reversible - Adapts to virtually any corral plan.
Portable - Easy assembly with no tools required.
Permanent - Used in hundreds of permanent facilities.
Cost Effective - Offer more for less!  See above points.

oo o

PFTOSTUB Premier 180 degree open sweep (630 lbs.).....$1,950.00
PFTOST23 1/4 Open Sweep Tub (544 lbs.)......................$1,350.00

D Gates

47” Tall, 6 Rail, 1 5/8” OD, Frame 
18 ga., Rails 22 ga.

4’  D Gate (23 lbs).......$92.00
6’  D Gate (31 lbs).....$105.00
8’  D Gate (38 lbs).....$122.00
10’ D Gate (46 lb)......$130.00
12’ D Gate (55 lbs)....$138.00
14’ D Gate (61 lbs)....$171.00
16’ D Gate (69 lbs)....$187.00

“pictured @ left”
Working alley with 
Model 91 Headgate 
and Headgate Stand

Available in Brown, White or Green

PFTHG91 Model 91 auto/manual headcatch (215 lbs.)...$975.00
PFTHGS Headgate Stand (103 lbs.)...............................$430.00
  

PFTRGW04   4’  Wire Filled Econo Gate (21 lb)......$ 90.00
PFTRGW06   6’  Wire Filled Econo Gate (29 lbs)....$110.00
PFTRGW08   8’  Wire Filled Econo Gate (37 lbs)....$130.00
PFTRGW10   10’ Wire Filled Econo Gate (45 lb)....$145.00
PFTRGW12   12’ Wire Filled Econo Gate (52 lbs)...$160.00
PFTRGW14   14’ Wire Filled Econo Gate (57 lbs)...$195.00
PFTRGW16   16’ Wire Filled Econo Gate (66 lbs)...$220.00

Econo Gate Wire Filled
50 1/2” Tall, 20 ga. rails, Green

Provides a durable and affordable crowding 
system that requires less labor for working cattle!

PFTRG04 4’ Round Economy Gate (20 lbs.) (S/O)................................ $50.00
PFTRG06 6’ Round Economy Gate (25 lbs) (S/O)................................ $62.00
PFTRG08 8’ Economy Round Gate, 6 bar, 50 1/2” tall (33 lbs.)............ $75.00
PFTRG10 10’ Round Economy Gate, 6 bar, 50 1/2” tall (44 lbs.).......... $85.00
PFTRG12 12’ Round Economy Gate, 6 bar, 50 1/2” tall, (52 lbs.)......... $95.00

PRIEFERT ROUND ECONOMY GATES
(RED) 20 ga. x 1 5/8” 
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12’ ECONOMY PANEL WITH 6’ WALK THROUGH
Priefert’s Economy Panels and Gates are our most economically 
priced line and are proof that you don’t have to sacrifice quality 
or durability to save money. Our Economy Walk Thru Gates are 
designed to be used with Priefert’s Economy Panels. These uniquely 
designed panels feature a 6’ wide “walk thru” gate and are ideal for a 
number of applications around the farm or ranch. This gate features 
a simple gravity latch. Chain connectors allow for quick, tight 
connections between panels and gates that help eliminate dangerous 
foot traps. The Architectural Grade Powder Coat Finish helps the 
product to resist rust, scratches, and fading to add years of life to 
your investment.
83 lbs. 
PFTRWT12......................................................................$175.00
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SHEEP & HOG
PANELS

PRIEFERT PANELS & GATES

Economy Panel for round pens, temporary stalls, fencing, or arenas.  For non-crowding use. Quality engineered for maximum durability 
and ease of use. Panels consist of 1 5/8” steel tube horizontal rails, drilled to accept one piece round pipe vertical stays.  Baked-on TGIC 
polyester coating protects against manure, fading, and chemicals.  Chain connectors secure panels close together to eliminate leg and neck 
traps.  These panels have no protruding ends or sharp edges to injure horses.

PFTUP10 10’ Utility Panel (49 lbs.)..................................................$    99.00
PFTUP12 12’ Utility Panel (58 lbs.)..................................................$  105.00
PFTUWT10 10’ Utility Walk Thru (76 lbs.)..........................................$  205.00
PFTUWT12 12’ Utility Walk Thru (89 lbs.)..........................................$  230.00
PFTUBG6 6’ Utility Bow Swing (108 lbs.)........................................$  270.00
PFTURC  50’ Round Corral, 6’ Bow Swing &
   12x12’ Utility Panels........................................$1,500.00Powder Coated Brown

64” high; 6 rails, baked-on powder coated Gunmetal Gray or White, 2” x 1 1/4”, 
16 ga. oval steel tubing, 8” spacing between rails, 1 5/8” OD.

UTILITY PANELS

PFTPP08 8’ Premier Panel, Gray (68 lbs.)...............................$160.00
PFTPP10 10’ Premier Panel, Gray (82 lbs.).............................$165.00
PFTPP12 12’ Premier Panel, Gray (97 lbs.).............................$175.00
PFTPRC  50’ Round Corral, 10’x9’ Bow, 
   12’x12’ Premier Panels..........................$2,700.00 

Powder Coated Gray 

PREMIER PANELS                                    

PFTPPWT10 10’ Premier Panel  w/4’ 
walk-thru swing................................$265.00
PFTPPWT12 12’ Premier Panel  w/4’ 
walk-thru swing (123 lbs).................$280.00
PFTPBG69 
Premier Panel  6’x9’ bow gate .........$300.00

PFTRP10        10’ 20 gauge Economy Panel     
                       ......................................$85.00
PFTRP12        12’ 20 gauge Economy Panel     
                       ......................................$90.00
PFTERC Economy Round Corral, 1-6’x9’ Bow    
               Gate, 13-12’ Economy Panels.......$1,325.00

12’ ECONOMY PANEL

PFTPPBG109 
10’ Premier Bow Swing (231 lbs)...........$625.00
PFTPPBG12 
12’ Premier Bow Swing (268 lbs.)..........$690.00

7’ Tall, 6 gauge
PFTPPBG10
10’ Premier Free Swing Bow...................$475.00

9’ Tall, 16 gauge

(20 gauge)

ECONOMY 
BOW SWING

  PFTRPBG06
 6’x 9’ Economy 

Bow Swing
   (92 lbs)....$160.00

Powder Coated 
Forest Green

Powder 
Coated Green

Tough Enough For Cattle....Safe Enough For Horses!
“Fishhook” Top Corners
Increases strength & safety

J-Legs for portability & to keep 
panel on top of the ground in 
wet or boggy conditions

Great For Round Pens, Arenas, Temporary Stalls & More......

Versatility 
At A 

Great Price!

Now with Chain Latches

with 
Chain Latches
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SHEEP & HOG
BOW SWING

PFTSHBG4
4’.....$205.00
PFTSHBG5
5’.....$255.00
PFTSHBG06
6’.....$295.00

PFTSHP4
4’.....$135.00
PFTSHP5

5’.....$165.00
PFTSHP6

6’.....$190.00
PFTSHP8

8’.....$235.00
PFTSHP10

10’.....$295.00
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Holds 28 standard 2” width panels or 36 - 1 1/2” panels.
Carries almost any brand of panel from 8’ to 14’ long.
Allows you to mix and match your corral needs with what selection 
   you load.
Total length of tongue is 159”, 
   (that’s over 13’).
Complete with 2 tie down straps 
   for securing panels to carrier.
Arms can adjust up or down to 
   match your panel bar height or
   front to back to match your 
   panel length.
Unit weighs 600 lbs. empty.

WINKEL LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT

Turn any remote area or livestock area into a 
complete working facility with the Winkel Curved 
Corral Panels. Available in full 180      half circle.  
Each are constructed of 1.66, 14 ga. steel tube with 
seven bar panels giving 64” height.  Complete with 
sweep and bow gates, 

WKLWTP10   10’ Panel w/4’ Walk Thru Swing (118 lbs)...........$350.00
WKLWTP12   12’ Panel w/4’ Walk Thru Swing (130 lbs)...........$395.00

WKLTRAIL32 Trailer Only (575 lbs.)................$1,850.00
(Price does not include panels as shown in picture above)

WKLBG04 5’ Bow Gate w/4’ Swing (95 lbs)...........$270.00
WKLBG06 6’ Bow Gate w/5’ Swing (108 lbs).........$290.00
WKLBG08 8’ Bow Gate w/6’ Swing (124 lbs).........$345.00

(1 5/8” x 14 ga. - 64” tall)

WKLCP06     6’ Corral Panel (71 lbs)................$150.00
WKLCP08     8’ Corral Panel (75 lbs)................$170.00
WKLCP10   10’ Corral Panel (84 lbs)................$205.00
WKLCP12   12’ Corral Panel (94 lbs)................$220.00

o 

WKLTUB   1/2 Circle Crowding Tub (800 lbs.)......................$2,650.00
WKLTUB4  1/4 Circle Crowding Tub (591 lbs.).....................$1,850.00

WKLLC12       Portable Loading Chute w/19 - 12’ Panels &
  1 - 12’ Bow Gate plus accessories above
  (3,400 lbs)................................................$9,100.00
WKLLC10       Portable Loading Chute w/19 - 10’ Panels &
  1 - 10’ Bow Gate plus accessories above 
  (3,300 lbs)................................................$8,750.00
 

INCLUDES:
1 -    12’ loading chute
19 -  10’ or 12’ corral 
        panels
1   -  10’ or 12’ bow swing
1   -   30” chute swing
1   -   alley end frame
1   -   alley center frame
1   -   pair of chains 
         & boomers

7 BAR CORRAL PANELS

WALK-THRU PANELS

BOW 
SWINGS

32 PANEL TRAILER (Only)

“Right 
at  Home 

on the 
Range”

10’ HALF CIRCLE 
CROWDING TUB

UNIVERSAL PANEL CARRIER
Holds Almost ANY Brand of Panel from 8’ to 14’ Lengths 
and Possibly Longer with ADJUSTABLE Axle Location

Our field tests have proven we can now offer a Panel Carrier that will hold prac-
tically every brand of panel out there--- from 8’ to 14’ lengths with our adjustable 
axle location.  You can now even mix and match your load needs with gate panels

Unit 
Available 

with or without
Winkel 
Panels

WKLTRAILU     Universal Panel Carrier (600 lbs.).................$2,000.00

PORTABLE LOADING CHUTE
w/Panels

Will haul 
any Winkel 

Panels 
& Gates

WINKEL

4-Curved Panels CVP
3-Top Support Bars SB
1-10’ x 3’ Alley Panel AP10
1-10’ Sweep Gate SG10
6-10’ Corral Panels 10CP
1-10’x8’ Gate Panel 10GP8
2-Adjustable Alley Frames AAF
3-Bottom Support Bars BSB 

Heavy Duty
14 Ga. Steel

Construction with 
7 Bar 64” Height

o

(6’ 10” tall)

WKLBG10 10’ Bow Gate w/8’ Swing (141 lbs).......$400.00
WKLBG12 12’ Bow Gate w/l0’ Swing (168 lbs)......$445.00
WKLBG10T 10’ Bow Gate w/8’ Swing 9’6” tall  
  (174 lbs) (S/O)........................................$435.00
WKLBG12T 12’Bow Gate w/10’ Swing  9’6” tall 
  (154 lbs) ...............................................$565.00
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WINKEL LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT

WKLAAF  Adjustable Alley Frame (70 lbs)................$255.00
WKLACF  Alley Center Frame 30” (31 lbs)................$ 80.00
WKLAF  Alley End Frame (42 lbs)...........................$150.00
WKLCG30 Chute Swing 30” (56 lbs)...........................$150.00
WKLNB   No Back For Alley (24 lbs)........................$165.00 
WKLPOST 4-Way Post (13 lbs)....................................$ 70.00
WKLMWM Male Wall Mount Bracket (5 lbs.)..............$ 65.00
WKLFWM Female Wall Mount Bracket (5 lbs.)..........$ 55.00

MISCELLANEOUS

 FEEDER PANELS
WKLFP10      10’ Feeder Panel (115 lbs.)................................$335.00

PORTABLE 
LOADING 
CHUTE 
(ONLY) 

w/Adjustable 
Steel Floor

WKLCHUTEP
Portable Loading Chute, plain (1,000 lbs.)............................$4,150.00
WKLCHRAIL   
Portable Loading Chute w/panel rails for panels 
 (1,150 lbs.) “pictured”.............................................$4,750.00

16’ ADJUSTABLE STATIONARY 
LOADING CHUTE - New 34” width

Adjusts from 
Stock Trailer 

to Pot Level Heights

Built strong and designed for safety.  Our new Stationary Loading Chute offers 
the livestock operator the first adjustable height chute of this size for loading/
unloading to meet any size operation.
 
10” wide catwalks of 12 ga. steel with  anti-slip facing.
Overhead bars offer brute strength of 2 3/8 12 ga. steel.
Bottom frame made of 2 1/2” x 2 1/2”  square tubing with 3/16” wall.
Cable winch offers easy height adjustment and friendly pin lock to hold your  
 desired height.
Heavy-duty bumper bars.
Steel construction throughout with exit   gate on left side.
16” full length with 4’ sheet metal     sides with 4 - 1” tubing bars above the                
 sides.
Inside width 34” with 24” landing at   floor front.
All steel floor with sure-footing design.

WKLCHSA     
(2,200 lbs.)
$8,400.00

  Adjustable 
from pot 
trailers to 

stock trailers.
Cable winch 

for easy 
adjusting.

GHOST CONTROLS GATE OPENER
GCTDS2  Dual gate opener kit......$700.00
GCTSS1  Single gate opener kit....$475.00
GCAXDP Solar panel 10W.............$110.00
GCAXP1 Premium remote.............$42.00
GCAXPB Push button control........$10.00
GCAXS1 Standard remote.............$35.00
GCAXWK Wireless keypad.............$68.00
GCAXXV Vehicle sensor.................$185.00
GCAXZL Zombielock gate lock.....$175.00

CATTLE GUARDS

MMSCG10X7 10’ x 7’ Cattle Guard, 4 under pipe (1,335 lbs) S/O....$1,500.00
MMSCG127 12’ x 7’ Cattle Guard, 5 under pipe (1,476 lbs)...........$1,750.00
MMSCG147 14’ x 7’ Cattle Guard, 5 under pipe (1,747 lbs)...........$2,000.00
MMSCG167 16’ x 7’ Cattle Guard, 6 under pipe (2,012 lbs)...........$2,300.00
MMSCG18X7 18’ x 7’ Cattle Guard, 7 under pipe (2,300 lbs) S/O....$2,600.00
MMSCG20X7 20’ x 7’ Cattle Guard, 7 under pipe (2,422 lbs)...........$2,850.00
MMSLW Lg Cattle Wings, Pair, Adj. (80 lbs)............................$   500.00

 

*All under pipe is 4 1/2 inch  
*All top pipe is 2 7/8 inch

PRECAST CATTLE GUARD BASE (FOB Billings) no delivery
BPCCG7 7’   Precast Cattle Guard Base (1,225 lbs)....................$180.00
BPCCG8 8’   Precast Cattle Guard Base (1,750 lbs)....................$180.00
BPCCG10 10’ Precast Cattle Guard Base (2,450 lbs.)...................$220.00
BPCCG12 12’ Precast Cattle Guard Base (3,000 lbs.)...................$275.00

CATTLE GUARDS
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Automatic gate opener systems are the perfect 
solution for any single agricultural style or 
tubular gate used to access your property. 

These innovative gate opener systems were 
designed to be the superior solution for home 

and property owners wishing to automate their 
tubular or agricultural style gates while being 

the easiest system to install. REQUIRES 
12-VOLT BATTERY, not included in kit.
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All gates have a 13” x 1” threaded bolt hinge.  All gates are 6”
 shorter than listed  (Example: 12’ gate actually measures 11’6”)

BEST BUILT, HEAVIEST GATES ON THE MARKET

TWW3090   4’ Gate w/Chain (36 lbs.)...............................................$95.00
TWW3091   6’ Gate w/Chain (48 lbs.)...............................................$110.00
TWW3092   8’ Gate w/Chain (65 lbs.)...............................................$130.00
TWW3093 10’ Gate w/Chain (78 lbs.)...............................................$145.00
TWW3094 12’ Gate w/Chain (95 lbs.)...............................................$170.00
TWW3095 14’ Gate w/Chain (108 lbs.).............................................$185.00
TWW3096 16’ Gate w/Chain (120 lbs.).............................................$210.00
TWW3333 18’ Gate w/Chain (143 lbs.).............................................$315.00

TWW3097   4’ H.D. Gate w/Chain (53 lbs.)......................................$130.00
TWW3098   6’ H.D. Gate w/Chain (73 lbs.)......................................$140.00
TWW3099   8’ H.D. Gate w/Chain (99 lbs.)......................................$165.00
TWW3100 10’ H.D. Gate w/Chain (118 lbs.)....................................$185.00
TWW3101 12’ H.D. Gate w/Chain (141 lbs.)....................................$205.00
TWW3102 14’ H.D. Gate w/Chain (164 lbs.).....................................$245.00
TWW3103 16’ H.D. Gate w/Chain (182 lbs.).....................................$265.00

TWW3159   4’ Gate H.D.w/Chain (68 lbs.)........................................$145.00
TWW3104   6’ Gate H.D. w/Chain (86 lbs.).......................................$160.00
TWW3105   8’ Gate H.D. w/Chain (118 lbs.).....................................$195.00
TWW3106 10’ Gate H.D. w/Chain (141 lbs.).....................................$225.00
TWW3107 12’ Gate H.D. w/Chain (164 lbs.).....................................$250.00
TWW3108 14’ Gate H.D. w/Chain (196 lbs.).....................................$310.00
TWW3109 16’ Gate H.D. w/Chain (219 lbs.......................................$335.00

STEEL GATE LATCH
Features one handed easy opening.  
May be used on metal or wood gates.  
Won’t freeze or rust and accepts a 
padlock.  Made of 3/8” galvanized 
metal with an 8” x 3/16” chain.
SPD437.................................$  5.00 

SURE-LATCH TWO-WAY 
LIVESTOCK GATE LATCH
Fits gates with 1 5/8” - 
2” O.D. round tube.
Gate latches 
automatically when 
closed.  All steel 
construction.
TWWGL    Non-Locking...........$25.00
TWWGLL2       Lockable..........$25.00

PISTON GATE LATCH
Bolt on, spring loaded, 5/8” solid 
piston.  Makes any gate a piston 
gate.
TWWPL......$35.00

SURE-LATCH ONE-WAY 
LIVESTOCK GATE LATCH
Fits gates with 1 5/8”- 2” 
O.D. round tube.  Durable 
& safe. One-handed oper-
ation.  Prevents gate from 
sagging or swinging.
TWWGL1...............$20.00

TWW3218 Weld on Plunger Latch....................$30.00
TWW3219 Weld On Gate Striker Plate.............$15.00
TWW3220 Post Mount Gate Striker Plate.........$35.00
 

GATE WHEEL
Fits all gates with round tube from 
1 5/8” - 2” dia. Allows gate to open 
& close with ease.
TWWGW...........................$20.00

STRIKER PLATES & PLUNGERS**All sizes of gates are available
 with Horseback Plunger Latches 

on special order basis. 
Allow 6 weeks. 

CALL FOR PRICES

GATE LATCHES

4’ TALL-5 BAR MEDIUM DUTY FARM GATES (14 gauge x 1 1/2” - 48” Tall) (5’ Mounted)

 4’ TALL-5 BAR HEAVY DUTY 400 SERIES GATES (13 gauge x 2” - 48”Tall) (5’ Mounted)

 5’ TALL-6 BAR HEAVY DUTY 500 SERIES GATES (13 gauge x 2” - 60”Tall) (6’ Mounted)

500 SERIES HORSEBACK PLUNGER LATCH GATES 
(13 gauge x 2” - 60”Tall) (6’ Mounted)

TWW3160   4’ Gate w/Horseback plunger latch w/o striker plate        “special order”...............................................$225.00 
TWW3154   8’ Gate w/Horseback plunger latch w/o striker plate (138 lbs.) “in stock”........................................................$260.00 
TWW3155 10’ Gate w/Horseback plunger latch w/o striker plate (141 lbs.) “in stock”........................................................$285.00
TWW3156 12’ Gate w/Horseback plunger latch w/o striker plate (164 lbs.) “in stock”........................................................$310.00
TWW3157 14’ Gate w/Horseback plunger latch w/o striker plate (216 lbs.) “in stock”........................................................$370.00
TWW3162 16’ Gate w/Horseback plunger latch w/o striker plate (239 lbs.) “in stock”........................................................$395.00

13 gauge gates 
are HEAVIER 
than 16 gauge!

**Horse Back Latches Available on Any Two-W Gate.  Allow 6 weeksPowder 
Coated Gray

TALL GATE WHEEL
Adjusts for gates with high ground 
clearance.  Fits gates with 1 5/8” - 
2” O.D. tube.
TWWGWT............................$40.00

QUICK-LATCH
Fastest, easiest chain latch.  Just push and
twist.  Hog, cattle and horse proof.   
SPDQLGL..................................$12.50

UNIVERSAL GATE 
LEVER LATCH
Two plunger latch can be 
welded or bolted onto
existing gate.
CMWLATCH.......$85.00
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TWW3076       8’ Panel w/4’ Swing, 5 Bar 
 (101 lbs . ) . . . . . .$255.00 
TWW3077     10’ Panel w/4’ Swing, 5 Bar 
 (115 lbs.).............$265.00
TWW3078     12’ Panel w/4’ Swing, 5 Bar
  (133 lbs.)............$280.00

TWW3082      4’ Bow Swing
  (78 lbs.)...............$195.00
TWW3404      4’ Bow Swing w/Piston Latch
  (78 lbs.)...............$260.00
TWW3079       8’ Bow Swing, 5 Bar 
  (144 lbs.).............$340.00
TWW3080     10’ Bow Swing, 5 Bar 
  (165 lbs.).............$355.00
TWW3081     12’ Bow Swing, 5 Bar 
  (205 lbs.).............$400.00

TWW3050    10’ Diamond Ranch Panel,
        5 Bar (63 lbs.) ..............$ 92.00
TWW3395    16’ Diamond Ranch Panel
                        5 Bar (7l lbs.)..............$160.00

5’ TALL - 5 BAR 
DIAMOND RANCH PANEL 

(1” x 16 gauge square tubing)

WORKS WITH LEMSCO GATES

5’ TALL - 5 BAR LEMSCO 
SWING PANELS 

5’ TALL - 5 
BAR LEMSCO 

BOW GATE

(1 1/2” x 14 gauge - 60” Tall)

1 1/2” x 14 gauge

LEMSCO 
WALL BRACKETS

TWW3225
     Male Wall Mount Bracket.........$35.00
TWW3226
     Female Wall Mount Bracket......$30.00
TWW3229
     Male Panel Mount Bracket........$80.00
TWW3230
     Female Panel Mount Bracket....$80.00
TWW3398
     Female 3-way Post....................$55.00
TWW3400
     Male 3-way Post.......................$55.00

5’ TALL - 5 BAR LEMSCO CORRAL PANELS
(1 1/2” x 14 gauge - 60” Tall)

Straight Leg

TWW3073   8’ Corral Panel, 5 Bar (68 lbs.)..........................................................................$110.00
TWW3074 10’ Corral Panel, 5 Bar (80 lbs.)..........................................................................$120.00
TWW3075 12’ Corral Panel, 5 Bar (98 lbs.)..........................................................................$135.00
TWW3074L 10’ Corral Panel, 5 Bar Loop Leg (84 lbs.)..........................................................$155.00
TWW3075L 12’ Corral Panel, 5 Bar Loop Leg (102 lbs.)........................................................$165.00
TWW3396 16’ Corral Panel, 5 Bar (123 lbs.).........................................................................$205.00

CORRAL PANELS

14 gauge is HEAVIER 
than 18 gauge!

Loop Leg

OVERALL HEIGHT 7’8” Tall Chain Latch

Powder Coated Light Gray

“CALL TOLL FREE”
1-800-548-7270 - Billings, MT

1-800-548-5855 - Great Falls, MT

TWW3417     32” Lemsco Alley Swing
   (84 lbs.)...............$330.00
TWW3418     32” Lemsco Alley Frame
  (44 lbs.)................$95.00
TWW3417     32” Lemsco Alley HBL
  (84 lbs.)................$330.00

ALLEY FRAMES AND GATES 

OVERALL HEIGHT 9’6” Tall Piston Latch
TWW3405P     8’ Lemsco Bow Swing 
        w/Piston Latch...........$435.00
TWW3406P   10’ Bow Swing w/Piston 
         Latch (181 lbs.).........$495.00
TWW3407P   12’ Bow Swing w/Piston
         Latch, 5 Bar 
         (204 lbs.)....................$535.00
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“RUSTLER” SERIES LIGHT DUTY PANELS
TWW6333 10’ RUSTLER PANEL 1 1/2” CHAIN...........................................$115.00
TWW6334 12’ RUSTLER PANEL 1 1/2”  CHAIN..........................................$125.00
TWW6343 10’ X 4’ RUSTLER GATE PANL 1 1/2..........................................$215.00
TWW6344 12’ X 4’ RUSTLER GATE PANL 1 1/2..........................................$250.00
TWW6352  8’ RUSTLER BOW GATE 9’6” TALL..........................................$195.00
TWW6353 10’ RUSTLER BOW GATE 9’6” TALL.........................................$215.00
TWW6354 12’ RUSTLER BOW GATE 9’6” TALL.........................................$235.00

TWW6369 10’ RUSTLER HD PANEL CHAIN 2 3/8......................................$150.00
TWW6370 12’ RUSTLER HD PANEL CHAIN 2 3/8......................................$185.00
TWW6382 8’ RUSTLER HD BOW GATE 9’6” TALL....................................$245.00
TWW6383 10’ RUSTLER HD BOW GATE 9’6” TALL..................................$280.00
TWW6384 12’ RUSTLER BOW GATE 9’6” TALL.........................................$310.00
TWW6385 10’ X 4’ RUSTLER HD GATE PANEL..........................................$270.00
TWW6386 12’ X 4’ RUSTLER HD GATE PANEL..........................................$290.00
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500 SERIES EQUIPMENT
(6’ Tall - 6 Bar)

ALLEY CONTROL FRAME
TWW3194    38” (85 bs.).......$190.00
TWW3195    32” (80 lbs.)......$180.00

SWING PANELS

HIGH POLE 
SWING

7’ 8” TALL
TWW3186         8’ (218 lbs.)........................................$525.00
TWW3187      10’ (254 lbs.)........................................$535.00
TWW3188      12’ (290 lbs.)........................................$550.00

TWW3202   8’ (239 lbs.).......................................$530.00
TWW3203      10’ (254 lbs.).......................................$555.00
TWW3204  12’ (290 lbs.).......................................$580.00
TWW3206      14’ (350 lbs.).......................................$615.00
TWW3207     16’ (402 lbs.).................................special order

SWING IN FRAME

TWW3178     4’ (108 lbs.).............$265.00
TWW3179     5’ (124 lbs.) (S/O)...$285.00     
TWW3180     6’ (140 lbs.).............$300.00
TWW3181     7’ (156 lbs.).............$335.00

ALLEY CONTROL 
SWING

TWW3196    
38” (140 lbs.)..........................$385.00
TWW3197     
32”..........................................$360.00

6’ 10” TALL

Great for Buffalo!
Give us a call!

POSTS
TWW3189    2-way Post (26 lbs.)...............................$55.00
TWW3190    3-way Post (30 lbs.)...............................$65.00
TWW3191    4-way  Post (34 lbs.)..............................$75.00
TWW3192    2-way Spreader Post, 7’8” (31 lbs.).......$60.00
TWW3193    3-way Spreader Post, 7’8” (35 lbs.).......$75.00
TWW3413    2-way Spreader Post, 9’6” (36 lbs.).......$70.00
TWW3414    3-way Spreader Post, 9’6” (40 lbs.).......$80.00
TWW3217    Male Wall Mount Bracket......................$40.00
TWW3210    Female Wall Mount Bracket...................$30.00
TWW3214    Male Panel Mounting Bracket................$85.00

TWW3616   
38” Alley Slide Block Door
(220 lbs.)................$670.00

 500 SERIES ACCESSORIES

TWW3618    Adaptor Post, 400-500S  
  (22 lbs.) (S/O)...............................$75.00    

SPREADER BARS
TWW3133    10’ Spreader Bar (33 lbs.)........................$50.00
TWW3134    12’ Spreader Bar (39 lbs.)........................$55.00
TWW3303    l4’ Spreader Bar (45 lbs.) (S/O)...............$60.00
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TWW3196

13 gauge 
is HEAVIER 

than 16 gauge!

6’ TALL - 6 BAR ARENA PANEL
(2” x 13 gauge uprights, 16 gauge rails, 72” Tall)

“Great Panel for a Round Corral”
CONNECTS TO 500 SERIES EQUIPMENT

TWW3477         10’ Arena Panel, 6 Bar (125 lbs.).............. $205.00

Arena
Panel



TWW3194

“BAKED ON POWDER COAT PAINT”

Spreader Bar

TWW3182     
 8’ (166 lbs.).....................$380.00
TWW3183    
10’ (190 lbs.)....................$395.00
TWW3185    
12’ (222 lbs.)....................$450.00
 

TWW3209   2’ (35 lbs.).......................................$115.00
TWW3171   4’ (58 lbs.).......................................$110.00
TWW3172        6’ (81 lbs.).......................................$130.00
TWW3173   8’ (113 lbs.).....................................$155.00
TWW3174     10’ (136 lbs.).....................................$185.00
TWW3175     12’ (159 lbs.).....................................$205.00 
TWW3176     14’ (191 lbs.).....................................$265.00
TWW3177     16’ (214 lbs.).....................................$290.00

500 SERIES 38” ALLEY SLIDE 
BLOCK GATE

TWW3478        12’ Arena Panel, 6 Bar (130 lbs.)..............$220.00

6’ Tall

9’ 6” TALL (Ride Under)

PANELS

12’ FEEDER PANEL
TWW512F    
12’ L x 72” Tall, sheeted bottom  
(185 lbs.)................................$455.00

TWW3240    10’ x 4’ White Poly Sheeting..$205.00
TWW3241    12’ x 4’ White Poly Sheeting....$250.00  

POLY SHEETING

TWW3615   
32” Alley Slide Block Door
..............................$650.00
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 “WRANGLER SYSTEM”

Constructed of 2” x 13 ga. pipe. 
Alley easily adjusts to any width

CONNECTS TO 500 SERIES 
EQUIPMENT

TWW3641     Alley Palpation Cage, Adj. Left (306 lbs.)...................$1,050.00
TWW3641R  Alley Palpation Cage, Adj. Right (306 lbs.).................$1,050.00
TWW3639     21’ Adj. Crowding Alley, includes 1-No Back  
          & End Swing (1,494 lbs.).................................$3,800.00
TWW3640     10’ Crowding Tub, 7’8” Tall  (1,578 lbs.).................$3,700.00
TWW3640T  10’ Crowding Tub, 9’6” Tall (1,650 lbs.)..................$3,950.00
TWW3640A  2/3 10’ Crowding Tub Complete (1,245 lbs.)............$2,950.00
TWW3617A  Alley Walkway Bracket .............................................$45.00ea.
  (Standard Alley requires 6)
TWW3643     Alley Sorting Swing (190 lbs.) ....................................$500.00
TWW3637     Slide Block Door purchased separately.....................$1,110.00
                       Slide Block Door purchased w/Two-W Alley................$815.00

Powder Coated Gray & Red

TWW3610    9’6” Tall Tub Perimeter Posts........................................$100.00
TWW3611     9’6”Tall Tub Center Post...............................................$400.00 
TWW3619    Tub Swing Gate & Hardware (242 lbs.)........................$530.00
TWW3620    3 Way Tub Post Perimeter (29 lbs.).................................$90.00

TWW3626      Adj. 10’ Sheeted Alley Panel (194 lbs.).....$425.00
TWW3627      Adj. Alley End Swing (106 lbs.)................$315.00
TWW3628      Adj. 7’ Sheeted Alley Panel (133 lbs.).......$285.00
TWW3629      Adj. Alley Center Frame, (104 lbs.)..........$295.00
TWW3630      Adj. Alley Slide Frame, (114 lbs.).............$350.00
TWW3631      Adj. 18” Alley Filler Panel (34 lbs.)..........$120.00
TWW3632      Additional Alley, No Back (43 lbs.)..........$210.00
TWW3633      Alley Palpation Cage Panel (81 lbs)..........$290.00
TWW3634      Left Palp Cage Door only (12l lbs) (S/O)...$460.00
TWW3634R    Right Palp Cage Door only (121 lbs.)........$460.00

 

TWW3621    Tub Center Post (111 lbs.).............................................$285.00
TWW3622     8’ Sheeted Tub Panel (153 lbs) ....................................$365.00
 

Strongest, Easiest 
Adjustable Unit Available

HEAVY DUTY CATTLE
WORKING FACILITY

Two-W  32’ DOUBLE ALLEY

TWW3622 8’ Tub Panel Sheeted.................... $365.00
TWW3625 Adjustable Alley End Frame........ $340.00
TWW3626 Adjustable Alley 
   10’ panel E..................$425.00
TWW3629 Adjustable Alley 
   Center Frame.............. $295.00
TWW3632 Alley No Back Top Mount........... $210.00
TWW5500 Double Alley Filler Panel.............$165.00
TWW5501 Double Alley 
   10’ center panel.......... $275.00
TWW5502 Double Alley 
   center frame................$710.00
TWW5503 Double Alley end frame............... $725.00
TWW5507 Double Alley Stop........................ $390.00
TWW5499 Double Alley
   8’ center panel.............$255.00 

TWW5599 Double Alley 
  complete.................................$6,650.00

TWW3624     Curved Tub Panel (260 lbs.) ........................................$630.00
TWW3623     Tub Spreader Bars .........................................................$55.00

TWW5499      
Double Alley 8’ Center Panel..............$255.00

We can configure alley 
to accomodate your needs.  

Let us know your requirements 
and we will design something 

to fit your ranch.

(includes everything in picture)

TWW3625      Adj. Alley End Frame, (117 lbs.).............$340.00

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-548-7270 

Billings, MT
1-800-548-5855 
Great Falls, MT

TWW3652      
2 way Alley Sort Frame & Handle......$640.00
TWW3653      
2 way Adjustable Alley Sort Frame.....$860.00
TWW3195      
32” Alley Control Frame.....................$180.00
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OWN THE CORRAL 
SYSTEM PICTURED 

“Call for Price”

TWO-W LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT LTD.
“We can build a system to fit your needs!”

 INCLUDES:
PEARSON Side Exit Chute, 

WINKEL Loading Chute, 
TWO-W Crowding Tub,  

Alley and Palp Cage.  
Corrals are all 500 Series 

TWO-W Equipment,  
6’ tall, 2” 13 gauge pipe.  

No post holes to dig.  
Some assembly required!!  

The price can be lower by using 
5’ tall panels or Continuous fence.

Corral System 
Drawing #8134

SEND US YOUR DRAWING OR SKETCH AND WE WILL CREATE A COMPUTER DRAWING 
FOR YOU.  WE WILL BID COMPLETE OR PARTIAL SYSTEMS.  THIS IS A “FREE” SERVICE 
WE OFFER OUR CUSTOMERS.  CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-548-7270 - FAX: 406-252-7282

TWO-W BUCKING CHUTES
“SPECIAL ORDER”

CALL AND ASK ABOUT 
A CUSTOM ARENA

COMPLETE RODEO ARENAS 
AVAILABLE

Call for information: 1-800-548-7270

The Two-W Bucking Chutes are one of the most popular chutes used in 
rodeo today.  If you have been to the Calgary Stampede, NILE in Billings 
MT, “Home of Champions Rodeo” in Red Lodge MT,  Canadian Finals 
in Edmonton, or in Plains MT, Helena MT, Hardin MT, Culbertson MT, 
Missoula MT, or Whitehall MT, then you have probably seen these 
chutes in action.  Two-W Chutes are made of a rugged 2 inch 13 gauge 
tube and a heavy duty pipe to be sure they stand up to the test of time.  
Chutes are priced individually and can be built to your configuration.  
Three left and three right are the most common configuration these 
days.  Single chutes can be purchased for practice arenas or 8 in a row 
for larger shows.  When used in conjunction with the Two-W Bucking 
Chute Corners and the famous 500 Series rodeo equipment, you end up 
with a very safe, durable rodeo arena. 

CUSTOM 
DESIGN
YOUR 
OWN!!
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 INCLUDES:
PEARSON Side Exit Chute, 

WINKEL Loading Chute, 
TWO-W Crowding Tub,  

Alley and Palp Cage.  
Corrals are all 500 Series 

TWO-W Equipment,  
6’ tall, 2” 13 gauge pipe.  

No post holes to dig.  
Some assembly required!!  

The price can be lower by using 
5’ tall panels or Continuous fence.

 
 Manufactured in Creighton, NE this heavy duty all steel system saves cattlemen time, money, and effort while working    
cattle.  Built to handle all sizes of cattle that can be worked quickly and easily with our single lever adjustment that adjusts the 
entire alleyway at one time from 32” wide down to 18” in seconds.  The heavy duty crowding tub is able to be setup to crowd 
cattle to the left or right depending on your requirements and allows you  to exit cattle out of the tub in two different directions.
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LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT

CPPAL12 12’ adj. alley use with Double Alley...$4,500.00
CPPALD20 20’ Double Alley.................................$7,800.00
CPPAL20 20’ Straight Alley................................$5,000.00
CPPATUB 1/2 circle 10’ Tub................................$5,600.00
CPPATUBD 1/2 circle 10’ Tub for Double Alley....$5,600.00

Twin side by side alleyways make a large 
5′ 6″ entrance enticing for cattle to enter 
and then transitions the cattle into a single 
alley then into the chute. A double alley-
way system is the most efficient set up for 
loading out cattle or to keep flow of cattle 
consistent for the chute.

38′ DOUBLE ALLEY to SINGLE ALLEY with BACK GATE
Swing up no-backs prevent backing and bunching.

Tubing along top of alley prevents piling.

The deluxe alleys will adjust from: 
15” to 30” in the single section area.
20” to 30” in the double section area.

LUCDA38...................$15,950.00
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 LINN PORTABLE CORRAL SYSTEM

LARGE BUMPER PULL      
  CPPRPCLB  (5,400 lbs.)............$20,000.00

One person can set up the Linn Portable Corral in about 10 minutes ready to contain 85-90 Cow/Calf Pairs without 
lifting a panel.  The self contained system easily pulls down the highway at the speed limit and fits through any gate 
your  pickup will.  Works on extremely uneven terrain.  Over 20 different corral configurations are possible.  Wheels 
on each panel with electric over hydraulic jack eliminates lifting and saves time.  Includes frame for sorting.

LARGE GOOSENECK         
  CPPRPCLG  (5,400 lbs.)......................$20,250.00

12 - 20’ Panels , 1 - 13’ Panel, 1 - 8’ Bow Gate

LINN
Wrangler

SUPER LARGE GOOSENECK (3 extra panels) 
  CPPRPCSLG  (9,400 lbs.)....................$22,450.00

28’ PORTABLE TUB & ALLEY W/AUTO HEADGATE
“The Very Best in 

Livestock Equipment”

This unit will be the best built and handiest portable 
tub and alley on the market and provide you with 

many years of reliable service.

CPPPTA28............................$17,350.00

The rear tub panel folds out.

Built with a 2 1/2” sq. pipe frame and six bar  heavy 
 duty  side panels.

Includes For-Most Auto-Headgate.

10’ tub and a 16’ adjustable alleyway sets up in minutes.
One no-back is included.
A 12’ heavy duty panel with 3’ walk-thru gate built in.

 A side exit gate is also included.
1/2 gate for suckling calves.

Extra panels available, special order.

  Need something delivered?  No problem!  We have salesmen who travel Montana and parts of Wyoming, North Dakota and
  South Dakota.  Postcards are sent out in advance to notify when they are in your area.  If you do not currently receive these 
  postcards and would like to please let us know.  Call for availability on delivery of equipment. 
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PRE-MANUFACTURED CALVING STALL.  10’ x 10’ dimension allows easy 
installation into most existing ranch buildings and barns.  High pole gate allows easy 
access for cows.  Main back frame includes stocker headcatch and squeeze panel.

TWW3650 10’ Maternity Pen, 6’ tall
   connects to 500S (1098 lbs.).. ......................$3,290.00
TWW3660 Optional Swing for front 400S & 500S (77 lbs.)..........$   165.00
TWW3665 8’ Split Bow swing 7’8” 500S (272 lbs).......................$   610.00
TWW3647 56” Cables for Two-W Headcatch (each)......................$      20.00
TWW3651  Main Frame only w/split swing, 500S (285 lbs)...........$   910.00
TWW4014 Wrangler Headcatch (250 lbs.).........................................$  1,200.00   
TWW3214 500s male panel mounting bracket....................................$      85.00

Constructed of ALL 2”,  
13 gauge steel
CONNECTS TO 

400 & 500 SERIES EQUIPMENT

TWO-W 
MATERNITY PEN

Powder 
Coated Gray

MATERNITY PENS

“Strongest 
Maternity Pen 
on the Market”

PRSHCATCHT    Headcatch only........$950.00
PRSNBAR             Nose Bar for Headcatch,
        optional.............$300.00

TWO-W SPLIT CALVING SWING
(2” x 13 gauge)

Heavy Duty.  Bolts to a post.  Chain Latch.  Bottom  swings 
away for suckling a calf or milking. 
TWW3661 8’....................................$270.00
TWW3664 10’..................................$450.00
TWW3663 12’..................................$460.00

PEARSON HEADCATCH

The Pearson Self-Catch Headcatch can be mount-
ed on the Pearson Squeeze chute or easily adapted 
to any chute, alley or calving stall.  Fits Posts 34” 
- 38” wide, 67” tall (200 lbs.)

BUILD YOUR OWN CALVING STALL

WINKEL CALVING PEN

 3’ X 12' MAIN FRAME
 Construted of 2 3/8" x 12 ga. round tubing
 Complete with self-catching head gate
 Two gate design for calving ease with one 3’ gate built in
 Hooks and latches to make 12’ x12’ pens on each side 
 of calving chute
 Short Steel floor behind headgate
 Removable vertical bars for milking and assisting

**PANELS FOR PEN NOT INCLUDED

WKLMPEN...............................................................$3,150.00
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BUSINESS HOURS:  
7305 Entryway Drive, Billings MT

8:00am-6:00pm Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Billings Location
8am-5pm Mon-Fri, Closed Sat & Sun

Great Falls Location
8am-5pm Mon-Sat Closed Sunday

“Prices in this mailer subject 
to change without notice!  
Not responsible for errors 

in printing or copy.”
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Aluminum Tail Gate.
Easy Squeeze Release.
Vertical  sides allow cattle to move into chute easily and stand in a natural position.
Automatically adjusts to any size animal as chute is squeezed.
Side boards are removable for foot work and milking.
Neck panels swing out for neck vaccinations.
No climbing sides or excessive slipping.
Heavy, rugged construction to last a lifetime.
Diamond-plate steel floor.
Fold Away Side Bars.

  

Height Overall 87 1/2” 78 1/2”  88 1/2” 76 1/4”   85”
Width Overall  10’ 4”             53”      36 1/2”        35”        43 1/2”
Width Open          -------       32”        28”  30”       30”
Width Closed         -------            16”       18”  30”        10”
Side Height  69 1/4”         57”        64”           64”       59” Squeeze
              Panel
Overall Length  20’ 5”     16’ 8”         10’ Outside       3’ 3”  8’ 2”
          Curve
Weight              1850#  1485#    450#  202#   1215#
               1 1/4 x 14 G                    1 1/4x14 G
               Square Tube                    Square Tube
  

 10’ Tub    Alley   Curved     Preg.  Chute with
     Alley     Cage  Headgate

PRSCHUTEB Chute, Standard, no side exit, steel floor 
  w/brisket bar(1215 lbs.)......... $6,000.00

PRSCHUTRB Chute, right side exit, steel floor 
  w/brisket bar(1215 lbs.)......... $6,500.00

PRSCHUTLB Chute, left side exit, steel floor 
  w/brisket bar (1215 lbs.).........$6,500.00

PRSPCAGEN Palpation Cage, Sheeted........ $1,000.00

PRSTUB  10’ Crowding Tub (S/O)........ $5,200.00

PRSALLEY 16’ Squeeze Alley (S/O)......... $4,500.00

PRSATG  Aluminum Chute Tailgate
    (S/O)...................... $  425.00

PRSHCATCHT Headcatch...............................$   950.00
HEADCATCH CABLES AVAILABLE,  MUST KNOW
MODEL NUMBER OF HEADCATCH............$25.00/ea.
PRSCKIT New Cable Adapter Kit...........$80.00

INCLUDES:
Chute,

 Palpation Cage,
16’ Alley,

 Crowding Tub

PEARSON CATTLE 
WORKING FACILITY

PEARSON WHEEL KIT

PRSCWK .........................................$1,900.00

PEARSON LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT
Easiest manual chute on the market to operate.
Made to handle cattle of any size fast and easily.

PEARSON XFORCE HEAD CONTROL UNIT

PEARSON  XL CHUTE

PRSCHLXL left exit................................$8,300.00
PRSCHRXL right exit..............................$8,300.00
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PEARSON  HYDRAULIC CHUTE

PRSCHYD...................$13,500.00

Standard Rancher Hydraulic Chute includes:
-Hydraulic squeeze, head gate, tail 
  gate, and reversible head sweep.
-Top-mounted, electric power unit 
   (110V or 220V)
-Controls that are mounted to the top 
   frame at shoulder level.
-Calf wings

Palpation doors built in on both sides of the chute. The palpation 
section squeezes with the rest of the chute resulting in no place for 
calves to turn around. The extra length is also convenient for longer 
animals.

Move your chute from one 
pasture to another with 
the Pearson Livestock 
Equipment Wheel Kit. 
Every new Pearson 
Livestock Equipment chute 
comes ready to accept the 
new wheel kit.

The xForce Head Control unit gives you a safe 
way to perform work on an animal’s head. Using 
the same power unit as the xForce Squeeze, 
this cattle head restraint is great for ear tagging, 
in-tranasal vaccinations and many other opera-
tions. xForce Head Control currently operates 
on a self-catch head gate. However, we do have 
plans to adapt it to a manual head gate in the near 
future.
PRSXMHC   ......................................$1,500.00
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FOR-MOST LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT
MODEL A-25 AUTOMATIC 

SELF-CATCHING HEADGATE
MODEL 30 HEAVY DUTY 

MANUAL HEADGATE

Spring assisted gates automatically return to the catch position when  
 the release control rod is reversed.  The control rod allows  
 you to release and prod the animal from behind for exit.
A positive tie rod synchronizes the doors, eliminating troublesome   
 chains or cables.

Ruggedly built to handle small calves or your largest bull.  
Available with optional neck bars and a manual head

sweep to control the animal’s head movement.
 Parallel opening doors and a low step-over help prevent a downed   
animal from choking.
 Gate closes down to 3” to hold small calves and latches up to 18” to   
hold your largest bulls.
 Has 6 more inches of gate clearance height and a beefed up control   
handle for working large bulls, taller exotics or bison.  
 Specify left or right handle control when ordering.
 
FMLHCA30T 
Model 30T headgate tall (265 lbs.) S/O..$1,200.00

SPECIFICATIONS:
Height:  Gate Opening 66”, Overall 69”
Width:  Gate Opening 27”, Bottom 20”
             Overall width w/handle open - 62”
Step Over:  4.4”
Closes To:  3”
Weight:  225 lbs.

Excellent headgate for one-man cattle handling, allowing 
the operator to be behind the animal while it catches itself.

FMLHCATCH headgate tall (200 lbs.)...........................$1,200.00

SPECIFICATIONS:
Height:  Gate Opening 60”, Overall 69”
Width:  Gate Opening 28”, Bottom 18”
             Overall 39” less handle
Step Over:  2.5”
Closes to:  4”
Weight:  200 lbs.

“Master the task with TaskMaster Hydraulic Cattle Chutes!”

 Heavy steel construction.
 Lower access door for treatment ease.
 Fold-down sides and drop side bars.
 Hydraulically controlled, fast action, scissors-type 
     entrance and exit doors with relief valves 
    to protect animals from over-squeezing.
 Right or left hand control available.
 Measures 90” high x 60” wide x 96” long.
 Weighs approximately 2,700 lbs.
 Materials and workmanship on chute are under
     manufacturers warranty for one (1) year.
 220V 5HP Motor, single phase.
 Motor is under manufacturers warranty for one 
 (1) year.
 Hydraulic components are under manufacturers 
 warranty for one (1) year.
 Double pipe neck extender bars.  
 Can be run off of tractor hydraulics.

FEATURES: 

LUCCHUTE Manual Adj. bottom (S/O)..................................$9,450.00
LUCCHUTEA    Hydraulic adjustable bottom.............................$10,350.00
LUCCHAH   Hydraulic adjustable bottom w/head bender.....$10,950.00
  
 

TASKMASTER HYDRAULIC CHUTE

TASKMASTER HYDRAULIC CHUTES

SPECIAL
ORDERS

WELCOME!
“Buffalo

 Models also 
Available”

Options:
LUCRLV 
Rubber louvers..................................$460.00
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MSF MANUAL SQUEEZE CHUTE (THORSON)

MSF BULL CHUTE MSF CLINIC CHUTE
-9 lower positions and 6 upper positions
-9”to 29” lower and 9” to 32” 
upper width adjustment

-11 lower positions and 8 upper positions
-9” to 33” lower and 9” to 37” upper width adjustment

 The Manual Head Catch Stanchion provides maximum head restraint control that’s safe for both the animal and operator. The Head Catch can 
easily be operated remotely out of livestock view for a better flow of animals into the chute. Featuring upper adjustments and a sliding drop 
pin for quick lower adjustment, the head catch handles animals of all ages. All manual control stanchions are non-choke with upper adjustable 
top head movement restrictors on each stanchion pipe. The stanchions feature a counter-set dual-ratchet lock mechanism with a spring loaded 
release, along with a safe overhead lever controlled with a pull rope that provides a micro head catch.

MSFCHBULLL    Bull Chute Left Controls...........................................................$7,650.00
MSFCHBULLR    Bull Chute Right Controls.........................................................$7,650.00
MSFCHCML  Clinic Chute Left Controls........................................................$6,400.00
MSFCHCMR  Clinic Chute Right Controls......................................................$6,400.00
MSFCHTRLC  Clinic Model Trailer..................................................................$3,100.00
MSFCHBB Brisket Bar...........$200.00 MSFCHNEB    Neck Extension Bars Pair..$100.00
MSFCHBL    Belted louvers......$250.00 MSFCHPC       Palp Cage.......................$1,350.00
MSFCHCL Chin Lift...............$650.00 MSFCHSE       Side Exit............................$350.00
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SILENCER HYDRAULIC SQUEEZE CHUTES

The SILENCER RANCH MODEL
Hydraulic squeeze chute with full-opening headgate & tailgate, polyethylene bearings, polyethylene contact points, 
fully sheeted headgate & tailgate, reinforced construction, 3 spool hydraulic valves, 3-4x2 cylinders, fitted hoses, 
30 ft. of extension hose.  SILENCER chutes are PRIMED before electrostatically painted.  One year warranty.

OPTIONS:
 Extended Ranch Model....................................................................$1,166.00
 Rubber-belted louvers on sidegates.....................................................$366.00
 Side Exit..............................................................................................$275.00
 Hydraulic lower squeeze..................................................................$1,065.00
 Hydraulic head restraint, Left or Right ..............................................$611.00
 Rear walk-through door (26”), Left or Right......................................$251.00
 Additional neck access per sidegate  $69.00@side..............................$74.00
 Neck bar..........................................................................1-$59.00 / 2-$118.00
   (only 1 needed if buying Hydraulic head restraint)
 De-horner, Head Restraint, Left or Right............................................$489.00
 Pivot Controls - 
  Option 1: Side to Side / Option 2: Front to Back................$803.95
 Dual Controls....................................................................................$1,634.21
 Brisket Bar..........................................................................................$263.00
 Rear Frame Hookup.............................................................................$269.74
 Hydraulic Neck Extension Bars (two neck bars included)...............$1,511.00
 Hydraulic Kick Bar..........................................................................$1,511.00
 Short Yearling sidegate (left, right or both)........................................$293.00
Power Supply Options:
 5HP Electric Hydraulic Pump 60 Hz (single or three phase)...........$1,709.00 
 5HP Electric Hydraulic Pump with Pressure Relief Valve 
  and Quick Couplers 60 Hz (single or three phase)..........$2,012.00
 Gas Powered Honda GX200 (5.5HP) Hydraulic Pump
  Two Spool Valve with Pressure Relief, Reservoir, Oil Filter,
  Quick Couplers (female), Carry Package Includes Handles 
      .........................$2,166.00
Scale Option:
 MMFSC10 10,000# Digi Star w/mounting hardware.........$2,850.00
 TPPT10  10,000# TE PARI T10 indicator w/ wi-fi.........$1,400.00
 TPPTSLB -Load Cells for Rancher/HD (set of 4)............$1,950.00
 TPPT20  10,000# TE PARI T20 indicator w/ wi-fi.........$1,850.00
 TPPTSLBC -Load Cells for Commerical Pro (set of 4)......$2,000.00

Trailer Option: 
 MMFSYT   Silencer Yoke Trailer........................................$2,040.00
 MMFSYTHD Silencer Yoke Trailer  (Heavy Duty 
    chute only).......................................$3,988.00
 MMFCAT Carry All Trailer................................................$3,399.00
 MMFTREX Extended Chute Carrier
    (extended chute only).......................$5,026.00

CALL FOR PRICES ON 
OTHER SILENCER MODELS

1-800-548-7270
Billings, MT   

1-800-548-5855
Great Falls, MT

WE TAKE TRADES!
“Call for availability 
of Used Equipment”

 

SILENCER’S patented head and taildoors both open fully-top to bottom- for the industry’s most advantageous cattle flow in and out of the chute.  
When the animal enters the chute, SILENCER’S full opening taildoor reduces hesitation.  Then the combination of SILENCER’S full-opening 
headdoors and the pre-set pressure relief valve permits head doors to close only as far as needed for 350 lb. animals on up to 2500 lb. animals with 
little or no chute adjustment.  SILENCER’S headdoor maintains equal pressure on the animal-top to bottom-minimizing animal stress and injury.  
It also employs the least amount of pressure on the animal of any hydraulic squeeze chute on the market.  And SILENCER doors use less room to 
open and shut for greater operator safety....All this in contrast to the old-type scissor gate designs with the highest pressure located at the bottom 
of the gate increasing choking, shoulder damage and hesitation.  Available with electric or gas motor.  Many options available.   HEAVY DUTY 
or COMMERCIAL PRO Chutes available by Special Order. 

Base Price..................   $8,727.00

Yoke trailer
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MOLY MFG PRODUCTS

Flight Zone Avoidance
Solution Systems

• LESS STRESS  • LESS PEOPLE 
• LESS EFFORT  • ADDED  SAFETY

Flight Zone Avoidance
Solution Systems

• LESS STRESS  • LESS PEOPLE 
• LESS EFFORT  • ADDED  SAFETY

Portable 
Turett

All-Purpose Corral
190’ of perimeter panels or 2800 sq ft area. 34001bs.  
1 Carrier for multiple uses, Optional StockRac and Single 
Alleyway. Galvanized steel wheels, no more flats or tires slip-
ping off wheels! Highway speed hubs with torsion suspension. 
Large and small animal options.

Modular Sort Gate
Can be added to almost any system. Unlimited number of sort 
options by using multiple gates! Built to order to make sorting 
quicker and more efficient. 1 Sort Gate adds 3 sort options- for-
ward, left, or right. 

Hydraulic Load Out Chute
Featuring a self-centering dock, loading chute lifts from 10” to 
58” off the ground. Top deck stays flat with man door and stair 
type steps for added safety and efficiency.

Hydraulic Yoke Carrier
Hydraulic Yoke Carrier for SILENCER. Back in or push carrier back and 
hydraulically lift the entire machine in a few minutes. Honda engine has 
wheels and a lift crane to make for a very versatile power unit. Tandem 
axles with torsion suspension gives the ultimate ride on rough roads. Fend-
ers and front frame are coated with anti-chip paint for a long lasting finish. 
Lights and brakes are standard equipment. The safest and most versatile 
trailer available with options to carry alleys and TurretGates.

Please call for updated pricing on Moly products.
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NORXPRINT    Epson TM925 ticket printer for group 
  scales...................................................... $615.00
NORTICKET Rice Lake Scale Tickets 
  (25-Duplicate)........................................ $  11.50
NORXPOST Scale Corner Post 1 1/2”, Optional........ $  75.00
NORLK  Light Kit................................................. $  60.00

“Take the Scale to your Cattle.......
Animal Weighing at any Location”

RICE LAKE GROUP ANIMAL SCALES

Portable Group Animal Scale w/o wheels
includes the following:

Deck, cage and integral base frame.
Rubberized deck and pen sides.
Cage includes 2 standard gates.
Rugged all weather powder paint for years of use.
Low deck height of only 6”.
Can be used on any firm surface up to 6% grade.
Rubber T-belt on entry and exit.
Junction box for load cells.
Approved legal-for-trade in Canada and the    
United States.

NORSA  Single axle group scale, MOBILE with wheels, cage 
  measurements 7’5” x 12’9”, 15,000# cap w/indicator 
  (weight 3600 lbs.)........................................................$26,950.00
NORTA  Tandem axle group scale, MOBILE with wheels, cage 
 measurements 7’5” x 18’6”, 20,000# cap w/indicator 
  (weight 5600 lbs.)........................................................$32,950.00

Mobile Group Animal Scale w/wheels
 includes the following:

Deck, cage and integral trailer package.
Rubberized deck and pen sides.
Cage includes 2 standard gates.
Rugged all weather powder paint for years of use.
Low deck height of only 6”.
12 volt battery pack (recharged by tow vehicle).
Integral air pump to lift and lower trailer air bag suspension.
Electric brakes.  Can be used on any firm surface up to 6% grade.
Junction box for load cells.
Rubber T-belt on entry and exit.
Approved legal-for-trade in Canada and the United States.

NOR814   Group Scale, PORTABLE without wheels, 
   cage measurements  7’5” x 12’9”, 
   15,000# cap (weight 3500 lbs.)................$20,150.00
NOR821   Group Scale, PORTABLE without wheels, 
   cage measurements  7’5” x 18’6”, 
   20,000# cap (weight 4550 lbs.)................$24,150.00

You Work Your Ranch 24/7

Rice Lake Livestock Scales   
Are Built to Keep Up
Owning equipment that will stand the test of time is vital to your cattle ranch.  
At Rice Lake Weighing Systems, our livestock scales are built by employees who  
are committed to providing quality scales you can count on. 

Learn more about Rice Lake’s tradition of hard-working employees and the livestock  scales 
they manufacture at www.ricelake.com/thewibrand.
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SCALES

MULITPURPOSE LOAD BARS
23” long, max capacity 4,400 lbs, for use 
with Alleyway Platform AP500. Easy to set 
up, portable, fully water, dirt and rodent resistant. 
Equipped with heavy duty TPR/PVC cables. Zinc plated, 
gold passivated for additional corrosion resistance. Fitted with 
rubber feet to provite extra grip and stock dispersal.
TRU805122..................................$1,230.00
HD5T LOAD BARS
43” long, max capacity 11,000 lbs (with two 
bars). Designed to be tough, reliable and 
easy to install under any manual or 
hydraulic squeeze chute. The 
simplicity of set up means you can easily install with no assistance 
needed.
TRU833749..................................$1,870.00

EZIWEIGH7i
Capability to record information against 
Electronic ID (EID) or Visual tags, you can easily 
capture and analyse individual animal performance 
and history. Replacing guesswork with facts, the EziWeigh7i 
displays live weight gain since the previous session, showing 
animal performance right there in the yard. 
Bluetooth wireless technology. 
TRUEZW7..................................$1,385.00
XHD2 LOAD CELLS
Ideal for permanent installations under large cattle 
crushes/chutes where there is high usage. The system 
includes four 2,500 lb (1,136 kg) load cells with a 
total capacity of 10,000 lb (4,500 kg). Designed for 
harsh environments the system is protected to prevent moisture 
and corrosion damage. 26’ cable length.
TRU826907..................................$1,900.00

ALLEYWAY PLATFORM
Single animal platform to weigh 
livestock faster and safer. Low profile 
design, no sharp edges, rubber mat for traction and 
noise reduction. Constructed of 1/4” aluminum. For alleyway and 
portable applications. Use with MP600 load bars.
TRU821723..................................$630.00

Western Ranch Supply offers its popular 
PEARSON SIDE EXIT CHUTE & 
STOCKWEIGH 6600 SCALE 
all mounted and ready to be used.  
Unit can be made portable with purchase of Pearson Chute 
Trailer (sold separately). 

Pearson Side Exit Chute with scale floor, scale 
and mounting.
PRSCSF...............................................................$8,175.00
PRSTRAIL    Trailer for chute only (220 lbs.)....$1,350.00
PRSSTRAIL   Long Scale Trailer (270 lbs)........$1,500.00
 

Pearson Side Exit Chute with scale floor, scale, 
palpation cage and mounting. “Pictured”
PRSCSFP............................................................$9,300.00

PEARSON CHUTE & 
SCALE COMBINATION

We have taken the “Manual” 
out of weighing and made it 

“Convenient”
. 

MP800 LOAD BARS
Designed for use under a variety of 
single animal portable applications, 
including alleyway platforms, cages 
or small animal crates.Versatile. 
Can be temporarily installed and 
when used with the lightweight Tru-Test aluminium platform can 
be easily transported between different weighing sites. TOTAL 
CAPACITY 4,400 lb NOMINAL LENGTH 23”
TRU805123..................................$1,530.00
S3 WEIGH SCALE INDICATOR
Highly visible display. Simple user interface. 
Only two clearly visible buttons, on/off and zero. Other settings 
are easily accessible on the Data Link mobile app 
or Data Link PC software. SuperdampTM III technology.  
Bluetooth® Low Energy technology. Up to 20 hours of run time 
and only 6 hours to recharge.. 
TRUS3..................................$700.00

PEARSON CHUTE SCALE KIT
1-PR MP800 load bars
1-53 Indicator
TRUPEARSON..................................................$2,230.00

SILENCER CHUTE SCALE KIT
1-XHD2  4 Load Cell and T Box
1-7I Indicator
1- Scale Pad and Cross Bars
TRUSILENCER................................................$3,735.00

PLATFORM SCALE (ALLYWAY)
1-Alley Platform
1-53 Indicator
1- PR MP600 Load Bars
TRUPLATFORM..............................................$2,560.00

ALL OTHER SCALE KITS
1-PR HD5T Load Bars
1-53 Indicator
TRUOTHER......................................................$2,570.00

TRU TEST SCALE KITS
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better
together

Datamars Livestock links 
tools that promote animal 
health, enable precision 
animal management, and 
improve protein production. 
These tools work together, 
communicating with each other 
and communicating with you.

Learn more about our products 
today at 800.433.3112 or 
datamarsna.com.
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A.I. Supplies.....................................30
Albon Boluses...................................19
Alcohol 99%.....................................28
All-In-One Castrator..........................29
Alpha 7..............................................11
Andis Clippers..................................102
Antibacterial Scrubs..........................57
Antibiotics, Cattle.........................19,20
          Poultry..................................115
          Sheep......................................48
          Swine......................................44
Anvils...............................................54
Aprons, Farrier.................................54
Arena Equipment....................146,147
Arena Master..................................146
Attachment Equipment.............134,135
Automatic Syringe.......................34,35
Automatic Waterers
          Cattle, Horse..................119-121
          Sheep....................................121
          Swine...............................47,120

Identification Tags.......................26,27
Ignite Tubs.........................................23
Implants, Cattle.................................18
Incubator, Chicken...........................116
Injectable Antibiotics........................19
Injectable Wormers...........................20
Insecticide Tags.................................25
Insecticides, Cattle.............................24
           Dairy........................................117
        Horse.........................................61
       Pet............................................112
       Sheep.........................................48
        Swine.........................................46
Instruments...................................33-36
Insulators..........................................2,3
Intra-Nasal Vaccine............................10
Iodine.................................................44
Iron, Injectable, Swine......................45
I V Set................................................34
Ivermectin Pour On...........................21
Ivomec, Cattle...................................21
Ivomec Sheep Drench.......................49
Ivomec, Swine...................................47

INDEX
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Ear Care, Pet..................................112
Ear Notchers...................................45
Ear Tags.....................................26,27
Easy Boots.....................................55

Bag Balm..........................................40
Saddle Bags......................................91
Baling Twine....................................127
Bale Feeders
 Horse.............................138
           Cattle.............................139
           Sheep.............................48
Bale Unroller...................................133
Balling Guns....................................34
Ball Mounts....................................132
Banders.............................................29
Bandages..........................................58
Barb Wire...........................................8
Batteries, Hot Shots..........................32
Bell Boots.....................................80,81
Bits....................................................78
Blackleg Vaccines........................11,12
Blankets, Horse................................92
                 Saddle........................76,77
Blocking Chutes.............................105
Blower-Dryers...............................104
Boots, Horse.................................80,81
Bosals..............................................78
Bottles & Bottle Holder, calves........41
Box Stalls........................................136
Brake Controls................................132
Branding Equipment, 
 Irons & Pots....................28
Braunamid Suture.............................36
Breast Collars....................................77
Brisket Tags......................................27
Bucket Feeder, Lambs.....................51
Buckets & Tubs............................95,96
Bucking Chutes..............................156
Bulb Syringes...................................35
Bull Riding Equipment.....................90

Chicken Supplies.....................115,116
Chlorhexidine Solution..................41
Chute Help...................................147
Chutemaster....................................14
Chute, Roping..............................147
CIDR's............................................30
Cinches............................................89
Clippers..................................100-102
Clippers, Pet..................................114
Clostridial Vaccines, Cattle........11,12
Coccidiosis.....................................20
Colostrx.........................................42
Colostrum Supplements, calves.....42
Combs & Cutters.....................100-102
Concrete Waterers........................119
Continuous Fence.........................142
Control Valves, Waterers..............124
Copper Dehorn Irons.......................29
Corid...............................................20
Covexin 8...................................11,49
Cowboy Toy...................................84
Cow Hip Lift...................................39
Crayons, Sheep...............................31
Cribbing Products..........................82
Culbac....................................126,127
Cydectin.........................................21

Dairy Bomb...................................117
Dairy Supplies...............................117
Dally Wraps...................................85
Dart Guns.......................................37
Dectomax.......................................21
Dehorning Supplies........................29
DeWalt Tools.................................118 
Disinfectants...................................41
Disposable Syringes......................35
DMSO............................................56
Dog Food.......................................114
Dog Kennels...................................114
Dog Supplies..........................112-114
Draw Offs.......................................35
Dremel Tools..................................27
Drench Gun....................................34
Drive Thru Electric Gate..................4
Duracream......................................40
Duramycin 72-200..........................19
Dust Bags........................................24

Fans, livestock...............................104
Farm Cart........................................96
Farrier Tools................................52-54
Feed Additives, Cattle......................18
         Horses...............................68-73
        Swine......................................47
Feed Bunks,Cattle/   
        Horses............................140,141
Feed, Chicken................................115
        Horses...............................74, 75
        Pet.........................................114
        Sheep/Goat.............................97
         Swine......................................97
Feed Equipment, Horses...............138
        Pets.......................................113
        Poultry..................................116
        Sheep...............................95,110
        Swine......................................47
Feed Mixers..................................144
Feeder Wagons..............................140
Fence, Continuous.........................142
Fence Testers....................................5
Fencing Supplies...........................1-9
Fiberglass Posts.................................4
Fiberglass Water Tanks....................122
Field Fence........................................8
Flatbeds, Pickup..............................133
Flea & Tick, Pet.............................112
Float  Switch..................................124
Float Valves....................................124
Fluid Feeders..................................41
Fly Bait & Traps.............................61
Fly Insecticides, Horse...............60,61
Fly Masks.......................................61
Fly Sheets.........................................62
Foal Lac Pellets & Powder..............68
Footrot Shears, sheep.....................51
Footrot Vaccine.................................10
Forceps............................................33
Forks, Manure.................................96
For-Most Equipment....................161
Freeze Brands.................................28

F

J

Electric Prods....................................32
Electrolyte Solutions.......................42
Emasculators...................................29
Energizers.........................................1
Entrolyte H.E..................................42

Jacks.........................................132,145
J-Lube................................................43
Jobe Water Valves............................124
Jumper Cables.................................145

K

Eight-Way Vaccine......................11,12
Elastrator Tool & Ring.....................29 
Electric Branding Irons...................28

C

Estrotect..........................................30
Equipment, Poultry...................115,116
   Sheep............................111
EZ+Calf Start...................................38

Helmets.............................................92
Herd Books........................................41
Hip Loc.............................................39
Hip Tags.............................................27
Hi-Lift Jack......................................145
Hi-Tensile Wire...................................2
Hitches.............................................132
Hobbles.............................................82
Hoof Care Products, Horse...............55
Hoof Knives......................................53
Hoof Pads..........................................52
Hoof Weigh Tape, Calves.................43
Hook Doctor.....................................43
Horn Wraps.......................................84
Horse Feed...................................74,75
Horse Grooming..........................63-66
Horse Products............................52-66
Horseshoes & Nails..........................52
Horse Stalls.....................................136
Horse Stock Chute..........................137
Horse Supplements.....................68-73
Horse Vet Supplies......................55-58
Horslic Tubs.....................................68
Hoskins Waterers
             Cattle, Horses, Sheep....120,121                                 
......................Swine.....................................47
Hot Shots..........................................32
Hubbard Feeds..................................75
Hydrants...........................................124
Hydraulic Calf Table.......................143
Hydraulic Post Digger....................134

C & D Vaccines................................11
Cake Feeder.....................................141
Calfteria Pail......................................41
Calf Guard..........................................10 
Calf Manna.......................................42
Calf Pullers.......................................40
Calf Scour Treatments...................37,38
Calf Sleds...........................................40
Calf Sling...........................................43
Calf Snare..........................................41
Calf Tables.................................28, 143
Calf Warmers & Heaters...................39
Callicrate Bander................................29
Calving Supplies..........................39-43
C5 Bale Bed....................................133
Capsule Forceps................................33
Cart, Farm.....................................96 
Castrating Supplies...........................29

Cat Food........................................114 
Cattle Biologicals........................10-17   
Cattle Guards................................151
Cattle Implants...............................18
Cattle Insecticides..........................24
Cattle Rubs....................................24
Cat Vaccine & Wormer................112
Chain Harrows.............................134
Chains, O.B...................................43
Chicken Feed................................115

G
Galvanized Tanks.........................122
Gate Closers, Handles 
        & Latches.......................4,9,152
Gate Opener..................................151
Gelatin Capsules.............................33
Gloves, O.B. & Wrist......................43
          Bull........................................90
          Roping...................................85
Goat Feed.................................97,115
Goat String......................................85
Gooseneck Hitches.......................132
Gopher Bait....................................94
Groom Case....................................84
Grooming Products, Horse........63-66
Ground Hog Arena Tool................146
Growth Implants, Cattle..................18
Guardian...........................................10
Gun, Dart........................................37

Electric Clippers.....................100-102
Electric Fence Supplies.................1-9

Halters, Horses................................81
Hand Shears (Sheep).......................111

Hay Hut..........................................138
Haemophilus Vaccine......................17
Hackamores.....................................78

H

KayDee Mineral................................22
Kamar Pads........................................30
Kaolin Pectin.....................................38
Kennels, Dog....................................114
Ketch All Mouse Trap........................94
KingKutter Equipment....................135
Koehn Kalf Katch.............................43
Kopertox...........................................55
Kuhn Knight.............................144,145

Harrows...........................................134
Hasco Tags........................................27
Hay Bags..........................................84
Hay Tarps.........................................119
Hay Treatment, Culbac.............126,127
Headstalls..........................................77
Heat Lamps & Holder........................45 
Heat Mats, pet..................................113
Heater, Calf Warmers........................39
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INDEX
Lambing Supplies......................48-51
Lariats.......................................85-88
Lead Ropes.....................................84
Leatherman Tools...........................91
Lepto Vaccines................................14
Leather Preservative.......................67
Lewis Valves.................................124
Lick Tubs....................................22-23
Lights, vehicle...............................132
Liniment, Horse..............................56
Linn Portable Equipment.........157,158 
Liquid Storage Tanks.....................123
Lister Clippers................................102
Livestock Blowers-Dryers.............104
Livestock Heat Identification..........30
Loading Chutes..............................151
Lube, O.B.......................................43
Lubrisyn, Horse..............................56
 

L

M
Magnets, Rumen...............................34
Magrath Stock Prod........................32
Manure Forks..................................96
Manure Spreader...........................145
Markers, Livestock.........................31
Martingales......................................79
Mastitis Treatments.......................117
Maternity Pen................................159
Matrix.............................................45
Matting, Trailer..............................95
Merrill Hydrants............................124
Mice Bait.......................................94
Milk Replacers, Calf.......................41
                         Horse........................68
                       Lamb........................50
Mineral......................................22,23
Mineral Feeders.............................141
Mineral Tubs...............................22-23
Mixer Feeders...............................144
Moisture Tester..............................126
Mouse Bait & Traps.......................94
Mycoplasma Vaccines.....................17

N
Nails & Horseshoes...........................52
Needle Extenders..............................35
        Holders....................................36
        Injectable.................................36
        Suture......................................36
Net Wrap.......................................127
Nippers...........................................53
Nipples, Calves...............................41
           Lambs.................................51
Nolvasan Solution & Scrub.......41,43
Nosebands........................................78
Nursemate, Calves..........................42
                Lamb..............................50
Nutri-Drench, Beef..........................42
                    Sheep..............................50
Nylon Syringes................................35

Paint Pistol & Pellets........................31
Paint Sticks.......................................31
Panel Trailer, Winkle.......................150
Panniers.............................................91
Pasteurella Vaccines.........................17
Pearson Equipment.........................160
Penicillin..........................................19
Pet Supplies...............................112-115
Petersen Concrete Waterers............119
Pickup Tanks..................................123
Pig Tooth Nipper.............................45
Piggin’ & Goat  Strings......................85
Pinkeye Vaccines..............................16
Pistol Grip Syringes..........................35
Poly Serum.........................................10
Portable Loading Chute..................151
Post Driver......................................134
Post Extractor.................................134
Posts & Clips......................................4
Poultry Supplies........................115,116
Pour-On Wormers & Grubs...............21
Povidone Solution & Scrub..............41
Prairie Dog Bait................................94
PregGuard 10...................................16
Premier Clippers..............................101
Presponse.........................................17
Priefert Equipment.................136-139   
        141-143,146-149
Prima Vaccinators...............................34
Probiotics...........................................38
Prolapse Needles...............................36
Purina Horse Feed............................74
Purina Small Animal Feed................115

P

Q
Quality Liquid Feed.........................23
Quest Gel..........................................59

Race Plates.......................................52
Ralgro Implants................................18
Ram Harnesses & Crayons.........31,51
Rasps................................................53
Rat & Mouse Bait............................94
Reins, Roping & Split......................79
Respiratory Vaccines, Cattle........13,14 
Reproductive Vaccine, Cattle.......15,16
Revalor Implants...............................18
Rice Lake Scales.............................164
Riding Helmets.................................92
Ritchey Tags.....................................27
Roberts Valves.................................124
Rodeo Equipment...............90,146,147
Ropes...........................................85-88
Roping Boxes...........................146,147
Roping Chutes................................147
Roping Dummy................................83
Roping Gloves..................................85
Roping Heads...................................84
Round Bale Feeders..................138,139
Round Pens, Horse.........................137
Rubbermaid, Farm Carts...................96
                Stock Tanks..........................123

R

Shaver............................................134
Shavings, Wood...............................95
Sheep Equipment...........................111
Sheep Paint................................31,51
Sheep Supplies..........................48-51
Shop, WRS...............132,133,144,145
Show Boxes....................................104
Show Feeds................................97-99 
Show Supplies...........................95-111
S.I. Feeders...................................140
Silage Treatment......................126,127
Silencer Chutes..............................162
Silicone Lube..................................35
Skid Boots..................................80,81
Sleds, Calf......................................40
Solar Panels......................................1
Somubac.........................................17
Sorting Sticks & Paddles................32
Splice Tools & Splices......................6
Splint Boots................................80,81
Sports Medicine Boots..............80,81
Spot Lights.....................................39
Sprayers.................................128-131
Spreader, Kuhn Knight.................145 
Spurs & Straps Straps.....................79
Stalls.............................................136
Steel Posts.........................................8
Stirrups...........................................79
Stock Prods.....................................32
Stomach Pump & Tubing................33
Storage Tanks................................123
Sulfa Boluses..................................19
Sulmet.............................................37
Sunbeam Clippers....................100,101
Surgical Soap..................................39
Sustain III, Calf & Cow..................19
Swine Supplies..........................44-47
Synovex Implants............................18
Syringes.....................................34,35

T

W

Zimecterin Wormer, Horse...............59

Z

U
Udder Salves...............................40,117
Ultrabac 7 & 8..............................11,12
Umbilical Tape.................................39

Vaccine, Cattle..............................10-17            
..........Horse......................................59
          Pet.........................................112
          Sheep......................................49
          Swine......................................46
Vaccine Coolers................................15
Valbazen Wormer...............................21
Valves, Water..................................124
Vertical Storage Tanks....................123
Vests, Protective................................90
Vet Creams & Salves........................40
VetRap..............................................58
Vibrio Lepto Vaccines......................15
Vision 7 & 8.................................11,12
VitaFerm Mineral.............................23
Vitamins, Cattle................................20
        Horses.................................68-73
        Sheep........................................48

V

Wart Vaccines....................................10
Water Caddy....................................132
Water Tanks..............................122,123
Waterers, Automatic................119-121
        Concrete.................................119
        Horse...............................119,120
        Sheep......................................121
        Swine.................................47,120
           Pet...........................................113
        Poultry....................................116
Weigh Tape, Calves..........................43
West Nile..........................................59
Whips & Poppers.............................32
Winkel Equipment.................150, 151
Winter Horse Blankets.....................92
Wire Gate Closers...........................4,9
Wire, Hi-Tensile.................................2
Wire Panels.....................................142
Wire Saw & Handles.........................29
Wire Strainers.....................................6
Wire Unroller......................................9
Wool Bags......................................50
Wood Post...........................................8
Wood Shavings.................................95
Wormers, Cattle...........................20-21
         Dog & Cat..............................112
        Horse........................................59
        Sheep........................................49
        Swine........................................47

Yard Hydrant..................................124
Y-Tex & Z Tags................................26
        Marking Pens............................27

O
O.B. Supplies...............................39-43
One Shot..........................................17
Oral Calf Feeders..............................41
Organic Iodine.................................18
Oster Clippers..........................100,101

S Y 

Trichguard & Trich V5L...................15
Trimming Chutes............................105

Pack Equipment..............................91
Pads, Saddle...............................76,77
Paint Supplies, Sheep......................51

Saddle Bags.......................................91
Saddle Blankets...........................76,77
Saddles.............................................89
Safeguard Wormer.......................21,59
Scale, Digital...........................164-165
Scale, Mobile..................................164

Truck Beds....................................133
Tru-Test Scales..............................165
Tubs, Mineral...............................22,23 
Two-W Equip..................136,152-156

Tack Department........................76-93
Tags............................................26,27
Tag Ink............................................27
Tank Heaters.................................125
Tanks, Storage..............................123
Tape & Polywire...............................2
Taskmaster Equipment.................161
Tarps, Hay.....................................119
Tattoo Outfits, Ink & Digits............30
Temple Tags....................................27
Thermometers.................................36
Tie Downs........................................79
TM 50.............................................18
Total Equine....................................74
Trailer Aid.....................................145
Trailer Matting................................95
Trailer Ties......................................84
Training Forks.................................79
Transfer Needle..............................36

Trocar..............................................33
Trojan Cup & Nipple Waterers.......46
Trough-O-Matic Valves.................124

Scalpel Handles & Blades...........29,33
Scarlet Oil........................................57
Scissors............................................33
Scour Treatment, Cattle...............37,38
                              Swine...................44
Scourguard........................................10
Scour Preventatives.......................10,38

3 Point Tools, King Kutter............135

Can’t Find What You 
Want?  Give us a call!
We Carry Many More 
Products Not Listed!

Not responsible for errors 
in printing or copy.
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VACCINES
______7-Way
______8-Way
______C & D Toxoid
______C & D Antitoxin
______Guardian
______Bovine Pilishield+C
______Scourguard 4K
______Scourguard 4KC
______Bovine Ecolizer
______Calf Guard
______Inforce 3 Nasalgen
______Scour Bos 9
______Scour Bos 4
______Type A Toxoid
______Once PM-H

Intranasal

ANTIBIOTICS
______Penicillin G
______Dura Pen/

Combi-Pen-48
______Duramycin 72-200
______:Liquamycin LA 200
______Noromycin LA 300
______Sulfamed Inj 40%
______Sulfa Boluses

LIVESTOCK I.D.
______Ear Tags/Ink/Tools
______Tattoo Guns/

Ink/Digits
______Paint Sticks

DISINFECTANTS
______Nolvasan
______Controlled Iodine
______Povidone
______Chlorhexidine
______Triodine 7
______EZ + Cut Aid
______Naval Guard

COLOSTRUM
SUPPLEMENTS
______BCP First Colostrum
______Excell Pro First

Feeding Plus
______Colostrx
______MannaPro Colostrum
______Nursemate
______Newborn Calf Formula
______Nourish
______Protect

SCOUR TREATMENTS
______Terramycin Scour
              Tablets
______Calf Scour Boluses
______Sustain III
______Bio-Protein
______Excell Bolus
______EZ + Calf Aid
______SX Calf
______Kaolin Pectin

INSTRUMENTS
______OB Chains
______OB Straps
______OB Handles
______Calf Snare
______Suture &
              Suture Needles
______Prolapse Needles
______Balling Guns
______Syringes & Needles
______Calf Pullers
______Elastrator Rings &

Tool
______Cow Hip Lift

WEIGHING EQUIPMENT
______Hanging Scales
______Hoof Weigh Tape
______Calf Sling

CALF CATCHERS
______Lariats
______Used Lariats
______Koehn Kalf Katch

WARMING EQUIPMENT
______Calf Ear Muffs
______Calf Warmers

FEEDING  SUPPLIES
______Calf Milk
______Oral Calf Feeders
______Calfteria Pail
______Bottles/Nipples/
               Holder

CALVING EQUIPMENT
______Maternity Pen
______Panels
______Gates
______Headcatches
______Split Calving Gate

PROBIOTICS
______Probios
______Jump Start

MISC. SUPPLIES
______Uterine Boluses
______OB Gloves
______OB Lube
______Surgical Scrub
______J-Lube
______Herd Books
______Surgical Soap
______Orphan No More
______Udder Salves
______Hot Shots
______Whips
______Sorting Poles
______HD Calf Sleds
______EZ Lube

DEHORNING
SUPPLIES
______Moore Maker
              Dehorners
______Stone Electric
______L & H Electric
______Dehorn Paste

Checklist for CALVING SUPPLIES

VITAMINS
______Vitamin A D
______Vitamin E & AD
______HI Level Vitamin B

ELECTROLYTE
SOLUTIONS
______EZ + Lytes
______Entrolyte H.E.
______Re-Sorb
______Diaque
______Electrolyte Formula 911
______Excell
______Durvet Vitamins/

Electrolyte

ENERGY SUPPORT
______Nutri Drench
______EZ + Calf Start

At the Vet Shack
Western Ranch Supply

POUR ON
INSECTICIDES
______1% Permethrin
______1% Synergized
               Permethrin
______Saber Pour On
______Ultra Saber
______Brute Pour-On
______Durasect
______Durasect II
______Boss
______Ultra Boss
______Permectrin CDS
______Cylence Pour On
______Clean-Up II

Downtown Billings
303 North 13th St.

PO Box 1497
Billings, MT 59101

406-252-6692
8:00am-5:00pm Mon-Fri

Great Falls
4000 River Drive North

PO Box 542
Great Falls, MT 59403

Phone 406-761-2160 / 800-548-5855
8:00am-5:00pm Mon-Sat

Westend Billings
7305 Entryway Drive

PO Box 1497
Billings, MT 59101

406-252-6692
8:00am-6:00pm Mon-Sat

1-800-548-7270

1/20
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NOTES:



HOME OF THE 

               ORIGINAL
          CONCRETE STOCK TANK

                          Petersen Mfg. Co., Inc.  

               2471 Hwy 30 - Denison, IA 51442 
             *800-832-7383  OR  *712-263-2442

www.PETERSENWATERERS.com

RUST-FREE IN
SULATED PLASTIC

DOORS & VALVE COVERS FOR

YEARS OF TROUBLE FREE SERVICE

* 3” Self Cleaning Rubber Drains
* Large Float Chamber
* Rounded Corners
* Strong Reinforced Concrete
* Concrete Hood Protector
* New Round Hood Prevents Ice & Snow
   Buildup

* 44c shown

* Other Models Available

T H E

T H E Y  D E S ERV E

2 Giralda Farms • Madison, NJ 07940 • merck-animal-health-usa.com • 800-521-5767
Copyright © 2020 Intervet Inc., d/b/a/ Merck Animal Health, a subsidiary of Merck & Co., Inc. All rights reserved. 

1 Data on file. Merck Animal Health.

      Most updated 
flu strains 
available

      Featured in flu- 
containing vaccines 

     Proven safety  
& efficacy

      98% reaction-free  
in field safety trials1 

     Consistency  
& potency    
in every dose

       Exclusive Havlogen® 
Adjuvant

Spectrum of Protection
C O R E  T O  R I S K - B A S E D

PrestigeVaccines.com



Count on Y-TEX® insecticide ear tags to knock 
out flies, ticks and lice.
So when it’s time to protect your cattle from flies, ticks and lice, look for the 
insecticide tags that put a stop to profit-robbing pests: TRI-ZAP™, MAX 40™, 
XP 820®, WARRIOR™, PYthon®, PYthon® Magnum™, and OPtimizer® from Y-TEX®.

Always read and follow label directions.  All brands shown are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Y-TEX® Corporation.  © 2021 Y-TEX® Corporation.

Where do you think the phrase
“dropping like flies” came from?

Krisha Geffert – 307-760-0327
Show Feed Specialist

www.MoorMansShowTec.com
800-217-2007  •  AN_ShowFeedHelp@adm.com

Apply the finishing touches for a
championship performance





Distrubuted By

Redmond Rock

MADE WITH

AND
AgriBestFeeds.com

WITH 
GARLIC

NO MOLASSES. NO SUGAR. NO STARCH.

For years, cattle producers
have learned to trust Y-TEX®.

Only Y-TEX® offers 
you the best in both

one-piece and  
two-piece ID tags.
So this year, why not put your trust  

in the brands that stand for  
dependability, durability and value – 

All-American® and Y-Tags™,  
from Y-TEX®.

Y-TEX® and All-American® are registered trademarks of Y-TEX Corporation.
Y-Tags™ is a trademark of Y-TEX Corporation.   © 2021 Y-TEX Corporation.



AIDS
IN PROTECTION

of calves against disease
and mortality associated with

E. coli K99 scours.

Dura-Start 50 contains Bovine lgG - Escherichia 
Coli Antibody which aids in the treatment of 
failure of passive transfer in calves in the first
24 hours of birth.

U.S. Veterinary License No. 395

NEW

LEARN MORE AT WWW.DURVET.COM

DRY COLOSTRUM

Dura-Start-50_WRS_ad_9x9.25_0121.indd   1Dura-Start-50_WRS_ad_9x9.25_0121.indd   1 1/21/21   4:26 PM1/21/21   4:26 PM



FOR ALL YOURFOR ALL YOUR

Q U A L I T Y  •  C R A F T S M A N S H I P  •  D E P E N D A B I L I T Y  Q U A L I T Y  •  C R A F T S M A N S H I P  •  D E P E N D A B I L I T Y  

A LWAY S  A LWAY S  G U A R A N T E E DG U A R A N T E E D

EQUINE NEEDSEQUINE NEEDS

CHOOSE YOUR LEVEL  
OF BRD PROTECTION

Nasalgen 3-PMH 
IBR, BRSV, PI3 
+ Pasteurella multocida 
+ Mannheimia haemolytica 

Nasalgen® 3
IBR, BRSV, PI3 

NEW 

NEW 

MAHCattle.com  •  800-521-5767  
© 2020 Intervet Inc., doing business as Merck Animal Health, a 
subsidiary of Merck & Co., Inc. All rights reserved. US-NAL-200600002

The color of unmatched protection against IBR, BRSV, PI3, 
Pasteurella multocida and Mannheimia haemolytica.

Nasalgen® 3-PMH is a one-of-a-kind respiratory vaccine that is safe to use in 
young calves for a strong, healthy foundation. And a unique BluShadow® diluent 

means there’s no second-guessing which animals have been vaccinated. This 
cattle friendly vaccine is one more way Merck Animal Health Works for you.

Learn more at UnmatchedProtection.com.

The first and only intranasal 
vaccine with both viral and 

bacterial pneumonia protection.

52909_Nasalgen3-PMH_HalfPg_Horiz_WesternRanchSupply_FA_cp.indd   152909_Nasalgen3-PMH_HalfPg_Horiz_WesternRanchSupply_FA_cp.indd   1 1/12/21   2:33 PM1/12/21   2:33 PM



See product labels for complete product information, indications and application instructions. 
©2019 Bayer, Shawnee Mission, KS 66201. Bayer (reg’d), the Bayer Cross (reg’d) and Clean-Up™ are trademarks of Bayer. I191201

Cattle infested with lice have shown a ~9.2% reduction in average daily 
weight gain1, which can reduce your operation’s ROI. Clean-Up II™ 
Pour-On Insecticide with IGR requires only one application to treat 
biting lice, sucking lice and louse eggs (nits) before they hatch. 
Just one application helps save time and money from being sucked 
out of your bottom line.
 
Visit your retailer or CleanUpYourCattle.com to learn more.

Help protect your bottom line from sucking.

1Drummond RO. Economic aspects of ectoparasites of cattle in North America. In: Leaning WHD, Guerrero J, eds. 

(1987). The Economic Impact of Parasitism in Cattle: Proceedings of the MSD AGVET Symposium: August 19, 1987, 

in Association with the XXIII World Veterinary Conference, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Lawrenceville, NJ: Veterinary 

Learning Systems; 9-24.

Cattle infested with lice have shown a ~9.2% reduction in average daily Cattle infested with lice have shown a ~9.2% reduction in average daily 

Help protect your bottom line from sucking.Help protect your bottom line from sucking.
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Portable Corrals
Turn any remote area  

into easy working  
conditions.

32 Panel 
Carriers
Portable corral 
transport made 
easier — easy to 
load and unload.

785.545.3606 • 800.466.3606

Loading 
Chute

Winkel
Glen Elder, KS 67446-9717

www.winkelmfg.com
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